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Introduction to the 2009 annex to the annual report of the CPVO
The 2009 annex to the annual report is published exclusively electronically.
Chapter 1, containing the list of examination oﬃces entrusted by the Administrative Council to undertake technical examination
on behalf of the CPVO, will exceptionally not be published this year.
Chapters 2 and 3 contain the Community rights in force at 31|12|2009; chapter 4 the list of holders and their representatives, if
any.
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BG 1: Izpitvawi ofisi, na koito Administrativni￿t s•vet v•zlaga da izv•rxvat tehniqeska proverka
ot imeto na Slu￿bata (Stranica 9)
1: Naimenovanie na vida
2: Strana
3: Izpitvaw ofis
ES 1: Oﬁcinas de examen a las que el Consejo de Administración ha encargado la realización del examen
técnico en nombre de la OCVV (Página 9)
1: Nombre de la especie
2: País
3: Oﬁcina de examen
CS 1: Zkušební úřady pověřené správní radou k provádění technického zkoušení jménem Odrůdového úřadu




DA 1: Prøvningsmyndigheder udpeget af administrationsrådet til at foretage teknisk afprøvning på Sortsmyn-




DE 1: Prüfämter, die vom Verwaltungsrat des Gemeinschaftlichen Sortenamts mit der Durchführung der





















































































































































EN 1: Examination oﬃces entrusted by the Administrative Council to undertake technical examination on




FR 1: Le conseil d’administration a chargé les oﬃces d’examen suivants de réaliser l’examen technique pour
le compte de l’OCVV (Page 9)
1: Nom de l’espèce
2: Pays
3: Oﬃce d’examen
IT 1: Uﬃci di esame incaricati dal Consiglio di amministrazione per svolgere l’esame tecnico per conto
dell’UCVV (Pagina 9)
1: Nome delle specie
2: Paese/Nazione
3: Uﬃcio di esame




3: P¯ arbaudes iest¯ ade
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LT 1: Tyrimus atliekančios tarnybos, kurioms Administracin˙ e taryba patik˙ ejo atlikti techninę ekspertizę
BAVT vardu (Puslapis 9)
1: R¯ ušies pavadinimas
2: Šalis
3: Ekspertiz˙ es tarnyba
HU 1: Vizsgáló Hivatalok, amelyeket az Igazgató Testület a CPVO nevében történö technikai vizsgálatok
elvégzésével bízott meg (Oldal 9)
1: A fajta neve
2: Ország
3: Ellenőrző Hivatal
MT 1: Il-Kunsill Amministrattiv inkariga lill-uﬃ˙ c˙ cji ta’ l-eżami biex iwettqu l-eżami tekniku f’isem is-CPVO
(Pa˙ gna 9)
1: Isem ta’ l-ispe˙ ci
2: Pajjiż
3: Uﬃ˙ c˙ cju ta’ l-eżami





PL 1: Urzędy badawcze, którym Rada Administracyjna powierzyła przeprowadzenie badania technicznego




PT 1: Organismos de exame encarregados pelo Conselho de Administração da realização do exame técnico
em nome do ICVV (Página 9)
1: Denominação da espécie
2: País
3: Organismo de exame
RO 1: Oﬁciile de examinare însărcinate de Consiliul de administraţie să realizeze examinarea tehnică în
numele OCSP (Pagina 9)
1: Numele speciei
2: Ţara
3: Oﬁciul de examinare





SL 1: Uradi za preskušanje sort, ki na pooblastilo upravnega sveta v imenu Urada Skupnosti za rastlinske
sorte (CPVO) izvajajo preskušanje (Stran 9)
1: Ime vrste
2: Država
3: Urad za preskušanje sort
FI 1: Tarkastuslaitokset, jotka hallintoneuvosto on valtuuttanut tekemään teknisiä tarkastuksia kasvilajike-




SV 1: Provningsmyndigheter som av förvaltningsrådet har fått i uppdrag att genomföra teknisk provning
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BG 2: Predostav￿ne na pravna zakrila (Stranica 12)
1: Nomer na zave￿dane
2: Titul￿r
3: Procesualen predstavitel (ako ima tak•v)
4: Odobreno naimenovanie
5: Nomer i data na predostavenoto pravo
ES 2: Concesiones de protección (Página 12)
1: Número de expediente
2: Titular
3: Representante en el procedimiento (si lo hay)
4: Denominación aprobada
5: Número de concesión, fecha
CS 2: Udělení odrůdových práv (Strana 12)
1: Číslo spisu
2: Držitel
3: Zástupce v řízení (je-li uveden)
4: Schválený název
5: Číslo udělení odrůdového práva, datum






DE 2: Erteilung des Schutzes (Seite 12)
1: Aktenzeichen
2: Sortenschutzinhaber
3: Verfahrensvertreter (falls zutreﬀend)
4: Genehmigte Bezeichnung
5: Nummer der Erteilung, Datum



















































































































EN 2: Grants of protection (Page 12)
1: File number
2: Holder
3: Procedural representative (if any)
4: Approved denomination
5: Grant number, date
FR 2: Octroi d’une protection (Page 12)
1: Numéro de dossier
2: Titulaire
3: Mandataire (s’il y a lieu)
4: Dénomination approuvée
5: Numéro de l’octroi, date
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IT 2: Concessioni della tutela (Pagina 12)
1: Numero di pratica
2: Titolare
3: Mandatario/Rappresentante nella procedura (eventuale/i)
4: Denominazione approvata
5: Numero della concessione, data
LV 2: Aizsardz¯ ıbas piešk ¸iršana (Lappuse 12)
1: Dokumenta numurs
2: ¯ Ipašnieks
3: Pilnvarotais p¯ arst¯ avis (ja t¯ ads ir)
4: Apstiprin¯ atais nosaukums
5: Piešk ¸iršanas numurs, datums
LT 2: Teisin˙ es apsaugos suteikimas (Puslapis 12)
1: Byla numeris
2: Savininkas
3: Procesinis atstovas (jei yra)
4: Patvirtintas pavadinimas
5: Suteiktas numeris, data
HU 2: Oltalmak megadása (Oldal 12)
1: Nyilvántartási szám
2: Jogosult
3: Eljárásbeli képviselő (ha van)
4: Fajtanév jóváhagyva
5: Megadás száma, datuma
MT 2: Kon˙ cessjonijiet ta’ protezzjoni (Pa˙ gna 12)
1: Numru tal-fajl
2: It-Titolari
3: Rapprezentant pro˙ cedurali (jekk ikun hemm)
4: Denominazzjoni approvata
5: In-numru tal-kon˙ cessjoni, data
NL 2: Toekenning van een kwekersrecht (Bladzijde 12)
1: Dossiernummer
2: Houder
3: Vertegenwoordiger voor de procedure (indien van toepassing)
4: Vastgestelde rasbenaming
5: Verleningsnummer, datum
PL 2: Przyznanie ochrony (Strona 12)
1: Numer akt
2: Posiadacz
3: Pełnomocnik (o ile ustanowiony)
4: Nazwa uznana
5: Numer przyznania, data
PT 2: Concessão de protecção (Página 12)
1: Número de processo
2: Titular
3: Representante para efeitos processuais (caso exista)
4: Denominação aprovada
5: Número da concessão, data
RO 2: Acordarea protecţiei (Pagina 12)
1: Dosar nr.
2: Titular
3: Mandatar (dacă este cazul)
4: Denumire aprobată
5: Numărul acordării, data
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SK 2: Udelenia ochrany (Strana 12)
1: Číslo spisu
2: Majitel’
3: Procesný zástupca (ak je nejaký)
4: Schválený názov
5: Číslo udelenia, dátum
SL 2: Podeljevanje varstva (Stran 12)
1: Številka prijave
2: Imetnik
3: Zastopnik v postopku (če obstaja)
4: Potrjeno ime
5: Številka podelitve, datum
FI 2: Suojauksen myöntäminen (Sivu 12)
1: Rekisterinumero
2: Haltija
3: Menettelyyn valtuutettu edustaja (mikäli on)
4: Hyväksytty lajikenimi
5: Myönnön numero, päivämäärä
SV 2: Beviljande av växtförädlarrätt (Sida 12)
1: Ansökningsnummer




1 2 3 4 5
Abelia x grandiﬂora (Rovelli ex André) Rehder
1995/0998 00268 01036 CONTI 1723 - 17/02/1997
1998/1338 02352 HOPLEYS 6049 - 19/06/2000
2006/0160 05324 01589 KALEIDOSCOPE 25403 - 08/06/2009
Abelia R. Br.
2004/2409 03881 MINAUD 26223 - 07/12/2009
Abutilon Mill.
2004/1940 03120 00423 OOSTTRUMP 19378 - 05/03/2007
2004/2532 03120 00423 OOSTWHITRU 19379 - 05/03/2007
2008/1740 03120 00423 OOSTREDTRUMP 26288 - 21/12/2009
Abutilon darwinii Hook. f.
2008/1498 03120 00423 OOSTREDISCH 26285 - 21/12/2009
Acacia cognata Domin
2004/0001 04511 01589 LIMELIGHT 16258 - 26/09/2005
Acer L.
1995/2520 05701 EUROSTAR 564 - 02/08/1996
Acer shirasawanum Koidz.
2001/1763 03642 JORDAN 16656 - 19/12/2005
Acer palmatum Thunb.
2002/1739 04028 02433 TAYLOR 15609 - 06/06/2005
2005/1987 06616 MARLO 21237 - 26/11/2007
2006/2598 05671 01689 PEVÉ OLLIE 24772 - 20/04/2009
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Acer palmatum subsp. amoenum (Carrière) H. Hara
2007/0243 05707 HANA MATOI 24782 - 20/04/2009
2007/1713 03548 FIRECRACKER 25059 - 04/05/2009
Achillea ptarmica L.
2005/1909 00401 01902 GIPI WHIT 21184 - 12/11/2007
Aconitum L.
1998/0543 02080 02079 PINK SENSATION 6335 - 19/06/2000
2006/1765 03607 BLUE LAGOON 24752 - 20/04/2009
Aconitum carmichaelii Debeaux
2003/0040 02969/04103 ROYAL FLUSH 15610 - 06/06/2005
Aconitum carmichaelii Debeaux - Arendsii Grp.
2004/2397 03607 CLOUDY 18739 - 04/12/2006
Actinidia Lindl.
1998/0641 00915 01873 TOMUA 11644 - 08/09/2003
1998/0642 05401 01873 HORT16A 10226 - 18/11/2002
2001/0159 03297 00443 SUMMER 3373 16914 - 27/02/2006
2001/0160 03297 00443 SUMMER 4605 16915 - 27/02/2006
2001/1325 03297 00443 SUMMERFAENZA 17333 - 20/11/2006
2001/1735 03636 04731 JINTAO 23147 - 07/07/2008
2002/0735 05277 01166 ELEONORA 17323 - 24/04/2006
2002/0864 03895 01869 BELÉN 23148 - 07/07/2008
2002/1852 03940 01166 BOERICA 24819 - 20/04/2009
2003/1433 04333 00443 CONVI 24923 - 04/05/2009
2003/2524 05670 T 1910 23290 - 21/07/2008
2005/0277 00915 01873 HORTGEM RUA 24925 - 04/05/2009
2005/0278 00915 01873 HORTGEM WHA 24926 - 04/05/2009
Actaea racemosa L.
2007/2893 06123 REMICIM 23295 - 21/07/2008
Adenanthos Labill.
1995/2578 00729 04057 TAL 8809 - 04/02/2002
1998/0385 00729 04057 AVIV 10408 - 16/12/2002
Adenium obesum (Forssk.) Roem. et Schult.
2004/1000 05025 01903 ANOUK 18736 - 04/12/2006
2007/0516 05025 01903 EVA 25214 - 18/05/2009
Adenium Roem. et Schult
1998/1319 02345 00003 SCARLET 7661 - 21/05/2001
Adonis aestivalis L.
1998/1166 05229 05284 LODERS RED 6243 - 05/06/2000
Aechmea Ruiz et Pav.
1998/1095 00286 PRIMERA 4712 - 21/06/1999
1999/1055 02658 01903 INCA 16783 - 30/01/2006
1999/1057 02658 01903 MAYA 16784 - 30/01/2006
2004/1133 04698 01903 BLUE RAIN 18421 - 25/09/2006
2005/1782 04698 01903 A8506 21642 - 14/01/2008
Aerva Forssk.
2001/1172 03528 00441 DESERT YEARNING 12012 - 10/11/2003
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Aeschynanthus Jack
1999/1697 04682 02586 RASTA 7340 - 05/03/2001
2004/1082 04682 02586 TWISTER 17048 - 13/03/2006
Aeschynanthus speciosus Hook.
2002/1419 04810 00003 CORONA 13843 - 19/07/2004
2002/1420 04810 00003 CANOPUS 14041 - 27/09/2004
Aeschynanthus evrardii Pellegr.
2002/1421 04810 00003 CASSIOPEIA 13844 - 19/07/2004
Aeschynanthus parvifolius R. Br.
2007/1242 05892 JIVE 25044 - 04/05/2009
2007/1243 05892 FREVO 25045 - 04/05/2009
Agastache mexicana (H.B.K.) Lint. et Epling
1998/1517 00657 02079 RED FORTUNE 6364 - 19/06/2000
Agastache J. Clayton ex Gronov.
2001/1569 03590 00033 PINK PERFUME 11476 - 07/07/2003
2002/0329 02871 KIEGABI 13536 - 07/06/2004
2002/0330 02871 KIEGADOR 13537 - 07/06/2004
2002/0331 02871 KIEGAPUR 13538 - 07/06/2004
Agastache rugosa (Fisch. & C.A. Mey.) Kuntze
2003/1142 04275 01433 GOLDEN JUBILEE 23159 - 07/07/2008
Agastache aurantiaca (A.Gray) Lint & Epling
2006/1436 00849 AGA 104 22957 - 23/06/2008
2006/1438 00849 AGA 304 22958 - 23/06/2008
Agapanthus L’Hér.
1999/0781 02617/02618 02433 WHITE HEAVEN 7376 - 05/03/2001
1999/0782 02617/02618 02433 BLUE HEAVEN 9477 - 03/06/2002
2000/1529 03162 02499 SNOWSTORM 9529 - 03/06/2002
2000/1679 06086 NOTFRED 14205 - 08/11/2004
2001/0188 01980 02433 SARAH 10661 - 24/02/2003
2002/0190 05140 WHITNEY 10694 - 24/02/2003
2002/0671 05140 BLUETY 14213 - 08/11/2004
2002/1031 03923 BIANCA PERLA 14818 - 07/03/2005
2003/0047 03923 ATLANTIC OCEAN 14828 - 07/03/2005
2003/0048 03923 PACIFIC OCEAN 14829 - 07/03/2005
2003/1248 04299 02334 BLACK PANTHA 17542 - 22/05/2006
2003/2126 04435 02334 B IN B 22636 - 19/05/2008
2004/0544 04592 02499 ATIBLU 20849 - 24/08/2007
2004/0704 03923 SYLVIA 20850 - 24/08/2007
2004/0705 03923 CHARLOTTE 20851 - 24/08/2007
2007/0345 05741 01589 BUDDY BLUE 26189 - 16/11/2009
2007/1788 05741 01589 RFDD 25582 - 06/07/2009
2007/2679 04435 02334 SENNA 26197 - 16/11/2009
Agaricus bisporus (Lange) Imbach
2000/1261 03075 00420 BRONCOH 18137 - 17/07/2006
Agave univitatta Haw.
2005/2487 04314 01903 HANSOTI08 22642 - 19/05/2008
Ageratum L.
2000/1592 03602 03325 AGETIS 8556 - 17/12/2001
2005/1688 05935 00423 MOERES 18388 - 25/09/2006
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Ageratum houstonianum Mill.
2002/1384 03602 03325 AGMONTIS 12415 - 19/01/2004
2002/1385 03602 03325 AGSANTIS 12425 - 19/01/2004
2003/0737 03602 03325 AGROSAMTIS 14615 - 24/01/2005
2004/2416 03602 03325 AGBIC 16144 - 12/09/2005
2005/2202 03602 03325 AGPATBICPULI 18599 - 06/11/2006
2006/2542 03602 03325 AGROS 21067 - 22/10/2007
2006/2543 03602 03325 AGADEFT 21068 - 22/10/2007
2006/2544 03602 03325 AGARO 21069 - 22/10/2007
2006/2545 03602 03325 AGBILIR 21070 - 22/10/2007
Ageratina altissima (L.) R. M. King et H. Rob.
2004/2209 05935 00423 MOERLADY 18431 - 25/09/2006
Aglaonema Schott
1995/2649 00207 01534 PATTAYA BEAUTY 565 - 02/08/1996
1995/2650 00207 01534 KING OF SIAM 566 - 02/08/1996
1996/0713 01376 01903 MARY ANN 4751 - 05/07/1999
1997/1462 01376 01903 SILVER FROST 4755 - 05/07/1999
1997/1464 01376 01903 PAINTED PRINCESS 9305 - 06/05/2002
1998/1114 01376 01903 GREEN LADY 6556 - 26/07/2000
2001/1283 01376 01903 JUBILEE COMPACTA 12172 - 24/11/2003
2001/1340 01376 01903 PEACOCK 10980 - 28/04/2003
2002/0711 00207 CLEOPATRA 13167 - 03/05/2004
2002/0712 00207 GREEN SUN 13168 - 03/05/2004




2006/1698 01378 01903 WHITE LANCE 23439 - 29/09/2008
2007/0616 05791 02433 TWYAG0057 25918 - 24/08/2009
2007/0617 05791 02433 TWYAG0060 25919 - 24/08/2009
2007/2671 05829 01903 VENUS 25859 - 24/08/2009
Aglaonema simplex (Blume) Blume x A. brevispathum (Engl.) Engl.
2007/0903 05829 01903 VALENTINE 25920 - 24/08/2009
Aglaonema rotundum N.E.Br.
2005/1378 04786 01903 ZAI750 22324 - 05/05/2008
Aglaonema commutatum Schott Œ Aglaonema rotundum N.E.Br.
2007/1927 05791 02433 TWYAG0001 25850 - 24/08/2009
2007/1928 05791 02433 TWYAG0004 25924 - 24/08/2009
2007/1929 05791 02433 TWYAG0005 25925 - 21/09/2009
2007/1930 05791 02433 TWYAG0020 25926 - 24/08/2009
2007/1932 05791 02433 TWYAG0058 25851 - 24/08/2009
2007/1947 05791 02433 TWYAG0009B 25927 - 24/08/2009
2007/1948 05791 02433 TWYAG0056 25928 - 24/08/2009
Agrostis capillaris L.
2001/0721 06348 ABERROYAL 8282 - 17/12/2001
2005/2484 04176 00133 BARKING 18731 - 04/12/2006
2007/0601 05787 POLANA 25819 - 24/08/2009
2008/1425 00131 JORVIK 23823 - 26/01/2009
2008/1426 00131 TIGERTWO 25640 - 06/07/2009
Agrostis stolonifera L.
2002/0053 04920 00441 GREEN TWIST 12745 - 08/03/2004
2005/0147 04176 00133 BENGAL 25315 - 08/06/2009
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Ajuga reptans L.
2004/1520 02812 04599 BINBLASCA 22637 - 19/05/2008
Allium cepa (Aggregatum Group)
1995/0926 00259 DELVAD 4168 - 01/12/1998
1995/2586 00237/00422 CUIS C1 3128 - 02/06/1998
1995/2587 00237/00422 LONG C1 2531 - 14/11/1997
1995/2588 00237/00422 LONG C2 2530 - 14/11/1997
1995/2589 00237/00422 ROST C1 2532 - 14/11/1997
1998/0319 00237/00422 SANO C9 8588 - 17/12/2001
2000/1896 00237/00653 INDIAR C 13376 - 17/05/2004
2000/1918 00237/00653 ROST A3 13377 - 17/05/2004
2001/0324 00689 00827 VIGARMOR 8430 - 05/11/2001
2001/1920 05706 BIZTRO 14112 - 04/10/2004
2001/1921 05706 PICASSO 14113 - 04/10/2004
2002/1790 00237/00653 OLYMPUS 19935 - 16/04/2007
2002/1971 05706 FRESCO 16124 - 17/08/2005
2002/1972 05706 YELLOW MOON 15865 - 18/07/2005
2003/1709 00237/00653 BGS 2215 21151 - 22/10/2007
2003/1710 00237/00653 BGS 2216 21152 - 22/10/2007
2003/1711 00237/00653 BGS 2217 21153 - 22/10/2007
2003/1857 04410 RED GOURMET 19238 - 19/02/2007
2003/1858 04410 ELEGANCE 19239 - 19/02/2007
2003/2225 05706 CLASSICO 19240 - 05/10/2009
Allium cepa (Cepa group)
1995/2590 00237/00422 ZW-A25 2602 - 18/12/1997
1995/2591 00237/00422 W 420-A10 2603 - 18/12/1997
1995/2804 00237/00422 ZW A1 2601 - 18/12/1997
1995/2805 00237/00422 DORBOL C1 2600 - 18/12/1997
1995/2806 00237/00422 AUK.C6 2598 - 18/12/1997
1995/2807 00237/00422 HYGUN C1-2 2599 - 18/12/1997
1996/0246 04257 ALPHA 3289 - 03/08/1998
1996/0277 01001 RAMROD 3290 - 03/08/1998
1997/0066 00237/00422 GLACIER 3292 - 03/08/1998
1997/0068 00237/00422 ELECTRIC 3294 - 03/08/1998
1997/0167 00237/00422 SENSH C2 5683 - 20/12/1999
1997/0168 00237/00422 DOR BOL C5 5684 - 20/12/1999
1997/0169 00237/00422 STUR BC 20 5685 - 20/12/1999
1997/1366 03602 03325 SETTON 5690 - 20/12/1999
1998/0320 00237/00422 ROSALI 8589 - 17/12/2001
1998/0321 00237/00422 LIL C10 8590 - 17/12/2001
1998/0322 00237/00422 AGROTW A5 8591 - 17/12/2001
1998/0323 00237/00422 AGROTW CML 8592 - 17/12/2001
1998/0325 00237/00422 IMAI A10 8593 - 17/12/2001
1998/0326 00237/00422 ZW ROOD A1 8594 - 17/12/2001
1999/0135 04257 RUMBA 10942 - 14/04/2003
1999/0142 00237/00422 MISSILE 10571 - 10/02/2003
1999/0143 00237/00422 SNOWSTORM 8886 - 18/02/2002
1999/0144 00237/00422 BGS 2133 11964 - 19/04/2004
1999/0145 00237/00422 BGS 2134 11965 - 19/04/2004
1999/0146 00237/00422 BGS 2135 13111 - 19/04/2004
1999/0147 00237/00422 BGS 2136 13112 - 19/04/2004
2000/1897 00237/00653 NORO C1 11071 - 05/05/2003
2000/1898 00237/00653 NORO A35 11072 - 05/05/2003
2000/1899 00237/00653 BL DURO B4 11073 - 05/05/2003
2000/1900 00237/00653 MIR EC 11074 - 05/05/2003
2000/1901 00237/00653 REC A20 11075 - 05/05/2003
2000/1902 00237/00653 ESKNOR C 11076 - 05/05/2003
2000/1903 00237/00653 SOC C 11077 - 05/05/2003
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Allium cepa (Cepa group)
2000/1919 00237/00653 ROSITA 11092 - 05/05/2003
2000/1920 00237/00653 TYG A38 11093 - 05/05/2003
2000/1921 00237/00653 SIBIR 13947 - 13/09/2004
2000/1923 00237/00653 NUBE 11095 - 05/05/2003
2001/1004 00938 02329 VYL78429B 13360 - 17/05/2004
2001/1973 04257/00010 DULCINEA 12891 - 22/03/2004
2003/1701 00237/00653 WHITE LINE 17335 - 24/04/2006
2003/1702 00237/00653 BGS 2208 19216 - 19/02/2007
2003/1703 00237/00653 BGS 2209 19217 - 19/02/2007
2003/1704 00237/00653 CEPOLINI 18140 - 17/07/2006
2003/1705 00237/00653 BGS 2211 19218 - 19/02/2007
2003/1706 00237/00653 BGS 2212 19219 - 19/02/2007
2003/1707 00237/00653 BGS 2213 20351 - 18/06/2007
2003/1708 00237/00653 BGS 2214 19220 - 19/02/2007
2003/2458 04504 BILA 19241 - 19/02/2007
2005/1386 00237 BGS 2225 23507 - 29/09/2008
2005/1387 00237 BGS 2226 23508 - 29/09/2008
2005/1388 00237 BGS 2227 23509 - 29/09/2008
2005/1389 00237 BGS 2228 23510 - 29/09/2008
2005/1390 00237 SANTAMARIA 23268 - 21/07/2008
2005/1391 00237 NIETO 21001 - 08/10/2007
2005/2585 00245 N37904 25370 - 08/06/2009
2006/0959 00777 01364 REKS 23504 - 29/09/2008
2007/0116 00237/00422 ALVARA 25516 - 22/06/2009
2007/0117 00422/00237 RED NICE 25517 - 22/06/2009
Allium porrum L.
1995/0221 05170 UPTON 1684 - 15/01/1997
1995/0222 05170 PARTON 1686 - 15/01/1997
1995/0224 05170 ROXTON 1441 - 16/10/1996
1995/0225 05170 CARLTON 1442 - 16/12/1996
1995/0229 00010 05170 WR1 541 - 03/04/1997
1998/0109 05170 NORTON 5659 - 20/12/1999
1999/0162 00237 PRS A9 10188 - 21/10/2002
1999/1212 05170 NUN 9588 9934 - 12/08/2002
1999/1557 00938 02329 ABM73101A 9935 - 12/08/2002
1999/1558 00938 02329 ABM73105A 9936 - 12/08/2002
1999/1560 00938 02329 SGL73501CV 9937 - 12/08/2002
2000/0929 05170 NUN0001LE 9945 - 12/08/2002
2000/0931 05170 NUN0021LE 9947 - 12/08/2002
2000/0932 05170 NUN8993 9948 - 12/08/2002
2000/0934 05170 NUN0041LE 9949 - 12/08/2002
2000/0935 05170 NUN0051LE 9950 - 12/08/2002
2000/1270 00938 02329 ABL73103A 9965 - 12/08/2002
2000/1271 00938 02329 ABL73104A 9966 - 12/08/2002
2000/1915 00237 LANC C1 11089 - 05/05/2003
2001/0890 00938 02329 ABM73106A 11100 - 05/05/2003
2001/1029 05170 1011 LE 12328 - 18/12/2003
2001/1030 05170 NUN 1001 LE 11103 - 05/05/2003
2002/0675 05170 NUN2011LE 13373 - 17/05/2004
2002/0676 05170 NUN2001LE 13374 - 17/05/2004
2003/0800 05170 NUN3001LE 15867 - 18/07/2005
2003/2460 00072 OPR 0276 18170 - 17/07/2006
2003/2461 00072 OPR 0273 18345 - 25/09/2006
2003/2462 00072 OPR 0271 18171 - 17/07/2006
2004/1422 04075 02329 WBS73515CV 18157 - 17/07/2006
2005/0507 05170 NUN5001LE 20052 - 21/05/2007
2005/0508 05170 NUN5011LE 20053 - 21/05/2007
2005/0509 05170 NUN5021LE 20054 - 21/05/2007
2005/0510 05170 NUN5031LE 20055 - 21/05/2007
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Allium porrum L.
2005/0511 05170 NUN5041LE 20056 - 21/05/2007
2005/0512 05170 NUN5051LE 20057 - 21/05/2007
2005/0513 05170 NUN5061LE 20058 - 21/05/2007
2005/0514 05170 NUN5081LE 20059 - 21/05/2007
2005/0515 05170 NUN5091LE 20060 - 21/05/2007
2005/0635 05170 NUN5071LE 20061 - 21/05/2007
2005/1485 00237 BEJO 2231 20354 - 18/06/2007
2005/1486 00237 BEJO 2232 20355 - 18/06/2007
2005/2386 04075 02329 SGL730111 21585 - 17/12/2007
2006/1625 00072 OPR 0266 21577 - 17/12/2007
2006/1627 00072 OPR 0264 21578 - 17/12/2007
2006/1628 00072 OPR 5003 21579 - 17/12/2007
2006/2435 00088 PR6220 RZ 23253 - 21/07/2008
2006/2436 00088 PR6440 RZ 23254 - 21/07/2008
2007/1405 05170 NUN7001LE 24883 - 04/05/2009
2007/1406 05170 NUN7011LE 25082 - 04/05/2009
2007/1407 05170 NUN7021LE 24884 - 04/05/2009
2007/1408 05170 NUN7031LE 24885 - 04/05/2009
2007/1409 05170 NUN7041LE 24886 - 04/05/2009
2008/0294 03602 03325 SENG 9167 25881 - 24/08/2009
2008/1539 03602 03325 SENG 9172 24123 - 23/02/2009
Allium sativum L.
1995/1481 00132 GARDOS 4232 - 01/02/1999
1995/1483 00132 GARCUA 4233 - 01/02/1999
1995/2891 02929 00560 MELANY 4875 - 20/09/1999
1995/3062 00689/01303 00827 SULTOP 2565 - 18/11/1997
1995/3063 00689/01303 00827 MORASOL 2566 - 18/11/1997
1997/1013 00689/01303 00827 MORALUZ 3140 - 02/06/1998
2002/0816 02929 03882 KIM 17200 - 27/03/2006
2002/0950 03908 SABADROME 11120 - 05/05/2003
2002/1486 02929 03882 ELLEN 17201 - 27/03/2006
2002/1487 02929 03882 HELENE 17202 - 27/03/2006
2003/1231 00132 PLAVIGAR 16781 - 30/01/2006
2003/1232 00132 PLAMEGAR 16782 - 30/01/2006
2003/1353 01303 DARIO 13028 - 05/04/2004
2005/1326 01303 VAYO 24122 - 23/02/2009
2005/1327 01303 ILLICO 19031 - 22/01/2007
2008/0014 01303 KRENO 23767 - 17/12/2008
Allium ﬁstulosum L.
2002/1791 00237/00653 PERFORMER 18169 - 17/07/2006
2003/1263 04075 02329 BAJA VERDE 18148 - 17/07/2006
2003/1264 04075 02329 GREEN BANNER 18149 - 17/07/2006
Allium schoenoprasum L.
2004/0235 04840 NELLY 21137 - 22/10/2007
Allium L.
2005/1729 04779 02334 MERCURIUS 22760 - 09/06/2008
Allium jesdianum Boiss. & Buhse
2006/1718 04779 00033 WHITE EMPRESS 22823 - 09/06/2008
Allamanda cathartica L.
2005/1871 05234/05235 01903 CARAMEL BLUSH 20884 - 10/09/2007
2005/1872 05234/05235 01903 SIAM SNOW 20885 - 10/09/2007
Alocasia wentii Engl. & K.Krause
2005/0292 01034 00423 ALINE 20216 - 04/06/2007
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Aloe aristata Haw.
2003/2282 04463 00423 GREEN PEARL 18402 - 25/09/2006
Aloe vera (L.) Burm. f.
2004/0115 04544 VARAL01 18403 - 25/09/2006
Alstroemeria L.
1995/0216 03783 VIRGINIA 1443 - 16/12/1996
1995/0220 03783 ROBINA 568 - 02/08/1996
1995/2516 03783 STASACH 569 - 02/08/1996
1995/2517 03783 STAKRIST 2295 - 01/09/1997
1995/2518 03783 STATIREN 2709 - 02/03/1998
1995/2519 03783 STALONA 2710 - 02/03/1998
1995/2704 03783 TROIKA 2358 - 01/09/1997
1995/2706 03783 BALLET 2359 - 01/09/1997
1996/0325 03783 STABELIN 2289 - 01/09/1997
1996/0327 03783 STASABI 2288 - 01/09/1997
1996/0870 03783 OSMOND 2367 - 01/09/1997
1996/0871 03783 DOLCE VITA 2361 - 01/09/1997
1996/0872 03783 GRANADA 2311 - 01/09/1997
1996/0898 03783 STAPRIMON 2713 - 02/03/1998
1996/0900 03783 STAPRIZSA 2715 - 02/03/1998
1996/1413 01554/01555 01556 SWEET LAURA 5266 - 12/11/1999
1997/0500 03783 STAREXAN 3567 - 05/10/1998
1997/0501 03783 STANATA 4767 - 05/07/1999
1997/0502 03783 STALAULI 3568 - 05/10/1998
1997/0508 00357 ARTICA 4768 - 05/07/1999
1997/1188 01897/03783 PINK DIAMOND 7212 - 15/01/2001
1997/1440 03783 STAPRIPAL 4585 - 17/05/1999
1998/1375 03783 STADICREM 4844 - 06/09/1999
1998/1377 03783 STANELTOR 4846 - 06/09/1999
1998/1379 03783 STALPET 4847 - 06/09/1999
1998/1380 03783 STALSIMO 6011 - 05/06/2000
1998/1381 03783 STALOREN 6012 - 05/06/2000
1998/1382 03783 STAPRILENE 6013 - 05/06/2000
1998/1383 03783 STAPRIVINA 6369 - 19/06/2000
1999/0706 03783 JIVE 6015 - 05/06/2000
1999/0766 03783 STABECOR 6281 - 05/06/2000
2000/0045 02895 TESBAY 8449 - 05/11/2001
2000/0079 03783 LAIKA 6510 - 26/07/2000
2000/0080 03783 ZANTRICE 8108 - 06/08/2001
2000/0081 03783 ZANVIRA 8109 - 06/08/2001
2000/0082 03783 ZANYSIA 8110 - 06/08/2001
2000/0083 03783 ZANISSA 8111 - 06/08/2001
2000/0690 03888 02321 PREALBOUR 8451 - 05/11/2001
2000/0691 03888 02321 PREALCHAR 8452 - 05/11/2001
2000/0692 03888 02321 PREALDABLA 8453 - 05/11/2001
2001/0056 03783 STAPRILEY 8114 - 06/08/2001
2001/0057 03783 STAPRISUSA 8115 - 06/08/2001
2001/0058 03783 STAPRIDANI 8116 - 06/08/2001
2001/0059 03783 STAPRIOXA 8117 - 06/08/2001
2001/0060 03783 STAPRIVANE 8118 - 06/08/2001
2001/0076 03783 STADEBOR 8121 - 06/08/2001
2001/0078 03783 STALOG 8123 - 06/08/2001
2001/0130 03783 STACYNT 8125 - 06/08/2001
2001/0132 03783 STASORA 8126 - 06/08/2001
2001/0751 03783 ZANVELVET 10898 - 14/04/2003
2001/0752 03783 ZANFIER 10899 - 14/04/2003
2001/1299 03783 STALIDI 11148 - 05/05/2003
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Alstroemeria L.
2001/1300 03783 STANECREM 11149 - 05/05/2003
2001/1302 03783 STAKOSI 11151 - 05/05/2003
2001/1346 03783 STAQUEEN 11153 - 05/05/2003
2001/1605 03783 STAPRICAMIL 9725 - 15/07/2002
2001/1606 03783 STAPRISARA 9726 - 15/07/2002
2001/1670 03783 ZANRINA 12739 - 08/03/2004
2001/1915 03783 OSSORIO 9741 - 15/07/2002
2001/1923 02895 TESCUPI 11321 - 09/06/2003
2001/1924 02895 TESMILKA 11322 - 09/06/2003
2001/1982 00357 ETNA 12743 - 08/03/2004
2002/0306 03888 02321 PREALDORDO 12755 - 08/03/2004
2002/0326 03783 ZANFINES 12758 - 08/03/2004
2002/0560 03783 ZALSAREST 12759 - 08/03/2004
2002/0562 03783 ZALSATINE 12761 - 08/03/2004
2002/0563 03783 ZALSABEL 12762 - 08/03/2004
2002/0564 03783 ZALSAMAY 12763 - 08/03/2004
2002/0565 03783 ZALSASEA 12764 - 08/03/2004
2002/0566 03783 ZALSASWEET 12765 - 08/03/2004
2002/1166 02895 TESSALM 12770 - 08/03/2004
2002/1189 03783 ZAPRIBEL 12773 - 08/03/2004
2002/1190 03783 ZAPRIJUL 12774 - 08/03/2004
2002/1194 00357 ARABELLA 12775 - 08/03/2004
2002/1195 00357 SOPHIE 12776 - 08/03/2004
2002/1196 00357 TARA 12777 - 08/03/2004
2002/1197 00357 CHRISTINA 12778 - 08/03/2004
2002/1733 02895 TESPRO 14785 - 07/03/2005
2002/1908 00357 BODEGA 14893 - 04/07/2005
2003/0027 03783 ZALSAMANO 14528 - 24/01/2005
2003/0028 03783 ZALSASENAN 14529 - 24/01/2005
2003/0681 03783 ZAPRINOUS 14530 - 24/01/2005
2003/0887 03783 ZALSADIM 14532 - 24/01/2005
2003/0891 03783 ZALSAMOT 14536 - 24/01/2005
2003/1308 02895 TESART 14909 - 21/03/2005
2003/1309 02895 TESWHITE 14910 - 21/03/2005
2003/1359 03783 ZAPRIFABI 14538 - 24/01/2005
2003/1656 03888 02321 PREALPASS 18181 - 21/08/2006
2003/2301 04469 TURCALLENA 18182 - 21/08/2006
2003/2423 02460 KOGLOW 14472 - 17/12/2004
2004/0288 02460 KONOVATIO 18183 - 21/08/2006
2004/0524 02895 TESLAND 18184 - 21/08/2006
2004/0525 02895 TESTIQUE 18185 - 21/08/2006
2004/0724 00357 PRECIOSA 18186 - 21/08/2006
2004/0883 03783 ZALSACHAP 17878 - 19/06/2006
2004/0884 03783 ZALSABRAND 17879 - 19/06/2006
2004/0885 03783 ZALSANEM 17880 - 19/06/2006
2004/0886 03783 ZALSAPAZ 17881 - 19/06/2006
2004/0887 03783 ZALSATAI 17882 - 19/06/2006
2004/1165 02460 KOEXOTICA 18188 - 21/08/2006
2004/1166 02460 KOADORE 18189 - 21/08/2006
2004/1167 02460 KONSACRAM 18190 - 21/08/2006
2004/1724 02460 KONORBINA 19726 - 02/04/2007
2004/1725 02460 KONCALGA 19727 - 02/04/2007
2004/2572 02895 TESLURE 19733 - 02/04/2007
2004/2573 02895 TESTISTO 19734 - 02/04/2007
2004/2574 02895 TESJET 19735 - 02/04/2007
2005/0037 02460 KONZIFER 19729 - 02/04/2007
2005/0134 03888 PREAMCLIM 19736 - 02/04/2007
2005/0623 06450 GARIMA 19763 - 02/04/2007
2005/0624 06450 GAPUCCI 19764 - 02/04/2007
2005/0791 00357 LUKKA 19765 - 02/04/2007
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Alstroemeria L.
2005/0794 03783 ZAPRIMARY 19737 - 02/04/2007
2005/0889 03783 ZALSALEO 19738 - 02/04/2007
2005/0890 03783 ZALSATEL 19739 - 02/04/2007
2005/0891 03783 ZALSANYX 19740 - 02/04/2007
2005/0892 03783 ZALSABIN 19741 - 02/04/2007
2005/1069 00357 PANDORA 19766 - 02/04/2007
2005/1070 00357 MAESTRO 19767 - 02/04/2007
2005/1270 02460 KOSERIN 19730 - 02/04/2007
2005/1340 03783 ZAPRITERES 19742 - 02/04/2007
2005/1395 02460 KONSUMBRA 19732 - 02/04/2007
2005/1620 00357 NATALIE 19769 - 02/04/2007
2005/1766 02460 KONAKOLE 21848 - 11/02/2008
2005/1767 02460 KONASPE 21849 - 11/02/2008
2005/2398 02895 TESPOINT 21447 - 17/12/2007
2005/2399 02895 TESDYNAT 21448 - 17/12/2007
2005/2400 02895 TESROBIN 21449 - 17/12/2007
2006/0375 00357 ADONIS 21835 - 11/02/2008
2006/0376 00357 FESTIVAL 21836 - 11/02/2008
2006/0377 00357 ALEXIS 21837 - 11/02/2008
2006/0565 03783 ZALSALUS 21870 - 11/02/2008
2006/0804 03783 ZALSALAN 21871 - 11/02/2008
2006/0805 03783 ZALSACHIC 21872 - 11/02/2008
2006/0806 03783 ZALSADEN 21873 - 11/02/2008
2006/0807 03783 ZALSAMON 21874 - 11/02/2008
2006/0808 03783 ZALSADON 21875 - 11/02/2008
2006/0809 03783 ZALSADOL 21876 - 11/02/2008
2006/0939 02460 KONPULSE 21850 - 11/02/2008
2006/0940 03783 ZALSAFRO 21877 - 11/02/2008
2006/0941 03783 ZALSAVUE 21878 - 11/02/2008
2006/0960 03783 ZAPRIXAN 21879 - 11/02/2008
2006/1829 00357 DAVINA 23960 - 09/02/2009
2006/1841 02460 KONEVOTIO 23961 - 09/02/2009
2006/2054 03671 00423 BELLHONBELL 23962 - 09/02/2009
2006/2055 03671 00423 BELL RED 23963 - 09/02/2009
2006/2056 03671 00423 BELLSTA 23964 - 09/02/2009
2006/2057 02895 TESNORAM 23965 - 09/02/2009
2006/2058 02895 TESANAS 23966 - 09/02/2009
2006/2060 02895 TESIRAG 23967 - 09/02/2009
2006/2061 02895 TESNITY 23968 - 09/02/2009
2007/0105 02460 KONRATUS 23976 - 09/02/2009
2007/0106 02460 KONFLAM 23977 - 09/02/2009
2007/1024 03783 ZAPRIDAPAL 21212 - 26/11/2007
2007/1025 03783 ZAPRILET 23986 - 09/02/2009
2007/1026 03783 ZAPRICIA 23987 - 09/02/2009
2007/1441 02895 TESBEYON 23991 - 09/02/2009
2007/1694 03783 ZALSASAQ 23995 - 09/02/2009
2007/1695 03783 ZALSAEMU 23996 - 09/02/2009
2007/1696 03783 ZALSARIS 23997 - 09/02/2009
Amaryllis L.
1997/0544 01701 00423 NYMPH 3747 - 19/10/1998
1997/1522 01961 AMPUTO 5597 - 20/12/1999
1997/1524 01961 EMERALD 5598 - 20/12/1999
2000/0262 01701 00423 FLAIR 11997 - 20/10/2003
2000/1079 01701 00423 EXOTICA 8824 - 04/02/2002
2000/1080 01701 00423 PINK DIAMOND 11999 - 20/10/2003
2000/1081 01701 00423 REDNYM 12000 - 20/10/2003
2000/1083 01701 00423 WHINYM 10122 - 23/09/2002
212009
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Amelanchier Medik.
1997/0692 01748/01689 OBELISK 6638 - 26/07/2000
Ananas Mill.
2000/1257 03112 LUCIANA 12336 - 05/01/2004
Ananas comosus (L.) Merr.
2000/1260 03112 FLHORAN41 12638 - 23/02/2004
Anagallis monellii L.
2005/1835 03602 03325 ANABLUE 23955 - 09/02/2009
2005/1836 03602 03325 ANAORA 23956 - 09/02/2009
Anemone L.
2005/1943 05243 00423 PRETTY DRESS 25118 - 18/05/2009
Anethum graveolens L.
2004/0233 04840 ARWEN 20072 - 21/05/2007
2004/0234 04840 ARLETT 20073 - 21/05/2007
Angelonia Bonpl.
2000/0311 00089 00441 ANWHIT 8841 - 04/02/2002
2002/0975 00089 00441 ANZWEI 12497 - 09/02/2004
2003/1275 00633 00423 BALANGDEPI 16384 - 14/11/2005
2003/2175 00633 00423 BALANGLOUD 14641 - 24/01/2005
2003/2176 00633 00423 BALANGBEKE 14642 - 24/01/2005
2004/0248 00089 00441 ANSKY 16614 - 19/12/2005
2004/0249 00089 00441 ANPINK 16615 - 19/12/2005
2004/1586 00401 00065 CARTBAS DEPINK 16549 - 12/12/2005
2004/1587 00401 00065 CARTBAS DEPUR 16550 - 12/12/2005
2005/1518 00089 00441 ADEWIT 18756 - 04/12/2006
2007/1664 00089 00441 ADEBIC 24036 - 09/02/2009
2007/1665 00089 00441 ADEBLU 24037 - 09/02/2009
2007/1666 00089 00441 ADEDEBLU 24038 - 09/02/2009
2007/1667 00089 00441 ADEPIN 24039 - 09/02/2009
2007/1668 00089 00441 ADEPUR 24040 - 09/02/2009
Angelonia angustifolia Benth.
2004/1933 00633 00423 BALANGWITIM 16391 - 14/11/2005
2005/2328 00633 00423 BALANGDARLA 18465 - 25/09/2006
2005/2329 00633 00423 BALANGDAROS 18466 - 25/09/2006
2005/2330 00633 00423 BALANGDARPI 18467 - 25/09/2006
2005/2331 00633 00423 BALANGPIKIM 18468 - 25/09/2006
2005/2332 00633 00423 BALANGPLUM 18469 - 25/09/2006
2006/0115 00633 00423 BALANGLADER 18470 - 25/09/2006
2006/2254 00633 00423 BALANGBAKIN 20935 - 24/09/2007
2007/1227 03116 KLEAA06552 24033 - 09/02/2009
2007/2033 00633 00423 BALANGSPRI 23696 - 08/12/2008
2007/2153 00633 00423 BALANGLABI 23697 - 08/12/2008
2007/2855 00164 00423 DANGELONI3 23702 - 08/12/2008
Anisodontea capensis (L.) D.M. Bates
2000/1602 03226 SUMANI 01 10616 - 10/02/2003
2007/2688 03120 00423 OOSTANI 24443 - 23/03/2009
Anisodontea scabrosa (L.) Bates
2005/0424 04225 00165 MISS PINKY 20854 - 24/08/2007
Anisodontea elegans (Cav.) D.M.Bates
2005/0606 05042 00082 CEFDONPIN 20218 - 04/06/2007
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Anisodontea elegans (Cav.) D.M.Bates
2005/0607 05042 00082 CEFDONPUR 20219 - 04/06/2007
Anigozanthos Labill.
1999/0770 05160 03783 BUSH PEARL 10032 - 09/09/2002
2007/0319 05160 03783 RAMBOCHAM 24786 - 20/04/2009
2007/0321 05160 03783 RAMBUELEG 24787 - 20/04/2009
2007/0322 05160 03783 BUSH INFERNO 24788 - 20/04/2009
2007/0323 05160 03783 RAMBUBONA 24789 - 20/04/2009
2007/0806 05815 01903 RED BEAUTY 25217 - 18/05/2009
2007/1819 05578 00423 AMBER VELVET 24809 - 20/04/2009
2007/1821 05578 00423 REGAL VELVET 24810 - 20/04/2009
Anthemis tinctoria L.
2003/0258 03607 CHARME 17708 - 06/06/2006
Antirrhinum L.
2004/2632 01511 01110 SELSAL 18620 - 06/11/2006
2007/2809 01511 01110 YAPEACHY 23644 - 10/11/2008
Antirrhinum majus L.
2003/0964 00401 00065 DRAYEL 15059 - 21/03/2005
2003/0965 00401 00065 DRAROSE 15060 - 21/03/2005
2003/1292 00633 00423 BALUMREST 14305 - 12/09/2005
2003/1293 00633 00423 BALUMWHITIM 14304 - 12/09/2005
2003/1671 00401 00065 SULTE REEDA 15063 - 21/03/2005
2003/1672 00401 00065 SULTE BROE 15064 - 21/03/2005
2003/1676 00401 00065 SULTE REDYEL 15068 - 21/03/2005
2003/1724 06450 DIANA PINK 14938 - 21/03/2005
2003/1725 06450 DIANA CERISE 14939 - 21/03/2005
2005/1631 03226 SUMANTHIR 01 18663 - 20/11/2006
2005/1632 03226 SUMANTHIR 02 18664 - 20/11/2006
2005/1633 03226 SUMANTHIR 03 18665 - 20/11/2006
2005/1634 03226 SUMANTHIR 04 18666 - 20/11/2006
2005/1635 03226 SUMANTHIR 05 18667 - 20/11/2006
2006/0508 00633 00423 BALUMSUM 20631 - 06/08/2007
Anthurium Schott
1995/1033 01347 ANTARTO 3983 - 14/12/1998
1995/1034 01347 ANTARETTO 3984 - 14/12/1998
1996/0761 01393 01903 LENY 2312 - 01/09/1997
1997/0791 01347 ANTINKELES 6733 - 02/10/2000
1997/1118 01393 01903 RED LOVE 4787 - 05/07/1999
1997/1122 01393 01903 ORANGE LOVE 4795 - 05/07/1999
2000/0197 03867 BESTINTO 9486 - 03/06/2002
2000/2065 00023 CHICHAS 10888 - 14/04/2003
2001/2029 01347 ANTHBOCHI 11627 - 22/08/2003
2001/2030 01347 ANTHBANCU 11628 - 22/08/2003
2001/2032 01347 ANTHBANZOS 11630 - 22/08/2003
2001/2033 01347 ANTHAQAL 12235 - 23/02/2004
2001/2034 01347 ANTHAPAWU 12236 - 23/02/2004
2001/2035 01347 ANTHABODOL 12237 - 23/02/2004
2001/2036 01347 ANTHAGODA 12238 - 23/02/2004
2002/2015 01393 01903 TRUE LOVE 13592 - 21/06/2004
2002/2016 01393 01903 EXCITING LOVE 13593 - 21/06/2004
2002/2018 01393 01903 RIJN199922 13595 - 21/06/2004
2003/0990 01393 01903 RIJN200121 15901 - 18/07/2005
2003/0995 01393 01903 RIJN200106 15904 - 18/07/2005
2003/2203 01393 01903 RIJN200031 15913 - 18/07/2005
2004/0457 01347 ANTHAQEJE 18207 - 21/08/2006
2004/0458 01347 ANTHABAK 18208 - 21/08/2006
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Anthurium Schott
2004/0460 01347 ANTHEPEDI 18209 - 21/08/2006
2004/0461 01347 ANTHUBOWON 18210 - 21/08/2006
2004/0463 01347 ANTHEZIRA 18212 - 21/08/2006
2004/0464 01347 ANTHEHAWAM 18213 - 21/08/2006
2006/0350 04750 EVITA CREAM 25736 - 22/07/2009
2006/0351 04750 EVITA PINK 24746 - 20/04/2009
2006/1720 01393 01903 RIJN200327 22824 - 09/06/2008
2006/1949 01393 01903 RIJN200220 26117 - 05/10/2009
2006/1950 01393 01903 RIJN200309 26118 - 05/10/2009
2006/1951 01393 01903 RIJN200426 22833 - 09/06/2008
2006/2350 03867 BARZULDA 25157 - 18/05/2009
2007/0261 01347 ANTHABUYAM 25158 - 18/05/2009
2007/0262 01347 ANTHABUZOK 25159 - 18/05/2009
2007/0263 01347 ANTHABAZAL 25160 - 18/05/2009
2007/0264 01347 ANTHABUDON 25161 - 18/05/2009
2007/0269 01347 ANTHABOTOL 25162 - 18/05/2009
2007/0270 01347 ANTHOLUXAL 25163 - 18/05/2009
2007/0271 01347 ANTHOLYL 25164 - 18/05/2009
2007/0272 01347 ANTHOLODOJ 25165 - 18/05/2009
2007/1722 04750 MARIT 25169 - 18/05/2009
Anthurium andreanum-Grp.
1999/0474 01347 ANTENNE 10874 - 14/04/2003
1999/0475 01347 ANTMIRA 8566 - 17/12/2001
1999/0476 01347 ANTELLES 11124 - 05/05/2003
1999/0736 01347 ANTKAMELO 12893 - 05/04/2004
1999/0737 01347 ANTJAMA 10875 - 14/04/2003
1999/0739 01347 ANTNEROM 8568 - 17/12/2001
1999/0807 01347 ANTANIA 6295 - 05/06/2000
1999/0809 01347 ANTAREL 6001 - 05/06/2000
1999/0811 01347 ANTWINA 6406 - 19/06/2000
1999/0876 01347 ANTOSNA 6409 - 19/06/2000
1999/1091 01347 ANTMINO 6890 - 20/11/2000
1999/1093 01347 ANTORENO 7014 - 20/11/2000
1999/1205 01347 ANTUVIUS 8573 - 17/12/2001
1999/1329 01347 ANTASKA 6799 - 16/10/2000
2000/1099 01347 ANTHAXIMA 12211 - 23/02/2004
2000/1286 01347 ANTHAOB2 12212 - 23/02/2004
2000/1287 01347 ANTHAPB9 12213 - 23/02/2004
2000/1288 01347 ANTHAQXM 12214 - 23/02/2004
2000/1289 01347 ANTHAQ5L 12215 - 23/02/2004
2000/1290 01347 ANTHAUF4 9517 - 03/06/2002
2000/1622 01347 ANTHBNZL 9532 - 03/06/2002
2000/1623 01347 ANTHBNZJ 11601 - 22/08/2003
2000/1624 01347 ANTHBMFH 9533 - 03/06/2002
2000/1625 01347 ANTHAOCN 12216 - 23/02/2004
2000/1626 01347 ANTHAPYQ 12217 - 23/02/2004
2000/1627 01347 ANTHBMBI 9534 - 03/06/2002
2000/1628 01347 ANTHBNCP 9535 - 03/06/2002
2000/1629 01347 ANTHBNCM 9536 - 03/06/2002
2000/1630 01347 ANTHBNDN 9537 - 03/06/2002
2000/1632 01347 ANTHBNCO 9538 - 03/06/2002
2000/1634 01347 ANTHBNFM 9540 - 03/06/2002
2000/1635 01347 ANTHBNENA 9541 - 03/06/2002
2001/0021 01347 ANTHAPCK 12218 - 23/02/2004
2001/0022 01347 ANTHBMAQ 11764 - 08/09/2003
2001/0023 01347 ANTHATCL 12219 - 23/02/2004
2001/0979 00023 GRACE 10914 - 14/04/2003
2001/1103 01393 01903 SNOWY 11608 - 22/08/2003
2001/1313 01347 ANTHBNEM 11613 - 22/08/2003
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Anthurium andreanum-Grp.
2001/1317 01347 ANTHBNDP 11617 - 22/08/2003
2001/1318 01347 ANTHBNEO 11618 - 22/08/2003
2001/1319 01347 ANTHBNFL 11619 - 22/08/2003
2001/1320 01347 ANTHBMZP 11620 - 22/08/2003
2001/1321 01347 ANTHBNEQ 11621 - 22/08/2003
2001/1528 01347 ANTHAZIXU 12228 - 23/02/2004
2001/1529 01347 ANTHAOFH 12229 - 23/02/2004
2001/1530 01347 ANTHAOEL 12230 - 23/02/2004
2001/1531 01347 ANTHAPBMA 12231 - 23/02/2004
2001/1532 01347 ANTHAPYN 12232 - 23/02/2004
2001/1533 01347 ANTHAKOXO 12233 - 23/02/2004
2002/0576 01393 01903 RED KING 13568 - 21/06/2004
2002/1556 01347 ANTHEBAMACOL 13578 - 21/06/2004
2002/1557 01347 ANTHEBENEX 13579 - 21/06/2004
2002/1558 01347 ANTHBOTYK 13580 - 21/06/2004
2002/1559 01347 ANTHEPECA 13581 - 21/06/2004
2002/1560 01347 ANTHEFAQYR 13582 - 21/06/2004
2002/1892 01347 ANTHBLAFUR 13589 - 21/06/2004
2002/1893 01347 ANTHEBENYO 13590 - 21/06/2004
2002/1894 01347 ANTHBONDEM 13591 - 21/06/2004
2003/1037 00023 EMPEROR 18195 - 21/08/2006
2003/1038 00023 CAESAR 18196 - 21/08/2006
2003/1040 00023 ESMERALDA 18197 - 21/08/2006
2003/1042 00023 NOBLESSE 18198 - 21/08/2006
2003/1044 00023 FLOVORY 18200 - 21/08/2006
2003/1479 01347 ANTHEPCI 15464 - 10/05/2005
2003/1480 01347 ANTHOBEO 15465 - 10/05/2005
2003/1482 01347 ANTHABETAP 15467 - 10/05/2005
2003/1483 01347 ANTHAPEWO 18202 - 21/08/2006
2003/1484 01347 ANTHAQUIRE 18203 - 21/08/2006
2003/1737 03867 BOSSALO 15468 - 10/05/2005
2003/1740 03867 BEKINTA 15470 - 10/05/2005
2003/1799 01393 01903 RIJN199828 15911 - 18/07/2005
2003/1987 01347 ANTHARABO 18732 - 04/12/2006
2003/1988 01347 ANTHAFASE 18204 - 21/08/2006
2003/1989 01347 ANTHAQEQ 18205 - 21/08/2006
2004/0983 01393 01903 RIJN200130 18412 - 25/09/2006
2004/0984 01393 01903 RIJN200023 18413 - 25/09/2006
2005/0428 01347 ANTHAQEBI 21079 - 22/10/2007
2005/0430 01347 ANTHARXI 21081 - 22/10/2007
2005/0431 01347 ANTHARIZIK 21232 - 26/11/2007
2005/0434 01347 ANTHAPAQA 23443 - 29/09/2008
2005/0435 01347 ANTHEQIWIK 21084 - 22/10/2007
2005/0436 01347 ANTHAMACH 21085 - 22/10/2007
2005/0437 01347 ANTHBOQIZA 21086 - 22/10/2007
2005/0438 01347 ANTHBAQEP 21087 - 22/10/2007
2005/0439 01347 ANTHARXOM 22638 - 19/05/2008
2005/0440 01347 ANTHBRABON 21088 - 22/10/2007
2005/0441 01347 ANTHBASAWA 21089 - 22/10/2007
2005/0442 01347 ANTHBESKA 21090 - 22/10/2007
2005/0443 01347 ANTHOSDI 21091 - 22/10/2007
2005/0444 01347 ANTHOZAP 21092 - 22/10/2007
2005/0445 01347 ANTHIZIA 21093 - 22/10/2007
2005/0446 01347 ANTHUWO 24739 - 20/04/2009
2005/0447 01347 ANTHURWAP 21094 - 22/10/2007
2005/0735 01347 ANTHAZAFAL 21095 - 22/10/2007
2005/0736 01347 ANTHARYSIA 21096 - 22/10/2007
2005/1660 01347 ANTHBESNIF 21103 - 22/10/2007
2005/1724 01393 01903 RIJN200310 21107 - 22/10/2007
2005/2290 03867 BARMODU 21111 - 22/10/2007
252009
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Anthurium andreanum-Grp.
2005/2497 01393 01903 RIJN200231 21116 - 22/10/2007
2005/2498 01393 01903 RIJN200214 21117 - 22/10/2007
2005/2499 01393 01903 RIJN200209 21118 - 22/10/2007
2005/2501 01393 01903 RIJN200219 21119 - 22/10/2007
2005/2551 01393 01903 RIJN200338 21120 - 22/10/2007
2005/2552 01393 01903 RIJN200336 21121 - 22/10/2007
2005/2553 01393 01903 RIJN200332 21122 - 22/10/2007
2005/2556 01393 01903 RIJN200326 23445 - 29/09/2008
2005/2557 01393 01903 RIJN200325 22762 - 09/06/2008
2005/2581 01393 01903 RIJN200303 24740 - 20/04/2009
2005/2582 01393 01903 RIJN200305 24741 - 20/04/2009
2005/2669 01347 ANTHMUXJO 22644 - 19/05/2008
2005/2670 01347 ANTHRAL 22645 - 19/05/2008
2005/2671 01347 ANTHUCI 22646 - 19/05/2008
2005/2672 01347 ANTHADOQ 22647 - 19/05/2008
2005/2673 01347 ANTHATXE 24742 - 20/04/2009
2005/2674 01347 ANTHOSCE 24743 - 20/04/2009
2005/2675 01347 ANTHOREN 24744 - 20/04/2009
2005/2676 01347 ANTHARDI 24745 - 20/04/2009
2005/2677 01347 ANTHSEIJS 22648 - 19/05/2008
2005/2678 01347 ANTHESDU 22649 - 19/05/2008
2005/2679 01347 ANTHASAK 22650 - 19/05/2008
2005/2680 01347 ANTHORCI 22651 - 19/05/2008
2005/2681 01347 ANTHORBA 22652 - 19/05/2008
2005/2682 01347 ANTHCIMWI 22653 - 19/05/2008
2006/1677 01393 01903 RIJN200202 22818 - 09/06/2008
2006/1678 01393 01903 RIJN200227 25737 - 22/07/2009
2006/1679 01393 01903 RIJN200314 22819 - 09/06/2008
2006/1681 01393 01903 RIJN200334 22821 - 09/06/2008
2006/1682 01393 01903 RIJN200337 22822 - 09/06/2008
2006/2073 03867 BARDONTA 22834 - 09/06/2008
2007/1484 01393 01903 RIJN200342 25739 - 22/07/2009
2007/1485 01393 01903 RIJN200343 25740 - 22/07/2009
2007/1486 01393 01903 RIJN200346 25741 - 22/07/2009
2007/1488 01393 01903 RIJN200414 25742 - 22/07/2009
2007/1489 01393 01903 RIJN200420 25743 - 22/07/2009
2007/1490 01393 01903 RIJN200430 25744 - 22/07/2009
2007/1491 01393 01903 RIJN200439 25745 - 22/07/2009
2007/1492 01393 01903 RIJN200449 25746 - 22/07/2009
2007/1493 01393 01903 RIJN200455 25747 - 22/07/2009
2007/1494 01393 01903 RIJN200253 25748 - 22/07/2009
2007/1495 01393 01903 RIJN200318 25749 - 22/07/2009
2007/2651 01393 01903 RIJN200424 25752 - 22/07/2009
2007/2652 01393 01903 RIJN200433 25753 - 22/07/2009
2007/2653 01393 01903 RIJN200434 25754 - 22/07/2009
2007/2654 01393 01903 RIJN200435 25755 - 22/07/2009
2007/2656 01393 01903 RIJN200445 25756 - 22/07/2009
2007/2657 01393 01903 RIJN200458 25757 - 22/07/2009
2007/2658 01393 01903 RIJN200459 25961 - 21/09/2009
2007/2659 01393 01903 RIJN200460 25758 - 22/07/2009
2007/2660 01393 01903 RIJN200462 25759 - 22/07/2009
2007/2661 01393 01903 RIJN200463 25760 - 22/07/2009
2007/2662 01393 01903 RIJN200464 25761 - 22/07/2009
2007/2665 01393 01903 RIJN200473 25762 - 22/07/2009
2007/2666 01393 01903 RIJN200537 25190 - 18/05/2009
2007/2705 01347 ANTHCOBOM 25194 - 18/05/2009
2007/2706 01347 ANTHCOCIA 25195 - 18/05/2009
2007/2707 01347 ANTHALAR 25196 - 18/05/2009
2007/2708 01347 ANTHUDAKO 25197 - 18/05/2009
2007/2709 01347 ANTHUCLOK 25198 - 18/05/2009
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Anthurium andreanum-Grp.
2007/2710 01347 ANTHUCOEN 25199 - 18/05/2009
2007/2711 01347 ANTHCUPIL 25200 - 18/05/2009
2007/2712 01347 ANTHCAPCUN 25201 - 18/05/2009
2007/2713 01347 ANTHCOPA 25202 - 18/05/2009
2007/2714 01347 ANTEBREBU 25203 - 18/05/2009
2007/2715 01347 ANTHABUFEL 25204 - 18/05/2009
2007/2716 01347 ANTHULYHA 25205 - 18/05/2009
2007/2717 01347 ANTHOMOXA 25233 - 18/05/2009
2007/2718 01347 ANTHOMYM 25234 - 18/05/2009
2007/2719 01347 ANTHUMOBI 25235 - 18/05/2009
2007/2720 01347 ANTHCINCAR 25236 - 18/05/2009
2007/2721 01347 ANTHUCNEN 25237 - 18/05/2009
2007/2722 01347 ANTHUNFOR 25238 - 18/05/2009
2007/2723 01347 ANTHOEZEL 25239 - 18/05/2009
Anthurium scherzerianum Schott
1999/0742 01347 ANTWESOPA 8570 - 17/12/2001
1999/0743 01347 ANTOVELOS 8571 - 17/12/2001
2000/1621 01347 ANTHBNBK 9531 - 03/06/2002
2002/0592 01347 ANTSBKIT 13569 - 21/06/2004
2002/1890 01347 ANTHBRUCH 13587 - 21/06/2004
2002/1891 01347 ANTHOPRAL 13588 - 21/06/2004
2003/1481 01347 ANTHEWAK 15466 - 10/05/2005
2004/0456 01347 ANTHEMEN 18206 - 21/08/2006
2005/2250 05269 OPUS 21110 - 22/10/2007
Apium graveolens L. var. rapaceum (Mill.) Gaud
1998/0626 00088 CISKO 7242 - 05/02/2001
2005/2187 00237 BEJO 2238 22066 - 07/04/2008
2005/2188 00237 BEJO 2239 22067 - 07/04/2008
2005/2189 00237 BEJO 2240 22068 - 07/04/2008
Apium graveolens L. var. dulce (Mill.) Pers
1999/0275 00237 CALYPSO 13327 - 17/05/2004
2001/0729 00237 DAYBREAK 13353 - 17/05/2004
2001/2134 00088 KYLIAN 13010 - 05/04/2004
2005/2415 00237 PREMIO 21002 - 08/10/2007
2006/1104 05861 01141 COMMAND 25398 - 08/06/2009
2007/0150 00088 ARTUR 23255 - 21/07/2008
Arbutus unedo L.
2007/1312 03881 MINLILY 24425 - 23/03/2009
Arctotis L.
2002/1920 03491 03663 ARCHNAH 15683 - 06/06/2005
2002/1921 03491 03663 ARCHLEY 15684 - 06/06/2005
Arctium lappa L.
2001/1260 03538 NUDA 12239 - 18/12/2003
Ardisia crenata Sims
2001/1737 04839 QUEEN STAR 12928 - 05/04/2004
Argyranthemum frutescens (L.) Sch. Bip.
1998/0841 03491 00423 SUMMER MELODY 5329 - 08/11/1999
1999/1309 02763 MARIANNA 7116 - 18/12/2000
2001/0935 03491 02318 COBSING 10382 - 16/12/2002
2001/1068 03491 02318 SUPALIGHT 10393 - 16/12/2002
2001/1719 03226 SUMFRUT 01 10398 - 16/12/2002
2001/1866 00165 INNPOLLY 12453 - 09/02/2004
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Argyranthemum frutescens (L.) Sch. Bip.
2001/1868 00165 INNPING 12455 - 09/02/2004
2002/0524 00164 00423 DANARNEP 12305 - 18/12/2003
2002/0630 03491 02318 SUPALILY 12490 - 09/02/2004
2002/0977 03602 03325 ARGYRAKETIS 12462 - 09/02/2004
2002/1315 03176 03116 NELIA 12498 - 09/02/2004
2002/1599 03491 02318 SUPACHER 12499 - 09/02/2004
2003/1608 04368 03663 4STARVAN 14350 - 06/12/2004
2003/1779 03491 02318 SUPALEM 14351 - 06/12/2004
2003/1832 03602 03325 ARGYWHIMI 14353 - 06/12/2004
2003/2446 03602 03325 ARGYMONWI 18085 - 17/07/2006
2004/0011 03823 ZANFRUCOR 16682 - 16/01/2006
2004/0275 00402 00443 AMINA 16683 - 16/01/2006
2004/1578 00592 PACARGONE 16688 - 16/01/2006
2004/1916 05141 00423 OHMADCAMA 16373 - 24/10/2005
2004/1918 05141 00423 OHMADMADE 16375 - 24/10/2005
2004/1923 05141 00423 OHMADSAVI 16378 - 24/10/2005
2004/2288 03602 03325 ARGYMINPIFI 17032 - 27/03/2006
2004/2374 04920 00441 WESARWHI 16730 - 30/01/2006
2005/1573 00638 00423 A0324 19467 - 19/03/2007
2005/1580 03491 02318 COBWHITE 18715 - 04/12/2006
2005/2447 03602 03325 ARGYRAYESI 18717 - 04/12/2006
2005/2467 03602 03325 ARGYMIDOWI 18720 - 04/12/2006
2006/0670 03491 02318 SUPA371 21195 - 26/11/2007
2006/0671 00402 00443 GIORGIA 21203 - 26/11/2007
2006/1145 05482 SOLARIS 21204 - 26/11/2007
2006/1499 04920 00441 WESARYEL 21205 - 26/11/2007
2006/1930 03491 02318 SUPA538 21196 - 26/11/2007
2006/1932 03491 02318 SUPA607 21197 - 26/11/2007
2006/2290 01071 01902 SAS PINKA 21206 - 26/11/2007
2006/2291 01071 01902 SASCOT WHIT 21207 - 26/11/2007
2006/2389 03602 03325 ARGYPRI 21198 - 26/11/2007
2006/2390 03602 03325 ARGYROS 21199 - 26/11/2007
2006/2392 03602 03325 ARGYLEM 21201 - 26/11/2007
2006/2559 03226 SUMFRUT 02 21208 - 26/11/2007
2007/0352 01993 00423 SUN 10 23727 - 08/12/2008
2007/0353 01993 00423 SUN 20 23728 - 08/12/2008
2007/0900 05482 VENUS 23742 - 17/12/2008
2007/1508 03116 KLEAF06019 23994 - 09/02/2009
2007/1938 03491 02318 SUPA392 23998 - 09/02/2009
2007/1939 03491 02318 SUPA511 23999 - 09/02/2009
2007/1940 03491 02318 SUPA744 24000 - 09/02/2009
2007/2037 05141 00423 BONMADPIPA 23729 - 08/12/2008
2007/2692 01993 00423 SUN 90 23731 - 08/12/2008
2007/2693 01993 00423 SUN 100 23732 - 08/12/2008
2007/2694 01993 00423 SUN 110 23733 - 08/12/2008
2007/2695 01993 00423 SUN 120 23734 - 08/12/2008
2007/2696 01993 00423 SUN 130 23735 - 08/12/2008
2007/2697 01993 00423 SUN 30 23736 - 08/12/2008
2007/2698 01993 00423 SUN 40 23737 - 08/12/2008
2007/2699 01993 00423 SUN 50 23738 - 08/12/2008
2007/2700 01993 00423 SUN 60 23739 - 08/12/2008
2007/2701 01993 00423 SUN 70 23740 - 08/12/2008
2007/2702 01993 00423 SUN 80 23741 - 08/12/2008
2008/1472 05141 00423 BONMADMERLO 26263 - 21/12/2009
2008/1518 03116 KLEAF07028 24009 - 09/02/2009
2008/1622 01071 01902 SAS WHIT09 26265 - 21/12/2009
Argyranthemum Webb ex Schultz Bip.
2006/2171 05141 00423 BONMADCHEBON 21167 - 12/11/2007
2006/2172 05141 00423 BONMADCHER 21168 - 12/11/2007
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Argyranthemum Webb ex Schultz Bip.
2006/2173 05141 00423 BONMADCIMRO 21169 - 12/11/2007
2006/2174 05141 00423 BONMADCINK 21170 - 12/11/2007
2006/2176 05141 00423 BONMADCREL 21171 - 12/11/2007
2006/2177 05141 00423 BONMADCREPE 21172 - 12/11/2007
2006/2179 05141 00423 BONMADEPI 21175 - 12/11/2007
2006/2180 05141 00423 BONMADFROPI 21176 - 12/11/2007
2006/2182 05141 00423 BONMADPROSE 21178 - 12/11/2007
2006/2183 05141 00423 BONMADWITIM 21179 - 12/11/2007
Asarina Mill.
2005/0636 04071 00082 SUNASARO 20220 - 04/06/2007
Asclepias L.
1997/1196 01899 BEATRIX 3757 - 19/10/1998
2000/0407 02962/02963 01903 RED WIJNA 7875 - 25/06/2001
2001/0855 03422 01903 ALESSA 9302 - 06/05/2002
2001/0856 03422 01903 KIKI 9303 - 06/05/2002
Asclepias tuberosa L.
2001/0097 02962/02963 01903 YELLOW WIJNA 9414 - 21/05/2002
Asclepias curassavica L.
2001/0832 03422 01903 MAGGY 10412 - 16/12/2002
2001/0833 03422 01903 BEAUTY 10128 - 23/09/2002
Asimina triloba (L.) Dunal
2001/1156 02787 00443 PRIMA 1216 19950 - 16/04/2007
Asparagus oﬃcinalis L.
1995/2245 00192 GROLIM 1448 - 16/12/1996
1996/0621 00689/00031/03794 00827 FILEAS 4789 - 19/07/1999
1996/0622 00689/00031/03794 00827 ORANE 4790 - 19/07/1999
1999/1634 00192 L448 13786 - 19/07/2004
1999/1636 00192 L263 13787 - 19/07/2004
1999/1637 00192 L264 13788 - 19/07/2004
1999/1638 00192 L262 13945 - 13/08/2004
1999/1639 00192 L459 13789 - 19/07/2004
2000/1292 00132 PLACOSESP 21387 - 10/12/2007
2000/1884 02457 RAMADA 8100 - 06/08/2001
2000/1885 02457 RAMBO 10314 - 02/12/2002
2001/0222 00192 L449 13790 - 19/07/2004
2001/0223 00192 L450 13791 - 19/07/2004
2001/0224 00192 L460 13792 - 19/07/2004
2001/1514 00132 PLASENESP 21388 - 10/12/2007
2003/0055 00192 AVALIM 18862 - 18/12/2006
2003/0057 00192 HERKOLIM 18864 - 18/12/2006
2003/0058 00192 L 022 18865 - 18/12/2006
2003/0059 00192 L 252 18866 - 18/12/2006
2003/0060 00192 L 362 18867 - 18/12/2006
2003/0061 00192 L 428 18868 - 18/12/2006
2003/0118 03794 DARSIANE 16285 - 10/10/2005
2003/0119 03794 DARLISE 16286 - 10/10/2005
2003/0120 03794 DARBELLA 16287 - 10/10/2005
2003/1233 00132 PLAMARESP 21389 - 10/12/2007
2004/0304 04466 RAPSODY 14101 - 25/10/2004
Asplenium nidus L.
2005/1683 05202 00003 CRISPY WAVE 23704 - 08/12/2008
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Aster L.
1996/0659 00725 DARK MILKA 2766 - 20/04/1998
1996/0660 00725 PINK MILKA 2767 - 20/04/1998
1996/1108 05935 00423 CIRINA DARK 5702 - 20/12/1999
1999/0428 00725 BLUE MOON 9612 - 01/07/2002
1999/1297 05935 00423 MOERCASS 8563 - 17/12/2001
2000/0559 00725 PAQUITA 8522 - 17/12/2001
2000/0954 05935 00423 MOERCASSINO 10100 - 23/09/2002
2002/1683 05935 00423 STAR PINK 15125 - 18/04/2005
2003/0131 00852 03823 CEFORTUNA 15135 - 18/04/2005
2003/0740 05935 00423 MOERIDO 14616 - 24/01/2005
2003/1526 03671 00423 ESM NICARAGUA 16125 - 17/08/2005
2003/1527 03671 00423 ESM CHILE 16126 - 17/08/2005
2003/1529 03671 00423 ESM GUATEMALA 16127 - 17/08/2005
2004/2295 02078 03423 OUDSHOORN 1 20902 - 10/09/2007
2005/0370 00725 PRETTY WENDY 18290 - 11/09/2006
2005/2391 05935 00423 MOERGARY 20471 - 16/07/2007
Aster novi-belgii L.
2000/0820 00291 VICTORIA CELESTE 9797 - 15/07/2002




2000/1798 00291 VICTORIA FANNY 11804 - 08/09/2003
2002/1431 00291 VICTORIA ILONA 14581 - 24/01/2005
2002/1432 00291 VICTORIA PINK
FANNY
14582 - 24/01/2005
2002/1433 00291 VICTORIA GABY 14583 - 24/01/2005
2002/1434 00291 VICTORIA HILLARY 14584 - 24/01/2005
2005/1014 00291 VICTORIA JANE 20737 - 24/08/2007
2005/1015 00291 VICTORIA PURPLE
FANNY
20738 - 24/08/2007
2005/1017 00291 VICTORIA LAURA 20740 - 24/08/2007
2005/1018 00291 VICTORIA KATE 20905 - 10/09/2007
Aster dumosus L.
2003/0411 00195 KIESAPPHIRE 16438 - 28/11/2005
Aster ageratoides Turcz.
2006/0732 03564 00420 STARSHINE 20743 - 24/08/2007
Astilbe Buch.-Ham. ex D. Don
1999/0498 02503 02079 PINK LIGHTNING 11596 - 22/08/2003
1999/0512 02503 02079 WHITE WINGS 11597 - 22/08/2003
1999/0513 02503 02079 TOUCH OF PINK 11598 - 22/08/2003
2002/1692 04012 COUNTRY AND
WESTERN
13381 - 17/05/2004
2002/1693 04012 DRUM AND BASS 13382 - 17/05/2004
2002/1694 04012 JUMP AND JIVE 13383 - 17/05/2004
2002/1695 04012 RHYTHM AND BLUES 13384 - 17/05/2004
2002/1696 04012 RHYTHM AND BEAT 13385 - 17/05/2004
2002/1697 04012 ROCK AND ROLL 13386 - 17/05/2004
2007/1706 00986 03638 VERSCARMINE 24266 - 09/03/2009
2007/1707 00986 03638 VERSWHITE 24265 - 09/03/2009
2007/1708 00986 03638 VERSPINK 24267 - 09/03/2009
2007/1709 00986 03638 VERSLILAC 24268 - 09/03/2009
2007/2275 06030 03423 SPOTLIGHT 24270 - 09/03/2009
2007/2290 00986 03638 VERSSILVERYPINK 24271 - 09/03/2009
2007/2291 00986 03638 VERSCERISE 24272 - 09/03/2009
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Astilbe chinensis (Maxim.) Franch. & Sav.
1999/0056 00460 02079 VISION IN PINK 7359 - 05/03/2001
1999/0514 02503 02079 VISION IN RED 11756 - 08/09/2003
2003/1875 04012 HEART AND SOUL 15759 - 20/06/2005
2004/2320 04012 STAND AND DELIVER 19773 - 16/04/2007
2004/2321 04012 MILK AND HONEY 20007 - 21/05/2007
2006/1773 04012 DIAMONDS AND
PEARLS
22054 - 07/04/2008
2006/1979 05203 00423 VALERY 21899 - 11/02/2008
Astilbe Œarendsii Arends
1999/0057 02503 02079 FLAMINGO 7360 - 26/03/2001
2003/1874 04012 BOOGIE WOOGIE 15758 - 20/06/2005
Astilbe simplicifolia Makino
2004/1818 05091 00033 PINK TEMPTATION 17091 - 27/03/2006
2005/1332 05091 02334 WHITE SENSATION 19785 - 16/04/2007
Astrantia L.
1997/1344 03423 ROMA 4975 - 04/10/1999
2004/1915 02750 02334 MOULIN ROUGE 20864 - 10/09/2007
Astrantia major L.
2002/1213 03553/03948 02433 ABBEY ROAD 15677 - 06/06/2005
2004/2415 04875 STAR OF BEAUTY 20865 - 10/09/2007
2005/1645 04875 STAR OF ROYALS 20878 - 10/09/2007
2006/1322 03423 FLORENCE 25404 - 08/06/2009
2006/1323 03423 VENICE 22798 - 09/06/2008
2007/2253 04875 00423 STAR OF BILLION 25171 - 18/05/2009
Astrantia major ssp. involucrata W.D.J. Koch.
2001/0718 01921 03423 SNOW STAR 11457 - 23/06/2003
Astragalus boeticus L.
1998/0393 02044/02043 BLANCA PALOMA 21136 - 22/10/2007
Asteriscus maritimus (L.) Less.
2005/1837 03602 03325 ASMAGO 23431 - 29/09/2008
Athyrium niponicum (Mett.) Hance
2003/1473 02133 00441 BURGUNDY LACE 17711 - 06/06/2006
2004/1990 02133 00441 PEWTER LACE 20852 - 24/08/2007
Aubrieta Adans.
2002/1386 03977 00003 IDA 14957 - 21/03/2005
2005/0229 01856 FLORBRIETA SKY
BLUE
19085 - 22/01/2007
2005/1042 03602 03325 AUDELIP 19101 - 22/01/2007
2005/1043 03602 03325 AUDELBLEY 19102 - 22/01/2007
2005/1044 03602 03325 AUDELMAG 19103 - 22/01/2007
2005/1045 03602 03325 AUDELPUR 19104 - 22/01/2007
2006/1402 03602 03325 AUDELVIOE 21655 - 14/01/2008
2006/1403 03602 03325 AUDELANRO 21656 - 14/01/2008
2007/2689 06103 LUKAS 23334 - 04/08/2008
Avena sativa L.
1995/2055 00186 PETRA 495 - 02/08/1996
1996/0125 00186 BELINDA 1772 - 05/03/1997
1997/0536 03161 JALNA 2664 - 16/02/1998
1998/1528 02409 EVORA 4919 - 20/09/1999
1999/0291 00731 03337 FREDDY 6979 - 19/02/2001
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Avena sativa L.
1999/1589 02409 CHARMOISE 6109 - 17/04/2000
2000/0171 00731 03337 ARAGON 6529 - 26/07/2000
2001/0181 00105 LEO 8083 - 06/08/2001
2002/0453 00731 03337 NELSON 10251 - 02/12/2002
2002/2073 00105 ATEGO 12240 - 18/12/2003
2003/0142 00105 DOMINIK 11882 - 06/10/2003
2003/0567 02409 PADDOCK 13138 - 19/04/2004
2004/0090 00731 03337 DUFFY 13928 - 13/09/2004
2004/0091 00731 03337 IVORY 14124 - 25/10/2004
2004/0125 00287 KAPLAN 13934 - 13/09/2004
2004/0324 00186 SW BETANIA 16200 - 12/09/2005
2004/0482 02409 CHAPLINE 14157 - 25/10/2004
2004/0483 02409 CHIMENE 14158 - 25/10/2004
2005/0282 02409 COSAQUE 16091 - 17/08/2005
2005/0283 02409 CHARMING 16092 - 17/08/2005
2005/0389 00186 AVENY 16890 - 13/02/2006
2005/0726 02409 ALCUDIA 16424 - 14/11/2005
2005/0824 00186 KENTUCKY 16891 - 13/02/2006
2005/0919 00663 EFESOS 16655 - 19/12/2005
2006/0096 00731 03337 TYPHON 18276 - 11/09/2006
2006/0139 00038 CARRON 18255 - 11/09/2006
2006/0558 00663 EUGEN 18306 - 11/09/2006
2006/1186 00652 RAJTAR 18941 - 18/12/2006
2006/1860 03508 PIKANT 19895 - 16/04/2007
2006/2595 00663 EFFEKTIV 20541 - 16/07/2007
2006/2596 00663 ESPRESSO 20542 - 16/07/2007
2007/0095 00731 03337 PERGAMON 20796 - 24/08/2007
2007/0896 00731 03337 POGON 21310 - 26/11/2007
2007/0897 00731 03337 ENERGIE 21311 - 26/11/2007
2007/0961 02409 GAILLETTE 21527 - 17/12/2007
2008/0196 00731 03337 SCORPION 23409 - 25/08/2008
2008/0197 00731 03337 HUSKY 23410 - 25/08/2008
2008/0198 00731 03337 BUGGY 23411 - 25/08/2008
2008/0199 00731 03337 CANYON 24208 - 23/02/2009
2008/0469 00038 FLÄMINGSGOLD 25623 - 06/07/2009
2008/0573 02866 CALATRAVA 23828 - 26/01/2009
2008/1906 00731 03337 ZORRO 24689 - 20/04/2009
2008/2850 01576 CORNEIL 25616 - 06/07/2009
2008/2973 06535 00105 MAX 25800 - 24/08/2009
2009/0075 00038 KWS CONTENDER 25803 - 24/08/2009
2009/0585 02409 MYRTILLE 26119 - 19/10/2009
2009/1074 06348 BALADO 26360 - 21/12/2009
Barleria obtusa Nees
2004/2017 04822 00441 CHAMÄLEON 20853 - 24/08/2007
Beaucarnea Lem.
2002/0302 03776 01903 GOLD STAR 13043 - 19/04/2004
Begonia pendula Ridl.
2008/1543 05417 00423 KAHIWA FALLS 26286 - 21/12/2009
2008/1545 05417 00423 SELFOSS 26287 - 21/12/2009
2008/1992 05417 00423 RAINBOW FALLS 26289 - 21/12/2009
Begonia xhiemalis Fotsch (Begonia xelatior hort.)
1996/0009 00849 BEMAN ORANGE 3576 - 05/10/1998
1996/0010 00849 BEMAN ROT 3575 - 05/10/1998
1996/0011 00849 BEMAN ROSA 3574 - 05/10/1998
1996/0778 04443 00423 BAZAN 3593 - 05/10/1998
1996/0779 04443 00423 ABIDAN 2260 - 14/07/1997
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Begonia xhiemalis Fotsch (Begonia xelatior hort.)
1996/0780 04443 00423 BLASTUS 2405 - 01/09/1997
1996/1260 00856 00420 NETJA FRANJE 11257 - 19/05/2003
1997/0406 04443 00423 BRUTUS 2916 - 04/05/1998
1997/0407 04443 00423 ADORA 2917 - 04/05/1998
1997/0872 00849 BEMAN HELLROSA 4726 - 21/06/1999
1997/0947 00856 00420 JULIE 2909 - 04/05/1998
1997/0949 00856 00420 DAISY FRANJE 2911 - 04/05/1998
1997/1037 04443 00423 RHIANNE 5537 - 06/12/1999
1997/1299 04443 00423 BACCHUS 3972 - 03/11/1998
1998/0171 00856 00420 CARNEVAL 5308 - 08/11/1999
1998/0289 04443 00423 BENO 4552 - 03/05/1999
1998/1228 04443 00423 BETULIA ORANGE 5337 - 08/11/1999
1998/1646 04443 00423 BETULIA PINK 5014 - 04/10/1999
1998/1647 04443 00423 BASTOS 6669 - 30/08/2000
1998/1648 04443 00423 BALADIN 6670 - 30/08/2000
1999/0494 00856 00420 PEGGY 7069 - 18/12/2000
1999/1022 00849 BEMAN VELVET RED 7779 - 21/05/2001
1999/1024 00849 BEMAN PEACH 7781 - 21/05/2001
1999/1702 04443 00423 BERSEKO 5811 - 10/09/2001
1999/1703 04443 00423 BINA 6425 - 19/06/2000
1999/1704 04443 00423 BALEMONK 5813 - 10/09/2001
1999/1784 00856 00420 MONELLA 8479 - 19/11/2001
2000/1203 00849 SOLENIA BRIGHT
RED
8837 - 04/02/2002
2000/1838 00856 00420 HE 003 9992 - 09/09/2002
2000/1839 00856 00420 HE 002 9993 - 09/09/2002
2001/0376 00856 00420 FUGA 8526 - 17/12/2001
2001/0585 00856 00420 BBVOLVIR 11929 - 06/10/2003
2001/0586 00856 00420 BBVOLIRA 11930 - 06/10/2003
2001/0587 00856 00420 BBPOLLY 11931 - 06/10/2003
2001/0615 00856 00420 CINDY FRANJE DARK 8965 - 18/02/2002
2001/0837 00856 00420 BBNES 12195 - 08/12/2003
2001/0886 00856 00420 BBVOLBRO 11932 - 06/10/2003
2001/0887 00856 00420 BBVOLKRA 11933 - 06/10/2003
2001/0889 00856 00420 BBPAOLA 11935 - 06/10/2003
2001/1443 00856 00420 BBFAYAL 10866 - 24/03/2003
2001/1650 00856 00420 BBVERONICA 12350 - 19/01/2004
2001/1769 04443 00423 BORIASKO 11266 - 09/06/2003
2001/1770 04443 00423 BETULIA LIGHT 10635 - 24/02/2003
2001/1771 04443 00423 BINOS 10636 - 24/02/2003
2001/1772 04443 00423 BETULIA DOUBLE
RED
10637 - 24/02/2003
2001/1773 04443 00423 BELA 10638 - 24/02/2003
2001/2000 04443 00423 RENATE 11275 - 09/06/2003
2002/0055 00856 00420 BBEVA 12364 - 19/01/2004
2002/0641 00856 00420 BBTOSCA 14442 - 06/12/2004
2002/0699 03845 00003 BANITA 12367 - 19/01/2004
2002/1823 04443 00423 BELARO 13047 - 19/04/2004
2002/1974 00856 00420 BBVOLAR 12273 - 18/12/2003
2003/0085 00849 BEMAN SOFT PINK 14511 - 24/01/2005
2003/0086 00849 BEMAN CHERRY RED 14512 - 24/01/2005
2003/0087 00849 BEMAN REDORA 14513 - 24/01/2005
2003/2160 04443 00423 ELEKTRA PINK 14971 - 21/03/2005
2003/2198 04443 00423 BINOS PINK 14317 - 06/12/2004
2003/2199 04443 00423 BINOS SOFT PINK 14318 - 06/12/2004
2003/2200 04443 00423 BETULIA BRIGHT
PINK
14523 - 24/01/2005
2004/2223 04443 00423 GIDEON 17187 - 27/03/2006
2004/2224 04443 00423 BERSEKO LIGHT
PINK
17188 - 27/03/2006
2005/0770 04443 00423 REINA 18565 - 23/10/2006
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Begonia xhiemalis Fotsch (Begonia xelatior hort.)
2005/1737 00856 00420 BBBON 18744 - 04/12/2006
2005/2255 04443 00423 ELEKTRA WHITE 19697 - 02/04/2007
2006/0769 00856 00420 BBRUB 21400 - 10/12/2007
2006/0936 00856 00420 BBDRA 21401 - 10/12/2007
2006/0937 00856 00420 BBOLY 21402 - 10/12/2007
2006/1760 00856 00420 BBMIL 21403 - 10/12/2007
2006/2335 05640 01903 HV01BI 21696 - 28/01/2008
2006/2396 04443 00423 BORIASKO DARK 21697 - 28/01/2008
2006/2397 04443 00423 BELA LILACPINK 22840 - 09/06/2008
2006/2566 04443 00423 BINOS PINKY WHITE 22284 - 05/05/2008
2007/1081 00856 00420 BBVOLFU 23784 - 17/12/2008
2007/1261 00856 00420 BBBONWIT 23785 - 17/12/2008
2007/2527 00856 00420 BBTAM 23786 - 17/12/2008
2007/2670 05640 01903 HAVE02 24442 - 23/03/2009
2007/2680 04443 00423 ROXANNE 25191 - 18/05/2009
2007/2681 04443 00423 ELEKTRA LIGHT
PINK
25192 - 18/05/2009
2007/2682 04443 00423 BETUKO 25193 - 18/05/2009
Begonia xsemperﬂorens-cultorum hort.
2003/1830 03602 03325 BEROSE 14733 - 07/02/2005
Begonia L.
1999/0317 00633 00003 BEPARED 9611 - 01/07/2002
2000/2022 00633 00003 BEPAPINK 10351 - 16/12/2002
2002/0062 04443 00423 GREEN VALLEYLEAF 10299 - 18/11/2002
2002/0064 04443 00423 INCA FIRE 10649 - 24/02/2003
2002/0065 04443 00423 INDIAN SUMMER 10650 - 24/02/2003
2002/0068 04443 00423 ARCTIC BREEZE 11568 - 28/07/2003






2005/0877 05087 SPITFIRE 18743 - 04/12/2006
2006/0036 04443 00423 MORNING DEW 18860 - 18/12/2006
2006/0037 04443 00423 AFRICAN JUNGLE 18861 - 18/12/2006
2007/1663 00915 02499 NZCTWO 23717 - 08/12/2008
2007/2736 00165 INNBOLORA 23718 - 08/12/2008
2007/2743 00165 INNBOLPINK 23719 - 08/12/2008
2007/2744 00165 INNBOLWHI 23720 - 08/12/2008
2007/2772 02133 00441 METALLIC MIST 24446 - 23/03/2009
2008/0033 05417 00423 VICTORIA FALLS 24447 - 23/03/2009
2008/0712 05417 00423 ENCANTO ORANGE 26224 - 07/12/2009
2008/1049 00849 BEGH 03897 26225 - 07/12/2009
2008/1050 00849 BEGH 03899 26226 - 07/12/2009
Begonia xtuberhybrida Voss
2000/0727 03023 ELSERTA 15604 - 06/06/2005
2002/0953 03711 00423 PINK BLUSH 16237 - 26/09/2005
2002/0954 03711 00423 JUST PEACHY 16238 - 26/09/2005
2004/0721 04623 BSWD01 14988 - 21/03/2005
2004/0722 04623 BSWD02 14989 - 21/03/2005
2004/0723 04623 BSWD03 14990 - 21/03/2005
2005/0978 00849 BEGO 520 19552 - 19/03/2007
2005/0979 00849 BEGO 538 19553 - 19/03/2007
2005/0980 00849 BEGO 539 19554 - 19/03/2007
2006/1992 05599 FRAGRANCE 22276 - 05/05/2008
2006/2457 00165 INNBELLWHI 22280 - 05/05/2008
2006/2458 00165 INNBELLRO 22281 - 05/05/2008
2007/2737 00165 INNBELLPEA 24444 - 23/03/2009
2007/2739 00165 INNBELLSAL 24445 - 23/03/2009
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Begonia rex-cultorum L.H. Bailey
2001/2002 04443 00423 DARK JUNGLELEAF 10074 - 23/09/2002
Begonia boliviensis A. DC.
2004/1080 00915 02499 NZCONE 16657 - 19/12/2005
2006/0884 01511 01110 YABOS 21240 - 26/11/2007
2007/2810 01511 01110 YAMANCE 23721 - 08/12/2008
2007/2811 01511 01110 YAGANCE 23722 - 08/12/2008
Bellis perennis L.
2007/2411 00849 BPH 01062 26192 - 16/11/2009
2007/2412 00849 BPH 01050 26193 - 16/11/2009
2007/2413 00849 BPH 04600 26194 - 16/11/2009
Berberis L
1995/1644 00366 00889 BOGOZAM 2718 - 02/03/1998
2003/0741 01689 ADMIRATION 19536 - 19/03/2007
2003/2222 05332/05333 01110 STARBURST 20859 - 10/09/2007
Berberis thunbergii DC.
2004/0367 01689 TINY GOLD 19537 - 19/03/2007
2005/0017 01689 GOLDEN ROCKET 25400 - 08/06/2009
2005/0571 05037/05038 04660 MARIA 16263 - 26/09/2005
2005/1759 01689 ROSY ROCKET 25401 - 08/06/2009
Berberis nitens (C. K. Schneid.) Laferr. (syn. Mahonia nitens C. K. Schneid.)
2007/2648 06093 CABARET 25189 - 18/05/2009
Beta vulgaris L. ssp. vulgaris var. altissima Döll
1995/1609 03602 03316 POLL 60 4005 - 25/01/1999
1995/1615 03602 03316 MPS 152 4007 - 25/01/1999
1995/1616 03602 03316 MS 151 4008 - 25/01/1999
1995/1617 03602 03316 MS 150 4009 - 25/01/1999
1995/1629 03602 03316 MS 111 4016 - 25/01/1999
1996/1010 03602 03316 MS162 4478 - 21/06/1999
1999/0115 03547 F99203 9068 - 02/04/2002
1999/0116 03547 F99202 9067 - 02/04/2002
1999/0117 03547 F99201 8080 - 06/08/2001
1999/0118 03547 M99202 8079 - 06/08/2001
1999/0119 03547 M99401 9664 - 15/07/2002
1999/0120 03547 M99402 8203 - 06/08/2001
1999/1232 03602 03316 HI0128 9640 - 01/07/2002
1999/1233 03602 03316 HI0131 9641 - 01/07/2002
1999/1235 03602 03316 HI0132 9639 - 01/07/2002
1999/1237 03602 03316 HI0129 9638 - 01/07/2002
1999/1711 00044 KW920 6958 - 21/05/2001
1999/1712 00044 KW919 6959 - 21/05/2001
1999/1717 00044 KW914 9058 - 02/04/2002
1999/1723 00044 KW904 6965 - 21/05/2001
2000/0151 00044 KW041 9663 - 15/07/2002
2000/0154 00044 KW044 9665 - 15/07/2002
2000/0155 00044 KW045 9666 - 15/07/2002
2000/0158 00044 KW048 9659 - 15/07/2002
2000/0159 00044 KW049 9658 - 15/07/2002
2000/0160 00044 KW051 9657 - 15/07/2002
2000/0428 03602 03316 MS205 9637 - 01/07/2002
2001/0313 03602 03316 HI 0190 13240 - 03/05/2004
2001/0314 03602 03316 HI 0189 13241 - 03/05/2004
2001/0315 03602 03316 HI 0169 13242 - 03/05/2004
2001/0635 00570 2000SES001 13243 - 03/05/2004
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Beta vulgaris L. ssp. vulgaris var. altissima Döll
2001/0636 00570 2000SES002 13244 - 03/05/2004
2001/0637 00570 2000SES003 15111 - 18/04/2005
2001/0638 00570 2000SES004 13245 - 03/05/2004
2001/0639 00570 2000SES005 13246 - 03/05/2004
2001/0640 00570 2000SES006 13247 - 03/05/2004
2001/0641 00570 2000SES007 13248 - 03/05/2004
2001/0642 00570 2000SES008 15112 - 18/04/2005
2001/0643 00570 2000SES009 15113 - 18/04/2005
2001/1309 03547 F01204 16648 - 19/12/2005
2002/0159 00044 KW267 15116 - 18/04/2005
2002/0163 00044 KW271 15117 - 18/04/2005
2002/0390 03602 03316 HI 0285 16984 - 27/02/2006
2002/0391 03602 03316 HI 0286 13253 - 03/05/2004
2002/1973 03547 M 02205 15118 - 18/04/2005
2003/0193 03602 03316 HI 0378 16985 - 27/02/2006
2003/0207 00044 02919 KW 272 16978 - 27/02/2006
2003/0208 00044 02919 KW 273 15120 - 18/04/2005
2003/0209 00044 02919 KW 274 15121 - 18/04/2005
2004/0130 00044 02919 KW 275 16979 - 27/02/2006
2004/0132 00044 02919 KW 277 16981 - 27/02/2006
2004/0133 00044 02919 KW 278 16982 - 27/02/2006
2004/0298 03602 03316 HI0385 16986 - 27/02/2006
2004/0299 03602 03316 HI0386 16987 - 27/02/2006
2005/0347 03602 03316 HI0507 19575 - 19/03/2007
2005/0348 03602 03316 HI0530 22512 - 19/05/2008
2005/0349 03602 03316 HI0531 22513 - 19/05/2008
2006/0218 00044 02919 KW 281 22485 - 19/05/2008
2006/0220 00044 02919 KW 283 22487 - 19/05/2008
2006/0221 00044 02919 KW 284 23578 - 13/10/2008
2006/0279 03602 03316 HI 0380 24690 - 20/04/2009
2006/0280 03602 03316 HI 0411 22514 - 19/05/2008
2007/0246 03602 03316 HI 0442 24691 - 20/04/2009
2007/0247 03602 03316 HI 0470 24692 - 20/04/2009
2007/0277 00044 02919 KW 285 25313 - 08/06/2009
2007/0278 00044 02919 KW 286 24685 - 20/04/2009
2007/0279 00044 02919 KW 287 24686 - 20/04/2009
2007/0281 00044 02919 KW 289 25314 - 08/06/2009
2007/0282 00044 02919 KW 290 24687 - 20/04/2009
2007/0287 00044 02919 KW 295 24688 - 20/04/2009
Beta vulgaris L. var. conditiva Alef.
1997/0170 00237 EGRA121 6899 - 20/11/2000
1997/0171 00237 BIK C3 5651 - 20/12/1999
1997/0172 00237 BIK C 58 5652 - 20/12/1999
2003/1718 00237 BEJO 2223 18141 - 17/07/2006
2005/2414 00237 BEJO 2234 23270 - 21/07/2008
Betula pendula Roth
2001/0522 02133 00441 FILIGREE LACE 15659 - 06/06/2005
2004/0667 04602 SPLENDOR WHITE 20860 - 10/09/2007
2005/0033 03003 SPIDER ALLEY 21231 - 26/11/2007
2005/1602 04497 04744 KARACA 16702 - 16/01/2006
Bidens ferulifolia (Jacq.) DC.
1997/0901 01808 00423 GOLDEN STAR 4639 - 07/06/1999
1998/1212 02325 00165 PETERS GOLDTEP-
PICH
6671 - 30/08/2000
2000/0180 03602 03325 BIDTIS 1 6863 - 19/03/2001
2000/1603 03226 SUMBID 01 10064 - 23/09/2002
2002/1975 03226 GRÜBID 01 13453 - 07/06/2004
2003/0450 03602 03325 BIDCOMTIS 14755 - 07/02/2005
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Bidens ferulifolia (Jacq.) DC.
2003/1451 03226 SUMBID 02 14495 - 17/12/2004
2003/1616 04198 00165 TOPTEPPICH 13052 - 19/04/2004
2004/1458 03226 SUMBID 03 16415 - 14/11/2005
2004/2421 04876 00165 PETERSURPR 16418 - 14/11/2005
2005/2027 03602 03325 BIDORI 18831 - 18/12/2006
2006/0830 04071 00082 SUNBIDESUPA 20933 - 24/09/2007
2006/1804 03226 SUMBID 04 21059 - 22/10/2007
2006/2204 00633 00423 BALBIDSUKI 20934 - 24/09/2007
2007/0489 03602 01902 FISBIMEX 20936 - 24/09/2007
2008/1520 03116 KLEBF07003 23953 - 09/02/2009
2008/1521 03116 KLEBF07570 23954 - 09/02/2009
Bidens L.
2003/2190 04071 00082 SUNBIDEKI 14340 - 06/12/2004
Bidens triplinervia Kunth var. macrantha (Wedd.) Sherﬀ
2004/2065 03166 02318 BI033 16416 - 14/11/2005
2004/2066 03166 02318 BI037 16417 - 14/11/2005
2007/0932 03166 02318 BI18 23694 - 22/06/2009
Bistorta amplexicaulis (D.Don) Greene; syn. Persicaria bistorta (L.) A Samp.
2004/2588 04898 03423 BLACKFIELD 20324 - 04/06/2007
2004/2589 04898 03423 FAT DOMINO 20325 - 04/06/2007
2005/2369 04898 03423 ORANGOFIELD 22337 - 05/05/2008
Boltonia asteroides (L.) L’Hér. var. latisquama (A. Gray) Cronquist
2006/1487 02311 00423 MASBOLIMKET 22051 - 07/04/2008
Borago oﬃcinalis L.
2006/2239 05632 05633 BFS STAR 23536 - 13/10/2008
Bougainvillea Comm. ex Juss.
1997/0272 01393 01903 VERA DEEP PURPLE 5700 - 20/12/1999
1997/0769 01393 01903 VERA LIGHT PURPLE 5701 - 20/12/1999
2001/1107 01393 01903 VERA LYNN 13963 - 13/09/2004
2003/0300 01393 01903 VERA PINK 15502 - 23/05/2005
2007/0872 01393 01903 RIJNBO705 26068 - 05/10/2009
Bougainvillea spectabilis Willd.
2007/2264 06024 01589 PIXIE QUEEN 26094 - 05/10/2009
Bouvardia Salisb.
1997/0030 01577 03783 ROYAL SILVIA 3335 - 06/07/1998
1997/0031 01577 03783 ROYAL EDITH 3336 - 06/07/1998
1999/1200 01577 03783 GREEN SPRING 7011 - 20/11/2000
1999/1201 01577 03783 ROYAL JANETTE 7010 - 20/11/2000
2001/0708 01577 03783 ROYAL RENATE 9700 - 15/07/2002
2001/0709 01577 03783 ROYAL SUZANNE 9701 - 15/07/2002
2002/0119 01577 03783 ROYAL DAPHNE RED 10146 - 23/09/2002
2002/0120 01577 03783 ROYAL CHLOE 10147 - 23/09/2002
2002/0121 01577 03783 ROYAL DAPHNE
WHITE
10148 - 23/09/2002
2002/0169 01577 03783 ROYAL NICOLETTE 9742 - 15/07/2002
2002/0170 01577 03783 ROYAL CLAUDIA 9743 - 15/07/2002
2002/0171 01577 03783 ROYAL VALESCA 9744 - 15/07/2002
2002/0172 01577 03783 GREEN SUMMER 9745 - 15/07/2002
2002/0173 01577 03783 ROYAL GISELLE 9746 - 15/07/2002
2002/0807 01577 03783 ROYAL DAPHNE
DARKPINK
11324 - 09/06/2003
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Bouvardia Salisb.
2004/1797 01577 03783 DIAMOND DARK
PINK
15360 - 10/05/2005
2004/1798 01577 03783 DIAMOND LIGHT
PINK
15361 - 10/05/2005
2004/1799 01577 03783 DIAMOND RED 15362 - 10/05/2005
2004/1800 01577 03783 DIAMOND WHITE 15363 - 10/05/2005
2005/1707 01577 03783 ROYAL DAPHNE PUR-
PLE
18458 - 25/09/2006
2008/1595 01577 03783 GREEN MAGIC 25027 - 04/05/2009
2008/1596 01577 03783 DIAMOND BOR-
DEAUX
25028 - 04/05/2009
2008/1597 01577 03783 ROYAL DAPHNE
BIANCO
25029 - 04/05/2009
2008/1598 01577 03783 ROYAL WHITE
VERDE
25030 - 04/05/2009
2008/1599 01577 03783 ROYAL DAPHNE
FRESCO
25568 - 22/06/2009
Brassica carinata A. Braun
1995/0068 00048 TALISMAN 1450 - 16/12/1996
1997/0205 00708 KARINAAE 4246 - 18/12/2000
2006/2286 06306 SINCRON 24090 - 23/02/2009
Brassica juncea L.
2002/0949 04633 VMT029G 15374 - 10/05/2005
2004/0777 01001 GOLDEN STREAKS 20823 - 24/08/2007
2006/0747 04640 01001 FLAMING FRILLS 25395 - 08/06/2009
Brassica oleracea L. var. gongylodes L.
1995/2667 00237 LAN-4965 1986 - 19/05/1997
1995/2668 00237 EXF-63 1987 - 19/05/1997
2000/0704 00088 P499RZ 10725 - 10/03/2003
2000/0707 00088 P181RZ 10728 - 10/03/2003
2000/0710 00088 P314RZ 10730 - 10/03/2003
2000/0711 00088 P249RZ 10731 - 10/03/2003
2000/0713 00088 P504RZ 10732 - 10/03/2003
2000/0714 00088 P193RZ 10733 - 10/03/2003
2002/1353 00088 P357 14779 - 07/03/2005
2005/1487 00237 BEJO 2230 21143 - 22/10/2007
2006/0270 00088 KO7001 RZ 23511 - 29/09/2008
2006/0271 00088 KO8384 RZ 23512 - 29/09/2008
Brassica oleracea L. convar. botrytis (L.) Alef. var. botrytis
1995/1687 03602 03325 SENG 9023 2538 - 14/11/1997
1995/1688 03602 03325 SENG 9024 2539 - 14/11/1997
1995/1689 03602 03325 SENG 9026 2540 - 14/11/1997
1995/1690 03602 03325 SENG 9027 2541 - 14/11/1997
1995/1691 03602 03325 SENG 9028 2542 - 14/11/1997
1995/1692 03602 03325 SENG 9036 2543 - 14/11/1997
1995/1694 03602 03325 SENG 9038 2544 - 14/11/1997
1995/1695 03602 03325 SENG 9039 2545 - 14/11/1997
1995/1696 03602 03325 SENG 9040 2546 - 14/11/1997
1995/1697 03602 03325 SENG 9041 2547 - 14/11/1997
1995/1698 03602 03325 SENG 9042 2548 - 14/11/1997
1995/2661 00237 JEF 450 542 - 02/08/1996
1995/2664 00237 MARK-30-4 1452 - 16/12/1996
1995/2665 00237 AH-4 1453 - 16/12/1996
1995/2666 00237 BUH-41 1548 - 16/12/1996
1996/1151 00031 MEMPHIS 2700 - 19/02/1998
1997/0148 00938 02329 FMT122 6892 - 20/11/2000
1997/0149 00237 TOL 10 5015 - 25/10/1999
1997/1373 00938 02329 SH524 5841 - 03/04/2000
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Brassica oleracea L. convar. botrytis (L.) Alef. var. botrytis
1997/1374 00938 02329 SH539 5842 - 03/04/2000
1998/0054 03602 03325 BRODEN 4192 - 21/06/1999
1998/0055 03602 03325 CORTES 3409 - 07/09/1998
1998/0187 00088 CASPER 5843 - 03/04/2000
1998/0650 03602 03325 SENG 9030 4162 - 01/12/1998
1998/1279 00938 02329 COF5755 9322 - 06/05/2002
1998/1291 00938 02329 CMA5643 7477 - 09/04/2001
1998/1292 00938 02329 CMA5680 7478 - 09/04/2001
1998/1293 00938 02329 CMA5684 7479 - 09/04/2001
1998/1296 00938 02329 CMA5666 7480 - 09/04/2001
1998/1297 00938 02329 CMA5649 7481 - 09/04/2001
1998/1298 00938 02329 COR5726 9325 - 06/05/2002
1998/1301 00938 02329 CML5672 7484 - 09/04/2001
1998/1302 00938 02329 CMA56101 7485 - 09/04/2001
1998/1392 00938 02329 CMA5629 7491 - 09/04/2001
1999/0150 00237 ITAL13 10572 - 10/02/2003
1999/0151 00237 UK31 9588 - 17/06/2002
1999/0152 00237 ROM13C 9589 - 17/06/2002
1999/0153 00237 BALC 9590 - 17/06/2002
1999/0154 00237 BEJO 2179 13113 - 19/04/2004
2000/0244 00938 02329 COR57127 9015 - 18/03/2002
2000/0246 00938 02329 CMA561015 10948 - 14/04/2003
2000/0247 00938 02329 CMA561009 10949 - 14/04/2003
2000/0703 00088 PR5231RZ 10961 - 14/04/2003
2000/0847 00245 NIZ10902 10962 - 14/04/2003
2000/0848 00245 NIZ10905 10963 - 14/04/2003
2000/1904 00237 WT16 11078 - 05/05/2003
2000/1905 00237 FSTM50 11079 - 05/05/2003
2000/1906 00237 FASTM24 11080 - 05/05/2003
2001/1608 00938 02329 COR573020 14084 - 25/10/2004
2001/2004 00938 02329 CMA5648 13366 - 17/05/2004
2001/2005 00938 02329 CMA561035 13367 - 17/05/2004
2001/2006 00938 02329 CMA561021 13368 - 17/05/2004
2001/2007 00938 02329 CMA561016 13369 - 17/05/2004
2001/2008 00938 02329 CMA561017 13370 - 17/05/2004
2001/2009 00938 02329 COF5757 14085 - 25/10/2004
2002/0490 00938 02329 CMA51114 15160 - 18/04/2005
2002/0567 00938 02329 CMA561001 15163 - 18/04/2005
2003/1144 00938 02329 CLT 564003 19649 - 19/03/2007
2003/1145 00938 02329 CMA 561055 18375 - 25/09/2006
2003/1714 00237 BEJO 2203 20353 - 18/06/2007
2003/2463 00072 OB CF075 18346 - 25/09/2006
2004/0042 04075 02329 CMA561037 20339 - 18/06/2007
2004/0043 04075 02329 CMA561050 21941 - 10/03/2008
2004/0044 04075 02329 CMA561052 21942 - 10/03/2008
2004/0045 04075 02329 CMA561059 21943 - 10/03/2008
2004/1645 04075 02329 CMA511540 21944 - 10/03/2008
2004/1647 04075 02329 CMA511512 21154 - 22/10/2007
2005/0125 04075 02329 CMA561058 18383 - 25/09/2006
2005/0126 04075 02329 CMA561061 18384 - 25/09/2006
2006/0264 00088 BL8041 RZ 23241 - 21/07/2008
2006/0265 00088 BL7130 RZ 23242 - 21/07/2008
2006/0266 00088 BL8031 RZ 23243 - 21/07/2008
2006/0267 00088/01468 GB7506 RZ 23315 - 04/08/2008
2006/0386 03602 03325 SENG 9102 20567 - 06/08/2007
2006/0387 03602 03325 SENG 9100 20390 - 18/06/2007
2006/0455 03602 03325 SENG 9101 19251 - 19/02/2007
2006/0471 04075 02329 CMA571066 23187 - 21/07/2008
2006/0473 04075 02329 COR563016 23656 - 10/11/2008
2006/0509 04075 02329 CMA571068 22078 - 07/04/2008
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Brassica oleracea L. convar. botrytis (L.) Alef. var. botrytis
2008/0293 03602 03325 SENG 9133 24916 - 04/05/2009
Brassica oleracea L. convar. botrytis (L.) Alef. var. cymosa Duch.
1995/0785 04633 SAMSON 3282 - 03/08/1998
1995/0790 04633 BC 069 3284 - 03/08/1998
1996/1430 03602 03325 SENG 9044 3049 - 06/07/1998
1996/1431 03602 03325 SENG 9045 3050 - 06/07/1998
1997/0782 03602 03325 MONTEREY 5678 - 20/12/1999
1998/0328 00237 WIN 18 7735 - 21/05/2001
1998/0330 00237 MAR52 7737 - 21/05/2001
1998/1188 04633 DECATHLON 7744 - 21/05/2001
1998/1189 04633 TRIATHLON 5845 - 03/04/2000
1998/1533 04633 INSPIRATION 7752 - 21/05/2001
1998/1535 00938 02329 BR17 7753 - 21/05/2001
1999/0194 00938 02329 BR9 9331 - 06/05/2002
2000/0195 00938 02329 BRE5359 10946 - 14/04/2003
2000/0196 00938 02329 BRM5355 10947 - 14/04/2003
2001/0659 00938 02329 BRM533904 13345 - 17/05/2004
2001/0727 00237 ZTV54 13351 - 17/05/2004
2001/0728 00237 ZETV5 13352 - 17/05/2004
2002/0583 04633 VBC020G 15545 - 06/06/2005
2002/0584 04633 VBC026G 15546 - 06/06/2005
2002/0833 04633 VBC406 15548 - 06/06/2005
2002/0834 04633 BC403 15549 - 06/06/2005
2002/1180 00938 02329 BRM563905 15550 - 06/06/2005
2003/1712 00237 BE 2206 19221 - 19/02/2007
2003/1713 00237 BE 2207 20352 - 18/06/2007
2004/1531 04075 02329 BRM 511046 20089 - 21/05/2007
2004/1646 04075 02329 BRM563907 20341 - 18/06/2007
2005/0973 04633 PARTHENON 20401 - 18/06/2007
2005/1488 00237 BEJO 2229 23269 - 21/07/2008
2006/0268 00088 BR8405 RZ 23244 - 21/07/2008
2006/0269 00088 BR7302 RZ 23245 - 21/07/2008
2006/2043 04075 02329 BRM533916 25479 - 22/06/2009
Brassica oleracea L. convar. capitata (L.) Alef. var. alba DC.
1995/0793 04633 CB 153 3286 - 03/08/1998
1995/0794 04633 NOZOMI 3287 - 03/08/1998
1995/1673 03602 03325 SENG 9002 2554 - 14/11/1997
1995/1675 03602 03325 SENG 9003 2555 - 14/11/1997
1995/1676 03602 03325 SENG 9004 2556 - 14/11/1997
1995/1677 03602 03325 SENG 9005 2557 - 14/11/1997
1995/1678 03602 03325 SENG 9006 2558 - 14/11/1997
1995/1679 03602 03325 SENG 9007 2559 - 14/11/1997
1995/2579 00237 BVL 1612 1682 - 15/01/1997
1995/2580 00237 FRED 73 549 - 02/08/1996
1995/2581 00237 BIS 16 550 - 02/08/1996
1995/2582 00237 SPL 731 551 - 02/08/1996
1995/2583 00237 BVL 3010 1455 - 16/12/1996
1995/2679 00237 AP-1016 974 - 02/09/1996
1995/2680 00237 BOL-13 1456 - 16/12/1996
1995/2681 00237 NORT-14 552 - 02/08/1996
1995/2682 00237 IT-13 553 - 02/08/1996
1995/2683 00237 NOV-T-1021 554 - 02/08/1996
1995/2684 00237 LW-1611 555 - 02/08/1996
1995/2685 00237 DT-711 556 - 02/08/1996
1995/2686 00237 BVL-167 557 - 02/08/1996
1995/2687 00237 NOV-21 558 - 02/08/1996
1996/0976 00237 CH-8 2533 - 14/11/1997
1997/0150 00237 GA132 6893 - 20/11/2000
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Brassica oleracea L. convar. capitata (L.) Alef. var. alba DC.
1997/0151 00237 PO 12 5667 - 20/12/1999
1997/0152 00237 JUL 7 5668 - 20/12/1999
1997/0158 00237 JULNOR 23 5669 - 20/12/1999
1997/0159 00237 VHW 12 5670 - 20/12/1999
1997/0160 00237 STRUC 10 5671 - 20/12/1999
1997/0161 00237 FRIC 11 5672 - 20/12/1999
1997/0162 00237 RESP 10 5673 - 20/12/1999
1997/0163 00237 LAD 12 5674 - 20/12/1999
1997/0164 00237 FORN 7 5675 - 20/12/1999
1998/0334 00237 HIN21 7436 - 09/04/2001
1998/0335 00237 DEENSE112 7437 - 09/04/2001
1998/0643 03602 03325 SENG 9008 4155 - 01/12/1998
1998/0644 03602 03325 SENG 9009 4154 - 01/12/1998
1998/0645 03602 03325 SENG 9010 4153 - 01/12/1998
1998/0646 03602 03325 SENG 9011 4152 - 01/12/1998
1998/1284 00938 02329 WFM5880 7444 - 09/04/2001
1998/1285 00938 02329 WPR5894 9323 - 06/05/2002
1998/1288 00938 02329 WST5867 7474 - 09/04/2001
1998/1300 00938 02329 WST58104 7483 - 09/04/2001
1998/1323 00938 02329 WPR5868 7489 - 09/04/2001
1999/0149 00237 SOLB 13 9587 - 17/06/2002
2000/0251 00938 02329 WFM58222 10951 - 14/04/2003
2000/0252 00938 02329 WST58224 10952 - 14/04/2003
2000/0285 00938 02329 WFM58220 10955 - 14/04/2003
2000/0286 00938 02329 WST5881 10956 - 14/04/2003
2000/0287 00938 02329 WPR58225 10957 - 14/04/2003
2000/0850 00245 NIZ17955 10965 - 14/04/2003
2000/0851 00245 NIZ17901 10966 - 14/04/2003
2000/0852 00245 NIZ17906 10967 - 14/04/2003
2000/0853 00245 NIZ17907 10968 - 14/04/2003
2000/0854 00245 NIZ17968 10969 - 14/04/2003
2000/0855 00245 NIZ17910 10970 - 14/04/2003
2000/0859 00245 NIZ 15906 10974 - 14/04/2003
2000/1654 00938 02329 WGP58256 11067 - 05/05/2003
2000/1655 00938 02329 WGP58257 11068 - 05/05/2003
2000/1922 00237 MAN 20 11094 - 05/05/2003
2003/0233 00938 02329 WGP561753 18368 - 25/09/2006
2003/0234 00938 02329 WGP561754 18369 - 25/09/2006
2003/0235 00938 02329 WFM541338 18370 - 25/09/2006
2003/1450 03602 03325 SENG 9080 16113 - 17/08/2005
2003/1715 00237 BEJO 2204 18386 - 25/09/2006
2003/1753 04075 02329 WGP561755 18376 - 25/09/2006
2003/1754 04075 02329 WGP561756 18377 - 25/09/2006
2005/1881 04075 02329 WST561764 23179 - 21/07/2008
2005/1882 04075 02329 WST561783 23180 - 21/07/2008
2005/1883 04075 02329 WST561786 23181 - 21/07/2008
2005/1884 04075 02329 WST581803 23182 - 21/07/2008
2005/2096 05055 AS7 3039 23292 - 21/07/2008
2006/0127 00245 N15910 23260 - 21/07/2008
2006/0128 00245 N15902 23261 - 21/07/2008
2006/0129 00245 N15913 23262 - 21/07/2008
2006/0130 00245 N17811 23263 - 21/07/2008
2006/0131 00245 N17989 23264 - 21/07/2008
2006/0132 00245 N17958 23265 - 21/07/2008
2006/0133 00245 N17966 23266 - 21/07/2008
2006/0134 00245 N17997 23314 - 04/08/2008
2006/0135 00245 N17928 23267 - 21/07/2008
2006/0474 03602 03325 SENG 9109 23214 - 21/07/2008
2007/1769 03602 03325 KEVIN 24100 - 23/02/2009
2007/1770 03602 03325 REACTOR 24353 - 23/03/2009
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Brassica oleracea L. convar. capitata (L.) Alef. var. rubra (L.) Thell.
1995/2669 00237 DEK-12 559 - 02/08/1996
1995/2670 00237 HR-27 560 - 02/08/1996
1995/2671 00237 GO-8-2 561 - 02/08/1996
1995/2672 00237 PREK-12 562 - 02/08/1996
1995/2673 00237 DW-7 563 - 02/08/1996
1998/0331 00237 AM7C 7434 - 09/04/2001
1998/0332 00237 RR122 7435 - 09/04/2001
1998/1286 00938 02329 RST5857 7445 - 09/04/2001
1998/1287 00938 02329 RST5850 7473 - 09/04/2001
1998/1290 00938 02329 RST5859 7476 - 09/04/2001
2000/0856 00245 NIZ13906 10971 - 14/04/2003
2000/0857 00245 NIZ13904 10972 - 14/04/2003
2000/0858 00245 NIZ 13913 10973 - 14/04/2003
2005/2095 05055 RED FLAME 23312 - 04/08/2008
2006/0125 00245 N13911 23313 - 04/08/2008
Brassica oleracea L. convar. capitata (L.) Alef. var. sabauda L.
1995/2674 00237 HARD-424 547 - 02/08/1996
1995/2675 00237 OST-3133 548 - 02/08/1996
1997/0165 00237 GEEL 31 4826 - 02/08/1999
1998/0651 03602 03325 SENG 9032 4161 - 01/12/1998
1998/0652 03602 03325 SENG 9033 4160 - 01/12/1998
1998/0653 03602 03325 SENG 9034 4159 - 01/12/1998
1999/0148 00237 WKK4242 7758 - 21/05/2001
2000/0862 00245 NIZ14912 10735 - 10/03/2003
2000/0863 00245 NIZ14907 10736 - 10/03/2003
2000/1924 00237 HAM 2333 10745 - 10/03/2003
2000/1925 00237 MID 11 10746 - 10/03/2003
2006/0126 00245 N14924 24383 - 23/03/2009
Brassica oleracea L. var. gemmifera Zenker
1995/1680 03602 03325 SENG 9012 2560 - 14/11/1997
1995/1681 03602 03325 SENG 9015 2561 - 14/11/1997
1995/1682 03602 03325 SENG 9016 2651 - 02/02/1998
1995/1683 03602 03325 SENG 9017 2562 - 14/11/1997
1995/1684 03602 03325 SENG 9018 2563 - 14/11/1997
1995/1685 03602 03325 SENG 9019 2564 - 14/11/1997
1995/1686 03602 03325 SENG 9022 3133 - 02/06/1998
1995/2676 03602 03325 OLV-59 545 - 02/08/1996
1995/2677 00237/00008 WEN-12 546 - 02/08/1996
1995/2678 00237/00008 SH-8-2 1454 - 16/12/1996
1997/0314 03602 03325 EXODUS 3043 - 06/07/1998
1997/0315 03602 03325 ROMULUS 3045 - 06/07/1998
1997/0361 03602 03325 SENG 9052 3042 - 06/07/1998
1997/0362 03602 03325 SENG 9049 3044 - 06/07/1998
1998/0199 03602 03325 SENG 9054 3410 - 07/09/1998
1998/0201 03602 03325 SENG 9053 3411 - 07/09/1998
1998/0647 03602 03325 SENG 9013 4158 - 01/12/1998
1998/0648 03602 03325 SENG 9014 4157 - 01/12/1998
1998/0649 03602 03325 SENG 9020 4156 - 01/12/1998
1998/1283 00938 02329 SMA5323 7749 - 21/05/2001
1998/1305 00938 02329 SLT5316 7750 - 21/05/2001
1999/0141 00237/00008 BOB122 14226 - 08/11/2004
1999/0443 03602 03325 SENG 9057 14227 - 08/11/2004
1999/0444 03602 03325 SENG 9058 14228 - 08/11/2004
1999/0452 03602 03325 SENG9056 14554 - 24/01/2005
2001/0725 00237 BIRD 62 14232 - 08/11/2004
2001/0726 00237 RUS 592 14233 - 08/11/2004
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Brassica oleracea L. var. gemmifera Zenker
2002/0569 00938 02329 SMA563757 15883 - 18/07/2005
2002/1181 00938 02329 SMA563752 15884 - 18/07/2005
2006/0697 04075 02329 SMA533761 25862 - 24/08/2009
2006/0698 04075 02329 SMA533762 25863 - 24/08/2009
Brassica rapa L. var. pekinensis (Lour.) Kitam.
1999/0157 00237 PARK 22 10187 - 21/10/2002
Brassica oleracea L. var sabellica L.
1999/0155 00237 WESTL10 9330 - 06/05/2002
Brassica oleracea L. convar. acephala (DC.) Alef.
2008/1983 00915 06465 HARRIER 25767 - 22/07/2009
Xerochrysum bracteatum (Vent.) Tzvelev (syn: Bracteantha bracteata Anderb. and Haegi)
2000/1551 03169 00165 REDBRAWHI 8361 - 08/10/2001
2000/1553 03169 00165 REDBRAGOL 8363 - 08/10/2001
2000/1554 03169 00165 REDBRABRO 8364 - 08/10/2001
2001/0368 03342 02318 FLORABELLA GOLD 12223 - 18/12/2003
2002/2074 03169 03663 REDBRAMAG 12802 - 08/03/2004
2002/2075 03169 03663 REDBRARED 12803 - 08/03/2004
2003/2162 05141 00423 OHB003790 14807 - 07/03/2005
2005/0878 03116 KLEBA04075 21098 - 22/10/2007
2005/2001 05141 00423 OHDREJUMWHI 21108 - 22/10/2007
2005/2449 03602 03325 HELISBRALIYEL 21113 - 22/10/2007
2005/2450 03602 03325 HELISBRABIC 21114 - 22/10/2007
2005/2459 03602 03325 HELISBRAYEL 21115 - 22/10/2007
2006/0166 04475 00165 FLOBRAFLA 22657 - 19/05/2008
2006/1396 03116 KLEBB05352 22664 - 19/05/2008
2006/1397 03116 KLEBB05354 22665 - 19/05/2008
2007/0296 04475 00165 FLOBRAMAM 24417 - 23/03/2009
2007/0298 04475 00165 FLOBRASAT 24418 - 23/03/2009
2008/1522 03116 KLEBB07391 26198 - 16/11/2009
2008/1839 00401 01902 STABUR YEL 26199 - 16/11/2009
Brachypodium distachyon (L.) P. Beauv.
2005/2134 01155/05116/02866 IBROS 23824 - 26/01/2009
2005/2135 01155/05116/02866 ZULEMA 23825 - 26/01/2009
Brachyscome Cass.
2004/1577 00592 PACIMAMY 17556 - 22/05/2006
2008/2246 05141 00082 BONBRAMA 26290 - 21/12/2009
2008/2247 05141 00082 BONBRABU 26291 - 21/12/2009
2008/2248 05141 00082 BONBRAHO 26292 - 21/12/2009
Brachyscome multiﬁda DC.
2005/1693 01856 FLORYCOME 20675 - 06/08/2007
2005/2444 03602 03325 BRAMIPURO 20678 - 06/08/2007
2005/2445 03602 03325 BRAPURBLU 20679 - 06/08/2007
Brachyscome angustifolia A. Cunn. ex DC.
2000/0290 02935 02318 BILLABONG MAUVE
DELIGHT
9783 - 15/07/2002
2007/2414 05667 NEBBRA 001 25231 - 18/05/2009
Brachyglottis J.R. Forst. et G. Forst.
2004/0564 02512 WALBRACH 18406 - 25/09/2006
Brighamia insignis A. Gray
2002/2116 04560 01903 KIRSTEN 14958 - 21/03/2005
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Briza media L.
2003/2353 01598 01110 RUSSELLS 19077 - 22/01/2007
Brassica napus L. emend. Metzg.
1995/0905 02554 CANARY 3082 - 20/07/1998
1995/0906 02554 CS 09 4417 - 15/03/1999
1995/0991 00183 DAKINI 1673 - 17/01/1997
1995/1929 02554/00143 DCH 23 784 - 14/02/1997
1995/1939 02554 CAPITOL 785 - 15/10/1996
1995/1940 02554 COLUMBUS 786 - 25/06/1997
1995/1941 02554 BRISTOL MS 787 - 25/06/1997
1995/2036 00186 MASKOT 489 - 02/08/1996
1995/2089 02554 CONTACT 793 - 25/06/1997
1996/0054 00143 LIAISON 779 - 15/10/1996
1996/0055 00143 LICOSMOS 780 - 10/12/1996
1996/0372 03602 03570 DJINN 5110 - 17/01/2000
1996/0538 00086 03790 RPG 314 2677 - 16/02/1998
1996/0866 00183 MSL 004 C 1689 - 14/02/1997
1996/0868 00183 MSL 501 C 1690 - 14/02/1997
1996/0994 00058 MOHICAN 1994 - 28/04/1997
1996/1042 00058 MS INCA 3475 - 20/12/1999
1997/0206 00708 TRACIA 2866 - 18/05/1998
1997/0844 02554 CANDO 4027 - 25/01/1999
1997/0845 02554 CS 11 4062 - 15/02/1999
1997/0846 02554 CS 13 4063 - 15/02/1999
1997/1038 02554 CSH23 5106 - 08/11/1999
1997/1138 03307 POLLEN 4065 - 15/02/1999
1997/1208 03602 03570 SMART 3074 - 03/08/1998
1997/1209 03602 03570 MADRIGAL 3076 - 15/05/2000
1997/1213 03602 03570 ZENITH 3078 - 03/08/1998
1997/1216 03602 03570 LASER 4069 - 01/03/1999
1997/1318 02554/00143 CADDY 3435 - 07/09/1998
1997/1356 00186 CANYON 4023 - 25/01/1999
1998/0027 02554 MLCP30 5107 - 08/11/1999
1998/0671 00183 ARTUS 4041 - 15/05/2000
1998/0759 00131 PLUTO 4030 - 25/01/1999
1998/0959 02554 CR02 4064 - 15/02/1999
1998/1272 00689/02409 ZERUCA 4445 - 19/07/1999
1999/0009 00186 SENATOR 5154 - 06/12/1999
1999/0032 00186 CORONA 4912 - 06/09/1999
1999/0445 02554 CALISTO 5989 - 20/03/2000
1999/0446 02554 ARIAL 5104 - 08/11/1999
1999/0935 02554 CATONIC 8095 - 06/08/2001
1999/0937 02554 CADILLAC 8097 - 06/08/2001
1999/1107 02761 05809 ESCORT 5984 - 28/02/2000
1999/1140 02554 CANBERRA 6735 - 02/10/2000
1999/1475 03307 TENOR 6169 - 19/06/2000
2000/0315 02554 CALIDA 6952 - 05/02/2001
2000/0316 02554 CADOMA 6737 - 02/10/2000
2000/0726 02988 CAPRICORN MS 10799 - 24/03/2003
2000/1178 00183 MSL007C 7401 - 19/03/2001
2000/1466 02907 DECATHLON 8201 - 06/08/2001
2000/1499 04184 05809 JESPER 8202 - 06/08/2001
2000/1710 00044 05145 PIROLA 8200 - 06/08/2001
2000/1712 00044 05145 ADDER 8099 - 06/08/2001
2000/1995 00186 TOSCA 10461 - 20/01/2003
2001/0120 02949 02554 CR09 8897 - 18/02/2002
2001/0121 02949 02554 CR16 9652 - 01/07/2002
2001/0186 02554 CAROUSEL 10440 - 20/01/2003
2001/0280 00186 MUSETTE 8971 - 18/02/2002
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Brassica napus L. emend. Metzg.
2001/0391 02988 CAIMAN 12549 - 09/02/2004
2001/0394 02988 CAMPALA 9732 - 15/07/2002
2001/0395 02988 FRISBEE 10803 - 24/03/2003
2001/0463 00782/01176 00782 DOROTHY 8261 - 19/11/2001
2001/0468 03323 02554 CABRIOLET 9715 - 15/07/2002
2001/0801 04197 R9609 8894 - 18/02/2002
2001/0943 03323 02554 CAPVERT 10810 - 24/03/2003
2001/0944 03323 02554 CARACAS 10811 - 24/03/2003
2001/0945 03323 02554 CR 18 10812 - 24/03/2003
2001/1006 03323 02554 CS12 12810 - 08/03/2004
2001/1281 03540 WINNER 9474 - 21/05/2002
2001/1282 03540 MO13392 12811 - 08/03/2004
2001/1352 03797 NEX160 10022 - 09/09/2002
2001/1434 03540 DANTE 9473 - 21/05/2002
2001/1889 02761 05809 ONTARIO 10220 - 04/11/2002
2001/1890 02761 05809 MONTEGO 9472 - 21/05/2002
2001/1957 00180 02494 PR45W04 10012 - 09/09/2002
2002/0047 02907 COURAGE 9716 - 15/07/2002
2002/0050 03540 HEROS 9729 - 20/01/2003
2002/0274 02554 CALIFORNIUM 12082 - 24/11/2003
2002/0504 04197 OLPOP 13676 - 21/06/2004
2002/1060 00143 OASE 12817 - 19/07/2004
2002/1099 00183 VIKING 10543 - 10/02/2003
2002/1100 00183 AHL810797 10544 - 10/02/2003
2002/1101 00183 MENDEL 10545 - 10/02/2003
2002/1102 00183 BL643196 10546 - 10/02/2003
2002/1225 00260 CHELSI 13129 - 19/04/2004
2002/1229 00186 MODENA 11167 - 19/05/2003
2002/1230 00186 TEQUILA 11168 - 19/05/2003
2002/1232 00186 AVISO 11170 - 19/05/2003
2002/1569 02988 HEARTY 11342 - 09/06/2003
2002/1570 02988 MONARCH 14117 - 25/10/2004
2002/1715 03602 03570 NKBRAVOUR 13120 - 19/04/2004
2002/1716 03602 03570 NKFAIR 13121 - 19/04/2004
2002/1717 03602 03570 NKVICTORY 12818 - 08/03/2004
2002/2040 00186 SW LANDMARK 13130 - 19/04/2004
2003/0101 02554 CARIBOU 12936 - 05/04/2004
2003/0102 02554 CASTILLE 15015 - 21/03/2005
2003/0103 02554 CATALINA 13122 - 19/04/2004
2003/0104 02554/00143 SPIRAL 13123 - 19/04/2004
2003/0359 03307 PIXEL 11894 - 06/10/2003
2003/0361 03307 LABRADOR 11895 - 06/10/2003
2003/0362 03307 EXPERT 11896 - 06/10/2003
2003/0522 03540 PO1331 11908 - 06/10/2003
2003/0566 02409 FANTASIO 11913 - 06/10/2003
2003/0660 04197 OLPHI 12938 - 05/04/2004
2003/0661 04197 OLIVINE 12939 - 05/04/2004
2003/0778 03889 02554 CARACO 15026 - 21/03/2005
2003/0779 03889/00143 02554 SPLENDOR 15977 - 17/08/2005
2003/0781 03889 02554 CARIOCA 15027 - 21/03/2005
2003/0955 03602 03570 RNX6101 14569 - 24/01/2005
2003/0956 03602 03570 RNX4002 12940 - 05/04/2004
2003/0958 03602 03570 RNX4801 12249 - 18/12/2003
2003/0959 03602 03570 RNX5002 12941 - 05/04/2004
2003/1075 03602 03570 ROXET 12578 - 09/02/2004
2003/1402 03602 03570 RNX4901 12946 - 05/04/2004
2003/1455 00786 BE800397 12952 - 05/04/2004
2003/1487 00183 MSL 011C 16806 - 30/01/2006
2003/1742 02409 SALOMONT 15305 - 10/05/2005
2003/1743 02409 BELCANTO 12961 - 05/04/2004
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Brassica napus L. emend. Metzg.
2003/2078 02761 05809 SAVANNAH 13728 - 05/07/2004
2003/2079 02761 05809 POTOMAC 13729 - 05/07/2004
2003/2080 02761 05809 PACIFIC 13730 - 05/07/2004
2003/2488 00186 SW GOSPEL 13914 - 13/09/2004
2004/0010 03304 GRIZZLY 13918 - 13/09/2004
2004/0101 03540 HUNTER 14570 - 24/01/2005
2004/0102 03540 SISKA 15035 - 21/03/2005
2004/0118 03361/01176 00782 GRIFFIN 14571 - 24/01/2005
2004/0394 00143 LIONESS 14143 - 07/02/2005
2004/0395 00143 LICORNE 14144 - 25/10/2004
2004/0480 02409 LEWIS 14155 - 25/10/2004
2004/0609 04197 ES NECTAR 14380 - 06/12/2004
2004/0610 04197 ES ASTRID 14381 - 06/12/2004
2004/0611 04197 R9925 17135 - 27/03/2006
2004/0612 04197 C2157 15036 - 21/03/2005
2004/0613 04197 H19381 14382 - 06/12/2004
2004/0980 03889 02554 MLCH 111 16835 - 30/01/2006
2004/1137 03889 02554 MLCH 126 17139 - 27/03/2006
2004/1139 03889 02554 MLCH 128 17140 - 27/03/2006
2004/1275 00180 00804 PR46W31 14699 - 07/02/2005
2004/1276 04577 02494 NW1931M 14700 - 07/02/2005
2004/1277 04577 00804 NW 4020 14701 - 07/02/2005
2004/1316 00044 05145 KW1519 15041 - 21/03/2005
2004/1409 00186 VERONA 14710 - 07/02/2005
2004/1499 02761 05809 MANITOBA 14714 - 07/02/2005
2004/1596 02409 GAMIN 15342 - 10/05/2005
2004/1626 04197 R0440 22888 - 09/06/2008
2004/1627 04197 R0435 19601 - 19/03/2007
2004/1703 00143 BRISE 15346 - 20/06/2005
2004/2177 02761 05809 LADOGA 18239 - 11/09/2006
2004/2178 02761 05809 ATLANTIC 16314 - 10/10/2005
2004/2354 00044 05145 RAMANO 15832 - 20/06/2005
2004/2610 03307 KADORE 16633 - 19/12/2005
2004/2611 03307 FORZA 15988 - 17/08/2005
2004/2612 03307 HYBRISTAR 15989 - 17/08/2005
2004/2633 00186 ORINOCO 15998 - 17/08/2005
2005/0247 00143 ABILITY 16081 - 17/08/2005
2005/0279 03889/00143 02554 SPECIAL 17141 - 27/03/2006
2005/0281 02409 ECRIN 16090 - 17/08/2005
2005/0608 04197 R0029 17138 - 27/03/2006
2005/1311 00044 05145 RODEO 16817 - 30/01/2006
2005/1312 00044 05145 REMY 17274 - 24/04/2006
2005/1451 04577 00804 NW4201BC 17175 - 27/03/2006
2005/1452 04577 00804 NW4202BC 16862 - 30/01/2006
2005/1453 04577 00804 NW4193BC 16863 - 30/01/2006
2005/1468 00180 02494 PR45D01 16894 - 13/02/2006
2005/1469 00180 02494 PR46W09 17306 - 24/04/2006
2005/1470 00180 02494 PR46W10 17307 - 24/04/2006
2005/1522 00260 CANTI CS 17142 - 27/03/2006
2005/1527 03307 QUATTRO 17133 - 27/03/2006
2005/1528 03307 KALIF 17134 - 27/03/2006
2005/1539 00143/03889 DR 12 16983 - 27/02/2006
2005/1542 03889 02554 CR 27 19637 - 19/03/2007
2005/1543 03889 02554 CR 28 19638 - 19/03/2007
2005/1544 03889 02554 CAMPO 19867 - 16/04/2007
2005/1545 03889/00143 02554 CATANA 19868 - 16/04/2007
2005/1550 04197 ES BOURBON 17286 - 24/04/2006
2005/1551 04197 R0437 19602 - 19/03/2007
2005/1856 02761 05809 COOPER 17295 - 24/04/2006
2005/1857 02761 05809 KARUN 17296 - 24/04/2006
4615|02|2010
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2005/1858 02761 05809 M981022 20513 - 16/07/2007
2005/1859 02761 05809 OEJJ13982 20512 - 16/07/2007
2005/2179 00143 QUEEN 18543 - 09/10/2006
2005/2661 03602 03570 NK GRACE 17990 - 03/07/2006
2006/0140 05115 MIKONOS 18256 - 11/09/2006
2006/0548 03307 SATORI 18298 - 11/09/2006
2006/0653 00044 05145 ROBUST 19304 - 05/03/2007
2006/0708 02409 BAMBIN 19044 - 22/01/2007
2006/0710 02409 SUN 18923 - 18/12/2006
2006/0739 00143 BILLY 18544 - 09/10/2006
2006/0740 00143/03889 EXOCET 18607 - 06/11/2006
2006/0839 03602 03570 NK NEMAX 18481 - 09/10/2006
2006/0840 03602 03570 NK OLEO 18482 - 09/10/2006
2006/0841 03602 03570 NK BEAMER 18483 - 09/10/2006
2006/1089 00183 MSL 506 C 18934 - 18/12/2006
2006/1090 00183 CAMPINO 18935 - 18/12/2006
2006/1187 03307 OVATION 19603 - 19/03/2007
2006/1276 03889/00143 02554 V 141 OL 19639 - 19/03/2007
2006/1277 03889 02554 EXAGONE 19368 - 05/03/2007
2006/1278 00260 CINDI CS 19048 - 22/01/2007
2006/1333 00183 BAROS 18936 - 18/12/2006
2006/1370 03307 FIDJI 19871 - 16/04/2007
2006/1371 03307 KOMANDO 19327 - 05/03/2007
2006/1450 00183 LORENZ 19299 - 05/03/2007
2006/1539 03889 02554 CS 28 19370 - 05/03/2007
2006/1540 03889 02554 CR 25 20498 - 16/07/2007
2006/1541 03889 02554 CR 26 20499 - 16/07/2007
2006/1648 03307 MS PORTHOS 24315 - 23/03/2009
2006/1716 00143 CHARLY 19841 - 16/04/2007
2006/1719 03602 03570 RNX4401 21637 - 14/01/2008
2006/1795 00143 V 140 OL 20511 - 16/07/2007
2006/1877 04288 HENRY 20755 - 24/08/2007
2006/1881 03889 02554 DK CABERNET 22600 - 19/05/2008
2006/2062 02761 05809 TASMAN 19844 - 16/04/2007
2006/2064 02761 05809 AGAPAN 19846 - 16/04/2007
2006/2065 02761 05809 ADRIANA 19847 - 16/04/2007
2006/2664 04759 SUNDAY 20757 - 24/08/2007
2007/0084 01678 MARKIZ 22554 - 19/05/2008
2007/0085 01678 BIOS 22142 - 21/04/2008
2007/0119 03602 03570 NK BOLD 20791 - 24/08/2007
2007/0291 04759 VISION 20752 - 24/08/2007
2007/0346 05743 NEX170 20802 - 24/08/2007
2007/0623 00008 TEMPLE 21335 - 26/11/2007
2007/0629 04197 ES ANTONIA 23362 - 25/08/2008
2007/0645 00183 ASGARD 21321 - 26/11/2007
2007/0694 03889/00143 FAVORITE 23049 - 07/07/2008
2007/0741 00186 JOPLIN 21336 - 26/11/2007
2007/0742 00186 SHEIK 21337 - 26/11/2007
2007/0868 00143 CLIPPER 22527 - 19/05/2008
2007/0907 00146 HYCOLOR 23646 - 10/11/2008
2007/0952 02409 BELUGA 21519 - 17/12/2007
2007/0953 02409 OLIVERT 21520 - 17/12/2007
2007/1010 00183 MAGMA 21485 - 17/12/2007
2007/1106 00183 MSL 101 C 21486 - 17/12/2007
2007/1107 00183 MSL 012 C 21487 - 17/12/2007
2007/1108 00183 LA 506303 21488 - 17/12/2007
2007/1109 00183 LA 511103 21489 - 17/12/2007
2007/1117 03602 03570 NK PASSION 21501 - 17/12/2007
2007/1118 03602 03570 NK BEAUTY 21502 - 17/12/2007
2007/1119 03602 03570 NK RAPSTER 21638 - 14/01/2008
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2007/1248 00044 05145 KW1093 MS 21470 - 17/12/2007
2007/1250 00044 05145 KW1097 MS 21471 - 17/12/2007
2007/1252 00044 05145 PALMA 22488 - 19/05/2008
2007/1253 00044 05145 PERFEKT 22489 - 19/05/2008
2007/1331 04197 R0542 22572 - 19/05/2008
2007/1332 04197 ES ALIENOR 22573 - 19/05/2008
2007/1426 03889 02554 CB 44 22601 - 19/05/2008
2007/1427 03889 02554 CR 30 22602 - 19/05/2008
2007/1428 03889 02554 HEAVEN 22098 - 07/04/2008
2007/1440 02761 05809 R4515B 22516 - 19/05/2008
2007/1479 03307 BURMA 22575 - 19/05/2008
2007/1480 03307 EPURE 22576 - 19/05/2008
2007/1481 03307 HYBRISURF 22577 - 19/05/2008
2007/1499 02761 05809 R4513CA 24015 - 09/02/2009
2007/1522 03602 03570 NK SANTOS 24637 - 20/04/2009
2007/1523 03602 03570 NK HAPPY 22094 - 07/04/2008
2007/1524 03602 03570 NK MORSE 23645 - 10/11/2008
2007/1697 04197 H33333 23861 - 26/01/2009
2007/1698 04197 ES SERIN 22145 - 21/04/2008
2007/1754 04577 04000 NW4304BC 22204 - 21/04/2008
2007/1755 04577 04000 NW4300BC 22205 - 21/04/2008
2007/1763 04577 03985 PR46W14 22212 - 21/04/2008
2007/1764 04577 03985 PR45D03 22213 - 21/04/2008
2007/1765 04577 03985 PR46W15 22214 - 21/04/2008
2007/1766 04577 03985 NW1995MC 22215 - 21/04/2008
2007/1918 03540 LORELEY 22531 - 19/05/2008
2007/1919 03540 BELLEVUE 22532 - 19/05/2008
2007/2174 00044 05145 RICCO 22490 - 19/05/2008
2007/2176 00044 05145 TASSILO 22491 - 19/05/2008
2007/2177 00044 05145 KW 3077 23046 - 07/07/2008
2007/2258 03889/00143 02554 CADELI 22603 - 19/05/2008
2007/2866 02761 05809 ADELL 23042 - 07/07/2008
2007/2868 02761 05809 M981082B 24016 - 09/02/2009
2007/2869 02761 05809 M991128D 24017 - 09/02/2009
2008/0194 00186 KUMILY 23396 - 25/08/2008
2008/0195 00186 RITZ 25286 - 08/06/2009
2008/0298 04759 GALILEO 23386 - 25/08/2008
2008/0299 04759 GOYA 23387 - 25/08/2008
2008/0300 04759 AZUR 23603 - 13/10/2008
2008/0316 06176 LYSIDE 23398 - 25/08/2008
2008/0511 00143 TATRA 23586 - 13/10/2008
2008/0556 03540 LARISSA 24662 - 20/04/2009
2008/0557 00143 DS 104 23587 - 13/10/2008
2008/0560 00143 BRILLANT 23588 - 13/10/2008
2008/0561 00143 DS 308 25288 - 08/06/2009
2008/0562 00143 DS 45 23589 - 13/10/2008
2008/0563 00143 DS 44 25289 - 08/06/2009
2008/0779 02409 ALPAGA 23540 - 13/10/2008
2008/0781 02409 HRH 944 26361 - 21/12/2009
2008/0833 02761 05809 ARCADIA 23584 - 13/10/2008
2008/0860 00143 COMPAGNON 26345 - 21/12/2009
2008/0861 00786 PAULINE 23595 - 13/10/2008
2008/0895 00183 MSL 014 C 23592 - 13/10/2008
2008/0896 00183 HAN 10401 23593 - 13/10/2008
2008/0998 03602 03570 NK PEGAZ 23889 - 26/01/2009
2008/1035 04167 DOT 23863 - 26/01/2009
2008/1199 00183 SOJUS 23834 - 26/01/2009
2008/1202 03889 02554 CR 34 24169 - 23/02/2009
2008/1203 03889 02554 CS 39 23892 - 26/01/2009
2008/1296 04197 G2873 24191 - 23/02/2009
4815|02|2010
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2008/1297 04197 ES VENUS 24192 - 23/02/2009
2008/1298 04197 ES ALICIA 24193 - 23/02/2009
2008/1315 00186 ROLLO 25287 - 08/06/2009
2008/1537 03307 ALCAZAR 24195 - 23/02/2009
2008/1538 03307 FLORA 24196 - 23/02/2009
2008/1556 04759 LESIA 24211 - 23/02/2009
2008/1678 04197 ES ALEGRIA 24194 - 23/02/2009
2008/1679 03602 03570 NK DENVER 24178 - 23/02/2009
2008/1681 03602 03570 RNX4621 26372 - 21/12/2009
2008/1682 03602 03570 RNX5621 26373 - 21/12/2009
2008/1683 03602 03570 NK FESTIVO 24179 - 23/02/2009
2008/1703 03307 EIFFEL 24197 - 23/02/2009
2008/1704 03307 LOUXOR 24198 - 23/02/2009
2008/1705 03307 COLOR 24199 - 23/02/2009
2008/1711 00143 MSL 301 C 25620 - 06/07/2009
2008/1737 02761 05809 AFFLUX 24180 - 23/02/2009
2008/1747 04577 04000 NW4376BC 24142 - 23/02/2009
2008/1748 04577 04000 NW4386BC 24143 - 23/02/2009
2008/1749 04577 03985 PR44W18 24153 - 23/02/2009
2008/1750 04577 03985 PR44W22 24154 - 23/02/2009
2008/1751 04577 03985 PR45D04 24155 - 23/02/2009
2008/1752 04577 03985 PR46W23 24156 - 23/02/2009
2008/1753 04577 03985 NW2060MC 24157 - 23/02/2009
2008/1754 04577 03985 NW2016MC 24158 - 23/02/2009
2008/1755 04577 03985 NW2048MC 24159 - 23/02/2009
2008/1756 04577 03985 PR46W21 24160 - 23/02/2009
2008/1757 04577 03985 PR46W20 24161 - 23/02/2009
2008/1758 04577 03985 NW2050MC 24162 - 23/02/2009
2008/1982 00915 06465 REDSTART 25657 - 06/07/2009
2008/2198 04197 ES CUBIC 24649 - 20/04/2009
2008/2326 03602 03570 NK GRANDIA 24641 - 20/04/2009
2008/2327 03602 03570 NK COMBO 24642 - 20/04/2009
2008/2328 03602 03570 NK KRISTOS 24643 - 20/04/2009
2008/2329 03602 03570 NK KOSTER 24644 - 20/04/2009
2008/2330 03602 03570 NK MOLTEN 24645 - 20/04/2009
2008/2332 03602 03570 NK MUSIC 24646 - 20/04/2009
2008/2336 00143 HAMMER 25813 - 24/08/2009
2008/2457 00143 DS 806 25814 - 24/08/2009
2008/2480 00143 DS 380 25621 - 06/07/2009
2008/2481 00143 DS 435 25622 - 06/07/2009
2008/2484 02761 05809 ABELIA 25664 - 06/07/2009
2008/2485 02761 05809 ANGELINA 25665 - 06/07/2009
2008/2926 00183 ERUCOLA 25636 - 06/07/2009
2008/2946 03307 ALIZEO 25601 - 06/07/2009
2008/2947 03307 HYBRILUX 25602 - 06/07/2009
2008/2948 03307 CIGAL 25791 - 24/08/2009
2009/0095 00143 KING 10 25815 - 24/08/2009
2009/0096 03889/00143 02554 V 161 OL 25799 - 24/08/2009
2009/0283 03540 PROXIMO 26032 - 05/10/2009
2009/0395 03304 BRAZZIL 25983 - 05/10/2009
2009/0396 03304 BIZZON 25984 - 05/10/2009
2009/0415 00143 DOLORES 26034 - 05/10/2009
2009/0592 02409 JPR 2035 26124 - 19/10/2009
2009/0593 02409 TOTEM 26125 - 19/10/2009
2009/0594 02409 ZOOM 26126 - 19/10/2009
2009/0823 00183 CH613804 26180 - 19/10/2009
2009/0835 00183 MSL 545 C 26352 - 26/12/2009
2009/0837 00183 NPZ SR 2907 26353 - 26/12/2009
2009/0838 00183 NPZ SR 3007 26354 - 26/12/2009
2009/0992 04197 H26751 26363 - 21/12/2009
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2009/1027 00044 05145 RENDEVOUS 26377 - 21/12/2009
2009/1028 00044 05145 KRYPTON 26378 - 21/12/2009
2009/1029 00044 05145 JEROME 26379 - 21/12/2009
2009/1031 00044 05145 C 999031 26380 - 21/12/2009
2009/1032 00044 05145 R 6042 26381 - 21/12/2009
2009/1089 04759 CHAGALL 26356 - 26/12/2009
2009/1091 04759 PARIS 26357 - 26/12/2009
Bromus valdivianus
2002/2146 00523 00133 BARENO 20514 - 16/07/2007
Bromus catharticus Vahl var. catharticus
2006/1340 03304 ATOUT 19598 - 19/03/2007
Bromus sitchensis
2008/1760 03304 REGAIN 26216 - 16/11/2009
Brodiaea Sm.
1995/2504 00174 00423 PINK DIAMOND 575 - 02/08/1996
Bromelia L.
1998/1310 02341/02342 00103 KALLISTO 8128 - 10/09/2001
1998/1311 02341/02342 00103 MIRANDA 8129 - 10/09/2001
Brunnera macrophylla (Adams) I. M. Johnst.
2000/0733 03026 02334 JACK FROST 9772 - 15/07/2002
2004/1864 03026 02334 LOOKING GLASS 17444 - 22/05/2006
2007/0835 04898 02334 MISTER MORSE 25449 - 22/06/2009
Buddleja L.
2003/0022 04101 06086 PEAKEEP 16239 - 26/09/2005
2003/0023 04101 06086 ADOKEEP 16240 - 26/09/2005
2003/1794 02741 01110 MORNING MIST 17712 - 06/06/2006
Buddleja davidii Franch.
2005/1917 04101 06086 MARKEEP 25402 - 08/06/2009
Buxus microphylla Siebold & Zucc.
2001/0564 03380 01589 PEERGOLD 12037 - 10/11/2003
2002/0796 01384 GOLDEN TRIUMPH 13044 - 19/04/2004
Buxus sempervirens L.
2002/0002 03700 POLAR 13861 - 16/08/2004
Callistephus chinensis (L.) Nees
1997/1387 01020 04464 SERENADE BLUE 5398 - 08/11/1999
1997/1388 01020 04464 SERENADE RED 5399 - 08/11/1999
1999/1845 01020 04464 SERENADE SCARLET 7202 - 15/01/2001
Calathea G. Mey.
1996/1286 05791 01903 ROSY 6729 - 02/10/2000
1997/1296 01393 01903 CORA 3751 - 19/10/1998
2000/1453 01393 01903 SASKIA 7714 - 21/05/2001
2001/0542 01393 01903 TANJA 12731 - 08/03/2004
2004/1806 00119 MARION 17557 - 22/05/2006
2004/1888 04942 01903 HGV02 20844 - 24/08/2007
2005/0976 04942 01903 HGV07 20847 - 24/08/2007
2005/0977 04942 01903 HGV08 20848 - 24/08/2007
2005/2588 04942 01903 HGV05 22643 - 19/05/2008
2007/2375 05791 01903 TWYCA0018 25583 - 06/07/2009
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Calathea G. Mey.
2007/2668 04560 01903 PP0005 26279 - 21/12/2009
Calathea roseopicta (Linden) Regel
2004/1890 04942 01903 HGV03 18429 - 25/09/2006
2005/2090 05791 01903 DOTTIE 21109 - 22/10/2007
2007/2405 04942 01903 HGV09 25584 - 06/07/2009
Calathea warscewiczii (L. Mathieu) Planch. & Linden
2004/1889 04942 01903 HGV04 18563 - 23/10/2006
Calathea crocata E. Morren & Joriss.
2006/2553 05665 01903 TV61 24536 - 06/04/2009
Calathea loeseneri J.F. Macbr. Œ C. roseopicta (Linden) Regel
2007/1529 05791 01903 MIA 25581 - 06/07/2009
2007/2469 05791 02433 TWYCA0026 26195 - 16/11/2009
Calendula oﬃcinalis L.
1998/0202 02003 02004 RINATHEI 5565 - 06/12/1999
2004/2435 03075 00420 CAROLA 18741 - 04/12/2006
Calendula suﬀruticosa Vahl. subsp. maritima (Guss.) Meikle
2002/1943 03226 SUMDEN 01 15770 - 20/06/2005
Calibrachoa Llave & Lex.
1998/0676 04920 00441 WESPINK 5741 - 17/01/2000
1998/0677 04920 00441 WESVIOLET 5742 - 06/11/2000
2000/0683 04920 00441 WESCACHERRY 8610 - 17/12/2001
2000/1112 04920 00441 WESCAROSE 8633 - 17/12/2001
2000/1605 03226 SUMCALI 01 8634 - 17/12/2001
2001/0931 04071 00082 SUNBELKUOPI 10422 - 16/12/2002
2001/1788 03226 SUMCALI 02 10639 - 24/02/2003
2001/1789 03226 SUMCALI 03 10640 - 24/02/2003
2002/0282 03116 KLEC01055 12486 - 09/02/2004
2002/0284 03116 KLEC01062 12487 - 09/02/2004
2002/0772 04920 00441 WESCAPLUM 12723 - 23/02/2004
2002/0836 05778 00025 FILINDURA TRAIL-
ING ROSE
13824 - 19/07/2004
2002/0837 05778 00025 FILINDURA TRAIL-
ING INK
13825 - 19/07/2004
2002/0838 05778 00025 FILINDURA YELLOW 13826 - 19/07/2004
2002/1499 01020 04464 KAKEGAWA S50 12503 - 09/02/2004
2002/1500 01020 04464 KAKEGAWA S51 12504 - 09/02/2004
2002/1691 00401 00065 CAL SUNRE 12517 - 23/02/2004
2002/1861 00401 00065 CAL DARBULE 13833 - 19/07/2004
2002/1879 03116 KLEC02070 14585 - 24/01/2005
2002/1881 03116 KLEC02073 12296 - 18/12/2003
2002/1923 03661 03663 USCALI4 14718 - 07/02/2005
2002/1924 03661 03663 USCALI11 14719 - 07/02/2005
2002/1925 03661 03663 USCALI17 14720 - 07/02/2005
2002/1926 03661 03663 USCALI47 14721 - 07/02/2005
2002/1927 03661 03663 USCALI48 14722 - 07/02/2005
2002/1928 03661 03663 USCALI51 14723 - 07/02/2005
2003/0243 04071 00082 SUNBELRIKUPI 14462 - 17/12/2004
2003/0244 04071 00082 SUNBELRE 14463 - 17/12/2004
2003/0245 04071 00082 SUNBELBURA 14464 - 17/12/2004
2003/0282 04920 00441 WESCAICE 14724 - 07/02/2005
2003/0664 03226 SUMCALI06 14725 - 07/02/2005
2003/0665 03226 SUMCALI07 14726 - 07/02/2005
2003/0666 03226 SUMCALI09 14727 - 07/02/2005
2003/2005 05778 00025 FILINDURA RED 15774 - 20/06/2005
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Calibrachoa Llave & Lex.
2003/2007 05778 00025 FILINDURA GOLD 15775 - 20/06/2005
2003/2334 03661 03663 USCALI100 14734 - 07/02/2005
2003/2335 03661 03663 USCALI28 14735 - 07/02/2005
2003/2370 01020 04464 KAKEGAWA S43 15777 - 20/06/2005
2004/0055 04920 00441 WESCACHERRYNO 14736 - 07/02/2005
2004/0062 03116 KLEC03074 14444 - 06/12/2004
2004/0804 04071 00082 SUNBELHO 19080 - 22/01/2007
2004/0805 04071 00082 SUNBELKUPAPI 16937 - 27/02/2006
2004/0806 04071 00082 SUNBELPAPI 16938 - 27/02/2006
2004/1113 04920 00441 WESCACREAM 17180 - 27/03/2006
2004/1178 03602 03325 CALTRADABL 16945 - 27/02/2006
2004/1179 03602 03325 CALTRAPI 16946 - 27/02/2006
2004/1216 01020 04464 KAKEGAWA S63 17050 - 13/03/2006
2004/1217 01020 04464 KAKEGAWA S65 17051 - 13/03/2006
2004/1218 01020 04464 KAKEGAWA S71 17052 - 13/03/2006
2004/1654 00401 00065 CAL BRITREEDA 16958 - 27/02/2006
2004/1934 03661 03663 USCALI67 16962 - 27/02/2006
2004/2030 04920 00441 WESCAMAGNO 17181 - 27/03/2006
2004/2031 04920 00441 WESCAMALVE 17182 - 27/03/2006
2004/2032 04920 00441 WESCASAL 19084 - 22/01/2007
2004/2033 04920 00441 WESCAPURVE 17183 - 27/03/2006
2004/2034 04920 00441 WESCARASP 17184 - 27/03/2006
2005/0795 04071 00082 SUNBELKURIHO 19093 - 22/01/2007
2005/0796 04071 00082 SUNBELLABU 19094 - 22/01/2007
2005/0797 04071 00082 SUNBELBUSTA 19095 - 22/01/2007
2005/1805 00401 01902 CAL GOLDEY 18858 - 18/12/2006
2005/1806 00401 01902 CAL CREMEY 18859 - 18/12/2006
2005/1807 00401 01902 CAL DEPYEL 18794 - 04/12/2006
2005/1808 00401 01902 CAL CORINK 18795 - 04/12/2006
2005/1809 00401 01902 CAL BULROSE 18796 - 04/12/2006
2005/1970 04071 00082 SUNBELRICHIPI 19109 - 22/01/2007
2005/2078 03602 03325 CALTRABLUPU 19110 - 22/01/2007
2005/2079 03602 03325 CALUPDAPUVI 19111 - 22/01/2007
2005/2080 03602 03325 CALUPRECHE 19112 - 22/01/2007
2005/2082 03602 03325 CALTRAMIPUVI 19113 - 22/01/2007
2005/2084 03602 03325 CALTRAELBU 19114 - 22/01/2007
2005/2085 03602 03325 CALTRACARO 19115 - 22/01/2007
2005/2086 03602 03325 CALTRAROSAN 19116 - 22/01/2007
2005/2087 03602 03325 CALUPLIVI 19117 - 22/01/2007
2005/2089 03602 03325 CALTRAROSE 19118 - 22/01/2007
2005/2651 04920 00441 WESCAOSU 21689 - 28/01/2008
2006/0504 04071 00082 SUNBELKOS 21645 - 14/01/2008
2006/0591 03116 KLECA05115 21691 - 28/01/2008
2006/0821 04071 00082 SUNBELPISUPU 22014 - 07/04/2008
2006/0822 04071 00082 SUNBELFIRE 21647 - 14/01/2008
2006/0823 04071 00082 SUNBELHOPI 21648 - 14/01/2008
2006/0824 04071 00082 SUNBEL ORANGE 22015 - 07/04/2008
2006/1208 01020 04464 SAKCAL078 21695 - 28/01/2008
2006/1209 01020 04464 SAKCAL070 21861 - 11/02/2008
2006/1210 01020 04464 SAKCAL074 21862 - 11/02/2008
2006/1213 01020 04464 SAKCAL077 21865 - 11/02/2008
2006/2126 00633 00423 BALCABHOPI 21672 - 14/01/2008
2006/2127 00633 00423 BALCABLAV 21673 - 14/01/2008
2006/2128 00633 00423 BALCABLITPI 21674 - 14/01/2008
2006/2129 00633 00423 BALCABWITIM 21675 - 14/01/2008
2006/2131 00633 00423 BALCABCHER 21676 - 14/01/2008
2006/2132 00633 00423 BALCABPURP 21677 - 14/01/2008
2006/2133 00633 00423 BALCABRED 21678 - 14/01/2008
2006/2134 00633 00423 BALCABROSE 21679 - 14/01/2008
2006/2135 00633 00423 BALCABSCAR 21680 - 14/01/2008
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Calibrachoa Llave & Lex.
2006/2262 03602 03325 CALWHIPI 21867 - 11/02/2008
2006/2263 03602 03325 CALPEM 21868 - 11/02/2008
2006/2264 03602 03325 CALLYE 21869 - 11/02/2008
2006/2709 04071 00082 SUNBELFLAM 24415 - 23/03/2009
2007/0040 03661 03663 USCALI1651 24537 - 06/04/2009
2007/0465 04071 00082 SUNBELNERO 24419 - 23/03/2009
2007/0518 00401 01902 CAL PAICORAS 21682 - 14/01/2008
2007/0519 00401 01902 CAL PUR07 21683 - 14/01/2008
2007/0530 05778 00025 FILINDURA WHITE 24538 - 06/04/2009
2007/0531 05778 00025 FILINDURA PINK 24539 - 06/04/2009
2007/0627 01020 04464 SAKCAL072 24540 - 06/04/2009
2007/0628 01020 04464 SAKCAL092 24541 - 06/04/2009
2007/1230 03116 KLECA06098 24542 - 06/04/2009
2007/1231 03116 KLECA05101 24543 - 06/04/2009
2007/1232 03116 KLECA06120 24544 - 06/04/2009
2007/1235 03116 KLECA06124 24545 - 06/04/2009
2007/1852 05505 DUEALTIGOLD 24552 - 06/04/2009
2007/1853 05505 DUEALNEON 24553 - 06/04/2009
2007/1854 05505 DUEALPUR 24554 - 06/04/2009
2007/1855 05505 DUEALTIPI 25750 - 22/07/2009
2007/1856 05505 DUEALOR 24555 - 06/04/2009
2007/1857 05505 DUEALPURSKY 24556 - 06/04/2009
2007/1858 05505 DUEALRED 24557 - 06/04/2009
2007/1859 05505 DUEALBRIRED 24558 - 06/04/2009
2007/1860 05505 DUEALTISTRAW 24559 - 06/04/2009
2007/1861 05505 DUEALTIOR 24560 - 06/04/2009
2007/1862 05505 DUEALTISAL 24561 - 06/04/2009
2007/1863 05505 DUEALYEL 24562 - 06/04/2009
2007/1864 05505 DUEALBUSKY 24563 - 06/04/2009
2007/1894 04920 00441 WESCASTO 24564 - 06/04/2009
2007/1895 04920 00441 WESCASTPI 24565 - 06/04/2009
2007/1896 04920 00441 WESCASTPUR 24566 - 06/04/2009
2007/2040 00633 00423 BALCABPEA 23929 - 26/01/2009
2007/2041 00633 00423 BALCABPLO 23930 - 26/01/2009
2007/2042 00633 00423 BALCABYELOW 23921 - 26/01/2009
2007/2161 00401 01902 CAL ORANG08 24568 - 06/04/2009
2007/2162 00401 01902 CAL PEACHY 24569 - 06/04/2009
2007/2163 00401 01902 CAL SCARE08 24570 - 06/04/2009
2007/2164 00401 01902 CAL YELL08 24571 - 06/04/2009
2007/2172 00401 01902 CAL WHIROEN 24572 - 06/04/2009
2007/2212 04071 00082 SUNBELKUROP 24441 - 23/03/2009
2008/0389 04071 00082 SUNBEL KUKOSUBU 26280 - 21/12/2009
2008/1332 03116 KLECA07145 23791 - 17/12/2008
2008/1333 03116 KLECA07146 23792 - 17/12/2008
2008/1334 03116 KLECA07154 23793 - 17/12/2008
2008/1335 03116 KLECA07162 23794 - 17/12/2008
2009/1164 03116 KLECA08170 26295 - 21/12/2009
2009/1168 03116 KLECA08182 26296 - 21/12/2009
Callistemon R. Br.
1997/0645 06383 MASOTTI 9886 - 12/08/2002
Callistemon viminalis (Sol. ex Geartn.) G. Don
2005/0423 04225 00165 KKHO1 25577 - 06/07/2009
Calluna vulgaris (L.) Hull
1995/0299 00145 ALICIA 4294 - 06/04/1999
1995/0530 00145 ANETTE 2434 - 01/09/1997
1995/0531 00145 FRITZ KIRCHER 2435 - 01/09/1997
1997/1010 00145 LARISSA 5394 - 08/11/1999
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Calluna vulgaris (L.) Hull
1997/1048 00145 KLAUDINE 4595 - 07/06/1999
1997/1049 00145 KLAUDIA 4596 - 07/06/1999
1997/1050 00145 SANDY 6199 - 19/06/2000
1998/1357 00145 KLAUDIUS 6854 - 20/11/2000
1999/0040 00145 APHRODITE 6859 - 15/01/2001
1999/0041 00145 KLAUWINA 7869 - 25/06/2001
1999/0042 00145 PINK ALICIA 8324 - 21/01/2002
1999/1077 00205/00557 YELLOW BEAUTY 8816 - 04/02/2002
1999/1275 02757 BONITA 8212 - 10/09/2001
2000/0350 00145 KRKN304LI 14473 - 17/12/2004
2001/1738 00145 MELASEL 12521 - 09/02/2004
2003/0187 04121 MARIELLA 15840 - 04/07/2005
2003/0188 04121 99CK9 13835 - 19/07/2004
2003/0189 04121 VICTORIOUS 14477 - 17/12/2004
2004/0590 04596 CHEYENNE 14332 - 06/12/2004
2004/0942 04121 VALENTINA 14359 - 06/12/2004
2004/0943 04121 VERONIQUE 14334 - 06/12/2004
2004/0944 04121 MERLYN 14643 - 24/01/2005
2004/0945 04121 ANDREA 14335 - 06/12/2004
2004/0946 04121 SHARON 14644 - 24/01/2005
2004/0948 04121 VENETIA 14337 - 06/12/2004
2004/1459 01717 04516 LUNOROSA 18319 - 25/09/2006
2004/1460 01717 04516 LUNOWEISS 18320 - 25/09/2006
2004/1461 01717 04516 LUNOLILA 18321 - 25/09/2006
2004/1462 01717 04516 LUNOSPÄTWEISS 20003 - 21/05/2007
2004/1939 03145 CKWHI 1 20416 - 02/07/2007
2005/0030 04912 MOULIN ROUGE 16129 - 17/08/2005
2006/0089 00145 ATHENE 18071 - 17/07/2006
2006/0090 00145 ZETA 20717 - 24/08/2007
2006/0091 00145 JULIANE 20716 - 24/08/2007
2006/1791 05564 CKWHILON 19444 - 19/03/2007
2006/1792 05564 CKWHIGLOW 19445 - 19/03/2007
2006/1793 05564 CKLAV 19446 - 19/03/2007
2006/1794 05564 CKREDHOPE 19447 - 19/03/2007
2006/2301 00145 ZORA 20715 - 24/08/2007
2006/2302 00145 LILIANE 20714 - 24/08/2007
2006/2303 00145 GALAXY 25433 - 22/06/2009
2006/2592 00145 ROSITA 25434 - 22/06/2009
2007/0714 04121 SELLY 25445 - 22/06/2009
2007/0715 04121 ANTJE 25446 - 22/06/2009
2007/0716 04121 ANJA 25447 - 22/06/2009
2007/2046 06000 WINK12006 26088 - 05/10/2009
2007/2047 06000 WINK22006 26089 - 05/10/2009
2007/2048 06000 WINK32006 26090 - 05/10/2009
2007/2049 06000 WINK42006 26091 - 05/10/2009
2007/2050 06000 WINK52006 26092 - 05/10/2009
2007/2051 06000 WINK62006 26093 - 05/10/2009
2007/2574 04912 MADONNA 23158 - 07/07/2008
2008/1849 04121 VELUWE 24399 - 23/03/2009
Calochortus Pursh
1995/2505 00174 00423 GOLDEN ORB 2386 - 01/09/1997
2002/1626 04007 00423 CUPIDO 11245 - 19/05/2003
2006/1560 04007 00423 SYMPHONY 21866 - 11/02/2008
Campanula portenschlagiana Schult.
2003/0981 02849/02646 PKMP02 15738 - 20/06/2005
2003/0982 02849/02646 PKMP01 16140 - 12/09/2005
2004/0049 02849 PKMP03 17415 - 22/05/2006
2004/2054 02849 PKMP05 17460 - 22/05/2006
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Campanula portenschlagiana Schult.
2005/0426 03910 00423 HAVPORT 23357 - 25/08/2008
2006/1003 02849 PKMP06 23308 - 21/07/2008
2006/2594 02606 00003 CBO 1 25435 - 22/06/2009
2008/1959 02661 00003 ROYAL 25457 - 22/06/2009
Campanula formanekiana Degen & Dörﬂ.
1999/1749 02646/02646 FORMET 11437 - 23/06/2003
2007/0042 02849 PKMF02 25440 - 22/06/2009
Campanula x haylodgensis hort.
2001/1574 02849 PKMH01 13802 - 19/07/2004
2007/1826 05430 00003 HAYDUG 25452 - 22/06/2009
Campanula punctata Lam. Œ C. takesimana Nakai
2007/0131 02133 00441 PINK OCTOPUS 25441 - 22/06/2009
Campanula poscharskyana Degen
2007/0684 04944 00423 BLUE RIVULET 25089 - 18/05/2009
2007/1152 05882 00423 CHEOPS 25091 - 18/05/2009
2007/1308 03910 00423 HAVPOSB702 25095 - 18/05/2009
Campanula lasiocarpa Cham.
2004/2055 02849 PKML01 17461 - 22/05/2006
Campanula isophylla Moretti
2005/0113 01071 CAMP BULEWHIT 19134 - 19/02/2007
2005/0115 01071 CAMP WHIT 19135 - 19/02/2007
2007/1307 03910 00423 HAVIDB701 25094 - 18/05/2009
2007/1845 03910 00423 HAVIDW703 25097 - 18/05/2009
2007/1846 03910 00423 HAVIDBI704 25098 - 18/05/2009
Camellia L.
1996/0979 01432 01110 PARADISE BELINDA 6540 - 26/07/2000
1996/0980 01432 01110 PARADISE VENESSA 6541 - 26/07/2000
1996/0981 01432 01110 PARADISE PETITE 6542 - 26/07/2000




2004/0929 04657 04660 CURLY LADY 22751 - 09/06/2008
2006/2119 05621 KERGUELEN 23331 - 04/08/2008
Campsis radicans (L.) Seem. Ex Bureau
2002/1622 03526 HUITAN 18396 - 25/09/2006
Campanula L.
1996/0488 01138/00002/01140 00003 BLUE BALL 2552 - 06/04/1999
1996/0848 01138/00002/01140 00003 WHITE BALL 3921 - 19/10/1998
1997/0420 01020 04464 CHAMPION PINK 4625 - 07/06/1999
1999/0352 00202 00423 NAPOLI 7837 - 11/06/2001
1999/0353 00202 00423 WEGA DARK 7838 - 11/06/2001
1999/0881 02646 00003 THOR HEAVEN 10026 - 09/09/2002
2001/1988 00849 BENCAMP 72 11506 - 07/07/2003
2002/0305 05860 00423 CAMGOOD 15496 - 23/05/2005
2002/1885 00849 BENCAMP 46 13549 - 07/06/2004
2003/1909 04412 02334 PURPLE SENSATION 15760 - 20/06/2005
2005/0111 01071 CAMP TRAILBULE 19777 - 16/04/2007
2005/0112 01071 CAMP BULE 19778 - 16/04/2007
2005/0114 01071 CAMP INBULE 19779 - 16/04/2007
2007/0342 02849 PKMT02 25442 - 22/06/2009
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Campsis Lour.
1997/0966 01822 KUDIAN 6216 - 05/06/2000
Campanula persicifolia L.
2002/1179 02078 03423 LA BELLO 13543 - 07/06/2004
Campsis xtagliabuana (Vis.) Rehder
2001/1158 03526 HUIDAN 11777 - 08/09/2003
2007/0330 03526 TARANTELLA 24790 - 20/04/2009
Campanula punctata Lam.
2001/2041 02133 00441 PINK CHIMES 13531 - 07/06/2004
2001/2045 02133 00441 BOWL OF CHERRIES 11508 - 07/07/2003
Canna xgeneralis L.H. Bailey
2004/0732 04592 02499 MACTRO 21407 - 10/12/2007
2007/0931 05833 02499 LON01 25580 - 06/07/2009
Cannabis sativa L.
1999/0553 02567 01903 FINOLA 5101 - 25/10/1999
2000/1191 03075 00420 CHAMAELEON 7515 - 09/04/2001
2002/0483 06528 00443 ERMES 16304 - 10/10/2005
2003/0046 06676 06671 CARMA 16305 - 10/10/2005
2004/0018 04519 GWEN 16296 - 10/10/2005
2004/0019 04519 GUINEVERE 16297 - 10/10/2005
2004/0020 04519 GALINA 16298 - 10/10/2005
2004/0021 04519 GINA 16299 - 10/10/2005
2004/0022 04519 GABRIELLE 16300 - 10/10/2005
2004/0023 04519 GAYLE 16301 - 10/10/2005
2004/0024 04519 GEORGIA 16302 - 10/10/2005
2004/0025 04519 GRACE 14670 - 07/02/2005
2004/0026 04519 GILL 16303 - 10/10/2005
2004/0169 04548 MGC 1001 16308 - 10/10/2005
2004/0170 04548 MGC 1004 16309 - 10/10/2005
2004/0171 04548 MGC 1006 16310 - 10/10/2005
Capsicum annuum L.
1995/0618 00088 BOSSANOVA 7794 - 11/06/2001
1998/0360 04806 02031 JUANITA 7816 - 11/06/2001
1998/1135 02290 02329 YELAN 7819 - 11/06/2001
1998/1136 02290 02329 OPHELIA 7801 - 11/06/2001
1998/1642 00088 BOOGIE 7804 - 11/06/2001
1998/1645 00088 FLAMENCO 7807 - 11/06/2001
1999/1603 00088 SYMPATHY 7808 - 11/06/2001
2000/0464 03602 03325 SENG9059 9356 - 06/05/2002
2000/0465 03602 03325 SENG9060 9358 - 06/05/2002
2000/0466 03602 03325 SENG9061 9359 - 06/05/2002
2000/0467 03602 03325 SENG9062 9357 - 06/05/2002
2000/0468 03602 03325 SENG9065 9360 - 06/05/2002
2000/0469 03602 03325 SENG9066 9361 - 06/05/2002
2000/0470 03602 03325 SENG9067 9362 - 06/05/2002
2000/0563 00938 02329 SBY281126 10722 - 10/03/2003
2000/0564 00938 02329 SBR281128 10723 - 10/03/2003
2000/1893 00938 02329 SBR291007 10742 - 10/03/2003
2000/1894 00938 02329 SBY27237 10743 - 10/03/2003
2000/1895 00938 02329 SBY29450 10744 - 10/03/2003
2001/0303 00938 02329 SBY29384 13339 - 17/05/2004
2001/0305 00938 02329 SLY29463 13341 - 17/05/2004
2001/0730 00237 SUNSHINE 13628 - 21/06/2004
2001/2011 00938 02329 SBY281172 13372 - 17/05/2004
2002/1167 00938 02329 SBR281178 14096 - 25/10/2004
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Capsicum annuum L.
2002/1475 03988 00003 OVEP 2003 15892 - 18/07/2005
2002/1534 00088 ZAMBONI 14246 - 08/11/2004
2003/0813 03602 03325 RETAMA 18158 - 17/07/2006
2003/0814 03602 03325 BILBO 20566 - 06/08/2007
2003/1645 00088 COPLA 18174 - 17/07/2006
2003/1790 04075 02329 SBY281125 18150 - 17/07/2006
2004/0694 04606 04607 KALDÓM 14921 - 21/03/2005
2004/0695 04606 04607 KALÓZ 14922 - 21/03/2005
2004/0696 04606 04607 KALOREZ 14923 - 21/03/2005
2004/0697 04606 04607 KÁRMINVÖRÖS 15879 - 18/07/2005
2004/0698 04606 04607 RUBINVÖRÖS 16432 - 28/11/2005
2004/0699 04606 04607 GLOBÁL 17337 - 24/04/2006
2004/1119 04693 04694 METEORIT 14924 - 21/03/2005
2004/2284 00088 LIRICA 17608 - 22/05/2006
2005/0019 03602 03325 SENG 9089 18584 - 23/10/2006
2005/0020 03602 03325 SENG 9090 18585 - 23/10/2006
2005/0021 03602 03325 SENG 9091 18586 - 23/10/2006
2005/0022 03602 03325 SENG 9092 18587 - 23/10/2006
2005/0023 03602 03325 SENG 9093 18588 - 23/10/2006
2005/0024 03602 03325 SENG 9094 18589 - 23/10/2006
2005/0025 03602 03325 SENG 9095 18590 - 23/10/2006
2005/0026 03602 03325 SENG 9096 18591 - 23/10/2006
2005/0027 03602 03325 SENG 9097 19249 - 19/02/2007
2005/0028 03602 03325 SENG 9098 18592 - 23/10/2006
2005/0029 03602 03325 SENG 9099 19250 - 19/02/2007
2005/1732 00088 KURCA 23229 - 21/07/2008
2005/1734 00088 GALGA 23230 - 21/07/2008
2006/0193 00088 PA5081 RZ 24831 - 04/05/2009
2006/0194 00088 PA5130 RZ 23239 - 21/07/2008
2006/0384 03602 03325 SENG 9119 23200 - 21/07/2008
2006/0385 03602 03325 SENG 9126 23201 - 21/07/2008
2006/0460 03602 03325 SENG 9120 23211 - 21/07/2008
2006/0461 03602 03325 SENG 9121 23212 - 21/07/2008
2006/0462 03602 03325 SENG 9122 23213 - 21/07/2008
2006/0463 03602 03325 SENG 9125 23324 - 04/08/2008
2006/1395 00088 TRAVIATTA 23249 - 21/07/2008
2006/1732 03988 00003 ORSAL 25405 - 08/06/2009
2006/2385 04075 02329 SLR1131018 25872 - 24/08/2009
2006/2699 06791 FANTASY 25528 - 22/06/2009
2006/2700 06791 NELSON 25529 - 22/06/2009
2007/0024 04075 02329 MORRAINE 25483 - 22/06/2009
2007/0026 04075 02329 BS 02838720 25484 - 22/06/2009
2007/0027 04075 02329 YELLOW GLORY 25873 - 24/08/2009
2007/0028 04075 02329 MARADONNA 25485 - 22/06/2009
2007/0365 05748 ATURRI 25901 - 24/08/2009
2007/0399 06791 SANDROS 25530 - 22/06/2009
2007/0472 00088 BACHATA 23256 - 21/07/2008
2007/0852 00072 E 499524 24385 - 23/03/2009
2007/0853 00072 E 499526 24386 - 23/03/2009
2007/0854 00072 E 499531 24387 - 23/03/2009
2007/1301 00088 BULÉRIA 24853 - 04/05/2009
2007/1321 00088 PORTOBELLO 23259 - 21/07/2008
2007/1478 00088 HELSINKI 24857 - 04/05/2009
2007/1975 00088 BASELGA 25913 - 24/08/2009
2008/0428 00088 GOSPEL 24872 - 04/05/2009
2008/0429 00088 COMPÁS 24873 - 04/05/2009
2008/0487 03602 03325 SENG 9143 25476 - 22/06/2009
2008/0523 03602 03325 SENG 9140 24917 - 04/05/2009
2008/0524 03602 03325 SENG 9139 24918 - 04/05/2009
2008/0533 03602 03325 SENG 9124 23537 - 13/10/2008
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Capsicum annuum L.
2008/0534 03602 03325 SENG 9123 23538 - 13/10/2008
2008/0535 03602 03325 SENG 9141 24921 - 04/05/2009
2008/0710 03602 03325 SENG 9135 24922 - 04/05/2009
2008/1092 00088 ARANCIA 25914 - 24/08/2009
Capsicum chinense Jacq.
2006/1660 05526/05527 DORSET NAGA 25910 - 05/10/2009
Carex brunnea Thunb.
2003/1401 04329 JUBILO 13887 - 16/08/2004
2005/0818 05077 01903 VANILLA 21241 - 26/11/2007
2006/0479 03200/03202 02334 TREASURE ISLAND 23328 - 04/08/2008
Carex comans Berggr.
2000/0444 02974 MILCHOC 9025 - 18/03/2002
Carpinus betulus L.
2005/1730 05217 02586 STEGEMANNS
PRIMUS
22013 - 07/04/2008
Caryopteris Œclandonensis A. Simmonds ex anon.
1999/1864 00689/02874 00827 INOVERIS 7296 - 19/02/2001
2002/0201 03750 THETIS 13535 - 07/06/2004
2002/0813 03881 MINBLEU 13443 - 07/06/2004
2002/1294 03870 02433 SUMMER SORBET 15679 - 06/06/2005
2007/0448 01782 01110 LISAURA 25088 - 18/05/2009
2007/0834 05817 WHITE SURPRISE 25448 - 22/06/2009
Caryopteris incana (Thunb. ex Houtt.) Miq.
2002/0480 03812 06086 JASON 13539 - 07/06/2004
Caryopteris Bunge
2002/0188 03740 AUTUMN PINK 13842 - 19/07/2004
Catharanthus roseus (L.) G. Don
2000/0897 01020 04464 VICTORY PURE
WHITE
9792 - 15/07/2002




1998/0581 02095 01110 PERSHORE ZANZ-
IBAR
6707 - 02/10/2000
1998/1585 01980 02433 BLUE SAPPHIRE 9311 - 21/05/2002
1999/1596 01499 BLUE DIAMOND 6725 - 02/10/2000
1999/1752 01920 01689 SILVER SURPRISE 8192 - 10/09/2001
Celosia L.
1995/2212 00198 00423 BOMBAY PURPLE 1458 - 16/12/1996
1997/0987 01825 MARTINE YELLOW 3362 - 06/07/1998
1997/0988 01825 MARTINE PINK 3363 - 06/07/1998
1997/1314 00198 00423 BOMBAY YELLOW 3365 - 06/07/1998
1999/1070 02225 00423 VENEZUELA DARK 8650 - 21/01/2002
2000/0883 01825 MARTINE SCARLET 7876 - 25/06/2001
2000/1559 00198 00423 CELKOPURED 7718 - 21/05/2001
2001/1142 00198 00423 CELKOCREA 10773 - 24/03/2003
2001/1913 00198 00423 BOMBAY FIORA 10790 - 24/03/2003
2006/0938 03066 00423 VENEZUELA PINK 23782 - 17/12/2008
2006/2440 05417 00423 KELOS SCARLET 23783 - 17/12/2008
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Celosia argentea var. cristata (L.) Kuntze
2003/1050 00198 00423 BOMBAY FIROSA 16689 - 16/01/2006
2003/1234 00198 00423 BOMBAY FIGO 16690 - 16/01/2006
2003/1352 02871 00423 BOMBAY FIDOR 17179 - 27/03/2006
2004/1107 00198 00423 SPRING GREEN 18737 - 04/12/2006
2004/2479 04885 02871 CAPASAL 19669 - 02/04/2007
2005/0329 06341 ACT ENDA 19672 - 02/04/2007
2005/0330 06341 ACT DARA 19673 - 02/04/2007
2007/0429 00198 00423 BOMBAY CHERRY 25166 - 18/05/2009
2007/1712 06341 BAR BOSSA 25421 - 08/06/2009
Celosia argentea L.
2005/1024 03823 ZANCELPI 19677 - 02/04/2007
2006/2008 00852 03823 ZANCEFLAME 24409 - 23/03/2009
2007/0511 05771 INNOVO 26190 - 16/11/2009
Centradenia G. Don
1996/0436 01190 01534 PINK PEARL 4863 - 20/09/1999
Centaurea montana L.
2008/1577 01433 00423 AMETHYST DREAM 26264 - 21/12/2009
Ceratostigma willmottianum Stapf
1997/0814 01782 01110 LICE 2772 - 04/05/1998
Cercis canadensis L.
2006/1428 05506 01589 LITWO 24749 - 20/04/2009
2006/1429 05506 01589 ACE OF HEARTS 24750 - 20/04/2009
2006/1430 05507 01589 HEARTS OF GOLD 24751 - 20/04/2009
Chamaecyparis lawsoniana (A. Murray) Parl.
2005/1604 04121 02586 POLAR 21640 - 14/01/2008
Chamaecyparis thyoides (L.) Britton et al.
2004/1379 04755/04756 02586 GOLD POINT 18562 - 23/10/2006
2004/2621 04121 02586 GIZEH 18564 - 23/10/2006
Cheiranthus cheiri (L.) Crantz
1999/1127 00777 02707 CHARITY CREAM
YELLOW
9567 - 03/06/2002
1999/1130 00777 02707 CHARITY YELLOW 9568 - 03/06/2002
2000/0294 01001 MASTER 10485 - 20/01/2003
Chenopodium L.
1999/0861 03075 00420 ATLAS 5109 - 12/11/1999
1999/1563 03075 00420 CARMEN 6534 - 26/07/2000
2006/0874 03075 00420 PASTO 19049 - 22/01/2007
2008/0489 03075 00420 RIOBAMBA 23579 - 13/10/2008
Chlorophytum comosum (Thunb.) Jacques
1999/1701 02841 02586 BONNIE 8510 - 03/12/2001
2004/1047 05267 02586 OCEAN 17316 - 24/04/2006
2004/2508 04786 01903 KELLY 21230 - 26/11/2007
2006/2261 05267 02586 PACIFIC 22029 - 07/04/2008
Chlorophytum laxum R. Br.
2005/2486 04314 01903 LEMON N LIME 20895 - 10/09/2007
Euphorbia hypericifolia L. (syn. Chamaesyce hypericifolia (L.) Millsp.)
2004/2425 00165 INNEUPHE 18221 - 21/08/2006
2008/2086 01808 SILVERSHADOW 24594 - 06/04/2009
592009
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Euphorbia hypericifolia L. (syn. Chamaesyce hypericifolia (L.) Millsp.)
2008/2087 01808 SILVERFOG 24738 - 20/04/2009
Choisya ternata Kunth
1999/0582 02512 MOONSHINE 7400 - 05/03/2001
1999/1219 02741 01110 LIMO 5554 - 19/06/2000
Choisya Kunth
2007/0558 02741 01110 LONDAZ 25215 - 18/05/2009
Chrysanthemum L.
1995/1001 00320 00423 YELLOW VESUVIO 4184 - 01/12/1998
1995/1277 00116 00852 LEMON REAGAN 1041 - 15/10/1996
1995/1278 00116 00852 DARK ORANGE REA-
GAN
4178 - 01/12/1998
1995/1281 00116 00852 DARK RED REAGAN 1044 - 15/10/1996
1995/3009 02545 00423 YELLOW ELEONORA 3644 - 19/10/1998
1995/3015 00320 00423 YELLOW BORIS
BECKER
8581 - 17/12/2001
1996/0032 00025 DARK LINEKER 4180 - 01/12/1998
1996/0033 00025 SALMON LINEKER 2523 - 24/10/1997
1996/0386 01104 PAPIRO 3625 - 19/10/1998
1996/0411 00025 LEMON LINEKER 3642 - 19/10/1998
1996/0423 04538 GUITKIRO 2211 - 27/06/1997
1996/0424 04538 GUITVADI 1969 - 19/05/1997
1996/0425 04538 GUITPAC 2212 - 27/06/1997
1996/1140 01104 SAPIRO 4825 - 02/08/1999
1996/1149 02545 00423 BRONZE ELEONORA 5834 - 03/04/2000
1996/1227 04538 GUITKIASA 2727 - 06/04/1998
1996/1228 04538 GUITBEL 2726 - 06/04/1998
1997/0050 01571 BANDOLERO 5356 - 12/11/1999
1997/0085 02557 00423 DELBRESTAR 2778 - 04/05/1998
1997/0086 02557 00423 DELBRESTAR YEL-
LOW
2779 - 04/05/1998
1997/0209 01607 STAMBALOU 3716 - 05/10/1998
1997/0480 04538 GUITRIDO 2781 - 04/05/1998
1997/0481 04538 GUITPILU 2780 - 04/05/1998
1997/0499 00116 00852 WHITE ELITE REA-
GAN
4216 - 01/02/1999
1997/0709 00025 FINCH 3724 - 05/10/1998
1997/1085 03602 00423 LOMPOC 5654 - 20/12/1999
1997/1114 00116 00852 TRIPDEE REAGAN 4223 - 01/02/1999
1997/1136 00116 00852 REBONNET 4202 - 14/12/1998
1997/1235 00320 00423 EUROBELLE 6601 - 26/07/2000
1997/1326 03602 00423 MARIYO 5360 - 12/11/1999
1997/1406 00301 CALABRIA 4883 - 20/09/1999
1997/1478 00852 TASMAN 6596 - 26/07/2000
1997/1479 00852 ELGON 5797 - 14/02/2000
1997/1537 05417 00423 KISTAR 6392 - 19/06/2000
1998/0004 01104 FRIMO 9837 - 12/08/2002
1998/0006 01104 MARENCO 6648 - 30/08/2000
1998/0007 01104 JAMBO 7185 - 18/12/2000
1998/0009 01104 GALATINO 9839 - 12/08/2002
1998/0018 01104 ALFREDUS 9841 - 12/08/2002
1998/0019 01104 OVARO 6652 - 30/08/2000
1998/0020 01104 IBERA 6653 - 30/08/2000
1998/0023 01104 MOLFETTA 6655 - 30/08/2000
1998/0097 01571 CAPULCO 9817 - 21/10/2002
1998/0156 04538 GUITSURO 3422 - 07/09/1998
1998/0157 04538 GUITSORLY 3423 - 07/09/1998
1998/0158 04538 GUITTINSA 3424 - 07/09/1998
1998/0159 04538 GUITNYMPHE 4260 - 06/04/1999
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Chrysanthemum L.
1998/0161 04538 GUITDEFOU 5851 - 17/04/2000
1998/0178 00025 LINEKER WHITE 7651 - 23/04/2001
1998/0179 01995 00116 VYGOLD 5367 - 12/11/1999
1998/0381 00320 00423 VESUVIO GREEN 5852 - 17/04/2000
1998/0401 02062 00423 BERPOLOCHON 9620 - 01/07/2002
1998/0402 02062 00423 BERPOLODOR 5853 - 17/04/2000
1998/0405 02062 00423 BAZARFEU 3709 - 05/10/1998
1998/0415 02557 00423 DELI VIRGINIA 7822 - 11/06/2001
1998/0520 03602 00423 YOBATON ROUGE 7740 - 21/05/2001
1998/0528 02545 00423 DELISTAR 7960 - 06/08/2001
1998/0579 01607 STAMAGIC 13006 - 05/04/2004
1998/0580 01607 STANBLALUXOM 4674 - 21/06/1999
1998/0909 03602 00423 SUNNY YOROBIN 7823 - 11/06/2001
1998/0910 06725 00423 YONOKI 6643 - 30/08/2000
1998/0963 00116 00852 RESTONE 5482 - 12/11/1999
1998/0964 00116 00852 RESIDENCE 4885 - 20/09/1999
1998/0970 00116 00852 RUBY RED REAGAN 5483 - 12/11/1999
1998/1211 00025 LUPO 5489 - 12/11/1999
1998/1235 03602 00423 YOEUGENE 6440 - 03/07/2000
1998/1240 03602 00423 YOLAREDO 6600 - 26/07/2000
1998/1394 00852 VIRUNGA 8489 - 03/12/2001
1998/1395 00116 00852 PINK ELITE REAGAN 7965 - 06/08/2001
1998/1397 00116 00852 ORANGE ELITE REA-
GAN
9618 - 01/07/2002
1998/1400 00116 00852 DARK ROSY REAGAN 7492 - 09/04/2001
1998/1402 00852 ELLIOT 6022 - 05/06/2000
1998/1404 00116 00852 DARK ELITE REAGAN 5491 - 12/11/1999
1998/1405 00852 TRUMBULL 4888 - 20/09/1999
1998/1442 00116 00852 LEMON ELITE REA-
GAN
10569 - 10/02/2003
1998/1444 00116 00852 RELANCE 10570 - 10/02/2003
1998/1553 00025 SANTA BIRGITTA 8491 - 03/12/2001
1998/1579 00116 00852 YELLOW ELITE REA-
GAN
12603 - 23/02/2004
1998/1613 00301 SLIDE TIME 10940 - 14/04/2003
1998/1617 00301 INGOT TIME 8600 - 17/12/2001
1998/1618 00301 TEA TIME 8576 - 17/12/2001
1998/1627 00301 PITSTOP 7755 - 21/05/2001
1998/1629 00301 MOULIN ROUGE 7757 - 21/05/2001
1998/1630 00301 CORNPOP 14028 - 27/09/2004
1998/1652 02557 00423 BRADFORD 8496 - 03/12/2001
1998/1653 02557 00423 WIMBLEDON 8497 - 03/12/2001
1998/1763 00320 00423 SUNNY BORIS
BECKER
9775 - 15/07/2002
1998/1776 03602 00423 YOPATRICIA 10714 - 10/03/2003
1998/1777 03602 00423 YOROXANNE 8400 - 05/11/2001
1998/1847 00320 00423 TEDCHA9801 12605 - 23/02/2004
1999/0214 02062 00423 BAZYAHOU 4830 - 02/08/1999
1999/0255 01104 PADRE 8401 - 05/11/2001
1999/0258 01104 CARPINOS 12606 - 23/02/2004
1999/0260 01104 OSTRA 8404 - 05/11/2001
1999/0261 01104 SAPIRO YELLOW 8405 - 05/11/2001
1999/0265 01104 TERANO 8408 - 05/11/2001
1999/0331 03602 00423 YODURBAN 8411 - 05/11/2001
1999/0339 03602 00423 YOKODIAK 8416 - 05/11/2001
1999/0366 00320 00423 SUNNY VESUVIO 5571 - 06/12/1999
1999/0368 00320 00423 YOKO ONO 6646 - 30/08/2000
1999/0468 02557 00423 DELBRESTAR
SALMON DELI
9821 - 12/08/2002
1999/0588 01607 STAMJAUPLEIN 6028 - 05/06/2000
1999/0590 01607 STAMCUIFONCE 6029 - 05/06/2000
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Chrysanthemum L.
1999/0685 02591 SASKIA 5574 - 06/12/1999
1999/0699 00301 JEWEL TIME YEL-
LOW
12608 - 23/02/2004
1999/0749 04538 GUITSLYVA 6665 - 30/08/2000
1999/0750 04538 GUITMIZIA 6591 - 26/07/2000
1999/0751 04538 GUITFOSIT 7499 - 09/04/2001
1999/0752 04538 GUITBORAL 8932 - 18/02/2002
1999/0753 04538 GUITDENRA 6590 - 26/07/2000
1999/0974 00025 SPOETNIK 8580 - 17/12/2001
1999/1005 00320 00423 JOHN LENNON 7194 - 18/12/2000
1999/1061 00116 00852 REAGAN YELLTWIN 8815 - 04/02/2002
1999/1063 00116 00852 REAGAN CREATWIN 12609 - 23/02/2004
1999/1124 00301 GRACE TIME 9809 - 15/07/2002
1999/1156 00320 00423 PALE YELLOW EURO-
BELLE
7972 - 06/08/2001
1999/1287 03602 00423 YOKENYA 7974 - 06/08/2001
1999/1291 03602 00423 YOAUBURN 7978 - 06/08/2001
1999/1292 03602 00423 YELLOW YOKODIAK 7979 - 06/08/2001
1999/1293 03602 00423 IVORY YOEUGENE 7980 - 06/08/2001
1999/1346 00301 HIGH FIVE 9810 - 15/07/2002
1999/1348 00301 DAY DREAM YELLOW 10945 - 14/04/2003
1999/1372 02545 00423 DELISTAR CREAM 7982 - 06/08/2001
1999/1373 02545 00423 DELISTAR YELLOW 7983 - 06/08/2001
1999/1869 00240 CHASPIBLA 9833 - 12/08/2002
2000/0176 02557 00423 LE MANS SUNNY 8504 - 03/12/2001
2000/0260 03602 00423 YOCALCUTTA 9780 - 15/07/2002
2000/0283 00301 IVORY TIME 10576 - 10/02/2003
2000/0284 00301 ASTRO TIME 10954 - 14/04/2003
2000/0335 02545 00423 DELISUN 7654 - 23/04/2001
2000/0336 02545 00423 DELIANNE 7828 - 11/06/2001
2000/0337 02545 00423 DELIANNE YELLOW 9771 - 15/07/2002
2000/0339 02545 00423 DELIFLAME 7829 - 11/06/2001
2000/0341 02545 00423 DELIWIND 9314 - 06/05/2002
2000/0475 00852 VIRUNGA YELLOW 7985 - 06/08/2001
2000/0573 00852 HALIFAX 9785 - 15/07/2002
2000/0576 00852 CURRANT ELGON 12615 - 23/02/2004
2000/0577 00852 ELGON DARK PINK 9788 - 15/07/2002
2000/0636 01104 REMOSAS 12616 - 23/02/2004
2000/0637 01104 APPRO 9850 - 12/08/2002
2000/0639 01104 CAMINA 12617 - 23/02/2004
2000/0641 01104 PAULARO 9853 - 12/08/2002
2000/0646 01104 FORZA 12622 - 23/02/2004
2000/0647 01104 SAPIRO RED 12623 - 23/02/2004
2000/0648 01571 FALCONE 9854 - 12/08/2002
2000/0649 01571 FUSCHINI 9855 - 12/08/2002
2000/0650 01571 CAPULCO WHITE 12624 - 23/02/2004
2000/0651 01571 CAPULCO MAUVE 12625 - 23/02/2004
2000/0813 00195 ANDREA 1477 14029 - 27/09/2004
2000/0973 00301 ENERGY TIME 12632 - 23/02/2004
2000/0975 02545 00423 DELIWIND YELLOW 9793 - 15/07/2002
2000/0976 02545 00423 DELIWIND PURPLE 9794 - 15/07/2002
2000/1172 00116 00852 CREAM ELITE REA-
GAN
11061 - 05/05/2003
2000/1173 00116 00852 SUNNY ELITE REA-
GAN
12635 - 23/02/2004
2000/1177 00116 00852 ORANGE REAGAN
TWIN
8506 - 03/12/2001
2000/1197 05417 00423 RUBYLAKE 9799 - 15/07/2002
2000/1199 05417 00423 QUEENSTOWN 12637 - 23/02/2004
2000/1266 03602 00423 YOCHESAPEAKE 9862 - 12/08/2002
2000/1364 02545 00423 ANASTASIA 9876 - 12/08/2002
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Chrysanthemum L.
2000/1400 00320 00423 SUNNY EUROBELLE 11063 - 05/05/2003
2000/1410 00025 HERBY 12100 - 24/11/2003
2000/1411 00025 CITY 9864 - 12/08/2002
2000/1482 03150 00025 HAMAX 10739 - 10/03/2003
2000/1512 00116 00852 SUNNY REAGAN
TWIN
10243 - 18/11/2002
2000/1513 00116 00852 DISSOU 7992 - 06/08/2001
2000/1514 00116 00852 REBASCO 7993 - 06/08/2001
2000/1516 00116 00852 REDOCK 8507 - 03/12/2001
2000/1521 00116 00852 RESOMEE 10312 - 02/12/2002
2000/1522 00116 00852 RESOLUTE 10313 - 02/12/2002
2000/1564 03602 00423 GOLDEN MARIYO 12644 - 23/02/2004
2000/1639 00025 FIGRAND 11066 - 05/05/2003
2000/1794 00320 00423 GOLDEN FURORE 10579 - 10/02/2003
2000/1795 00320 00423 IVORY EUROBELLE 10580 - 10/02/2003
2000/1834 01995 00116 DARK ORANGE VYK-
ING
11974 - 20/10/2003
2000/1850 00025 SAN FIRE 10584 - 10/02/2003
2000/1856 00025 FITURNER 12650 - 23/02/2004
2000/1857 00025 SAN ANSELMO 10586 - 10/02/2003
2000/1859 00025 BRAQUE 12651 - 23/02/2004
2000/1880 00301 SPACE AGE 11069 - 05/05/2003
2000/1881 00301 MEGA TIME 11070 - 05/05/2003
2000/1882 00301 FANCY THAT 12655 - 23/02/2004
2000/2057 00025 EGMONT 10590 - 10/02/2003
2001/0039 04538 GUITIZA 8924 - 18/02/2002
2001/0194 04538 GUITPRESTAL 11695 - 08/09/2003
2001/0335 03602 00423 YOELMIRA 12656 - 23/02/2004
2001/0337 03602 00423 YELLOW YOELMIRA 10591 - 10/02/2003
2001/0338 03602 00423 YOCOVINGTON 10592 - 10/02/2003
2001/0420 01104 PADRE YELLOW 11699 - 08/09/2003
2001/0422 01104 VERGIO 11701 - 08/09/2003
2001/0424 01104 APPRO YELLOW 11702 - 08/09/2003
2001/0425 01104 SABINARO 13742 - 05/07/2004
2001/0428 01104 ALFREDUS BRONS 11704 - 08/09/2003
2001/0429 01104 PADRE ORANGE 11705 - 08/09/2003
2001/0430 01104 MODENA 11706 - 08/09/2003
2001/0451 00320 00423 IL MONDO 11482 - 07/07/2003
2001/0452 00320 00423 PLANO 11483 - 07/07/2003
2001/0466 06725 00423 YOEDGE 10596 - 10/02/2003
2001/0549 04538 GUITANGA 9755 - 15/07/2002
2001/0550 04538 GUITXIBOY 9756 - 15/07/2002
2001/0551 04538 GUITKEA 11098 - 05/05/2003
2001/0553 01571 BAGIO 11711 - 08/09/2003
2001/0554 01571 RAMBO 13677 - 21/06/2004
2001/0555 01571 CLAUDINE 11712 - 08/09/2003
2001/0650 01607 STAMROCOUDI 8928 - 18/02/2002
2001/0655 01607 STAMROUVERMI 8930 - 18/02/2002
2001/0916 00320 00423 EUROBELLE YELLOW 11714 - 08/09/2003
2001/0952 02545 00423 DELIANNE IVORY-
GREEN
14031 - 27/09/2004
2001/0959 00116 00852 SPLENDID ELITE
REAGAN
12657 - 23/02/2004
2001/1120 02557 00423 LIMDELI 12101 - 24/11/2003
2001/1121 02557 00423 ZEMBLA 11716 - 08/09/2003
2001/1122 02557 00423 MANAGUA 11717 - 08/09/2003
2001/1222 00025 FILANTIS 11722 - 08/09/2003
2001/1223 00025 FIROCKY 11723 - 08/09/2003
2001/1224 00025 SNOWY 11724 - 08/09/2003
2001/1253 00025 DISCOVERY 12102 - 24/11/2003
2001/1254 00025 FIREDDY 13071 - 19/04/2004
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Chrysanthemum L.
2001/1333 03602 00423 YOMANKATO 11726 - 08/09/2003
2001/1435 00320 00423 EVERGLADES 11105 - 05/05/2003
2001/1526 03602 00423 YOIRVINE 11729 - 08/09/2003
2001/1527 03602 00423 YORIDGEWAY 11730 - 08/09/2003
2001/1695 02545 00423 DESABRI 11731 - 08/09/2003
2001/1698 03602 00423 SPICY YOCHERYL 11734 - 08/09/2003
2001/1712 00116 00852 FLAIRISSE 12660 - 23/02/2004
2001/1713 00116 00852 CEARTIST YELLOW 14577 - 24/01/2005
2001/1714 00116 00852 CEARTIST PINK 14578 - 24/01/2005
2001/1720 00320 00423 LATINA 12105 - 24/11/2003
2001/1847 00116 00852 KIKO 16220 - 26/09/2005
2001/1850 00116 00852 CETWOTONE PINK 13836 - 19/07/2004
2001/1851 00116 00852 SIZZLENESS 12202 - 08/12/2003
2001/1853 00116 00852 RESOMEE DARK 12204 - 18/12/2003
2001/1854 00116 00852 RESOMEE WHITE 12205 - 18/12/2003
2001/1911 00638 00423 BRANROYAL 13072 - 19/04/2004
2001/1919 00025 ZING 11741 - 08/09/2003
2001/1927 00320 00423 DEKYEN 13819 - 19/07/2004
2001/1928 00320 00423 DEKCHOP 13073 - 19/04/2004
2001/1933 00320 00423 DEKDION 12664 - 23/02/2004
2001/1998 00116 00852 CEBRILLIANT YEL-
LOW
16436 - 28/11/2005
2001/2089 02557 00423 DUBLIN DARK 15965 - 17/08/2005
2001/2090 02557 00423 ORINOCO 11751 - 08/09/2003
2002/0231 03602 00423 YOCHERRY HILL 12106 - 24/11/2003
2002/0293 01566 00423 BULALPAGA 13076 - 19/04/2004
2002/0296 02062 00423 BAZPULCO 10317 - 02/12/2002
2002/0297 02062 00423 BAZSALAMBO 10318 - 02/12/2002
2002/0298 02062 00423 BAZYACOT 10319 - 02/12/2002
2002/0301 02545 00423 ANASTASIA YELLOW 13077 - 19/04/2004
2002/0333 03602 00423 YOMADRAS 12108 - 24/11/2003
2002/0344 03788 CONTESSA 13642 - 21/06/2004
2002/0345 03788 PADRE WHITE 13643 - 21/06/2004
2002/0347 03788 AXIMA WHITE 13645 - 21/06/2004
2002/0350 03788 CONACO ORANGE 13648 - 21/06/2004
2002/0352 03788 ELDA WHITE 13650 - 21/06/2004
2002/0353 03788 MATINA YELLOW 13651 - 21/06/2004
2002/0357 03788 FILOU YELLOW 13654 - 21/06/2004
2002/0479 03788 PAPIRO YELLOW 13655 - 21/06/2004
2002/0495 00638 00423 ANLYMP 13080 - 19/04/2004
2002/0496 00638 00423 ANBLANC 13081 - 19/04/2004
2002/0520 00320 00423 OSCAR 13082 - 19/04/2004
2002/0525 00025 SCARLEY 12665 - 23/02/2004
2002/0526 00025 FLEURY WHITE 13084 - 19/04/2004
2002/0545 02557 00423 CAYENNE 13085 - 19/04/2004
2002/0546 02557 00423 ARICA 13086 - 19/04/2004
2002/0547 02557 00423 ANNECY WHITE 13087 - 19/04/2004
2002/0550 04538 GUITLITALIN 11114 - 05/05/2003
2002/0551 04538 GUITCOTTON 10324 - 02/12/2002
2002/0706 00320 00423 EUROBELLE PINK 13088 - 19/04/2004
2002/0707 00320 00423 DEKCHOP PINK 13089 - 19/04/2004
2002/0722 00025 BALLOON 12667 - 23/02/2004
2002/0742 02545 00423 DELIANNE WHITE 10327 - 02/12/2002
2002/0743 02545 00423 VALESKA 10328 - 02/12/2002
2002/0915 02545 00423 ANASTASIA PINK 12333 - 18/12/2003
2002/0927 00852 BAJIMBA 11490 - 07/07/2003
2002/0932 00852 HUTCH 11494 - 07/07/2003
2002/0934 00852 MC BRIAN 11981 - 20/10/2003
2002/0936 00852 PATTERSON 11496 - 07/07/2003
2002/0937 00852 POWELL 13837 - 19/07/2004
2002/1172 00320 00423 MONA LISA DARPIN 13820 - 19/07/2004
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2002/1210 00025 FIVOYAGER 14312 - 22/11/2004
2002/1220 03951 SARACH PINK 13375 - 17/05/2004
2002/1305 03602 00423 RED YOAUBURN 13095 - 19/04/2004
2002/1398 00320 00423 GREENSPAN 13821 - 19/07/2004
2002/1493 06725 00423 YOEDGE YELLOW 13097 - 19/04/2004
2002/1720 02557 00423 ANNECY RED 14043 - 27/09/2004
2002/1721 02557 00423 ANNECY LEMON 14044 - 27/09/2004
2002/1722 02557 00423 ORINOCO YELLOW 14045 - 27/09/2004
2002/1723 02557 00423 ZEMBLA YELLOW 14046 - 27/09/2004
2002/1724 02557 00423 MANAGUA ORANGE 14047 - 27/09/2004
2002/1726 02557 00423 DELIMANTA 15199 - 18/04/2005
2002/1840 01571 00423 TORPEDO 14049 - 27/09/2004
2002/1841 01571 00423 TARDEL 15126 - 18/04/2005
2002/1842 01571 00423 BONITARE 14050 - 27/09/2004
2002/1843 01571 00423 MILOSP 15127 - 18/04/2005
2002/1950 00025 SAFFIER 14738 - 07/02/2005
2002/1951 00025 MOONLIGHTNING 14739 - 07/02/2005
2002/1952 00025 FIGRAND ROSE 14740 - 07/02/2005
2002/1953 00025 FIGRAND SALMON 14741 - 07/02/2005
2002/1954 00025 FIGRAND SPLENDID 14742 - 07/02/2005
2002/1959 03602 00423 YOURSULA 13102 - 19/04/2004
2002/2030 04061 CAESAR 14744 - 07/02/2005
2002/2038 00025 FROGGY 14748 - 07/02/2005
2002/2125 00320 00423 BRITNEY 14752 - 07/02/2005
2002/2129 00320 00423 DEKCHOP DARK
PINK
17210 - 27/03/2006
2002/2139 01571 00423 FUSCHINI RED 17211 - 27/03/2006
2002/2192 02557 00423 BRADFORD ORANGE 14590 - 24/01/2005
2002/2193 02557 00423 ANNECY DARK YEL-
LOW
14591 - 24/01/2005
2003/0033 03602 00423 YOTOBAGO 14053 - 27/09/2004
2003/0065 04106 00423 BAZYABLANC 11988 - 20/10/2003
2003/0067 04106 00423 BULURON 11990 - 20/10/2003
2003/0068 04106 00423 BAZCOCORI 11991 - 20/10/2003
2003/0069 04106 00423 BAZMALIBU 11992 - 20/10/2003
2003/0079 01571 00423 MARIBELLE YELLOW 15132 - 18/04/2005
2003/0080 01571 00423 LAIKA 15972 - 17/08/2005
2003/0215 05935 00423 EMERSON 14598 - 24/01/2005
2003/0275 00025 LOLLIPOP 18034 - 17/07/2006
2003/0296 02545 00423 DELIANNE CREAM 14602 - 24/01/2005
2003/0297 02545 00423 LUDMILLA 14595 - 24/01/2005
2003/0302 05935 00423 RIGA 14754 - 07/02/2005
2003/0381 03788 NESTORO LILAC 16897 - 13/02/2006
2003/0384 03788 DESTINO PINK 15485 - 23/05/2005
2003/0386 03788 DOMENICO ORANGE 15475 - 23/05/2005
2003/0387 03788 MASCULINO ORANGE 15476 - 23/05/2005
2003/0390 03788 BELGO LILAC 15478 - 23/05/2005
2003/0392 03788 TERANO YELLOW 15480 - 23/05/2005
2003/0394 03788 OKURA RED 15481 - 23/05/2005
2003/0396 03788 PAULARO WHITE 15483 - 23/05/2005
2003/0397 03788 MUNDO LILAC 15486 - 23/05/2005
2003/0398 03788 ELDA PINK 15487 - 23/05/2005
2003/0400 03788 COLINA ORANGE 15489 - 23/05/2005
2003/0404 03788 PIANELLO WHITE 15491 - 23/05/2005
2003/0407 03788 OLAWA RED 15492 - 23/05/2005
2003/0408 03788 CARPINO RED 15493 - 23/05/2005
2003/0410 03788 IBERA YELLOW 15494 - 23/05/2005
2003/0413 00195 EOS 15503 - 23/05/2005
2003/0415 00195 KRIOS 15505 - 23/05/2005
2003/0416 00195 ARESKI 15506 - 23/05/2005
2003/0417 00195 BALIOS 15507 - 23/05/2005
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2003/0418 00195 LAMIA 15508 - 23/05/2005
2003/0419 00195 HAMIDE 15509 - 23/05/2005
2003/0420 00195 TAKU GELB 15510 - 23/05/2005
2003/0474 03602 00423 YOSUNDANCE 14056 - 27/09/2004
2003/0475 03602 00423 YELLOW YOEUGENE 14057 - 27/09/2004
2003/0479 03602 00423 YOSILVERTON 14060 - 27/09/2004
2003/0563 00025 FEELING GREEN 15974 - 17/08/2005
2003/0564 00025 FIGREBI 15975 - 17/08/2005
2003/0619 00638 00423 BR 001861 15143 - 18/04/2005
2003/0622 00638 00423 BR 00401 15146 - 18/04/2005
2003/0749 02545 00423 ANASTASIA CREAM 15693 - 06/06/2005
2003/0755 00301 COMPERE TIME 15694 - 06/06/2005
2003/0756 00301 RITZA TIME 15695 - 06/06/2005
2003/0760 00301 MEGA TIME WHITE 18313 - 25/09/2006
2003/0761 00301 MEGA TIME PINK 15698 - 06/06/2005
2003/0880 03602 00423 YONORTH BAY 14354 - 06/12/2004
2003/0935 02545 00423 ANASTASIA BRONZE 15699 - 06/06/2005
2003/0936 02545 00423 ANASTASIA SPLEN-
DID
15976 - 17/08/2005
2003/1047 00638 00423 BR 0117 16222 - 26/09/2005
2003/1048 00638 00423 BR 00283 16223 - 26/09/2005
2003/1375 00025 FLEURY SPLENDID 16224 - 26/09/2005
2003/1391 02545 00423 DELIANNE SPECIAL
WHITE
16025 - 17/08/2005
2003/1442 05417 00423 QUEENSTOWN YEL-
LOW
16225 - 26/09/2005
2003/1444 02557 00423 GREEN ED 16034 - 17/08/2005
2003/1447 02557 00423 DELIPAN 16035 - 17/08/2005
2003/1449 02557 00423 ZEMBLA CREAM 16037 - 17/08/2005
2003/1522 00320 00423 HILDA 16039 - 17/08/2005
2003/1551 00025 FERRY 16128 - 17/08/2005
2003/1609 00025 ZING YELLOW 16040 - 17/08/2005
2003/1610 00025 FIKINGFISHER 17104 - 27/03/2006
2003/1611 00025 FISHINING 16227 - 26/09/2005
2003/1612 00025 UNIVERSE 16041 - 17/08/2005
2003/1613 00025 SAFFIER SUNNY 16042 - 17/08/2005
2003/1615 00025 WOODPECKER 16044 - 17/08/2005
2003/1641 00116 00852 CETWISTER WHITE 16045 - 17/08/2005
2003/1681 03602 00423 DARK YOELMIRA 14804 - 07/03/2005
2003/1683 03602 00423 YOLANCASTER 14796 - 07/03/2005
2003/1685 03602 00423 YOWILLOWBROOK 14797 - 07/03/2005
2003/1810 02545 00423 ANASTASIA YELLOW-
GREEN
16046 - 17/08/2005
2003/1811 02545 00423 ANASTASIA LIME 15706 - 06/06/2005
2003/1812 02545 00423 TATYANA 16047 - 17/08/2005
2003/1861 00025 LEXY 16048 - 17/08/2005
2003/1961 00116 00852 CEARTIST ORANGE 18036 - 17/07/2006
2003/1963 00116 00852 CEREGINA WHITE 17105 - 27/03/2006
2003/1964 00116 00852 REBELLE WHITE 19770 - 16/04/2007
2003/2094 06725 00423 YOART 16213 - 12/09/2005
2003/2096 00320 00423 JEANNY 17071 - 27/03/2006
2003/2098 00320 00423 FELICE 17072 - 27/03/2006
2003/2100 00320 00423 DEKTIMMAN 17074 - 27/03/2006
2003/2101 00320 00423 DEKYEN GRANDE 19522 - 19/03/2007
2003/2191 03602 00423 SUNNY YOURSULA 15202 - 18/04/2005
2003/2296 05417 00423 XXS 16678 - 16/01/2006
2003/2311 04106 00423 BAZCASIMIR 14356 - 06/12/2004
2003/2314 04106 00423 BOXTIPHON 15216 - 18/04/2005
2003/2315 04106 00423 BAZALSA 14358 - 06/12/2004
2003/2316 04106 00423 BOXTIPIK 15217 - 18/04/2005
2003/2318 04106 00423 BOXTICTAC 15219 - 18/04/2005
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2003/2319 04106 00423 BULCIGAL 15220 - 18/04/2005
2003/2320 04106 00423 BAZYAGOLD 15221 - 18/04/2005
2003/2322 04106 00423 BILABO 15223 - 18/04/2005
2003/2324 04106 00423 BILGOBI 15225 - 18/04/2005
2003/2326 04106 00423 BAZYALILAS 15227 - 18/04/2005
2003/2374 01571 00423 SERCIA 16054 - 17/08/2005
2003/2376 01571 00423 TORRETTA 16056 - 17/08/2005
2003/2378 01571 00423 GRANITI 16057 - 17/08/2005
2003/2385 00638 00423 ANLYMP WHITE 20728 - 24/08/2007
2003/2429 03602 00423 YORICHLAND 16401 - 14/11/2005
2003/2492 00116 00852 REAGAN TWIN DARK 19771 - 16/04/2007
2003/2493 00116 00852 SALMON REAGAN
TWIN
17106 - 27/03/2006
2003/2498 04061 ASENKA 16386 - 14/11/2005
2004/0040 03602 00423 REGAL YOCHERYL 17204 - 27/03/2006
2004/0113 00116 00852 CEDORENA 17107 - 27/03/2006
2004/0178 00320 00423 DEKFORWARD 17077 - 27/03/2006
2004/0185 00320 00423 DEKDINAR 17081 - 27/03/2006
2004/0187 00320 00423 JEANNY ORANGE 17083 - 27/03/2006
2004/0398 03788 PADRE RED 16898 - 13/02/2006
2004/0399 03788 CONACO YELLOW 16899 - 13/02/2006
2004/0400 03788 CONACO BRONZE 16900 - 13/02/2006
2004/0401 03788 PAULARO YELLOW 17370 - 10/05/2006
2004/0402 03788 ELDA YELLOW 17371 - 10/05/2006
2004/0403 03788 NESTORO RED 17372 - 10/05/2006
2004/0405 03788 CONTESSA YELLOW 17417 - 22/05/2006
2004/0407 03788 ALBANOR WHITE 17373 - 10/05/2006
2004/0408 03788 BENITO ORANGE 17374 - 10/05/2006
2004/0409 03788 OGHANA PINK 17419 - 22/05/2006
2004/0410 03788 OGHANA RED 17418 - 22/05/2006
2004/0411 03788 OGHANA LIL 17420 - 22/05/2006
2004/0412 03788 OGHANA ORANGE 17421 - 22/05/2006
2004/0530 00116 00852 CESHAKIRA WHITE 17108 - 27/03/2006
2004/0565 03602 00423 YOARIELLE 16214 - 12/09/2005
2004/0571 03602 00423 YOTAMPICO 16218 - 12/09/2005
2004/0572 03602 00423 YOFABIENNE 16406 - 14/11/2005
2004/0575 03602 00423 YOKEY LARGO 16408 - 14/11/2005
2004/0644 03602 00423 YOFORT COLLINS 16493 - 28/11/2005
2004/0645 03602 00423 YOSUN CITY 16494 - 28/11/2005
2004/0666 04061 ASENKA COLLY 16412 - 14/11/2005
2004/0715 01607 STAMIMOSA 15054 - 21/03/2005
2004/0716 01607 STAMLORRAINE 15055 - 21/03/2005
2004/0717 01607 STAMBRICOT 15056 - 21/03/2005
2004/0718 01607 STAMNUIT 15057 - 21/03/2005
2004/0719 01607 STAROUVISA 14371 - 06/12/2004
2004/0730 00025 FEELING WHITE 17428 - 22/05/2006
2004/0731 00025 WODKA LIME 16679 - 30/01/2006
2004/0776 02545 00423 DELIANYEL5 18040 - 17/07/2006
2004/1066 02557 00423 LEON 17600 - 22/05/2006
2004/1067 02557 00423 DELIROMA 16681 - 16/01/2006
2004/1106 02545 00423 ANASTASIA LIGHT
PINK
17430 - 22/05/2006
2004/1149 00852 CELIBRA 17431 - 22/05/2006
2004/1150 00852 DODI 17432 - 22/05/2006
2004/1152 00852 CEDAPHNE 18045 - 17/07/2006
2004/1173 02557 00423 SALAMANCA RED 18046 - 17/07/2006
2004/1175 02557 00423 MANAGUA RED 18048 - 17/07/2006
2004/1176 02557 00423 ZEMBLA SUNNY 18317 - 25/09/2006
2004/1204 00025 FISWAN 18049 - 17/07/2006
2004/1205 00025 FIIBIS 18749 - 04/12/2006
2004/1206 00025 BACARDI 18318 - 25/09/2006
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2004/1450 03602 00423 YONEW YORK 16971 - 27/02/2006
2004/1512 00025 FILOLLIPOP PURPLE 18750 - 04/12/2006
2004/1533 00320 00423 EUROBELLE DARK
PINK
17089 - 27/03/2006
2004/1563 00025 BREEZERS 18053 - 17/07/2006
2004/1565 00025 KOLIBRIE 18054 - 17/07/2006
2004/1569 00025 KATINKA 18055 - 17/07/2006
2004/1570 00025 MARABOU 18056 - 17/07/2006
2004/1571 00025 FLYCATCHER 18057 - 17/07/2006
2004/1702 03602 00423 FESTIVE YOURSULA 17406 - 24/04/2006
2004/2156 01571 00423 GOLDEN SURFER 17216 - 10/04/2006
2004/2158 01571 00423 WINTER RUNNER 17217 - 10/04/2006
2004/2159 01571 00423 LONG SPRINTER 17206 - 27/03/2006
2004/2162 01571 00423 DREAM JOGGER 17218 - 10/04/2006
2004/2163 01571 00423 HAPPY JOGGER 17208 - 27/03/2006
2004/2262 00025 STREAMER 19718 - 02/04/2007
2004/2263 01571 00423 CAPULCO YELLOW 17407 - 24/04/2006
2004/2264 01571 00423 RAMBO YELLOW 17408 - 24/04/2006
2004/2265 02545 00423 NOA 18326 - 25/09/2006
2004/2266 02545 00423 ANASTASIA GREEN 18327 - 25/09/2006
2004/2275 00025 WODKA 18328 - 25/09/2006
2004/2330 00116 00852 CEKIWI GREEN 19719 - 02/04/2007
2004/2331 00116 00852 CEAISHA RED 18644 - 20/11/2006
2004/2336 03602 00423 DAZZLING YONEW
YORK
17969 - 03/07/2006
2004/2338 03602 00423 YOCOLETTE 17971 - 03/07/2006
2004/2339 03602 00423 YOJULIETTE 18220 - 21/08/2006
2004/2340 03602 00423 YOOAK PARK 17972 - 03/07/2006
2004/2429 03602 00423 GOLDEN YOCHERYL 17409 - 24/04/2006
2004/2472 00025 FILOLLIPOP YELLOW 19129 - 19/02/2007
2004/2536 00025 FIGRAND ORANGE
DARK
18330 - 25/09/2006
2004/2555 03602 00423 YOANGELA 20008 - 21/05/2007
2004/2557 03602 00423 YOMARLENE 20164 - 04/06/2007
2004/2558 03602 00423 YONINA 20009 - 21/05/2007
2004/2570 03602 00423 YOISABELLE 17974 - 03/07/2006
2004/2571 03602 00423 YOSPRING HILL 17975 - 03/07/2006
2004/2579 05935 00423 AAMPAURED 18331 - 25/09/2006
2004/2580 05935 00423 AAMPAUSPLEN 18332 - 25/09/2006
2004/2582 04106 00423 BAZTONKA 20010 - 21/05/2007
2004/2583 04106 00423 BAZWOODY 20165 - 04/06/2007
2004/2585 04106 00423 BOXTITANE 20166 - 04/06/2007
2004/2586 04106 00423 BULMUSI 20012 - 21/05/2007
2004/2652 03602 00423 YOANNIKA 20167 - 04/06/2007
2004/2653 03602 00423 YODOLLY 20168 - 04/06/2007
2004/2654 03602 00423 YOTABITHA 20013 - 21/05/2007
2005/0059 00301 POLAR TIME 19131 - 19/02/2007
2005/0060 00301 BLONDIE TIME 19132 - 19/02/2007
2005/0068 00025 FIJAZZY 19070 - 22/01/2007
2005/0212 02545 00423 ANASTASIA LIGHT
YELLOW
18340 - 25/09/2006
2005/0213 02545 00423 ANASTASIA DARK
BRONZE
18341 - 25/09/2006
2005/0295 04967 KATELIJN WIT 20108 - 04/06/2007
2005/0296 04967 TROPICAL 20109 - 04/06/2007
2005/0298 04967 PIKATO 20110 - 04/06/2007
2005/0300 04967 LANA 20111 - 04/06/2007
2005/0352 03788 OGHANA YELLOW 20425 - 02/07/2007
2005/0353 03788 DOMENICO YELLOW 20112 - 04/06/2007
2005/0354 03788 COLINA RED 20113 - 04/06/2007
2005/0460 00320 00423 MONA LISA SALMON 19050 - 22/01/2007
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2005/0461 00320 00423 EUROBELLE GOLDEN 19051 - 22/01/2007
2005/0464 00320 00423 DEKALLWHITE 19054 - 22/01/2007
2005/0522 00116 00852 RESOMEE SPLENDID 19137 - 19/02/2007
2005/0523 00116 00852 CEARIANA 19138 - 19/02/2007
2005/0524 00116 00852 CEMINKA 19139 - 19/02/2007
2005/0580 02545 00423 LUDMILLA LEMON 19058 - 22/01/2007
2005/0581 02545 00423 LUDMILLA WHITE 19059 - 22/01/2007
2005/0582 02545 00423 LUDMILLA APRICOT 19060 - 22/01/2007
2005/0685 05060 MEPRIYELKA 20428 - 02/07/2007
2005/0686 05060 MEPRIZEKA 20116 - 04/06/2007
2005/0689 05060 MEPRIGOSS 20117 - 04/06/2007
2005/0690 05060 MEPRIFESTA 20118 - 04/06/2007
2005/0730 01607 STAMRHONE 17022 - 13/03/2006
2005/0731 01607 STAMROUSSILLON 17023 - 13/03/2006
2005/0732 01607 STAMCHARENTE 17024 - 13/03/2006
2005/0733 01607 CORALIE 17025 - 13/03/2006
2005/0734 01607 ANAIS 17026 - 13/03/2006
2005/0926 05098 05136 81 M 23117 - 07/07/2008
2005/0927 05098 05136 15 M 23118 - 07/07/2008
2005/1008 02557 00423 SAMOS 19065 - 22/01/2007
2005/1020 02557 00423 TAORMINA 19535 - 19/03/2007
2005/1277 00638 00423 B 99391 22040 - 07/04/2008
2005/1278 00638 00423 B 0347 21360 - 26/11/2007
2005/1279 00638 00423 B 011771 20016 - 21/05/2007
2005/1290 00025 FIQUINTY 19145 - 19/02/2007
2005/1482 00301 CAPPUCCINO 19787 - 16/04/2007
2005/1483 00301 POSH LADY 19788 - 16/04/2007
2005/1484 00301 APENNINE 19789 - 16/04/2007
2005/1584 02557 00423 ATHOS 19525 - 19/03/2007
2005/1585 02557 00423 COMISO 19526 - 19/03/2007
2005/1586 02557 00423 MERIDA 19527 - 19/03/2007
2005/1587 02557 00423 DELIKASTELLI 20917 - 24/09/2007
2005/1684 00025 LOLLIPOP RED 20718 - 24/08/2007
2005/1685 00025 FICHAMPY 20918 - 24/09/2007
2005/1686 00025 BACARDI PEARL 20719 - 24/08/2007
2005/1697 05935 00423 SERGINHO 19528 - 19/03/2007
2005/1698 00320 00423 EUROBELLE LEMON 23306 - 21/07/2008
2005/1701 00320 00423 JEANNY SALMON 19529 - 19/03/2007
2005/1702 00320 00423 DEKLINDI WHITE 19530 - 19/03/2007
2005/1703 00320 00423 DEKOSORNO 19531 - 19/03/2007
2005/1704 00320 00423 DEKALGARVE 19532 - 19/03/2007




2005/1768 04967 MARJOLEIN 22967 - 23/06/2008
2005/1769 04967 ASTRIX 22968 - 23/06/2008
2005/1771 00301 SUCCESS 19791 - 16/04/2007
2005/1772 00301 ENJOY 19792 - 16/04/2007
2005/1773 00301 DESIRE TIME 19793 - 16/04/2007
2005/1774 00301 OMEGA TIME OR-
ANGE
23625 - 27/10/2008
2005/1776 00301 OMEGA TIME
GOLDEN
23514 - 29/09/2008
2005/1777 00301 OMEGA TIME
SALMON
19794 - 16/04/2007
2005/1778 00301 RADIANT TIME 19795 - 16/04/2007
2005/1779 00301 SAHARA TIME 19796 - 16/04/2007
2005/1780 00301 VAMP TIME YELLOW 19797 - 16/04/2007
2005/2166 04061 CAESAR SNOWY 20722 - 24/08/2007
2005/2167 04061 BLITZ 20723 - 24/08/2007
2005/2168 04061 ADOMA 20724 - 24/08/2007
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2005/2169 04061 SEDO PINK 20725 - 24/08/2007
2005/2170 04061 ASENKA SALMON 20726 - 24/08/2007
2005/2171 04061 ASENKA ORANGE 20727 - 24/08/2007
2005/2172 05935 00423 AAMEXO 21881 - 11/02/2008
2005/2173 05935 00423 AAMCOS 21882 - 11/02/2008
2005/2174 05935 00423 AAMBLA 21711 - 28/01/2008
2005/2175 05935 00423 AAMLOC 23682 - 08/12/2008
2005/2176 05935 00423 AAMGLOW 21712 - 28/01/2008
2005/2177 05935 00423 AAMPAS 21883 - 11/02/2008
2005/2205 04988 YELLOW WONDER
MAGIC
20711 - 24/08/2007
2005/2355 02557 00423 DELISIENNA 20919 - 24/09/2007
2005/2394 01571 00423 BLUES JOGGER 20023 - 21/05/2007
2005/2395 01571 00423 DARK RUNNER 20024 - 21/05/2007
2005/2396 01571 00423 EARLY SURFER 20171 - 04/06/2007
2005/2397 01571 00423 EVENING JOGGER 20025 - 21/05/2007
2005/2429 01571 00423 MILOSP YELLOW 20172 - 04/06/2007
2005/2431 01571 00423 OCTOBER JOGGER 20173 - 04/06/2007
2005/2432 01571 00423 SUMMER SURFER 20174 - 04/06/2007
2005/2527 00116 00852 CESCUBA GREEN 20921 - 24/09/2007
2005/2528 00195 KIERIS 20443 - 02/07/2007
2005/2530 00195 ELISSA 20444 - 02/07/2007
2005/2532 00195 ORTHOS 20122 - 04/06/2007
2005/2533 00195 ZELOS 20445 - 02/07/2007
2005/2534 00195 TAIAN 20446 - 02/07/2007
2005/2535 00195 RUMA 20447 - 02/07/2007
2005/2536 00195 LAIOS 20448 - 02/07/2007
2005/2537 00195 KOON 20123 - 04/06/2007
2005/2538 00195 FURINA 20449 - 02/07/2007
2005/2565 00195 KIECHO 20450 - 02/07/2007
2005/2628 00025 HANDSOME 20922 - 24/09/2007
2005/2629 00025 DUTCHY 20923 - 24/09/2007
2005/2630 05935 00423 ARMADANYEL 22041 - 07/04/2008
2005/2648 03602 00423 YOMICHELLE 20027 - 21/05/2007
2005/2649 03602 00423 YOSHERRY 20028 - 21/05/2007
2005/2704 03602 00423 YOGIGI 22907 - 09/06/2008
2005/2706 03602 00423 YOINEZ 22909 - 09/06/2008
2006/0061 04106 00423 BAZKOMODO 18068 - 17/07/2006
2006/0062 04106 00423 BAZKROUSTI 19722 - 02/04/2007
2006/0065 04106 00423 BAZSENSO 18070 - 17/07/2006
2006/0066 03602 00423 YOHOLLYWOOD 20451 - 02/07/2007
2006/0067 03602 00423 YOLA CROSSE 20452 - 02/07/2007
2006/0068 03602 00423 YOMILWAUKEE 20453 - 02/07/2007
2006/0069 03602 00423 YOSAN JOSE 20454 - 02/07/2007
2006/0212 03602 00423 RED YOCHERRY HILL 20455 - 02/07/2007
2006/0213 03602 00423 YELLOW
YOTAMPICO
20456 - 02/07/2007
2006/0214 03602 00423 YOCAPITOLA 20457 - 02/07/2007
2006/0215 03602 00423 YOKINGSTON 20458 - 02/07/2007
2006/0239 00320 00423 MONA LISA SPLEN-
DID
20924 - 24/09/2007
2006/0240 00320 00423 MONA LISA YELLOW 20925 - 24/09/2007
2006/0241 00320 00423 JEANNY DARK PINK 20926 - 24/09/2007
2006/0242 00320 00423 JEANNY WHITE 20927 - 24/09/2007
2006/0246 00320 00423 FELICE BRONZE 20929 - 24/09/2007
2006/0247 00320 00423 DEKBATINI 20930 - 24/09/2007
2006/0285 03788 ESCOLA WHITE 22969 - 23/06/2008
2006/0286 03788 AXIMA YELLOW 22970 - 23/06/2008
2006/0287 03788 MIOLO YELLOW 22971 - 23/06/2008
2006/0289 03788 TIVISA VIOLET 22973 - 23/06/2008
2006/0291 03788 IVOTTI VIOLET 22975 - 23/06/2008
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2006/0292 03788 AKILON PINK 22976 - 23/06/2008
2006/0293 03788 ATIBAIA VIOLET 22977 - 23/06/2008
2006/0294 03788 MASOTTI ORANGE 22978 - 23/06/2008
2006/0296 03788 RHINOS ORANGE 22980 - 23/06/2008
2006/0297 03788 DESTINO ORANGE 22981 - 23/06/2008
2006/0300 03788 LOBELL PURPLE 22984 - 23/06/2008
2006/0301 03788 STAVISKI PINK 22985 - 23/06/2008
2006/0302 03788 SICARDO PINK 22986 - 23/06/2008
2006/0303 03788 NAVARY RED 22987 - 23/06/2008
2006/0304 03788 PIQUET CERISE 22988 - 23/06/2008
2006/0305 03788 ALBANOR YELLOW 22989 - 23/06/2008
2006/0306 03788 SANAYA YELLOW 22990 - 23/06/2008
2006/0307 03788 NESTORO LEMON 22991 - 23/06/2008
2006/0308 03788 NESTORO GOLD 22992 - 23/06/2008
2006/0309 03788 JASODA PINK 22993 - 23/06/2008
2006/0310 03788 PASSARELA PURPLE 22994 - 23/06/2008
2006/0348 00025 WODKA SUNNY 20931 - 24/09/2007
2006/0349 00025 FIIBIS SUNNY 20932 - 24/09/2007
2006/0623 00025 OXANA 22043 - 07/04/2008
2006/0624 00025 ANTIGUA 21951 - 10/03/2008
2006/0662 00301 SWING TIME DARK 22044 - 07/04/2008
2006/0663 00301 SAFFRON TIME 22045 - 07/04/2008
2006/0664 00301 MIDNIGHT TIME 21953 - 10/03/2008
2006/0665 00301 DRAGON TIME 22046 - 07/04/2008
2006/0666 00301 LETITIA TIME 21954 - 10/03/2008
2006/0667 00301 GLACIER TIME 22047 - 07/04/2008
2006/0669 00301 SUN DOWN 22048 - 07/04/2008
2006/0689 00638 00423 ANLYMP YELLOW 22910 - 09/06/2008
2006/0693 03602 00423 CHERRY YOIRVINE 21885 - 11/02/2008
2006/0694 03602 00423 PINK YOIRVINE 21714 - 28/01/2008
2006/0696 03602 00423 YELLOW YOIRVINE 21886 - 11/02/2008
2006/0900 03602 00423 YOOTTAWA 24390 - 23/03/2009
2006/0933 00301 WILD TIME 21955 - 10/03/2008
2006/0934 00301 PARIS TIME 21956 - 10/03/2008
2006/0935 04967 SAMINI BRONS 22995 - 23/06/2008
2006/0962 00025 FIDANCE 22049 - 07/04/2008
2006/1062 00025 PELICAN 21957 - 10/03/2008
2006/1235 04988 GREEN WONDER
MAGIC
25087 - 18/05/2009
2006/1236 00301 BOULEVARD BRONZE 22997 - 23/06/2008
2006/1258 04988 WHITE LAKE 18758 - 04/12/2006
2006/1260 00320 00423 DEKALIYA 21717 - 28/01/2008
2006/1261 00320 00423 DEKALCREAM 22627 - 19/05/2008
2006/1262 00320 00423 DEKBRETAGNE 21888 - 11/02/2008
2006/1263 00320 00423 DEKCHIRONNE 21718 - 28/01/2008
2006/1264 00320 00423 DEKLINDI CREAM 21719 - 28/01/2008
2006/1265 00320 00423 DEKSHEPODY 21889 - 11/02/2008
2006/1383 02557 00423 MANAGUA SALMON 21890 - 11/02/2008
2006/1384 02557 00423 LEON BRONZE 21720 - 28/01/2008
2006/1385 02557 00423 DELITARA 21721 - 28/01/2008
2006/1406 02557 00423 DELIAMAZON 21891 - 11/02/2008
2006/1407 02557 00423 DELIMILANO 21892 - 11/02/2008
2006/1408 02557 00423 DELIFUEGO 21893 - 11/02/2008
2006/1410 02557 00423 DELICASSINO 21722 - 28/01/2008
2006/1411 02557 00423 DELIVENICE 21895 - 11/02/2008
2006/1456 02557 00423 KOURNIKOVA 21723 - 28/01/2008
2006/1476 02557 00423 DELISERENA 21724 - 28/01/2008
2006/1477 02557 00423 DELIVULCANO 21898 - 11/02/2008
2006/1478 02557 00423 DELIPOLAR 21725 - 28/01/2008
2006/1531 00320 00423 DEKSIRONA 22052 - 07/04/2008
2006/1532 00301 BLIZZARD TIME 22228 - 05/05/2008
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2006/1533 00301 LETITIA TIME YEL-
LOW
21958 - 10/03/2008
2006/1534 00301 ROYAL TIME 23904 - 26/01/2009
2006/1756 00852 IDA 23120 - 07/07/2008
2006/1757 00852 ZANMURUNCA 22229 - 05/05/2008
2006/1758 00852 ZANMULILLY 22230 - 05/05/2008
2006/1833 00025 KATINKA SALMON 22628 - 19/05/2008
2006/1834 00025 FIBUFFY 22629 - 19/05/2008
2006/1871 00025 ARCTIC QUEEN 22231 - 05/05/2008
2006/1872 00025 ENERGY 22630 - 19/05/2008
2006/1873 00025 DIVA 22631 - 19/05/2008
2006/1874 00025 TUVALU 22632 - 19/05/2008
2006/1875 00025 FIHUSKY 22633 - 19/05/2008
2006/1970 04967 VITTORIO 22999 - 23/06/2008
2006/1971 04967 JELSI 23121 - 07/07/2008
2006/1972 04967 CASTELLINO 23122 - 07/07/2008
2006/2343 06725 00423 YOART SUNNY 23768 - 17/12/2008
2006/2353 02062 00423 BOXNAPO 22912 - 09/06/2008
2006/2354 02062 00423 BOXRICO 22913 - 09/06/2008
2006/2355 02062 00423 BOXTISON 22914 - 09/06/2008
2006/2412 04106 00423 BAZBOULDOR 22922 - 09/06/2008
2006/2413 04106 00423 BAZCOROLA 22923 - 09/06/2008
2006/2414 04106 00423 BAZGOLDOR 22924 - 09/06/2008
2006/2415 04106 00423 BAZKOCREM 22925 - 09/06/2008
2006/2416 04106 00423 BAZPASOA 22926 - 09/06/2008
2006/2418 04106 00423 BAZFADA 22056 - 07/04/2008
2006/2419 04106 00423 BAZSODACO 20045 - 21/05/2007
2006/2420 04106 00423 BAZYARANGE 22057 - 07/04/2008
2006/2421 04106 00423 BILGUFEU 22927 - 09/06/2008
2006/2422 04106 00423 BAZSODVANI 22928 - 09/06/2008
2006/2423 04106 00423 BAZVINCI 22929 - 09/06/2008
2006/2424 04106 00423 BOXPIKJO 22930 - 09/06/2008
2006/2425 04106 00423 BULCIGAROU 22931 - 09/06/2008
2006/2426 04106 00423 BULPIKNEIGE 24577 - 06/04/2009
2006/2442 05417 00423 BECORO 23307 - 21/07/2008
2006/2443 05417 00423 XXS YELLOW 23124 - 07/07/2008
2006/2483 05656 SAT77 25697 - 22/07/2009
2006/2485 05656 SAT47 25698 - 22/07/2009
2006/2486 05656 SAT10 25699 - 22/07/2009
2006/2488 05656 SAT68 25700 - 22/07/2009
2006/2490 05656 SAT56 25701 - 22/07/2009
2006/2492 05656 SAT38 23524 - 13/10/2008
2006/2493 05656 SAT49 25702 - 22/07/2009
2006/2548 04988 WHITE WONDER 23525 - 13/10/2008
2006/2549 04988 MEAGAN 23463 - 29/09/2008




2006/2586 03823 CEPASSOA PINK 23527 - 13/10/2008
2006/2587 01571 00423 HILL SURFER 24579 - 06/04/2009
2006/2588 01571 00423 LONDON RUNNER 24698 - 20/04/2009
2006/2589 01571 00423 MIAMI RUNNER 24699 - 20/04/2009
2006/2590 01571 00423 MARBELLA JOGGER 24700 - 20/04/2009
2006/2591 01571 00423 PAMPLONA JOGGER 24701 - 20/04/2009
2006/2599 05656 SAT34 25703 - 22/07/2009
2006/2601 01571 00423 PASSADENA JOGGER 24580 - 06/04/2009
2006/2602 01571 00423 RAVENNA JOGGER 24581 - 06/04/2009
2006/2603 01571 00423 SAN REMO RUNNER 24582 - 06/04/2009
2006/2604 01571 00423 SEA SURFER 24583 - 06/04/2009
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2006/2606 01571 00423 BARCELONA JOGGER 24585 - 06/04/2009
2006/2607 01571 00423 BEACH SURFER 24702 - 20/04/2009
2006/2608 01571 00423 BIG RUNNER 24586 - 06/04/2009
2006/2609 01571 00423 BRISBANE JOGGER 24587 - 06/04/2009
2006/2610 01571 00423 GRANADA JOGGER 24703 - 20/04/2009
2006/2611 01571 00423 GREEN RUNNER 24588 - 06/04/2009
2006/2656 00025 ZODIAC RED 23465 - 29/09/2008
2006/2657 00025 WOODPECKER DARK 23466 - 29/09/2008
2006/2694 02557 00423 DELIJUNEAU 23150 - 07/07/2008
2006/2695 02557 00423 DELINICOSIA 23125 - 07/07/2008
2006/2696 02557 00423 DELIJERSEY 23126 - 07/07/2008
2006/2697 02557 00423 DELIANGELINA 23151 - 07/07/2008
2006/2722 04061 ASENKA SPLENDID 23467 - 29/09/2008
2007/0051 03602 00423 DARK PINK YONEW
YORK
23683 - 08/12/2008
2007/0052 03602 00423 YOEUGENE IMP 23684 - 08/12/2008
2007/0053 03602 00423 YOHUDSON BAY 23685 - 08/12/2008
2007/0054 03602 00423 YOKASHMIR 23686 - 08/12/2008
2007/0055 03602 00423 YOPRESTON 23687 - 08/12/2008
2007/0056 03602 00423 YOWILMINGTON 23688 - 08/12/2008
2007/0058 03602 00423 JOLLY YOCHERYL 24704 - 20/04/2009
2007/0059 03602 00423 SPARKLING
YOCHERYL
24705 - 20/04/2009
2007/0063 00025 BRAQUE PINK 24706 - 20/04/2009
2007/0064 03602 00423 YOGIGI GOLD 24707 - 20/04/2009
2007/0065 03602 00423 YOGIGI PINK 24708 - 20/04/2009
2007/0066 03602 00423 YOGIGI WHITE 24709 - 20/04/2009
2007/0068 03602 00423 YOKERRY 24710 - 20/04/2009
2007/0069 03602 00423 YOMARLENE RED 24711 - 20/04/2009
2007/0070 03602 00423 YOMORGAN 24712 - 20/04/2009
2007/0071 03602 00423 YONAIROBI 23689 - 08/12/2008
2007/0073 03602 00423 YOREDWING 23690 - 08/12/2008
2007/0100 01571 00423 SPEEDY SPRINTER 24713 - 20/04/2009
2007/0179 00320 00423 DEKLOPEZ 23152 - 07/07/2008
2007/0180 00320 00423 DEKTANGA PINK 23153 - 07/07/2008
2007/0181 00320 00423 DEKTACINDA 23154 - 07/07/2008
2007/0182 00320 00423 DEKSCAPINO 23155 - 07/07/2008
2007/0205 00320 00423 DEKLEANDRA DARK 23297 - 21/07/2008
2007/0206 00320 00423 DEKSELMA ORANGE 23156 - 07/07/2008
2007/0208 00320 00423 DEKADORA 23157 - 07/07/2008
2007/0276 00301 SUN UP YELLOW 23468 - 29/09/2008
2007/0334 00025 RITMO 23528 - 13/10/2008
2007/0436 03788 OGHANA WHITE 25444 - 22/06/2009
2007/0437 03602 00423 YOIRVINE IMP 23691 - 08/12/2008
2007/0461 00025 STREAMER SPLEN-
DID
24222 - 23/02/2009
2007/0462 00025 FICHEECKS 24132 - 23/02/2009
2007/0475 00025 FICLASSY 24223 - 23/02/2009
2007/0476 00025 JUICY 24224 - 23/02/2009
2007/0512 05771 FINO 24133 - 23/02/2009
2007/0513 05771 WITEC 24134 - 23/02/2009
2007/0669 00638 00423 BR 034381 24719 - 20/04/2009
2007/0672 00638 00423 BRT 02263 23693 - 08/12/2008
2007/0807 00852 03823 BOREAS 26063 - 05/10/2009
2007/0808 00852 03823 ROMULUS 26064 - 05/10/2009
2007/0810 00852 03823 ZANMUGAN 26065 - 05/10/2009
2007/0811 00852 03823 ZANMUROWA 26066 - 05/10/2009
2007/0812 00852 03823 ZANMUFEL 26067 - 05/10/2009
2007/1174 00320 00423 DEKCHENITA 23771 - 17/12/2008
2007/1175 00320 00423 DEKCYRIL 23912 - 26/01/2009
2007/1178 00320 00423 DEKGALIARO GREEN 23772 - 17/12/2008
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2007/1180 00320 00423 DEKRINGA BRONZE 23914 - 26/01/2009
2007/1181 00320 00423 DEKSAMBU PURPLE 23915 - 26/01/2009
2007/1183 00320 00423 DEKTIMMAN SUM-
MER
23773 - 17/12/2008
2007/1185 02557 00423 DELIVULCANO PUR-
PLE
23774 - 17/12/2008
2007/1186 02557 00423 DELIMARIMO 23916 - 26/01/2009
2007/1188 00320 00423 DEKLINDI PINK 23918 - 26/01/2009
2007/1189 00320 00423 DEKLINDI YELLOW 23919 - 26/01/2009
2007/1329 02557 00423 DELISERENA DARK 23775 - 17/12/2008
2007/1536 03823 ZANMUSABAU PINK 26237 - 07/12/2009
2007/1537 03823 SUPEPPER 24233 - 23/02/2009
2007/1538 03823 SUGREFE 24035 - 09/02/2009
2007/1539 00852 03823 ZANMUHELENS 25706 - 22/07/2009
2007/1640 00025 VIVID 24935 - 04/05/2009
2007/1641 00025 GREENDAY 26073 - 05/10/2009
2007/1642 00025 BACARDI CREAM 24936 - 04/05/2009
2007/1643 00025 MINTY 24937 - 04/05/2009
2007/1700 00301 CALABRIA CERISE 24938 - 04/05/2009
2007/1702 00025 TWEETY 24939 - 04/05/2009
2007/1705 00025 FIDANCESAL 25096 - 18/05/2009
2007/2023 04061 CAESAR YELLOW 24941 - 04/05/2009
2007/2024 04061 CAESAR CREAM 24942 - 04/05/2009
2007/2068 02416 REALSATURN 24945 - 04/05/2009
2007/2069 02416 REALGIOVE 24946 - 04/05/2009
2007/2150 03823 SUTOBAGO 25710 - 22/07/2009
2007/2151 03823 CEBODEGA ORANGE 24947 - 04/05/2009
2007/2152 06153 03823 ZANMUREPE 24948 - 04/05/2009
2007/2255 03602 00423 YODURANGO 24395 - 23/03/2009
2007/2256 03602 00423 YOMAYFIELD 24396 - 23/03/2009
2007/2286 05935 00423 ARMAWHIDAN 24397 - 23/03/2009
2007/2287 05935 00423 ARMALEXA 24398 - 23/03/2009
2007/2292 05417 00423 KISTAR DARK 25103 - 18/05/2009
2007/2416 06057 TEMA 26096 - 05/10/2009
2007/2418 06057 PATEC 26097 - 05/10/2009
2007/2419 06057 LOTEC 26098 - 05/10/2009
2007/2420 06057 SETEC 26099 - 05/10/2009
2007/2421 06057 UTEC 26100 - 05/10/2009
2007/2422 06057 RATEC 26101 - 05/10/2009
2007/2425 06057 ALRI 26102 - 05/10/2009
2007/2536 04106 00423 BAZCLEROCI 25106 - 18/05/2009
2007/2537 04106 00423 BAZDODU 25107 - 18/05/2009
2007/2538 04106 00423 BAZLINO 25108 - 18/05/2009
2007/2539 04106 00423 BAZNAGA 25109 - 18/05/2009
2007/2540 04106 00423 BOXPARDO 25110 - 18/05/2009
2007/2601 02557 00423 DELIMANADOU 25711 - 22/07/2009
2007/2602 02557 00423 DELIMATRESHKA 25712 - 22/07/2009
2007/2603 02557 00423 DELISAFOR 25713 - 22/07/2009
2007/2604 02557 00423 DELISIRACUSA 25714 - 22/07/2009
2007/2605 02557 00423 DELIBALTICA 25715 - 22/07/2009
2007/2606 02557 00423 DELIMERIBEL 25716 - 22/07/2009
2007/2607 02557 00423 SAMOS DARK 25717 - 22/07/2009
2007/2608 02557 00423 DELIVULCANO DARK 25718 - 22/07/2009
2007/2609 02557 00423 SAMOS YELLOW 25719 - 22/07/2009
2007/2610 02557 00423 ZEMBLA FUNKY 25720 - 22/07/2009
2007/2611 02557 00423 DELIAVORIAZ 25721 - 22/07/2009
2007/2612 02557 00423 DELICEFALU 25722 - 22/07/2009
2007/2628 01571 00423 AMELIA JOGGER 25111 - 18/05/2009
2007/2629 01571 00423 BARIKI RUNNER 25112 - 18/05/2009
2007/2630 01571 00423 RED DARK RUNNER 25113 - 18/05/2009
2007/2631 01571 00423 TIANA JOGGER 25114 - 18/05/2009
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2007/2732 03602 00423 YOBATAVIA 26310 - 21/12/2009
2007/2733 03602 00423 YOSTOCKTON 26311 - 21/12/2009
2007/2777 00301 SASSY TIME 26105 - 05/10/2009
2007/2846 00320 00423 DEKALROY 26312 - 21/12/2009
2007/2847 00320 00423 DEKARJUNA 26313 - 21/12/2009
2007/2848 00320 00423 DEKBLACK EYE 26314 - 21/12/2009
2007/2858 00320 00423 DEKDINAR WHITE 26315 - 21/12/2009
2007/2859 00320 00423 DEKESCUDO 26316 - 21/12/2009
2007/2861 00320 00423 DEKMILENCO 26317 - 21/12/2009
2007/2954 03602 00423 BRONZE YONEW
YORK
26318 - 21/12/2009
2007/2955 03602 00423 YOSPRING HILL IMP 26319 - 21/12/2009
2007/2956 03602 00423 YODOVER 26320 - 21/12/2009
2007/2957 03602 00423 YOODESSA 26321 - 21/12/2009
2007/2958 03602 00423 YOPRETORIA 26322 - 21/12/2009
2007/2959 03602 00423 YOQUESTA 26323 - 21/12/2009
2007/2960 00320 00423 DEKORLINA 26324 - 21/12/2009
2007/2962 00320 00423 DEKSNOWFLAKE 26325 - 21/12/2009
2007/2964 00320 00423 MONA LISA SUNNY 26326 - 21/12/2009
2008/0037 04538 GUITSUNBER 23298 - 21/07/2008
2008/0038 04538 GUITSIDIL 23299 - 21/07/2008
2008/0039 04538 GUITSPLENDE 23300 - 21/07/2008
2008/0040 04538 GUITLASOYA 23301 - 21/07/2008
2008/0041 04538 GUITRASHA 23302 - 21/07/2008
2008/0042 04538 GUITLOONA 23303 - 21/07/2008
2008/0043 04538 GUITBOULI 23304 - 21/07/2008
2008/0044 02545 00423 ANASTASIA DARK
GREEN
25724 - 22/07/2009
2008/0096 04061 NIKKI 26107 - 05/10/2009
2008/0246 05935 00423 AAMPAS RED 25576 - 06/07/2009
2008/0247 05935 00423 ARHORINMA 26110 - 05/10/2009
2008/0248 05935 00423 ARDOUAREP 26111 - 05/10/2009
2008/0686 00320 00423 DEKALLPURE 26327 - 21/12/2009
2008/0693 00320 00423 DEKNAVONA 26328 - 21/12/2009
2008/0694 00320 00423 DEKPALASHA 26329 - 21/12/2009
2008/0695 00320 00423 DEKROMANOV 26330 - 21/12/2009
2008/0724 00320 00423 DEKFULVIO 26331 - 21/12/2009
2008/0725 00320 00423 DEKKITE 26332 - 21/12/2009
2008/0771 00320 00423 DEKCADENA 26333 - 21/12/2009
2008/0772 00320 00423 DEKCORLEONE 26334 - 21/12/2009
2008/0773 00320 00423 DEKEDVALDO 26335 - 21/12/2009
2008/0774 00320 00423 DEKFEDOR 26336 - 21/12/2009
2008/0848 00320 00423 DEKLENGAI 26337 - 21/12/2009
2008/0993 00638 00423 BRT 03791 26338 - 21/12/2009
2008/1700 06725 00423 YOCOPPER 26339 - 21/12/2009
2008/1887 00320 00423 DEKBERET GREEN 25545 - 22/06/2009
Chrysanthemum x Ajania paciﬁca
2005/1764 05935 00423 MOERAAM3 19533 - 19/03/2007
2005/1784 05935 00423 MOERAAM1 24389 - 23/03/2009
Chrysanthemum paciﬁcum Nakai
1999/0003 00195 BEA 8306 - 24/09/2001
1999/0467 05417 00423 MONT JOLI 10261 - 18/11/2002
2000/0756 01750 ZEEMIMOSA 10861 - 24/03/2003
2005/2539 00195 BENETTI 20713 - 24/08/2007
2005/2540 00195 KIBENGO 20712 - 24/08/2007
2007/1314 05935 00423 MOERDAY 24231 - 23/02/2009
Chrysocephalum apiculatum (Labill.) Steetz
2007/0297 04475 00165 FLOCHRDEF 25579 - 06/07/2009
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Cichorium endivia L.
1995/0621 00088 EXCEL 1459 - 16/12/1996
1995/0622 00088 MISTRAL 1460 - 16/12/1996
1995/1973 01113 ATRIA 1635 - 15/01/1997
1997/0357 03602 03325 FOXIE 3134 - 02/06/1998
1997/0358 03602 03325 WOODIE 3132 - 02/06/1998
1997/0360 03602 03325 TRUDIE 3048 - 06/07/1998
1997/1403 01113 SACHA 3151 - 02/06/1998
1998/1452 03602 03325 SNOOPIE 5566 - 06/12/1999
1999/0309 00088 KETHEL 7446 - 09/04/2001
1999/1208 03602 03325 STOMIE 5801 - 14/02/2000
2000/0439 03602 03325 LASSIE 8505 - 03/12/2001
2000/1831 01113 ISOLA 7999 - 06/08/2001
2001/0741 00072 ATLETA 11099 - 05/05/2003
2003/2046 00088 BELUSA 18575 - 23/10/2006
2003/2421 01113 KALINKA 13949 - 13/09/2004
2003/2422 01113 MILADY 13950 - 13/09/2004
2004/1075 00088 SEYCHEL 14565 - 10/05/2005
2004/1418 00072 BEKELE 20074 - 21/05/2007
2004/1419 00072 TEBAS 20075 - 21/05/2007
2004/1976 03602 03325 JOLIE 18160 - 17/07/2006
2005/0006 03602 03325 BRILLANTES 16435 - 28/11/2005
2005/0008 03602 03325 SUMMERIE 18164 - 17/07/2006
2005/1038 00088 GALANTI 20376 - 18/06/2007
2005/1184 00088 SOLEIADO 20377 - 18/06/2007
2005/2341 00088 NAIROBI 23232 - 21/07/2008
2005/2345 00088 MATTEO 17862 - 06/06/2006
2005/2718 03602 03325 CURLITA 18351 - 25/09/2006
2006/0398 03602 03325 MORAS 23206 - 21/07/2008
2006/1056 00072 CUARTANA 24088 - 23/02/2009
2006/2686 00237 AMIGOS 23274 - 21/07/2008
2006/2690 00237 FRIOS 24089 - 23/02/2009
2006/2692 00237 PACOS 23278 - 21/07/2008
2007/0502 03602 03325 CATHIE 25970 - 05/10/2009
2007/0647 03602 03325 FOGGIE 24908 - 04/05/2009
2008/0349 03602 03325 LORIE 24354 - 23/03/2009
2008/0477 03602 03325 RAMONES 24355 - 23/03/2009
2008/0478 03602 03325 FUCINES 24356 - 23/03/2009
2008/1137 03602 03325 ANDES 24357 - 23/03/2009
2008/1159 03602 03325 AVILES 24358 - 23/03/2009
Cichorium intybus L. partim
1997/0157 00237 CPZ 4641 6897 - 20/11/2000
1997/0166 00237 CPZ 6722 6898 - 20/11/2000
1998/0339 00237 CES4731 7465 - 09/04/2001
1998/0340 00237 AUG133 7466 - 09/04/2001
1998/0990 01998 01999 FASTE 7472 - 09/04/2001
1998/0991 01998 01999 OESIA 5844 - 03/04/2000
1999/0818 00072 WO126 13784 - 19/07/2004
1999/0819 00072 WO125 13785 - 19/07/2004
2000/0303 00072 REDORIA 10958 - 14/04/2003
2000/1909 00237 NER261 11083 - 05/05/2003
2000/1913 00237 FURB 21 11087 - 05/05/2003
2000/1914 00237 SISTA 159 11088 - 05/05/2003
2001/0740 00072 WO 118 15170 - 18/04/2005
2001/1199 00237 FOX 14 15158 - 18/04/2005
2003/1721 00237 BEJO 2224 18144 - 17/07/2006
2003/1723 00237 BEJO 2218 18146 - 17/07/2006
2004/0707 00072 WO 0056 20822 - 24/08/2007
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Cichorium intybus L. partim
2005/2416 00237 BEJO 2237 23271 - 21/07/2008
2005/2418 00237 BEJO 2236 23272 - 21/07/2008
2005/2419 00237 BEJO 2235 23273 - 21/07/2008
2006/2636 04919 01873 PUNA II 24927 - 04/05/2009
Cicer arietinum L.
1997/0633 01306 01122 GALIT 3178 - 15/06/1998
1997/0634 01306 01122 AYALA 3179 - 15/06/1998
1997/0981 00708 KREMA 3180 - 15/06/1998
1997/0982 00708 BIANKA 3181 - 15/06/1998
Citrus L.
1996/0767 01157/01155 FORNER ALCAIDE 5 15858 - 18/07/2005
1997/0274 01631 06595 BARNFIELD LATE
NAVEL
20996 - 08/10/2007
1997/0512 01157/01155 FORNER ALCAIDE 418 19646 - 19/03/2007
1997/0624 06445 06595 ROHDE SUMMER
NAVEL
20997 - 08/10/2007
1998/1359 02360 POWELL SUMMER
NAVEL
20998 - 17/12/2007
1998/1360 02362 02360 CHISLETT SUMMER
NAVEL
20976 - 08/10/2007
1998/1361 02360 LORETINA 5647 - 20/12/1999
1999/0864 02637/02638/01155 CHAPARRO 21950 - 10/03/2008
1999/0865 01157/01155 FORNER ALCAIDE 13 18679 - 20/11/2006
1999/0866 01157/01155 FORNER ALCAIDE 517 18680 - 20/11/2006
1999/1041 05940/05941 04731 DELIZIA 15368 - 10/05/2005
2000/0491 02983 01166 SANDO 25890 - 24/08/2009
2000/1110 03076 03077 CLEMENPONS 7987 - 06/08/2001
2001/0156 03296 01869 TACLE 19035 - 22/01/2007
2001/0157 03296 01869 CLARA 19036 - 22/01/2007
2001/0158 03296 01869 REALE 19037 - 22/01/2007
2001/1347 00345 03796 GOLD NUGGET 25888 - 24/08/2009
2004/1447 04719 CULTIFORT 24079 - 23/02/2009
2005/1035 02360 CLEMENRUBÍ 21770 - 28/01/2008
Citrullus lanatus (Thunb.) Matsum et. Nakai
2000/0776 05170 BLACK PEARL 7986 - 06/08/2001
2000/0777 05170 JENNY 9944 - 12/08/2002
2003/0378 04075 02329 COMPANION 18371 - 25/09/2006
2003/0480 04075 02329 TML 1104700 17610 - 22/05/2006
2003/0481 04075 02329 WSB1102142 17611 - 22/05/2006
2004/0522 03602 03325 SENG 9081 16116 - 17/08/2005
2004/0523 03602 03325 SP 1 16117 - 17/08/2005
2006/0281 03602 03325 PRECIOUS PETITE 18352 - 25/09/2006
2006/0282 03602 03325 PETITE PERFECTION 18771 - 04/12/2006
2006/0403 03602 03325 MASTER 21020 - 08/10/2007
2006/0404 03602 03325 SORENTO 21021 - 08/10/2007
2006/1748 04075 02329 ROMALINDA 23189 - 21/07/2008
2006/2246 05170 KUDAM 23763 - 17/12/2008
2007/0022 05170 PREMIUM 24881 - 04/05/2009
2007/0023 05170 STYLE 24882 - 04/05/2009
2007/0507 03602 03325 BIBO 23222 - 21/07/2008
2007/2392 05170 CLYDE 24087 - 23/02/2009
2007/2975 03602 03325 SP 4 25474 - 22/06/2009
Clematis L.
1995/1833 03336/00081 EVIFIVE 976 - 02/09/1996
1995/1834 03336/00081 EVISIX 977 - 02/09/1996
1995/1835 03336/00081 POULALA 5575 - 20/12/1999
1995/2646 00219 KUGOTIA 1471 - 16/12/1996
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Clematis L.
1996/0751 05860 00423 ALBLO 5883 - 05/06/2000
1997/0412 00081/03336 EVIRIDA 5041 - 25/10/1999
1997/0413 00081/03336 EVIRIN 5042 - 25/10/1999
1997/0415 00081/03336 EVIJOHILL 5043 - 25/10/1999
1997/1051 01849 AVALANCHE 4711 - 21/06/1999
1998/0914 03305 MY ANGEL 7416 - 09/04/2001
1998/1164 02297 BLUE LIGHT 8175 - 10/09/2001
1998/1206 02324 CELEBRATION 8177 - 10/09/2001
1999/1419 03305 NEW LOVE 7642 - 07/05/2001
2000/0299 03305 ZOIN 9023 - 18/03/2002
2000/1195 03092/03093 03091 SUNRISE 10040 - 09/09/2002
2000/1196 03092/03093 03091 STAR 11442 - 23/06/2003
2000/1735 03196 BARBARA HARRING-
TON
10065 - 23/09/2002
2001/0074 03305 ZOPRE 11547 - 28/07/2003
2001/0584 03423 PRINSESSE ALEXAN-
DRA
11456 - 23/06/2003
2001/0866 03093/03092 02433 GISTAR 13525 - 07/06/2004
2001/0867 03093/03092 02433 ROBUD 13526 - 07/06/2004
2001/1505 03305 FASCINATION 11471 - 07/07/2003
2001/1624 01849/02511 03423 WHITE ABUNDANCE 11643 - 22/08/2003
2002/0142 02506/00081 EVIPO004 13534 - 07/06/2004
2002/0143 02506/00081 EVIPO005 15666 - 06/06/2005
2002/0144 02506/00081 EVIPO006 14076 - 27/09/2004
2002/0145 03736 00081 EVIPO038 14308 - 22/11/2004
2002/1212 03305 ZOBLUEPI 14313 - 22/11/2004
2002/1772 03305 HENDRYETTA 13548 - 07/06/2004
2003/0442 00081/03336 EVIPO001 15730 - 20/06/2005
2003/0443 00081/03336 EVIPO007 15731 - 20/06/2005
2003/0444 00081/03336 EVIPO017 15732 - 20/06/2005
2003/0445 00081/03336 EVIPO018 15733 - 20/06/2005
2003/0446 00081/03336 EVIPO019 15734 - 20/06/2005
2003/0447 00081/03336 EVIPO023 15735 - 20/06/2005
2003/0448 00081/03336 EVIPO024 15736 - 20/06/2005
2003/0449 00081/03336 EVIPO025 17410 - 22/05/2006
2003/0517 03093/03092 02433 DOCTOR PENELOPE 20907 - 10/09/2007
2003/0520 03092/03093 02433 CADMY 21748 - 11/02/2008
2003/0521 03092/03093 02433 CRINKLE 22936 - 23/06/2008
2003/1021 03305 QUEEN OF HOLLAND 15739 - 20/06/2005
2003/1112 00081/03336 EVIPO002 15741 - 20/06/2005
2003/1113 00081/03336 EVIPO009 15742 - 20/06/2005
2003/1114 00081/03336 EVIPO012 15743 - 20/06/2005
2003/1115 00081/03336 EVIPO013 15744 - 20/06/2005
2003/1116 00081/03336 EVIPO014 15745 - 20/06/2005
2003/1146 00081/03336 EVIPO021 17411 - 22/05/2006
2003/1475 03305 PINK DELIGHT 15751 - 20/06/2005
2003/1816 04401 PRINCE ALEXANDER 15756 - 20/06/2005
2003/1841 03305 JAN FOPMA 15757 - 20/06/2005
2003/2357 00081/03336 EVIPO015 15763 - 20/06/2005
2004/0614 00081/03336 EVIPO020 17422 - 22/05/2006
2004/0615 00081/03336 EVIPO029 17423 - 22/05/2006
2004/0616 00081/03336 EVIPO030 17424 - 22/05/2006
2004/1467 00081/02506 EVIPO003 17435 - 22/05/2006
2004/1468 00081/02506 EVIPO011 17436 - 22/05/2006
2004/1469 00081/02506 EVIPO031 17437 - 22/05/2006
2004/1470 02506/00081 EVIPO032 17438 - 22/05/2006
2004/1471 00081/02506 EVIPO034 17439 - 22/05/2006
2004/1472 00081/02506 EVIPO036 17440 - 22/05/2006
2004/1495 00081/02506 EVIPO033 17441 - 22/05/2006
2005/0086 03305 ZORERO 20623 - 06/08/2007
2005/0591 05040 UNO KIVISTIK 20855 - 24/08/2007
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Clematis L.
2005/0592 05040 VETKA 20856 - 24/08/2007
2005/0747 05066 WHITE MAGIC 25247 - 08/06/2009
2005/0868 00689/02874 00827 CLEMINOV 51 20624 - 06/08/2007
2006/0447 03305 ZOKLAKO 22472 - 19/05/2008
2006/0915 05444/05445 00423 STOLWIJK GOLD 22475 - 19/05/2008
2006/1043 00081/03336 EVIPO037 22954 - 23/06/2008
2006/1214 00081/03336 EVIPO039 22956 - 23/06/2008
2006/1825 03092/03093 02433 CADSON1 25256 - 08/06/2009
2006/1864 05573 BCL1239 25257 - 08/06/2009
2007/0102 05702 SNOW BELLS 25726 - 22/07/2009
2007/0362 05747 05746 KBK02 25267 - 08/06/2009
2007/1343 02219 ZOSTIWA 24968 - 04/05/2009
2007/1344 02219 ZOMIBEL 24969 - 04/05/2009
2007/1345 02219 ZOJOGO 24970 - 04/05/2009
2007/1346 02219 ZOJAPUR 24971 - 04/05/2009
2007/1347 02219 ZOIAMLADYQ 24972 - 04/05/2009
2007/1348 02219 ZODAQUE 24973 - 04/05/2009
2007/1349 03305 MARIA CORNELIA 25273 - 08/06/2009
Clematis x cartmanii
2001/1614 01849/02511 03423 SNOW VALLEY 11501 - 28/07/2003
Cleome spinosa Jacq.
2006/2452 00165 INNCLEOSR 23714 - 08/12/2008
Clerodendrum L.
2002/0989 04560 01903 KEVIN 13573 - 21/06/2004
Clethra alnifolia L.
2006/0540 06286 DARWISH 24402 - 23/03/2009
Clusia rosea Jacq.
2000/1221 03475 01903 PRINCESS 8456 - 05/11/2001
2007/1911 05240 01903 WHISTAR 25228 - 18/05/2009
Colocasia esculenta (L.) Schott
2001/1065 02631 XCINTHO 10668 - 24/02/2003
x Colmanara hort.
2004/2477 04884 00441 MASSAI SPLASH 19016 - 08/01/2007
2004/2478 04884 00441 MASSAI RED 19026 - 08/01/2007
Consolida regalis Gray
2007/2683 02871 KIECOBLA 25426 - 08/06/2009
Convolvulus sabatius Viv.
2002/0647 03226 SUMCOV01 13863 - 16/08/2004
2003/0785 03116 KLECS02209 13379 - 17/05/2004
2005/1320 00742 01110 MOROCCAN BEAUTY 18227 - 21/08/2006
Coprosma J. R. Forst. & G. Forst.
1998/1584 02435 02433 EVENING GLOW 11594 - 22/08/2003
1998/1588 02440 02433 RAINBOW SURPRISE 11595 - 22/08/2003
1999/0713 02603 02604 KARO RED 11599 - 22/08/2003
2002/1057 02440 02433 FIRE BURST 15123 - 18/04/2005
2007/1122 02435 02433 LEMON AND LIME 26072 - 05/10/2009
Coprosma repens A. Rich.
2007/0891 03987 01110 HUTPAC 26069 - 05/10/2009
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Coprosma propinqua A. Cunn.
2007/1785 05967 01589 AUTUMN HAZE 26075 - 05/10/2009
Cornus alba L.
1995/1149 00324 00889 BAILHALO 5815 - 03/04/2000
2000/1484 03151 CREAM CRACKER 9219 - 15/04/2002
Cornus kousa Hance
2004/1712 04781 LAURA 22753 - 09/06/2008
2007/0904 05831 01689 EVA 25035 - 04/05/2009
2007/0905 05831 01689 MELANIE 25036 - 04/05/2009
2007/1472 05831 01689 ELINE 25048 - 04/05/2009
Cornus alternifolia L.f.
2004/2540 04895 02586 WSTACKMAN 21639 - 14/01/2008
Cornus L.
2005/0627 02847 05045 KN4 43 22241 - 05/05/2008
Cornus kousa Hance x Cornus nuttallii Audubon
2007/2395 02847 05045 KN30 8 24813 - 20/04/2009
Corylus avellana L.
1999/1103 02586 RED MAJESTIC 8210 - 10/09/2001
2005/1830 05228 ANNYS PURPLE
DREAM
21880 - 11/02/2008
2005/2603 05286 02586 RED BARON 22218 - 05/05/2008
Cordyline Comm.ex R. Br.
1997/0200 01605 01903 PEKO 5040 - 25/10/1999
1999/1471 02795 02499 RED FOUNTAIN 9564 - 03/06/2002
2004/0034 06202 VERDE 18392 - 25/09/2006
2005/2007 02603 02604 CARDINAL 20890 - 10/09/2007
Cordyline fruticosa (L.) A. Chev.
2005/1589 05187 02499 BRA01 22758 - 09/06/2008
Cordyline australis (G. Forst.) Endl.
2006/1233 04054 02499 JEL01 22795 - 09/06/2008
2006/1524 03999 EUROSTRIPE 25206 - 18/05/2009
2007/1292 05894/03854 01110 SEIPIN 25225 - 18/05/2009
2007/2669 06094 01903 RIC01 25232 - 18/05/2009
Coreopsis L.
2001/1663 03620 00423 LIMEROCK RUBY 11265 - 09/06/2003
2004/1079 04680 00423 CREMBRU 17553 - 22/05/2006
2004/1820 03620 00423 LIMEROCK PASSION 17213 - 24/04/2006
2007/1123 05881 00441 RUM PUNCH 25411 - 08/06/2009
2007/1124 05881 00441 RP1 25412 - 08/06/2009
2007/1125 05881 00441 RP4 25413 - 08/06/2009
2007/1126 05881 00441 RP5 25414 - 08/06/2009
Coreopsis grandiﬂora Hogg ex Sweet
1998/0309 02512 WALCOREOP 9310 - 06/05/2002
2007/1162 05290 05291 GOLDEN POMPOM 25415 - 08/06/2009
Coreopsis rosea Nutt.
2001/1464 06725 00423 SWEET DREAMS 11263 - 09/06/2003
2003/2130 02595 02334 HEAVENS GATE 17413 - 22/05/2006
2005/2633 05290 05291 COREOPRAM 22763 - 09/06/2008
2007/1163 05290 05291 TURKISH DELIGHT 25416 - 08/06/2009
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Coreopsis verticillata L.
2007/1693 03620 00423 LIMEROCK DREAM 25168 - 18/05/2009
Coreopsis rosea Nutt. x C. tinctoria Nutt.
2006/2563 02133 00441 CHERRY LEMONADE 25408 - 08/06/2009
2006/2564 02133 00441 PINK LEMONADE 25409 - 08/06/2009




2007/0214 01001 CALYPSO 24379 - 23/03/2009
Cortaderia selloana (Schult. et Schult. f.) Asch. & Graebn.
2001/1485 03090 SPLENDID STAR 13562 - 21/06/2004
2002/1948 04049 00441 BREMCOR 13886 - 16/08/2004
2004/1399 03090 VERCOR 2 20835 - 24/08/2007
2005/0373 04992 02334 EVITA 20842 - 24/08/2007
2006/0250 05339 02433 SILVER STAR 22242 - 05/05/2008
2006/2460 05652 INNCORTGF 22282 - 05/05/2008
2007/0575 05018 STARS AND STRIPES 24797 - 20/04/2009
2007/0892 05828 GOLDEN GOBLIN 24803 - 20/04/2009
Corydalis moorcroftiana Wall. ex Hook. f. & Thomson Œ C. wilsonii N. E. Br.
2007/0130 02133 00441 CANARY FEATHERS 24249 - 09/03/2009
Corydalis ﬂexuosa Franch.
2002/0013 02133 00441 GOLDEN PANDA 15678 - 06/06/2005
Corydalis shimienensis C.Y.Wu & Z.Y.Su
2007/0709 02133 00441 BERRY EXCITING 25090 - 18/05/2009
Cosmos atrosanguineus (Hook.) Voss
2001/1127 03517/03518 00423 PINOT NOIR 13436 - 07/06/2004
2006/0168 03166 00165 THOMOCHA 22745 - 09/06/2008
Cosmos Cav.
2007/1659 05804 00423 NEW CHOCO 24723 - 20/04/2009
Cotinus Mill.
1995/1706 00138 ANCOT 2401 - 01/09/1997
1996/0732 01384 YOUNG LADY 2402 - 01/09/1997
Cotinus coggygria Scop.
2000/1693 03195 KOLCOT 11300 - 09/06/2003
2004/1457 01782 01110 LISJO 22011 - 07/04/2008
Cotoneaster Medik.
1996/0102 06286 DARWIL 5870 - 05/06/2000
Cotoneaster dammeri C.K. Schneid.
2004/1562 00689/02874 00827 BELKA 21628 - 14/01/2008
Cotyledon L.
2001/1683 03627 00423 OCTOPUS 9727 - 15/07/2002
Crambe abyssinica Hochst ex. R.E. Fr.
2001/1615 03075 00420 NEBULA 10011 - 09/09/2002
2001/1616 03075 00420 GALACTICA 10010 - 09/09/2002
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Crassula L.
2003/2283 04463 00423 MAGICAL 14319 - 06/12/2004
2004/1044 04674 02586 MURIELLE 18414 - 25/09/2006
Crassula arborescens (Mill.) Willd.
2004/1045 04674 02586 FRODO 18415 - 25/09/2006
Crassula ovata (Mill.) Druce
2007/1358 05910 01903 ODESSA 25418 - 08/06/2009
Crataegus succulenta Schrad. ex Link
2007/0364 03564 00420 JUBILEE 24792 - 20/04/2009
Crocosmia Planch.
2005/0340 04973 04974 OKAVANGO 20874 - 10/09/2007
2005/0341 04973 04974 ZAMBESI 20875 - 10/09/2007
2005/0342 04973 04974 LIMPOPO 20876 - 10/09/2007
2007/1711 02512 WALBREYES 25420 - 08/06/2009
Ctenanthe oppenheimiana (E. Morr.) K. Schum
2001/1760 00119 AMAGRIS 11623 - 22/08/2003
Cucumis melo L.
1997/0483 04633 VME 162 8872 - 18/02/2002
1997/0484 04633 GORDES 3719 - 05/10/1998
1997/0485 04633 CASALS 3718 - 05/10/1998
1998/0654 03602 03325 SENG 9051 4151 - 01/12/1998
1998/0655 03602 03325 SENG 9055 8881 - 18/02/2002
1999/0463 02395 01122 LAVI GAL 7193 - 18/12/2000
1999/0716 03602 03325 SENG9070 9925 - 12/08/2002
1999/0717 03602 03325 SENG9071 9926 - 12/08/2002
1999/0718 03602 03325 SENG9072 9927 - 12/08/2002
1999/0719 03602 03325 SENG9073 13068 - 19/04/2004
2001/1944 03602 03325 SENG 9078 13075 - 19/04/2004
2002/2071 00088 ALPES 17852 - 06/06/2006
2003/0072 03323 VELSAT 16106 - 17/08/2005
2003/0074 03323 REVA 16107 - 17/08/2005
2003/2145 06791 CYRO 16115 - 17/08/2005
2004/1811 04075 02329 ITA431389 20342 - 18/06/2007
2004/1812 04075 02329 ITA431396 20343 - 18/06/2007
2004/1813 04075 02329 WSH431373 20344 - 18/06/2007
2004/2240 03323 SPAN 19653 - 19/03/2007
2004/2242 03323 ATELLO 19655 - 19/03/2007
2005/2239 03323 NAMTO 22072 - 21/04/2008
2005/2241 03323 TOLEA 19759 - 02/04/2007
2005/2242 03323 ARYMO 25895 - 24/08/2009
2005/2244 03323 OLVEA 19760 - 02/04/2007
2006/0453 03602 03325 SENG 9084 23207 - 21/07/2008
2006/0454 03602 03325 SENG 9085 23208 - 21/07/2008
2006/0758 03602 03325 BLUENIGHT 23325 - 04/08/2008
2006/1712 03602 03325 SENG 9130 24901 - 04/05/2009
2006/2348 03323 TURBO 22073 - 21/04/2008
2006/2349 03323 THAMARO 22074 - 21/04/2008
2006/2433 00088 DANIEL 23316 - 04/08/2008
2006/2434 00088 VELETA 23317 - 04/08/2008
2007/0015 03602 03325 SENG 9127 24902 - 04/05/2009
2007/0016 03602 03325 SENG 9128 24903 - 04/05/2009
2007/0017 03602 03325 SENG 9129 24904 - 04/05/2009
2007/0018 03602 03325 SENG 9131 24905 - 04/05/2009
2007/0019 03602 03325 SENG 9132 24906 - 04/05/2009
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Cucumis melo L.
2007/0486 04075 02329 AMA371047 26299 - 21/12/2009
2007/1661 05958/05170 BLIZ 25902 - 24/08/2009
2007/2752 05170 NUN 9912 ME 24887 - 04/05/2009
2007/2753 05170 NUN 9917 ME 24888 - 04/05/2009
2007/2865 05170 NUN 9914 ME 25903 - 24/08/2009
2007/2894 05170 HIDALGO 24889 - 04/05/2009
2008/0168 05170/05958 CONDOR 24890 - 04/05/2009
2008/0525 03602 03325 SENG 9165 24919 - 04/05/2009
2008/0526 03602 03325 SENG 9166 24920 - 04/05/2009
2008/0537 03602 03325 SENG 9144 25976 - 05/10/2009
2009/0013 05958/05170 LUSIADAS 25969 - 05/10/2009
Cucumis sativus L.
1996/1157 00088 AVALON 3664 - 19/10/1998
1996/1158 00088 INDIRA 4239 - 15/02/1999
1998/0529 00088 ARMADA 7467 - 09/04/2001
1998/0532 00088 GARDON 7469 - 09/04/2001
1998/1223 00088 EUPHORIA 9579 - 17/06/2002
1999/1885 05170 SIENNA 8913 - 18/02/2002
1999/1890 05170 SAVANNA 8914 - 18/02/2002
2000/2020 00938 02329 ASL36336GY 11692 - 08/09/2003
2001/1598 00088 AVIANCE 12103 - 24/11/2003
2001/1599 00088 MYSTICA 12104 - 24/11/2003
2002/0811 05170 NUN1017CU 15863 - 18/07/2005
2003/1089 00088 VENICE 15868 - 18/07/2005
2003/1092 00088 BRASILIA 18574 - 23/10/2006
2003/1668 00088 BALANCE 15870 - 18/07/2005
2003/2490 02457 GERLINDE 13951 - 13/09/2004
2003/2491 02457 KONSTANZE 13952 - 13/09/2004
2004/0580 00088 BURGOS 18175 - 17/07/2006
2004/0623 05170 SHEILA 18180 - 17/07/2006
2005/0761 00088 CARAMBOLE 20374 - 18/06/2007
2005/1271 00072 OK 0466 23291 - 21/07/2008
2005/1751 00088 CONFIDA 20829 - 24/08/2007
2005/1752 00088 CURTIS 21737 - 28/01/2008
2006/1155 00088 TUNDRA 23246 - 21/07/2008
2006/1156 00088 EMINENTIA 23247 - 21/07/2008
2006/1393 00088 KK5618 RZ 23248 - 21/07/2008
2006/1394 00088 KK5524 RZ 24839 - 04/05/2009
2007/0867 06791 TRAVIATA 24388 - 23/03/2009
2007/1128 06791 TORRENTE 23652 - 10/11/2008
2007/1129 06791 FILIA 24895 - 04/05/2009
2007/1299 00088 SAMONA 24851 - 04/05/2009
2007/1300 00088 BOREAL 24852 - 04/05/2009
2007/1545 05170 HYDRA 23531 - 13/10/2008
2007/1959 00088 KK5526 RZ 24858 - 04/05/2009
2007/1961 00088 KK5581 RZ 24860 - 04/05/2009
2007/1962 00088 KK5588 RZ 24861 - 04/05/2009
2007/1963 00088 KK5600 RZ 24862 - 04/05/2009
2007/1964 00088 KK5609 RZ 24863 - 04/05/2009
2007/1968 00088 KK5631 RZ 24864 - 04/05/2009
2007/1969 00088 KK5633 RZ 24865 - 04/05/2009
2007/1970 00088 KK5643 RZ 24866 - 04/05/2009
2007/1971 00088 KK5648 RZ 24867 - 04/05/2009
2007/1972 00088 MK5805 RZ 24382 - 23/03/2009
2008/0392 00088 ROXANNA 24871 - 04/05/2009
2008/1775 00088 MIKEA 25964 - 05/10/2009
Cucurbita pepo L.
1996/0438 03602 03325 ROBERTA 1761 - 03/03/1997
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Cucurbita pepo L.
1996/0439 03602 03325 AFRODITE 1762 - 03/03/1997
2003/0753 03602 03325 SENG 9079 16109 - 17/08/2005
2004/2590 04075 02329 CAS481046 16920 - 27/02/2006
2006/0203 00683 KOSHARE YELLOW 25371 - 08/06/2009
2007/0487 04075 02329 ZGY1301027 25491 - 22/06/2009
Cucumis hirsutus Sond.
2006/0871 05438 DECUMIS 1687 21652 - 14/01/2008
Cucumis africanus L. f.
2006/0872 05438 DECUMIS 1688 21653 - 14/01/2008
2006/0873 05438 DECUMIS 1689 21654 - 14/01/2008
Cucurbita pepo var. styriaca Greb.
2006/0818 05424 05425 GSKAK1 20985 - 08/10/2007
2006/0819 05424 05425 GSK261 20984 - 08/10/2007
2006/0820 05424 05425 ARMIN 20983 - 08/10/2007
2007/1038 05850 GL114 21783 - 21/07/2008
2007/1039 05850 GL133 21784 - 21/07/2008
Cupressus L.
1995/1645 00367/03866 00889 LIMELIGHT 9563 - 03/06/2002
Cupressus macrocarpa Hartw.
2006/1663 03881 MINCUP 22919 - 09/06/2008
Cuphea hyssopifolia Kunth
1998/1598 02443 00441 ROSEGARDEN 4714 - 21/06/1999
2001/2050 03592 00441 UNG CU03 14579 - 24/01/2005
Cuphea P. Browne
2006/2362 03602 03325 CUPED 21405 - 10/12/2007
2006/2363 03602 03325 CUCO 21239 - 26/11/2007
2006/2364 03602 03325 CUBVI 21406 - 10/12/2007
Cuphea llavea Lex.
2008/1460 03226 VIEBURG 26227 - 07/12/2009
2008/1461 03226 VIELAV 26228 - 07/12/2009
2008/1462 03226 VIEPUR 26229 - 07/12/2009
Cupressocyparis leylandii (A.B. Jacks. et Dallim.) Dallim.
1996/1193 03353 VENTOSE 4414 - 15/03/1999
1998/0063 01975 BLUE JEANS 17703 - 06/06/2006
1998/0138 01987 01110 DRABB 11436 - 23/06/2003
2004/2428 01975 RECO 22755 - 09/06/2008
Curcuma L.
1997/0985 03867 CURLENO 5050 - 25/10/1999
2001/0881 03477 PEARL MONT BLANC 9704 - 15/07/2002
2001/0882 03477 PEARL SNOW 9705 - 15/07/2002
2001/0883 03477 PEARL BIANCO 9706 - 15/07/2002
2002/0777 03867 CURFUGA 13176 - 03/05/2004
2004/1132 02631 CINTHO FRANCINA 18090 - 17/07/2006
2004/1514 03867 CURKANA 19514 - 19/03/2007
2004/1515 03867 CURZENA 19723 - 02/04/2007
2004/1516 03867 CURTINA 19724 - 02/04/2007
2005/2230 00082 UBOGRAN 21755 - 11/02/2008
2006/1181 03867 CURHONIBO 22955 - 23/06/2008
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Curcuma alismatifolia Gagnep.
2004/1809 03915 ZELPESH 20485 - 16/07/2007
2004/2151 04218 LANNA JODAH 18672 - 20/11/2006
2005/1819 03477 ZELPEGRE 20912 - 10/09/2007
2005/2288 03867 CURGOTHA 20648 - 06/08/2007
2005/2289 03867 CURTHALLA 20649 - 06/08/2007
2007/2160 03867 CURDJENNA 24303 - 09/03/2009
Cydonia oblonga Mill.
2002/0700 04662 EMH 20100 - 21/05/2007
2003/0334 00672 CYDORA ROBUSTA 16769 - 30/01/2006
2004/0587 04595 00420 ELINE 24093 - 23/02/2009
Cynara scolymus L.
1996/1444 01134 05170 ORLANDO 7132 - 18/12/2000
1998/1710 00689 00827 OPAL 9327 - 06/05/2002
2001/1550 05277 01166 PAPUAN 13796 - 19/07/2004
2001/1551 05277 01166 ZUONE 13797 - 19/07/2004
2001/2016 00689 05170 MENUET 16103 - 17/08/2005
2002/0726 00689 05170 NUN0038AR 24346 - 23/03/2009
2002/0728 00689 05170 NUN0041AR 20815 - 10/03/2008
2002/0731 00689 05170 NUN0048AR 20816 - 10/03/2008
2002/0732 00689 05170 NUN0049AR 23655 - 21/12/2009
2002/1159 00689 05170 NUN0037AR 20817 - 10/03/2008
2002/1160 00689 05170 NUN0036AR 20818 - 10/03/2008
2003/2403 05170 MADRIGAL 21778 - 28/01/2008
2004/0690 00689 05170 NUN0042AR 24347 - 23/03/2009
2004/1429 00689/05170 TEMPO 24345 - 23/03/2009
2004/1507 05170 NUN0022AR 24348 - 23/03/2009
2004/1508 05170/00689 HARMONY 21777 - 28/01/2008
2004/1509 00689 05170 NUN0251AR 24349 - 23/03/2009
2005/0094 00743 04927 PYRENEES 18135 - 17/07/2006
2005/0634 05053/05057 CYNAMED 19956 - 16/04/2007
Cyperus papyrus L.
2002/0797 03873 01903 PERKAMENTUS 12596 - 23/02/2004
Cyperus diﬀusus Vahl
2004/0220 04553 GREEN GOLD 16259 - 26/09/2005
Cytisus scoparius (L.) Link
2004/0173 04549 AMBER ELF 17546 - 22/05/2006
Daboecia cantabrica (Huds.) K. Koch
2001/0702 00145 AMELIE 14030 - 27/09/2004
2001/0703 00145 VANESSA 13435 - 07/06/2004
Dactylis glomerata L.
1996/1254 03304 STARLY 2887 - 18/05/1998
1998/0938 00689 00827 LURON 6526 - 26/07/2000
1998/0939 00689 00827 LUDOVIC 5102 - 25/10/1999
2003/1002 03304 GRASSLY 12169 - 24/11/2003
2006/1337 03304 BRENNUS 18916 - 18/12/2006
2006/1338 03304 LAZULY 18917 - 18/12/2006
2006/1342 03304 BACCHUS 18920 - 18/12/2006
2007/1048 03304 EREVA 21530 - 17/12/2007
2007/1049 03304 TOPAZE 21531 - 17/12/2007
2008/1078 03304 SEGALY 25293 - 08/06/2009
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Dahlia Cav.
1995/2489 03721 00025 MAROEN 583 - 02/08/1996
1995/2490 03721 00025 LISA 584 - 02/08/1996
1996/0406 03739 KARMA LAGOON 1681 - 15/01/1997
1996/0407 03739 GALLERY VERMEER 2033 - 04/06/1997
1996/0408 03739 GALLERY ART DECO 2034 - 04/06/1997
1996/1144 04160 00003 DATO 2925 - 18/05/1998
1996/1145 04160 00003 DAEN 2926 - 18/05/1998
1997/0252 03739 GALLERY PABLO 3974 - 03/11/1998
1997/0253 03739 GALLERY LEONARDO 3975 - 03/11/1998
1997/0254 03739 GALLERY DEGAS 3976 - 03/11/1998
1997/0255 03739 GALLERY RENOIR 3977 - 03/11/1998
1997/0256 03739 GALLERY REM-
BRANDT
3978 - 03/11/1998
1997/0257 03739 GALLERY SALVADOR 3979 - 03/11/1998
1997/0258 03739 KARMA SERENA 3980 - 03/11/1998
1997/0290 01634 JEAN MARIE 10023 - 09/09/2002
1997/0506 01691 00423 FLEUREL 4832 - 02/08/1999
1997/0605 03739 GALLERY VINCENT 2776 - 04/05/1998
1998/0184 03739 GALLERY MONET 5059 - 25/10/1999
1998/0185 03739 GALLERY CEZANNE 5403 - 08/11/1999
1998/0186 03739 GALLERY COBRA 5060 - 25/10/1999
1998/0237 03739 KARMA AMANDA 4542 - 03/05/1999
1998/0238 03739 KARMA SANGRIA 4543 - 03/05/1999
1998/0239 03739 KARMA THALIA 4544 - 03/05/1999
1998/0241 03739 GALLERY ART NOU-
VEAU
4545 - 03/05/1999
1998/0242 03739 KARMA NAOMI 4546 - 03/05/1999
1998/0243 03739 GALLERY SINGER 4547 - 03/05/1999
1998/0244 03739 GALLERY ART FAIR 4548 - 03/05/1999
1998/0269 00633 00003 MIPARED 5599 - 20/12/1999
1998/0274 00633 00003 DAPADPOR 6622 - 26/07/2000
1998/0275 00633 00003 DAPAOR 8973 - 04/03/2002
1998/0355 00633 00003 DAPAROS 4340 - 19/04/1999
1998/1415 03721 00025 LISA BURGUNDY 8211 - 10/09/2001
1998/1416 03721 00025 ARIZONA RED 5409 - 08/11/1999
1998/1436 04160 00003 DAFIRE 7031 - 04/12/2000
1998/1438 04160 00003 DASEKS 9818 - 18/11/2002
1999/0216 03739 MELODY DIXIE 6617 - 26/07/2000
1999/0217 03739 MELODY BOLERO 7020 - 20/11/2000
1999/0218 03739 MELODY GIPSY 7167 - 18/12/2000
1999/0219 03739 CLASSIC POÈME 9814 - 15/07/2002




1999/0222 03739 CLASSIC MASQUER-
ADE
6055 - 19/06/2000
1999/0223 03739 CLASSIC SWANLAKE 6056 - 19/06/2000
1999/0224 03739 ACE SUMMER SUN-
SET
8976 - 04/03/2002
1999/0318 00633 00003 DAPALIPI 8557 - 17/12/2001
1999/0319 00633 00003 MIPALEMON 8558 - 17/12/2001
1999/1162 06182 02334 BAYOU 9602 - 01/07/2002
1999/1396 00633 00003 MIPABRIOR 8565 - 17/12/2001
1999/1479 01691 02334 PEACHES AND
CREAM
8933 - 18/02/2002
1999/1832 06708 KIEDAHRED 8547 - 17/12/2001
1999/1833 06708 KIEDAHBIC 8548 - 17/12/2001
2000/0274 03739 MELODY LATIN 10033 - 09/09/2002
2000/0275 03739 MELODY SWING 8605 - 17/12/2001
2000/0276 03739 MELODY DORA 10171 - 21/10/2002
2000/1451 04160 00003 HAWAI 11446 - 23/06/2003
2000/1758 00633 00003 MIPAVIO 10066 - 23/09/2002
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Dahlia Cav.
2000/1942 03721 00025 JACQUI 10097 - 23/09/2002
2000/1943 03721 00025 PECOS 10098 - 23/09/2002
2000/1944 03721 00025 BALSAS 10099 - 23/09/2002
2000/1945 03721 00025 RUIFUERTE 12193 - 08/12/2003
2000/1946 03721 00025 PANUCO 11449 - 23/06/2003
2001/0299 03739 KARMA CORONA 8482 - 19/11/2001
2001/0300 03739 MELODY MAMBO 10005 - 09/09/2002
2001/0301 03739 GALLERY BELLINI 10006 - 09/09/2002
2001/0302 03739 KARMA MAARTEN
ZWAAN
8483 - 19/11/2001
2001/1272 03721 00025 OREGON 11560 - 28/07/2003
2001/1273 03721 00025 CAROLINA ORANGE 12388 - 19/01/2004
2001/1274 03721 00025 CAROLINA BUR-
GUNDY
12389 - 19/01/2004
2002/0106 03129 DARK DESIRE 11513 - 07/07/2003
2002/0164 03739 RED FOX 15606 - 06/06/2005
2002/0166 03739 KARMA BON BINI 11514 - 07/07/2003
2002/0167 03739 CLASSIC GISELLE 11515 - 07/07/2003
2002/0168 03739 KARMA VENTURA 11516 - 07/07/2003
2002/0987 00633 00003 PATTY 14039 - 27/09/2004
2002/0988 00633 00003 TESSY 14040 - 27/09/2004
2002/1036 04160 00003 BARBADOS 13541 - 13/09/2004
2002/1224 03739 GALLERY RUBENS 13545 - 07/06/2004
2003/0881 04160 00003 BOUNTY 15613 - 06/06/2005
2003/0883 04160 00003 BAHAMAS 15615 - 06/06/2005
2003/0884 04160 00003 MAURITIUS 15616 - 06/06/2005
2003/1198 04160 00003 OLINDA 15617 - 06/06/2005
2003/1199 04160 00003 BRASILIA 15618 - 06/06/2005
2003/1201 04160 00003 RIO 15620 - 06/06/2005
2003/1202 04160 00003 CATARINA 15621 - 06/06/2005
2003/1203 04160 00003 BAHIA 15622 - 06/06/2005
2003/1204 04160 00003 SALVADOR 15623 - 06/06/2005
2003/1206 04160 00003 MAGDALENA 15624 - 06/06/2005
2003/1207 04160 00003 MORELIA 15625 - 06/06/2005
2003/1209 04160 00003 PAPAGAYA 15627 - 06/06/2005
2003/1376 03721 00025 MONTANA 16242 - 26/09/2005
2003/1800 03721 00025 POLAR GLOW 16245 - 26/09/2005
2003/1801 03721 00025 FRIVOLOUS GLOW 16246 - 26/09/2005
2003/1802 03721 00025 SUNNY GLOW 16247 - 26/09/2005
2003/1803 03721 00025 SECRET GLOW 16248 - 26/09/2005
2003/1804 03721 00025 DELIGHTING GLOW 16249 - 26/09/2005
2003/1876 03721 00025 CHEEKY GLOW 16250 - 26/09/2005
2003/1974 06708 KIEDAHLOW 15638 - 06/06/2005
2003/1975 06708 KIEDAHSCAR 15639 - 06/06/2005
2003/1977 06708 KIEDAHDECVIO 15641 - 06/06/2005
2003/1978 06708 KIEDAHBAY 15642 - 06/06/2005
2003/1980 06708 KIEDAHBITE 15644 - 06/06/2005
2004/0221 03739 GALLERY SISLEY 17016 - 13/03/2006
2004/0222 03739 GALLERY MATISSE 20481 - 16/07/2007
2004/0223 03739 GALLERY RIVERA 20482 - 16/07/2007
2004/0224 03739 KARMA PROSPERO 17017 - 13/03/2006
2004/0225 03739 GALLERY SERENADE 17018 - 13/03/2006
2004/0226 03739 MELODY ALLEGRO 17019 - 13/03/2006
2004/0227 03739 MELODY LIZZA 20483 - 16/07/2007
2004/1005 03721 00025 SABINAS 18041 - 17/07/2006
2004/1691 02369 02334 SIBERIA 20909 - 10/09/2007
2004/1808 04790 02334 KARIN 17443 - 22/05/2006
2004/1879 03739 ACE SUMMER EMO-
TIONS
20486 - 16/07/2007
2004/1880 03739 HS ROMEO 20487 - 16/07/2007
2004/1881 03739 HS PARTY 17020 - 13/03/2006
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Dahlia Cav.
2004/1882 03739 HS FIRST LOVE 20488 - 16/07/2007
2004/1883 03739 HS JULIET 17021 - 13/03/2006
2004/1884 03739 HS DATE 20489 - 16/07/2007
2004/1885 03739 HS KISS 20490 - 16/07/2007
2004/1904 00633 00003 DAPASEWI 18217 - 21/08/2006
2005/1168 02369 02334 BISHOP OF CANTER-
BURY
20611 - 06/08/2007
2005/1275 02369 02334 BISHOP OF AUCK-
LAND
17103 - 13/03/2006
2005/1873 00633 00003 JENNY 20610 - 06/08/2007
2005/1874 00633 00003 LOUISE 22944 - 23/06/2008
2005/2593 03739 KARMA ROYAL SEA 21756 - 11/02/2008
2005/2594 03739 MELODY HARMONY 20609 - 06/08/2007
2005/2595 03739 MELODY FANFARE 20608 - 06/08/2007
2005/2596 03739 HS FLAME 20607 - 06/08/2007
2005/2597 03739 HS WINK 20606 - 06/08/2007
2005/2598 03739 MAROON FOX 22945 - 23/06/2008
2005/2599 03739 KARMA RED CORONA 20605 - 06/08/2007
2005/2600 03739 KARMA PINK
CORONA
20604 - 06/08/2007
2005/2601 03739 KARMA IRENE 20603 - 06/08/2007
2005/2602 03739 KARMA CHOC 20602 - 06/08/2007
2005/2646 00633 00003 DAPASULOUISE 22947 - 25/08/2008
2006/0152 05319/05497 02334 ETERNAL SNOW 23012 - 23/06/2008
2006/0524 04160 00003 DATI 23112 - 25/08/2008
2006/0525 04160 00003 DAELLEVE 23113 - 25/08/2008
2006/0526 04160 00003 DA12 23659 - 24/11/2008
2006/0527 04160 00003 DATRETTEN 23114 - 25/08/2008
2006/0528 04160 00003 DAFJORTEN 23115 - 25/08/2008
2006/0529 04160 00003 DAFEMTEN 23116 - 25/08/2008
2006/0567 03739 VDTG14 23020 - 23/06/2008
2006/0568 03739 VDTG17 23027 - 23/06/2008
2006/0569 03739 VDTG26 23021 - 23/06/2008
2006/0570 03739 VDTG31 23022 - 23/06/2008
2006/0571 03739 VDTG43 23023 - 23/06/2008
2006/0572 03739 VDTG57 23024 - 23/06/2008
2006/0573 03739 VDTG61 23025 - 23/06/2008
2006/0574 03739 VDTG67 23026 - 23/06/2008
2006/1282 01071 01902 GOALIA SCARL 23030 - 23/06/2008
2006/1283 01071 01902 GOALIA ORAN 23031 - 23/06/2008
2006/1284 01071 01902 GOALIA ROSSA 23032 - 23/06/2008
2006/1424 01817 01589 HAMSCARLET 23101 - 07/07/2008
2006/1425 01817 01589 KNOCKOUT 23033 - 23/06/2008
2006/1685 03721 00025 CHALLENGING GLOW 23034 - 23/06/2008
2006/2494 00633 00003 MIPASHEPI 23343 - 25/08/2008
2006/2495 00633 00003 MIPABURE 23344 - 25/08/2008
2006/2496 00633 00003 MIPAWICEN 23345 - 25/08/2008
2006/2520 00633 00003 MIPAYEL 23346 - 25/08/2008
2006/2521 00633 00003 MIPALEM 23347 - 25/08/2008
2006/2522 00633 00003 MIPASCARLET 23348 - 25/08/2008
2006/2524 00633 00003 MIPABU 23349 - 25/08/2008
2007/0076 01817 01589 ZONE TEN 25262 - 08/06/2009
Daphne L.
2004/1214 01849/02511 BLAFRA 18074 - 17/07/2006
Daphne x burkwoodii Turill
2005/1731 02586 MARJOLEIN 23340 - 25/08/2008
1995/0680 00031 MAESTRO 1688 - 31/01/1997
1995/2810 00237 SW A4-1 1472 - 16/12/1996
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Daucus carota L.
1995/2811 00237 UKE A1 2753 - 06/04/1998
1995/2812 00237 OR.A6 1473 - 16/12/1996
1995/2813 00237 MOK C1 1474 - 16/12/1996
1995/2814 00237 V.L.C7 1475 - 16/12/1996
1995/2815 00237 UKE C1-2 2754 - 06/04/1998
1995/2816 00237 OR C2 1476 - 16/12/1996
1997/0153 00237 JOKA61 6894 - 20/11/2000
1997/0154 00237 JOKA71 6895 - 20/11/2000
1997/0155 00237 SPR C17 5682 - 20/12/1999
1998/0336 00237 CL A11 8595 - 17/12/2001
1998/0337 00237 UKE C44 8596 - 17/12/2001
1998/0338 00237 NABER C27 8597 - 17/12/2001
2000/0697 00031 AD173 9364 - 06/05/2002
2000/0698 00031 ND667 9365 - 06/05/2002
2000/1916 00237 ROBIN C13 11090 - 05/05/2003
2000/1917 00237 NABER C274 11091 - 05/05/2003
2001/0569 00031 MF835 12661 - 23/02/2004
2001/0570 00031 AD186 12662 - 23/02/2004
2002/0393 00938 02329 ON445015 15881 - 18/07/2005
2002/0394 00938 02329 ON445016 17338 - 24/04/2006
2003/0201 03874 03522 BETAKING 16737 - 30/01/2006
2004/0939 04075 02329 YK714900 20088 - 21/05/2007
2005/0779 04075 02329 ANTHONINA 21156 - 22/10/2007
2005/1343 04075 02329 OC696000 23176 - 21/07/2008
2005/1383 04075 02329 ON445004 23178 - 21/07/2008
2005/2407 00237 CARINI 20824 - 24/08/2007
2007/0143 00031 AG 137 25898 - 24/08/2009
2007/0144 00031 CT 114 25899 - 24/08/2009
2007/0145 00031 K 128 25900 - 24/08/2009
2007/0242 05170 NUN 3030 CE 26304 - 21/12/2009
2007/0548 04075 02329 RN714904C 25493 - 22/06/2009
2007/0762 00259 LIMESTRA 25459 - 22/06/2009
2008/0513 00088 WO8015 RZ 25505 - 22/06/2009
2008/0514 00088 WO8032 RZ 25506 - 22/06/2009
2008/0515 00088 WO8036 RZ 25507 - 22/06/2009
2008/2834 00237 CARACAS 25518 - 22/06/2009
Delphinium L.
1996/1034 01456 03638 DIAMANT 5582 - 20/12/1999
1998/1245 04046 00420 PLAGU BLUE 9986 - 23/09/2002
1998/1246 04046 00420 PLAGU LIGHT PUR-
PLE
9987 - 23/09/2002
1998/1516 02406 WEST END BLUE 8178 - 10/09/2001
1999/1645 02829 02749 DARWINS PINK IN-
DULGENCE
10030 - 09/09/2002
1999/1767 01675 BARFIFTEEN 9604 - 01/07/2002
2000/0297 02939 00423 JANNY ARROW 8198 - 10/09/2001
2000/1204 01456 03638 SECRET 11927 - 06/10/2003
2000/1205 01456 03638 STARLIGHT 10039 - 09/09/2002
2000/1443 02829 02749 DARWINS BLUE IN-
DULGENCE
10062 - 23/09/2002
2000/1444 02829 02749 WISHFUL THINKING 10092 - 23/09/2002
2000/1663 00460 02079 MEREL 11447 - 23/06/2003
2001/0913 02939 00423 KINGS BLUE ARROW 12345 - 19/01/2004
2001/1610 02939 00423 WESBLAR 12349 - 19/01/2004
2001/1643 01675 BARTWENTYFIVE 13530 - 07/06/2004
2002/1490 03990 02749 DELFT BLUE 13807 - 19/07/2004
2002/1702 01675 CORAL SUNSET 13547 - 07/06/2004
2002/2170 01456 03638 POWER 15689 - 06/06/2005
2003/1084 01433 SUSAN EDMUNDS 17098 - 13/03/2006
2003/1386 01587 00423 TRICK 15512 - 23/05/2005
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Delphinium L.
2003/1387 01587 00423 SNOW WALTZ 15513 - 23/05/2005
2003/1388 01587 00423 SEA WALTZ 15514 - 23/05/2005
2003/1389 01587 00423 SKY WALTZ 15515 - 23/05/2005
2003/2122 04432/04433 02100 BLUE HEAVEN 13881 - 16/08/2004
2004/1861 02939 00423 JANNY DARK 18324 - 25/09/2006
2004/1862 02939 00423 JANNY SKY BLUE 18325 - 25/09/2006
2005/0047 01675 BARTHIRTY 20330 - 18/06/2007
2005/1339 01675 BARFOURTYTHREE 20459 - 02/07/2007
2007/2684 02871 BELLA 24141 - 23/02/2009
Delphinium elatum L.
2004/1860 02939 00423 SWEETHEART 18323 - 25/09/2006
2007/0301 01675 BARFOURTYFIVE 24130 - 22/07/2009
2007/0302 01675 BARFOURTYFOUR 24131 - 23/02/2009
Dendrobium Sw.
1998/0848 02204 02205 COMET KING AKAT-
SUKI
6255 - 05/06/2000
1998/0849 02204 02205 HIMEZAKURA
SANOKKU
6256 - 05/06/2000
1998/0850 02204 02205 SPRING DREAM
APOLLON
6257 - 05/06/2000
1998/0851 02204 02205 SPRING DREAM KU-
MIKO
6258 - 05/06/2000
1998/0852 02204 02205 OKAYAMA GOLD
HARMONY
6259 - 05/06/2000
1998/0853 02204 02205 SEA MARY SNOW
KING
6260 - 05/06/2000
2001/0289 02204 02205 SWEET PINKY LOVE 9902 - 12/08/2002
2001/0290 02204 02205 STAR GLORY NORIKO 9903 - 12/08/2002
2001/0291 02204 02205 WAVE KING AKE-
BONO
9904 - 12/08/2002
2001/0292 02204 02205 KUMIKO ANGEL
PEACE
9905 - 12/08/2002
2001/0293 02204 02205 RED EMPEROR
PRINCE
9906 - 12/08/2002
2001/0294 02204 02205 YELLOW MAGIC FES-
TIVAL
9907 - 12/08/2002
2001/0295 02204 02205 CHRISTINA PRINCESS 9908 - 12/08/2002
2001/0296 02204 02205 SWEET SONG MEM-
ORY
9909 - 12/08/2002
2004/1592 06598 TROP0003 16195 - 12/09/2005
2004/1666 06598 TROP0007 16165 - 12/09/2005
2005/0288 02204 02205 SEA MARY
HARUKAZE
18806 - 18/12/2006
2005/0290 02204 02205 LOVE MEMORY FIZ 18808 - 18/12/2006
2005/0291 02204 02205 ORIENTAL FANTASY 18809 - 18/12/2006
2005/0805 05074 01903 SPCDW0501 20966 - 08/10/2007
2005/0806 05074 01903 SPCDW0502 20967 - 08/10/2007
2005/0807 05074 01903 SPCDW0503 20968 - 08/10/2007
2005/0808 05074 01903 SPCDW0504 20969 - 08/10/2007
2005/0809 05074 01903 SPCDW0506 20970 - 08/10/2007
2005/0810 05074 01903 SPCDW0507 20904 - 10/09/2007
2006/0690 05404 01802 FRA 001 20972 - 08/10/2007
2007/0209 05074 01903 SPCDW0601 24220 - 23/02/2009
2007/0910 06202 PURPLE KING 25571 - 06/07/2009
2007/0911 06202 WHITE KING 25572 - 06/07/2009
2007/1111 05074 01903 SPCDW0602 25573 - 06/07/2009
2007/1982 05996 01903 LONG RIVER AU-
RODA
26081 - 05/10/2009
2008/0619 05074 01903 SPCDW0706 26186 - 16/11/2009
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Dianthus L.
1995/0384 06450 HILBOSKA 3117 - 02/06/1998
1995/0410 06450 CRIMSON TEMPO 3161 - 02/06/1998
1995/2101 04842 ROSE DEVON PEARL 1702 - 17/02/1997
1995/2210 00182 WESTCRYSTAL 1483 - 16/12/1996
1996/0205 06450 WHITE SURPRISE 3992 - 14/12/1998
1996/0799 06450 INTERMEZZO 3917 - 19/10/1998
1996/0802 06450 BRIGHT RENDEZ-
VOUS
3166 - 02/06/1998
1996/0957 00271 00351 AMERICA 5031 - 25/10/1999
1996/1030 04842 DEVON ARCTIC STAR 15806 - 20/06/2005
1996/1032 00036 KLEVIRANG 5581 - 20/12/1999
1996/1109 00150 00351 LEILA 3168 - 02/06/1998
1996/1174 01494 04710 FLORIAMETHYST 6679 - 11/09/2000
1996/1258 06450 PINK NELSON 4114 - 14/12/1998
1997/0719 06450 WHITE LIBERTY 6085 - 05/06/2000
1997/0732 06450 SATISFACTION 6092 - 05/06/2000
1997/0733 06450 SUNFLOR TULA 5608 - 20/12/1999
1997/1130 04842 PIXIE STAR 5592 - 20/12/1999
1997/1494 00036 KLECINCRE 5253 - 25/10/1999
1998/0265 06450 KOWHITUN 6223 - 05/06/2000
1998/0730 01334 LONROSAY 7860 - 11/06/2001
1998/0737 01334 LONVALEA 10153 - 23/09/2002
1998/1002 06450 KOWIPA 6232 - 05/06/2000
1998/1004 06450 KOFLEUR 6233 - 05/06/2000
1998/1008 06450 KOPRAFIT 6709 - 02/10/2000
1998/1044 00036 KLELACE 6235 - 05/06/2000
1998/1074 02262 00351 BAMIRELL 6239 - 05/06/2000
1999/0185 01494 06842 FLORISAPHIRE 8332 - 08/10/2001
1999/0438 04842 INDIA STAR 9979 - 09/09/2002
1999/0836 01334 BALTICO 10103 - 23/09/2002
1999/0837 01334 LONCANO 10104 - 23/09/2002
1999/1009 06450 KOPRETSUR 8338 - 08/10/2001
1999/1113 00182 WESEMPAR 8345 - 08/10/2001
1999/1658 00036 KLEREMO 8354 - 08/10/2001
2000/0866 01334 LONKOMA 9240 - 15/04/2002
2000/0871 01334 LONGRETA 9245 - 15/04/2002
2000/0874 01334 LONMILA 9253 - 15/04/2002
2000/1452 06450 HILTRENTES 9522 - 03/06/2002
2001/0264 04842 RED STAR 12002 - 20/10/2003
2001/0266 04842 NEON STAR 10759 - 24/03/2003
2001/0885 02083 00815 PINO 10764 - 24/03/2003
2001/0906 03481 ALIOTH 10765 - 24/03/2003
2001/0947 04406 KLEN01118 10768 - 24/03/2003
2001/0949 04406 KLEN01257 10770 - 24/03/2003
2001/1210 06450 HILROSY 10777 - 24/03/2003
2001/1499 06450 KOPRIMANG 10788 - 24/03/2003
2003/1485 06450 HILCERRO 14936 - 21/03/2005
2003/1486 06450 HILNEGRI 14937 - 21/03/2005
2003/1498 04842 DEVON PP 11 14925 - 21/03/2005
2003/1499 04842 DEVON XERA 14926 - 21/03/2005
2003/1500 04842 DEVON WINNIE 14927 - 21/03/2005
2003/1515 04842 DEVON YOLANDE 14934 - 21/03/2005
2003/1647 00150/03248 00423 BETSYBAR 14541 - 21/03/2005
2003/1648 00150/03248 00423 MINUETTO 15046 - 21/03/2005
2003/2057 00942 01334 RODIN 15050 - 21/03/2005
2003/2240 00942 04455 ROSELY 16265 - 26/09/2005
2004/0351 03481 ESKIMO 17868 - 19/06/2006
2004/0478 04842 DEVON FLAVIA 18961 - 08/01/2007
2004/0479 04842 DEVON OCTAVIA 18962 - 08/01/2007
2004/2135 04842 WP04 ESTHER 20155 - 04/06/2007
2004/2136 04842 WP04 FLORES 20156 - 04/06/2007
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Dianthus L.
2004/2137 04842 WP04 OPAL 20157 - 04/06/2007
2004/2138 04842 WP04 XANTHE 20158 - 04/06/2007
2005/1568 04842 WP05 IDARE 20161 - 04/06/2007
2006/0727 04842 WP 06 PARNIA 22357 - 05/05/2008
2006/1884 00150/03248 00423 SEGRETO 21843 - 11/02/2008
2007/0918 00942 VIONOB 24293 - 09/03/2009
2007/1223 03116 KLEDP06078 24069 - 23/02/2009
2007/1224 03116 KLEDP06080 24070 - 23/02/2009
Dianthus caryophyllus L.
2000/0916 05673 02416 SAPORGAN 9507 - 03/06/2002
2000/0918 05673 02416 TICO TICO 9508 - 03/06/2002
2000/1392 00150 04406 BICOCCA 9519 - 03/06/2002
2000/1394 00150 04406 FELICE 9521 - 03/06/2002
2000/1820 06450 TABOR 9546 - 03/06/2002
2000/1822 06450 FARIDA 9548 - 03/06/2002
2000/1823 06450 CREME INTERMEZZO 9549 - 03/06/2002
2000/1824 06450 CHERRY INTER-
MEZZO
9550 - 03/06/2002
2000/1827 06450 KOPEMAN 9552 - 03/06/2002
2001/1079 01334 LONSTAR 11145 - 05/05/2003
2001/1080 01334 LONFAMOS 11146 - 05/05/2003
2001/1150 05673 02416 SAPALAD 10774 - 24/03/2003
2001/1477 00182 WESDIWIT 10785 - 24/03/2003
2002/0146 01334 LONAVEIRO 12747 - 08/03/2004
2002/0152 01334 LONPINVER 12751 - 08/03/2004
2002/0155 01334 LONALTE 12753 - 08/03/2004
2002/1309 04406 KLEN02427 12782 - 08/03/2004
2002/1310 04406 KLEN02437 12783 - 08/03/2004
2002/1455 01334 LONKAZAN 12786 - 08/03/2004
2002/1465 01334 LONSONIA 12791 - 08/03/2004
2002/1470 01334 LONGRANA 13770 - 19/07/2004
2002/1471 01334 LONREINA 13771 - 19/07/2004
2002/1472 01334 LONKIROK 12993 - 05/04/2004
2002/1473 01334 LONPILAR 13772 - 19/07/2004
2002/2178 00182 WESRADO 14874 - 21/03/2005
2003/1106 05673 02416 SAPULLI 14903 - 21/03/2005
2003/1107 05673 02416 SAPOND 14904 - 21/03/2005
2003/1108 05673 02416 SAPADA 14905 - 21/03/2005
2003/1109 05673 02416 SAPAPIN 14906 - 21/03/2005
2003/1111 05673 02416 SAPICOLA 14908 - 21/03/2005
2003/1536 04406 KLEN03576 16208 - 12/09/2005
2003/1539 04406 KLEN03051 16211 - 12/09/2005
2003/1697 00182 WESCARED 14946 - 21/03/2005
2003/1727 06450 BODEGA 16066 - 17/08/2005
2003/1728 06450 PRADO MINT 16067 - 17/08/2005
2003/1730 06450 WHITE FLEURETTE 16068 - 17/08/2005
2003/1733 06450 KOVIAN 16069 - 17/08/2005
2003/1899 01334 BARCANDELA 14943 - 21/03/2005
2003/1902 01334 MORELLA 14947 - 21/03/2005
2003/1903 01334 LADY SPRING 14948 - 21/03/2005
2003/1905 01334 BARMONET 15720 - 20/06/2005
2003/1906 01334 BIOKO 14949 - 21/03/2005
2003/2058 00942 01334 BOSCO 15051 - 21/03/2005
2004/0756 04406 KLEN04068 17869 - 19/06/2006
2004/0757 04406 KLEN04069 17870 - 19/06/2006
2004/0894 03116 KLEN03037 18073 - 17/07/2006
2004/0902 03116 KLEN03031 17886 - 19/06/2006
2004/1579 04752 00441 MEL 15851 - 04/07/2005
2004/1580 04752 00441 REGINA 15852 - 04/07/2005
2004/1581 04752 00441 ANGELENA 18452 - 25/09/2006
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Dianthus caryophyllus L.
2004/1582 04752 00441 MINDY 15853 - 04/07/2005
2004/1584 04752 00441 TESS 18107 - 17/07/2006
2004/1855 00182 WESROMAN 18077 - 17/07/2006
2004/2022 04752 00441 CFPC ANITA 18108 - 17/07/2006
2004/2023 04752 00441 CFPC ANNETTE 18109 - 17/07/2006
2004/2024 04752 00441 CFPC JADE 18110 - 17/07/2006
2004/2025 04752 00441 CFPC MOONSTONE 18111 - 17/07/2006
2004/2407 06450 HILREFLEC 20160 - 04/06/2007
2004/2677 00152 06450 HYSLAM 19909 - 16/04/2007
2005/0157 06450 CLASSICA 19993 - 21/05/2007
2005/0158 06450 HYDRA 19994 - 21/05/2007
2005/0159 06450 FLAMINGO 19995 - 21/05/2007
2005/0161 06450 MARGARITA 19996 - 21/05/2007
2005/0239 04406 KLEN04075 20126 - 04/06/2007
2005/0242 04406 KLEDC05045 20129 - 04/06/2007
2005/0800 00150/03248 SORBETTO 20181 - 04/06/2007
2005/1085 03116 KLET04064 17226 - 10/04/2006
2005/1134 01334 BARBELEN 19914 - 16/04/2007
2005/1135 01334 BARAUGIER 19985 - 21/05/2007
2005/1137 01334 BARBERTA 19916 - 16/04/2007
2005/1138 01334 BARMUNDO 19986 - 21/05/2007
2005/1139 01334 BARCOCO 19987 - 21/05/2007
2005/1141 01334 BARINKA 19988 - 21/05/2007
2005/1142 01334 BARCELE 19989 - 21/05/2007
2005/1143 01334 BARMARIE 19990 - 21/05/2007
2005/1163 00271 00036 KLET04068 17834 - 06/06/2006
2005/1164 00271 03116 KLET04066 20639 - 06/08/2007
2005/1166 03116 KLEN04043 20184 - 04/06/2007
2005/1652 05673 02416 SAPROSEL 19998 - 21/05/2007
2005/1653 05673 02416 SAPURKA 19999 - 21/05/2007
2005/1654 05673 02416 SAPTIPIK 20000 - 21/05/2007
2005/1655 05673 02416 SAPSPECIAL 20001 - 21/05/2007
2005/1946 00271 04406 KLEDC05023 20682 - 06/08/2007
2005/1949 04406 KLEDC05027 20130 - 04/06/2007
2005/1950 04406 KLEDC05019 20131 - 04/06/2007
2005/1952 04406 KLEDC05008 20133 - 04/06/2007
2005/2402 00942 HYSPER 22338 - 05/05/2008
2005/2403 00942 NOBDA 22339 - 05/05/2008
2006/0027 06450 CORSA 22347 - 05/05/2008
2006/0029 06450 FAGANZA 22348 - 05/05/2008
2006/0030 00942 06450 HYBIC 22349 - 05/05/2008
2006/0283 04406 KLEDS06017 22350 - 05/05/2008
2006/0284 04406 KLEDM06001 22351 - 05/05/2008
2006/0520 06450 HILWHITES 21981 - 10/03/2008
2006/0521 06450 HILPHAN 21982 - 10/03/2008
2006/0833 01334 BARMEGU 21971 - 10/03/2008
2006/0847 00182 WESDIWA 21985 - 10/03/2008
2006/0931 06450 HILLIK 21986 - 10/03/2008
2006/0932 00150 06450 VISENSI 21988 - 10/03/2008
2006/1006 01334 BARMAUI 21973 - 10/03/2008
2006/1118 01334 SUMMERDRESS 21975 - 10/03/2008
2006/1173 01334 DAIPOTAMORE 21976 - 10/03/2008
2006/1422 04406 KLEDS06021 22372 - 05/05/2008
2006/1423 04406 KLEDS06542 22373 - 05/05/2008
2006/1535 01334 ARIEL 22385 - 05/05/2008
2006/1857 00271 05148 KLEDS06013 22389 - 05/05/2008
2006/1863 04406 KLEDS05037 22390 - 05/05/2008
2006/1891 00150 05148 KLEDS07504 22391 - 05/05/2008
2007/0532 01334 NADJA 24283 - 09/03/2009
2007/0533 01334 BARFALICON 24284 - 09/03/2009
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Dianthus caryophyllus L.
2007/0535 01334 BARYETAR 24285 - 09/03/2009
2007/0536 01334 BARKOMABLAN 24286 - 09/03/2009
2007/0538 01334 BARDUMAS 24288 - 09/03/2009
2007/0745 06450 HILTESPRET 24290 - 09/03/2009
2007/0912 00942 HYLINE 24292 - 09/03/2009
2007/1012 06450 ALLURA 24294 - 09/03/2009
2007/1013 06450 KOCOSMO 24295 - 09/03/2009
2007/1015 06450 FONTAINE DARK RED 24296 - 09/03/2009
2007/1016 06450 FONTAINE WHITE 24297 - 09/03/2009
2007/1017 06450 KOFONLI 24298 - 09/03/2009
2007/1469 04752 00441 CFPC AZTEC 21832 - 11/02/2008
2007/1470 04752 00441 CFPC LAHANA 21833 - 11/02/2008
2007/1471 04752 00441 CFPC LANI 21834 - 11/02/2008
2007/1840 04406 KLEDM06005 24979 - 04/05/2009
2008/1525 03116 KLEDP07088 24010 - 09/02/2009
2008/1526 03116 KLEDP07089 24011 - 09/02/2009
2008/1527 03116 KLEDP07095 24012 - 09/02/2009
Dianthus x allwoodii hort.
2005/1321 04842 VALDA ISOLDE 20260 - 04/06/2007
2005/1322 04842 VALDA JUDITH 20261 - 04/06/2007
2005/1323 04842 VALDA KITTY 20262 - 04/06/2007
2005/1324 04842 VALDA LOUISE 20263 - 04/06/2007
2005/1756 04842 WP 05 PP 22 20162 - 04/06/2007
2005/1757 04842 WP 05 YVES 20163 - 04/06/2007
2006/1729 04842 WP 06 FATIMA 22482 - 19/05/2008
2007/1687 04842 CORAL REEF 25847 - 24/08/2009
2007/1881 04842 WP PASSION 25848 - 24/08/2009
2007/1925 04842 WP07 AME02 25935 - 21/09/2009
2007/1926 04842 DANCING QUEEN 25849 - 24/08/2009
2007/2058 04842 WP07 OPR04 25852 - 24/08/2009
2007/2059 04842 WATERLOO SUNSET 25853 - 24/08/2009
2007/2060 04842 STARBURST 25854 - 24/08/2009
Dianthus superbus L.
2005/1678 05197 05198 HOLKAHORI 21751 - 11/02/2008
Dianthus barbatus L.
2006/1700 05535 06450 TEMARISOU 21987 - 10/03/2008
Dianella revoluta R. Br.
2004/1352 05578 00423 DR5000 17746 - 06/06/2006
2005/1721 05578 00423 DTN03 21359 - 26/11/2007
Dianella tasmanica Hook. F.
2004/2213 05578 00423 TR20 21356 - 26/11/2007
Dianella caerula Sims
2004/2214 05578 00423 DCMP01 22012 - 07/04/2008
2004/2215 05578 00423 DCNCO 21357 - 26/11/2007
2004/2216 05578 00423 DBB03 21358 - 26/11/2007
Dianthus plumarius L.
2006/0106 05196 00423 ROSISH ONE 21806 - 11/02/2008
Dianella prunina R. J. F. Hend.
2007/1823 05578 00423 DP303 25170 - 18/05/2009
Diascia Link et Otto
1996/1267 01523 01110 HECBEL 4415 - 15/03/1999
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Diascia Link et Otto
1997/0925 01523 01110 HECRACE 5048 - 25/10/1999
1998/1737 01523 01110 HECCHARM 10041 - 09/09/2002
2000/0126 02911 01110 HECICE 8182 - 10/09/2001
2000/0589 03001/03002 01110 PENDAN 10170 - 21/10/2002
2001/0939 03491 02318 CODIPIN 11467 - 07/07/2003
2001/2130 03602 03325 DIASTONIA 11511 - 07/07/2003
2003/1280 00633 00423 BALWHISCRAN 15293 - 10/05/2005
2003/1851 03226 SUMDIA 01 15654 - 06/06/2005
2003/1852 03226 SUMDIA 02 15655 - 06/06/2005
2003/1853 03226 SUMDIA 03 15656 - 06/06/2005
2003/2179 00633 00423 BALWHISWHIT 15296 - 10/05/2005
2003/2438 03602 03325 DIASROROC 17379 - 10/05/2006
2003/2440 03602 03325 DIASPRITWO 17380 - 10/05/2006
2004/1384 04399 01110 PENDER 17225 - 10/04/2006
2004/1599 00633 00423 BALWHISAPTIM 17389 - 10/05/2006
2004/2368 03602 03325 DIASTUSCA 17400 - 10/05/2006
2004/2369 03602 03325 DIASTURED 17401 - 10/05/2006
2005/0105 01071 DALA WHIT 20298 - 04/06/2007
2005/0106 01071 DALA REEDA 20299 - 04/06/2007
2005/0107 01071 DALA LITPINK 20300 - 04/06/2007
2005/0110 01071 DALA DESAL 20303 - 04/06/2007
2005/0630 03116 KLEDI04015 17095 - 27/03/2006
2005/0633 03116 KLEDI04018 20197 - 04/06/2007
2005/1636 03226 SUMDIA 04 20945 - 24/09/2007
2005/1637 03226 SUMDIA 05 20270 - 04/06/2007
2005/1638 03226 SUMDIA 08 20271 - 04/06/2007
2005/1639 03226 SUMDIA 09 20272 - 04/06/2007
2005/1995 00633 00423 BALWINGARN 19837 - 16/04/2007
2005/1996 00633 00423 BALWINORG 19838 - 16/04/2007
2005/1997 00633 00423 BALWINWITE 19839 - 16/04/2007
2005/2044 02466 01110 PENMAID 22333 - 05/05/2008
2005/2259 00165 INNDIAAPRI 20295 - 04/06/2007
2005/2462 03602 03325 DIASUPA 20192 - 04/06/2007
2005/2463 03602 03325 DIVOCHIFF 20193 - 04/06/2007
2005/2464 03602 03325 DIVORANG 20194 - 04/06/2007
2005/2465 03602 03325 DIVOCRIM 20195 - 04/06/2007
2005/2469 03602 03325 DIASCLARO 20198 - 04/06/2007
2005/2470 03602 03325 DIASTRAPIN 20199 - 04/06/2007
2006/2144 00633 00423 BALWINLAMP 22961 - 23/06/2008
2006/2308 03602 03325 DIASPINK 22439 - 05/05/2008
2006/2309 03602 03325 DIASCORN 22440 - 05/05/2008
2006/2310 03602 03325 DIASCOT 22441 - 05/05/2008
2006/2467 00165 INNDIAAPBL 22455 - 05/05/2008
2007/1509 03116 KLEDB06039 24977 - 04/05/2009
2007/1983 01071 01902 DALA ROS08 24984 - 04/05/2009
2007/2546 03602 03325 DIASCRIM 25018 - 04/05/2009
Diascia barberae Hook. f.
2000/1485 03602 03325 DIASTIS 9877 - 12/08/2002
2000/1487 03602 03325 DIASTU 10619 - 24/02/2003
Dicentra spectabilis (L.) Lem.
1997/0245 01624/01623/02665 GOLD HEART 4817 - 19/07/1999
Dicentra Bernh.
2003/0676 04201 04143 IVORY HEARTS 15737 - 20/06/2005
2003/0677 04201 04143 CANDY HEARTS 17888 - 19/06/2006
Dieﬀenbachia Schott
1995/1987 00722 MORLIX 1669 - 15/01/1997
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Dieﬀenbachia Schott
1999/1323 05895 01903 GREEN MAGIC 8673 - 21/01/2002
1999/1324 05895 01903 WHITE FLAME 8674 - 21/01/2002
2001/1336 03438 01903 FIJI 14507 - 24/01/2005
2005/1300 00556 01903 WHITE AMAZON 21698 - 28/01/2008
Digitalis L.
2004/2403 04873 00423 SPICE ISLAND 20209 - 04/06/2007
Digitalis purpurea L.
2000/1690 03186 01448 HILDIG 10699 - 24/02/2003
Diplotaxis tenuifolia (L.) DC.
2004/0232 04840 GRAZIA 20821 - 24/08/2007
2005/1479 01001 VOYAGER 21948 - 10/03/2008
2005/1480 01001 DISCOVERY 21949 - 10/03/2008
2006/1058 00072 VENICIA 25372 - 08/06/2009
Distichlis spicata var. yensen 4A
1999/0509 02560 02561 YENSEN 4A 10059 - 23/09/2002
Dodecatheon L.
2000/0318 02947 02079 APHRODITE 12730 - 08/03/2004
x Doritaenopsis hort.
2003/1164 04284 00441 F1138SOGO 14479 - 17/12/2004
2006/1646 05213 01903 KLINGETPC 24217 - 23/02/2009
2006/1771 04284 00441 SOGO ELINA 23454 - 29/09/2008
2006/2193 05213 01903 KLINGEDOLL 25541 - 22/06/2009
2006/2194 05213 01903 KLINGEFL 25542 - 22/06/2009
2006/2541 05658/05660/05661/
05662
05659 SPRING WHITE 24218 - 23/02/2009
2006/2704 04285 01903 SOGO F2451 24219 - 23/02/2009
2007/0135 05711 01903 MOON N12 26061 - 05/10/2009
2007/0580 05786 01903 SPRING ANGEL 24226 - 23/02/2009
2007/0718 05806 01347 JOIN ANGEL CLAREO 24227 - 23/02/2009
2007/1062 04285 01903 SOGO F1379 24229 - 23/02/2009
2007/1082 05862 01903 TAIDA PINK LADY 26071 - 05/10/2009
2007/1216 05890 01347 ANGEL VOICE 25092 - 18/05/2009
2007/1217 05890 01347 SELENE 25093 - 18/05/2009
2007/2107 04285 01903 SOGO F1621 25100 - 18/05/2009
2007/2108 04285 01903 SOGO F1248 25101 - 18/05/2009
2007/2109 04285 01903 SOGO F1751 25102 - 18/05/2009
2008/0088 06145 06146 BRIREDPIONEER 25575 - 06/07/2009
2008/0245 06169 00003 PURPLE PRINCESS 26109 - 05/10/2009
2008/0306 05213 01903 KLINGE501 25115 - 18/05/2009
2008/0796 06169 00003 SNOWHITE 26112 - 05/10/2009
2008/0898 04285 01903 SOGO F1574 25116 - 18/05/2009
2008/0900 04285 01903 SOGO F1061 25117 - 18/05/2009
2008/0901 04285 01903 SOGO F1805 26113 - 05/10/2009
Dorotheanthus bellidiformis (Burm. f.) N. E. Br.
2005/2453 03602 03325 MESBICLA 22641 - 19/05/2008
Dorycnium hirsutum (L.) Ser.
2004/1387 01782 01110 LISBOB 17747 - 06/06/2006
Dracaena Vand. ex L.
1997/0383 05798 01903 KANZI 3756 - 19/10/1998
1997/0384 05798 01903 WHITE JEWEL 4866 - 20/09/1999
1998/0003 01964 01903 BARRANTES 7724 - 21/05/2001
1998/1671 05798 01903 LEMON SURPRISE 6715 - 02/10/2000
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Dracaena Vand. ex L.
1998/1759 02472 01903 ULISES 7879 - 25/06/2001
1999/0694 01972 01903 GOLDREAM 8662 - 21/01/2002
1999/0853 02631 STEDNERI CINTHO 6296 - 05/06/2000
2001/0355 05798 01903 WHITE SURPRISE 13554 - 21/06/2004
2001/0356 05798 01903 MALAIKA 10760 - 24/03/2003
2001/0357 05798 01903 GREEN JEWEL 11181 - 19/05/2003
2001/0358 05798 01903 JADE JEWEL 11585 - 28/07/2003
2001/0544 03377 01903 SOL 11586 - 28/07/2003
2001/0546 02472 01903 ART 12003 - 24/11/2003
Dracaena reﬂexa Lam.
1998/0052 05484 01903 ANITA 6704 - 02/10/2000
2005/1331 04939/04940 01903 SONG OF COSTA RICA 21242 - 26/11/2007
2005/1352 04939/04940 01903 SONG OF LA TIGRA 21243 - 26/11/2007
2007/2518 05829 01903 BRUNAN 26196 - 16/11/2009
Dracaena fragrans (L.) Ker-Gawl. ( syn: Dracaena deremensis Engl.)
2003/1468 04345 01903 LIMELIGHT 15633 - 06/06/2005
2004/0002 04512 01903 HAWAIIAN SUNSHINE 18733 - 04/12/2006
Dracaena fragrans (L.) Ker-Gawl.
2003/1699 03776 01903 RIKI GREEN 16244 - 26/09/2005
2004/1136 04700/03776 01903 TWISTER 18738 - 04/12/2006
2005/0929 05798 01903 2004027J 20845 - 24/08/2007
2005/0930 05798 01903 2004030D 20846 - 24/08/2007
Dracaena marginata Lam.
2004/0420 04939/04940 01903 SUNRAY 19078 - 22/01/2007
Dracaena steudneri Schweinf. ex Engl.
2006/2552 05664 01903 HVJL 22283 - 05/05/2008
Echinodorus angustifolius Rataj
2006/1558 02997 00423 VESUVIUS 21669 - 14/01/2008
Echinacea Moench
2003/1494 04351 02334 ARTS PRIDE 15752 - 20/06/2005
2004/1913 04403 02334 SUNRISE 17447 - 22/05/2006
2004/1914 04403 02334 SUNSET 17448 - 22/05/2006
Echinacea purpurea (L.) Moench
1999/0697 02595 02334 KIMS KNEE HIGH 9542 - 03/06/2002
2001/1504 03423 VINTAGE WINE 13529 - 07/06/2004
2001/1536 03597 02749 RAZZMATAZZ 11936 - 06/10/2003
2004/1377 04671 03638 ALASKA 17434 - 22/05/2006
2004/1992 02133 00441 FRAGRANT ANGEL 17449 - 22/05/2006
2005/1647 04393 04261 LITTLE MAGNUS 20628 - 06/08/2007
2005/1687 05203 00423 PINK DOUBLE DE-
LIGHT
22966 - 23/06/2008
2005/2354 02080 03423 FATAL ATTRACTION 20563 - 06/08/2007
2005/2373 02133 00441 HOPE 20630 - 06/08/2007
2006/0324 04403 02334 HARVEST MOON 23017 - 23/06/2008
2006/0325 04403 02334 TWILIGHT 23018 - 23/06/2008
2006/0326 04403 02334 SUNDOWN 23019 - 23/06/2008
2006/0879 01903 GREEN ENVY 23029 - 23/06/2008
2006/0880 05204 00423 COCONUT LIME 22473 - 19/05/2008
2006/0882 05204 00423 PINK SORBET 24952 - 04/05/2009
2006/0885 05440 01110 ELBROOK 25255 - 08/06/2009
2006/1851 05204 00423 AVALANCHE 24953 - 04/05/2009
2006/1955 02080 03423 VIRGIN 23035 - 23/06/2008
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Echinops ritro L.
2007/0577 04846 01589 BRIGHT STONE 23981 - 09/02/2009
Elaeagnus L.
1996/0551 01330 01331 LANNOU 8431 - 21/01/2002
Elytrigia elongata (Host) Nevski
2005/0499 05020 05021 SZARVASI 1 16991 - 27/02/2006
Epimedium grandiﬂorum C. Morren
2005/0928 00324 02722 PURPLE PIXIE 20625 - 06/08/2007
Epimedium L.
2005/0942 01849/02511 03423 AMBER QUEEN 20636 - 06/08/2007
2005/0943 01849/02511 03423 FIRE DRAGON 20637 - 06/08/2007
2005/0944 01849/02511 03423 PINK ELF 23338 - 25/08/2008
2007/1209 01849/02511 03423 ARCTIC WINGS 25921 - 24/08/2009
2007/1210 01849/02511 03423 FLOWERS OF SUL-
PHUR
25922 - 24/08/2009
2007/1211 01849/02511 03423 MADAME BUTTER-
FLY
25923 - 24/08/2009
Epipremnum pinnatum (L.) Engl.
2006/1565 04314 01903 HANSOTI12 22264 - 05/05/2008
Eragrostis tef
2004/2697 04909 TESFAYA 22113 - 21/04/2008
2004/2698 04909 AYANA 22114 - 21/04/2008
2004/2699 04909 ADINA 22115 - 21/04/2008
Eremurus M. Bieb.




2004/0006 04515 04516 GENGOLD 18595 - 06/11/2006
Erica Œ darleyensis Bean
2000/0962 03057 03058 EVA GOLD 9748 - 15/07/2002
2005/0272 04959 02739 LUCIE 22620 - 19/05/2008
2005/1058 06346 02739 KATIA 20709 - 24/08/2007
2007/0381 05751 02739 PHOEBE 25443 - 22/06/2009
2007/2098 06011 ILSENGOLD 22933 - 09/06/2008
Erica gracilis J. C. Wendl.
2004/2140 04843 SYLVIA 15764 - 20/06/2005
2004/2141 04843 PAOLA 16235 - 26/09/2005
2008/0361 06184 MISTER ARNAKI 23305 - 21/07/2008
Eruca sativa Mill.
2004/0380 01001 SKY ROCKET 17846 - 06/06/2006
2004/0726 06244 06301 NATURE 18155 - 17/07/2006
Eryngium L.
1999/1027 02679/06245 ASTRA 8601 - 03/12/2001
1999/1028 02679/06245 SUPERNOVA 8602 - 03/12/2001
1999/1073 00725 BLUE BELL 7221 - 05/02/2001
2003/0996 04242/04243 00033 LITTLE BLUE WON-
DER
19252 - 05/03/2007
2003/1100 04267/02680 02679 CORONA 18084 - 05/03/2007
2003/1863 03618 06732 ELLABELLA 18072 - 17/07/2006
2004/1650 03618 06732 BELLADONNA 20124 - 04/06/2007
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Eryngium L.
2004/1840 00725 ARABIAN DAWN 20144 - 04/06/2007
2004/1868 02679/06245 VEGA 23723 - 08/12/2008
2005/1558 00725 MARBELLA 22325 - 05/05/2008
2006/0159 04301 ALLMONDAY 23658 - 24/11/2008
Eryngium planum L.
2004/1821 04792 00423 PARADISE JACKPOT 20178 - 04/06/2007
2004/2148 04846 01589 PEARLIPP 20474 - 16/07/2007
2004/2360 04792 00423 AMAZING JACKPOT 20179 - 04/06/2007
2004/2531 04890/04891 JADE FROST 20477 - 16/07/2007
2006/1518 02679/06245 QST070301 24451 - 06/04/2009
2007/0382 04248/04792 00423 SUNNY JACKPOT 23978 - 09/02/2009
Erysimum L.
2002/0556 00165 ERYZWER 12457 - 09/02/2004
2006/2456 00165 INNERYOZ 24411 - 23/03/2009
Erysimum linifolium (Pers.) J.Gay
2004/2059 01511 01110 YASTRIP 23003 - 23/06/2008
2006/0957 05450 00423 JENNY BROOK 21238 - 26/11/2007
Erysimum hieraciifolium L.
2005/1173 00633 00003 PAS415015 21394 - 10/12/2007
2005/1174 00633 00003 PAS415016 21395 - 10/12/2007
Erysimum cheiri (L.) Crantz.
2001/2093 02512 WALFRASUN 21586 - 14/01/2008
2005/2640 00165 INNRYSIGOL 21397 - 10/12/2007
2005/2641 00165 INNRYSIBRO 21398 - 10/12/2007
2006/0165 00165 INNERYWS 21399 - 10/12/2007
Escallonia Mutis ex L. f.
2006/1767 05556 JAMIE 22827 - 09/06/2008
2007/1293 02741 01110 LONCAR 25226 - 18/05/2009
Eucomis L’Hér.
2004/2276 03711 00423 LEIA 20208 - 04/06/2007
2007/2647 06092 06090 TUGELA RUBY 25585 - 06/07/2009
Eucalyptus gunnii Hook. f.
2007/0559 05783 01110 CAGIRE 25846 - 24/08/2009
Euonymus japonicus Thunb.
1996/1226 01514 KATHY 3119 - 02/06/1998
2000/0663 03013 01903 HEESPIERROLINO 10611 - 10/02/2003
2004/1679 04425 GOLDBOLWI 14998 - 21/03/2005
2007/2440 06059/06060 02433 HAPPINESS 24304 - 09/03/2009
Euonymus fortunei (Turcz.) Hand.-Mazz.
2003/0735 04214 SILVERSTONE 16241 - 26/09/2005
2005/1144 05124 04425 HOOGI 20560 - 06/08/2007
2005/1855 04425 WALDBOLWI 18461 - 25/09/2006
Euphorbia milii Des Moul.
1996/0638 05551 00003 PALLAS ATHENE 3578 - 05/10/1998
1997/0179 01578 VEMIDAS 5589 - 20/12/1999
1997/0180 01578 ADONUS 4620 - 07/06/1999
1997/0694 01578 AMBER 4959 - 20/09/1999
1997/0695 01578 ARGOS 4960 - 20/09/1999
1998/0631 05551 00003 BUTTERFLY 5738 - 17/01/2000
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Euphorbia milii Des Moul.
1998/0675 02549/02550 00423 KAROLA 5740 - 17/01/2000
1998/1060 01578 SATURNUS 6626 - 26/07/2000
1998/1506 01578 PANDORA 5774 - 06/11/2000
1998/1507 01578 MINERVA 5775 - 06/11/2000
2000/1538 05551 00003 DINNI 8555 - 17/12/2001
2003/0124 05551 00003 HELENA 15134 - 18/04/2005
2003/0126 05551 00003 ATLAS 14597 - 24/01/2005
2003/1009 05551 00003 RHEA 14624 - 24/01/2005
2003/1010 05551 00003 HJORTAPOL 14625 - 24/01/2005
2003/2072 01578 ATHENA 14640 - 24/01/2005
2004/0737 01578 VENUS 16443 - 28/11/2005
2004/1909 05551 00003 HJOR048 17446 - 22/05/2006
2004/1982 01578 JUPITER 16400 - 14/11/2005
2006/1962 05551 00003 HEKTOR 21029 - 08/10/2007
2006/1963 05551 00003 ARES 21030 - 08/10/2007
2007/0925 05551 00003 POS 05 24136 - 23/02/2009
2007/1632 01578 VESTA 24139 - 23/02/2009
2008/0800 04560 01903 PP0006 23795 - 17/12/2008
Euphorbia fulgens Karw. ex Klotzsch
2005/1832 01018 AGRIREBA 20735 - 24/08/2007
Euphorbia pulcherrima Willd. ex Klotzsch
1995/0278 03602 01902 FISSON WHITE 3121 - 02/06/1998
1995/0279 03602 01902 FISCOR CREME 3122 - 02/06/1998
1995/0542 03602 01902 FISSON 2248 - 14/07/1997
1995/0543 03602 01902 FISCOR 2249 - 14/07/1997
1995/0864 02318 PEPRIDE 1113 - 15/10/1996
1995/1790 00172 00423 MARBLESTAR 1973 - 19/05/1997
1995/2969 05505 DUENIDARED 2987 - 18/05/1998
1996/0074 03602 01902 FISCOROSA 2257 - 14/07/1997
1996/0250 02318 WINRED 6096 - 05/06/2000
1996/0874 05505 DUEMAL 5277 - 12/11/1999
1996/0875 05505 DUEMALWI 5278 - 12/11/1999
1996/1363 03602 01902 FISSON PINK 5889 - 05/06/2000
1996/1482 02318 FREEDOM BRIGHT
RED
6205 - 05/06/2000
1997/0002 05505 DUEREDWI 5418 - 12/11/1999
1997/0747 05505 DUEIMCO 5269 - 12/11/1999
1997/0788 03602 01902 FISSON MARBLE 3985 - 14/12/1998
1997/1347 05505 DUESPOTWO 5257 - 12/11/1999
1998/0031 03602 01902 FISPUE WHITE 5587 - 20/12/1999
1998/1364 05505 DUEROYAL 8131 - 10/09/2001
1998/1365 05505 DUELEBRI 8132 - 10/09/2001
1998/1414 03602 01902 FISMILLE 6873 - 20/11/2000
1998/1658 05505 DUESPOTWIT 8134 - 10/09/2001
1998/1748 02886 LAZZPORCCC 8136 - 10/09/2001
1999/0054 05505 DUELEWI 8141 - 10/09/2001
1999/0577 00168 02318 ECKE 710 8145 - 10/09/2001
1999/1407 00168 02318 ECKABISH 8149 - 10/09/2001
1999/1410 00168 02318 ECKADELA 9888 - 12/08/2002
1999/1550 03602 01902 FISCOR FIRE 6064 - 26/07/2000
2000/0129 05417 00423 LIBERTY
SNOWFLAKE
11172 - 19/05/2003
2000/0560 05505 DUEUROGLORY 9895 - 12/08/2002
2000/0561 05505 DUEPRE 9910 - 12/08/2002
2000/1674 03602 01902 FISLEMON 9915 - 12/08/2002
2000/1675 03602 01902 FISELFI 9916 - 12/08/2002
2000/2029 02318 ECKALBA 9917 - 12/08/2002
2000/2030 02318 ECKAKEEM 9918 - 12/08/2002
2000/2032 02318 ECKAHAB 11763 - 08/09/2003
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Euphorbia pulcherrima Willd. ex Klotzsch
2000/2037 02318 ECKALBINKA 9897 - 12/08/2002
2000/2042 02318 ECKALVERTA 9899 - 12/08/2002
2001/0724 03602 01902 KAMP BURGUNDY 11770 - 08/09/2003
2001/1013 05505 DUEAVANT 18393 - 25/09/2006
2001/1015 05505 DUEINFINITY 18394 - 25/09/2006
2001/1018 05505 DUEPREMPINK 11774 - 08/09/2003
2001/1020 05505 DUEPREMWI 11776 - 08/09/2003
2001/2112 02318 ECKALVEEN 11782 - 08/09/2003
2002/1705 03602 01902 FISMARS 13658 - 21/06/2004
2002/1706 03602 01902 FISOLYMP 13659 - 21/06/2004
2002/1832 03645 LAZZPOREFF 13864 - 16/08/2004
2002/2044 05505 DUECOWHITE 15893 - 18/07/2005
2002/2045 05505 DUECOPINK 13865 - 16/08/2004
2002/2047 05505 DUEMERLOT 15894 - 18/07/2005
2002/2083 05505 DUEPREMMAR 15895 - 18/07/2005
2002/2148 03116 NPCW02044 15897 - 18/07/2005
2002/2149 03116 NPCW02042 15898 - 18/07/2005
2002/2150 03116 NPCW02022 15899 - 18/07/2005
2003/0728 03602 01902 FISCOR ELECTRIC 13660 - 21/06/2004
2003/1052 00168 02318 RED ANGEL 15905 - 18/07/2005
2003/1053 00168 02318 GALA RED 15906 - 18/07/2005
2003/2459 00168 02318 ECKALON 15914 - 18/07/2005
2004/0245 03602 01902 FISMILLERL 15778 - 20/06/2005
2004/0582 01018/05417 00423 STARGAZER 18407 - 25/09/2006
2004/0583 01018/05417 00423 ALREDDY RED 18408 - 25/09/2006
2004/0854 03645 LAZZPOREGA 18410 - 25/09/2006
2004/1050 03602 01902 FISNOVIRED 18416 - 25/09/2006
2004/1114 00168 02318 ECKALGER 18419 - 25/09/2006
2004/2510 05505 DUEPREMMIRO 18432 - 25/09/2006
2004/2548 03116 NPCW04095 18433 - 25/09/2006
2004/2657 05505 DUESCANDIC 18435 - 25/09/2006
2004/2658 05505 DUEARCWI 20866 - 10/09/2007
2004/2659 05505 DUECITRIC 18436 - 25/09/2006
2005/0121 01018/05417 00423 ESTRELLA RED 20867 - 10/09/2007
2005/0145 03116 NPCW04107 20870 - 10/09/2007
2005/0201 03602 01902 FISMARS CREME 21075 - 22/10/2007
2005/0202 03602 01902 FISMARS MARBLE 21076 - 22/10/2007
2005/0331 00168 02318 PER964 20872 - 10/09/2007
2005/0332 04972 02318 ICE PUNCH 20873 - 10/09/2007
2005/0691 05417 00423 PURPLE HEART 20877 - 10/09/2007
2005/2657 05505 DUEMETRO 20896 - 10/09/2007
2005/2658 05505 DUEAVARED 23446 - 29/09/2008
2005/2659 05505 DUEPREMIMAPRI 20897 - 10/09/2007
2006/0032 00168 02318 PER7102 21126 - 22/10/2007
2006/0033 00168 02318 PER8603 21127 - 22/10/2007
2006/0034 00168 02318 PER101 21128 - 22/10/2007
2006/0035 00168 02318 ECKABUD 21129 - 22/10/2007
2006/0141 03116 NPCW05093 23447 - 29/09/2008
2006/0142 03116 NPCW05102 23448 - 29/09/2008
2006/1782 03645 LAZZPOYEA 23455 - 29/09/2008
2006/1784 03645 LAZZPOREI 23456 - 29/09/2008
2006/1785 03645 LAZZPOWHITE 23457 - 29/09/2008
2006/1786 03645 LAZZPOREJES 23458 - 29/09/2008
2006/1900 03116 NPCW06115 23330 - 04/08/2008
2006/1927 00168 02318 PER6502 23459 - 29/09/2008
2006/1928 00168 02318 PER1902 23460 - 29/09/2008
2006/1929 00168 02318 PER1072 23461 - 29/09/2008
2006/2368 05505 DUEEARLYGLORY 23472 - 29/09/2008
2006/2369 05505 DUEEUBLABEAU 23473 - 29/09/2008
2006/2370 05505 DUEFLAME 23474 - 29/09/2008
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Euphorbia pulcherrima Willd. ex Klotzsch
2006/2371 05505 DUEINFINITYWI 23475 - 29/09/2008
2006/2625 03602 01902 CAROUSEL DARK
RED
23476 - 29/09/2008
2007/0008 05505 DUECHAMP 23477 - 29/09/2008
2007/0357 03116 NPCW07120 25834 - 24/08/2009
2007/0619 01018/05417 00423 ESTRELLA PINK 25958 - 21/09/2009
2007/0620 01018/05417 00423 FLOASATUR 25959 - 21/09/2009
2007/0621 01018/05417 00423 CASTOR RED 25960 - 21/09/2009
2008/0007 05505 DUEINFINITYMA 25838 - 24/08/2009
2008/0009 05505 DUESCANEARL 25839 - 24/08/2009
2008/0011 05505 DUEPREMICE 25840 - 24/08/2009
2008/0012 05505 DUEINFINITYBRI 25841 - 24/08/2009
2008/0013 05505 DUEIMVIKING 25842 - 24/08/2009
Euphorbia characias L.
2000/0570 06086 WILCOTT 10035 - 09/09/2002
2007/1670 05946 01589 TASMANIAN TIGER 24140 - 23/02/2009
Euphorbia L.
1998/1193 06086 CHARAM 4713 - 21/06/1999
2001/1877 00165 EFANTHIA 14320 - 06/12/2004
2001/1878 00165 DESPINA 14321 - 06/12/2004
2004/0386 00165 INNTHAL 20408 - 02/07/2007
2004/0626 06086 NOTHOWLEE 18215 - 21/08/2006
Euphorbia amygdaloides L.
2008/1207 06308 00423 FROSTED FLAME 26241 - 07/12/2009
Euphorbia x martinii
2002/1476 02406 02749 APERITIF 16907 - 27/02/2006
Euphorbia candelabrum Kotschy
2001/0794 03452 CALYPSO 11459 - 23/06/2003
Euphorbia epithymoides L.
2007/1382 03620 00423 BONFIRE 26236 - 07/12/2009
Eupatorium L.
2005/2357 02078 03423 PHANTOM 24400 - 23/03/2009
Eustoma exaltatum (L.) Salisb. Ex G. Don subsp. Russellianum (Hook.) Kartesz
1995/2031 01020 04464 EXROSA BLUE 6193 - 19/06/2000
1995/2032 01020 04464 EXROSA WHITE 6194 - 19/06/2000
1995/2033 01020 04464 EXROSA PINK 6195 - 19/06/2000
1997/0422 01020 04464 EXROSA GREEN 4766 - 26/07/2000
2003/0274 01020 04464 SAKEUS343A 14465 - 17/12/2004
Exacum L.
1997/0912 01944 00003 FUJI WHITE 5047 - 25/10/1999
2003/1241 01944 00003 REX 25 17070 - 27/03/2006
Exacum aﬃne Balf. f.
2001/1455 01944 00003 REX 22 12924 - 05/04/2004
Fagopyrum esculentum Moench
1998/1345 02357 DROLLET 8269 - 19/11/2001
Fallopia sachalinensis (F. Schmidt) Ronse Decr.
2007/0149 05715 05716 IGNISCUM 24310 - 23/03/2009
2007/1958 05994/05717 05716 CANDY 24311 - 23/03/2009
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Fargesia murieliae (Gamble) T.P. Yi
2004/1451 04735 00441 LEASCH 18075 - 17/07/2006
2004/1452 04735 00441 SMARAGD 18076 - 17/07/2006
2004/1594 04758 04760 SUPERJUMBO 20622 - 06/08/2007
2004/2434 04877 02586 JAN 108 18080 - 17/07/2006
2005/1132 05123 02586 FRESENA 18081 - 17/07/2006
2006/2336 05123 02586 FRYA 20323 - 04/06/2007
Felicia amelloides (L.) Voss
2004/1831 00633 00423 BALPINPERI 17249 - 10/04/2006
2005/2457 03602 03325 FELBLU 20680 - 06/08/2007
Festuca arundinacea Schreb.
1995/1389 03304 MYLENA 2592 - 08/12/1997
1998/1163 03304 AMALIA 4821 - 02/08/1999
2001/1262 03304 EXELLA 14070 - 27/09/2004
2002/0782 03304 ELISA 10558 - 10/02/2003
2005/1004 04176 00133 BARADISO 16645 - 19/12/2005
2005/1006 04176 00133 BARLEROY 16647 - 19/12/2005
2006/1339 03304 APRILIA 18918 - 18/12/2006
2006/1343 03304 ESTIVADA 18921 - 18/12/2006
2007/1057 03304 IZELLA 21537 - 17/12/2007
2007/1635 05115 LIPALMA 22529 - 19/05/2008
2008/1079 03304 CALLINA 25294 - 08/06/2009
2008/1080 03304 HIDALGO 25603 - 06/07/2009
2008/1280 05985 ELISSIA 25296 - 08/06/2009
2008/1281 05985 ELODIE 25297 - 08/06/2009
2008/2492 05115 MIRACULIX 25629 - 06/07/2009
2009/0501 03304 AZIZA 25992 - 05/10/2009
Festuca ovina L.
2003/1004 03304 BLUES 12170 - 24/11/2003
2008/1418 00131 CANTONA 23817 - 26/01/2009
2008/1600 06348 ABERFLEECE 24201 - 23/02/2009
Festuca rubra L.
1997/1336 03304 RUMBA 3018 - 06/07/1998
1999/1549 03304 SALSA 6108 - 17/04/2000
2000/1249 03304 LAMBADA 7503 - 19/03/2001
2001/1265 03304 SWING 9471 - 21/05/2002
2002/0781 03304 ARPEGE 10557 - 10/02/2003
2003/1003 03304 MUSICA 13131 - 19/04/2004
2004/0128 06348 ABERFLIGHT 13935 - 13/09/2004
2004/0971 03304 POLKA 14676 - 07/02/2005
2004/0972 03304 REGGAE 14677 - 07/02/2005
2004/2575 00186 SW CYGNUS 15980 - 17/08/2005
2005/0986 03304 CARIOCA 16632 - 19/12/2005
2005/1095 05115 JASPERINA 16797 - 30/01/2006
2005/1504 00131 TWYSPORT 16820 - 30/01/2006
2005/2384 04176 00133 BARSWING 18016 - 03/07/2006
2005/2483 05115 LIBEAUTY 18022 - 03/07/2006
2006/0602 05115 EUROMASTER 18283 - 11/09/2006
2007/0435 04955 SARAH 21323 - 26/11/2007
2007/0600 05787 MAKYTA 21319 - 26/11/2007
2007/0656 05115 EUROCROWN 21298 - 26/11/2007
2007/0657 05115 URSULA 21299 - 26/11/2007
2007/0659 05115 EXCELLENCE 21301 - 26/11/2007
2007/0660 05115 AGNETHA 21302 - 26/11/2007
2007/0661 05115 RYDER 21303 - 26/11/2007
2007/1058 03304 MUSETTE 21538 - 17/12/2007
2007/1059 03304 BOSSANOVA 21539 - 17/12/2007
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Festuca rubra L.
2007/1636 05115 FASHION 23596 - 13/10/2008
2008/0622 05115 CHARME 23598 - 13/10/2008
2008/1420 00131 BLENHEIM 23818 - 26/01/2009
2008/1421 00131 ROSSINANTE 23819 - 26/01/2009
2008/1422 00131 SERGEI 23820 - 26/01/2009
2008/1423 00131 AMARONE 23821 - 26/01/2009
2008/1450 05115 RELEVANT 23926 - 26/01/2009
2008/1601 06348 ABERCHARM 24202 - 23/02/2009
2009/0414 05115 HIGHTOWER 26040 - 05/10/2009
2009/0416 05115 CARACTER 26041 - 05/10/2009
Festuca pratensis Huds.
2005/2618 05115 LIBON 18025 - 03/07/2006
2006/0741 05115 LIHEROLD 18545 - 09/10/2006
2007/0599 05787 KOLUMBUS 21320 - 26/11/2007
2008/0669 05115 PAMPERO 23602 - 13/10/2008
2008/1294 04955 COSMONAUT 23842 - 26/01/2009
Ficus benjamina L.
1995/0407 00154 01903 EXOTIC MONIQUE 4859 - 06/09/1999
1995/0706 00277 01903 DANIELLE 590 - 02/08/1996
1996/0228 00277 01903 NAOMI BEAUTY 2760 - 06/04/1998
1996/0229 00277 01903 MIDNIGHT LADY 2761 - 06/04/1998
1996/0729 02114 01903 NICOLE 2167 - 27/06/1997
1996/0731 02114 01903 NIGHTINGALE 2166 - 27/06/1997
1996/1416 00153 01903 EURODI 3171 - 02/06/1998
1997/0504 00154 01903 GOLDEN MONIQUE 5891 - 05/06/2000
1997/0832 00277 01903 PEDANI 7209 - 15/01/2001
1997/0867 01796 01903 MABEL 6215 - 05/06/2000
1998/0636 02114 01903 NINET 4345 - 19/04/1999
1998/1039 00277 01903 REGIDAN 6553 - 26/07/2000
2000/1438 00277 01903 DANILIGHT 9385 - 21/05/2002
2000/1439 00277 01903 ALEXIS 9386 - 21/05/2002
2001/0547 00277 01903 MODANI 11588 - 28/07/2003
2001/1160 03527 NATASJA KING 13561 - 21/06/2004
2001/1571 02107 BAROK 10991 - 28/04/2003
2002/0790 03872 01903 KNAAPFILG 14341 - 06/12/2004
2002/1874 00277 01903 GOLDIE 13586 - 21/06/2004
2003/1071 00277 01903 NAOMI GOLD 15714 - 20/06/2005
2003/1210 03527 TWINNY 18609 - 20/11/2006
2004/0526 00277 01903 ANASTASIA 18694 - 20/11/2006
2006/1095 00277 01903 REGI2 23090 - 07/07/2008
Ficus carica
1997/0888 01804 VIOLETTA 12325 - 18/12/2003
Ficus elastica Roxb.
1995/0705 00277 01903 MELANY 589 - 02/08/1996
2000/0441 02107 BELIZE 9141 - 17/04/2002
2000/0442 02107 BRASIL 9142 - 17/04/2002
2002/0511 02107 BALI 13567 - 21/06/2004
Ficus spec.
1995/2854 00154 01903 TRIANGEL 3125 - 02/06/1998
Ficus microcarpa L. f.
1997/1345 01922 01923 MOCLAME 6219 - 05/06/2000
Fittonia albivenis (Lindl. ex hort. Veitch) Brummitt
2004/1170 04707 RED ANGEL 14991 - 21/03/2005
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Fittonia albivenis (Lindl. ex hort. Veitch) Brummitt
2004/1171 04707 WHITE ANGEL 14525 - 24/01/2005
2004/1487 04707 PINK DIAMOND 14992 - 21/03/2005
2004/1488 04707 SNOW STAR 14993 - 21/03/2005
2004/1489 04707 ROYAL FLAME 14994 - 21/03/2005
2004/1490 04707 DARK STAR 14995 - 21/03/2005
2005/0374 04707 FOREST FLAME 16260 - 26/09/2005
2005/0375 04707 WHITE STAR 16261 - 26/09/2005
2005/0376 04707 JOLY JOSAN 16262 - 26/09/2005
2005/2405 04707 PINK STAR 18459 - 25/09/2006
2006/1500 04707 MATRIX 19399 - 05/03/2007
2006/1501 04707 MISTRAL 19400 - 05/03/2007
2006/1502 04707 ZALM STAR 19401 - 05/03/2007
2006/1503 04707 ZALM FOREST
FLAME
19402 - 05/03/2007
2006/1504 04707 PINK FOREST FLAME 19403 - 05/03/2007
2006/1505 04707 REVOLUTION 19404 - 05/03/2007
2006/1506 04707 SPRINGTIME 19405 - 05/03/2007
2006/1507 04707 SNOW ANNE 19406 - 05/03/2007
2006/1508 04707 WHISPER 19407 - 05/03/2007
2006/1509 04707 WHITE SENSATION 19408 - 05/03/2007
2006/1510 04707 PURPER ANGEL 19409 - 05/03/2007
2006/1511 04707 FESTIVAL 19410 - 05/03/2007
2006/1512 04707 TIGER 19411 - 05/03/2007
2006/1513 04707 KINGS CROSS 19412 - 05/03/2007
2006/1514 04707 SHADOW 19413 - 05/03/2007
2006/1515 04707 PURPER SNOW ANNE 19414 - 05/03/2007
2006/1516 04707 ENIGMA 19415 - 05/03/2007
2006/1517 04707 ICE QUEEN 19416 - 05/03/2007
2007/2763 04707 RAINDROP 23351 - 25/08/2008
2007/2785 04707 AUTUMN 26054 - 05/10/2009
2007/2786 04707 PINK PANTHER 26055 - 05/10/2009
2007/2787 04707 LION 26056 - 05/10/2009
2007/2788 04707 LEMON 26057 - 05/10/2009
2007/2789 04707 WHITE FOREST
FLAME
26058 - 05/10/2009
2009/0565 04707 SKELETON 26272 - 21/12/2009
2009/0566 04707 GREEN MARBLE 26273 - 21/12/2009
2009/0567 04707 WHITE MARBLE 26274 - 21/12/2009
x Festulolium
2005/0369 04984 04985 MATRIX 23885 - 26/01/2009
2007/0596 05787 FOJTAN 21316 - 26/11/2007
2007/0597 05787 PERSEUS 21315 - 26/11/2007
2007/0598 05787 ACHILLES 21314 - 26/11/2007
Foeniculum vulgare P. Mill.
1996/0841 04465 00899 SELMA 4240 - 15/02/1999
1999/0158 00237 VROM BC205 7190 - 18/12/2000
1999/0159 00237 ZFA131 7191 - 18/12/2000
1999/0160 00237 MEC91 7192 - 18/12/2000
2001/1470 00938 02329 RIACE 12889 - 22/03/2004
2003/1719 00237 BEJO 2222 18142 - 17/07/2006
2003/1720 00237 BEJO 2221 18143 - 17/07/2006
2003/1722 00237 BEJO 2220 18145 - 17/07/2006
2003/1958 04075 02329 WIL601225 18151 - 17/07/2006
2003/1959 04075 02329 WIM601227 18152 - 17/07/2006
2003/2295 04075 02329 WIL601013 18153 - 17/07/2006
2005/0814 04075 02329 WIM601011 23173 - 21/07/2008
2005/2186 00237 BEJO 2233 24374 - 23/03/2009
2006/1746 04075 02329 WIM601331A 22299 - 05/05/2008
2006/1747 04075 02329 WIM601333 25864 - 24/08/2009
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Foeniculum vulgare P. Mill.
2006/2383 04075 02329 WIL601506 25871 - 24/08/2009
2006/2384 04075 02329 WIL601527A 22300 - 05/05/2008
2007/2934 04075 02329 WIL601629 25874 - 24/08/2009
2007/2935 04075 02329 WIM601571 25979 - 05/10/2009
2007/2936 04075 02329 WIL601627A 25875 - 24/08/2009
2008/0283 04075 02329 SUM606027A 25876 - 24/08/2009
2008/0284 04075 02329 SUM606069 25877 - 24/08/2009
Forsythia Vahl
2004/0795 03090 MINOR GOLD 19668 - 02/04/2007
Forsythia x intermedia Zabel
2003/1133 03881 MINDOR 17710 - 06/06/2006
Fragaria x ananassa Duch.
1995/0365 00127 00443 TETHIS 4558 - 03/05/1999
1995/1069 00345 01046 CAMAROSA 1849 - 10/03/1997
1995/1348 00054 01180 SYMPHONY 1713 - 17/02/1997
1995/2108 00132 CEGNIDAREM 1845 - 10/03/1997
1996/0247 03794 00466 DARSELECT 1763 - 03/03/1997
1996/0281 01306 01008 YAEL 6446 - 03/07/2000
1996/0282 01306 01008 TAMAR 6447 - 03/07/2000
1996/0283 01306 01008 MALAH 6448 - 03/07/2000
1996/0427 05221 00420 ZANTA 4672 - 21/06/1999
1996/0428 05221 00420 TARDA 4564 - 03/05/1999
1996/0756 01391 01151 CATALINA 4565 - 03/05/1999
1996/0776 05321/05322/05323 KIMBERLY 4566 - 03/05/1999
1996/0909 00743/01203 00560 ENDURANCE 5354 - 12/11/1999
1996/1052 05433 CILOË 3897 - 14/12/1998
1996/1053 05433 CIREINE 2241 - 10/07/1997
1996/1054 05433 CIFLORETTE 3896 - 14/12/1998
1996/1055 05433 CIGALINE 2242 - 10/07/1997
1996/1492 00331 EVEREST 5650 - 20/12/1999
1997/0626 00659 01151 SAN MIGUEL 8874 - 18/02/2002
1997/0642 01306 01008 BUBA 6444 - 03/07/2000
1997/0643 01306 01008 HADAS 6445 - 03/07/2000
1997/1294 00345 00889 AROMAS 6451 - 03/07/2000
1997/1295 00345 00889 DIAMANTE 6452 - 03/07/2000
1997/1450 00659 01151 BAEZA 7463 - 09/04/2001
1997/1528 05433 CIGOULETTE 3723 - 05/10/1998
1997/1529 05433 CIJOSEE 8486 - 03/12/2001
1997/1530 05433 CIRANO 8487 - 03/12/2001
1997/1533 05433 CIRAFINE 7733 - 21/05/2001
1998/0277 04662 00011 SOPHIE 7385 - 05/03/2001
1998/0278 04662 00011 FLORENCE 7386 - 05/03/2001
1998/0956 00127 00443 CIVMAD 9005 - 18/03/2002
1998/1015 02237 00443 MAYA 7818 - 11/06/2001
1998/1326 03925 SIABELLE 7188 - 18/12/2000
1999/0014 01869 ONDA 8885 - 18/02/2002
1999/0063 04662 00011 ROSIE 9006 - 18/03/2002
1999/0363 02540 00795 SENECA 9595 - 17/06/2002
1999/0461 00258 00446 THULANA 8895 - 18/02/2002
1999/0872 05221 00420 RINA 9930 - 12/08/2002
1999/0987 05321/05322/05323 VALERY 9008 - 18/03/2002
1999/1320 00984 ELAN 8499 - 03/12/2001
1999/1397 01391 01151 GALANTE 10573 - 10/02/2003
1999/1570 01869 PATTY 8889 - 18/02/2002
1999/1816 00258 00446 HOBOTTRECE 10424 - 20/01/2003
1999/1817 00258 00446 HOBDOEL 10425 - 20/01/2003
2000/0098 04662 00011 ALICE 10574 - 10/02/2003
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Fragaria x ananassa Duch.
2000/0716 01391 01151 GLORIA 10577 - 10/02/2003
2000/1000 00127 00443 CIVKA 10428 - 20/01/2003
2000/1176 00132 PLARIONFRE 10429 - 20/01/2003
2000/1220 03892 01228 WHITNEY 10430 - 20/01/2003
2000/1381 03131 00560 COMMITMENT 10431 - 20/01/2003
2001/0011 05221 00420 XIMA 13334 - 17/05/2004
2001/0138 02237 03143 NF205 14557 - 24/01/2005
2001/0151 03292 00011 AVAMARIA 13948 - 13/09/2004
2001/0152 03292 00011 AVA 13335 - 17/05/2004
2001/0153 03844/04056 00011 SUZANA 13336 - 17/05/2004
2001/0154 03295 00011 YAMASKA 13337 - 17/05/2004
2001/0155 03295 00011 SAINT PIERRE 13338 - 17/05/2004
2001/0329 00659 01151 VENTURA 13343 - 17/05/2004
2001/0447 00659 01151 DRISCOLL SAN JUAN 13344 - 17/05/2004
2001/0815 05433 CHARLOTTE 13354 - 17/05/2004
2001/1111 05321/05322/05323 SUSY 13361 - 17/05/2004
2001/1214 05442 00420 SALSA 16102 - 17/08/2005
2001/1215 05442 00420 SONATA 14768 - 07/03/2005
2001/1341 03131 00560 PATIENCE 13363 - 17/05/2004
2001/1342 03131 00560 HONOR 13364 - 17/05/2004
2001/1474 00127 00443 AROSA 14559 - 24/01/2005
2001/1475 00127 00443 CIVL35 13365 - 17/05/2004
2001/1516 00132 SABROSA 13795 - 19/07/2004
2001/1699 04662 00011 FLAMENCO 14769 - 07/03/2005
2001/1918 00331 EVIE 2 14770 - 07/03/2005
2002/0339 00127 00443 CIVRI30 14561 - 24/01/2005
2002/0747 00659 01151 CAMARILLO 14771 - 07/03/2005
2002/1094 00659 01151 BISCAYNE 14773 - 07/03/2005
2002/1095 00659 01151 EL CAPITAN 14774 - 07/03/2005
2002/1187 00669 01151 FLORIDA FESTIVAL 14775 - 07/03/2005
2002/1283 05442 00420 FIGARO 16742 - 30/01/2006
2002/1565 00345 03796 VENTANA 14780 - 07/03/2005
2002/1566 00345 03796 CAMINO REAL 14781 - 07/03/2005
2002/1586 00127 00443 CLERY 16743 - 30/01/2006
2002/1936 02237 03143 NF311 16744 - 30/01/2006
2003/0075 00743/01203 00560 PROMISE 16673 - 19/12/2005
2003/0090 01391 01151 GALEXIA 16736 - 30/01/2006
2003/0122 00718 00011 MATIS 16918 - 27/02/2006
2003/0123 04662 00011 MAE 16919 - 27/02/2006
2003/0136 00258 00446 HOBTHURMARDU 16752 - 30/01/2006
2003/0137 00258 00446 HOBTHURMARTRE 16753 - 30/01/2006
2003/0140 00258 00446 HOBTHURMARSEI 16756 - 30/01/2006
2003/1229 00132 CARMELA 17840 - 06/06/2006
2003/1230 00132 MACARENA 17841 - 06/06/2006
2003/1550 01869 QUEEN ELISA 16761 - 30/01/2006
2003/1573 04362 RUBIA 13032 - 05/04/2004
2003/1796 02489/04400/02490/
02487/02486
SVEVA 19936 - 16/04/2007
2003/1797 02489/04400/02490/
02487/02486
ADRIA 19937 - 16/04/2007
2003/1828 01869 IRMA 16762 - 30/01/2006
2003/1954 00659 01151 DRISCOLL JUBILEE 16739 - 30/01/2006
2003/1955 00659 01151 DRISCOLL CORONA-
TION
16740 - 30/01/2006
2003/1990 00659 01151 DRISCOLL AGOURA 19751 - 02/04/2007
2004/0490 00331 EVIE 3 19752 - 02/04/2007
2004/0771 05433 BETTY 23319 - 04/08/2008
2004/0775 04639 ISAURA 20062 - 21/05/2007
2004/1482 00345 03796 ALBION 20099 - 21/05/2007
2004/1718 02237 03143 NF 245 19651 - 19/03/2007
2004/2175 01869 DORA 20065 - 21/05/2007
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Fragaria x ananassa Duch.
2004/2176 01869 EVA 20066 - 21/05/2007
2005/0269 04662 00011 JUDIBELL 21937 - 10/03/2008
2005/0270 04662 00011 EMR 286 21938 - 10/03/2008
2005/0271 04662 00011 MALLING OPAL 21939 - 10/03/2008
2005/0385 00659 01151 DRISCOLL PEARL 21580 - 17/12/2007
2005/0386 00659 01151 DRISCOLL LANAI 21581 - 17/12/2007
2005/0452 01306/02170 00441 HERUT 21583 - 17/12/2007
2005/0799 03131 00560 SPLENDOR 21584 - 17/12/2007
2005/1031 00718 MA 94731 16777 - 30/01/2006
2005/1103 01155/05116/01157/
05117/05118
01155 AGUEDILLA 16921 - 27/02/2006
2005/1285 05117 CORAL 19242 - 19/02/2007
2005/1286 03794 DARLISETTE 16909 - 27/02/2006
2005/1287 03794 DAROYAL 16910 - 27/02/2006
2005/1289 03794 DAISY 16912 - 27/02/2006
2005/1337 05150 FLORIN 21947 - 10/03/2008
2005/1505 00659 01151 DRISCOLL DESTIN 22301 - 05/05/2008
2005/1506 00659 01151 DRISCOLL SANIBEL 23753 - 17/12/2008
2005/1507 00659 01151 DRISCOLL ATLANTIS 23754 - 17/12/2008
2005/1508 00659 01151 DRISCOLL OSCEOLA 22302 - 05/05/2008
2005/1509 00659 01151 DRISCOLL MALIBU 22303 - 05/05/2008
2005/1643 00659 01151 DRISCOLL EL DO-
RADO
21582 - 17/12/2007
2005/1829 03131 00560 VIRTUE 23758 - 17/12/2008
2005/2559 00127 00443 GALIACIV 24362 - 23/03/2009
2005/2560 00127 00443 ANTEA 24363 - 23/03/2009
2006/0222 00659 01151 DRISCOLL SAUSAL-
ITO
23755 - 17/12/2008
2006/0223 00659 01151 DRISCOLL BONAIRE 23756 - 17/12/2008
2006/0224 00659 01151 DRISCOLL OJAI 23757 - 17/12/2008
2006/0361 01869 RECORD 23761 - 17/12/2008
2006/0362 01869 LIA 23762 - 17/12/2008
2006/0405 00718 MA 48 25896 - 24/08/2009
2006/0617 02264 MALWINA 24376 - 23/03/2009
2006/0814 05421 00011 HERMIONE 24364 - 23/03/2009
2006/0815 05421 00011 JULIET 24365 - 23/03/2009
2006/1088 05433 CANDISS 25897 - 24/08/2009
2006/1244 05496 MIEZE NOVA 19042 - 22/01/2007
2006/1373 02237 03143 NF421 23759 - 17/12/2008
2006/1481 03794 DIANA 21789 - 28/01/2008
2006/1482 03794 DONNA 21790 - 28/01/2008
2006/1525 04362 LUCIA 24377 - 23/03/2009
2006/2675 01155/01157/05116/
02558
AMIGA 23764 - 17/12/2008
2007/0217 00984 DURBAN 23766 - 17/12/2008
2007/0622 05792 05692 TREASURE 21989 - 10/03/2008
2008/1181 03794 DARSELECT BRIGHT 25460 - 22/06/2009
Fragaria vesca L.




1995/2732 00256 00730 SAMBA 3428 - 07/09/1998
Freesia Eckl. ex Klatt
1997/0072 03783 VARAYEL 3339 - 06/07/1998
2000/0961 03056/03306 03783 RICASSIS 9911 - 12/08/2002
2001/0079 03056/03306 03783 RICAGINA 8124 - 10/09/2001
2001/0080 03056/03306 03783 RICALDOS 8511 - 03/12/2001
2001/0081 03056/03306 03783 RICAMON 8512 - 03/12/2001
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Freesia Eckl. ex Klatt
2001/1303 03056/03306 03783 RIDIJON 11315 - 09/06/2003
2001/1305 03056/03306 03783 RICALANS 11317 - 09/06/2003
2001/1306 03056/03306 03783 RICIBON 11318 - 09/06/2003
2001/1916 03056/03306 03783 RICAGRANDE 12740 - 08/03/2004
2002/0800 03783 VARALONG 12376 - 19/01/2004
2002/0801 03783 VARASUM 12377 - 19/01/2004
2002/0802 03783 VARASIL 12378 - 19/01/2004
2003/0077 03783 ZAFREHART 14328 - 06/12/2004
2003/0224 03783 ZAFREPAL 14329 - 06/12/2004
2003/0682 03056/03306 03783 RICAFFE 14331 - 06/12/2004
2003/0988 03783 ZAPOTOOT 14339 - 06/12/2004
2003/1102 03783 ZAFREBLOS 12386 - 19/01/2004
2005/0590 03783 ZAFRERINE 19291 - 05/03/2007
2005/0811 03783 ZAFREFLAM 19292 - 05/03/2007
2006/0942 03783 ZAPOSNOO 21904 - 25/02/2008
2006/1108 03783 ZAFRESOL 22363 - 05/05/2008
2006/1239 03783 ZAFREPAPIL 20338 - 18/06/2007
2007/0926 03783 ZAPOGRUM 23983 - 09/02/2009
2007/0928 03783 ZAFRESUN 23984 - 09/02/2009
2007/0929 03783 ZAFRETOUR 23985 - 09/02/2009
Fuchsia L.
1996/1120 01484 00423 PALOMA 3251 - 03/08/1998
1997/0971 03226 SUNFILIPE 4641 - 07/06/1999
1997/1102 01484 00423 CHERRY 4654 - 07/06/1999
1998/0638 02118/02117 01110 JOHN RIDDING 5321 - 08/11/1999
1998/1213 01484 00165 GOETZGINGER 6428 - 19/06/2000
1998/1214 01484 00165 MARCIA 5335 - 08/11/1999
1998/1215 01484 00165 SHIRLEY 5336 - 08/11/1999
1998/1216 01484 00165 GOETZLIZA 6429 - 19/06/2000
1998/1217 01484 00165 GOETZGENE 6430 - 19/06/2000
1999/0495 02392/04071 00082 SANICOMF 7007 - 20/11/2000
1999/0496 02392/04071 00082 SANIHANF 7008 - 20/11/2000
1999/1155 03226 SANTAMARIA 7109 - 18/12/2000
2001/0573 01110 FONCHA 10622 - 24/02/2003
2001/0927 02392/04071 00082 SANISUTANFU 10280 - 18/11/2002
2001/1873 01484 00165 GOETZROSE 12353 - 19/01/2004
2001/1874 01484 00165 GOETZCARL 12354 - 19/01/2004
2001/1875 01484 00165 GOETZPEG 12355 - 19/01/2004
2001/1876 01484 00165 SHABETTY 12356 - 19/01/2004
2002/0115 01484 00165 GOETZTIL 12390 - 19/01/2004
2002/1169 03223 00423 ELLEBEL 13829 - 19/07/2004
2002/1170 03223 00423 CATOOTJE 13830 - 19/07/2004
2002/1171 03223 00423 JAN HENDRIKS 13831 - 19/07/2004
2002/1495 01484 00423 BILLY 12260 - 18/12/2003
2002/1496 01484 00423 ERNIE 12261 - 18/12/2003
2002/1497 01484 00423 HILLARY 12262 - 18/12/2003
2004/0495 02871 KIEFUZAK 16403 - 14/11/2005
2004/0496 02871 KIEFUKAF 16404 - 14/11/2005
2004/1007 05173 FULI 01 16413 - 14/11/2005
2004/1008 05173 SUMFUC 01 16414 - 14/11/2005
2004/2422 01484 00165 GOETZV2 18645 - 20/11/2006
2005/0193 04979/04980 FONMUT 18648 - 20/11/2006
2005/1530 05173 LIMA XX2 21032 - 22/10/2007
2005/1531 05173 SUMIG XX2 21033 - 22/10/2007
2005/2667 05299 FUCDPW 21591 - 14/01/2008
2006/0146 02871 KIEFUBEA 21037 - 22/10/2007
2006/2454 01484 00165 GOETZIMPRO 23908 - 26/01/2009
2006/2455 01484 00165 GOETZLANDA 23909 - 26/01/2009
2007/1085 04071/02392 00082 SANIHANF ARL 2 23667 - 24/11/2008
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Fuchsia L.
2007/1386 03223/05935 00423 MOERHEN 129 23651 - 24/11/2008
2007/1732 01484 00423 ROCKY 23650 - 24/11/2008
2008/0968 00638 00423 BRFU 05441 26240 - 07/12/2009
Gaillardia Foug.
2003/2224 04454 01110 ORANGES AND
LEMONS
15776 - 20/06/2005
Gaillardia x grandiﬂora hort. Ex Van Houtte
2002/1550 03993 03833 FANFARE 15769 - 20/06/2005
Gaillardia pulchella Foug.
2004/1829 00633 00423 BALTOREDEM 17247 - 10/04/2006
Gaillardia aristata Pursh
2006/2001 03602 03325 GRANYEL 22800 - 09/06/2008
2006/2002 03602 03325 GRANORAN 22801 - 09/06/2008
2006/2003 03602 03325 GRANBUR 22802 - 09/06/2008
2006/2004 03602 03325 GRANRETIP 22803 - 09/06/2008
Gardenia jasminoides J. Ellis
2000/1940 04265 01903 KIMBERLY 11448 - 23/06/2003
Gaura lindheimeri Engelm.et A.Gray
2000/1409 00742 01903 CRIMSON BUTTER-
FLIES
11444 - 06/10/2003
2002/1623 01679 01903 PASSIONATE PINK 15681 - 26/09/2005
2003/0279 04143 GAUCHEBRA 15691 - 06/06/2005
2003/0280 04143 MY MELODY 15692 - 06/06/2005
2003/1831 03602 03325 GAUTALWHI 15842 - 04/07/2005
2003/2349 03491 03663 NUGAUWHITE 15843 - 04/07/2005
2003/2445 03602 03325 GAUDWWHI 17319 - 24/04/2006
2004/2366 03602 03325 GAUDROS 17321 - 24/04/2006
2004/2367 03602 03325 GAUDPIN 17322 - 24/04/2006
2005/0841 00742 01589 PASSIONATE BLUSH 19293 - 05/03/2007
2005/0842 00742 01589 PASSIONATE RAIN-
BOW
19294 - 05/03/2007
2005/1690 05206 01903 BLAZE 19295 - 05/03/2007
2005/2458 03602 03325 GAUDAPLO 19296 - 05/03/2007
2005/2549 06292 04143 GAUSUDRE 23513 - 29/09/2008
2005/2638 05293/05294 03663 REDGAPI 25251 - 08/06/2009
2007/1158 05290 05291 TUTTI FRUTTI 25135 - 18/05/2009
2007/1160 05290 05291 VANILLA 25136 - 18/05/2009
2007/1324 03116 KLEGL06261 22468 - 05/05/2008
2008/2112 00633 00423 BALTINCITE 26271 - 21/12/2009
Gaultheria Kalm ex L.
2000/1188 03090 VERGAUL 7616 - 09/04/2001
Gazania rigens (L.) Gaertn.
2000/1440 03491 02318 SUGAJA 10042 - 09/09/2002
2006/1231 05494 05299 GAZTE 21565 - 17/12/2007
Gazania Gaertn.
2001/0937 03491 02318 SUGAMO 11461 - 23/06/2003
Gentiana L.
1995/2481 00247 BLUE MOUNTAIN 6211 - 05/06/2000
1996/1029 00247 WHITE MOUNTAIN 4333 - 19/04/1999
2002/1700 02012 ALPINE SUCCESS 20308 - 04/06/2007
2003/1212 04290 02433 OBAN 15460 - 10/05/2005
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Gentiana L.
2003/1213 04290 02433 BALMORAL 15461 - 10/05/2005
2003/1214 04290 02433 IONA 15462 - 10/05/2005
2003/1215 04290 02433 BRAEMAR 15463 - 10/05/2005
2003/1833 04404 DIANA 13389 - 17/05/2004
Gentiana triﬂora Pall.
2002/0701 03846 01903 ENCIA PRINCESS
WHITE
20938 - 24/09/2007
2002/0704 03846 01903 ENCIA PRINCESS
BLUE
20939 - 24/09/2007
2003/1580 05416 00423 LOVELY ASHIRO 23335 - 25/08/2008
2003/1593 05416 00423 SHINE BLUE ASHIRO 23336 - 25/08/2008
2003/1594 05416 00423 MERUHEN ASHIRO 23337 - 25/08/2008
2004/2404 03846 01903 ENCIA PRINCESS VIO-
LET
20942 - 24/09/2007
2004/2405 03846 01903 ENCIA PRINCESS
LIGHTBLUE
20943 - 24/09/2007
2004/2537 04404 02334 LITTLE DIAMOND 20708 - 24/08/2007
Gentiana makinoi Kusn.
2003/1643 04381 02334 MARSHA 15473 - 10/05/2005
Gentiana scabra Bunge
2004/0843 06733 00441 GENTAND 006 18088 - 17/07/2006
2004/0844 06733 BIG MOUNTAIN 21846 - 11/02/2008
2006/2468 00165 JABTET3 21978 - 10/03/2008
2007/2340 05564 SAPHIR 25556 - 22/06/2009
2007/2341 05564 OCEAN 25557 - 22/06/2009
2007/2342 05564 BRIGHT SAPHIR 25558 - 22/06/2009
Gentiana makinoi Kusn. x G. scabra Bunge
2007/2381 04381 02334 BLUE MAGIC 25559 - 22/06/2009
Geranium L.
1996/1175 01495 04871 PINK SPICE 5527 - 06/12/1999
1996/1325 01547 00423 BLOGOLD 6099 - 02/10/2000
1997/1080 01861 00423 GERNIC 2775 - 04/05/1998
1997/1081 05904/05745 00423 GERWAT 5538 - 17/01/2000
1999/1243 02750 02749 JOLLY BEE 10484 - 20/01/2003
2000/0592 03004 WESTRAY 10036 - 09/09/2002
2001/1575 02665 NODBEAUTY 15661 - 06/06/2005
2002/2168 04089/04090 00423 GERFOS 15501 - 23/05/2005
2003/0238 04130 03638 TANYA RENDALL 15728 - 20/06/2005
2004/0786 03004 BREMIGO 17320 - 24/04/2006
2004/2341 00712 03423 ALICE 17466 - 22/05/2006
2004/2342 00712 03423 MEMORIES 17467 - 22/05/2006
2004/2343 00712 03423 PENNY LANE 17468 - 22/05/2006
2005/0989 01547 03638 ROSETTA 22728 - 09/06/2008
2006/1255 05499 00119 SANDRINE 23296 - 21/07/2008
2006/2304 03004 01589 BREMERRY 22921 - 09/06/2008
2007/0857 03004 01589 BREMDRA 25544 - 22/06/2009
2007/1011 02617 MELINDA 24934 - 04/05/2009
Geranium phaeum L.
2001/0124 02079 SPRINGTIME 10072 - 23/09/2002
Geranium cinereum Cav.
2004/2344 00712 03423 SATEENE 17597 - 22/05/2006
Geranium maculatum L.
2004/2333 04862 01589 ELIZABETH ANN 20327 - 18/06/2007
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Geranium wallichianum D. Don ex Sweet
2006/0582 01547 03638 RAINBOW 22746 - 09/06/2008
2006/0583 01547 03638 CRYSTAL LAKE 22747 - 09/06/2008
2006/1077 02750 02334 SWEET HEIDY 22915 - 09/06/2008
Geranium pratense L.
2007/1771 05961 04599 LAURA 24940 - 04/05/2009
Gerbera L.
1995/0201 00023 OPTIMA 1489 - 16/12/1996
1995/0212 00023 FLORU 1850 - 10/03/1997
1996/0701 00021 AMARETTO 5476 - 12/11/1999
1996/1243 00023 PINK ELEGANCE 5075 - 25/10/1999
1996/1272 00023 FLOSAV 6213 - 05/06/2000
1997/1489 00023 FLOROSAL 7213 - 15/01/2001
1998/0343 00021 SCHRUMAM 5240 - 25/10/1999
1998/0801 00230 TERRANGE 6227 - 05/06/2000
1998/0886 00021 SCHRULBER 6265 - 05/06/2000
1998/1729 00021 SCHROUS 6343 - 19/06/2000
1999/0594 03888 02321 PREGEFAB 9116 - 15/04/2002
1999/0908 00023 FLODALM 7846 - 11/06/2001
1999/1886 00230 TERGRIZZLE 7857 - 11/06/2001
2000/0656 00021 YANARA 9143 - 15/04/2002
2000/0831 00023 ZEMBLA 9153 - 15/04/2002
2000/0834 00023 CABANA 9155 - 15/04/2002
2000/0837 00023 SUNWAY 9192 - 15/04/2002
2000/0843 00023 GOLIATH 9196 - 15/04/2002
2000/0844 00023 FLOGOLD 9197 - 15/04/2002
2000/0845 00023 MISTIQUE 10121 - 23/09/2002
2000/1060 00230 TERFORTRAN 11998 - 20/10/2003
2001/0896 00023 FLODANEL 10902 - 14/04/2003
2001/0898 00023 SUNGLOW 10904 - 14/04/2003
2001/0903 00023 VIGOURY 10908 - 14/04/2003
2001/1246 00021 SCHUMIP 10922 - 14/04/2003
2001/1247 00021 SCHIVIV 10924 - 14/04/2003
2001/1248 00021 ISIMAR 10925 - 14/04/2003
2001/1249 00021 SCHISERO 10926 - 14/04/2003
2001/1436 03888 02321 PREGESINAS 10982 - 28/04/2003
2002/0665 00230 TERMARE 11023 - 28/04/2003
2002/0666 00230 TERBASIC 11024 - 28/04/2003
2002/0668 00230 TERFLORAD 11026 - 28/04/2003
2002/0669 00230 TERPULCO 11027 - 28/04/2003
2002/0901 00023 CIRILLO 12831 - 22/03/2004
2002/0902 00023 CORNICE 12832 - 22/03/2004
2002/0907 00023 WINTER QUEEN 12835 - 22/03/2004
2002/0909 00023 FLOPRIM 12837 - 22/03/2004
2002/0913 00023 MONARCH 12840 - 22/03/2004
2002/0914 00023 FLOLIRU 12841 - 22/03/2004
2002/1340 03803 00023 PREGEHOFANT 12843 - 22/03/2004
2002/1390 00023 HARLEY 12845 - 22/03/2004
2003/0367 00023 MEXX 13422 - 17/05/2004
2003/0578 00230 TERROCKET 12853 - 22/03/2004
2003/0594 00230 TERROAD 12864 - 22/03/2004
2003/0605 00230 TERPRISON 18083 - 17/07/2006
2003/0613 00230 TERLOVE 12879 - 22/03/2004
2003/0672 00021 SCHINIT 12881 - 22/03/2004
2003/0674 00021 EXPLOSIV 12883 - 22/03/2004
2003/0894 00023 AXXION 14894 - 21/03/2005
2003/0897 00023 CARAMBOLE 14884 - 21/03/2005
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Gerbera L.
2003/0905 00023 TROPIC BLEND 14890 - 21/03/2005
2003/0910 00023 RED EXPLOSION 14897 - 21/03/2005
2003/1508 03803 00023 PREGBANA 14930 - 21/03/2005
2003/1509 03888 02321 PREGICEQU 14931 - 21/03/2005
2003/1510 03803 00023 PREGLEMICE 14932 - 21/03/2005
2004/0311 00021 WISH 14950 - 21/03/2005
2004/0313 00021 DORINDA 14951 - 21/03/2005
2004/1220 00023 DUNE 17788 - 06/06/2006
2004/1221 00023 AVANT GARDE 17789 - 06/06/2006
2004/1227 00023 FIORELLA 17795 - 06/06/2006
2004/1228 00023 FUSION 17796 - 06/06/2006
2004/1232 00023 MERIVA 17799 - 06/06/2006
2004/1233 00023 MONT BLANC 17800 - 06/06/2006
2004/1235 00023 OKIDOKI 17801 - 06/06/2006
2004/1240 00023 SAZOU 17806 - 06/06/2006
2004/1433 03803 00023 PREGHOLINO 19761 - 02/04/2007
2004/1436 03888 02321 PREGDUWHIS 17814 - 06/06/2006
2004/1439 03888 02321 PREGSHANIA 17816 - 06/06/2006
2005/0490 00021 SUN CITY 17826 - 06/06/2006
2005/0491 00021 POPOV 17827 - 06/06/2006
2005/0492 00021 SCHADON 16278 - 10/10/2005
2005/0494 00021 CAFE 17829 - 06/06/2006
2005/0497 00021 HEATWAVE 17832 - 06/06/2006
2005/0650 00230 TERSNOWDY 20577 - 06/08/2007
2005/0659 00230 TERBLIND 20583 - 06/08/2007
2005/0661 00230 TERMODEL 20585 - 06/08/2007
2005/0663 00230 TERTHYM 20587 - 06/08/2007
2005/0664 00230 TERPINK 20588 - 06/08/2007
2005/0956 00023 ZINGARO 20256 - 04/06/2007
2005/0957 00023 YUCATAN 20257 - 04/06/2007
2005/1291 03888 02321 PREGEHOISA 20640 - 06/08/2007
2005/1293 03888 02321 PREGFAYEL 20642 - 06/08/2007
2005/1668 02416 REALSADA 20594 - 06/08/2007
2005/1669 02416 REALONDA 20595 - 06/08/2007
2005/1670 02416 REALDABACHE 20596 - 06/08/2007
2005/1671 02416 REALSHAD 20597 - 06/08/2007
2005/2571 00023 AMULET 20279 - 04/06/2007
2005/2572 00023 TURBO 20280 - 04/06/2007
2005/2574 00023 FICTION 20281 - 04/06/2007
2005/2622 00023 REMY 20283 - 04/06/2007
2005/2626 00023 DAVIDSON 20285 - 04/06/2007
2006/0506 00023 REAL 20286 - 04/06/2007
2006/0507 00023 LOVELINESS 20287 - 04/06/2007
2006/0792 01931 00443 TITINA 20599 - 06/08/2007
2006/0793 01931 00443 NUNZIA 20600 - 06/08/2007
2006/1168 00023 QUOTE 22696 - 09/06/2008
2006/1169 00023 PINK POWER 22697 - 09/06/2008
2006/1220 00021 AVE MARIA 22699 - 09/06/2008
2006/1221 00021 BISMARCK 22700 - 09/06/2008
2006/1222 00021 BISON 22701 - 09/06/2008
2006/1223 00021 MADURO 22702 - 09/06/2008
2006/1227 00021 SCHATLAM 22705 - 09/06/2008
2006/1723 03888 02321 PREGEDEPU 22959 - 23/06/2008
2006/2729 00230 TERVINCI 22708 - 09/06/2008
2006/2732 00230 TERYOKI 22711 - 09/06/2008
2006/2733 00230 TERFRANCE 22712 - 09/06/2008
2006/2735 00230 TERPARTE 22714 - 09/06/2008
2006/2736 00230 TERTOWN 22715 - 09/06/2008
2006/2737 00230 TERRACE 22716 - 09/06/2008
2006/2745 00230 TERNATO 22719 - 09/06/2008
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Gerbera L.
2006/2746 00230 TERSCENE 22720 - 09/06/2008
2006/2748 00230 TERERA 22722 - 09/06/2008
2006/2749 00230 TERHIPPIE 22723 - 09/06/2008
2006/2751 00230 TERMASTER 22842 - 09/06/2008
2007/0439 00023 DOUBLE DUTCH 22843 - 09/06/2008
2007/0442 00023 GALAXY 22846 - 09/06/2008
2007/0443 00023 MACY 22847 - 09/06/2008
2007/0445 00023 PUPPY 22849 - 09/06/2008
2007/0446 00023 ECCO 22850 - 09/06/2008
2007/0686 00230 TERSATURN 24457 - 06/04/2009
2007/0687 00230 TERVENUS 26254 - 21/12/2009
2007/0689 00230 TERJOEPI 24458 - 06/04/2009
2007/0691 00230 TERTULP 24459 - 06/04/2009
2007/0826 00023 FLOSNOW 24460 - 06/04/2009
2007/0827 00023 ENTOURAGE 24461 - 06/04/2009
2007/0828 00023 FLOPICO 24462 - 06/04/2009
2007/0829 00023 CANDELA 24463 - 06/04/2009
2007/0831 00023 AMBIANCE 24464 - 06/04/2009
2007/1645 03803 00023 BELFI 24468 - 06/04/2009
2007/1646 03803 00023 ALBINO 24469 - 06/04/2009
2007/1648 03803 00023 LILLIBIT 24470 - 06/04/2009
2007/1649 03803 00023 CINEMA 24471 - 06/04/2009
2007/1650 03803 00023 ROBIJN 24472 - 06/04/2009
2007/2175 00023 BURGUNDY 24991 - 04/05/2009
2008/0064 00023 BALANCE 25021 - 04/05/2009
2008/0065 00023 HIGH SOCIETY 24516 - 06/04/2009
2008/0066 00023 PARADOX 25022 - 04/05/2009
2008/0068 00023 CACHARELLE 25023 - 04/05/2009
2008/0069 00023 CHEROKEE 24517 - 06/04/2009
2008/0090 00023 GLADIATOR 25024 - 04/05/2009
2008/0091 00023 STARSKY 25025 - 04/05/2009
2008/0092 00023 AVENTURA 25026 - 04/05/2009
2008/0378 00023 LAROSSI 24520 - 06/04/2009
2008/0379 00023 ENJOY 24521 - 06/04/2009
2008/0460 00023 SKYLIGHT 24522 - 06/04/2009
2008/0461 00023 FLOTIMA 24523 - 06/04/2009
2008/0462 00023 RAIDER 24524 - 06/04/2009
2008/0463 00023 FORZA 24525 - 06/04/2009
Geum rivale L.
2001/0125 02079 FLAMES OF PASSION 10073 - 23/09/2002
Ginkgo biloba L.
2003/0045 02669 04104 BLAGON 15611 - 06/06/2005
Gladiolus L.
1995/2502 01821 00419 SILVER SHADOW 1133 - 15/10/1996
1995/2621 00369 CHINON 593 - 02/08/1996
1995/2643 00208 BEAUTY OF HOL-
LAND
998 - 02/09/1996
1995/2644 00208 FLEVO EYES 2299 - 01/09/1997
1995/2800 00333 IVORY PRISCILLA 594 - 02/08/1996
1996/0084 00208 FLEVO SOUVENIR 2933 - 18/05/1998
1996/1165 02894 SOPHIE 2314 - 01/09/1997
1996/1166 02894 SONATE 2366 - 01/09/1997
1996/1167 02894 CHA CHA 2716 - 02/03/1998
1996/1169 02894 NEW WAVE 2756 - 06/04/1998
1996/1170 02894 BLUES 2757 - 06/04/1998
1996/1171 02894 MEZZO FORTE 2758 - 06/04/1998
1996/1172 02894 FADO 2759 - 06/04/1998
1997/0436 01667 00369 FINISHING TOUCH 7398 - 05/03/2001
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Gladiolus L.
1997/0439 01821 00419 BEIJING 3343 - 08/11/1999
1997/0498 00208 FLEVO LIBRE 2949 - 18/05/1998
1998/0028 01967 MORNING GOLD 6333 - 19/06/2000
1998/0410 00930 00033 RED MATADOR 5067 - 25/10/1999
1998/0417 02066 NORI 5068 - 25/10/1999
1999/0188 03283 OASIS 6365 - 19/06/2000
1999/0235 02522 04584 NIGHT MARE 6366 - 19/06/2000
1999/0236 04188 04584 CARAMELO 6367 - 19/06/2000
1999/0237 04188 04584 EXCLUSIVE 6368 - 19/06/2000
1999/0238 04188 04584 JUNE 6840 - 06/11/2000
1999/0239 02522 04584 CHARISMA 6841 - 06/11/2000
1999/0425 00369 ESPRESSO 6589 - 26/07/2000
2000/0043 02894 ROYALTY 8462 - 19/11/2001
2000/0103 01821 00419 LUCIFER 7880 - 25/06/2001
2000/0104 01821 00419 MEDITERRANEE 9565 - 03/06/2002
2000/0550 00208 FLEVO ECLIPS 9487 - 03/06/2002
2000/0556 00208 FLEVO SUNSET 9488 - 03/06/2002
2000/0685 01967 CHEOPS 9495 - 03/06/2002
2000/0686 01967 DOLCE VITA 9496 - 03/06/2002
2000/0689 03801 MON AMOUR 9415 - 21/05/2002
2000/0889 03045 04584 ROSIEBEE RED 9480 - 03/06/2002
2000/0890 03045 04584 GOLDEN GODDESS 9481 - 03/06/2002
2000/0891 03045 04584 GEORGIA PEACH 9482 - 03/06/2002
2000/0893 03045 04584 PRINCESS LEE 9483 - 03/06/2002
2001/0165 03283 ENERGY 11303 - 20/10/2003
2001/0166 02894 ADAGIO 11292 - 09/06/2003
2001/0168 03283 EXTASY 11304 - 20/10/2003
2001/0169 02894 CANTATE 11293 - 09/06/2003
2001/1284 00369 RAPID RUN 11305 - 09/06/2003
2001/1430 03045 04584 ALEXANDRA THE
GREAT
11294 - 09/06/2003
2001/1431 03045 04584 FESTIVA 11307 - 09/06/2003
2001/1776 02894 PARTITUUR 11313 - 09/06/2003
2001/1777 03283 THOMAS 12176 - 24/11/2003
2001/1778 03283 TOM 12177 - 24/11/2003
2001/1779 03283 ANTHONY 12929 - 05/04/2004
2001/1780 03283 NAOMI 12178 - 24/11/2003
2001/1782 03283 ROMY 12179 - 24/11/2003
2001/1783 03283 EMILY 12180 - 24/11/2003
2001/1786 03283 KELLY 12181 - 24/11/2003
2002/1154 03283 FLORA RED 13574 - 21/06/2004
2003/2250 03283 AMBER 16052 - 17/08/2005
2003/2251 03283 EVA 15209 - 18/04/2005
2003/2253 03283 ZOË 15210 - 18/04/2005
2003/2254 03283 ECLAIR 15211 - 18/04/2005
2003/2255 03283 DEEPEST RED 15212 - 18/04/2005
2003/2256 03283 SHARON 15213 - 18/04/2005
2003/2257 03283 TIMY 15214 - 18/04/2005
2003/2259 03283 CHARLOTTE 16053 - 17/08/2005
2004/1135 01967 BANGLADESH 17223 - 10/04/2006
2004/1979 03283 ESSENTIAL 17215 - 10/04/2006
2004/2389 03045 04868 DUCHESS 17219 - 10/04/2006
2004/2391 03045 04868 CASABLANCA 17220 - 10/04/2006
2004/2392 03045 04868 WHITE KNIGHT 17221 - 10/04/2006
2005/1021 03283 ADRENALIN 19422 - 19/03/2007
2005/1022 03283 EMINENCE 19423 - 19/03/2007
2005/1023 03283 PINK EVENT 22318 - 05/05/2008
2006/0648 00358 JAZMINE 24275 - 09/03/2009
2006/0650 00358 KIRANA 23436 - 29/09/2008
2006/0651 00358 URSULA 22355 - 05/05/2008
2006/0652 00358 HELENA 22356 - 05/05/2008
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Gladiolus L.
2006/1457 03283 PRECIOUS 22378 - 05/05/2008
2006/1458 03283 RED REBEL 22379 - 05/05/2008
2006/1459 03283 PATTY 22380 - 05/05/2008
2006/1460 03283 DEBBY 22381 - 05/05/2008
2006/1462 03283 CAYENNE 22382 - 05/05/2008
2006/1463 03283 PIET MÖHLEN 22383 - 05/05/2008
2006/1464 03283 IBADAN 22384 - 05/05/2008
2006/2473 03283 COSTA 22456 - 05/05/2008
2006/2474 03283 CHOCOLATE 22457 - 05/05/2008
2006/2475 03283 COPPER QUEEN 22458 - 05/05/2008
2006/2476 03283 LIVE OAK 22459 - 05/05/2008
2006/2477 03283 MILKA 22460 - 05/05/2008
2006/2478 03283 PASSOS 22461 - 05/05/2008
2006/2479 03283 PÊCHE MELBA 22462 - 05/05/2008
2006/2480 03283 RED BALANCE 23975 - 09/02/2009
2006/2481 03283 SPEED DATE 22463 - 05/05/2008
2006/2482 03283 VAMP 22464 - 05/05/2008
Globba winitii C. H. Wright
2001/1597 03915 ZELDOPA 10130 - 23/09/2002
2002/0127 03915 ZELISPA 11631 - 22/08/2003
2002/0128 03915 ZELRONAD 11632 - 22/08/2003
2002/0129 03915 ZELROPA 12534 - 09/02/2004
Glycine max (L.) Merril
1996/1161 01079 01102 DEKABIG 4483 - 12/11/1999
1999/1191 01396 01397 BATIDA 5988 - 20/03/2000
2001/0802 04197 AMPHOR 8231 - 19/11/2001
2002/1524 03138 03992 ZEN 11339 - 09/06/2003
2002/1712 04017 03992 NIKITA 11845 - 22/09/2003
2003/0617 04191 03992 NIKKO 11926 - 06/10/2003
2004/0252 04197 ISIDOR 14131 - 25/10/2004
2004/0675 03889 03992 SAMURAI 14194 - 25/10/2004
2004/0676 04191 03992 KATANA 14195 - 25/10/2004
2004/0677 04191 03992 TOYAMA 14196 - 25/10/2004
2004/0977 03304 SHAMA 14407 - 06/12/2004
2004/0978 03304 SUMATRA 14408 - 06/12/2004
2004/1680 03304 SAREMA 15344 - 10/05/2005
2004/1704 01396 01397 TOLIMAN 15347 - 10/05/2005
2004/1705 01396 01397 GALLEC 15348 - 10/05/2005
2004/2603 01396 01397 AVELINE 16203 - 12/09/2005
2005/0896 03304 KLAXON 16825 - 30/01/2006
2005/0897 03304 PROTINA 16826 - 30/01/2006
2005/1454 00180 00804 PR91M10 23309 - 04/08/2008
2005/1547 03896 ELENA 17276 - 24/04/2006
2005/1548 03896 KIEVSKAYA 98 18000 - 03/07/2006
2005/1549 03896 USTIA 18942 - 18/12/2006
2006/1085 03304 ALBINOS 18912 - 18/12/2006
2006/1086 03304 SEKOÏA 18913 - 18/12/2006
2006/2498 04197 DACCOR 20774 - 24/08/2007
2006/2499 04197 COLOR 20775 - 24/08/2007
2006/2721 05760 05688 ANNUSHKA 22857 - 09/06/2008
2007/0227 04197 ECUDOR 20776 - 24/08/2007
2007/0228 04197 SPLENDOR 20777 - 24/08/2007
2007/0229 04197 ASTAFOR 20778 - 24/08/2007
2007/0230 04197 ALIGATOR 23067 - 07/07/2008
2007/0231 04197 SPONSOR 21288 - 26/11/2007
2007/1046 03304 SANTANA 21635 - 14/01/2008
2007/1047 03304 SATYNA 21529 - 17/12/2007
2007/2534 01396 01397 CATALINE 23072 - 07/07/2008
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Glycine max (L.) Merril
2008/0817 03304 SIGALIA 23559 - 13/10/2008
2008/1585 01396 01397 VANESSA 25320 - 08/06/2009
2008/2744 04197 BRIOR 25613 - 06/07/2009
2008/2745 04197 CAPNOR 25614 - 06/07/2009
2008/2746 04197 LANDOR 25615 - 06/07/2009
2008/2780 04197 ES MENTOR 25790 - 24/08/2009
2009/0136 02072 00318 PETRINA 26009 - 05/10/2009
2009/0209 04197 ES MATADOR 26000 - 05/10/2009
2009/0506 03304 SULTANA 25993 - 05/10/2009
Gossypium hirsutum L.
1995/1580 02846 03241 CLARA 2495 - 01/10/1997
1995/2966 03556 LACHATA 2494 - 01/10/1997
1998/1497 02398 CHRISTINA 5966 - 14/02/2000
2000/0584 02999 00804 ALPINA 6493 - 16/10/2000
2000/0585 02999 00804 BRAVADA 8893 - 18/02/2002
2000/0586 02999 00804 FOTINI 6494 - 16/10/2000
2000/1953 02846 03241 HERMES 9454 - 21/05/2002
2000/1954 02846 03241 DELTA OPALO 9453 - 21/05/2002
2001/0541 00767 03556 LIGUR 8259 - 19/11/2001
2001/0878 02090 05532 CELIA 8892 - 18/02/2002
2001/0879 02090 05532 SONIA 12079 - 24/11/2003
2001/0880 02090 05532 FLORA 8891 - 18/02/2002
2001/0884 02090 05532 LACTA 8230 - 19/11/2001
2002/0009 02846 03241 PANDORA 10820 - 24/03/2003
2002/0685 03841 FANTOM 11536 - 08/09/2003
2002/0686 03841 MILENIUM 11537 - 08/09/2003
2002/0687 03841 CARAT 11538 - 08/09/2003
2002/0688 03841 LIDER 11539 - 08/09/2003
2002/0689 03841 CAMPO 11540 - 08/09/2003
2002/0690 03841 VENTO 11541 - 08/09/2003
2002/0691 03841 AMANTA 11542 - 08/09/2003
2002/0692 03841 BABYLON 11543 - 08/09/2003
2002/0693 03841 COTTON CLUB 11544 - 08/09/2003
2002/1781 02846 03241 ALEXANDROS 11794 - 08/09/2003
2003/0347 04158 03556 JUNCAL 12562 - 09/02/2004
2003/0348 04158 03556 DELFOS 12563 - 09/02/2004
2003/0514 02090 05532 ROKA 11907 - 06/10/2003
2003/1432 02846 03241 DELTADIAMOND 13717 - 05/07/2004
2003/2018 04421/04422 00441 HADAS 23111 - 07/07/2008
2003/2359 04482 00804 ST457 13907 - 13/09/2004
2003/2360 04482 00804 ST 463 14667 - 07/02/2005
2003/2361 04482 00804 ATLAS 13908 - 13/09/2004
2003/2362 04482 00804 ST468 13909 - 13/09/2004
2004/1259 04482 00804 ST 446 14687 - 07/02/2005
2004/1260 04482 00804 ST 431 14688 - 07/02/2005
2004/1261 04482 00804 ST 525 14689 - 07/02/2005
2004/1262 04482 00804 ST 580 14690 - 07/02/2005
2004/1572 02846 03241 DP 419 15339 - 10/05/2005
2005/1676 02846 03241 DP 466 17293 - 24/04/2006
2006/1696 02090 05532 JULIA 19307 - 05/03/2007
2006/1699 05533 ALBARIZA 19302 - 05/03/2007
2006/1745 02090 05532 CANDIA 19308 - 05/03/2007
2007/1368 02846 03241 DP 401 21474 - 17/12/2007
2007/1369 02846 03241 DP 399 21475 - 17/12/2007
2008/1012 05533 BETICA 23830 - 26/01/2009
Tacitus bellus Moran & J. Meyran (syn: Graptopetalum bellum (Moran & J. Meyrán) D. R. Hunt)
2007/1882 05976 00003 TACDAM 6410 26191 - 16/11/2009
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Grevillea robusta A. Cunn. ex R. Br.
2003/2123 04434 00423 RED SALENTO 13960 - 13/09/2004
Griselinia littoralis (Raoul) Raoul
2007/1786 05967 01589 WHENUAPAI 25422 - 08/06/2009
Guzmania Ruiz et Pav.
1995/0695 00286 TORCH 2203 - 27/06/1997
1995/2893 00635 02851 SUNSTAR 3922 - 19/10/1998
1995/2919 00286 INTRO 2935 - 18/05/1998
1996/0031 00861 00114 PUNA GOLD 3368 - 06/07/1998
1996/0201 00286 SALSA 5022 - 25/10/1999
1996/0508 01319 01903 HILDA 6681 - 11/09/2000
1997/0712 00286 JIVE 8164 - 10/09/2001
1997/1083 00286 BOLERO 8640 - 21/01/2002
1998/0946 00286 TEMPO 7370 - 05/03/2001
1999/0112 00797/01389/01390 01903 GWENDOLYN 12729 - 08/03/2004
1999/0754 00286 JAZZ 7375 - 05/03/2001
1999/1040 02658 01903 APACHE 8649 - 21/01/2002
1999/1138 00286 SOLEDO 7377 - 05/03/2001
1999/1568 00103/00741 TOLA 13142 - 03/05/2004
1999/1578 00103/00741 FOCUS 7854 - 11/06/2001
2000/0177 00286 COPITO 10753 - 14/04/2003
2001/0432 02658 01903 DURAHURO 12532 - 09/02/2004
2001/0868 00741/00103 ALERTA 12732 - 08/03/2004
2001/0870 00741/00103 WENDY 12733 - 08/03/2004
2001/1031 03507 00286 PURPLE AND
STRIPES
12734 - 08/03/2004
2001/1174 01319 01903 DEPLADIA 15455 - 10/05/2005
2001/1289 04870 01903 KENTOOLS 14457 - 17/12/2004
2001/1359 01319 01903 DEPLAKAR 15456 - 10/05/2005
2001/1361 03565 01903 HILLENCO 13146 - 17/05/2004
2001/1863 00741/00103 BLANCA 13147 - 03/05/2004
2002/1347 00741/00103 00423 GRADO 14956 - 21/03/2005
2002/1348 00741/00103 DIA 15767 - 20/06/2005
2002/1349 00741/00103 CORDOBA 16495 - 28/11/2005
2002/1350 00741/00103 AMIMOSA 18395 - 25/09/2006
2002/1554 00286 SWITCH 14458 - 17/12/2004
2003/1022 04247 00025 JOLO 18398 - 25/09/2006
2003/1195 00741/00103 RED MOON 16496 - 28/11/2005
2003/1951 00286 COMBI 15635 - 06/06/2005
2004/1161 04703 00025 JACK KURANDA 18424 - 25/09/2006
2005/0132 00741/00103 HAPPYNESS 20836 - 24/08/2007
2005/1010 04247 00025 PERFECTO 21101 - 22/10/2007
2006/1041 02658 01903 DURAFIRE 22663 - 19/05/2008
2006/1713 02658 01903 DURAJAC 22265 - 05/05/2008
2006/1769 02658 01903 DURABEL 23453 - 29/09/2008
2006/1779 02658 01903 DURANGEL 22266 - 05/05/2008
2006/1780 02658 01903 DURALOIS 22267 - 05/05/2008
2006/1781 02658 01903 DURAJEN 22268 - 05/05/2008
2006/1952 04870 01903 KENBROASH 22271 - 05/05/2008
2006/2439 00286 RITMO 22279 - 05/05/2008
2007/2088 00286 ROCK 24567 - 06/04/2009
2007/2447 00286 GLOSSITA 25182 - 18/05/2009
2007/2468 00286 FUSION 25183 - 18/05/2009
2007/2535 00286 AROSA 25080 - 04/05/2009
2007/2667 02658 01903 DURAPAU 25837 - 24/08/2009
Guzmania lingulata (L.) Mez
2007/1839 00286 TINTO 24551 - 06/04/2009
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Gynostemma pentaphyllum (Thunb. ex Murray) Makino
1998/1034 02246 GINPENT 8488 - 03/12/2001
Gypsophila L.
1997/0047 00164 00423 DANGYPMINI 3371 - 06/07/1998
1999/1669 00505 00423 DANGYPFLASH 6672 - 30/08/2000
2001/0012 00164 00423 DANGYPFIRM 8384 - 05/11/2001
2001/1267 00164 00423 DANGYPFUN 12565 - 09/02/2004
2001/1651 01063 SUMMER SNOW 12501 - 09/02/2004
2001/1652 01063 BLANCANIEVES 12500 - 09/02/2004
2003/0036 03671 00423 ESMASIA 12724 - 23/02/2004
2003/0037 03671 00423 ESMAMERICA 12725 - 23/02/2004
2003/0878 00164 00423 DANGYPSMAMIL 14619 - 24/01/2005
2003/0879 00164 00423 DANGYPBIGMIL 14620 - 24/01/2005
2004/1392 03685 00441 HILA 18843 - 18/12/2006
2005/1969 03671 00423 ESM CIRQUE 25829 - 24/08/2009
2006/0895 03671 00423 ESM ALICIA 25830 - 24/08/2009
2006/0896 03671 00423 ESM COLD 25831 - 24/08/2009
2006/0897 03671 00423 ESM RENA 25832 - 24/08/2009
2006/1556 03671 00423 ESM CHISPA 25833 - 24/08/2009
2007/0543 05635 WHITE TOP 25957 - 21/09/2009
2007/0756 03671 00423 ESM GRIAL 25835 - 24/08/2009
2007/0856 01910 06704 GYPSO KING 20937 - 24/09/2007
2007/1009 01910 06704 GYPSO QUEEN 23135 - 07/07/2008
Gypsophila paniculata L.
2002/1491 00164 00423 DANFESTAR 13705 - 21/06/2004
2003/1395 01587 00423 MYDAH BAL 13051 - 19/04/2004
2004/2294 00164 00423 DANGYPWHIFA 16101 - 17/08/2005
x Halimiocistus sahucii (H.J. Coste et Soulié) Janch.
1995/0321 01621 EBHALS 4568 - 03/05/1999
Hardenbergia violacea (Schneev.) Stearn
1999/0779 01776 04501 FREE N EASY 8325 - 24/09/2001
2005/2236 05265 04501 H2 206 21464 - 17/12/2007
Hebe Comm. ex. Juss.
1997/0865 01793/01794 PINK PARADISE 5217 - 25/10/1999
1998/1589 02434 02433 ORPHAN ANNIE 8186 - 10/09/2001
1999/0059 01793/01794 PURPLE PARADISE 8187 - 10/09/2001
1999/1594 01621 01110 NEPROCK 9616 - 01/07/2002
1999/1738 02434 02136 BEVERLEY HILLS 8191 - 10/09/2001
1999/1856 01980 02433 FIRST LIGHT 9832 - 12/08/2002
2000/1246 02136 BABY BLUSH 9861 - 12/08/2002
2000/1541 01794/03167 VERGEER 1 9878 - 20/01/2003
2000/1542 01793 PEARL OF PARADISE 9879 - 12/08/2002
2001/1506 01793 HEARTBREAKER 11472 - 07/07/2003
2002/0103 02434 02433 LADY ANN 13532 - 07/06/2004
2002/0134 01794/03167 03167 BOUQUET 13533 - 07/06/2004
2002/0737 03854/03275 02475 CHAMPSEIONT 10651 - 24/02/2003
2002/1453 03986 02136 VALENTINO 13546 - 07/06/2004
2002/1454 03987 02136 CLEAR SKIES 15680 - 06/06/2005
2003/1187 04287 PINK LADY 15746 - 20/06/2005
2003/1188 04287 WHITE LADY 15747 - 20/06/2005
2003/1189 04287 GOLDRUSH 15748 - 20/06/2005
2004/0366 01794 WHITE PARADISE 17416 - 22/05/2006
2005/0746 05065 BRONZY BABY 20633 - 06/08/2007
2005/0923 05154 NOLD 20634 - 06/08/2007
2005/0924 05154 CLIV 20635 - 06/08/2007
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Hebe Comm. ex. Juss.
2005/2393 01794 PACIFIC PARADISE 20651 - 06/08/2007
2006/0757 05414 00441 VERO 1 22953 - 23/06/2008
2006/2626 05676 00423 ZENIA 24957 - 04/05/2009
2006/2627 05676 00423 ZEBORA 24958 - 04/05/2009
Hedera L.
1997/0220 01537/01613 JUKE 3398 - 20/07/1998
1997/0385 01537/01613 POON 4624 - 07/06/1999
1998/0001 01963 00423 JESSICA 4350 - 19/04/1999
Hedera helix L.
1999/1624 05267 02586 CRISPY 8380 - 22/10/2001
2000/0743 01963 02586 GREEN WAVE 11439 - 23/06/2003
2006/0539 06286 DARLEM 23010 - 23/06/2008
Helianthus annuus L.
1995/0427 03570 FS 703 1787 - 07/03/1997
1995/0428 03570 FR 810 1788 - 07/03/1997
1995/0500 00086 03790 RSG 294 1781 - 07/03/1997
1995/0501 00086 03790 PGF 650 B 1780 - 07/03/1997
1995/0522 04184 04222 ND761-3 1157 - 15/11/1996
1995/0524 04184 04222 LGR 05 1796 - 07/03/1997
1995/0870 00086 03790 AO 1750 1794 - 07/03/1997
1995/0871 00086 03790 NS-HA26 1776 - 07/03/1997
1995/1603 03570 SF 564 1793 - 07/03/1997
1995/1958 03602 03570 H215B 6480 - 30/08/2000
1995/2112 05886 PF 090 A 2658 - 16/02/1998
1996/1110 01482 LC1066C 10225 - 04/11/2002
1996/1377 00180 00804 PHA166 2657 - 16/02/1998
1996/1387 00180 02494 LUCIL 2676 - 16/02/1998
1997/0181 04184 04222 9109R 2686 - 02/03/1998
1997/0182 04184 04222 8874R 2687 - 02/03/1998
1997/0230 00708 I321B 6491 - 30/08/2000
1997/0555 02907 IS32450 2899 - 02/06/1998
1997/1238 00180 02494 PHA249 6473 - 30/08/2000
1997/1270 00180 02494 OLSAVIL 7546 - 21/05/2001
1997/1286 00180 02494 PHA244 3003 - 02/06/1998
1997/1287 00180 02494 PHA247 6474 - 30/08/2000
1998/0217 03304 SKB413 4462 - 21/06/1999
1998/0805 04184 04222 LG 114 B 4819 - 02/08/1999
1998/0807 04184 04222 LG127B 7529 - 21/05/2001
1998/0810 04184 04222 LGR54 6457 - 19/03/2001
1998/1778 00180 00804 PHA262 7541 - 21/05/2001
1998/1779 00180 00804 PHA157 7540 - 21/05/2001
1998/1789 00180 00804 PHA264 7537 - 21/05/2001
1999/0243 04184 04222 LGR27 6953 - 19/02/2001
1999/0244 04184 04222 LGR28 7536 - 21/05/2001
1999/0245 04184 04222 LGR64 6458 - 30/08/2000
1999/0246 04184 04222 LG123B 7629 - 09/04/2001
1999/0247 04184 04222 LG128B 6999 - 19/03/2001
1999/0251 04184 04222 LGR270 7500 - 19/03/2001
1999/1143 03602 03570 H865R 6187 - 19/06/2000
1999/1515 00180 02494 ANTONIL 5997 - 17/04/2000
1999/1518 00180 02494 PHA283 5999 - 17/04/2000
1999/1519 00180 02494 PHA246 6100 - 17/04/2000
2000/1978 00180 00804 PR64A83 8041 - 06/08/2001
2000/1979 00180 00804 U9605LF 8040 - 06/08/2001
2000/1980 00180 00804 U9612LM 8039 - 06/08/2001
2001/0732 03602 03570 F500135 8705 - 17/12/2001
2001/0733 03602 03570 RD506011 8704 - 17/12/2001
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Helianthus annuus L.
2001/0734 03602 03570 E78079 8703 - 17/12/2001
2001/0735 03602 03570 RD502001 8702 - 17/12/2001
2001/0738 03602 03570 H570R 8701 - 17/12/2001
2001/0739 03602 03570 F500125 8911 - 18/02/2002
2001/1112 04184 04222 LG1284B 13114 - 19/04/2004
2001/1113 04184 04222 LG1274B 13115 - 19/04/2004
2001/1117 04184 04222 LGR284 13116 - 19/04/2004
2001/1364 00180 02494 PR63A90 9426 - 21/05/2002
2001/1368 00180 02494 PR64A70 9423 - 21/05/2002
2001/1369 00180 02494 PR64H61 13117 - 19/04/2004
2001/1370 00180 00804 PHA232 9422 - 21/05/2002
2001/1371 00180 00804 PHA305 13118 - 19/04/2004
2001/1372 00180 00804 PHA312 12080 - 24/11/2003
2001/1374 00180 02494 PHA319 12081 - 24/11/2003
2001/1375 00180 02494 PHA320 9420 - 21/05/2002
2001/1397 00180 00804 PR63A82 9419 - 21/05/2002
2002/0805 03304 TELLIA 10560 - 10/02/2003
2002/0806 03304 RT011 10561 - 10/02/2003
2002/0925 00362/01079 03185 SKB1066 10538 - 10/02/2003
2002/1293 00827/03570 00827 FT2603IMI 15014 - 21/03/2005
2002/1442 00180 02494 PR64H41 15299 - 10/05/2005
2002/1444 00180 02494 PR64A44 11350 - 09/06/2003
2002/1446 00180 02494 E9730LM 11351 - 09/06/2003
2002/1448 00180 02494 T9819QG 15300 - 10/05/2005
2003/0458 03304 RT435 13134 - 19/04/2004
2003/0459 03304 BT520 13135 - 19/04/2004
2003/0460 03304 JOLLY 11903 - 06/10/2003
2003/0461 03304 FILLIA 13136 - 19/04/2004
2003/0543 03602 03570 FS715 13137 - 19/04/2004
2003/0656 04184 04222 V506R 13139 - 19/04/2004
2003/0697 03602 03570 F603808 12093 - 24/11/2003
2003/0698 03602 03570 H872R 15025 - 21/03/2005
2003/0701 03602 03570 H865RJ 22144 - 21/04/2008
2003/0702 03602 03570 H576R 12094 - 24/11/2003
2003/0827 00180 00804 PR64A95 12246 - 18/12/2003
2003/0828 00180 02494 PR64A63 12144 - 24/11/2003
2003/0829 00180 00804 U00S9 13897 - 13/09/2004
2003/0833 00180 02494 PR62A91 12147 - 24/11/2003
2003/0844 00180 02494 PHA361 12572 - 09/02/2004
2003/0845 00180 02494 J9601LG 12158 - 24/11/2003
2003/1076 03602 03570 RW666IMI 12579 - 09/02/2004
2003/2091 03556 RS30686 13731 - 05/07/2004
2003/2092 03556 RS63664 13732 - 05/07/2004
2004/0076 04534 HA 26 IMI 14374 - 06/12/2004
2004/0077 04534 RHA SES IMI 14375 - 06/12/2004
2004/0078 04534 HA 89 IMI 14376 - 06/12/2004
2004/0307 03304 RT824 14135 - 25/10/2004
2004/0535 04184 04222 LGROL64 19863 - 16/04/2007
2004/0536 04184 04222 LGR 29 14170 - 25/10/2004
2004/0537 04184 04222 LG1234B 19864 - 16/04/2007
2004/0592 03602 03570 FR810RM1 14179 - 25/10/2004
2004/0733 03602 03570 F703RM1 14198 - 25/10/2004
2004/0975 03304 RT707 14405 - 06/12/2004
2004/0976 03304 RT761 14406 - 06/12/2004
2004/1056 00362/01079 03185 SKB 1124 14413 - 06/12/2004
2004/1264 00180 00804 PR64A71 19605 - 19/03/2007
2004/1265 00180 00804 PR64H91 14691 - 07/02/2005
2004/1266 00180 00804 PR64B24 14692 - 07/02/2005
2004/1267 00180 00804 PR64A30 14693 - 07/02/2005
2004/1268 04577 00804 U01P6 19606 - 19/03/2007
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Helianthus annuus L.
2004/1269 04577 00804 U00P8 14694 - 07/02/2005
2004/1270 04577 02494 J9848BG 14695 - 07/02/2005
2004/1271 04577 02494 PHA371 15330 - 10/05/2005
2004/1272 04577 02494 J9893BM 14696 - 07/02/2005
2004/1273 00180 00804 PHB357 14697 - 07/02/2005
2004/1274 04577 02494 J9847BG 14698 - 07/02/2005
2004/2624 03602 03570 BD278000J 20491 - 16/07/2007
2005/0267 03304 NALLIMI CL 23059 - 07/07/2008
2005/0388 00158 TRO2288 22934 - 09/06/2008
2005/0477 00260 LC 16334 - 10/10/2005
2005/0478 00260 16Z09 16335 - 10/10/2005
2005/0479 00260 CORALIA CS 16336 - 10/10/2005
2005/0595 03602 03570 F70151 17289 - 24/04/2006
2005/0596 03602 03570 F70350 17290 - 24/04/2006
2005/0597 03602 03570 F71550 17291 - 24/04/2006
2005/0598 03602 03570 F71800 16340 - 10/10/2005
2005/0599 03602 03570 FR81013 16341 - 10/10/2005
2005/0600 03602 03570 FR81055 17292 - 24/04/2006
2005/0601 03602 03570 FR83305 16342 - 10/10/2005
2005/0602 03602 03570 FR83505 16343 - 10/10/2005
2005/0603 03602 03570 FR83807 17127 - 27/03/2006
2005/0604 03602 03570 RW66655 16993 - 27/02/2006
2005/0605 03602 03570 RW66613 16994 - 27/02/2006
2005/0671 03556 BS2261I 16344 - 10/10/2005
2005/0672 03556 RHA2671I 16345 - 10/10/2005
2005/0673 03556 RHA2672I 16346 - 10/10/2005
2005/0869 03570/00827 00827 FT260350 22935 - 09/06/2008
2005/1441 00180 00804 PR64H24 22584 - 19/05/2008
2005/1442 00180 00804 PR63A40 17065 - 13/03/2006
2005/1443 00180 00804 PR64H45 22585 - 19/05/2008
2005/1444 00180 00804 PR64A88 25773 - 24/08/2009
2005/1445 00180 00804 PR64A58 25774 - 24/08/2009
2005/1446 00180 00804 PR64A78 17304 - 24/04/2006
2005/1447 00180 00804 PR64A14 22586 - 19/05/2008
2005/1448 04577 00804 F0001LM 17174 - 27/03/2006
2005/1449 04577 00804 U00R8 22587 - 19/05/2008
2005/1450 00180 00804 W9721QM 22588 - 19/05/2008
2005/1465 04577 02494 T9704LG 16872 - 30/01/2006
2005/1466 04577 02494 S9867LM 16873 - 30/01/2006
2005/1467 04577 02494 T00A3 22589 - 19/05/2008
2005/1812 03602 03570 BF500135M 17287 - 24/04/2006
2005/1813 03602 03570 RD502001M 17288 - 24/04/2006
2006/0312 00158 TRO1831 19326 - 05/03/2007
2006/0381 00689 00827 FT268RM 18727 - 04/12/2006
2006/0720 00260 45P60A 18480 - 09/10/2006
2006/0721 00260 LE 18891 - 18/12/2006
2006/1132 04184 04222 LG1224B 25953 - 21/09/2009
2006/1135 03304 RT0551 19318 - 05/03/2007
2006/1136 03304 RT0411 19319 - 05/03/2007
2006/1137 03304 RT0412 19320 - 05/03/2007
2006/1138 03304 BT0409 19321 - 05/03/2007
2006/1139 03304 BT0408 19322 - 05/03/2007
2006/1140 03304 BT0301 19323 - 05/03/2007
2006/1141 03304 BT0515 19324 - 05/03/2007
2006/1269 03602 03570 H865RI 22096 - 07/04/2008
2006/1270 03602 03570 LC1004IB 19642 - 19/03/2007
2006/1272 03602 03570 RD506011M 19363 - 05/03/2007
2006/1275 03602 03570 BD02501 19367 - 05/03/2007
2006/1364 03602 03570 FR84205 19373 - 05/03/2007
2006/1365 03602 03570 FR81351 25942 - 21/09/2009
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Helianthus annuus L.
2006/1366 03602 03570 F72400 19374 - 05/03/2007
2006/1367 03602 03570 F71519 18895 - 18/12/2006
2006/1368 03602 03570 F71501 18896 - 18/12/2006
2006/1369 03602 03570 F70109 18897 - 18/12/2006
2006/1575 04577 02494 PR63A04 19333 - 05/03/2007
2006/1576 04577 02494 PR64A34 19334 - 05/03/2007
2006/1577 04577 00804 PR64A32 22150 - 21/04/2008
2006/1597 04577 00804 U9959LG 22151 - 21/04/2008
2006/1598 04577 02494 T0001LG 19347 - 05/03/2007
2007/0194 04184 04222 LG127OLB 22102 - 07/04/2008
2007/0195 04184 04222 LGROL284 25943 - 21/09/2009
2007/0408 04197 EGF9202MOA 25944 - 21/09/2009
2007/0410 05754 SF9074OA 25594 - 06/07/2009
2007/0411 05754 SOLF2518MA 25595 - 06/07/2009
2007/0412 05754 SOLF2523A 25596 - 06/07/2009
2007/0413 05754 SF2551MJA 25597 - 06/07/2009
2007/0414 05754 SOLF2582JA 25598 - 06/07/2009
2007/1266 03602 03570 F56409 22088 - 07/04/2008
2007/1267 03602 03570 F56451 22089 - 07/04/2008
2007/1268 03602 03570 F70309 22090 - 07/04/2008
2007/1269 03602 03570 F71508 22091 - 07/04/2008
2007/1270 03602 03570 FR83555 23886 - 26/01/2009
2007/1271 03602 03570 FR84118 22092 - 07/04/2008
2007/1272 03602 03570 FR84853 22093 - 07/04/2008
2007/1273 03304 BT0521 21559 - 17/12/2007
2007/1274 03304 BT825 21560 - 17/12/2007
2007/1275 03304 BT0518 21561 - 17/12/2007
2007/1276 03304 RT0554 21562 - 17/12/2007
2007/1277 03304 BT0514 21563 - 17/12/2007
2007/1278 03304 RT0658 22006 - 25/03/2008
2007/1289 03304/01079 03185 SKB1067 21505 - 17/12/2007
2007/1747 04577 04000 PR63A98 22200 - 21/04/2008
2007/1748 04577 04000 PR63A76 22201 - 21/04/2008
2007/1750 04577 04000 U0572LG 22202 - 21/04/2008
2007/1753 04577 04000 PR64H48 22203 - 21/04/2008
2007/1757 04577 03985 PR63A86 22206 - 21/04/2008
2007/1758 04577 03985 PR64H31 22207 - 21/04/2008
2007/1759 04577 03985 PR64A36 22208 - 21/04/2008
2007/1760 04577 03985 PR64A16 22209 - 21/04/2008
2007/1761 04577 03985 PR64H47 22210 - 21/04/2008
2007/1762 04577 03985 PR64A64 22211 - 21/04/2008
2008/0677 04184 04222 LG1234OLB 24175 - 23/02/2009
2008/0678 04184 04222 LG114OLB 24176 - 23/02/2009
2008/0680 04184 04222 V506RO 25946 - 21/09/2009
2008/0683 04184 04222 37025 23573 - 13/10/2008
2008/0684 04184 04222 37026 23574 - 13/10/2008
2008/0835 04197 EGF646JOA 25947 - 21/09/2009
2008/0840 04197 EGR509MO 25948 - 21/09/2009
2008/1081 03304 RT0655 24184 - 23/02/2009
2008/1082 03304 RT0656 24185 - 23/02/2009
2008/1083 03304 RT0657 24186 - 23/02/2009
2008/1084 03304 BT0623 26362 - 21/12/2009
2008/1085 03304 BT0624 24187 - 23/02/2009
2008/1086 03304 BT530 24188 - 23/02/2009
2008/1274 00158 TFI2454A 25295 - 08/06/2009
2008/1806 00180 04000 B0524LM 24144 - 23/02/2009
2008/1807 04577 04000 N0626LG 24145 - 23/02/2009
2008/1808 04577 04000 U05SJHM 24146 - 23/02/2009
2008/1812 04577 04000 U0458HG 24147 - 23/02/2009
2008/1814 04577 03985 T0267LM 24163 - 23/02/2009
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Helianthus annuus L.
2008/1815 04577 03985 T0075LM 24164 - 23/02/2009
2008/1817 04577 04000 U02S5 24148 - 23/02/2009
2008/1818 04577 03985 T0428LG 24165 - 23/02/2009
2008/1819 04577 03985 T9933LG 24166 - 23/02/2009
2008/1820 04577 03985 T0032LG 24167 - 23/02/2009
2008/1821 04577 04000 U06VBHM 24149 - 23/02/2009
2008/1822 04577 03985 T0065LM 24168 - 23/02/2009
2008/1824 04577 04000 PR64G46 24150 - 23/02/2009
2008/1825 04577 04000 PR64H34 24151 - 23/02/2009
2008/1826 04577 04000 U0353LG 24152 - 23/02/2009
2008/2205 03602 03570 F71850 25950 - 21/09/2009
2008/2207 03602 03570 FR85055 25588 - 06/07/2009
2008/2446 03304 BT0725 25608 - 06/07/2009
2009/0152 00260 72S16R 25952 - 21/09/2009
2009/0154 00260 99D40R 25793 - 24/08/2009
2009/0397 03304 RT0763 25985 - 05/10/2009
2009/0398 03304 RT0765 25986 - 05/10/2009
2009/0399 03304 BT0727 25987 - 05/10/2009
2009/0557 04184 04222 37028 26153 - 19/10/2009
2009/0558 04184 04222 39051 26154 - 19/10/2009
2009/0842 06643 06644 IR127DMR 26374 - 21/12/2009
Helianthus salicifolius A. Dietr.
2002/1219 01817 01589 LOW DOWN 13544 - 07/06/2004
Helianthus annuus L.
2003/1017 06341 CHOCO SUN 17540 - 22/05/2006
Heliconia psittacorum L. f.
2006/0421 04560 01903 LARS 22352 - 05/05/2008
Chrysocephalum apiculatum (Labill.) Steetz (syn: Helichrysum apiculatum (Labill.) DC.)
2001/0005 03267 01110 KORMA 9801 - 15/07/2002
Helichrysum petiolare Hilliard et B.L. Burtt
2002/0856 03592 00441 UNG HELI04 14509 - 24/01/2005
2003/1097 03602 03325 HELISCTIS 14521 - 24/01/2005
2005/2460 03602 03325 HELISBOAFO 19119 - 22/01/2007
Helichrysum Mill. corr. Pers.
2000/1084 03071 00423 BLORUB 10002 - 23/09/2002
Helichrysum amorginum Boiss. & Orph.
2007/0540 03071 00423 PINK SAPPHIRE 23715 - 08/12/2008
2007/0861 03071 00423 AMBER CLUSTER 23716 - 08/12/2008
Helianthemum Mill.
2006/1999 05605 00423 HARTSWOOD 24954 - 04/05/2009
Heliotropium arborescens L.
2003/2029 00849 HELIO 0901 15721 - 20/06/2005
2004/1828 00633 00423 BALHELBABIM 19834 - 16/04/2007
2005/2451 03602 03325 HELIOSIL 20188 - 04/06/2007
2005/2452 03602 03325 HELIOVI 20189 - 04/06/2007
2006/2358 03602 03325 HELIOVER 22444 - 05/05/2008
2006/2359 03602 03325 HELIOBU 22445 - 05/05/2008
Helleborus L.
1999/1597 02819 WHITE BEAUTY 6018 - 05/06/2000
2000/1766 04661 02433 MOONSHINE 11762 - 21/06/2004
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Helleborus L.
2001/1161 02819 02820 PINK BEAUTY 9805 - 15/07/2002
2002/0702 03846 01903 CHRISTMAS STAR 15669 - 06/06/2005
2002/0703 03846 01903 WINTER STAR 15670 - 06/06/2005
2003/2068 01993 00423 HGC JOSEF LEMPER 16228 - 26/09/2005
2003/2069 01993 00423 HGC JERICHO 16229 - 26/09/2005
2003/2070 01587 00423 HGC GREEN CORSI-
CAN
16230 - 26/09/2005
2003/2071 01587 00423 HGC SILVERMOON 16231 - 26/09/2005
2004/1689 02012 WB2299 19015 - 08/01/2007
2006/0964 02512 IVORY PRINCE 23666 - 24/11/2008
2007/0347 01849/02511 05298 BLT01 26243 - 07/12/2009
2007/0360 03590 05298 TUTU 26233 - 07/12/2009
2007/0719 05807 05298 WINTER SUNSHINE 26200 - 16/11/2009
2007/0720 05807 05298 WINTER MOONBEAM 26201 - 16/11/2009
2007/1445 01849/02511 05298 PIROUETTE 26202 - 16/11/2009
Helleborus orientalis Lam.




2005/0031 01993 00423 HGC JACOB 21375 - 26/11/2007
2005/0032 01993 00423 HGC JOSHUA 21376 - 26/11/2007
2005/1089 01993 00423 COSEH 200A 21377 - 26/11/2007
2007/0349 01993 00423 HGC JESSE 26232 - 07/12/2009
2007/0350 01993 00423 COSEH 2040 26211 - 16/11/2009
2007/0351 01993 00423 COSEH 2030 26212 - 16/11/2009
2007/2632 01993 00423 COSEH 240 26213 - 16/11/2009
2007/2635 05417 00423 AMANDA 26214 - 16/11/2009
Helleborus x nigercors J. T. Wall
2007/2633 05417 00423 ALEXIA 26238 - 07/12/2009
2007/2634 05417 00423 EMMA 26239 - 07/12/2009
Helenium autumnale L.
2003/2038 00849 LIMERO 15722 - 20/06/2005
Helenium L.
2004/2398 05487 00033 DOUBLE TROUBLE 18455 - 25/09/2006
Heliopsis helianthoides (L.) Sweet
1998/0986 02233 00423 HELHAN 6613 - 26/07/2000
2003/0343 04153 02334 PRAIRIE SUNSET 15771 - 20/06/2005
Hemerocallis L.
2001/0084 03278 06086 MALJA 10894 - 14/04/2003
Hemigraphis repanda (L.) Hallier f.
2000/1474 01750 CRISPY RED FLAME 7715 - 21/05/2001
Heuchera L.
1995/2113 02133 00441 CHOCOLATE RUF-
FLES
3954 - 17/05/1999
1996/0763 02133 00441 PEWTER VEIL 6209 - 19/06/2000
1996/0765 02133 00441 PLUM PUDDING 3330 - 06/07/1998
1996/0766 02133 00441 MINT FROST 5886 - 05/06/2000
1998/0627 02078 02079 HERCULES 8174 - 10/09/2001
2000/0367 04874 00423 SILVER SCROLLS 11438 - 23/06/2003
2000/0478 02133 00441 FIREWORKS 9996 - 09/09/2002
2000/0487 02133 00441 E AND I 10860 - 24/03/2003
2000/1130 02133 00441 CHERRIES JUBILEE 10038 - 09/09/2002
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Heuchera L.
2001/0524 02133 00441 AMBER WAVES 11455 - 23/06/2003
2001/1491 02133 00441 STRAWBERRY
CANDY
12039 - 10/11/2003
2001/1748 02133 00441 VESUVIUS 11503 - 07/07/2003
2001/2042 02133 00441 DARK BEAUTY 11507 - 07/07/2003
2002/1164 04621 00361 SWIRLING FANTASY 15673 - 06/06/2005
2002/1737 04026 02334 COLOR DREAM 15682 - 06/06/2005
2003/1918 02133 00441 OBSIDIAN 15761 - 20/06/2005
2004/0356 04571 02334 CARAMEL 20484 - 16/07/2007
2004/1995 02133 00441 GYPSY DANCER 17450 - 22/05/2006
2004/1996 02133 00441 LIME RICKEY 17451 - 22/05/2006
2004/1997 02133 00441 MARMALADE 17452 - 22/05/2006
2004/2041 02133 00441 TNHEU042 17456 - 22/05/2006
2004/2254 02871 KIECAKRUL 20557 - 06/08/2007
2004/2412 04874 00423 JADE GLOSS 20698 - 24/08/2007
2004/2413 04874 00423 FROSTED VIOLET
DREAM
17222 - 10/04/2006
2004/2414 04874 00423 SILVER LIGHT 20693 - 24/08/2007
2004/2676 02133 00441 TNHEU044 20559 - 06/08/2007
2005/0136 04874 00423 RASPBERRY ICE 20694 - 24/08/2007
2005/0137 04874 00423 ROSE MIRRORS 20695 - 24/08/2007
2005/0455 05018 02334 MAGIC COLOR 22942 - 23/06/2008
2005/0754 02133 00441 TNHEU043 20612 - 06/08/2007
2005/1623 02133 00441 PEACH FLAMBÉ 20615 - 06/08/2007
2005/1624 02133 00441 STARRY NIGHT 20616 - 06/08/2007
2005/1913 02133 00441 TNHEUCB 20617 - 06/08/2007
2005/2110 04874 00423 SILVER LODE 20697 - 24/08/2007
2005/2375 02133 00441 FANDANGO 20618 - 06/08/2007
2005/2376 02133 00441 SPARKLING WINE 20619 - 06/08/2007
2005/2377 02133 00441 HOLLYWOOD 20620 - 06/08/2007
2006/0088 04571 02334 DELA 102 25119 - 18/05/2009
2006/0169 04621 03663 PWHEU0102 23013 - 23/06/2008
2006/0171 04621 03663 PWHEU0104 23014 - 23/06/2008
2006/0172 04621 03663 PWHEU0105 23015 - 23/06/2008
2006/0173 04621 03663 PWHEU0103 23016 - 23/06/2008
2006/1268 04571 02334 MOCHA 23091 - 07/07/2008
2006/1686 02133 00441 PEPPERMINT SPICE 23082 - 07/07/2008
2006/2184 02133 00441 CINNABAR SILVER 23083 - 07/07/2008
2006/2185 02133 00441 FANTASIA 23084 - 07/07/2008
2006/2186 02133 00441 GINGER ALE 23085 - 07/07/2008
2006/2187 02133 00441 RAVE ON 23086 - 07/07/2008
2007/0333 04571 02334 TIRAMISU 25266 - 08/06/2009
2007/0711 02133 00441 CAFE OLE 25268 - 08/06/2009
2007/0712 02133 00441 PARIS 25269 - 08/06/2009
2007/1533 04571 02334 BEAUJOLAIS 25274 - 08/06/2009
2007/1534 04571 02334 PINOT GRIS 25275 - 08/06/2009
2007/1876 04571 02334 DELA 101 25955 - 21/09/2009
2007/1877 04571 02334 ENCORE 25279 - 08/06/2009
2007/2386 06055 02334 DARK INN 25280 - 08/06/2009
2007/2730 02133 00441 GEORGIA PEACH 25281 - 08/06/2009
2007/2731 02133 00441 MAHOGANY 25282 - 08/06/2009
x Heucherella H.R. Wehrh.
2000/0479 02133 00441 VIKING SHIP 9997 - 09/09/2002
2001/1487 02133 00441 BURNISHED BRONZE 13528 - 07/06/2004
2001/1488 02133 00441 KIMONO 13668 - 21/06/2004
2001/1489 02133 00441 DAYGLOW PINK 11469 - 07/07/2003
2003/1586 02133 00441 SUNSPOT 20554 - 06/08/2007
2004/1999 02133 00441 PARTY TIME 17453 - 22/05/2006
2004/2042 02133 00441 HERTN041 20555 - 06/08/2007
2004/2043 02133 00441 HERTN042 20556 - 06/08/2007
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x Heucherella H.R. Wehrh.
2004/2411 04874 00423 HEART OF DARKNESS 18062 - 17/07/2006
2005/1557 02133 00441 STOPLIGHT 20613 - 06/08/2007
Hibiscus L.
1997/0430 03428 01018 BORDEAUX 5415 - 08/11/1999
1997/0431 03428 01018 BARCELONA 5416 - 08/11/1999
1997/0432 03428 01018 BARI 5417 - 08/11/1999
1997/1205 03428 01018 ALICANTE 4657 - 07/06/1999
1997/1206 03428 01018 ANKARA 4658 - 07/06/1999
1998/0744 06725 00423 CAROLINE 5748 - 17/01/2000
1998/1191 06086 NOTWOODONE 6674 - 11/09/2000
1998/1192 06086 NOTWOODTWO 6675 - 11/09/2000
2000/1493 03152 03423 KOPPER KING 13430 - 07/06/2004
2000/1494 03152 03423 FANTASIA 13431 - 07/06/2004
2000/1496 03152 03423 OLD YELLA 13432 - 07/06/2004
2000/1498 03152 03423 CROWN JEWELS 13433 - 07/06/2004
2006/1078 03152 03423 PLUM CRAZY 23437 - 29/09/2008
2007/0175 03152 03423 FIREBALL 25263 - 08/06/2009
Hibiscus rosa-sinensis L.
2002/1267 05935 00423 GREAT ORANGE 13446 - 07/06/2004
2002/1778 03428 01018 KYOTO 12519 - 09/02/2004
2003/0628 06725 00423 CASHMERE WIND 14612 - 24/01/2005
2003/0629 06725 00423 CARIBBEAN 14613 - 24/01/2005
2003/0630 06725 00423 CAMARO WIND 14614 - 24/01/2005
2003/0978 03428 01018 MADRID 14621 - 24/01/2005
2003/0979 03428 01018 MARSEILLE 14622 - 24/01/2005
2003/0980 03428 01018 NAPOLI 14623 - 24/01/2005
2004/0294 06725 00423 YOHIB 2136 16392 - 14/11/2005
2004/0295 06725 00423 YOHIB 2362 16393 - 14/11/2005
2004/0296 06725 00423 CATO BREEZE 16394 - 14/11/2005
2004/0297 06725 00423 CARACAS WIND 16395 - 14/11/2005
2004/0383 03428 01018 ROME 16616 - 19/12/2005
2004/0385 03428 01018 SEVILLA 16617 - 19/12/2005
2004/0780 03428 01018 LISSABON 16619 - 19/12/2005
2004/1346 06725 00423 YOHIB 1794 16396 - 14/11/2005
2004/1347 06725 00423 YOHIB 1798 16397 - 14/11/2005
2004/1348 06725 00423 YOHIB 1842 16398 - 14/11/2005
2004/1349 06725 00423 YOHIB 2345 16399 - 14/11/2005
2005/0913 00601 LANTARN 18462 - 25/09/2006
2005/0914 00601 LANLOT 18463 - 25/09/2006
2005/1305 03428 01018 SIENA 19148 - 19/02/2007
2006/0442 06725 00423 CARIBBEAN WHITE 21411 - 17/12/2007
2006/0443 06725 00423 CARIBBEAN DARK
PINK
21412 - 17/12/2007
2006/0444 06725 00423 CARIBBEAN APRI-
COT
21413 - 17/12/2007
2006/1097 03428 01018 HITOL 21362 - 26/11/2007
2006/1098 03428 01018 HIZAR 21363 - 26/11/2007
2006/1175 03428 01018 HITRO 21364 - 26/11/2007
2006/1176 03428 01018 HIVEN 21365 - 26/11/2007
2006/1178 03428 01018 HIPOR 21367 - 26/11/2007
2006/1842 06725 00423 CALYPSO ORANGE 21132 - 22/10/2007
2006/1843 06725 00423 CARIBBEAN SNOW
WHITE
21133 - 22/10/2007
2006/1844 06725 00423 CATHERINA SOFT
PINK
21134 - 22/10/2007
2006/1845 06725 00423 CAYENNE RED 21135 - 22/10/2007
2006/1980 05138 KISS AND TELL 21368 - 26/11/2007
2006/1981 05138 MARILYN QUAYLE 21414 - 17/12/2007
2006/1982 05138 CLOUD NINE 21188 - 12/11/2007
1272009









a / Annex / Annexe / Allegato / Pielikums /
Priedas / Melléklet / Anness / Bijlage / Aneks / Anexo / Anexă / Príloha / Priloga / Liite / Bilaga 15|02|2010
1 2 3 4 5
Hibiscus rosa-sinensis L.
2007/0915 06725 00423 CALYPSO RED 24027 - 09/02/2009
2007/0916 06725 00423 CALYPSO YELLOW 24028 - 09/02/2009
2007/1089 03428 01018 HISAM 24137 - 23/02/2009
2007/1192 03428 01018 HICAN 24029 - 09/02/2009
2007/1193 03428 01018 HIHA 24030 - 09/02/2009
2007/1195 03428 01018 HITOKY 24031 - 09/02/2009
Hibiscus syriacus L.
2003/1658 01248 BRICUTTS 15754 - 20/06/2005
2004/2410 03881 MINPAST 20558 - 06/08/2007
2005/0453 05016 02739 ÉLÉONORE 22941 - 23/06/2008
2006/1664 03881 MINFREN 23096 - 07/07/2008
2006/1665 03881 MINERU 23097 - 07/07/2008
2006/2352 00873 DVPAZURRI 25260 - 08/06/2009
2007/1318 02319 06086 NOTWOOD3 25272 - 08/06/2009
Hibiscus moscheutos L.
2005/1341 05152 04261 MAUVELOUS 23339 - 25/08/2008
2007/0176 03152 03423 ROBERT FLEMING 25264 - 08/06/2009
2007/0177 03152 03423 ROYAL GEMS 25265 - 08/06/2009
2007/1688 04261 RED SKY 25276 - 08/06/2009
2007/1689 04261 WHITE HEAVEN 25277 - 08/06/2009
2007/1691 04261 FANCY EYE 25278 - 08/06/2009
Hippeastrum Herb.
1995/2432 00409 00594 DOUBLE SIX 597 - 02/08/1996
1996/0420 00409 00025 ROZETTA 3324 - 06/07/1998
1998/0778 00409 00025 ALFRESCO 5264 - 12/11/1999
2000/1082 01701 00423 PINYM 12921 - 05/04/2004
2001/1691 03631 SWAN LAKE 12005 - 20/10/2003
2003/0556 01701 00423 STARGAZER 11866 - 16/08/2004
2003/0557 01701 00423 ROMANCE 11867 - 16/08/2004
2003/0771 03631 HELIOS 14061 - 27/09/2004
2003/1161 01701 00423 LIMONA 14062 - 27/09/2004
2003/1462 04342 00423 SUMATRA 13880 - 16/08/2004
2003/1463 04342 00423 SUPREME GARDEN 13704 - 21/06/2004
2003/1465 04344 00423 RED PEARL 13238 - 03/05/2004
2003/1626 04377/04379 00423 GREEN MAGIC 14637 - 24/01/2005
2004/0712 04377/04379 00423 LOYALTY 17087 - 27/03/2006
2004/0952 01701 00423 CHERNYM 17088 - 27/03/2006
2004/0953 01701 00423 POPOV 16880 - 30/01/2006
2004/2291 04859 TINEKE VERBURG 21587 - 14/01/2008
2005/0579 04344 00423 EXOTIC STAR 18650 - 20/11/2006
2005/0857 00409 05082 ROCK N ROLL 21589 - 14/01/2008
2005/0858 00409 05082 STARS N STRIPES 21590 - 14/01/2008
2005/0945 01701 00423 NOVELLA 18654 - 20/11/2006
2005/0946 01701 00423 ANTARCTICA 18655 - 20/11/2006
2005/0947 01701 00423 GRAND PRIX 18656 - 20/11/2006
2005/0949 01701 00423 MAGNYM 18657 - 20/11/2006
2005/1846 03631 ALASCA 19020 - 08/01/2007
2005/2056 04377/04379 00423 BRITNEY 18660 - 20/11/2006
2005/2083 04859 CHALLENGER 19025 - 08/01/2007
2006/1555 05518 00423 DOUBLE DRAGON 19076 - 22/01/2007
2007/0340 04859 RED RIVAL 23517 - 13/10/2008
2007/0363 04931 00423 DORDOGNE 23518 - 13/10/2008
2007/0394 04342 00423 MONACO 23519 - 13/10/2008
2007/0395 04342 00423 MONTE CARLO 23520 - 13/10/2008
2007/0641 04342 00423 EON 23661 - 24/11/2008
2007/0642 04342 00423 FGREEN 23522 - 13/10/2008
2007/0757 01701 00423 NIVIO 23523 - 04/05/2009
12815|02|2010








h / Annual report /
Rapport annuel / Relazione annuale / Gada p¯ arskats / Metin˙ e ataskaita / Éves jelentés / Rapport Annwali / Jaarverslag /
Sprawozdanie roczne / Relatório Anual / Raport anual / Výročná správa / Letno poročilo / Vuosikertomus / Årsrapport 2009
1 2 3 4 5
Hippeastrum Herb.
2007/0792 04342 00423 AMORICE 23662 - 24/11/2008
2008/0089 04342 00423 HURRICANE 25939 - 21/09/2009
2008/1396 03474 00423 BULL 25940 - 21/09/2009
Hippophae rhamnoides L.
2006/1743 05543 HABEGO 20825 - 24/08/2007
Holarrhena pubescens Wall. ex G.Don
2003/1240 02345 00003 SNOWFLAKE 14961 - 21/03/2005
Hordeum vulgare L. sensu lato
1995/0027 02409 RIVIERA 1412 - 06/12/1996
1995/0328 04105 OPTIC 1417 - 06/12/1996
1995/0730 02761 05809 DUET 2265 - 18/07/1997
1995/1634 00141 SCARLETT 709 - 15/10/1996
1995/1665 02409 NIKEL 2480 - 01/10/1997
1995/1671 04757 BRENDA 486 - 02/08/1996
1995/1891 00187 00953 FEDERAL 722 - 15/10/1996
1995/1898 00187 00953 ESTEREL 725 - 15/10/1996
1995/2048 00186 MENTOR 487 - 02/08/1996
1995/2049 00186 TREBON 488 - 02/08/1996
1995/3064 00187 00953 BALAKI 2577 - 01/12/1997
1996/0202 00939 THURINGIA 1750 - 25/02/1997
1996/0272 00038 ORTHEGA 1751 - 25/02/1997
1996/0357 01062 LANDI 1736 - 21/02/1997
1996/0512 00141 TIFFANY 1738 - 21/02/1997
1996/0567 03304 ORESTE 1810 - 07/03/1997
1996/0620 00141 BARKE 1739 - 21/02/1997
1996/1291 00187 00953 SULTANE 2461 - 21/08/1997
1996/1366 00187 00953 OLERON 2477 - 01/10/1997
1996/1367 00187 00953 AVIRON 2478 - 01/10/1997
1997/0103 00187 01089 ANTONIA 3062 - 20/07/1998
1997/0238 03304 OROSTAR 2481 - 01/10/1997
1997/0492 00217 PROSA 2842 - 20/04/1998
1997/1101 02761 05809 VOLLEY 3013 - 06/07/1998
1997/1222 00731 CAROLA 3021 - 06/07/1998
1998/0143 02409 PRESTIGE 5956 - 14/02/2000
1998/0232 00186 VANJA 5117 - 06/12/1999
1998/0662 00186 CECILIA 3874 - 14/12/1998
1998/0678 00186 PONGO 3873 - 14/12/1998
1998/0711 00135 OTIRA 3871 - 14/12/1998
1998/0896 04757 HANKA 4043 - 25/01/1999
1998/0934 00689 00827 EPONA 4915 - 20/09/1999
1998/0960 00302/03039 MATHIAS 4438 - 03/05/1999
1998/1523 00187 00953 SIBERIA 5970 - 28/02/2000
1998/1527 02409 NATUREL 4918 - 20/09/1999
1998/1573 04184 02907 JERSEY 4492 - 04/10/1999
1998/1677 00187 00953 ASTORIA 4921 - 20/09/1999
1998/1697 00731 LADOGA 5462 - 08/11/1999
1998/1700 00141 VANESSA 5963 - 14/02/2000
1999/0134 00186 CINDY 4908 - 20/09/1999
1999/0190 00731 ANNABELL 5466 - 08/11/1999
1999/0448 02409 EVEREST 6520 - 26/07/2000
1999/0548 00287 LUDMILLA 5497 - 08/11/1999
1999/1110 02761 05809 CAMERA 5976 - 28/02/2000
1999/1335 00187 EXITO 8907 - 18/02/2002
1999/1592 02409 DIADEM 6111 - 17/04/2000
1999/1593 02409 MARJORIE 6112 - 17/04/2000
1999/1686 00187 TROPIC 6113 - 17/04/2000
2000/0366 00217 EUNOVA 6765 - 02/10/2000
1292009
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1 2 3 4 5
Hordeum vulgare L. sensu lato
2000/0490 02761 03009 ALISSA 6763 - 02/10/2000
2000/0894 04105 PEWTER 6976 - 19/02/2001
2000/0895 04105 CELLAR 6975 - 19/02/2001
2000/0938 02761 05809 ADONIS 6998 - 19/03/2001
2000/1465 04184 02907 BARCELONA 7585 - 25/06/2001
2000/2016 06317 TOLAR 12808 - 08/03/2004
2000/2090 02409 VERTICALE 8221 - 05/11/2001
2001/0257 00187 CADIX 8220 - 05/11/2001
2001/0331 00186 SW WIKINGETT 8729 - 21/01/2002
2001/0602 02761 05809 CARAT 9166 - 02/04/2002
2001/0658 00939 RENI 9065 - 02/04/2002
2001/0663 00289 MENHIR 8290 - 17/12/2001
2001/0760 00038 LOMERIT 8708 - 17/12/2001
2001/1762 03641 COUNTY 9650 - 01/07/2002
2001/1885 02761 05809 ARCHIPEL 9697 - 15/07/2002
2001/1886 02761 05809 CANNOCK 10331 - 16/12/2002
2001/1888 02761 05809 TROON 9695 - 15/07/2002
2001/2038 00187 BOREALE 9713 - 15/07/2002
2002/0033 03307 DOLMEN 10821 - 24/03/2003
2002/0075 00187 ARCADIA 10021 - 09/09/2002
2002/0244 00731 AURIGA 10057 - 23/09/2002
2002/0485 04167 MURCIE 10463 - 20/01/2003
2002/0757 03949 PASSION 10469 - 20/01/2003
2002/0785 00731 00928 MERLOT 10528 - 10/02/2003
2002/0839 00928 TRAMINER 10540 - 10/02/2003
2002/1483 04184 02907 ACAPULCO 11354 - 09/06/2003
2002/1591 00187 NECTARIA 11343 - 09/06/2003
2002/1592 00187 REGALIA 11344 - 09/06/2003
2002/1851 00135 SEBASTIAN 11817 - 22/09/2003
2002/2000 02761 05809 KETOS 12561 - 09/02/2004
2003/0012 00135 FRONTIER 11818 - 22/09/2003
2003/0013 00135 SIMBA 12011 - 20/10/2003
2003/0014 00135 POWER 12086 - 24/11/2003
2003/0016 00135 PROCES 11820 - 22/09/2003
2003/0017 00135 RAQUEL 11821 - 22/09/2003
2003/0019 00135 CHESS 11823 - 22/09/2003
2003/0064 04105 BRAEMAR 11841 - 22/09/2003
2003/0089 04184 05809 NOCTURNE 12035 - 10/11/2003
2003/0145 00731 XANADU 13711 - 05/07/2004
2003/0190 02409 MARADO 12937 - 05/04/2004
2003/0202 00187 01089 JOSEFIN 11883 - 06/10/2003
2003/0223 04125 MARNIE 11886 - 06/10/2003
2003/0247 00038 AQUARELLE 12241 - 18/12/2003
2003/0277 00135 CHRISTINA 11889 - 06/10/2003
2003/0440 00186 SW CATRIONA 17060 - 13/03/2006
2003/0441 00186 SW MAKOF 17061 - 13/03/2006
2003/0615 04190 MARGRET 12088 - 24/11/2003
2003/0675 00939 NAOMIE 14119 - 25/10/2004
2003/0695 04125 MOMBASA 11920 - 06/10/2003
2003/0930 02409 CLASS 12165 - 24/11/2003
2003/1095 00939 SUNBEAM 12944 - 05/04/2004
2003/1426 00187 MASCARA 12948 - 05/04/2004
2003/1457 02845 DOROTHEA 12953 - 05/04/2004
2003/2075 02761 05809 SPECTRUM 15229 - 18/04/2005
2003/2076 02761 05809 CARAVAN 13727 - 05/07/2004
2003/2077 02761 05809 CAMPANILE 14121 - 25/10/2004
2003/2102 00186 MAAREN 17062 - 13/03/2006
2003/2242 02761 05809 OXBRIDGE 13900 - 13/09/2004
2003/2243 02761 05809 WESTMINSTER 13739 - 05/07/2004
2003/2244 02761 05809 MINSTREL 13740 - 05/07/2004
13015|02|2010








h / Annual report /
Rapport annuel / Relazione annuale / Gada p¯ arskats / Metin˙ e ataskaita / Éves jelentés / Rapport Annwali / Jaarverslag /
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1 2 3 4 5
Hordeum vulgare L. sensu lato
2003/2245 02761 05809 HENLEY 13741 - 05/07/2004
2003/2265 04167 SYLPHIDE 13903 - 13/09/2004
2003/2297 00186 GUSTAV 17063 - 13/03/2006
2003/2392 01576 SEDUCTION 13910 - 13/09/2004
2003/2424 04184 05809 MARACA 14668 - 07/02/2005
2003/2525 00058 CAMION 13916 - 13/09/2004
2004/0008 04125 CRUISER 14373 - 06/12/2004
2004/0028 00038 TOCADA 13920 - 13/09/2004
2004/0068 06317 EBSON 19887 - 16/04/2007
2004/0069 06317 MALZ 19888 - 16/04/2007
2004/0122 03307 COLIBRI 14125 - 25/10/2004
2004/0124 00287 FRANZI 13933 - 13/09/2004
2004/0204 00187 ARTURIO 13944 - 13/09/2004
2004/0205 00187 FRILOX 13940 - 13/09/2004
2004/0284 04105 COCKTAIL 14132 - 25/10/2004
2004/0285 04105 CRISTALIA 14133 - 25/10/2004
2004/0761 00731 00928 PALMYRA 14201 - 25/10/2004
2004/0763 00731 00928 FINITA 14386 - 06/12/2004
2004/0764 00731 00928 ROSITA 14203 - 25/10/2004
2004/0824 00135 BARABAS 14574 - 24/01/2005
2004/0833 00143 CINDERELLA 14394 - 06/12/2004
2004/0846 02409 CENTURION 14675 - 07/02/2005
2004/1017 00187 01089 MERCEDES 14409 - 06/12/2004
2004/1511 04184 02907 GILENA NICK 16313 - 10/10/2005
2004/1567 00689 00827 MAGENTA 15338 - 10/05/2005
2004/1736 00058 SAFFRON 15352 - 10/05/2005
2004/1737 00058 CYPRESS 15353 - 10/05/2005
2004/1738 00058 DOLPHIN 15354 - 10/05/2005
2004/1859 04796 AMARENA 15800 - 20/06/2005
2004/1863 00731 00928 LAVERDA 15801 - 20/06/2005
2004/1987 00187 MOSAÏC 15808 - 20/06/2005
2004/2617 03307 CERVOISE 15993 - 17/08/2005
2004/2669 04105 CARAFE 16001 - 17/08/2005
2004/2670 04105 DOYEN 16002 - 17/08/2005
2004/2672 04105 NFC TIPPLE 16004 - 27/03/2006
2005/0003 00143 EPOQUE 16006 - 17/08/2005
2005/0040 04167 CHAMPIE 16008 - 17/08/2005
2005/0049 00893 FINESSE 16318 - 10/10/2005
2005/0064 04125 HIMALAYA 16013 - 17/08/2005
2005/0080 00731 BEATRIX 16319 - 10/10/2005
2005/0179 00038 MAURITIA 16076 - 17/08/2005
2005/0182 03039/00302 MAESTRIA 16639 - 19/12/2005
2005/0198 02761 05809 BELGRANO 16077 - 17/08/2005
2005/0262 03304 ORBISE 16085 - 17/08/2005
2005/0448 00187 LAZULI 16333 - 10/10/2005
2005/0696 04105 BOOST 16883 - 13/02/2006
2005/0697 04105 MT9737 16884 - 13/02/2006
2005/0698 04105 FM9737 16885 - 13/02/2006
2005/0699 04105 RE05 16886 - 13/02/2006
2005/0724 02409 LUTECE 16423 - 14/11/2005
2005/1510 04167 TRAVIATA 16827 - 30/01/2006
2005/1538 00143 MERILYN 16802 - 30/01/2006
2005/1540 00187 AZUREL 16830 - 30/01/2006
2005/1577 04105 QUENCH 16887 - 13/02/2006
2005/1578 04105 PUBLICAN 16888 - 13/02/2006
2005/1787 04288 NICOLETTA 17278 - 24/04/2006
2005/1821 06317 BOJOS 17530 - 10/05/2006
2005/1847 00135 POET 17281 - 24/04/2006
2005/1848 00135 ISABELLA 17282 - 24/04/2006
2005/1849 00135 MUSIKANT 17283 - 24/04/2006
1312009
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1 2 3 4 5
Hordeum vulgare L. sensu lato
2005/1861 02761 05809 CASSATA 17298 - 24/04/2006
2005/2211 00689 00827 MANAVA 17986 - 03/07/2006
2005/2214 04184 02907 PREMUDA 18003 - 03/07/2006
2005/2215 04184 02907 GRACIOSA 18004 - 03/07/2006
2005/2220 00187 ATENON 17978 - 03/07/2006
2005/2286 02409 TOUCAN 17981 - 03/07/2006
2005/2295 00038 ALINGHI 18007 - 03/07/2006
2005/2296 00038 FRIDERICUS 18008 - 03/07/2006
2005/2381 00186 WALDEMAR 25695 - 22/06/2009
2005/2382 00186 MAGDALENA 22126 - 21/04/2008
2005/2383 00186 KARMOSÉ 22127 - 21/04/2008
2005/2435 04796 PELICAN 17982 - 03/07/2006
2005/2546 00318 QUEEN 18009 - 03/07/2006
2006/0093 06228 MALWINTA 18249 - 11/09/2006
2006/0094 06228 LONNI 18250 - 11/09/2006
2006/0095 00038 MERCADA 18537 - 09/10/2006
2006/0189 00058 PRAGUE 18265 - 11/09/2006
2006/0346 03307 SHANGRILA 18291 - 11/09/2006
2006/0382 00302/03039 MARIGOLD 18292 - 11/09/2006
2006/0437 00143 HIGHLIGHT 18729 - 04/12/2006
2006/0635 06228 CARBONA 20754 - 24/08/2007
2006/0636 04105 PENTHOUSE 18553 - 09/10/2006
2006/0658 06228 ALTHEA 18513 - 09/10/2006
2006/0705 02409 FOUGA 18506 - 09/10/2006
2006/0735 02409 ANTIGONE 18509 - 09/10/2006
2006/0736 02409 CALICO 18606 - 06/11/2006
2006/0738 02409 ZEGLARZ 18511 - 09/10/2006
2006/0748 00939 ACTRICE 18532 - 09/10/2006
2006/0861 00135 IMIDIS 18516 - 09/10/2006
2006/0862 00135 KEOPS 18517 - 09/10/2006
2006/0863 00135 JEOPARDY 18518 - 09/10/2006
2006/0864 00135 YATZY 18519 - 09/10/2006
2006/0865 00135 RETRIEVER 18520 - 09/10/2006
2006/0869 02761 05809 BELLINI 18558 - 09/10/2006
2006/0870 02761 05809 CANTARE 18559 - 09/10/2006
2006/0929 00731 MARTHE 18560 - 09/10/2006
2006/1082 04184 05809 TARTAN 18888 - 18/12/2006
2006/1242 00038 EMILY 18948 - 18/12/2006
2006/1253 00939 SHAKIRA 18949 - 18/12/2006
2006/1552 04759 NICKELA 19300 - 05/03/2007
2006/1695 00187 MARSALA 19329 - 05/03/2007
2006/1763 02409 CERVIN 20771 - 24/08/2007
2006/1764 00038 WINTMALT 19303 - 05/03/2007
2006/1797 00786 MAYBRIT 19892 - 16/04/2007
2006/1880 00663 EUFORA 19899 - 16/04/2007
2006/1909 00187 01089 MADAME 19842 - 16/04/2007
2006/2471 04485 GIZMO 20746 - 24/08/2007
2006/2662 00939 ANACONDA 20756 - 24/08/2007
2006/2743 00287 PRIMADONNA 20543 - 16/07/2007
2007/0010 04167 CROISIERE 20764 - 24/08/2007
2007/0079 04184 02907 PROTIDE 20758 - 24/08/2007
2007/0080 04184 02907 KANGOO 20759 - 24/08/2007
2007/0153 04184 02907 BLANIK 20760 - 24/08/2007
2007/0158 00731 INGMAR 20797 - 24/08/2007
2007/0292 00786 SCARPIA 20753 - 24/08/2007
2007/0393 03307 LISTELLE 20773 - 24/08/2007
2007/0402 02761 05809 BELGRAVIA 20962 - 24/09/2007
2007/0404 02761 05809 LISANNE 20798 - 24/08/2007
2007/0405 02761 05809 BERLIOZ 20799 - 24/08/2007
2007/0406 02761 05809 VIVALDI 20800 - 24/08/2007
13215|02|2010








h / Annual report /
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1 2 3 4 5
Hordeum vulgare L. sensu lato
2007/0490 00187 LANFEUST 20766 - 24/08/2007
2007/0491 00187 AZALEA 20767 - 24/08/2007
2007/0492 00187 CARTEL 20768 - 24/08/2007
2007/0495 04485 CHAMONIX 20747 - 24/08/2007
2007/0496 04485 CHANDLER 20748 - 24/08/2007
2007/0590 00135 ANAKIN 21490 - 17/12/2007
2007/0591 00135 FAIRYTALE 21491 - 17/12/2007
2007/0592 00135 KONTIKI 22555 - 19/05/2008
2007/0702 00038 VARBERG 21324 - 26/11/2007
2007/0842 00287 SABINE F 22526 - 19/05/2008
2007/0848 00038 LEIBNIZ 21326 - 26/11/2007
2007/0906 04184 05809 SCOUT 21333 - 26/11/2007
2007/0958 02409 NUEVO SER 23860 - 26/01/2009
2007/1043 00135 ANISETTE 21495 - 17/12/2007
2007/1044 00135 HOBART 21496 - 17/12/2007
2007/1045 00135 TASMANIEN 21497 - 17/12/2007
2007/1265 04125 JB MALTASIA 21633 - 14/01/2008
2007/1497 00355 ARMADA 22136 - 21/04/2008
2007/1878 00038 CONCHITA 22110 - 07/04/2008
2007/1879 00038 ARICADA 22111 - 07/04/2008
2007/1880 00038 VICTORIANA 22112 - 07/04/2008
2007/1913 04125 UMBRELLA 22530 - 19/05/2008
2007/1914 04125 BREUNSKYLIE 25764 - 22/07/2009
2007/2182 00893 PALMA 22565 - 19/05/2008
2007/2388 00187 THORGALL 23063 - 07/07/2008
2007/2389 00187 MARCOREL 22583 - 19/05/2008
2007/2687 00302/03039 MAGALY 23061 - 10/11/2008
2007/2729 04167 CAMPAGNE 23070 - 07/07/2008
2007/2765 03039/00302 MALICE 23062 - 10/11/2008
2007/2870 02761 05809 DAYBREAK 23043 - 07/07/2008
2007/2871 02761 05809 CONCERTO 23044 - 07/07/2008
2007/2923 03307 KARIOKA 23069 - 07/07/2008
2007/2998 04184 02907 ERLINA 23669 - 08/12/2008
2008/0005 02761 02907 ALBA 23888 - 26/01/2009
2008/0129 04485 CHOGUN 23394 - 25/08/2008
2008/0130 04485 CHARMAY 23395 - 25/08/2008
2008/0162 02761 02907 CANBERRA 23404 - 25/08/2008
2008/0178 00105 SABATINA 23401 - 25/08/2008
2008/0200 00731 HENRIKE 23412 - 25/08/2008
2008/0201 00731 JENNIFER 23413 - 25/08/2008
2008/0203 00939 SPILKA 23402 - 25/08/2008
2008/0350 00731 00928 MERLE 23414 - 25/08/2008
2008/0352 00731 00928 SOULEYKA 23469 - 29/09/2008
2008/0455 04125 JB FLAVOUR 23389 - 25/08/2008
2008/0456 04125 VIOLETTA 23390 - 25/08/2008
2008/0467 00038 SOFIARA 23649 - 10/11/2008
2008/0551 01155/00648/00370/
01158
CIERZO 23606 - 13/10/2008
2008/0552 01155/00648/00370/
01158
ESTRELLA 23607 - 13/10/2008
2008/0572 02866 JIMENA 23827 - 26/01/2009
2008/0629 01576 BIVOUAC 23554 - 13/10/2008
2008/0630 01576 REFLEXION 23555 - 13/10/2008
2008/0706 06228 JULIES 24655 - 20/04/2009
2008/0707 06228 WATSON 23843 - 26/01/2009
2008/0708 06228 FINLISSA 23844 - 26/01/2009
2008/0776 00143 YOKOHAMA 23590 - 13/10/2008
2008/0777 00939 METAXA 23605 - 13/10/2008
2008/0788 02409 MERVEIL 23546 - 13/10/2008
2008/0789 02409 SIGNORA 23547 - 13/10/2008
2008/0791 02409 BLANDICE 23548 - 13/10/2008
1332009
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1 2 3 4 5
Hordeum vulgare L. sensu lato
2008/0834 00287 MELODICA 23594 - 13/10/2008
2008/0853 00135 ZEPHYR 23610 - 13/10/2008
2008/0854 00135 AJOUR 23611 - 13/10/2008
2008/0855 00135 SJ AFRODITE 24654 - 20/04/2009
2008/0856 00135 ESKOBAR 23612 - 13/10/2008
2008/1027 00038 NERZ 23796 - 26/01/2009
2008/1036 04167 MAYAH 23864 - 26/01/2009
2008/1101 00355 CALCULE 23837 - 26/01/2009
2008/1102 00355 STREIF 23838 - 26/01/2009
2008/1103 00355 STYX 23839 - 26/01/2009
2008/1104 00058 AKELA 23845 - 26/01/2009
2008/1105 04105 CROPTON 23805 - 26/01/2009
2008/1106 04105 SWEENEY 23806 - 26/01/2009
2008/1107 04105 RE11 23807 - 26/01/2009
2008/1108 04105 VOLUME 23808 - 26/01/2009
2008/1109 04105 RE10 23809 - 26/01/2009
2008/1110 04105 MT9918 23810 - 26/01/2009
2008/1111 04105 FM9918 23811 - 26/01/2009
2008/1112 04105 ZZOOM 23812 - 26/01/2009
2008/1113 04105 YOOLE 23813 - 26/01/2009
2008/1134 04288 HEIKE 23847 - 26/01/2009
2008/1557 03384 LYSEVAL 24200 - 23/02/2009
2008/1776 06317 AKTIV 26031 - 05/10/2009
2008/1793 00143 MARLENE 24214 - 23/02/2009
2008/1832 00058 JADE 24678 - 20/04/2009
2008/1964 00143 ANGELINA 24664 - 20/04/2009
2008/2142 00058 KWS CASSIA 25766 - 22/07/2009
2008/2238 04184 05809 MALICORNE 25316 - 08/06/2009
2008/2239 02761 05809 CAYENNE 25663 - 06/07/2009
2008/2240 02761 05809 CARDINALE 24697 - 20/04/2009
2008/2271 00827/00689 RAMATA 24652 - 20/04/2009
2008/2440 03384 ROSEVAL 25642 - 06/07/2009
2008/2441 02761 02907 CASANOVA 25659 - 06/07/2009
2008/2486 02761 05809 ATOMO 25666 - 06/07/2009
2008/2609 06228 IRON 25641 - 06/07/2009
2008/2781 02761 05809 BENCHMARK 25667 - 06/07/2009
2008/2782 02761 05809 MIRAGE 25668 - 06/07/2009
2008/2956 00038 SEMPER 25627 - 06/07/2009
2009/0001 00731 GRACE 25816 - 24/08/2009
2009/0002 00731 AUDREY 25817 - 24/08/2009
2009/0003 00731 LILLY 25818 - 24/08/2009
2009/0067 02761 02907 GLADYS 25801 - 24/08/2009
2009/0076 00038 KWS ALICIANA 26035 - 05/10/2009
2009/0077 00038 KWS BAMBINA 26036 - 05/10/2009
2009/0078 00038 YUKATA 25804 - 24/08/2009
2009/0079 00038 KWS SIZILIA 26037 - 05/10/2009
2009/0177 00038 KWS OLOF 25806 - 24/08/2009
2009/0260 00939 POSADA 25826 - 24/08/2009
2009/0287 00663 ELFINA 25827 - 24/08/2009
2009/0372 04105 CLAIRION 26046 - 05/10/2009
2009/0373 04105 GARNER 26047 - 05/10/2009
2009/0374 04105 TAMTAM 26048 - 05/10/2009
2009/0375 04105 RE15 26049 - 05/10/2009
2009/0376 04105 HOBBIT 26050 - 05/10/2009
2009/0464 00187 MYSTIC 26001 - 05/10/2009
2009/0507 03304 OROFIL 25994 - 05/10/2009
2009/0508 03304 ORKIDE 25995 - 05/10/2009
2009/0547 02761 02907 JULIETA 26157 - 19/10/2009
2009/0595 02409 CALANQUE 26127 - 19/10/2009
2009/0596 02409 CAPABLE 26128 - 19/10/2009
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Hordeum vulgare L. sensu lato
2009/0599 02409 ROBINSON 26129 - 19/10/2009
2009/0616 00731 00928 KATHLEEN 26158 - 19/10/2009
2009/0617 00731 00928 CHRISTELLE 26159 - 19/10/2009
2009/0682 00135 NAIROBI 26171 - 19/10/2009
2009/0683 00135 ROSALINA 26172 - 19/10/2009
2009/0684 00135 DELPHI 26173 - 19/10/2009
2009/0685 00135 APROPOS 26174 - 19/10/2009
2009/0686 00135 BALLERINA 26175 - 19/10/2009
2009/0748 04167 TARANIE 26135 - 19/10/2009
2009/0755 04125 SUNSHINE 26348 - 26/12/2009
2009/0757 03304 ORFILA 26136 - 19/10/2009
2009/0759 03304 ORJOIE 26137 - 19/10/2009
2009/0816 02926 CHA CHA 26349 - 26/12/2009
2009/0817 02926 CHLOE 26350 - 26/12/2009
2009/0818 02926 CHAGAL 26351 - 26/12/2009
2009/1035 04759 STINE 26355 - 26/12/2009
Hosta Tratt.
1997/1082 01431 LOYALIST 11171 - 19/05/2003
1999/1135 02709 02079 PARADISE JOYCE 8667 - 21/01/2002
1999/1136 02709 02079 PARADISE POWER 8668 - 21/01/2002
1999/1164 01431 02334 REVOLUTION 8671 - 21/01/2002
1999/1165 01431 02334 MORNING LIGHT 10603 - 10/02/2003
2000/0123 02915 01589 TATTOO 13143 - 17/05/2004
2000/1747 03200 03201 TOUCH OF CLASS 10655 - 24/02/2003
2000/1748 03200 03201 OLD GLORY 10656 - 24/02/2003
2000/1749 03200 03201 TITANIC 10657 - 24/02/2003
2001/1087 03515 01589 LIBERTY 13145 - 17/05/2004
2001/2131 01431 02334 REMEMBER ME 13149 - 03/05/2004
2002/0611 03835 00423 EL NIÑO 12982 - 05/04/2004
2002/1736 04026 02334 JUNE FEVER 17866 - 19/06/2006
2003/2201 01431 02334 CHRISTMAS CANDY 17904 - 19/06/2006
2004/0711 03835 MOONSTRUCK 22750 - 09/06/2008
2004/1016 04026 02334 MAGIC FIRE 22752 - 09/06/2008
2004/2387 03835 BLUE CIRCLE 22754 - 09/06/2008
2005/0702 03202/02915 02334 ATLANTIS 22756 - 09/06/2008
2006/0054 03835 EARTH ANGEL 24528 - 06/04/2009
2006/0055 03835 RISKY BUSINESS 24529 - 06/04/2009
2006/0056 03835 AMERICAN SWEET-
HEART
24530 - 06/04/2009
2006/0154 04026 02334 HEAT WAVE 24531 - 06/04/2009
2006/2395 05018 GREAT ESCAPE 25407 - 08/06/2009
Hosta sieboldiana (Hook.) Engl.
2000/1667 03181 01589 THUNDERBOLT 18193 - 07/07/2006
2004/1566 01895 04261 GOLDEN MEADOWS 15521 - 23/05/2005
Humulus lupulus L.
1996/0036 06316 ADMIRAL 1436 - 16/12/1996
1996/0038 06316 PIONEER 1438 - 16/12/1996
1996/0039 06316 HERALD 1439 - 16/12/1996
1996/0040 06316 FIRST GOLD 1440 - 16/12/1996
1998/1576 03368 COLUMBUS 11647 - 08/09/2003
2001/0825 06316 PILOT 15370 - 27/02/2006
2001/0826 06316 PILGRIM 15371 - 27/02/2006
2002/0947 04662 DIVA 17345 - 24/04/2006
2003/2434 05548 HERKULES 17203 - 27/03/2006
2004/0987 06316 BOADICEA 23382 - 25/08/2008
2005/2387 04498 HU ZH APA1 22525 - 19/05/2008
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Hyacintus orientalis L.
1995/0227 00032 00033 BLUE PEARL 598 - 02/08/1996
1997/0317 01640 00033 PURPLE SENSATION 3753 - 19/10/1998
1998/0383 02036 00033 ANTARCTICA 4342 - 19/04/1999
1998/1133 02288 02334 PURPLE VOICE 7261 - 19/02/2001
1999/1420 02790 PRINCE OF HOLLAND 7282 - 19/02/2001
1999/1421 02790 PRINCE ROSE 7283 - 19/02/2001
1999/1422 02790 PRINCE OF LOVE 7284 - 19/02/2001
2000/0771 04675 ANNABELLE 9382 - 21/05/2002
2001/0530 03372 00033 SKYLINE 10665 - 24/02/2003
2003/1218 02036 00033 SHOCKING BLUE 14960 - 21/03/2005
2004/1207 04785 02334 LOUVRE 16974 - 27/02/2006
2005/0268 04958 00033 LILA PEARL 20318 - 04/06/2007
2005/0501 05024 02334 FAIRLY 19984 - 21/05/2007
2006/1772 05559 REMBRANDT 21842 - 11/02/2008
2008/1013 06280 00033 AMARANTA 25917 - 24/08/2009
Hydrangea L.
1995/1307 06158 00441 RAWI 11574 - 28/07/2003
1996/0103 06286 DARLIDO 7364 - 05/03/2001
1996/1035 00334/01457 HOMIGO 3110 - 02/06/1998
1996/1130 01485 LIMELIGHT 5211 - 25/10/1999
1996/1312 04375 00423 NANPING 5214 - 25/10/1999
1996/1313 04375 00423 XIAN 5215 - 25/10/1999
1997/0495 01689 GOLDEN SUNLIGHT 6389 - 19/06/2000
1997/0765 06158 00441 RAMST 7404 - 19/03/2001
1997/0766 06158 00441 RANICE 7405 - 19/03/2001
1997/1178 00334/01457 HOPALINE 4707 - 21/06/1999
1998/1605 02444 01457 SUSAN 8644 - 04/02/2002
1999/0755 02612 02586 AB GREEN SHADOW 10601 - 10/02/2003
1999/0859 04375 00423 HULK 10602 - 10/02/2003
1999/0869 00334/01457 HOLIBEL 6407 - 19/06/2000
1999/0870 00334/01457 HOBERGINE 6408 - 19/06/2000
1999/1520 06286 DARDOM 10977 - 28/04/2003
2000/0024 00441 HORTEST 01 11576 - 28/07/2003
2000/0025 00441 HORTEST 02 11577 - 28/07/2003
2000/0132 04375 00423 RAMBO 11578 - 28/07/2003
2000/0133 04375 00423 MULTI PURPLE 11579 - 28/07/2003
2000/1368 06158 00441 RAOSLO 11582 - 28/07/2003
2000/1369 06158 00441 RASTO 11583 - 28/07/2003
2000/1370 06158 00441 RAHAM 11584 - 28/07/2003
2000/1952 03240 BELA 9050 - 18/03/2002
2001/1840 06158 00441 RAMARS 15457 - 10/05/2005
Hydrangea macrophylla (Thunb.) Ser.
2000/1350 03126 CHALLENGE 13553 - 21/06/2004
2000/1742 03199 SABRINA 11209 - 19/05/2003
2001/1147 03521 01457 LOVE YOU KISS 13557 - 21/06/2004
2001/1148 03521 01457 MIRAI 13558 - 21/06/2004
2001/1746 03199 SORAYA 13564 - 21/06/2004
2001/1943 03682 ZORRO 13566 - 21/06/2004
2002/0766 04375 00423 BEIJING 16147 - 12/09/2005
2002/1989 03199 SELMA 17375 - 10/05/2006
2003/1014 04245 01589 RIE 09 17777 - 06/06/2006
2003/1016 04245 01589 YOUMETHREE 17778 - 06/06/2006
2003/1072 04245 01589 RIE 01 17779 - 06/06/2006
2003/1073 04245 01589 RIE 02 17780 - 06/06/2006
2003/1148 04276 04277 PRINSES CLAIRE 17376 - 10/05/2006
2003/1620 04375 00423 ANKONG 17377 - 22/05/2006
2004/0270 03521 01457 RIPPLE 19830 - 16/04/2007
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Hydrangea macrophylla (Thunb.) Ser.
2004/0508 04587 PINK BEAUTY 17238 - 10/04/2006
2004/0511 04587 ATLANTIC BLUE 21845 - 11/02/2008
2004/0512 04587 CAMILLA 19460 - 19/03/2007
2004/0513 04587 SPRING FIRE 17029 - 27/03/2006
2004/0514 04587 HBA 202911 20908 - 10/09/2007
2004/0515 04587 HBA 202912 17239 - 10/04/2006
2004/0516 04587 WHITE WATER 17240 - 10/04/2006
2004/0517 04587 SWEET DREAMS 17241 - 10/04/2006
2004/0518 04587 HBA 202903 17030 - 27/03/2006
2004/0540 06158 00441 RACOPEN 22895 - 09/06/2008
2004/0541 06158 00441 RALO 19831 - 16/04/2007
2004/0720 04620 FANTASIA 19832 - 16/04/2007
2004/0754 06158 00441 RALIS 22896 - 09/06/2008
2004/1014 00441 HORBAST 20940 - 24/09/2007
2004/1015 00441 HORWES 20941 - 24/09/2007
2004/1686 04587 HBA203901 19461 - 19/03/2007
2004/1687 04587 RED BEAUTY 19462 - 19/03/2007
2004/1715 04375 00423 NAPO 19463 - 19/03/2007
2004/1716 04375 00423 BENXI 19464 - 19/03/2007
2004/1873 03126 VERENA 19905 - 16/04/2007
2004/1874 03126 LOLLY POP 19906 - 16/04/2007
2005/0082 04587 REBECCA 22315 - 05/05/2008
2005/0084 04587 HBA 205904 22937 - 23/06/2008
2005/0085 04587 STEPHANIE 22316 - 05/05/2008
2005/0216 00334/01457 HOPCORN 23724 - 08/12/2008
2005/1303 04375 00423 HORTMAHAR 21900 - 25/02/2008
2005/1304 04375 00423 HENAN 21901 - 25/02/2008
2005/1571 03482 ZEBRA 22326 - 05/05/2008
2005/1661 06158 00441 RAGRA 22897 - 09/06/2008
2005/1845 03126 MARSEPEIN 22328 - 05/05/2008
2005/1918 05242 04261 W002095 25248 - 08/06/2009
2005/1919 05242 04261 P001095 25249 - 08/06/2009
2005/1920 05242 04261 B003095 25546 - 22/06/2009
2005/2454 06158 00441 STRAMALYN 25250 - 08/06/2009
2005/2494 06158 00441 STRAMADSCHI 25843 - 24/08/2009
2006/0031 03482 KLAZU 25933 - 21/09/2009
2006/0161 04245 01589 YOUMEFIVE 25548 - 22/06/2009
2006/0204 04587 HBA 206901 25252 - 08/06/2009
2006/0206 04587 HBA 206 903 25253 - 08/06/2009
2006/0207 04587 PINK SENSATION 25549 - 22/06/2009
2006/0436 04587 HBA 206906 25254 - 08/06/2009
2006/1935 03126 MAMMOET 25533 - 22/06/2009
2006/1936 03126 GOUDREINET 25534 - 22/06/2009
Hydrangea paniculata Siebold
2003/0328 00873 DVPPINKY 18082 - 17/07/2006
2003/2125 01748 BULK 18450 - 25/09/2006
2005/1301 05643/05644/05645 02739 RENHY 22323 - 05/05/2008
2005/2039 04354 KOLMAGIMO 23341 - 25/08/2008
Hydrangea macrophylla subsp. serrata (Thunb.) Makino
2006/0887 02903 00560 VEERLE 25532 - 22/06/2009
Hydrangea arborescens L.
2005/2545 05281 01457 HAYES STARBURST 25547 - 22/06/2009
Hypericum L.
1996/1178 01498 BOSAKIN 2364 - 01/09/1997
1996/1179 01498 BOSAPIN 2365 - 01/09/1997
1998/0845 02203 TAUBERTAL 9321 - 06/05/2002
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Hypericum L.
1998/1430 01498 BOSAIVY 4578 - 17/05/1999
1998/1431 01498 BOSANEY 4579 - 17/05/1999
1998/1432 01498 BOSAMYST 6247 - 05/06/2000
1998/1433 01498 BOSAFAN 6248 - 05/06/2000
1999/1325 02334 BRIGHT BLOSSOM 9138 - 15/04/2002
2000/1696 04354 KOLMFA 11281 - 09/06/2003
2000/1700 04354 KOLMGIA 11285 - 09/06/2003
2000/1701 04354 KOLMRED 11287 - 09/06/2003
2000/1703 04354 KOLMBEAU 11289 - 09/06/2003
2001/1600 03564 00420 ARCADIA 13493 - 07/06/2004
2001/1997 04354 KOLMBLAC 13609 - 21/06/2004
2002/0060 03671 00423 ESM CORAL 15966 - 17/08/2005
2002/0071 03671 00423 ESMAMBER 13889 - 16/08/2004
2002/0610 03671 00423 ESM FIRE 15967 - 17/08/2005
2002/2104 03671 00423 ESM CURACAO 15685 - 06/06/2005
2002/2105 03671 00423 ESM BONAIRE 15686 - 06/06/2005
2002/2106 03671 00423 ESM PORTETE 15687 - 06/06/2005
2003/0425 03671 00423 ESM MAR 17068 - 27/03/2006
2003/0426 03671 00423 ESM MAYOR 16439 - 28/11/2005
2003/0427 03671 00423 ESM GRAPE 16440 - 28/11/2005
2003/1864 03671 00423 ESM TRINIDAD 17404 - 24/04/2006
2005/1672 03671 00423 ESM ESPAÑOLA 22237 - 05/05/2008
2005/1673 03671 00423 ESM KALUA 22238 - 05/05/2008
2005/1674 03671 00423 ESM TOBAGO 22239 - 05/05/2008
2006/1865 04301 ALLGRANDO 24050 - 09/02/2009
2006/1866 04301 ALLELECTRIC 24051 - 09/02/2009
2006/1867 04301 ALLSALSA 24052 - 09/02/2009
2006/1868 04301 ALLBRAZIL 24053 - 09/02/2009
2006/1869 04301 ALLFLANEL 24054 - 09/02/2009
2006/2282 03671 00423 ESM GULLI 24056 - 09/02/2009
Hypericum androsaemum L.
1999/1891 01498 BOSAMAG 9969 - 09/09/2002
1999/1893 01498 BOSASUGA 8678 - 21/01/2002
1999/1897 01498 BOSACAND 9974 - 09/09/2002
2000/0068 01498 BOSAENV 8681 - 21/01/2002
2000/1684 02989 SUNRISE 10654 - 24/02/2003
2000/2084 01498 BOSAJA 8803 - 21/01/2002
2000/2085 01498 BOSAAMA 9978 - 09/09/2002
2001/1566 02989 VERPUTA 13490 - 08/11/2004
2001/1567 02989 VERCRETA 13491 - 07/06/2004
2002/1270 02989 VERPINCLA 15968 - 17/08/2005
2003/0734 01498 BOSACLAS 17889 - 19/06/2006
2003/1488 03734 SEIBALL 17890 - 19/06/2006
2003/1489 03734 SEICOL 17891 - 19/06/2006
2003/1490 03734 SEIDEEP 17892 - 19/06/2006
2003/1491 03734 SEIBLON 17893 - 19/06/2006
2003/1492 03734 SEION 17894 - 19/06/2006
2003/1763 03734 SEICLEAR 17897 - 19/06/2006
2003/1765 03734 SEIBIG 17899 - 19/06/2006
2003/1767 03734 SEIGRE 17901 - 19/06/2006
2003/1768 03734 SEIFIRE 17902 - 19/06/2006
2004/0542 02989 VERIVOCLA 17907 - 19/06/2006
2004/0543 02989 VERGRECLA 17908 - 19/06/2006
2004/0561 02989 VERMELCLA 17909 - 19/06/2006
2004/0562 02989 VERSALCLA 17910 - 19/06/2006
2004/2332 02989 VEROCLA 20417 - 02/07/2007
2005/0609 01498 BOSABRILL 22727 - 09/06/2008
2005/1954 01498 BOSALEMO 22739 - 09/06/2008
2005/2505 02989 VERICECLA 22744 - 09/06/2008
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Hypericum androsaemum L.
2006/1806 02989 VERPEACLA 24049 - 09/02/2009
2006/2305 05639 GLOB DR205 24057 - 09/02/2009
2006/2306 05639 GLOB LP208 24058 - 09/02/2009
2006/2307 05639 GLOB GB209 24248 - 09/03/2009
Hypericum Œinodorum Mill.
2003/0206 04124 02433 AUTUMN SURPRISE 17937 - 03/07/2006
2003/1698 04390 01110 WILHYP 17896 - 19/06/2006
2004/1058 04354 KOLMCHARM 20409 - 02/07/2007
2004/1060 04354 KOLMADES 20410 - 02/07/2007
2004/1061 04354 KOLMIRIS 20411 - 02/07/2007
2004/1062 04354 KOLMKIS 20412 - 02/07/2007
2004/1063 04354 KOLMPASS 20413 - 02/07/2007
2004/1064 04354 KOLMROCK 20414 - 02/07/2007
2004/1065 04354 KOLMAROM 20415 - 02/07/2007
2005/2034 04354/04678 KOLMREFAL 22740 - 09/06/2008
2005/2035 04354 KOLMDRIP 22741 - 09/06/2008
2005/2036 04354 KOLMAGO 22742 - 09/06/2008
2005/2037 04354/04678 KOLMAREST 22743 - 09/06/2008
2006/0724 04301 ALLRICO 24048 - 09/02/2009
2006/1870 04301 ALLBOENA 24055 - 09/02/2009
Iberis sempervirens L.
2006/2312 03602 03325 IBCOM 23441 - 29/09/2008
Iberis L.
2006/2469 05653 FOUR SEASONS 25954 - 21/09/2009
Ilex L.
1999/1580 00957 00441 HECKEN STAR 7705 - 21/05/2001
1999/1581 00957 00441 HECKENPRACHT 7706 - 21/05/2001
2000/0181 01197 CRESGOLD 6864 - 06/11/2000
2000/0680 03014 00082 CODEED 11247 - 09/06/2003
2005/2632 03734 SEIHOLLY 25932 - 21/09/2009
Ilex x meserveae S.-Y. Hu
2000/1471 00957 00441 HACHFEE 10063 - 23/09/2002
2006/1076 05460/05462 05461 CASANOVA 23089 - 07/07/2008
Ilex verticillata (L.) A. Gray
2001/1564 02942 CITRONELLA 11475 - 07/07/2003
Ilex crenata Thunb.
2000/0065 02903 BLONDIE 8828 - 04/02/2002
2007/0174 05721 04660 GOLDEN ROCK 26051 - 05/10/2009
Ilex dimorphophylla Koidz.
2004/1544 04121 02586 HOLLYWOOD 17309 - 24/04/2006
Impatiens L.
1996/1324 00633 00423 FIESTA WHITE 3543 - 21/09/1998
1999/1361 00165 00423 KIMPDEL 7314 - 19/02/2001
2003/2169 00633 00423 BALFUSNSET 13762 - 19/07/2004
2003/2170 00633 00423 BALFUSHEAT 13763 - 19/07/2004
2003/2172 00633 00423 BALFUSINRED 13764 - 19/07/2004
2004/1827 00633 00423 BALFAFBLUS 17031 - 27/03/2006
2005/1793 01020 04464 SAKNGI002 19012 - 08/01/2007
2005/1794 01020 04464 SAKNGI003 19013 - 08/01/2007
2005/2005 00633 00423 BALFAFBRICOL 18692 - 20/11/2006
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Impatiens New Guinea Group
1995/2323 00165 00423 KISAR 5012 - 04/10/1999
1995/2327 00165 00423 KINIC 1578 - 16/12/1996
1995/2328 00165 00423 KINAR 1577 - 16/12/1996
1995/2331 00165 00423 KIANG 4120 - 14/12/1998
1995/2861 00036 MIAMI 7021 - 04/12/2000
1996/0268 05505 DUEPETORSTAR 4264 - 06/04/1999
1996/0269 05505 DUERIPI 4265 - 06/04/1999
1996/0289 05505 DUERIDESAL 4266 - 06/04/1999
1996/0290 05505 DUEPETWHITE 4267 - 06/04/1999
1996/0293 05505 DUERIREST 4269 - 06/04/1999
1996/0329 05505 DUERIPINKEYE 4270 - 06/04/1999
1996/0330 05505 DUEPETREST 4271 - 06/04/1999
1996/0332 05505 DUEPETFIRE 4272 - 06/04/1999
1996/0350 05505 DUEPETPINI 4274 - 06/04/1999
1996/0523 05505 DUERIWHITEYE 4951 - 20/09/1999
1996/0789 05505 DUERIVNEON 4280 - 06/04/1999
1996/0857 00164 00423 DANIBOOG 3539 - 21/09/1998
1996/1314 00036 MEDINA 6694 - 02/10/2000
1996/1448 00165 KIGULA 3950 - 03/11/1998
1996/1451 00165 KIALA 3552 - 21/09/1998
1996/1452 00165 KINEP 3551 - 21/09/1998
1996/1454 00165 KIMPGUA 3550 - 21/09/1998
1996/1461 00165 KICAH 3547 - 21/09/1998
1996/1463 00165 KICOCAL 8972 - 04/03/2002
1996/1466 00165 KIWOYA 3545 - 21/09/1998
1997/1072 00165 00423 KIPED 4649 - 07/06/1999
1998/0037 05505 DUEPETNENI 5296 - 08/11/1999
1998/0039 05505 DUEIMPETRED 5298 - 08/11/1999
1998/0040 05505 DUERIRED 5299 - 08/11/1999
1998/0041 05505 DUEPETWI 5300 - 08/11/1999
1998/0042 05505 DUEPETBLUST 5301 - 08/11/1999
1998/0043 05505 DUEPETPINKEYE 5302 - 08/11/1999
1998/0045 05505 DUERIOR 5304 - 08/11/1999
1998/0059 00165 00423 KIPAS 5306 - 08/11/1999
1998/0061 00165 00423 KITOGA 5307 - 08/11/1999
1998/0295 00036 VIENNA 5313 - 08/11/1999
1998/1680 00633 00423 BALCEBWIUM 7658 - 23/04/2001
1998/1681 00633 00423 BALCEBFRO 5349 - 08/11/1999
1998/1684 00633 00423 CELEBRETTE OR-
CHID
4744 - 21/06/1999
1998/1687 00633 00423 CELEBRETTE OR-
ANGE CRUSH
4747 - 21/06/1999
1999/0820 00223 EULY 7769 - 21/05/2001
1999/0823 00223 EUCAT 8180 - 10/09/2001
1999/0824 00223 EUPIDO 7299 - 19/02/2001
1999/0825 00223 EUCANA 7770 - 21/05/2001
1999/0826 00223 EUBRI 7300 - 19/02/2001
1999/0827 00223 EUVE 7301 - 19/02/2001
1999/0828 00223 EUBAR 7302 - 19/02/2001
1999/0830 00223 EUMEDA 8472 - 19/11/2001
1999/1352 00165 00423 KITOTOYA 7305 - 19/02/2001
1999/1356 00165 00423 KIPARA 7309 - 19/02/2001
1999/1357 00165 00423 KIPAQUI 7310 - 19/02/2001
1999/1359 00165 00423 KINEPOR 7312 - 19/02/2001
1999/1360 00165 00423 KIMPSLAV 7313 - 19/02/2001
1999/1362 00165 00423 KIMARIS 7319 - 19/02/2001
1999/1363 00165 00423 KIMANA 7318 - 19/02/2001
1999/1364 00165 00423 KIMALI 7317 - 19/02/2001
1999/1365 00165 00423 KILUIS 7316 - 19/02/2001
1999/1366 00165 00423 KILOGIA 7320 - 19/02/2001
1999/1367 00165 00423 KICABUYA 7321 - 19/02/2001
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1999/1368 00165 00423 KIBETIO 7322 - 19/02/2001
1999/1369 00165 00423 KIBARBU 7323 - 19/02/2001
1999/1370 00165 00423 KIANTON 7324 - 19/02/2001
1999/1371 00165 00423 KIALVARO 7325 - 19/02/2001
1999/1659 00036 FIRENZE 7777 - 21/05/2001
1999/1687 05505 DUESWEETFIRE 7332 - 05/03/2001
1999/1689 05505 DUEPETMAND 7333 - 05/03/2001
1999/1690 05505 DUEIMPETLAV 7334 - 05/03/2001
1999/1693 05505 DUESWEETPI 7336 - 05/03/2001
1999/1774 00633 00423 BALCELROST 7345 - 05/03/2001
1999/1776 00633 00423 BALCEBHOPI 7347 - 05/03/2001
2000/0824 05505 DUEPETPICH 8833 - 04/02/2002
2000/0825 05505 DUEPETBLUE 8834 - 04/02/2002
2000/0908 03602 01902 FISNICS LIGHT PINK 8626 - 17/12/2001
2000/0909 03602 01902 FISNICS PINK 8627 - 17/12/2001
2000/1117 00025 TAMAR PURPLE 9180 - 02/04/2002
2000/1118 00025 TAMAR ORANGE 9181 - 02/04/2002
2000/1120 00025 TAMAR TRUE PINK 9188 - 02/04/2002
2000/1771 05505 DUEPETALEG 10493 - 20/01/2003
2000/1772 05505 DUEPETHORO 10343 - 16/12/2002
2000/1773 05505 DUESWEETBLU 10344 - 16/12/2002
2000/1846 00633 00423 BALCEBLICO 10359 - 16/12/2002
2000/1847 00633 00423 BALCEBSAFO 10360 - 16/12/2002
2000/1989 03116 NIZZA 10346 - 16/12/2002
2000/1990 03116 MALTA 10347 - 16/12/2002
2000/1991 03116 CATANIA 10348 - 16/12/2002
2000/1993 03116 LOCARNO 10350 - 16/12/2002
2000/2059 05505 DUESWEETWHITE 10353 - 16/12/2002
2000/2060 05505 DUEPETTIPI 10354 - 16/12/2002
2001/1182 03602 01902 FISIMP 130 10159 - 21/10/2002
2001/1219 00025 TAMAR RED 10870 - 24/03/2003
2001/1220 00025 TAMAR PINK EYE 11463 - 23/06/2003
2001/1221 00025 TAMAR SALMON 10865 - 24/03/2003
2001/2169 05505 DUEPETSALNI 12282 - 18/12/2003
2002/0217 00165 00423 KIYOCO 12051 - 10/11/2003
2002/0219 00165 00423 KIOTOA 12300 - 18/12/2003
2002/0221 00165 00423 KIADIME 12200 - 08/12/2003
2002/0222 00165 00423 KIQUILLA 12053 - 10/11/2003
2002/0224 00165 00423 KIENARAY 12054 - 10/11/2003
2002/0225 00165 00423 KIPARITA 12055 - 10/11/2003
2002/0226 00165 00423 KIMPBON 12301 - 18/12/2003
2002/0227 00165 00423 KICOIBA 12056 - 10/11/2003
2002/0228 00165 00423 KIRIMA 12057 - 10/11/2003
2002/0291 00165 00423 KICABO 12058 - 10/11/2003
2002/0741 03116 KLEI01028 12294 - 18/12/2003
2002/1024 00633 00423 BALCELSUNA 12310 - 18/12/2003
2002/1025 00633 00423 BALCELBONO 12063 - 10/11/2003
2002/1026 00633 00423 BALCEBIMHO 12311 - 18/12/2003
2002/1029 00633 00423 BALCEBRED 12312 - 18/12/2003
2002/1030 00633 00423 BALCEBSTAR 12065 - 10/11/2003
2002/1327 03602 01902 FISNICS LILAV 11938 - 06/10/2003
2002/1329 03602 01902 FISNICS WHITE 11940 - 06/10/2003
2002/1330 03602 01902 FISNICS PURPLE 11941 - 06/10/2003
2002/1337 03602 01902 FISUPNIC WHITE 11947 - 06/10/2003
2002/1401 00633 00423 BALCELBUPI 12258 - 18/12/2003
2002/1402 00633 00423 BALCELELRO 12259 - 18/12/2003
2002/1502 03226 GRÜNEU06 12042 - 10/11/2003
2002/1503 03226 GRÜNEU07 12043 - 10/11/2003
2002/1504 03226 GRÜNEU08 12044 - 09/02/2004
2002/1506 03226 GRÜNEU10 12045 - 10/11/2003
1412009
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2002/1508 03226 GRÜNEU02 12047 - 10/11/2003
2002/1509 03226 GRÜNEU03 12048 - 10/11/2003
2002/1510 03226 GRÜNEU04 12049 - 10/11/2003
2002/1512 03226 GRÜNEU11 12263 - 18/12/2003
2002/1513 03226 GRÜNEU12 12070 - 10/11/2003
2002/1514 03226 GRÜNEU13 12071 - 10/11/2003
2002/1515 03226 GRÜNEU14 12072 - 10/11/2003
2002/1516 03226 GRÜNEU15 12073 - 10/11/2003
2002/1517 03226 GRÜNEU16 12074 - 10/11/2003
2002/1519 03226 GRÜNEU18 12075 - 10/11/2003
2002/1520 03226 GRÜNEU19 12076 - 10/11/2003
2002/1521 03226 GRÜNEU20 12077 - 10/11/2003
2002/1530 03602 01902 FISNICS SALMON ICE 11948 - 06/10/2003
2002/1531 03602 01902 FISNICS SWEET OR-
ANGE
12429 - 19/01/2004
2002/1698 00025 TAMAR VIOLET 13045 - 19/04/2004
2002/1699 00025 TAMAR BLUSH 13046 - 19/04/2004
2002/2077 00165 00423 KIPAIORRED 13994 - 27/09/2004
2002/2078 00165 00423 KIDARBET 13995 - 11/10/2004
2002/2079 00165 00423 KIDARPIDEL 13996 - 11/10/2004
2002/2080 00165 00423 KIIMPRAU 13997 - 11/10/2004
2003/0796 03116 KLEI02057 13978 - 27/09/2004
2003/0797 03116 KLEI02058 13979 - 27/09/2004
2003/1018 03226 GRÜNEU05 13998 - 27/09/2004
2003/1267 03602 01902 FISNICS LIL 13982 - 27/09/2004
2003/1269 03602 01902 FISUPNIC HOTPINK 13984 - 27/09/2004
2003/1270 03602 01902 FISUPNIC TALLRED 13985 - 27/09/2004
2003/1271 03602 01902 FISUPNIC FLAME 13986 - 27/09/2004
2003/1273 03602 01902 FISUPNIC MAPINK 13988 - 27/09/2004
2003/1302 00633 00423 BALCEBGRAPI 14002 - 11/10/2004
2003/1303 00633 00423 BALCELTROP 14003 - 11/10/2004
2003/1373 00025 TAMAR LIPINK 14539 - 21/03/2005
2003/1380 00025 TAMAR PURPLE BI-
COLOR
15044 - 21/03/2005
2003/1554 04360 00423 VP01948 14006 - 27/09/2004
2003/1555 04360 00423 VP011206 14007 - 27/09/2004
2003/1558 00165 00423 KIAMOYA 14010 - 27/09/2004
2003/1559 00165 00423 KIMPTAMB 14011 - 22/11/2004
2003/1560 00165 00423 KIORCHI 14012 - 11/10/2004
2003/1562 04360 00423 VP011072 14013 - 27/09/2004
2003/1568 04360 00423 VP011074 14018 - 27/09/2004
2003/1688 05505 DUERIIMBU 14105 - 06/12/2004
2003/1689 05505 DUERIPASPI 14106 - 06/12/2004
2003/1691 05505 DUERILAV 14108 - 06/12/2004
2003/2003 03226 GRÜNEU09 14023 - 22/11/2004
2003/2004 03226 GRÜNEU17 14024 - 06/12/2004
2003/2165 00633 00423 BALCELICHEY 14025 - 11/10/2004
2003/2166 00633 00423 BALCELIPURT 14026 - 11/10/2004
2003/2425 01018/05417 00423 ODYPARNASSUS 16722 - 30/01/2006
2003/2426 01018/05417 00423 ODYARGOS 16498 - 12/12/2005
2004/0989 00164 00423 DANHARPURCROWN 16267 - 26/09/2005
2004/1004 00025 TAMAR FILAVEND 17537 - 22/05/2006
2004/1162 03602 01902 FISNICS MAGPINK 14542 - 24/01/2005
2004/1163 03602 01902 FISUPNIC CHER-
SWEET
16268 - 26/09/2005
2004/1475 01018/05417 00423 ODYHERMES 16499 - 12/12/2005
2004/1476 01018/05417 00423 ODYOLYMPUS 16500 - 12/12/2005
2004/1477 01018/05417 00423 ODYCALYPSO 16501 - 12/12/2005
2004/1478 01018/05417 00423 ODYNESTOR 16502 - 30/01/2006
2004/1479 01018/05417 00423 ODYCORINTH 16503 - 12/12/2005
2004/1480 01018/05417 00423 ODYACHILLES 16504 - 12/12/2005
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2004/1789 00165 00423 KIKIA 16484 - 28/11/2005
2004/1790 00165 00423 KIBELIZE 16485 - 28/11/2005
2004/1791 00165 00423 KISOOL 16486 - 28/11/2005
2004/1792 00165 00423 KIORONA 16487 - 28/11/2005
2004/1793 00165 00423 KITOMINI 16488 - 28/11/2005
2004/1794 00165 00423 KIMEA 16489 - 28/11/2005
2004/1822 00633 00423 BALCEBIMPU 16269 - 26/09/2005
2004/2517 03602 03325 INGBWIT 16467 - 28/11/2005
2004/2518 03602 03325 INGBVIOL 16527 - 12/12/2005
2005/0932 03602 01902 FISCO SWERED 17007 - 13/03/2006
2005/0933 03602 01902 FISCO DEEPSALM 17008 - 13/03/2006
2005/0935 03602 01902 FISNICS MANG 17010 - 13/03/2006
2005/0936 03602 01902 FISCO LIPINK 17011 - 13/03/2006
2005/0937 03602 01902 FISCO LAV 17012 - 13/03/2006
2005/0938 03602 01902 FISCO FIRE 17013 - 13/03/2006
2005/0963 03116 KLEI04073 18967 - 08/01/2007
2005/0964 03116 KLEI04078 18968 - 08/01/2007
2005/0965 03116 KLEI04077 18969 - 08/01/2007
2005/1131 03602 03325 INGLILA 18971 - 08/01/2007
2005/1356 00165 00423 KIJUANITA 18850 - 18/12/2006
2005/1358 00165 00423 KITENAN 18851 - 18/12/2006
2005/1533 00025 TAMAR REDBI 20645 - 06/08/2007
2005/1535 00025 TAMAR DARK-
SALMON
20322 - 04/06/2007
2005/1536 00025 TAMAR SCARLETRED 20646 - 06/08/2007
2005/2004 00633 00423 BALCELBRISAL 18691 - 20/11/2006
2005/2009 03602 03325 INGOBRIP 18972 - 08/01/2007
2005/2010 03602 03325 INGCARROSB 18973 - 08/01/2007
2005/2011 03602 03325 INGROSAB 18974 - 08/01/2007
2005/2012 03602 03325 INGSALAB 18975 - 08/01/2007
2005/2013 03602 03325 INGCARREB 18976 - 08/01/2007
2005/2014 03602 03325 INGBROLET 18977 - 08/01/2007
2005/2015 03602 03325 INGCARMI 18978 - 08/01/2007
2005/2019 03602 03325 INGBICROBSTAR 18979 - 08/01/2007
2005/2020 03602 03325 INGBRISAL 18980 - 08/01/2007
2005/2022 03602 03325 INGSALMO 18981 - 08/01/2007
2005/2143 03602 03325 INGMULSAL 18982 - 08/01/2007
2005/2144 03602 03325 INGMULSCA 18983 - 08/01/2007
2005/2145 03602 03325 INGFILU 18984 - 08/01/2007
2005/2148 03602 03325 INGMULROS 18985 - 08/01/2007
2005/2149 03602 03325 INGMULORA 18986 - 08/01/2007
2005/2150 03602 03325 INGBICREWI 18987 - 08/01/2007
2005/2151 03602 03325 INGMULWHI 18988 - 08/01/2007
2005/2264 00165 00423 KIYO 18852 - 18/12/2006
2005/2489 01018/05417 00423 ODYTROY 21416 - 17/12/2007
2005/2491 01018/05417 00423 ODYPARIS 21418 - 17/12/2007
2005/2493 01018/05417 00423 ODYZEUS 21420 - 17/12/2007
2005/2608 03602 01902 FISNICS THYST 18633 - 06/11/2006
2005/2610 03602 01902 FISNICS PURDEEP 18635 - 06/11/2006
2006/0592 03116 KLENI05081 18668 - 20/11/2006
2006/0594 03116 KLENI05084 21422 - 17/12/2007
2006/0595 03116 KLENI05085 18669 - 20/11/2006
2006/0596 03116 KLENI05086 21423 - 17/12/2007
2006/0842 03226 GRÜNEU 21 21424 - 17/12/2007
2006/0843 03226 GRÜNEU 23 21425 - 17/12/2007
2006/0844 03226 GRÜNEU 24 21426 - 17/12/2007
2006/0845 03226 GRÜNEU 25 21427 - 17/12/2007
2006/1442 05505 DUESWEETERS 21428 - 17/12/2007
2006/1491 00025 TAMAR IMPROWHITE 21838 - 11/02/2008
2006/1492 00025 TAMAR PUSTAR 21839 - 11/02/2008
2006/1493 00025 TAMAR ORCH 21840 - 11/02/2008
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2006/1498 00165 00423 KISARLAV 21222 - 26/11/2007
2006/2083 00165 00423 KIBALL 21221 - 26/11/2007
2006/2085 00165 00423 KIRIQUE 21220 - 26/11/2007
2006/2086 00165 00423 KISIDRO 21219 - 26/11/2007
2006/2087 00165 00423 KITOMCOM 21218 - 26/11/2007
2006/2088 00165 00423 KILOIZA 21217 - 26/11/2007
2006/2089 00165 00423 KIBOSAMARA 21216 - 26/11/2007
2006/2149 00633 00423 BALCELIMPUR 21223 - 26/11/2007
2006/2150 00633 00423 BALCELSANGI 21224 - 26/11/2007
2006/2271 03602 03325 INGDOR 21432 - 17/12/2007
2006/2272 03602 03325 INGWHY 21433 - 17/12/2007
2006/2273 03602 03325 INGOL 21434 - 17/12/2007
2006/2274 03602 03325 INGDIRE 21435 - 17/12/2007
2006/2281 03602 03325 INGBIVIL 21442 - 17/12/2007
2006/2337 00633 00423 BALCEBREDEP 24955 - 04/05/2009
2006/2338 00633 00423 BALCELIMPIK 24956 - 04/05/2009
2006/2672 03602 01902 FISIMP SALM 21191 - 12/11/2007
2007/0123 01018/05417 00423 ODYAJAX 25550 - 22/06/2009
2007/0124 01018/05417 00423 ODYNYMPHE 25551 - 22/06/2009
2007/1064 00025 TAMAR AMETHYST 24962 - 04/05/2009
2007/1065 00025 TAMAR DARK RED 24963 - 04/05/2009
2007/1066 00025 TAMAR ORIMP 24964 - 04/05/2009
2007/1067 00025 TAMAR ORFLAME 24965 - 04/05/2009
2007/1290 00165 00423 KIAMUNA 24966 - 22/07/2009
2007/1291 00165 00423 KIDELICIAS 24967 - 22/07/2009
2007/1847 05505 DUESWEETBLUST 24980 - 04/05/2009
2007/1848 05505 DUEPETBUS 24981 - 04/05/2009
2007/1849 05505 DUEPETTICOPI 25552 - 22/06/2009
2007/1850 05505 DUEPETPASAL 24982 - 04/05/2009
2007/1851 05505 DUERIBRIRED 24983 - 04/05/2009
2007/2155 00633 00423 BALCEBINK 24986 - 04/05/2009
2007/2156 00633 00423 BALCELAPT 24987 - 04/05/2009
2007/2157 00633 00423 BALCELWITIM 24988 - 04/05/2009
2007/2158 00165 00423 KIODILIO 24989 - 22/07/2009
2007/2159 00165 00423 KISARIA 24990 - 22/07/2009
2007/2491 06073 SIL COM BICLIL 24993 - 04/05/2009
2007/2492 06073 SIL COM BICPINK 24994 - 04/05/2009
2007/2493 06073 SIL COM BICOR 24995 - 04/05/2009
2007/2494 06073 SIL COM LAV 24996 - 04/05/2009
2007/2495 06073 SIL COM ORANGE 24997 - 04/05/2009
2007/2496 06073 SIL COM RED 24998 - 04/05/2009
2007/2497 06073 SIL COM SAL 24999 - 04/05/2009
2007/2498 06073 SIL COM WHITE 25000 - 04/05/2009
2007/2499 06073 SIL MED BICNEO 25001 - 04/05/2009
2007/2500 06073 SIL MED DEEPINK 25002 - 04/05/2009
2007/2501 06073 SIL MED DARKRED 25003 - 04/05/2009
2007/2502 06073 SIL MED LAV 25004 - 04/05/2009
2007/2503 06073 SIL MED LIGHTPINK 25005 - 04/05/2009
2007/2504 06073 SIL MED MAGENTA 25006 - 04/05/2009
2007/2505 06073 SIL MED ORANGE 25007 - 04/05/2009
2007/2506 06073 SIL MED RED 25008 - 04/05/2009
2007/2507 06073 SIL MED WHITE 25009 - 04/05/2009
2007/2508 06073 SIL EXT BICSAL 25010 - 04/05/2009
2007/2509 06073 SIL EXT DEEPINK 25011 - 04/05/2009
2007/2510 06073 SIL EXT LAV 25012 - 04/05/2009
2007/2511 06073 SIL EXT MAGENTA 25013 - 04/05/2009
2007/2512 06073 SIL EXT ORANGE 25014 - 04/05/2009
2007/2513 06073 SIL EXT RED 25015 - 04/05/2009
2007/2514 06073 SIL EXT WHITE 25016 - 04/05/2009
2008/0240 03602 01902 FISUPNIC SALMDEEP 23352 - 25/08/2008
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2008/0307 03602 01902 FISNICS REDDIE 24518 - 06/04/2009
2008/0308 03602 01902 FISNICS ORGA 24519 - 06/04/2009
2008/1306 03116 KLENI07088 24526 - 06/04/2009
2009/1177 03116 KLENI08109 26275 - 21/12/2009
Impatiens walleriana Hook. f.
1995/2942 00736 00423 SPARKLER SALMON 5378 - 08/11/1999
1995/2943 00736 00423 LAVENDER ORCHID 5379 - 08/11/1999
1995/2960 00736 00423 PINK RUFFLE 5382 - 08/11/1999
2000/1848 00633 00423 BALFIESALA 10285 - 18/11/2002
2001/1956 01071 DIDI APPLEBLOSSOM 10295 - 18/11/2002
2001/2100 00633 00423 BALFIEDEOR 12014 - 10/11/2003
2001/2101 00633 00423 BALOLESTOP 12015 - 10/11/2003
2001/2102 00633 00423 BALOLESAL 12016 - 10/11/2003
2001/2103 00633 00423 BALOLECHER 12017 - 10/11/2003
2001/2104 00633 00423 BALOLEFRO 12018 - 10/11/2003
2001/2105 00633 00423 BALFIEPLOS 12019 - 10/11/2003
2003/2164 00633 00423 BALOLEROSE 13760 - 19/07/2004
2004/1824 00633 00423 BALFIESALED 16270 - 26/09/2005
2004/1825 00633 00423 BALOLEPURP 16271 - 26/09/2005
2004/2446 03602 03325 IMTRALILA 16522 - 12/12/2005
2004/2449 03602 03325 IMTRAWHIT 16525 - 12/12/2005
2004/2523 03602 03325 IMTRABASTAR 17033 - 27/03/2006
2004/2524 03602 03325 IMTRARESTAR 17034 - 27/03/2006
2005/0183 02979 02961 FLOIMP01 19008 - 08/01/2007
2005/0184 02979 02961 FLOIMP02 19009 - 08/01/2007
2005/0185 02979 02961 FLOIMP03 19010 - 08/01/2007
2005/0186 02979 02961 FLOIMP04 19270 - 07/05/2007
2005/0189 02979 02961 FLOIMP07 19011 - 08/01/2007
2005/1061 00633 00423 BALFIEROSE 18688 - 20/11/2006
2005/1980 03602 03325 IMTRACARO 18778 - 18/12/2006
2005/1982 03602 03325 IMTRAROPUR 18780 - 18/12/2006
2005/2016 03602 03325 PINBUT 20692 - 24/08/2007
2005/2017 03602 03325 IMTRASAMTO 18781 - 18/12/2006
2005/2154 03602 03325 IMDOHOPI 18786 - 18/12/2006
2006/2200 00633 00423 BALFIESALMO 21228 - 26/11/2007
2006/2201 00633 00423 BALFIEPURP 21229 - 26/11/2007
2006/2275 03602 03325 IMTRASA 21436 - 17/12/2007
2006/2294 01071 01902 SILTE PUR 21453 - 17/12/2007
2006/2669 01071 01902 SILTE ROR07 23726 - 08/12/2008
2007/2061 00633 00423 BALFIEBUR 23640 - 10/11/2008
2007/2095 01071 01902 SILTE REEDA 23730 - 08/12/2008
2008/0086 00164 00423 DANMU24 26261 - 21/12/2009
2008/1628 01071 01902 SILT WHIT 26268 - 21/12/2009
2008/1629 01071 01902 SILT CHER 26269 - 21/12/2009
2008/1630 01071 01902 SILT SALM09 26270 - 21/12/2009
Impatiens ﬂaccida Arn. x Impatiens hawkeri W. Bull
2005/2006 00633 00423 BALFAFUSIMP 18693 - 20/11/2006
2006/2151 00633 00423 BALFAFORCH 21225 - 26/11/2007
Impatiens walleriana Hook. f. x I. auricoma Baill.
2006/2152 00633 00423 BALFUSIMGLO 21226 - 26/11/2007
2006/2153 00633 00423 BALFUSPEAFRO 21227 - 26/11/2007
Ipomoea batatas (L.) Lam.
2003/0633 03657 01873 SWEET CAROLINE
LIGHT GREEN
15709 - 18/07/2005
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Ipomoea batatas (L.) Lam.
2003/0636 03657 01873 SWEET CAROLINE
PURPLE
15711 - 18/07/2005
2005/0729 03657 01873 SWEET CAROLINE
RED
20306 - 02/07/2007








2006/2726 03657 01873 SWEET CAROLINE
SWEETHEART RED
25844 - 24/08/2009
2006/2727 03657 01873 SWEET CAROLINE
BEWITCHED PURPLE
25845 - 24/08/2009
2007/1086 04071/05875 00082 KYUIKUKAN 1 25132 - 18/05/2009
2007/1087 04071/05875 00082 KYUIKUKAN 3 25133 - 18/05/2009
2007/1088 05875/04071 00082 KYUIKUKAN 4 25134 - 18/05/2009
Iris L.
1995/2186 00253 WHITE MAGIC 5209 - 25/10/1999
1997/1179 01797 HONG KONG 3772 - 19/10/1998
1998/1458 02383 00033 MOUNT EVEREST 8133 - 10/09/2001
1999/0778 02354 00033 DISCOVERY 7603 - 09/04/2001
2000/1215 02354 00033 DELFT BLUE 8359 - 08/10/2001
2004/0253 02354 00033 SKY WINGS 17028 - 27/03/2006
2004/0254 02354 00033 STARGAZER 21749 - 11/02/2008
Iris xiphium L.
2004/1612 04762 00423 NR04012 16514 - 12/12/2005
2004/1615 04762 00423 NR04014 16517 - 12/12/2005
Iris x hollandica hort.
2005/0365 01797/04981 BEAU REGARD 16175 - 26/09/2005
Isopogon formosus R.Br.
2007/1658 04057 00423 CORAL 24978 - 04/05/2009
Itea virginica L.
2000/0419 02967 00904 SPRICH 9024 - 18/03/2002
Jasminum oﬃcinale L.
2006/0180 05331 01110 DEVON CREAM 25120 - 18/05/2009
Juglans regia L.
1995/3060 00689 00827 FERNETTE 2404 - 01/09/1997
2000/2080 00345 00423 ROBERT LIVERMORE 18387 - 25/09/2006
Juncus L.
1998/1205 04883 00003 UNICORN 7257 - 19/02/2001
Juncus eﬀusus L.
2003/1183 05267 02586 PENCIL GRASS 16787 - 30/01/2006
Juniperus L.
1999/0882 02647 00324 MONBER 13961 - 13/09/2004
Justicia pictifolia Standl.
2004/2361 04865 01903 ZEBRA 20420 - 02/07/2007
Kalanchoe Adans.
1995/0293 00123 00423 CAROLINE 2105 - 09/06/1997
1995/2485 00025 KLABAT 4731 - 21/06/1999
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Kalanchoe Adans.
1995/2488 00025 LOKON 4733 - 21/06/1999
1995/2601 00123 00423 SIMONE 4735 - 21/06/1999
1996/0085 00025 CHILLAN 3583 - 05/10/1998
1996/0777 00432 00423 MIE 3585 - 05/10/1998
1997/0250 00432 00423 SOFT NATHALIE 5528 - 05/06/2000
1997/0516 00025 PABLO 6667 - 30/08/2000
1998/0900 00025 TENCOTTA 4739 - 21/06/1999
1998/1162 00025 LUCKY BELLS 7864 - 25/06/2001
2000/0669 00025 HAPPY BELLS 9784 - 15/07/2002
2001/0229 03614 00423 SOUL 9802 - 15/07/2002
2003/2232 00025 FIVERANDA PINK 16051 - 17/08/2005
2004/1546 00432 00423 AFRICAN PEARL 18050 - 17/07/2006
2004/1547 00432 00423 AFRICAN SUNSHINE 18051 - 17/07/2006
2005/1650 00432 00423 LEA 19153 - 19/02/2007
2005/2105 00432 00423 JODIE 19154 - 19/02/2007
2005/2684 00432 00423 GUDRUN 19156 - 19/02/2007
2006/0493 00432 00423 AFRICAN FALL 21593 - 14/01/2008
2006/1916 03980 00423 INDIAN SUMMER 22634 - 19/05/2008
2007/0107 00432 00423 DARK JODIE 21728 - 28/01/2008
2007/2184 00432 00423 PURPLE JODIE 24239 - 23/02/2009
Kalanchoe blossfeldiana Poelln.
1997/0583 00432 00423 GOLDIE 4772 - 05/07/1999
1997/1095 00025 BROMO 4782 - 19/07/1999
1997/1099 00025 LANIN 4786 - 19/07/1999
1997/1438 03867 KAMINDA 4806 - 19/07/1999
1998/0664 00432 00423 KATHARINA 6041 - 05/06/2000
1999/0110 02510 PARCIVAL 5781 - 14/02/2000
1999/0168 02510 RIDGE 5782 - 14/02/2000
1999/0169 02510 ILOIDE 5783 - 14/02/2000
1999/0195 02510 RIVALIN 5784 - 14/02/2000
1999/0270 00432 00423 MOLLY 8196 - 10/09/2001
1999/0271 00432 00423 RED JAQUELINE 8197 - 10/09/2001
1999/0769 00432 00423 CORA 7768 - 21/05/2001
1999/1253 00025 LICAN 7772 - 21/05/2001
1999/1254 00025 PETERO 7773 - 21/05/2001
1999/1255 00025 SUMACO 7774 - 21/05/2001
1999/1256 00025 MALABAR 7775 - 21/05/2001
1999/1829 00432 00423 SIMONETWO 8480 - 19/11/2001
2000/0296 00432 00423 PURPLE JAQUELINE 10082 - 23/09/2002
2000/0358 00025 GELAI 9747 - 15/07/2002
2000/0740 02510 TUCHE 7168 - 18/12/2000
2000/0741 02510 PATTY 7171 - 18/12/2000
2000/1109 00025 LEONARDO 9758 - 15/07/2002
2000/1275 00025 ORIBA 9760 - 15/07/2002
2000/1395 02510 ANATOLE 8214 - 10/09/2001
2000/1397 02510 ZEPHYROS 8215 - 10/09/2001
2000/1556 03867 KATORTA 8996 - 18/03/2002
2001/1022 00432 00423 DARK CORA 12196 - 08/12/2003
2001/1327 02510 AVALON 9226 - 02/04/2002
2001/1842 00025 BESS 11565 - 28/07/2003
2002/0248 00025 HAYWORTH 11569 - 28/07/2003
2002/0250 00025 MIDDLER 11571 - 28/07/2003
2002/0251 00025 BARDOT 13440 - 07/06/2004
2002/0252 00025 MONROE 11572 - 28/07/2003
2002/0705 00432 00423 YELLOW JOSEFINE 13803 - 19/07/2004
2002/0721 00025 ALTAR 13442 - 07/06/2004
2002/0783 00025 LA DOUCE 13151 - 19/04/2004
2002/0788 02510 PANDORA 11573 - 28/07/2003
2002/1234 00432 00423 MARY 13804 - 19/07/2004
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Kalanchoe blossfeldiana Poelln.
2002/1428 00025 SAKI 13806 - 19/07/2004
2002/1478 03867 KAZERGO 13153 - 19/04/2004
2002/1562 00025 BRAVA 13447 - 07/06/2004
2002/1792 00432 00423 CARMEN 13808 - 19/07/2004
2002/1794 00432 00423 KYLIE 13810 - 19/07/2004
2003/0524 00025 TOBA 15141 - 18/04/2005
2003/0525 00025 HAKON 15142 - 18/04/2005
2003/0736 00432 00423 WHITE CORA 15148 - 18/04/2005
2003/0752 03867 KANANDO 15149 - 18/04/2005
2003/0974 00432 00423 AFRICAN FLAME 16022 - 17/08/2005
2004/0085 00025 NEMO 16060 - 17/08/2005
2004/0086 00025 PARINA 16061 - 17/08/2005
2004/0087 00025 FUEGO 16062 - 17/08/2005
2004/0088 00025 MILOS 16063 - 17/08/2005
2004/0089 00025 PAGO 16064 - 17/08/2005
2004/0092 00025 CHER 16093 - 17/08/2005
2004/0093 00025 ROSS 16094 - 17/08/2005
2004/0094 00025 DION 16234 - 26/09/2005
2004/0095 00025 KERR 16095 - 17/08/2005
2004/0168 03614 00423 RB 715 15228 - 18/04/2005
2004/0210 00432 00423 GABRIELLE 16097 - 17/08/2005
2004/0877 02510 KATHAROS 14757 - 07/02/2005
2004/1086 00025 TAYLOR 18042 - 17/07/2006
2004/1088 00025 FONDA 18043 - 17/07/2006
2004/1317 03614 00423 RB 56431 16929 - 27/02/2006
2004/1319 03614 00423 RB 56142 16931 - 27/02/2006
2004/1549 00432 00423 ARINA 17090 - 27/03/2006
2004/1671 03867 DON RAMON 16933 - 13/03/2006
2004/1675 03867 DON JUAN 16903 - 13/02/2006
2004/1676 03867 DON FREDERICO 16904 - 13/02/2006
2004/1690 02510 FRODO 16906 - 13/02/2006
2004/1708 00432 00423 KAREN 17459 - 22/05/2006
2004/2234 00432 00423 ELSA 17464 - 22/05/2006
2004/2647 00025 IMPROMERU 18063 - 17/07/2006
2005/0141 00025 SNOWDON 18067 - 17/07/2006
2005/0324 02510 DORRY 19136 - 19/02/2007
2005/0706 00432 00423 NAOMI 19062 - 22/01/2007
2005/0745 03614 00423 RB 6431 1 19063 - 22/01/2007
2005/1360 00432 00423 INGRID 19067 - 22/01/2007
2005/1361 00432 00423 MONA 19068 - 22/01/2007
2005/1605 02510 IRMIN 19146 - 19/02/2007
2005/1606 02510 WALDAN 19147 - 19/02/2007
2005/1607 02510 NANTH 19150 - 19/02/2007
2005/1608 02510 ODAL 19151 - 19/02/2007
2005/1609 02510 RUNA 19152 - 19/02/2007
2005/2068 03614 00423 RB 6316 19 19069 - 22/01/2007
2005/2069 03614 00423 RB 6349 1 19072 - 22/01/2007
2005/2106 00432 00423 JANE 19073 - 22/01/2007
2006/0057 02510 ABDORO 19427 - 19/03/2007
2006/0406 00025 ALCEDO 19431 - 19/03/2007
2006/0407 00025 BOLA 19432 - 19/03/2007
2006/0408 00025 TAOS 20039 - 21/05/2007
2006/0409 00025 TAMBORA 19433 - 19/03/2007
2006/0410 00025 GALERA 19434 - 19/03/2007
2006/0411 00025 SHASTA 19435 - 19/03/2007
2006/0412 00025 TELICA 19436 - 19/03/2007
2006/0413 00025 FIGRACIOSA 20040 - 21/05/2007
2006/0414 00025 BANDA 19437 - 19/03/2007
2006/0415 00432 00423 JACKIE 19075 - 22/01/2007
2006/0423 00025 NOVAK 20041 - 21/05/2007
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Kalanchoe blossfeldiana Poelln.
2006/0424 00025 SORVINO 19438 - 19/03/2007
2006/0425 00025 BASSEY 19439 - 19/03/2007
2006/0426 00025 CARDINALE 19440 - 19/03/2007
2006/0427 00025 EKBERG 20042 - 21/05/2007
2006/0428 00025 GRECO 20043 - 21/05/2007
2006/0429 00025 LOREN 19441 - 19/03/2007
2006/0430 00025 OBERON 19442 - 19/03/2007
2006/0431 00025 ANIAK 19443 - 19/03/2007
2006/0755 00432 00423 SARAH 21594 - 14/01/2008
2006/1234 03867 DON DARCIO 22996 - 23/06/2008
2006/1483 03614 00423 RB 7353 1 21600 - 14/01/2008
2006/1484 03614 00423 RB 7928 1 21601 - 14/01/2008
2006/1714 02510 SIG 22053 - 07/04/2008
2006/1755 03867 DON CARLOS 21959 - 10/03/2008
2006/1977 00432 00423 KELLY 21611 - 14/01/2008
2006/2009 05606 00003 N3U39 21961 - 10/03/2008
2006/2010 05606 00003 PIPPI 21614 - 14/01/2008
2006/2011 05606 00003 RENATE 21615 - 14/01/2008
2006/2090 00432 00423 BRIGHT MOLLY 21616 - 14/01/2008
2006/2240 00025 OPALA 21962 - 10/03/2008
2006/2241 00025 MAYON 21963 - 10/03/2008
2006/2445 05606 00003 REGITZE 21964 - 10/03/2008
2006/2567 03614 00423 RB 6428 4 21621 - 14/01/2008
2006/2568 03614 00423 RB 4982 2D 21622 - 14/01/2008
2007/0138 00025 BISSET 21965 - 10/03/2008
2007/0140 00025 DALIDA 21966 - 10/03/2008
2007/0141 00025 FIJOLIE 21967 - 10/03/2008
2007/0142 00025 IMPROBERON 21968 - 10/03/2008
2007/0541 03867 DON MARTINO 24225 - 23/02/2009
2007/0901 03867 DON ANGELO 24228 - 23/02/2009
2007/0902 03867 DON SERGIO 24257 - 09/03/2009
2007/1317 03980 00423 WEDDING 24232 - 23/02/2009
2007/1966 05606 00003 MADONNA 24238 - 23/02/2009
2007/2335 01018 ABTWEE 24241 - 23/02/2009
2007/2336 01018 ABDRIE 24242 - 23/02/2009
2007/2338 01018 ABEEN 24243 - 23/02/2009
2007/2339 01018 ABVIJF 24244 - 23/02/2009
2007/2431 05500 NOTUS 25104 - 18/05/2009
2007/2432 05500 ACHERON 25105 - 18/05/2009
Kalanchoe manginii Raym.-Hamet & H. Perrier
2000/0183 04597 02851 MIRAMINI 8989 - 18/03/2002
2004/0593 04597 00025 MIRABELLA WHITE 18037 - 17/07/2006
2004/0594 04597 00025 MIRABELLA YELLOW
ORANGE
18038 - 17/07/2006
2004/0595 04597 00025 MIRABELLA RED 18039 - 17/07/2006
Kalanchoe marmorata Baker
2004/1043 04674 02586 PARTRIDGE 16680 - 16/01/2006
Kalanchoe blossfeldiana Poelln. Œ K. laciniata (L.) DC.
2007/2185 00432 00423 HENRIETTA 24240 - 23/02/2009
Kalanchoë blossfeldiana x K. guignardii
2005/0069 00025 FIVERANDA RED 18064 - 17/07/2006
2005/0071 00025 FIVERANDA ORANGE 18066 - 17/07/2006




2003/2127 03524 03423 FIRST SUNRISE 17566 - 22/05/2006
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Koelreuteria paniculata Laxm.
2004/1713 01384 CORAL SUN 19811 - 16/04/2007
Lactuca sativa L.
1995/0166 03602 03325 EDURNE 2471 - 04/09/1997
1995/0177 03602 03325 CHILIM 2551 - 14/11/1997
1995/0184 03602 03325 FRANCESCA 4193 - 14/12/1998
1995/0612 00088 LORETTA 3036 - 06/07/1998
1995/0614 00088 REMUS 3655 - 19/10/1998
1995/0615 00088 MADRAS 3654 - 19/10/1998
1995/0625 00088 TWINCO 3034 - 06/07/1998
1995/0626 00088 CAMARO 1503 - 16/12/1996
1995/0627 00088 KRISTINE 1504 - 16/12/1996
1995/1227 01113 JUSTINE 1163 - 15/10/1996
1995/2477 00245 ROBINSON 3056 - 06/07/1998
1995/2933 00088 ALFREDO 7137 - 18/12/2000
1995/2935 00088 NADINE 2652 - 02/02/1998
1996/0434 00088 TROUBADOUR 3672 - 19/10/1998
1996/0644 00088 MANITA 4165 - 01/12/1998
1996/0646 00088 SENSAÏ 4166 - 01/12/1998
1996/1186 00088 INVICTA 4228 - 01/02/1999
1996/1188 00088 RUBETTE 3677 - 19/10/1998
1996/1189 00088 FIORETTE 3678 - 01/12/1998
1996/1191 00088 SPARTA 3156 - 02/06/1998
1997/0341 03602 03325 MILDRED 3054 - 06/07/1998
1997/0342 03602 03325 BEVERLEY 3414 - 07/09/1998
1997/0343 03602 03325 DAGUAN 3415 - 07/09/1998
1997/0345 03602 03325 JOHANA 3503 - 03/08/1998
1997/0370 00088 FORTUNAS 7138 - 18/12/2000
1997/0372 00088 DONATUS 7140 - 18/12/2000
1997/0373 00088 ADAL 7141 - 18/12/2000
1997/0597 03602 03325 ADELA 3416 - 07/09/1998
1997/0778 03602 03325 RUMINA 7821 - 11/06/2001
1997/0780 03602 03325 HANNA 5653 - 20/12/1999
1997/0781 03602 03325 KLAUSIA 5687 - 20/12/1999
1997/0816 00088 CONCORDE 8585 - 17/12/2001
1997/1198 00072 EMBRACE 5658 - 20/12/1999
1998/0256 00072 BACIO 7145 - 18/12/2000
1998/0838 00088 GELDRIA 7148 - 18/12/2000
1998/1110 00899 REDCURL 5825 - 06/03/2000
1998/1111 00899 BIONDI 4252 - 06/04/1999
1998/1112 00899 GREENPICK 5826 - 06/03/2000
1998/1263 00088 AMANDINE 7156 - 18/12/2000
1998/1342 05170 REVOLUTION 5662 - 20/12/1999
1998/1348 03602 03325 FUNLY 4828 - 02/08/1999
1998/1545 00088 ANTHONY 7159 - 18/12/2000
1998/1546 00088 LOCARNO 7160 - 18/12/2000
1998/1550 00088 LIVORNO 7164 - 18/12/2000
1999/0164 05170 ZETIVA 13324 - 21/06/2004
1999/0165 05170 BELIVA 13325 - 21/06/2004
1999/0166 05170 ANKIVA 13326 - 21/06/2004
1999/0200 05170 POTOMAC 10189 - 21/10/2002
1999/0201 05170 CATERINA 9332 - 06/05/2002
1999/0203 00683 SYLVESTA 9592 - 17/06/2002
1999/0204 05170 ALMADIN 9333 - 06/05/2002
1999/0208 05170 SMILE 9593 - 17/06/2002
1999/0209 05170 BARCELONA 9334 - 06/05/2002
1999/0523 00088 AMADEUS 9336 - 06/05/2002
1999/0524 00088 FILIPUS 9337 - 06/05/2002
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Lactuca sativa L.
1999/0525 00088 BALLERINA 5846 - 03/04/2000
1999/0527 00088 CHEROKEE 9339 - 06/05/2002
1999/0528 00088 TRIATHLON 5847 - 03/04/2000
1999/0529 00088 COMMODORE 9340 - 06/05/2002
1999/0687 03602 03325 LORELEY 9343 - 06/05/2002
1999/0690 03602 03325 PULLMAN 7497 - 09/04/2001
1999/0692 03602 03325 BARRINA 12885 - 22/03/2004
1999/0693 00072 BRIGADE 9344 - 06/05/2002
1999/1246 00088 CAMPIONAS 9351 - 06/05/2002
1999/1536 00031 NACRE 7447 - 09/04/2001
1999/1602 00072 SILVERADO 10193 - 21/10/2002
1999/1610 00088 LAGON 7246 - 05/02/2001
1999/1649 05170 BETANTO 11655 - 08/09/2003
1999/1737 05170 LENY 11657 - 08/09/2003
1999/1847 00938 02329 LUBERON 8426 - 05/11/2001
2000/0324 05170 BREST 11661 - 08/09/2003
2000/0440 03602 03325 CLAIRE 9942 - 12/08/2002
2000/0542 00031 SAGESS 7247 - 05/02/2001
2000/0543 00031 KAMIKAZE 7248 - 05/02/2001
2000/0926 00031 DIABLESS 7601 - 09/04/2001
2000/1002 00088 SEVERUS 11672 - 08/09/2003
2000/1005 00088 ALEXANDRIA 9953 - 12/08/2002
2000/1009 00088 HAWAII 9955 - 12/08/2002
2000/1094 05170 PERLINA 9958 - 12/08/2002
2000/1096 05170 ZOLIVA 11674 - 08/09/2003
2000/1183 00088 RODERICK 9961 - 12/08/2002
2000/1230 05170 ATTICO 13619 - 21/06/2004
2000/1255 03602 03325 AILIN 13620 - 21/06/2004
2000/1293 00088 VERSAÏ 13621 - 21/06/2004
2000/1294 00088 AFICION 13329 - 17/05/2004
2000/1297 00088 GIRONDAC 13330 - 17/05/2004
2000/1298 00088 PATAGONIA 13331 - 17/05/2004
2000/1299 00088 MONDAÏ 7449 - 09/04/2001
2000/1612 05170 VEREDES 13622 - 21/06/2004
2000/1718 00088 ASHANTIE 8916 - 18/02/2002
2000/1719 00088 WYNONA 13333 - 17/05/2004
2000/1724 00088 BURGIA 13624 - 21/06/2004
2000/1730 03602 03325 HERMAN 7831 - 11/06/2001
2000/2021 00938 02329 ASDRUBAL 18579 - 23/10/2006
2000/2076 00938 02329 GOODISON 13625 - 21/06/2004
2001/0444 00031 FLAMMES 13626 - 21/06/2004
2001/0446 00031 CAMBRIA 8926 - 18/02/2002
2001/0712 00088 TORPEDO 13347 - 17/05/2004
2001/0713 00088 MARKIES 13348 - 17/05/2004
2001/0714 00088 HERTOG 13627 - 21/06/2004
2001/0716 00088 BERWICK 13349 - 17/05/2004
2001/0808 00088 ELENAS 13629 - 21/06/2004
2001/0873 00938 02329 STALLION 12888 - 22/03/2004
2001/0990 00088 LUCENA 13359 - 17/05/2004
2001/1057 00031 BOREALE 11104 - 05/05/2003
2001/1269 03602 03325 EMERALD 13634 - 21/06/2004
2001/1673 00088 VIRTUOSE 11484 - 07/07/2003
2001/1674 00088 OPTIGON 11107 - 05/05/2003
2001/2064 00088 ROBLESSO 14652 - 07/02/2005
2001/2066 00088 GUADELOUPE 10248 - 18/11/2002
2001/2150 05170 ALMINAR 13637 - 21/06/2004
2001/2151 05170 SOLSUN 13798 - 19/07/2004
2001/2152 05170 JOANNA 13799 - 19/07/2004
2001/2153 05170 ESTELLE 13638 - 21/06/2004
2002/0290 00938 02329 GRISELDA 13639 - 21/06/2004
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Lactuca sativa L.
2002/0321 03602 03325 TRINITY 15159 - 18/04/2005
2002/0517 00938 02329 SILICE 15161 - 18/04/2005
2002/0518 03602 03325 INTEGRAL 15162 - 18/04/2005
2002/0612 00088 MILAINE 11489 - 07/07/2003
2002/0613 00088 CAROLUS 15165 - 18/04/2005
2002/0614 00088 JISKA 15166 - 18/04/2005
2002/0616 00088 LAGUNAS 15167 - 18/04/2005
2002/0620 00088 LEANDRA 14361 - 06/12/2004
2002/0621 00088 GRINIE 14362 - 06/12/2004
2002/0622 00088 ESPERIE 14363 - 06/12/2004
2002/0672 00072 IGOMA 15169 - 18/04/2005
2002/0942 03602 03325 VOYAGER 15171 - 18/04/2005
2002/0943 03602 03325 FUNTIME 11119 - 05/05/2003
2002/1211 00938 02329 DELICE 14776 - 07/03/2005
2002/1285 00031 MATINALE 13012 - 05/04/2004
2002/1286 00031 GRENADINE 11121 - 05/05/2003
2002/1287 00031 LACONIA 11122 - 05/05/2003
2002/1291 00031 EOLE 11123 - 05/05/2003
2002/1360 00088 LUGANO 15175 - 18/04/2005
2002/1363 00088 KENIA 16758 - 30/01/2006
2002/1365 00088 TUDELA 15177 - 18/04/2005
2002/1523 03602 03325 AUTAN 11499 - 07/07/2003
2002/1525 05170 BUGHATTI 15864 - 18/07/2005
2002/1526 05170 SOLTERO 15180 - 18/04/2005
2002/1527 05170 TEIDE 15181 - 18/04/2005
2002/1528 05170 DOVER 15182 - 18/04/2005
2002/1529 05170 NAIMA 15378 - 10/05/2005
2002/1676 00938 02329 SALAKIS 13015 - 05/04/2004
2002/1713 00938 02329 MESSAPIA 15183 - 18/04/2005
2002/1714 00938 02329 ALANIS 13016 - 05/04/2004
2002/1774 00031 ROMORA 13017 - 05/04/2004
2002/1978 05170 BEDFORD 15184 - 18/04/2005
2003/0041 03602 03325 KORIGAN 13018 - 05/04/2004
2003/0093 00938 02329 NINFHA 17609 - 22/05/2006
2003/0108 04112 04113 VETERAN 15185 - 18/04/2005
2003/0538 00088 ZENDRIA 15187 - 18/04/2005
2003/0540 00088 SOCRATES 16429 - 28/11/2005
2003/0541 00088 PICASSO 16430 - 28/11/2005
2003/0542 00088 XSARA 16431 - 28/11/2005
2003/0632 03602 03325 TOUCAN 13020 - 05/04/2004
2003/0638 00088 KRINDOR 14364 - 06/12/2004
2003/0932 00938 02329 METAMIS 17612 - 22/05/2006
2003/1034 03602 03325 MORATINA 16111 - 17/08/2005
2003/1098 03602 03325 BARRACUDA 16112 - 17/08/2005
2003/1099 03602 03325 FUNWAY 13027 - 05/04/2004
2003/1141 00938 02329 FREEDOM 16564 - 12/12/2005
2003/1362 00088 CASSIOPEA 17115 - 27/03/2006
2003/1363 00088 PLATINAS 17354 - 24/04/2006
2003/1365 00088 TITZIANA 16565 - 12/12/2005
2003/1366 00088 INDIANA 16566 - 12/12/2005
2003/1369 00088 KIPLING 16569 - 12/12/2005
2003/1370 00088 HELSINAS 15383 - 10/05/2005
2003/1461 03602 03325 ESSENZIA 15191 - 18/04/2005
2003/1493 00245 BRENSON 15192 - 18/04/2005
2003/1518 05170 ROSETTA 15193 - 18/04/2005
2003/1547 00031 REGLICE 13029 - 05/04/2004
2003/1549 00031 BOCADO 13031 - 05/04/2004
2003/1597 05170 GUARA 17347 - 24/04/2006
2003/1599 05170 MURANO 15194 - 18/04/2005
2003/1601 05170 NEREA 17348 - 24/04/2006
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2003/1750 04075 02329 TURQUESA 19231 - 19/02/2007
2003/1751 04075 02329 MEHARI 16570 - 12/12/2005
2003/1752 04075 02329 NARCISSE 16571 - 12/12/2005
2003/1789 04075 02329 LYRA 16572 - 12/12/2005
2003/1820 00088 JAMAÏ 16573 - 12/12/2005
2003/1822 00088 KRILDA 16574 - 12/12/2005
2003/1824 00072 FENSTON 16288 - 10/10/2005
2003/1825 00072 DUENDE 15197 - 18/04/2005
2003/1836 00031 CANTABRIA 16575 - 12/12/2005
2003/1837 00031 FLAMINIA 16576 - 12/12/2005
2003/1920 00088 SILVINAS 17356 - 24/04/2006
2003/1921 00088 INTENSITIE 15198 - 18/04/2005
2003/1922 00088 LERINAS 17357 - 24/04/2006
2003/1923 00088 CONSTANCE 14365 - 06/12/2004
2003/1924 00088 IMPULSION 14366 - 06/12/2004
2003/1925 00088 FAUSTINA 14367 - 06/12/2004
2003/1926 00088 BASTILLE 14368 - 06/12/2004
2003/1999 05170 XANTHIA 17349 - 24/04/2006
2003/2000 05170 GOOFY 17350 - 24/04/2006
2003/2001 05170 TANTAN 17351 - 24/04/2006
2003/2044 00088 VISYON 14098 - 25/10/2004
2003/2084 00088 TEMPTATION 14369 - 06/12/2004
2003/2088 00088 LEVISTRO 14563 - 10/05/2005
2003/2089 00088 LIRAC 14249 - 08/11/2004
2003/2147 04075 02329 PS6545691 18378 - 25/09/2006
2004/0096 05170 DUCEY 17352 - 24/04/2006
2004/0244 00072 ROMULO 17346 - 24/04/2006
2004/0259 00088 HOFNAR 16289 - 10/10/2005
2004/0261 00088 FONSECA 17359 - 24/04/2006
2004/0263 00088 MARENIA 16579 - 12/12/2005
2004/0359 04075 02329 MARILICE 16580 - 12/12/2005
2004/0362 04112 04113 ANNAPOLIS 17336 - 24/04/2006
2004/0379 01001 EXBURY 20063 - 21/05/2007
2004/0421 03602 03325 BANDOLIN 16581 - 12/12/2005
2004/0584 00031 ACCESS 16582 - 12/12/2005
2004/0653 00088 LORENZO 16583 - 12/12/2005
2004/0654 00088 VIRGILE 16584 - 12/12/2005
2004/0657 00088 SIRMAÏ 16586 - 12/12/2005
2004/0658 00088 CARMOLÍ 16587 - 12/12/2005
2004/0660 00088 KARDIGON 16588 - 12/12/2005
2004/0778 01001 ASHBROOK 20064 - 21/05/2007
2004/0995 00088 ARDINAS 17360 - 24/04/2006
2004/0996 00088 VOLTAIRE 17361 - 24/04/2006
2004/0998 00088 CARTAGENAS 17363 - 24/04/2006
2004/1325 00088 MOHICAN 16594 - 12/12/2005
2004/1326 00088 EVENTAÏ 18364 - 25/09/2006
2004/1328 00088 LIBERTIE 17853 - 06/06/2006
2004/1329 00088 JAZZIE 17854 - 06/06/2006
2004/1330 00088 CLIONA 17855 - 06/06/2006
2004/1331 00088 ARCADIA 17856 - 06/06/2006
2004/1332 00088 BURANA 17857 - 06/06/2006
2004/1333 00088 DOMINICA 17858 - 06/06/2006
2004/1369 00031 EXQUISE 16595 - 12/12/2005
2004/1393 04075 02329 PS6545701 23502 - 29/09/2008
2004/1491 03602 03325 CENTORE 16596 - 12/12/2005
2004/1497 05170 MULTY 20046 - 21/05/2007
2004/1498 05170 CHIRIVEL 20047 - 21/05/2007
2004/1500 03602 03325 SHANGORE 21006 - 08/10/2007
2004/1501 03602 03325 CHIQUINA 17847 - 06/06/2006
2004/1518 01148 JENNY 16600 - 12/12/2005
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2004/1519 01148 COSIMA 16601 - 12/12/2005
2004/1628 00088 NATALIA 17859 - 06/06/2006
2004/1629 00088 LATINO 17364 - 24/04/2006
2004/1631 00088 OBREGON 17117 - 27/03/2006
2004/1632 00088 GITANAS 20360 - 18/06/2007
2004/1633 00088 NATION 19650 - 19/03/2007
2004/1644 04075 02329 FREESTYLE 17614 - 22/05/2006
2004/1816 00088 MENTION 17860 - 06/06/2006
2004/1817 00088 ADMIRATION 17861 - 06/06/2006
2004/1872 04075 02329 XENON 18382 - 25/09/2006
2004/1925 00088 FABIETTO 20990 - 08/10/2007
2004/1926 00088 ANIKAÏ 18365 - 25/09/2006
2004/1927 00088 AMPHORE 17120 - 27/03/2006
2004/1928 00088 TEREZINA 17121 - 27/03/2006
2004/1974 03602 03325 BALMITA 16602 - 12/12/2005
2004/2164 00031 COMICE 17111 - 27/03/2006
2004/2165 00031 QUERIDO 16604 - 12/12/2005
2004/2166 00031 MISTRESS 16605 - 12/12/2005
2004/2169 00088 MYRAMDA 21567 - 17/12/2007
2004/2170 00088 AVIDIUS 20361 - 18/06/2007
2004/2171 00088 CORBERA 20362 - 18/06/2007
2004/2172 00088 CLAUDIUS 20363 - 18/06/2007
2004/2173 00088 OPTIMUS 20364 - 18/06/2007
2004/2190 04075 02329 ARRECIFE 21734 - 28/01/2008
2004/2191 04075 02329 VELETA 21945 - 10/03/2008
2004/2286 04075 02329 FREESOL 17341 - 24/04/2006
2004/2347 00088 NIRVANUS 20367 - 18/06/2007
2004/2348 00088 VILLENA 20368 - 18/06/2007
2004/2350 00088 TAFALLA 20369 - 18/06/2007
2004/2351 00088 MAXIMUS 20370 - 18/06/2007
2004/2352 00088 ITALINA 19753 - 02/04/2007
2004/2666 05170 KUALA 20048 - 21/05/2007
2004/2667 05170 SUSANA 20049 - 21/05/2007
2005/0009 03602 03325 FUNNAS 17368 - 24/04/2006
2005/0127 05170 CEDAR 20051 - 21/05/2007
2005/0135 03602 03325 REDFUN 17369 - 24/04/2006
2005/0180 00245 NIZZI 21575 - 17/12/2007
2005/0274 00245 MAZUR 20067 - 21/05/2007
2005/0306 00031 DEDALE 17851 - 06/06/2006
2005/0468 00088 CERVANTES 20372 - 18/06/2007
2005/0470 00088 CASIUS 21568 - 17/12/2007
2005/0670 05170 ORDINO 21779 - 28/01/2008
2005/0739 00088 HYMNE 21569 - 17/12/2007
2005/0740 00088 WISKE 21570 - 17/12/2007
2005/0741 00088 JANNICA 21571 - 17/12/2007
2005/0742 00088 GONDRIA 21572 - 17/12/2007
2005/0743 00088 RUJANO 19755 - 02/04/2007
2005/0744 00088 GISELA 19756 - 02/04/2007
2005/0762 00088 STARFIGHTER 23224 - 21/07/2008
2005/0763 00088 LIVIGNA 19757 - 02/04/2007
2005/0782 04075 02329 VULCANIA 17342 - 24/04/2006
2005/0783 04075 02329 VESUVE 17842 - 06/06/2006
2005/0784 04075 02329 BRASERO 18871 - 18/12/2006
2005/0785 04075 02329 COMPLICE 18872 - 18/12/2006
2005/0786 04075 02329 NASSTAR 19658 - 19/03/2007
2005/0787 04075 02329 NASDIVA 21946 - 10/03/2008
2005/0895 00031 MUSICALE 18879 - 18/12/2006
2005/0920 00088 SANTORO 23225 - 21/07/2008
2005/0921 00088 PLUVIO 25368 - 08/06/2009
2005/0922 00088 RENOIR 21573 - 17/12/2007
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2005/1037 00088 JORDINAS 23227 - 21/07/2008
2005/1177 00088 KIBOU 20068 - 21/05/2007
2005/1178 00088 MURAÏ 19659 - 19/03/2007
2005/1179 00088 ARMONICA 18873 - 18/12/2006
2005/1180 00088 TIFANIE 18874 - 18/12/2006
2005/1181 00088 TOLINSA 18875 - 18/12/2006
2005/1182 00088 KIGALIE 18876 - 18/12/2006
2005/1183 00088 MYOSOTIE 18877 - 18/12/2006
2005/1255 00031 AMORETTA 17329 - 24/04/2006
2005/1256 00031 DACIA 17330 - 24/04/2006
2005/1257 00031 SOBRIA 17331 - 24/04/2006
2005/1259 00031 TRAYAN 17332 - 24/04/2006
2005/1712 00031 GOURMANDINE 19660 - 19/03/2007
2005/1790 00088 KAREMBO 23231 - 21/07/2008
2005/1879 04075 02329 BALTAR 22076 - 07/04/2008
2005/2061 05170 TARANEE 22304 - 05/05/2008
2005/2062 05170 MONIQUE 24084 - 23/02/2009
2005/2281 03602 03325 TOMOS 20386 - 18/06/2007
2005/2349 00031 QUENTY 18577 - 23/10/2006
2005/2410 05170 MAFALDA 24085 - 23/02/2009
2005/2412 05170 FLORBELA 21780 - 28/01/2008
2005/2436 00088 ACTARUS 24381 - 23/03/2009
2005/2438 00088 LUNAVIA 23233 - 21/07/2008
2005/2439 00088 KINEVIA 23234 - 21/07/2008
2005/2440 00088 DIVERIA 23235 - 21/07/2008
2005/2441 00088 GANÉRIA 23236 - 21/07/2008
2005/2442 00088 WINARIA 23529 - 13/10/2008
2005/2443 00088 FARADIA 23237 - 21/07/2008
2005/2512 00088 KITARE 20992 - 08/10/2007
2005/2513 00088 PARADAÏ 19663 - 19/03/2007
2005/2514 00088 IMAGINATION 20993 - 08/10/2007
2005/2515 00088 EDMON 20994 - 08/10/2007
2005/2516 00088 KIREVE 20995 - 08/10/2007
2005/2561 04075 02329 FREELANCE 19664 - 19/03/2007
2005/2562 00245 SOLEISON 25369 - 08/06/2009
2005/2604 03602 03325 ATTRIO 20077 - 21/05/2007
2005/2605 03602 03325 CAMIO 20078 - 21/05/2007
2005/2606 03602 03325 FACILIO 20079 - 21/05/2007
2005/2712 03602 03325 LUCAN 20080 - 21/05/2007
2005/2713 03602 03325 STARITA 23190 - 21/07/2008
2005/2714 03602 03325 BANDITA 20387 - 18/06/2007
2005/2715 03602 03325 TSARINA 20388 - 18/06/2007
2005/2717 03602 03325 CAPRIOLE 23191 - 21/07/2008
2005/2719 03602 03325 IXITA 18165 - 17/07/2006
2006/0007 03602 03325 FUNARTE 18870 - 18/12/2006
2006/0009 03602 03325 LAMBOR 21576 - 17/12/2007
2006/0010 03602 03325 FLOURAN 20081 - 21/05/2007
2006/0110 01148 LEONORA 19938 - 16/04/2007
2006/0111 01148 GRIT 18770 - 04/12/2006
2006/0149 05170 REDSEA 23280 - 21/07/2008
2006/0150 05170 SCOOBY 24086 - 23/02/2009
2006/0358 04075 02329 CONSTANZA 22077 - 07/04/2008
2006/0359 04075 02329 TOUAREG 24352 - 23/03/2009
2006/0383 03602 03325 TOURINHA 23199 - 21/07/2008
2006/0388 03602 03325 BONIGRAL 23202 - 21/07/2008
2006/0392 03602 03325 GUSTIO 23203 - 21/07/2008
2006/0393 03602 03325 RUBENA 23204 - 21/07/2008
2006/0394 03602 03325 MUSENA 23205 - 21/07/2008
2006/0639 04075 02329 HUGIN 22079 - 07/04/2008
2006/0640 04075 02329 SOL STAR 22080 - 07/04/2008
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2006/0641 04075 02329 HEIMDAL 23323 - 04/08/2008
2006/0796 04075 02329 BABYFRIL 22081 - 07/04/2008
2006/0797 04075 02329 BOAVISTA 22297 - 05/05/2008
2006/0798 04075 02329 FRILETT 22082 - 07/04/2008
2006/0802 04943 04113 EXCALIBUR 25396 - 08/06/2009
2006/0803 04943 04113 MONTECITO 25397 - 08/06/2009
2006/0943 00031 CEDRINE 21785 - 28/01/2008
2006/0944 00031 TONALE 21786 - 28/01/2008
2006/0945 00031 MUNDIA 21787 - 28/01/2008
2006/0946 00031 LOIRA 21788 - 28/01/2008
2006/1151 04075 02329 CARRERAS 22298 - 05/05/2008
2006/1152 04075 02329 HATTRICK 22083 - 07/04/2008
2006/1153 04075 02329 BOOMERANG 22084 - 07/04/2008
2006/1154 04075 02329 FLIGHT 22085 - 07/04/2008
2006/1191 00185 ICARO 19667 - 19/03/2007
2006/1192 00185 OASIS 18881 - 18/12/2006
2006/1193 00185 COLBER 18882 - 18/12/2006
2006/1375 00088 COPPOLA 23427 - 15/09/2008
2006/1376 00088 DIOLA 21738 - 28/01/2008
2006/1378 00088 TOKAPIE 21740 - 28/01/2008
2006/1379 00088 SATINE 21741 - 28/01/2008
2006/1380 00088 MERCATO 21742 - 28/01/2008
2006/1381 00088 KIDAM 21743 - 28/01/2008
2006/1901 00031 LOULA 25083 - 04/05/2009
2006/1937 04075 02329 HAMAC 25386 - 08/06/2009
2006/1938 04075 02329 VULSINI 25387 - 08/06/2009
2006/2040 05170 BAKEL 25515 - 22/06/2009
2006/2041 05170 ROUTE 24876 - 04/05/2009
2006/2071 00031 PAROTIA 25463 - 22/06/2009
2006/2072 00031 PITICE 25464 - 22/06/2009
2006/2247 05170 HYPPO 24877 - 04/05/2009
2006/2250 05170 MULTIBABY 23281 - 21/07/2008
2006/2320 00088 FRISSON 25494 - 22/06/2009
2006/2321 00088 RIBAÏ 25495 - 22/06/2009
2006/2322 00088 FORLINA 25081 - 04/05/2009
2006/2323 00088 CEGOLAINE 25496 - 22/06/2009
2006/2386 04075 02329 TUTTIFREE 25481 - 22/06/2009
2006/2387 04075 02329 STROMBOLI 25086 - 04/05/2009
2006/2432 05170 RELAY 24878 - 04/05/2009
2006/2437 00088 ISLANDIA 23318 - 04/08/2008
2006/2438 00088 NANETTE 25497 - 22/06/2009
2006/2532 04943 04113 INTRIGUE 23657 - 10/11/2008
2006/2701 00072 EZMINA 25911 - 24/08/2009
2007/0020 05170 REDAIR 24880 - 04/05/2009
2007/0021 05170 COSMOS 23283 - 21/07/2008
2007/0029 04075 02329 ARWEN 25486 - 22/06/2009
2007/0030 04075 02329 MEGARA 25487 - 22/06/2009
2007/0031 04075 02329 TOPFREE 25488 - 22/06/2009
2007/0032 04075 02329 MIRIEL 25489 - 22/06/2009
2007/0033 04075 02329 TARMAC 25490 - 22/06/2009
2007/0112 00088 RUBY SKY 25498 - 22/06/2009
2007/0212 01001 ROSELEE 24378 - 23/03/2009
2007/0498 03602 03325 ICEKING 26300 - 21/12/2009
2007/0500 03602 03325 TONAVA 24907 - 04/05/2009
2007/0503 03602 03325 ROBINIO 26301 - 21/12/2009
2007/0505 03602 03325 BAKURA 26302 - 21/12/2009
2007/0506 03602 03325 CURLETTA 26303 - 21/12/2009
2007/0610 00088 SARTRE 24840 - 04/05/2009
2007/0611 00088 ARGENTINAS 26306 - 21/12/2009
2007/0612 00088 GATWICK 23257 - 21/07/2008
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2007/0613 00088 SINTIA 26307 - 21/12/2009
2007/0648 03602 03325 ESTEVAN 24909 - 04/05/2009
2007/0673 00088 DANTERIA 26308 - 21/12/2009
2007/0675 00088 MORINAS 24841 - 04/05/2009
2007/0676 00088 SENECA 24842 - 04/05/2009
2007/0677 00088 SAIGON 24843 - 04/05/2009
2007/0678 00088 VIVANTO 25967 - 05/10/2009
2007/0743 00072 ARRAN 24894 - 04/05/2009
2007/0849 00031 MAESTRALE 25466 - 22/06/2009
2007/0850 00031 TARTINE 25467 - 22/06/2009
2007/0882 00088 GARDIA 24844 - 04/05/2009
2007/0883 00088 ALEPPO 24845 - 04/05/2009
2007/0884 00088 CARMESI 24846 - 04/05/2009
2007/0885 00088 CATAMARAN 24847 - 04/05/2009
2007/0886 00088 MARIKEN 24848 - 21/09/2009
2007/0887 00088 LICATO 24849 - 04/05/2009
2007/0888 00088 ALBANAS 24850 - 04/05/2009
2007/0889 00088 STEFINA 25968 - 05/10/2009
2007/0945 00031 BREDALE 25468 - 22/06/2009
2007/1281 03602 03325 ANIBAL 24910 - 04/05/2009
2007/1286 03602 03325 TRIBORE 24911 - 04/05/2009
2007/1287 03602 03325 ICEGREEN 25879 - 24/08/2009
2007/1288 03602 03325 ICEVIC 25880 - 24/08/2009
2007/1302 03602 03325 CERVEIRA 23760 - 17/12/2008
2007/1303 03602 03325 BAGLIN 24912 - 04/05/2009
2007/1304 03602 03325 FUNNICE 24913 - 04/05/2009
2007/1305 03602 03325 FUNFAIR 24914 - 04/05/2009
2007/2083 00088 VERTENTE 25499 - 22/06/2009
2007/2084 00088 CAZARAÏ 25500 - 22/06/2009
2007/2128 00088 KINSHASA 25501 - 22/06/2009
2007/2129 00088 PENELOPE 25502 - 22/06/2009
2007/2130 00088 LECLESIO 25503 - 22/06/2009
2007/2131 00088 COLLATION 25504 - 22/06/2009
2007/2888 00088 HIERRO 24868 - 04/05/2009
2007/2889 00088 TARIFA 24869 - 04/05/2009
2007/2891 00088 BRUMA 24870 - 04/05/2009
2007/2972 00245 00031 MUSSON 25085 - 04/05/2009
2007/2973 03602 03325 SANSULA 24915 - 04/05/2009
2008/0189 00031 ANTARTICA 25469 - 22/06/2009
2008/0190 00031 NYMPHEA 25470 - 22/06/2009
2008/0191 00031 MISTINE 25084 - 04/05/2009
2008/0192 00031 KIRKENIA 25471 - 22/06/2009
2008/1219 00088 INVENTION 25508 - 22/06/2009
2008/1220 00088 TOURBILLON 25509 - 22/06/2009
2008/1221 00088 STARSKY 25510 - 22/06/2009
2008/1222 00088 KIBRILLE 25915 - 24/08/2009
Lachenalia J. Jacq. ex Murray
1999/0695 02593 00423 ROMELIA 9980 - 09/09/2002
1999/0696 02593 00423 FRANSIE 9981 - 09/09/2002
Lamium L.
1997/1078 01859 01110 DELLAM 6614 - 26/07/2000
Lamium maculatum L.
2007/0299 02016 00165 CHECKIN 26052 - 05/10/2009
Lantana L.
2000/0073 03226 SUMSU 8987 - 18/03/2002
2001/0286 01401 00423 ROBPATCHE 10367 - 16/12/2002
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Lantana camara L.
2003/1286 00633 00423 BALUCGOLD 14302 - 22/11/2004
2003/1287 00633 00423 BALUCLEM 14301 - 22/11/2004
2004/1832 00633 00423 BALUCPEA 16273 - 26/09/2005
2005/0102 04630 00441 ORANGE MAGIC 18697 - 20/11/2006
2005/1906 00401 01902 BANTE ROSSA 18701 - 20/11/2006
2005/1907 00401 01902 BANTE CHERIA 18702 - 20/11/2006
2005/2337 00633 00423 BALUCIMYEL 18616 - 06/11/2006
2005/2338 00633 00423 BALUCWITE 18617 - 06/11/2006
2007/1372 00638 00423 L 041 23663 - 24/11/2008
2007/1373 00638 00423 L 046 23664 - 24/11/2008
2007/2034 00633 00423 BALUCLUSH 23665 - 24/11/2008
2007/2168 00401 01902 BANTE CHERIASUN 23160 - 07/07/2008
2007/2169 00401 01902 BANTE ORANSUN 23161 - 07/07/2008
2007/2170 00401 01902 BANTE PINKA 07 23162 - 07/07/2008
2007/2171 00401 01902 BANTE REEDA 23163 - 07/07/2008
2007/2614 04920 00441 WESLAMO 23744 - 17/12/2008
Isotoma axillaris Lindl. (syn: Laurentia axilláris (Lindl.) E. Wimm.)
2000/1600 03226 SUMLAU 01 10615 - 10/02/2003
Laurus Nobilis L.
1999/0591 02572 GALÁN 9795 - 15/07/2002
Lavandula L.
1995/1751 00221 01110 HELMSDALE 6538 - 26/07/2000
1995/1752 00221 01110 MARSHWOOD 6539 - 26/07/2000
1995/2111 01036 MISS KATHERINE 600 - 02/08/1996
1996/1207 01505 00003 AVENUE 5213 - 25/10/1999
1997/0911 00738 00003 BLUE RIVER 6544 - 26/07/2000
1998/1587 03445/03446 02433 WILLOWBRIDGE
CALICO
11296 - 30/01/2006
1999/0858 02632/02633/01675 LUPOLBA 6286 - 05/06/2000
2000/1800 03212/03229 01036 REGAL SPLENDOUR 11301 - 09/06/2003
Lavandula angustifolia Mill.
2000/1068 03069 02433 COCONUT ICE 11297 - 28/11/2005
2000/1069 03069 02433 CRYSTAL LIGHTS 11298 - 28/11/2005
2000/1587 03069 02318 LAVENITE PETITE 13410 - 17/05/2004
2002/1058 03926/03959 02433 LAVANG 38 17705 - 06/06/2006
2002/1677 02871 KIELAPRO 17706 - 06/06/2006
2005/0143 00849 LAVANG 221 21992 - 10/03/2008
2005/0144 00849 LAVANG 200 21993 - 10/03/2008
2005/0153 04936 01036 DOW4 21995 - 10/03/2008
2005/0154 06583 01036 DOW3 21996 - 06/04/2009
2005/0286 04965 00003 THUMBELINA LEIGH 21998 - 10/03/2008
2006/1726 05267 02586 BLUE ROYALTY 24407 - 23/03/2009
2006/1790 05154 LOWMAR 24754 - 20/04/2009
2006/2005 03602 03325 LABLUSA 24766 - 20/04/2009
Lavandula stoechas L.
2001/0281 03322 00003 ALEXANDRA 12922 - 05/04/2004
2002/0646 00742 01110 COLACE 15844 - 04/07/2005
2002/1059 03926/03959 02433 LAVSTS 08 15891 - 18/07/2005
2002/1728 01432 02482 BEE COOL 15845 - 04/07/2005
2002/1730 01432 02482 BEE BRILLIANT 15846 - 04/07/2005
2002/1731 01432 02482 BELLA PINK 15847 - 04/07/2005
2002/2159 03267 01110 PROLIL 17707 - 06/06/2006
2003/1083 01433 SANCHO PANZA 17709 - 06/06/2006
2003/1312 05267 02586 ANOUK 15848 - 16/01/2006
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Lavandula stoechas L.
2003/1313 05267 02586 TOSCANE 16694 - 16/01/2006
2004/1525 03013 01903 HEESMELANIE 20861 - 10/09/2007
2005/0152 01036 FAIR09 21994 - 10/03/2008
2005/0227 01856 FLORVENDULA PUR-
PLE
21997 - 10/03/2008
2005/0231 01856 FLORVENDULA OIRO 23703 - 08/12/2008
2005/1316 05137 02318 LSB02 23004 - 23/06/2008
2005/1317 05137 02318 LSB06 23005 - 23/06/2008
2005/1318 05137 02318 LSB07 23006 - 23/06/2008
2005/1319 05137 02318 LSB08 23007 - 23/06/2008
2006/0889 01036 FAIR 10 24747 - 20/04/2009
2006/1526 02661 00003 SILVER SUMMER 25956 - 21/09/2009
2006/1725 05267 02586 DARK ROYALTY 24406 - 23/03/2009
2006/1727 05267 02586 SANNE 24408 - 23/03/2009
2006/1808 00742 01589 MULBERRY RUFFLES 24755 - 20/04/2009
2006/1809 00742 01589 BOYSENBERRY RUF-
FLES
24756 - 20/04/2009
2006/1810 00742 01589 BLUEBERRY RUF-
FLES
24757 - 20/04/2009






2006/1996 05600 FLORVENDULA DEEP 24765 - 20/04/2009
Lavandula dentata L.
2005/1714 03069 02318 LAVDEN123 22759 - 04/08/2008
Lavatera L.
1999/1033 02683 02079 SWEET DREAMS 6884 - 20/11/2000
1999/1034 02683 02079 SUMMER KISSES 6885 - 20/11/2000
1999/1035 02683 02079 WHITE ANGEL 6886 - 20/11/2000
1999/1036 02683 02079 WHITE SATIN 6887 - 20/11/2000
2004/1026 00689/02874 00827 INOVERA 18105 - 17/07/2006
2004/1621 04764 01110 RIGRUM 17817 - 06/06/2006
Leea D. Royen ex L.
1998/0673 01514 SAVARIA 12920 - 05/04/2004
Lepidium ruderale L.
2004/1415 04726 00441 OFARIM 22240 - 05/05/2008
Leptospermum J.R. Forst. et G. Forst.
1999/0705 02603 02604 KARO SPECTROBAY 10031 - 09/09/2002
Leucospermum R.Br.
2004/1425 02695 04501 LANCE 19800 - 16/04/2007
Leucothoë axillaris (Lam.) D. Don
1997/1535 01962 LIPSBOLWI 3765 - 19/10/1998
2001/1519 03596 CURLY RED 10129 - 23/09/2002
Leucanthemum Mill.
2000/1445 02750 02749 SUNNY SIDE UP 11445 - 23/06/2003
Leucanthemum x superbum (J.W.Ingram) Bergmans ex Kent
2003/1160 04282 00441 GOLDRAUSCH 17469 - 22/05/2006
Leucanthemum maximum (Ramond) DC.
2005/2475 03602 03325 LEUMAYEL 19469 - 19/03/2007
1592009
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Leucadendron R. Br.
1999/0918 05475 01903 SAFARI GOLDSTRIKE 7863 - 25/06/2001
2006/0183 05335 00441 ALADIN 18439 - 25/09/2006
Leycesteria Wall.
2000/1740 03197 06086 NOTBRUCE 8698 - 21/01/2002
Ligularia Cass.
2002/1174 03943 03423 LITTLE ROCKET 12771 - 08/03/2004




2003/0668 04200 01589 TAUPO SUNSET 15712 - 20/06/2005
Ligularia x hessei (Hesse) Bergmans
2003/1339 04310 02749 LATERNCHEN 17470 - 22/05/2006
Ligustrum japonicum Thunb.
2001/0258 00873 MELGREEN 11262 - 09/06/2003
Lilium L.
1995/2534 03780 FRANCIA 602 - 02/08/1996
1995/2538 03780 AKTIVA 3308 - 06/07/1998
1995/2540 03780 HELVETIA 6738 - 02/10/2000
1995/2543 03780 PANDORA 603 - 02/08/1996
1995/2544 03780 TIARAROYAL 4861 - 20/09/1999
1996/1014 00424 LA MANCHA 3959 - 14/12/1998
1996/1015 00424 TIME OUT 3958 - 03/11/1998
1996/1123 03780 CANBERRA 2950 - 18/05/1998
1996/1127 03780 LAGUNA 3194 - 06/07/1998
1996/1128 03780 RODOLFA 2951 - 18/05/1998
1997/1061 03780 ASCONA 5229 - 25/10/1999
1997/1349 02828 VESPUCCI 5234 - 25/10/1999
1997/1361 02828 00065 CEB GLOW 5235 - 25/10/1999
1998/1134 03780 SIGMA 6585 - 26/07/2000
1998/1334 03664 GIRAFFE 6579 - 26/07/2000
1998/1498 02399 WHITE HEAVEN 6010 - 05/06/2000
1998/1670 02828 00065 LE CHIC 4848 - 06/09/1999
1999/0136 01821 00419 BARBADOS 7662 - 21/05/2001
1999/0137 01821 00419 WILLEKE ALBERTI 7663 - 21/05/2001
1999/0138 01821 00419 SPRINGFIELD 7664 - 21/05/2001
1999/0361 02828 00065 CEB DAZZLE 7666 - 21/05/2001
1999/0993 00737/01458 00419 AMBON 6880 - 20/11/2000
1999/0994 00737/01458 00419 FAROLITO 6881 - 20/11/2000
1999/0996 00737/01458 00419 CAROLINE TENSEN 7913 - 16/07/2001
1999/1231 02746/02747 00065 SALMON STAR 7669 - 21/05/2001
1999/1319 03780 ZANTRICOB 7670 - 21/05/2001
1999/1424 02791 ERCOLANO 8443 - 05/11/2001
1999/1428 02791 CONCA DOR 8444 - 05/11/2001
1999/1430 02791 CARIFEO 7674 - 21/05/2001
1999/1431 02791 CAVALESE 7675 - 21/05/2001
1999/1432 02791 TURANDOT 7676 - 21/05/2001
1999/1438 02791 COURIER 7681 - 21/05/2001
1999/1440 02791 VAL DI SOLE 7683 - 21/05/2001
1999/1446 02791 SERRADA 7689 - 21/05/2001
1999/1448 02791 MENORCA 7690 - 21/05/2001
1999/1449 02791 RIALTO 7691 - 21/05/2001
1999/1450 02791 BRINDISI 7692 - 21/05/2001
1999/1457 02791 QUINTA 7699 - 21/05/2001
1999/1461 02791 TINOS 7703 - 21/05/2001
1999/1619 01821 00419 MELANIE 7708 - 21/05/2001
16015|02|2010
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1999/1642 02828 GAUDI 7626 - 09/04/2001
1999/1643 02828 CURIE 7627 - 09/04/2001
1999/1757 03650 MISS LUCY 10871 - 14/04/2003
2000/0594 03005 00065 EYELLOW 8687 - 21/01/2002
2000/0731 03005 00065 YELLOWEEN 8690 - 21/01/2002
2000/1037 03780 ZANTRIJUS 9043 - 18/03/2002
2000/1039 03780 ZANTRISHEI 8692 - 21/01/2002
2000/1100 03664 BRIGITTE 8694 - 21/01/2002
2000/1113 02828 WORLDWHITE 7604 - 09/04/2001
2000/1214 01821 00419 MARRERO 8696 - 21/01/2002
2000/1572 02791 TARRAGONA 9394 - 21/05/2002
2000/1573 02791 MANISSA 10614 - 10/02/2003
2000/1575 02791 ALESSIA 9396 - 21/05/2002
2000/1579 02791 ROVIGNO 9400 - 21/05/2002
2000/1580 02791 ROUSSEAU 9401 - 21/05/2002
2000/1581 02791 MOMBASA 10124 - 23/09/2002
2000/1583 02791 TIMARU 9403 - 21/05/2002
2000/1584 02791 DONATELLO 9404 - 21/05/2002
2000/1593 02791 PAVIA 9407 - 21/05/2002
2000/1595 02791 RIBERA 9409 - 21/05/2002
2000/1662 00424 SOUVENIR 7721 - 21/05/2001
2000/1751 01821 00419 RED ALERT 8699 - 21/01/2002
2000/1752 01821 00419 MILAGRO 8800 - 21/01/2002
2000/1753 01821 00419 GOLDEN TYCOON 8801 - 21/01/2002
2000/1763 01860 BARITON 9047 - 18/03/2002
2001/0333 03328 00065 MOTHERS CHOICE 11179 - 19/05/2003
2001/0574 03005 00065 SHOCKING 11185 - 19/05/2003
2001/0612 02791 COSENZA 11191 - 19/05/2003
2001/0668 03780 ZANTRIANA 11193 - 19/05/2003
2001/0864 04488 ZANLOPHATOR 10935 - 14/04/2003
2001/1203 03533 02334 OPTIMIST 12227 - 18/12/2003
2001/1250 03780 ZANTRICONST 11204 - 19/05/2003
2001/1251 03780 ZANTRIROD 11205 - 19/05/2003
2001/1810 02791 DETROIT 11214 - 19/05/2003
2001/1811 02791 HERAKLION 11158 - 05/05/2003
2001/1815 02791 LITOUWEN 11161 - 05/05/2003
2001/1818 02791 STRASBOURG 11215 - 19/05/2003
2001/1822 02791 FRANS HALS 11217 - 19/05/2003
2001/1823 02791 LILLEHAMMER 11218 - 19/05/2003
2001/1826 02791 BELGRADO 11220 - 19/05/2003
2001/1827 02791 CASSINI 12968 - 05/04/2004
2001/1829 02791 CHILI 11221 - 19/05/2003
2001/1834 02791 CATALONIE 11224 - 19/05/2003
2002/0087 03250 FIRST CROWN 10139 - 23/09/2002
2002/0088 03250 DELIANA 10140 - 23/09/2002
2002/0090 00777 03250 PRINCE PROMISE 10142 - 23/09/2002
2002/0894 03780 ZANLACOUP 13186 - 03/05/2004
2002/1062 02791 VOLTURNO 13412 - 17/05/2004
2002/1263 03780 ZANLANZA 13210 - 03/05/2004
2002/1265 03780 ZANLORSANNA 13212 - 03/05/2004
2002/1552 03250 BRIGHT DIAMOND 13230 - 03/05/2004
2002/1572 01821 00419 ELODIE 15232 - 10/05/2005
2002/1573 01821 00419 FAIRY TALE 13061 - 19/04/2004
2002/1574 01821 00419 ORANGE TYCOON 13062 - 19/04/2004
2002/1635 02791 VERONESE 13415 - 17/05/2004
2002/1640 02791 FREYA 13419 - 17/05/2004
2002/1641 02791 ADVANTAGE 13420 - 17/05/2004
2002/1642 02791 BIRGI 13421 - 17/05/2004
2002/1643 02791 VERVIERS 13523 - 07/06/2004
2002/1646 02791 VALPARAISO 13520 - 07/06/2004
1612009
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2002/1649 02791 SANTANDER 13517 - 07/06/2004
2002/1651 02791 LUCERA 13515 - 07/06/2004
2002/1653 02791 HALIFAX 13513 - 07/06/2004
2002/1655 02791 BATISTERO 13511 - 07/06/2004
2002/1656 02791 KELSO 13510 - 07/06/2004
2002/1657 02791 TRUMAO 13509 - 07/06/2004
2002/1658 02791 MONTEZUMA 13508 - 07/06/2004
2002/1664 02791 ARGENTINA 13503 - 07/06/2004
2002/1666 02791 BUCKINGHAM 15933 - 18/07/2005
2002/1668 02791 CHERBOURG 13501 - 07/06/2004
2002/1669 02791 NATAL 13500 - 07/06/2004
2002/1964 01821 00419 ROBINA 15233 - 10/05/2005
2003/0951 02791 PRUNOTTO 15934 - 18/07/2005
2003/1354 03780 ZANLORWHITE 15252 - 10/05/2005
2003/1428 03780 ZANLAZFICA 15254 - 10/05/2005
2003/1501 03780 ZANLORTROFEO 15258 - 10/05/2005
2003/1502 03780 ZANLORVENNA 15259 - 10/05/2005
2003/1650 02791 VENEZUELA 15936 - 18/07/2005
2003/1738 02791 CHEOPS 15937 - 18/07/2005
2003/1927 02791 MARCANTI 15938 - 18/07/2005
2003/1930 02791 FENICE 15939 - 18/07/2005
2003/1932 02791 FLORIAN 15941 - 18/07/2005
2003/1934 02791 LIDO 15943 - 18/07/2005
2003/1936 02791 GERRIT ZALM 15945 - 18/07/2005
2003/1939 02791 RODIN 15946 - 18/07/2005
2003/1943 02791 BONSOIR 15950 - 18/07/2005
2003/1950 02791 BIARITZ 15957 - 18/07/2005
2003/1965 03328 00065 TINY TODD 15958 - 18/07/2005
2003/1966 03328 00065 TINY DINO 15959 - 18/07/2005
2003/1967 03328 00065 TINY BEE 15960 - 18/07/2005
2003/1969 03328 00065 TINY HOPE 15961 - 18/07/2005
2003/1970 03328 00065 TINY GHOST 15962 - 18/07/2005
2003/1971 03328 00065 MOUNT DRAGON 15272 - 10/05/2005
2003/1972 03328 00065 MOUNT DUCKLING 15273 - 10/05/2005
2003/1984 01821 DONATO 15274 - 10/05/2005
2003/1985 01821 WHITE TYCOON 15275 - 10/05/2005
2003/2373 02791 LANDINI 17471 - 22/05/2006
2003/2476 03664 FAME 19254 - 05/03/2007
2003/2477 03664 YETESSE 17474 - 22/05/2006
2004/0360 00147 CORVARA 13990 - 27/09/2004
2004/0361 00147 SAPPORO 13991 - 27/09/2004
2004/1315 04711 00065 FLEVO SURPRISE 18671 - 20/11/2006
2004/1356 04716 NOVA ZEMBLA 15850 - 04/07/2005
2004/1360 03780 ZANLORTARA 17478 - 22/05/2006
2004/1361 03780 ZANLAGOTA 17479 - 22/05/2006
2004/1363 03780 ZANLORANO 17481 - 22/05/2006
2004/1365 03780 ZANLOTRIUMPH 17483 - 22/05/2006
2004/1732 01821 EYELINER 17512 - 22/05/2006
2004/1733 01821 MARLON 17513 - 22/05/2006
2004/1735 01821 SERANO 17514 - 22/05/2006
2004/1843 03328 00065 RAIN DANCE 15854 - 04/07/2005
2004/1942 03328 00065 TINY NANNY 17516 - 22/05/2006
2004/1943 03328 00065 TINY TOES 17871 - 19/06/2006
2004/1944 03328 00065 TINY BELL 17517 - 22/05/2006
2004/1945 03328 00065 TINY SENSATION 17518 - 22/05/2006
2004/1948 03328 00065 TINY DIARY 17520 - 22/05/2006
2004/1949 03328 00065 TINY INVADER 17521 - 22/05/2006
2004/1950 03328 00065 TINY SKYLINE 17522 - 22/05/2006
2004/1951 03328 00065 TINY ATHLETE 17873 - 19/06/2006
2004/1953 03328 00065 TINY SNOWFLAKE 17874 - 19/06/2006
16215|02|2010
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2004/1954 03328 00065 TINY ICON 17875 - 19/06/2006
2004/1955 03328 00065 TINY DESSERT 17523 - 22/05/2006
2004/1956 03328 00065 TINY PUPPET 17876 - 19/06/2006
2004/1957 03328 00065 VOLTAGE 17524 - 22/05/2006
2004/1961 03328 00065 SOLEDO 17526 - 22/05/2006
2004/2009 03250 CARIBBEAN PEARL 18095 - 17/07/2006
2004/2010 03250 MAGIC PEARL 18096 - 17/07/2006
2004/2011 03250 CORAL PEARL 18097 - 17/07/2006
2004/2012 03250 BAIKAL PEARL 18098 - 17/07/2006
2004/2013 03250 AKEMI 18099 - 17/07/2006
2004/2046 04828 WHITE TOWER 19762 - 02/04/2007
2004/2047 04828 TESSA 17484 - 22/05/2006
2004/2048 04828 BRIGHT TOWER 20255 - 04/06/2007
2004/2079 02791 LEPANTO 17500 - 22/05/2006
2004/2080 02791 NOVATORE 17501 - 22/05/2006
2004/2081 02791 GIACONDO 17502 - 22/05/2006
2004/2082 02791 ROYAL SHOW 17503 - 22/05/2006
2004/2084 02791 MERLET 17505 - 22/05/2006
2004/2085 02791 BUSSETTO 17506 - 22/05/2006
2004/2087 02791 BELLADONNA 17485 - 22/05/2006
2004/2088 02791 DIGITAL GLOBE 18453 - 25/09/2006
2004/2089 02791 BISCARROSSE 17486 - 22/05/2006
2004/2091 02791 JACOBI 17487 - 22/05/2006
2004/2092 02791 MARYLAND 17488 - 22/05/2006
2004/2093 02791 MASTERMIND 17489 - 22/05/2006
2004/2099 02791 CARUSO 17492 - 22/05/2006
2004/2101 02791 CEVENNES 17493 - 22/05/2006
2004/2102 02791 GOLD CITY 18454 - 25/09/2006
2004/2103 02791 GEREZ 17494 - 22/05/2006
2004/2104 02791 HONOLULU 17495 - 22/05/2006
2004/2105 02791 MOLFETTA 17496 - 22/05/2006
2004/2106 02791 PALMIRA 17497 - 22/05/2006
2004/2108 02791 PIRANDELLO 17498 - 22/05/2006
2004/2109 02791 PATHOS 17499 - 22/05/2006
2004/2146 04844 BRASIL 16162 - 12/09/2005
2004/2147 04844 BUGATTI 16163 - 12/09/2005
2004/2375 06183 ARANAL 15855 - 04/07/2005
2004/2544 06183 MAMBO 19907 - 16/04/2007
2004/2655 03005 NYMPH 16174 - 26/09/2005
2004/2656 03005 ACTION 16164 - 12/09/2005
2005/1554 03664 AGRIPINNA 20146 - 04/06/2007
2005/1657 02828 00065 SENSWHI 19488 - 06/08/2007
2005/1921 02791 PALMARES 19491 - 19/03/2007
2005/1922 02791 KRATON 19492 - 19/03/2007
2005/1923 02791 BURSA 19493 - 19/03/2007
2005/1924 02791 CONCEPTION 19494 - 19/03/2007
2005/1925 02791 TERNI 19495 - 19/03/2007
2005/1927 02791 KINGDOM 19497 - 19/03/2007
2005/1928 02791 DIABOLO 19498 - 19/03/2007
2005/1929 02791 SWANSEA 19499 - 19/03/2007
2005/1930 02791 LECCO 19500 - 19/03/2007
2005/1931 02791 CARRIBEAN 19501 - 19/03/2007
2005/1932 02791 STRIKER 19502 - 19/03/2007
2005/1933 02791 BRIANCON 19503 - 19/03/2007
2005/1934 02791 ALBISOLA 19504 - 19/03/2007
2005/1935 02791 TESORO 19505 - 19/03/2007
2005/1936 02791 KEY WEST 19506 - 19/03/2007
2005/1938 02791 BURLESCA 19508 - 19/03/2007
2005/1939 02791 GRACIA 19509 - 19/03/2007
2005/1940 02791 NAVARROSSE 19510 - 19/03/2007
1632009
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2005/1941 02791 MONT DE MARSAN 19511 - 19/03/2007
2005/1942 02791 SAN BERNARDO 19917 - 16/04/2007
2005/1989 03328 00065 YELLOW GADGET 20276 - 04/06/2007
2005/2029 01821 OBSESSION 19918 - 16/04/2007
2005/2030 01821 PINK HEAVEN 19919 - 16/04/2007
2005/2060 03250 YELLOW DIAMOND 20153 - 04/06/2007
2005/2267 01821 COLUMBIA 19920 - 16/04/2007
2005/2269 01821 CANTARINO 19921 - 16/04/2007
2005/2271 01821 MABEL 19922 - 16/04/2007
2005/2273 01821 ENERGETIC 21805 - 11/02/2008
2005/2274 01821 NAMARA 20466 - 16/07/2007
2005/2276 01821 ENJOY 19923 - 16/04/2007
2005/2278 01821 INDIRAS 20946 - 24/09/2007
2005/2279 01821 FAITH 19924 - 16/04/2007
2005/2586 02791 ARMONIA 22340 - 05/05/2008
2005/2587 02791 ETON 22341 - 05/05/2008
2005/2660 03005 THE LEGEND 19490 - 04/06/2007
2006/0026 03250 CARMINE DIAMOND 22346 - 05/05/2008
2006/0100 05585 LAKE MICHIGAN 18626 - 06/11/2006
2006/0101 05585 LAKE CAREY 18627 - 06/11/2006
2006/1389 01821 TANITA 22366 - 05/05/2008
2006/1391 01821 TIMEZONE 22367 - 05/05/2008
2006/1392 01821 CATINA 22368 - 05/05/2008
2006/1730 02791 WINTERBERG 22386 - 05/05/2008
2006/1892 03328 TINY PADHYE 22392 - 05/05/2008
2006/1893 03328 EL DIVO 22393 - 05/05/2008
2006/1894 03328 KABANA 22394 - 05/05/2008
2006/1895 03328 PARADERO 22395 - 05/05/2008
2006/1921 05585 EL SANTO 22397 - 05/05/2008
2006/1922 05585 PRESIDENTE 22398 - 05/05/2008
2006/1924 05585 SUNNY BONAIRE 22399 - 05/05/2008
2006/1926 05585 RED LATIN 22400 - 05/05/2008
2006/2016 02791 GISBORN 22401 - 05/05/2008
2006/2019 02791 TRIORA 22404 - 05/05/2008
2006/2020 02791 PARASOL 22405 - 05/05/2008
2006/2021 02791 MONSELA 22406 - 05/05/2008
2006/2022 02791 OBERTO 22407 - 05/05/2008
2006/2023 02791 ARLINGTON 22408 - 05/05/2008
2006/2024 02791 PRATOLO 22409 - 05/05/2008
2006/2025 02791 MONTEFALCONE 22410 - 05/05/2008
2006/2026 02791 NASHVILLE 22411 - 05/05/2008
2006/2027 02791 PAVANE 22412 - 05/05/2008
2006/2028 02791 CILESTA 22413 - 05/05/2008
2006/2029 02791 KOURES 22414 - 05/05/2008
2006/2030 02791 SULPICE 22415 - 05/05/2008
2006/2031 02791 TAMBURO 22416 - 05/05/2008
2006/2032 02791 MESTRE 22417 - 05/05/2008
2006/2033 02791 ARCACHON 22418 - 05/05/2008
2006/2034 02791 MERLUZA 22419 - 05/05/2008
2006/2035 02791 GIZMO 22420 - 05/05/2008
2006/2036 02791 LESOTHO 22421 - 05/05/2008
2006/2038 02791 TRAVATORE 22422 - 05/05/2008
2006/2039 02791 DASSA 22423 - 05/05/2008
2006/2074 03250 SOLOMON PEARL 22424 - 05/05/2008
2006/2075 03250 SUNNY CROWN 22425 - 05/05/2008
2006/2077 03250 ESPRIT 23440 - 29/09/2008
2006/2078 03250 NEMO 22427 - 05/05/2008
2006/2079 03250 CADISHA 22428 - 05/05/2008
2006/2080 03250 PUMA 22429 - 05/05/2008
2006/2081 03250 RODILANA 22430 - 05/05/2008
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2006/2110 03780 ZANLOREXUS 22431 - 05/05/2008
2006/2112 03780 ZANLORENA 22960 - 23/06/2008
2006/2113 03780 ZANLOBERGE 22432 - 05/05/2008
2006/2114 03780 ZANLORBATO 22433 - 05/05/2008
2006/2136 01821 CONTIGO 22434 - 05/05/2008
2006/2138 01821 MAVERICK 22435 - 05/05/2008
2006/2139 01821 REBOUND 22436 - 05/05/2008
2006/2140 01821 MACANTA 23969 - 09/02/2009
2007/0318 01295 00423 FLEURISE 24067 - 23/02/2009
2007/0482 02791 LEVI 24456 - 06/04/2009
2007/0551 03005 GLUHWEIN 21209 - 26/11/2007
2007/0552 03005 ICE DANCER 21210 - 26/11/2007
2007/0553 03005 WHITE EXPRESS 21211 - 26/11/2007
2007/1342 02791 KALAHARI 24465 - 06/04/2009
2007/1510 06469 DOUBLE STAR 24466 - 06/04/2009
2007/1511 06469 DOUBLE BEAUTY 24467 - 06/04/2009
2007/1652 02791 ORMEA 24473 - 06/04/2009
2007/1941 02791 VIVENDI 24479 - 06/04/2009
2007/2293 03005 00065 CALVADOS 22965 - 23/06/2008
2007/2307 02791 AMATERAS 24482 - 06/04/2009
2007/2308 02791 ANTEQUERA 24483 - 06/04/2009
2007/2309 02791 APRILIA 24484 - 06/04/2009
2007/2311 02791 CARRACCI 24485 - 06/04/2009
2007/2312 02791 PASCOLI 24486 - 06/04/2009
2007/2313 02791 EUDOXIA 24487 - 06/04/2009
2007/2314 02791 GONZAGA 24488 - 06/04/2009
2007/2315 02791 HACIENDA 25147 - 18/05/2009
2007/2316 02791 HYDE PARK 24489 - 06/04/2009
2007/2317 02791 LODI 24490 - 06/04/2009
2007/2318 02791 MILLESIMO 24491 - 06/04/2009
2007/2319 02791 MOSELLE 24492 - 06/04/2009
2007/2320 02791 EMANI 24493 - 06/04/2009
2007/2321 02791 TARRANGO 24494 - 06/04/2009
2007/2322 02791 CAPOTERRA 24495 - 06/04/2009
2007/2323 02791 TELESTO 24496 - 06/04/2009
2007/2324 02791 PERGAMON 24497 - 06/04/2009
2007/2325 02791 RICHMOND 24498 - 06/04/2009
2007/2326 02791 SEGURET 24499 - 06/04/2009
2007/2327 02791 VASARI 24500 - 06/04/2009
2007/2348 03780 ZANLORSIG 24501 - 06/04/2009
2007/2349 03780 ZANLORVA 24502 - 06/04/2009
2007/2350 03780 ZANLOPRES 24503 - 06/04/2009
2007/2351 03780 ZANOTFORA 24504 - 06/04/2009
2007/2352 04828 FURIE 24505 - 06/04/2009
2007/2353 03250 DALILA 24506 - 06/04/2009
2007/2354 03250 LAKSMI 24507 - 06/04/2009
2007/2355 03250 CHAMPION DIAMOND 25962 - 21/09/2009
2007/2356 03250 PURPLE DIAMOND 24508 - 06/04/2009
2007/2358 03250 PARTY DIAMOND 24509 - 06/04/2009
2007/2359 03250 POLAR 24510 - 06/04/2009
2007/2396 01821 ICE BEAR 25730 - 22/07/2009
2007/2397 01821 SABELLA 25731 - 22/07/2009
2007/2398 01821 LUZ 25732 - 22/07/2009
2007/2399 01821 LABIANO 25733 - 22/07/2009
2007/2401 01821 WHITE HERO 25734 - 22/07/2009
2007/2402 01821 PISTON CUP 25735 - 22/07/2009
2007/2403 01821 MALDINI 25937 - 21/09/2009
2007/2404 01821 IMAGINATION 25938 - 21/09/2009
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Limonium sinuatum (L.) Mill.
1999/0640 03883 00420 CRYSTAL DARK BLUE 6876 - 20/11/2000
2001/1153 03883 00420 CRYSTAL PINK 10923 - 14/04/2003
2001/1307 03783 STASTASNOW 11319 - 09/06/2003
2001/1308 03783 STASTARHIN 10978 - 28/04/2003
2001/1804 03883 00420 CRYSTAL BLANCO 10995 - 28/04/2003
2002/0817 03883 00420 CRYSTAL 753 13571 - 21/06/2004
2003/0001 06450 HILSINWHI 13599 - 21/06/2004
2003/0003 06450 HILSINBLU 13601 - 21/06/2004
2003/1850 03883 00420 CDB EARLY 13004 - 05/04/2004
2003/2235 03883 00420 CRYSTAL SKY BLUE 15762 - 20/06/2005
2004/1700 03671 00423 ESM ARA 18216 - 21/08/2006
2004/2036 03783 ZASTAMYST 18219 - 21/08/2006
2004/2037 04186 01802 PEDRO WHITE 18234 - 11/09/2006
2004/2038 04186 01802 PEDRO BLUE 18235 - 11/09/2006
2004/2039 04186 01802 PEDRO VIOLET 18642 - 20/11/2006
2005/1911 03783 ZASTAYELLO 20017 - 21/05/2007
2005/2102 03671 00423 ESM MIRLO 19804 - 16/04/2007
2005/2107 06450 HILSINAZ 20018 - 21/05/2007
2005/2109 06450 HILSINBAR 20020 - 21/05/2007
2006/0811 01334 DUEL VIOLET 22748 - 09/06/2008
2006/1237 03783 ZASTAROS 22998 - 23/06/2008
2006/1238 03783 ZASTALIL 22916 - 09/06/2008
2006/1386 03671 00423 ESM ALAN 22226 - 05/05/2008
2006/1387 03671 00423 ESM JULIO 22227 - 05/05/2008
2006/2449 03783 ZASTALAG 23001 - 23/06/2008
2006/2450 03783 ZASTARIVE 22932 - 09/06/2008
2007/0549 06450 HILSINCAP 24589 - 06/04/2009
2007/1660 03883 00420 CRYSTAL LEMON 24591 - 06/04/2009
2007/2487 06450 HILSINPAC 24592 - 06/04/2009
2007/2488 06450 HILSINSWE 26103 - 05/10/2009
Limonium Mill.
1998/0854 02206 03783 STALISTREAM 7722 - 21/05/2001
2000/0282 03783 STASTAGIABLUE 7610 - 09/04/2001
2001/1212 03783 STASTAVI 11314 - 09/06/2003
2001/1442 03883 00420 CRYSTAL GREEN 10983 - 28/04/2003
2002/1203 03551 00443 ROSAJOY 14789 - 07/03/2005
2002/1825 03783 ZASTAZON 13584 - 21/06/2004
2003/0002 06450 HILALMAI 13600 - 21/06/2004
2003/0217 03883 00420 CRYSTAL VIOLET 14800 - 07/03/2005
2003/2354 04480 MEREVA 14811 - 07/03/2005
2003/2355 04480 MERLAVAD 14812 - 07/03/2005
2007/0380 03783 ZALIMBOU 24391 - 23/03/2009
2007/1535 03783 ZALIMCOM 24393 - 23/03/2009
Limonium sinense (Girard) Kuntze
1999/1544 06450 HILDIAGOL 7852 - 11/06/2001
1999/1545 06450 HILDIASIL 7853 - 11/06/2001
2001/1329 03551 00443 PINKJOY 15889 - 18/07/2005
2001/1330 03551 00443 GOLDENJOY 15890 - 18/07/2005
2003/0005 06450 HILDIALUC 13603 - 21/06/2004
2003/1223 03551 00443 STARJOY 14802 - 07/03/2005
2003/1806 03493 03783 FULIMCER 14638 - 24/01/2005
2004/1400 03551 00443 MEGANJOY 26230 - 07/12/2009
2004/1698 03671 00423 ESM AMAZONA 26231 - 07/12/2009
2004/1701 03671 00423 ESM ARROZ 19801 - 16/04/2007
2005/1127 03783 ZALIMWHI 20014 - 21/05/2007
2005/1128 03783 ZALIMYEL 20015 - 21/05/2007
2005/1529 03551 00443 NUNOJOY 22733 - 09/06/2008
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Limonium sinense (Girard) Kuntze
2005/1726 03671 00423 ESM QUETZAL 19802 - 16/04/2007
2005/2070 03671 00423 ESM SALM 19803 - 16/04/2007
2005/2333 03671 00423 ESM SOL 19805 - 16/04/2007
2006/1830 03551 00443 SOLEJOY 22920 - 09/06/2008
2006/2451 03783 ZALIMRED 23002 - 23/06/2008
Limonium gmelinii (Willd.) Kuntze
2001/1473 03588 LEONARD 14814 - 07/03/2005
Limonium altaica
2004/0991 00164 00423 DANLISADABLUE 20002 - 21/05/2007
2006/2497 06450 HILALOHI 24578 - 06/04/2009
2007/0698 06450 HILALMIC 24590 - 06/04/2009
Linum usitatissimum L.
1995/0850 02907 ILONA 529 - 02/08/1996
1995/0961 02770 DIANE 2120 - 17/06/1997
1996/0469 02907 ELECTRA 2881 - 18/05/1998
1997/1182 04020 CAESAR AUGUSTUS 6912 - 06/11/2000
1997/1534 00689/03765 00827 OSCAR 3086 - 03/08/1998
1998/0154 02907 TAURUS 6139 - 15/05/2000
1998/0936 00689/03765 00827 NIAGARA 4444 - 07/06/1999
1998/1574 02907 LOLA 6140 - 15/05/2000
1999/1617 00782/01176 00782 INGOT 6142 - 15/05/2000
1999/1653 02907 AGATHA 6141 - 15/05/2000
2000/1530 00143 LIVIA 8092 - 06/08/2001
2001/0321 03542 ASTRAL 8266 - 19/11/2001
2001/0322 03542 OURAL 8267 - 19/11/2001
2001/0461 00782/01176 00782 SUNRISE 10009 - 09/09/2002
2001/0464 03361 00782 TALON 8260 - 19/11/2001
2001/0465 01176/00782 00782 MARMALADE 10334 - 24/03/2003
2002/0135 02770 ALIZEE 10825 - 24/03/2003
2002/0136 02770 DRAKKAR 10826 - 24/03/2003
2002/0258 03765 LORÉA 14078 - 11/10/2004
2002/1216 00183 SERENADE 10846 - 24/03/2003
2002/2165 03542 ALCALA 15782 - 20/06/2005
2002/2167 03542 RECITAL 12819 - 08/03/2004
2003/0105 04111 00008 BILTON 11799 - 08/09/2003
2003/0276 00689/03765 00827 ALASKA 11888 - 06/10/2003
2003/2302 03542 OLEAL 17647 - 22/05/2006
2003/2303 03542 IMPERIAL 13904 - 13/09/2004
2004/0119 03361 00782 ABACUS 14468 - 17/12/2004
2004/0484 02907 MELINA 14159 - 25/10/2004
2004/0485 02907 GEMINI 14160 - 25/10/2004
2004/0486 02907 SCORPION 14161 - 25/10/2004
2004/2605 03542 BALADIN 19643 - 19/03/2007
2004/2606 03542 LINOAL 19644 - 19/03/2007
2005/0870 02770 BOREAL 17130 - 27/03/2006
2005/0871 02770 OLEANE 17131 - 27/03/2006
2006/0699 03361/01176 METEOR 18950 - 18/12/2006
2006/1731 00689/03765 00827 EVEREST 19377 - 05/03/2007
2007/0452 02907 BONITA 20953 - 24/09/2007
2007/0453 02907 AMINA 20954 - 24/09/2007
2007/0454 02907 VESTA 20955 - 24/09/2007
2007/2914 03765 ANDRÉA 25611 - 06/07/2009
2008/0126 02907 ARETHA 23400 - 25/08/2008
2008/0231 03542 KAOLIN 23365 - 25/08/2008
2008/0232 03542 VALOAL 23366 - 25/08/2008
2008/0393 03765/00827 BANQUISE 23359 - 25/08/2008
2008/0522 02907 ARIES 23609 - 13/10/2008
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Linum usitatissimum L.
2008/0539 00689/03765 00827 ALTESS 23569 - 13/10/2008
2008/0717 02770 EDEN 24320 - 23/03/2009
2008/2272 00827/03765 PRINCESS 24653 - 20/04/2009
2008/2952 02907 CALISTA 25951 - 21/09/2009
2009/0116 03765 VIOLIN 25786 - 24/08/2009
2009/0130 00827/03765 ICEBERG 25787 - 24/08/2009
2009/0131 00827/03765 DUCHESS 25788 - 24/08/2009
2009/0132 00827/03765 COMTESS 25789 - 24/08/2009
2009/0560 03361/01176 BIRDSEYE 26347 - 21/12/2009
Liquidambar styraciﬂua L.
2001/1653 03619 GOLDEN SUN 15964 - 17/08/2005
2004/2021 04823 PETIT BALL 16975 - 27/02/2006
2005/0525 04823 COMPOSTELA 21193 - 26/11/2007
Lithodora diﬀusa (Lag.) I.M. Johnst.
1995/1076 00349 01110 STAR 1507 - 16/12/1996
1998/0377 03226 GRULISEL 4553 - 03/05/1999
Lobelia L.
1996/0859 00791 00441 WESSTAR 3212 - 19/10/1998
1997/0589 06338 JAZINTO WEISS 6506 - 26/07/2000
1998/0742 04920 00441 WESLOWEI 5327 - 08/11/1999
1998/1061 06338 TEMPTATION KOM-
PABLUE
6853 - 20/11/2000
1998/1062 06338 TEMPTATION LIBLUE 6349 - 26/07/2000
1998/1063 06338 TEMPTATION DARK
BLUE
5330 - 08/11/1999
1999/0583 00791 00441 WESLOBIGBLUE 7070 - 19/02/2001
2000/1660 03602 03325 LOBETIS 8635 - 17/12/2001
2002/0337 03226 GRÜLO 01 13497 - 07/06/2004
2002/0980 03602 03325 LOBANTIS 12398 - 19/01/2004
2003/0985 02133 00441 CRANBERRY CRUSH 15713 - 20/06/2005
2003/2515 04507 ROBERT 16170 - 26/09/2005
2003/2516 04507 BLANKA 16171 - 26/09/2005
2003/2517 04507 LOLA 13778 - 19/07/2004
2004/1619 00633 00423 BALOBPERIBLU 16158 - 12/09/2005
2006/2145 00633 00423 BALWATAZMI 20947 - 24/09/2007
Lobelia erinus L.
2003/0195 04920 00441 WESLOARC 15238 - 10/05/2005
2003/0196 04920 00441 WESLOBA 15239 - 10/05/2005
2003/0197 04920 00441 WESLOLAV 15240 - 10/05/2005
2003/0198 04920 00441 WESLOSPOT 15241 - 10/05/2005
2003/0199 04920 00441 WESLOWAT 15242 - 10/05/2005
2003/0200 04920 00441 WESLOWHITE 15243 - 10/05/2005
2003/0528 03226 GRÜLO 03 14344 - 06/12/2004
2003/0529 03226 GRÜLO 04 16149 - 12/09/2005
2003/0530 03226 GRÜLO 05 14345 - 06/12/2004
2003/0531 03226 GRÜLO 06 14346 - 06/12/2004
2003/0532 03226 GRÜLO 02 14347 - 06/12/2004
2003/1077 03602 03325 LOBOUDTIS 14537 - 24/01/2005
2003/1383 06338 NEWATRA BLUE 14911 - 21/03/2005
2003/1384 06338 NEWATRA WHITE 14912 - 21/03/2005
2004/1403 01071 LOB BULE 16172 - 26/09/2005
2004/1620 00633 00423 BALOBWABLU 16159 - 12/09/2005
2004/2245 06338 NEWATRA RED 16729 - 30/01/2006
2004/2419 03602 03325 LOBLILACA 16173 - 26/09/2005
2004/2678 04507 AKZENT 18696 - 20/11/2006
2005/2194 03602 03325 LOBTRAMIDBLU 18989 - 08/01/2007
2005/2206 03602 03325 LOBMOUNLILA 18707 - 04/12/2006
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Lobelia erinus L.
2005/2207 03602 03325 LOBTRAWI 18708 - 04/12/2006
2005/2566 04920 00441 WESPINSTAR 21165 - 12/11/2007
2006/2108 05619 00441 AFRICOSKY 23725 - 08/12/2008
2006/2109 05619 00441 AFRICOWHITE 21166 - 12/11/2007
2006/2297 01071 01902 TECH HELITBULE 21180 - 12/11/2007
2006/2298 01071 01902 TECH HEWHIT 21181 - 12/11/2007
2006/2299 01071 01902 TECH HEUPBULE 21182 - 12/11/2007
2006/2345 04920 00441 WESLOBLUE 21183 - 12/11/2007
2006/2346 04920 00441 WESLOBLEYE 21174 - 12/11/2007
2007/0626 00164 00423 DANANAB2 23638 - 10/11/2008
2007/1449 03116 KLELE06114 23672 - 08/12/2008
2007/1450 03116 KLELE06115 23673 - 08/12/2008
2007/1451 03116 KLELE06116 23674 - 08/12/2008
2007/1452 03116 KLELE06131 23675 - 08/12/2008
2007/1984 01071 01902 TECH DARBULE 23676 - 08/12/2008
2007/1986 01071 01902 TECH ELEBULE 23677 - 08/12/2008
2007/1987 01071 01902 TECH HEPLIB 23678 - 08/12/2008
2007/2043 03226 SUMLOB 02 23679 - 08/12/2008
2007/2154 00633 00423 BALWALILA 23641 - 10/11/2008
2007/2690 03602 03325 LOBDEN 23680 - 08/12/2008
2007/2691 03602 03325 LOBWHI 23681 - 08/12/2008
2008/0046 00164 00423 DANANAB3 26258 - 21/12/2009
2008/0047 00164 00423 DANANAB6 26259 - 21/12/2009
2008/1625 01071 01902 TECH HEPDAB 26266 - 21/12/2009
2008/1626 01071 01902 TECH HEVIO 26267 - 21/12/2009
Lobelia x gerardii Chabanne et Goujon ex Sauv.
2001/1259 01625 03381 HADSPEN PURPLE 11464 - 23/06/2003
Lolium multiﬂorum Lam.
1999/0426 02985 LILIO 11166 - 19/05/2003
2000/1250 03304 PRESTYL 7504 - 19/03/2001
2002/0277 03304 AVENSYL 10224 - 04/11/2002
2003/0999 03304 ANDAIN 12335 - 18/12/2003
2003/1000 03304 ABYS 12167 - 24/11/2003
2003/1680 03304 SUXYL 12960 - 05/04/2004
2005/0985 03304 VIRGYL 20779 - 24/08/2007
2005/2482 05115 LIKOLOSS 18033 - 19/07/2006
2005/2616 05115 NABUCCO 18024 - 03/07/2006
2006/0559 05115 LITONIO 18307 - 11/09/2006
2006/2347 01540 ADRENALIN 20550 - 16/07/2007
2007/0658 05115 DORIKE 21300 - 26/11/2007
2007/1052 03304 ALTRIA 21534 - 17/12/2007
2007/1053 03304 CLOROFYL 21535 - 17/12/2007
2007/2366 05115 FERTITAL 23051 - 07/07/2008
2008/0112 05115 LIBECCIO 23383 - 25/08/2008
2008/0559 05115 LIPSOS 23597 - 13/10/2008
2008/1071 03304 SPA 23877 - 26/01/2009
2008/1072 03304 STEEL 23878 - 26/01/2009
2008/1764 01396 04955 MUSTELA 24182 - 23/02/2009
2008/2495 05115 HUNTER 25812 - 24/08/2009
2009/0403 03304 SUBTYL 25991 - 05/10/2009
2009/0412 05115 ACQUILON 26218 - 16/11/2009
Lolium perenne L.
1996/0047 00873 ROY 1905 - 07/04/1997
1996/1241 06348 ABERELF 2022 - 10/06/1997
1997/1077 03304 PASTORAL 3081 - 03/08/1998
1997/1207 00113 BOCAGE 3079 - 03/08/1998
1997/1335 03304 CONCERTO 3080 - 03/08/1998
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Lolium perenne L.
1998/0144 06348 ABER NILE 8309 - 24/09/2001
1999/0670 05115 LIPRESSO 5504 - 08/11/1999
1999/1548 03304 RITMO 6107 - 17/04/2000
2000/1034 06348 ABERIMP 7542 - 21/05/2001
2000/1252 03304 BRITAL 7506 - 19/03/2001
2000/1253 03304 HERBAL 7507 - 19/03/2001
2001/0720 06348 ABERSPRITE 8281 - 17/12/2001
2001/1063 02907 MARLEY 9053 - 02/04/2002
2001/1263 03304 PRADAL 10464 - 20/01/2003
2001/1264 03304 PIANO 10019 - 09/09/2002
2002/0780 03304 OCEAL 10556 - 10/02/2003
2002/0890 00634 IVANA 10838 - 24/03/2003
2002/1165 00113 CABRIOLET 10844 - 24/03/2003
2003/0467 04176 00133 BAREURO 11904 - 06/10/2003
2003/0952 00131 TWYMAX 12166 - 24/11/2003
2003/1005 03304 RECITAL 12171 - 24/11/2003
2003/1679 03304 LACTAL 12957 - 05/04/2004
2004/0969 03304 RAGTIME 14403 - 06/12/2004
2004/0970 03304 ARGOAL 14404 - 06/12/2004
2004/1003 04176 00133 BARATA 14575 - 24/01/2005
2004/1196 03427 00133 DUNLUCE 14685 - 07/02/2005
2004/1197 03427 00133 KILREA 14686 - 07/02/2005
2004/2576 00186 SW CORVUS 15981 - 17/08/2005
2005/0823 00131 TWYTOP 16653 - 19/12/2005
2005/0982 03304 INOVAL 16631 - 19/12/2005
2005/0984 03304 ESCAL 17132 - 27/03/2006
2005/1096 05115 VESUVIUS 16798 - 30/01/2006
2005/1097 05115 VITELLIUS 16799 - 30/01/2006
2005/1098 05115 FORESTO 16800 - 30/01/2006
2005/1308 03427 00133 PORTRUSH 16793 - 30/01/2006
2005/1309 04176 00133 BARSINTRA 16794 - 30/01/2006
2005/1396 03427 00133 DUNLOY 16796 - 30/01/2006
2005/1502 00131 TWYPLAY 16819 - 30/01/2006
2006/0560 05115 LICONDA 18308 - 11/09/2006
2006/0561 05115 LIGALA 18309 - 11/09/2006
2006/0606 05115 AKURAT 18287 - 11/09/2006
2006/0742 05115 TRIVOS 18546 - 09/10/2006
2006/0753 05115 FORNIDO 18547 - 09/10/2006
2006/1079 05115 LIDELTA 18885 - 18/12/2006
2006/1080 05115 LIROMEO 18886 - 18/12/2006
2006/1334 03304 QUARTZ 19873 - 16/04/2007
2006/1344 03304 FLAMENCO 18922 - 18/12/2006
2006/1666 05115 ASMIR 19309 - 05/03/2007
2006/1667 05115 LISMORE 19310 - 05/03/2007
2006/1669 05115 LIBERO 21294 - 26/11/2007
2006/1670 05115 DYNAMIC 21295 - 26/11/2007
2006/2045 05115 ASTONENERGY 20506 - 16/07/2007
2006/2046 05115 ASTONPRINCESS 19843 - 16/04/2007
2006/2049 05115 ARSENAL 20505 - 16/07/2007
2006/2398 05115 KARATOS 21296 - 26/11/2007
2007/0594 05787 KENTAUR 21318 - 26/11/2007
2007/0595 05787 KERTAK 21317 - 26/11/2007
2007/0655 05115 EURODIAMOND 21297 - 26/11/2007
2007/0662 05115 TURFGOLD 21304 - 26/11/2007
2007/1050 03304 ELITAL 21532 - 17/12/2007
2007/1051 03304 GRAAL 21533 - 17/12/2007
2007/1060 03304 FANDANGO 23872 - 26/01/2009
2007/1061 03304 SIRTAKY 21540 - 17/12/2007
2007/1638 05115 SURES 22138 - 21/04/2008
2007/2103 03427 04176 TYRELLA 22517 - 19/05/2008
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Lolium perenne L.
2007/2433 05115 EUROCITY 23052 - 07/07/2008
2008/0113 05115 MAURIZIO 23384 - 25/08/2008
2008/0114 05115 RODRIGO 25284 - 08/06/2009
2008/0115 05115 TORONTO 23385 - 25/08/2008
2008/0623 05115 EUROVISION 23599 - 13/10/2008
2008/0624 05115 CARINUS 23600 - 13/10/2008
2008/0668 05115 MALAMBO 23601 - 13/10/2008
2008/0893 01396 04955 ARTESIA 23585 - 13/10/2008
2008/1040 05115 INTRADA 23848 - 26/01/2009
2008/1074 03304 OUSTAL 23925 - 26/01/2009
2008/1075 03304 DIAMS 23880 - 26/01/2009
2008/1076 03304 BLUMA 23881 - 26/01/2009
2008/1278 05985 ALBION 23870 - 26/01/2009
2008/1279 05985 FLEURON 23871 - 26/01/2009
2008/1411 00131 MADRID 23814 - 26/01/2009
2008/1412 00131 EIFFEL 25639 - 06/07/2009
2008/1413 00131 CASSIOPEIA 23815 - 26/01/2009
2008/1414 00131 DYLAN 24657 - 20/04/2009
2008/1415 00131 BELLINI 1 24658 - 20/04/2009
2008/1416 00131 BERLIOZ 1 24659 - 20/04/2009
2008/1417 00131 DICKENS 1 23816 - 26/01/2009
2008/1548 03427 04176 MALONE 24694 - 20/04/2009
2008/2199 05115 CORSO 24667 - 20/04/2009
2008/2496 05115 VAUDAIRE 25631 - 06/07/2009
2008/2497 05115 OCTAVIO 25632 - 06/07/2009
2009/0402 03304 DIAPASON 25990 - 05/10/2009
2009/0411 05115 MERCEDES 26217 - 16/11/2009
2009/0413 05115 AVENTINO 26219 - 16/11/2009
2009/0417 05115 RIVALDO 26042 - 05/10/2009
2009/0522 05115 FRONTLINER 26177 - 19/10/2009
Lolium x boucheanum Kunth
1996/0887 04176 00133 BARSILO 2083 - 15/06/1997
1996/1255 03304 DELICIAL 2568 - 14/02/2000
2000/1251 03304 FLEURIAL 7505 - 19/03/2001
2003/1001 03304 ENDURO 12168 - 24/11/2003
2004/0973 03304 ACROBAT 14678 - 07/02/2005
2004/0974 03304 BAHIAL 14679 - 07/02/2005
2005/1307 03427 00133 DRUMLIN 16792 - 30/01/2006
2005/1310 03427 00133 FOYLE 16795 - 30/01/2006
2006/1336 03304 DORIAL 19325 - 05/03/2007
2006/1702 01396 00131 MARMOTA 19306 - 05/03/2007
2007/1054 03304 CRUCIAL 21536 - 17/12/2007
2007/1055 03304 TONUSS 22005 - 25/03/2008
2007/1056 03304 SPLENDA 21636 - 14/01/2008
2008/1073 03304 NOVIAL 23879 - 26/01/2009
2008/1763 01396 04955 LEONIS 24181 - 23/02/2009
Lomandra longifolia Labill.
2003/0462 05578 00423 LM300 16969 - 27/02/2006
2004/2212 05578 00423 LM400 16700 - 16/01/2006
Lomandra hystrix (R. Br.) L. R. Fraser & Vickery
2008/1260 05578 00423 LHBYF 26284 - 21/12/2009
Lonicera L.
1996/0295 03564 00420 HONEY BABY 3320 - 06/07/1998
1997/0216 01242 01841 MANDARIN 4958 - 20/09/1999
2001/1311 03548 COPPER BEAUTY 13666 - 19/07/2004
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Lonicera caerulea L. var. kamtschatica Sevast.
2001/0858 03465 00441 FIALKA 19952 - 16/04/2007
2001/0859 03465 00441 MORENA 19953 - 16/04/2007
2004/0563 04594 00446 AMUR 14564 - 24/01/2005
Lonicera japonica Thunb.
2000/0591 03003 01110 MINT CRISP 9813 - 15/07/2002
2006/1778 04979/04980 GENBEL 25432 - 22/06/2009
Lonicera periclymenum L.
2002/0559 03826/03827 04871 SCENTSATION 15668 - 06/06/2005
2007/1783 01689 CHOJNOW 25451 - 22/06/2009
Ludisia discolor (Ker-Gawl.) A. Rich.
2005/1298 05138 SILVER VELVET 19466 - 19/03/2007
2007/0459 00784 01018 LUVOEEN 23979 - 09/02/2009
2007/0460 00784 01018 LUVOTWEE 23980 - 09/02/2009
2007/2992 05138 LU105 25563 - 22/06/2009
2007/2993 05138 LU229 25564 - 22/06/2009
2007/2994 05138 LU394 25565 - 22/06/2009
2007/2995 05138 LU481 25566 - 22/06/2009
2007/2996 05138 LU537 25567 - 22/06/2009
Lupinus albus L.
2005/1546 03896 DIETA 17275 - 24/04/2006
Lupinus angustifolius L.
2005/0252 04955 PROBOR 16320 - 10/10/2005
2005/0409 04908 ELF 16330 - 10/10/2005
2005/0410 04908 GRAF 16331 - 10/10/2005
2005/0411 04908 ZEUS 16332 - 10/10/2005
2008/0001 04955 HAAGS BLAUE 23399 - 25/08/2008
2008/1269 04955 HAAGENA 23840 - 26/01/2009
2008/1270 04955 SANABOR 25633 - 06/07/2009
Lupinus luteus L.
2000/1868 00655 02499 WODJIL 10438 - 20/01/2003
2009/0236 03971/05848 00441 POOTALLONG 25802 - 24/08/2009
Lupinus L.
2005/1185 05128 04143 BLOSSOM 22729 - 09/06/2008
2005/1186 05128 04143 RED RUM 22730 - 09/06/2008
2005/1187 05128 04143 SALMON STAR 22731 - 09/06/2008
2005/1188 05128 04143 PERSIAN SLIPPER 22732 - 09/06/2008
2007/1213 05128 04143 MANHATTAN LIGHTS 24392 - 23/03/2009
2007/1214 05128 04143 SAFFRON 24259 - 09/03/2009
Lycopersicon esculentum Mill.
1996/0403 01134 01122 GABRIELA 2459 - 01/09/1997
1996/1261 00088 PETULA 3137 - 02/06/1998
1997/0588 01716 00466 KGM963 6030 - 05/06/2000
1997/1367 03602 03325 RAPSODIE 3418 - 07/09/1998
1997/1378 03602 03325 THOMAS 4255 - 06/04/1999
1997/1379 03602 03325 SINATRA 3419 - 07/09/1998
1997/1380 03602 03325 ALCUDIA 3420 - 07/09/1998
1998/0624 00088 FLORENCE 5020 - 25/10/1999
1998/1480 02395/01134 01122 ABIGAIL 5568 - 06/12/1999
1998/1848 00938 02329 FDR162045 8305 - 24/09/2001
1998/1849 00938 02329 FIR162049 7189 - 18/12/2000
1999/1016 02335 01008 NEMO NETTA 8495 - 03/12/2001
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Lycopersicon esculentum Mill.
1999/1379 00938 02329 FDR10933HP933 13007 - 05/04/2004
1999/1462 04633 VTM215 13617 - 21/06/2004
2000/0292 00938 02329 FIR108010 12614 - 23/02/2004
2000/0304 00072 OT1317 13812 - 19/07/2004
2000/0928 00938 02329 FIR107914 12631 - 23/02/2004
2001/0323 00938 02329 FDR160187 13793 - 19/07/2004
2001/0891 00938 02329 FIR122387 13630 - 21/06/2004
2001/0892 00938 02329 FIR122386 13631 - 21/06/2004
2001/1027 00938 02329 FIR182039 11715 - 08/09/2003
2001/2047 00938 02329 FIR161058 11748 - 08/09/2003
2001/2049 00938 02329 FIR162060 11750 - 08/09/2003
2002/0361 00938 02329 FDR152031 18760 - 04/12/2006
2002/0812 00938 02329 CHI182047 13656 - 21/06/2004
2002/2118 04075 02329 FIR152010 18761 - 04/12/2006
2002/2138 06677 ALLFLESH 1000 18768 - 04/12/2006
2002/2173 00072 OT 1801 14657 - 07/02/2005
2003/0252 00938 02329 CHI182056 18762 - 04/12/2006
2003/0645 00938 02329 FIR122409 18373 - 25/09/2006
2003/0646 00938 02329 FIR122411 18374 - 25/09/2006
2003/0934 00938 02329 PPR232218 18763 - 04/12/2006
2003/1596 03602 03325 BOBCAT 18344 - 25/09/2006
2003/1666 00088 MECANO 15869 - 18/07/2005
2003/2404 04075 02329 FIR1503002 17339 - 24/04/2006
2003/2407 04075 02329 IVONE 18379 - 25/09/2006
2004/0059 00088 VINCHY 18353 - 25/09/2006
2004/0127 00088 CIBELLIA 13957 - 13/09/2004
2004/0200 00088 BONAPARTE 18355 - 25/09/2006
2004/0203 00088 ZAYNO 18356 - 25/09/2006
2004/0300 04075 02329 PSQ232023 20340 - 18/06/2007
2004/1103 03602 03325 OLMECA 16592 - 12/12/2005
2004/1104 03602 03325 TYRLAIN 17114 - 27/03/2006
2004/2077 03602 03325 SILUET 16434 - 28/11/2005
2004/2167 00031 FIGOR 18767 - 04/12/2006
2004/2279 04075 02329 TIMOTION 20345 - 18/06/2007
2004/2280 04075 02329 FDR152078 18766 - 04/12/2006
2004/2281 04075 02329 FIR1502005 20981 - 08/10/2007
2004/2282 00088 AMOROSO 20365 - 18/06/2007
2004/2285 04075 02329 FIR162097 19236 - 19/02/2007
2004/2362 03602 03325 FACILITY 18349 - 25/09/2006
2004/2685 03602 03325 SENG 9086 18582 - 23/10/2006
2004/2687 03602 03325 SENG 9088 18583 - 23/10/2006
2005/0066 03602 03325 HIPOP 16763 - 30/01/2006
2005/0640 00088 GAHERIS 18366 - 25/09/2006
2005/0641 00088 ABELLUS 18367 - 25/09/2006
2005/0789 04075 02329 FIR181007 23171 - 21/07/2008
2005/0790 04075 02329 PPR252434 23321 - 04/08/2008
2005/1057 04075 02329 FIR182024 20347 - 18/06/2007
2005/1145 06791 CAPRESE 23505 - 29/09/2008
2005/1146 06791 ZEBRINO 23506 - 29/09/2008
2005/1147 06791 TOMIMARU MUCHOO 21003 - 08/10/2007
2005/1750 00088 ROTERNO 20991 - 08/10/2007
2005/1862 04075 02329 FIR108048 23322 - 04/08/2008
2005/1885 04075 02329 FIR162091 20348 - 18/06/2007
2005/1955 06791 SWANSON 20806 - 24/08/2007
2005/1991 03602 03325 DUNNE 23503 - 29/09/2008
2005/2097 03602 03325 GROWDENA 20830 - 24/08/2007
2005/2180 04075 02329 DENI SEM 19661 - 19/03/2007
2005/2181 04075 02329 CHI182069 20091 - 21/05/2007
2005/2182 04075 02329 CHI182052 20349 - 18/06/2007
2005/2184 03602 03325 CLERMON 18350 - 25/09/2006
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Lycopersicon esculentum Mill.
2005/2185 03602 03325 ARAWAK 20831 - 24/08/2007
2005/2358 04075 02329 CHI1504005 23183 - 21/07/2008
2005/2359 04075 02329 BS 15042015 23184 - 21/07/2008
2005/2385 04075 02329 BIZARR 21735 - 28/01/2008
2006/0004 05170 NUN3997TO 24875 - 04/05/2009
2006/0005 05170 NUN3998TO 25512 - 22/06/2009
2006/0006 05170 NUN3999TO 25963 - 05/10/2009
2006/0092 05307 GRANDELLA 23293 - 21/07/2008
2006/0196 00088 TO5276 RZ 24832 - 04/05/2009
2006/0197 00088 TB5501 RZ 24833 - 04/05/2009
2006/0198 00088 TR5306 RZ 24834 - 04/05/2009
2006/0199 00088 TR5396 RZ 24835 - 04/05/2009
2006/0200 00088 TS5607 RZ 23240 - 21/07/2008
2006/0201 00088 TR5690 RZ 24836 - 04/05/2009
2006/0202 00088 TO5386 RZ 24837 - 04/05/2009
2006/0318 03602 03325 NATY 25394 - 08/06/2009
2006/0319 03602 03325 MUSSA 21015 - 08/10/2007
2006/0321 03602 03325 NERONE 23198 - 21/07/2008
2006/0322 03602 03325 MYLA 21016 - 08/10/2007
2006/0352 03602 03325 IKRAMITO 21148 - 22/10/2007
2006/0353 03602 03325 SX387 21017 - 08/10/2007
2006/0354 03602 03325 EUGENIA 21018 - 08/10/2007
2006/0456 03602 03325 SENG 9103 23209 - 21/07/2008
2006/0457 03602 03325 SENG 9106 25878 - 24/08/2009
2006/0459 03602 03325 SENG 9118 23210 - 21/07/2008
2006/0475 03602 03325 SENG 9110 23215 - 21/07/2008
2006/0476 03602 03325 SENG 9111 23216 - 21/07/2008
2006/0477 03602 03325 SENG 9114 23217 - 21/07/2008
2006/0478 03602 03325 SENG 9108 24900 - 04/05/2009
2006/0905 04075 02329 CHI1504001 25376 - 08/06/2009
2006/0906 04075 02329 FIR1502013 25377 - 08/06/2009
2006/0907 04075 02329 FIR1502022 25378 - 08/06/2009
2006/0908 04075 02329 FIR1502027 25379 - 08/06/2009
2006/0909 04075 02329 FIR1502028 25380 - 08/06/2009
2006/0910 04075 02329 FIR1502036 25381 - 08/06/2009
2006/0911 04075 02329 FIR108028 25382 - 08/06/2009
2006/0953 04075 02329 PPR232259 24930 - 04/05/2009
2006/0955 04075 02329 PSQ232265 24931 - 04/05/2009
2006/1149 03602 03325 DAFNIS 25399 - 08/06/2009
2006/1150 03602 03325 CLAVE 23218 - 21/07/2008
2006/1374 00088 TO5029 RZ 24838 - 04/05/2009
2006/1452 00088 BERLINTO 23250 - 21/07/2008
2006/1453 00088 BOGOTA 21745 - 28/01/2008
2006/1454 00088 ELANTO 23251 - 21/07/2008
2006/1455 00088 LOCATELLI 23252 - 21/07/2008
2006/1708 03602 03325 SENG 9112 23219 - 21/07/2008
2006/1710 03602 03325 SENG 9116 23220 - 21/07/2008
2006/1738 04075 02329 CORALLO 22086 - 07/04/2008
2006/1814 04075 02329 FIR161078 25865 - 24/08/2009
2006/1815 04075 02329 CHI182096 25866 - 24/08/2009
2006/1816 04075 02329 CHI182097 25867 - 24/08/2009
2006/1817 04075 02329 FIR182075 25868 - 24/08/2009
2006/1818 04075 02329 FIR122395 25383 - 08/06/2009
2006/1835 04075 02329 FDR109008 25869 - 24/08/2009
2006/1836 04075 02329 FIR108035 25384 - 08/06/2009
2006/1837 04075 02329 FIR108050 25385 - 08/06/2009
2006/1838 04075 02329 FIR109001 25870 - 24/08/2009
2006/1945 06791 PLAISANCE 25373 - 08/06/2009
2006/2500 05170 MARMANDINO ONE 23282 - 21/07/2008
2006/2501 05170 NUN 3155 TO 24879 - 04/05/2009
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Lycopersicon esculentum Mill.
2006/2613 06791 LICOROSSA 23294 - 21/07/2008
2006/2614 06791 FLAVANCE 25526 - 22/06/2009
2006/2741 06791 AB 4610 23765 - 17/12/2008
2006/2742 06791 AB 8610 23530 - 13/10/2008
2007/0081 03602 03325 VITTO 23221 - 21/07/2008
2007/0488 04075 02329 SALADAR 25492 - 22/06/2009
2007/0699 00088 DYVINE 25912 - 24/08/2009
2007/0700 00088 MOSCATEL 21747 - 28/01/2008
2007/1306 03602 03325 SENG 9104 23223 - 21/07/2008
2007/1475 00088 ARVENTO 24854 - 04/05/2009
2007/1476 00088 LEVANZO 24855 - 04/05/2009
2007/1477 00088 DESPINA 24856 - 04/05/2009
2008/0427 00088 RAZYMO 23653 - 10/11/2008
2008/0481 03602 03325 SENG 9161 25882 - 24/08/2009
2008/0486 03602 03325 SENG 9155 25883 - 24/08/2009
2008/0488 03602 03325 SENG 9156 25884 - 24/08/2009
2008/0769 03602 03325 DAYLOS 25885 - 24/08/2009
2008/1157 03602 03325 COMAY 25478 - 22/06/2009
2008/1668 00088 RIOALTO 24874 - 04/05/2009
Lycopersicon lycopersicum (L.) Karst. ex. Farw. x Lycopersicon hirsutum L.
2002/2065 00088 YEDI 20565 - 06/08/2007
2002/2066 00088 KING KONG 16759 - 30/01/2006
2003/1669 00088 BIG POWER 15871 - 18/07/2005
2007/0614 00088 EMPERADOR 23258 - 21/07/2008
Lychnis ﬂos-cuculi L.
2002/2147 04082 00423 LYCHJEN 20176 - 04/06/2007
Lysimachia L.
1995/3010 00642 00423 OUTBACK SUNSET 6285 - 05/06/2000
2002/1273 02989 VERWHITA 14431 - 17/12/2004
Lysimachia clethroides Duby
2002/0827 03885 GARLYSPI 14430 - 06/12/2004
Lysimachia fortunei Maxim.
2002/0552 00165 LYSSUPSNOW 14428 - 06/12/2004
2002/0990 03918 01675 JUMBO 12597 - 23/02/2004
2004/1123 05935 00423 MOERLYSONE 17786 - 06/06/2006
Lysimachia punctata L.
2003/1664 02512 WALGOLDALEX 15929 - 18/07/2005
Lythrum L.
2007/0805 05814 LYTNINEOCTONE 24291 - 09/03/2009
Magnolia L.
2003/0226 04127 02499 JURMAG1 14218 - 08/11/2004
2003/0227 04127 02499 JURMAG2 14219 - 08/11/2004
Magnolia grandiﬂora L.
2004/0255 04557 01589 TMGH 25246 - 08/06/2009
2005/1588 05184/05185 02499 STRGRA 25531 - 22/06/2009
Mahonia aquifolium (Pursh) Nutt.
2000/0420 02968 00904 DARTHIL 11761 - 08/09/2003
Mahonia repens (Lindl.) G. Don
2005/1677 00026 00027 BOKRAROND 18457 - 25/09/2006
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Mahonia Nutt.
2001/0692 00026 00027 BOKRASIO 12374 - 19/01/2004
2004/1576 00026 00027 BOKRAFOOT 14997 - 21/03/2005
Malus Mill.
1995/2090 01706/00303 PI 80 1292 - 15/10/1996
2001/0824 04662 TOTEM 8484 - 19/11/2001
2003/1135 02540 00303 G 11 20406 - 18/06/2007
Malus sieboldii (Regel) Rehd.
1998/1204 02322 00003 FREJA 8176 - 10/09/2001
Malus domestica Borkh.
1995/0393 01708 00420 RED JONAPRINCE 5555 - 06/12/1999
1995/0664 03075 00420 BELLIDA 605 - 02/08/1996
1995/1040 00655 00160 CRIPPS RED 3425 - 07/09/1998
1995/1097 00640 00303 BAIGENT 7951 - 06/08/2001
1995/1206 00700 01214 TOPAZ 2777 - 04/05/1998
1995/2080 00227 00420 LOCHBUIE RED
BRAEBURN
12026 - 10/11/2003
1995/2149 00227 01141 JOBURN 7795 - 11/06/2001
1995/2150 00227 01141 MARIRI RED 7796 - 11/06/2001
1995/2901 00751 01119 COOP 38 7952 - 06/08/2001
1995/2913 00700 02027 GOLDSTAR 7380 - 05/03/2001
1995/2928 00700 RUBINOLA 5824 - 06/03/2000
1995/2982 00700 02027 OTAVA 7381 - 05/03/2001
1996/0053 00880 01119 CAUDLE 6786 - 16/10/2000
1996/0117 00915 00420 SCIROS 6607 - 26/07/2000
1996/0199 00298 EXCEL 6594 - 26/07/2000
1996/0200 00298 JONAGORED SUPRA 6593 - 26/07/2000
1996/0402 01115 00795 GALA ROSSA 7955 - 06/08/2001
1996/0435 03075 00420 SANTANA 3725 - 05/10/1998
1996/0452 00111 00160 ANNAVOORDECKERS 6608 - 26/07/2000
1996/0641 01359/01358 00420 COX LA VERA 5557 - 20/12/1999
1996/0772 00915 00420 SCIRED 6605 - 26/07/2000
1996/0895 02644 01119 RED IDARED 10227 - 27/03/2006
1996/1289 01528 01529 HONEYCRISP 7797 - 11/06/2001
1996/1295 01535 00303 HUAGUAN 10173 - 21/10/2002
1997/0057 01119 JEROMINE 6599 - 26/07/2000
1997/0340 01644 00466 RAFZUBEX 9320 - 06/05/2002
1997/0441 01670/01671 00420 ELSTAR BOEREKAMP 12324 - 18/12/2003
1997/0604 00915 00420 SCIEARLY 7798 - 11/06/2001
1997/0745 01758 04731 GOLDEN LASA 7799 - 11/06/2001
1997/0973 01848 00421 PIRELLA 3127 - 02/06/1998
1997/1334 01918 00420 ROELSTAR 12031 - 10/11/2003
1997/1487 01950 GERLINDE 4256 - 06/04/1999
1997/1488 01950 AHRISTA 4257 - 06/04/1999
1998/0304 00700 02027 RAJKA 8880 - 18/02/2002
1998/0305 00700 02027 LENA 10713 - 10/03/2003
1998/0399 02050 01008 JM7 16279 - 10/10/2005
1998/0568 01119 REDSTAR 10180 - 21/10/2002
1998/0877 01758 GOLDEN MIRA 10181 - 21/10/2002
1998/0878 01758 GOLDEN ORANGE 10182 - 21/10/2002
1998/0879 01758 RED EARLIB 10939 - 14/04/2003
1998/0880 01758 SUMMERFREE 10183 - 21/10/2002
1998/1082 02270 01119 ROYAL BRAEBURN 11960 - 20/10/2003
1998/1093 02275 01119 ANNAGLO 11961 - 20/10/2003
1998/1108 02842 RED FALSTAFF 4251 - 06/04/1999
1998/1152 01119 JONAREVE 4214 - 01/02/1999
1998/1512 01869 GOLD PINK 10184 - 21/10/2002
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Malus domestica Borkh.
1998/1513 01869 PRIMIERA 10185 - 21/10/2002
1998/1659 02452 00160 BRAECEST 8883 - 18/02/2002
1998/1673 02455 00420 LUCKYSTAR 12033 - 10/11/2003
1998/1844 00689/00303 00827 DALINBEL 10186 - 21/10/2002
1998/1852 01848 02481 RESI 4696 - 21/06/1999
1999/0129 00751 00667 COOP43 13110 - 19/04/2004
1999/0313 05582 00160 SCIGOLD 11969 - 20/10/2003
1999/0702 02103 00753 NEVSON 13610 - 27/09/2004
1999/0704 02600 02601 ARIWA 7498 - 09/04/2001
1999/0731 04662 MERIDIAN 11651 - 08/09/2003
1999/0745 00689 00827 INITIAL 7652 - 23/04/2001
1999/0804 00700 02624 SVATAVA 13319 - 17/05/2004
1999/0817 02264 WEIROUGE 13320 - 17/05/2004
1999/0867 01758 BRINA 13611 - 21/06/2004
1999/0880 02644 00795 AW164 9931 - 12/08/2002
1999/0999 02670 02671 SIMMONS 12034 - 10/11/2003
1999/1298 01119 CAURED 16183 - 12/09/2005
1999/1480 01644 00466 HEISEI FUJI 5866 - 17/04/2000
1999/1742 00368 01790 DELCOTI 11971 - 20/10/2003
1999/1857 06795 INA COX 8427 - 05/11/2001
1999/1871 04564 00727 RUBINSTEP 14915 - 21/03/2005
2000/0048 00303 DALIRAIL 13781 - 19/07/2004
2000/0049 00303 DALINIP 13782 - 19/07/2004
2000/0437 02050 01008 JM1 18123 - 17/07/2006
2000/1222 04627 NICOGREEN 13323 - 21/06/2004
2000/1304 03119 00298 BRUGGERS FESTI-
VALE
16735 - 30/01/2006
2000/1636 03073 05365 AMBRO 7809 - 11/06/2001
2000/1677 03184 BELGICA 12892 - 22/03/2004
2000/1727 03192 05762 ROSY GLOW 18127 - 17/07/2006
2000/1745 03017 AZUFU 20382 - 18/06/2007
2000/1746 03017 HIROFU 18168 - 17/07/2006
2000/1892 00127 00443 CIVNI 16186 - 12/09/2005
2000/1948 00160 CHANCOR 13070 - 19/04/2004
2001/0014 03269 01119 AZTEC 20814 - 08/10/2007
2001/0082 01214 RED TOPAZ 17000 - 27/02/2006
2001/0330 00915 00303 SCIFRESH 16188 - 12/09/2005
2001/0571 03385 05762 FIERO 18126 - 17/07/2006
2001/0705 03420/03421 02671 AMBROSIA 13616 - 21/06/2004
2001/0757 04627 NICOTER 15369 - 10/05/2005
2001/1086 03514 00420 ELSHARD 23654 - 10/11/2008
2001/1152 01528 03522 MINNEWASHTA 17001 - 27/02/2006
2001/1173 01848 02481 RENORA 10245 - 18/11/2002
2001/1441 03575 00441 ROHO 3615 17112 - 27/03/2006
2001/1711 03634 00420 COLLINA 18136 - 17/07/2006
2001/1946 00368 01790 DELJUGA 15862 - 18/07/2005
2002/0108 00368 01790 DELCOROS 18128 - 17/07/2006
2002/0182 00672 POMPINK 14654 - 07/02/2005
2002/0208 03483 02601 CATARINA 23136 - 07/07/2008
2002/0259 01848 00346 REBELLA 10198 - 21/10/2002
2002/0260 01848 00346 REGINE 10199 - 21/10/2002
2002/0286 03209 03143 1400 KE 20092 - 21/05/2007
2002/0536 03075 00420 FRESCO 22295 - 05/05/2008
2002/1259 00303 DALITOGA 20819 - 08/10/2007
2002/1306 00689/00303 00827 DALINETTE 17838 - 06/06/2006
2002/1377 03971 00160 BIG TIME 20404 - 18/06/2007
2002/1430 03017/03983 03017 RNA9842 20093 - 21/05/2007
2002/1542 01708 00420 WILTONS STAR 18578 - 23/10/2006
2002/1571 06828 04731 BIGIGALAPRIM 20350 - 18/06/2007
2002/1671 04662 PARK FARM PIPPIN 17113 - 27/03/2006
2002/1741 00303 DALIGORO 18130 - 17/07/2006
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Malus domestica Borkh.
2002/1751 03967 00466 FRURERU 20405 - 18/06/2007
2002/1811 02600 02601 MILWA 16779 - 30/01/2006
2002/1818 04036/04037 DELICIA 20400 - 18/06/2007
2002/1963 04050 04051 DELCORF DIANA 20095 - 21/05/2007
2002/2110 04074 PINK PARADISE 15380 - 10/05/2005
2002/2111 04074 WHITE PARADISE 15381 - 10/05/2005
2002/2112 04074 RED PARADISE 15382 - 10/05/2005
2002/2171 04091 00420 BRAVA 19750 - 02/04/2007
2003/0262 03209 00421 REDKAN 22061 - 21/04/2008
2003/0272 00689 00827 DORIANE 16780 - 30/01/2006
2003/0273 00689 00827 ARIANE 13108 - 19/04/2004
2003/0332 00672 POMFORYOU 16768 - 30/01/2006
2003/0873 04227 FRIDA 24820 - 20/04/2009
2003/0874 04227 FREDRIK 24821 - 20/04/2009
2003/0963 04312 02601 LA FLAMBOYANTE 16110 - 17/08/2005
2003/1163 00700 01950 HELIODOR 23532 - 13/10/2008
2003/1436 00700 02027 LUNA 22063 - 07/04/2008
2003/1458 00689/00303 00827 DALINCO 23137 - 07/07/2008
2003/1459 00455 02671 SILKEN 20407 - 08/10/2007
2003/1756 04394 00303 ELLA 19930 - 16/04/2007
2003/1805 00303 DALITRON 23138 - 07/07/2008
2003/1834 04312 02601 GALMAC 16114 - 17/08/2005
2003/2213 00368 01790 DELFLOKI 13783 - 19/07/2004
2004/0286 04559 00160 LOUTERWATER
GRANNY SMITH
24822 - 20/04/2009
2004/0326 04564 01950 PIDI 16757 - 30/01/2006
2004/1366 05782 00420 ELSTAR VAN DER
ZALM
25889 - 24/08/2009
2004/2210 06032 06154 GRADIROSE 25392 - 08/06/2009
2004/2211 06032 06154 GRADIYEL 25393 - 08/06/2009
2004/2327 00689/00303 00827 DALINSWEET 25349 - 08/06/2009
2004/2493 00303 DALIRYAN 19030 - 22/01/2007
2004/2539 03945 05762 AFRICAN RED 25350 - 08/06/2009
2005/0057 00751 05528 COOP 39 23533 - 13/10/2008
2005/0308 00700 AMETYST 16764 - 30/01/2006
2005/0309 00700 ORION 16765 - 30/01/2006
2005/0310 00700 02027 OPAL 16749 - 30/01/2006
2005/0311 00700 02027 SIRIUS 20805 - 24/08/2007
2005/0312 00127 00443 CIVG198 23149 - 07/07/2008
2005/0350 04977 00443 BRJO 24924 - 04/05/2009
2005/0383 03291 02671 STIEKEMA GALA 25351 - 08/06/2009
2005/0384 04995 05762 SPIKE FUJI 23501 - 29/09/2008
2005/0520 05582 00160 PINKIE 25352 - 08/06/2009
2005/0750 00346 UEB26002 24080 - 23/02/2009
2005/0751 00346 SONATE 24081 - 23/02/2009
2005/0752 00346 RHAPSODIE 24082 - 23/02/2009
2005/0753 00346 RONDO 24083 - 23/02/2009
2005/1274 00368 01790 DELTANA 24343 - 23/03/2009
2006/0642 00303 GOLDOR 20103 - 21/05/2007
2007/0605 05789 06449 ALKMENE SPUR LI-
NUS
21162 - 22/10/2007
2007/2201 00700 ROZELA 22308 - 05/05/2008
2008/1712 04564 RUCLA 24091 - 23/02/2009
2008/2982 00700 01214 SHALIMAR 25472 - 22/06/2009
Malva L.
1995/2955 00657 03638 DEMA 2360 - 01/09/1997
Malva sylvestris L.
2005/0990 00657 03638 BLUE FOUNTAIN 20433 - 02/07/2007
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Mangifera indica L.
2006/0660 01306/04679 00441 SHELLY 21160 - 22/10/2007
Mandevilla Lindl.
1997/1189 01898 00601 JANELL 6329 - 19/06/2000
1997/1190 01898 00601 LEAH 6330 - 19/06/2000
2002/0636 04071 00082 SUNMANDEHO 12767 - 08/03/2004
2002/1415 06007 01903 REDVELVET 12785 - 08/03/2004
2003/2052 04071 00082 SUNMANDECRIM 16132 - 17/08/2005
2004/2050 04071 00082 SUNMANDECRIPI 19007 - 08/01/2007
2005/0755 06007 01903 RVP 22943 - 23/06/2008
2005/1052 04071 00082 SUNPARABENI 20258 - 04/06/2007
2006/0827 04071 00082 SUNMANDECOS 22898 - 09/06/2008
2007/2093 06007 01903 PIVEVELVET 25728 - 22/07/2009
2007/2190 06007 01903 WHIVELVET 25729 - 22/07/2009
Mandevilla sanderi (Hemsl.) Woodson
2004/1081 02345 00003 JULIE 17784 - 06/06/2006
2004/1986 03645 LAZZMAPURA 18610 - 06/11/2006
2006/1099 04071 00082 SUNMANDEREMI 22899 - 09/06/2008
2006/1101 04071 00082 SUNMANDETOMI 22900 - 09/06/2008
2006/1250 04071 00082 SUNPARAVEL 22901 - 09/06/2008
2006/1251 04071 00082 SUNPARAPIBRA 22902 - 09/06/2008
2006/1252 04071 00082 SUNPARASUJI 22903 - 09/06/2008
2006/1413 04970 00441 FELDDIP 01 23079 - 07/07/2008
2006/1414 04970 00441 FELDDIP 02 23080 - 07/07/2008
2006/1415 04970 00441 FELDDIP 03 23959 - 09/02/2009
2006/2658 03602 01902 FISRIX PINKA 24959 - 04/05/2009
2006/2659 03602 01902 FISRIX HOPINK 24960 - 04/05/2009
2006/2661 03602 01902 FISRIX DERED 24961 - 04/05/2009
2007/2213 04071 00082 SUNPARAPRERO 24481 - 06/04/2009
2007/2575 06079/06080 LUTEVA RED AU-
GUSTIN
24512 - 06/04/2009
2007/2576 06079/06080 LUTEVA PINK AMAN-
DINE
24513 - 06/04/2009
2007/2577 06079/06080 LUTEVA PINK AGLAË 24514 - 06/04/2009
2007/2578 06079/06080 LUTEVA RED
CORENTIN
24515 - 06/04/2009
Mandevilla x amabilis hort. Buckland
2005/0962 00324 02722 MONREY 20626 - 06/08/2007
2007/2211 04071 00082 SUNPARACOPAPI 24480 - 06/04/2009
Mandevilla boliviensis (Hook. f.) Woodson
2006/1100 04071 00082 SUNMANDECRIKIN 23958 - 09/02/2009
Marantaceae Petersen
1995/1789 04942 COMPACTSTAR 2353 - 01/09/1997
1997/0711 04942 TRIOSTAR 3759 - 19/10/1998
Matthiola W. T. Aiton
1999/0886 00633 00003 MAVELAND 7303 - 19/02/2001
Mecardonia Ruiz et Pav.
2003/2428 03661 03663 USMECA67 20186 - 04/06/2007
2006/0829 04071 00082 SUNMECAREKI 22362 - 05/05/2008
Medicago sativa L.
1995/1470 00763 FRAVER 1553 - 18/12/1996
1996/0540 04167 DAPHNE 2571 - 28/02/2000
1996/0541 04167 COMETE 2570 - 28/02/2000
1997/0212 04167 ZENITH 3007 - 02/06/1998
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Medicago sativa L.
1997/1165 01890 FEE 3005 - 02/06/1998
1998/1851 00180 00804 MARSHAL 4922 - 20/09/1999
1999/0372 04167 SYMPHONIE 5191 - 20/12/1999
1999/0427 02985 LETIZIA 11432 - 23/06/2003
2003/1006 04167 CONCERTO 12435 - 19/01/2004
2004/0625 04167 ARPEGE 14573 - 24/01/2005
2005/2558 04279 00443 MINERVA 25941 - 21/09/2009
2006/1341 03304 PRUNELLE 18919 - 18/12/2006
2006/1421 04167 SALSA 18924 - 18/12/2006
2007/1934 05985 GALAXIE 22581 - 19/05/2008
2007/1935 05985 EXQUISE 22582 - 19/05/2008
2007/2599 05115 ASCEND 25628 - 06/07/2009
2008/1089 04167 NEPTUNE 25612 - 06/07/2009
Melittis L
1998/0542 02081 02079 ROYAL VELVET DIS-
TINCTION
8166 - 10/09/2001
Microsorum pteropus (Blume) Copel.
1995/1079 00327 00003 WIN 1250 - 15/10/1996
Microsorum scolopendria (Burm.f.) Copel.
1999/1881 02877 01228 HAIKU LI 1 10752 - 24/03/2003
2002/0014 03679 01903 VP003 12006 - 20/10/2003
Microsorum musifolium (Blume) Ching
2003/0637 04196 01903 CROCODYLLUS 16160 - 12/09/2005
x Bratonia Moir
2007/2704 06106 M57 24593 - 06/04/2009
x Miltonidium hort.
2007/1442 05922 00423 VADER 23499 - 29/09/2008
Miscanthus sinensis (Thunb.) Andersson
2003/0776 03182 02433 LITTLE ZEBRA 24951 - 22/06/2009
2003/2132 02595 02334 GOLD BAR 24450 - 06/04/2009
Monarda L.
2005/2368 03918 03423 PINK LACE 20650 - 06/08/2007
Monarda didyma L.
2001/0115 02079 PINK SUPREME 10078 - 23/09/2002
2001/0117 02079 FIREBALL 11452 - 23/06/2003
2005/0142 00849 MONDID 0803 22938 - 23/06/2008
Monopsis lutea Urb.
2005/2476 03602 03325 MONOYEL 20201 - 04/06/2007
Morus alba L.
2005/1593 04497 04744 POMPON 17092 - 27/03/2006
Muehlenbeckia complexa (A. Cunn.) Meisn.
2006/0849 05430 00003 SPOTLIGHT 20681 - 06/08/2007
Musa acuminata Colla
2002/0537 03112 FLHORBAN916 13753 - 19/07/2004
2002/0539 03112 FLHORBAN918 13755 - 19/07/2004
2002/0541 03112 FLHORBAN920 13757 - 19/07/2004
2002/0542 03112 FLHORBAN921 13758 - 19/07/2004
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Muscari macrocarpum Sweet




2006/1559 04007 00423 ETUDE 21841 - 19/05/2008
Myosotis L.
2002/0513 03817 00165 MYOMARK 13678 - 21/06/2004
2004/0787 01498 BOSMYATLA 18102 - 17/07/2006
Nandina domestica Thunb. ex Murray
2004/1886 04802 01589 JAYTEE 24273 - 09/03/2009
Narcissus L.
2003/1190 01306 00441 INBAL 16923 - 27/02/2006
2003/1191 01306 00441 NIR 16924 - 27/02/2006
2003/1193 01306 00441 ARIEL 16925 - 27/02/2006
2004/1639 02906 TÊTE BOUCLÉ 20004 - 21/05/2007
Nemesia foetens Vent.
1998/0663 02125 01110 HUBBIRD 8209 - 10/09/2001
2001/0002 03001 01110 PENGOON 9880 - 12/08/2002
2001/0362 03592 00441 TING A LING 11807 - 08/09/2003
2001/1869 00165 INNKAPINK 13696 - 21/06/2004
2001/1870 00165 INNKABLUE 13693 - 21/06/2004
2001/1947 03674 02136 GREGA 11505 - 07/07/2003
2002/1047 00633 00423 BALARROPI 13680 - 21/06/2004
2002/2058 00165 INTRAIWHI 13685 - 21/06/2004
2004/0636 01801 04599 FLEURAME 17384 - 10/05/2006
Nemesia Vent.
2002/2062 00165 INTRAIGOLD 15647 - 06/06/2005
2002/2063 00165 INTRAIRED 15648 - 06/06/2005
2003/0967 04871 CELEBRATION 15700 - 06/06/2005
2003/1603 00165 INUPPINK 15650 - 06/06/2005
2003/1795 04399 01110 PENGEM 16275 - 10/10/2005
2003/1869 03226 SUMNEM 01 15765 - 20/06/2005
2003/1870 03226 SUMNEM 02 15657 - 06/06/2005
2003/1871 03226 SUMNEM 04 15658 - 06/06/2005
2003/1872 03226 SUMNEM 03 17378 - 10/05/2006
2003/2442 03602 03325 NEMHRPUR 17382 - 10/05/2006
2004/0388 00165 N0069BLAU 18087 - 17/07/2006
2004/1010 03226 SUMNEM 05 17385 - 10/05/2006
2004/1011 03226 SUMNEM 06 17386 - 10/05/2006
2004/1012 03226 SUMNEM 07 17387 - 10/05/2006
2004/1019 03226 SUMGRONEM 01 20248 - 04/06/2007
2004/1020 03226 SUMGRONEM 02 20249 - 04/06/2007
2004/1021 03226 SUMGRONEM 03 20250 - 04/06/2007
2004/1022 03226 SUMGRONEM 04 20251 - 04/06/2007
2004/1023 03226 SUMGRONEM 05 20252 - 04/06/2007
2004/1024 03226 SUMGRONEM 06 20253 - 04/06/2007
2004/1025 03226 SUMGRONEM 07 20254 - 04/06/2007
2004/1834 00633 00423 BALAROYAL 17391 - 10/05/2006
2004/1835 00633 00423 BALARIMDEP 17392 - 10/05/2006
2004/2364 03602 03325 NEMHMAGO 17398 - 10/05/2006
2004/2365 03602 03325 NEMHAPRI 17399 - 10/05/2006
2004/2424 00165 INUPSAF 20288 - 04/06/2007
2004/2665 00165 INUPSPINK8 20289 - 04/06/2007
2005/0792 03674 02136 SUGAR PLUM 20460 - 16/07/2007
2005/0832 03116 KLENE04146 17097 - 27/03/2006
2005/1393 03602 03325 NEMHORFLA 20187 - 04/06/2007
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Nemesia Vent.
2005/1576 00638 00423 VANNY BLUE 19835 - 16/04/2007
2005/1762 01511 01110 YATEYE 19913 - 16/04/2007
2005/1763 04399 01110 PENPUR 22327 - 05/05/2008
2005/1983 03226 SUMNEM 09 20275 - 04/06/2007
2005/2040 02466 01110 PENMYSTIC 22329 - 05/05/2008
2005/2041 02466 01110 PENDROP 22330 - 05/05/2008
2005/2042 02466 01110 PENDY 22331 - 05/05/2008
2005/2043 02466 01110 PENROS 22332 - 05/05/2008
2005/2058 03226 SUMNEM 08 22334 - 05/05/2008
2005/2260 00165 INNKARWHI 20296 - 04/06/2007
2005/2263 00165 INNKARSOFB 22336 - 05/05/2008
2005/2472 03602 03325 ORGANZA 20200 - 04/06/2007
2005/2477 03602 03325 NEMHAWIT 20202 - 04/06/2007
2005/2478 03602 03325 NEMIMBLU 20203 - 04/06/2007
2005/2479 03602 03325 NEMHAPIN 20204 - 04/06/2007
2005/2480 03602 03325 SUNNYSIDE 20205 - 04/06/2007
2006/0810 01801 04599 FLEURCEL 22360 - 05/05/2008
2006/1400 03116 KLENH05415 22371 - 05/05/2008
2006/2146 00633 00423 BALARLILABI 22962 - 23/06/2008
2006/2356 03602 03325 NEMARE 22442 - 05/05/2008
2006/2357 03602 03325 NEMAGOYE 22443 - 05/05/2008
2006/2365 03602 03325 NEMAPI 22447 - 05/05/2008
2006/2462 00165 INUPSNOW 22450 - 05/05/2008
2006/2463 00165 UNIPIMPYEL 22451 - 05/05/2008
2006/2464 00165 INTRAIWAT 22452 - 05/05/2008
2006/2465 00165 INTRAIKUM 22453 - 05/05/2008
2006/2466 00165 INTRAICIT 22454 - 05/05/2008
2007/0038 01801 04599 FLEURBAC 25125 - 18/05/2009
2007/1319 03674 02136 COTTON CANDY 25137 - 18/05/2009
2007/1453 03116 KLENH06441 24975 - 04/05/2009
2007/1454 03116 KLENH06442 24976 - 04/05/2009
2007/1790 05778 00025 KIRINE 9 25139 - 18/05/2009
2007/1791 05778 00025 KIRINE 12 25727 - 22/07/2009
2007/1792 05778 00025 KIRINE 15 25140 - 18/05/2009
2007/1793 05778 00025 KIRINE 14 25141 - 18/05/2009
2007/1794 05778 00025 KIRINE 4 25142 - 18/05/2009
2007/1965 05778 00025 KIRINE 34 25144 - 18/05/2009
2007/2741 00165 INNSUNTAMA 25768 - 22/07/2009
2007/2742 00165 INNSUNMARA 25769 - 22/07/2009
2007/2745 00165 INNSUNCARA 25770 - 22/07/2009
Neotyphodium ( Acremonium).
1997/1131 04919 AR1 11955 - 20/10/2003
1997/1132 04919 AR501 11956 - 20/10/2003
Neoregelia L.B. Sm.
1999/0942 02658 01903 MARTIN 10748 - 24/03/2003
1999/0945 02658 01903 ANNICK 10749 - 24/03/2003
1999/1302 02658 01903 ZOË 10751 - 24/03/2003
2001/1448 02658 01903 FRANCA 12737 - 08/03/2004
2001/1449 02658 01903 RAPHAEL 12738 - 08/03/2004
Nepenthes L.
2001/0102 02659 01903 DEPLAMIRA 10660 - 24/02/2003
Nephrolepis exaltata (L.) Schott
2001/1952 03679 01903 NEVADA 14208 - 08/11/2004
2004/0277 01034 00423 GREEN LIZARD 18704 - 04/12/2006
2004/1077 01034 00423 BOSTONS PRINCESS 20564 - 06/08/2007
2006/1441 00741/00103 TIGRO 23092 - 07/07/2008
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Nephrolepis Schott
1998/0107 01985 00560 REGINA 7295 - 19/02/2001
Nicotiana L.
1997/0673 01737 01738 SEISUAVE 6321 - 19/06/2000
Nicotiana tabacum L.
2005/0593 01737 01738 ITB 270 18240 - 11/09/2006
2005/0594 01737 01738 ITB 5748 18241 - 11/09/2006
Nierembergia Ruiz et Pav.
2000/0005 04071 00082 SUNNICOBU 9614 - 01/07/2002
2003/2051 04071 00082 SUNNIKOHO 15520 - 23/05/2005
Nigella L.
1995/2482 00248 WHITE POWER 606 - 02/08/1996
1995/2483 00248 BLUE POWER 1288 - 15/10/1996
1995/2484 00248 PINK POWER 607 - 02/08/1996
2001/0119 00248 POWER SNOW WHITE 8804 - 21/01/2002
Ocimum basilicum L.
1996/0099 02326 00423 OSMIN 3295 - 03/08/1998
1998/0192 01998 01999 ANNA 7383 - 05/03/2001
1998/0193 01998 01999 BERNARDO 7384 - 05/03/2001
1998/1609 02326 BAVIRES 4693 - 21/06/1999
1998/1610 02326 BASINOVA 4694 - 21/06/1999
2004/0229 04840 EDWINA 16771 - 30/01/2006
2004/0231 04840 EOWYN 16772 - 30/01/2006
2006/0607 05394 MAMMOLO 24375 - 23/03/2009
2006/1057 00072 MARIAN 24384 - 23/03/2009
x Odontonia hort.
2004/2476 04884 00441 SAMURAI 19130 - 19/02/2007
Oenothera L.
1996/1180 01499 AFRICAN SUN 4353 - 19/04/1999
2004/1111 04692 04599 TURNER01 17785 - 06/06/2006
Oenothera fruticosa L.
2004/2427 00165 INNOENO131 20476 - 16/07/2007
Olea europaea L.
2007/1040 05851/05854 SIKITITA 24380 - 23/03/2009
Oncidium Sw.
2006/1812 06598 TROP0013 21727 - 28/01/2008
Ophiopogon japonicus (L.f.) Ker-Gawl.
2002/0716 00207 CURLY LADY 13850 - 16/08/2004
Ornithogalum L.
1998/0162 01757 01991 ORANJEZICHT 6837 - 06/11/2000
2004/0287 01757 01903 NAMIB GOLD 15052 - 21/03/2005
Ornithogalum thyrsoides Jacq.
2004/1101 03778 01903 MEYSTALI 19512 - 19/03/2007
2004/1102 03778 01903 MEYSNOFLA 21750 - 11/02/2008
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Oryza sativa L.
1996/0061 00885 00443 VENERE 4481 - 06/09/1999
1996/0280 01011 01012 PUNTAL 2847 - 04/05/1998
1998/0388 03264 00443 ZEUS 5442 - 12/11/1999
1998/0391 03264 00443 VEGA 5445 - 12/11/1999
1998/1755 03264 00443 SPINA 5197 - 17/01/2000
1998/1756 03264 00443 GLADIO 5198 - 17/01/2000
1998/1757 03264 00443 PERSEO 5199 - 17/01/2000
1999/1476 02796 KARNAK 9064 - 02/04/2002
2000/0724 03264 00443 TEA 6915 - 04/12/2000
2001/0251 02096 FRAGRANCE 8728 - 21/01/2002
2001/0283 03264 00443 ALBATROS 8717 - 21/01/2002
2001/0284 03264 00443 GEMINI 8716 - 21/01/2002
2001/0439 05090 FIDJI 8320 - 24/09/2001
2002/0400 01884 FANI 14115 - 25/10/2004
2002/1198 03944 MONTSIANELL 10566 - 10/02/2003
2002/1980 02096 ASIA 12022 - 10/11/2003
2002/1981 03355/04053 02096 CADET 13710 - 05/07/2004
2003/1774 02096 EUROSIS 13847 - 16/08/2004
2003/1775 02096 SISR215 12962 - 05/04/2004
2004/0519 03264 00443 GIANO 14164 - 25/10/2004
2004/0520 03264 00443 AIACE 14165 - 25/10/2004
2004/0521 03264 00443 CENTAURO 14166 - 25/10/2004
2004/0678 01884 MARISMA 16988 - 27/02/2006
2004/0679 01884 GUARA 16989 - 27/02/2006
2004/0680 01884 ORELLANA 16990 - 27/02/2006
2004/0681 01884 DELMAR 14079 - 11/10/2004
2004/1807 04789 RISRUS 19585 - 19/03/2007
2004/2599 01884 GLEVA 15982 - 17/08/2005
2005/0780 01884 DELTA 16649 - 19/12/2005
2005/2547 01884 AFAR 19297 - 05/03/2007
2006/0104 05311 ULISSE 19043 - 22/01/2007
2006/0800 05311 SP55 22553 - 19/05/2008
2006/1051 05455/05456 LIBERO 23048 - 07/07/2008
2006/1623 02096 ERCOLE 22893 - 09/06/2008
2006/1624 02096 SCUDO 22894 - 09/06/2008
2007/0930 00885/05832 00443 SIRIO CL 24693 - 20/04/2009
2007/1548 01884 GALO 22129 - 21/04/2008
2007/2816 05311 ARSENAL 23392 - 25/08/2008
2007/2817 05311 NERONE 24670 - 20/04/2009
2007/2818 05311 SAMBA 23393 - 25/08/2008
2007/2988 01884 MAR 23056 - 10/11/2008
2007/2989 01884 MINIMA 23057 - 10/11/2008
2007/2990 01884 BOMBONET 23058 - 10/11/2008
2007/2991 01884 PIÑANA 23648 - 09/02/2009
2008/0319 06178 BENDRET 23482 - 29/09/2008
2008/0320 06178 BENISANTS 23483 - 29/09/2008
2008/0321 06178 RIPALLO 23484 - 29/09/2008
2008/0549 05575/06205 ADRET 25291 - 08/06/2009
2008/1905 01011 ILDA 24671 - 20/04/2009
2008/2018 00885 CERERE 24672 - 20/04/2009
2008/2019 00885 URANO 24673 - 20/04/2009
Origanum majorana L.
1998/1611 02326 MAX 4695 - 07/06/1999
2000/0134 01511/01110 LIZBELL 11760 - 08/09/2003
Origanum vulgare L.
2001/1468 02326 VULKAN 9967 - 12/08/2002
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Osteospermum ecklonis (DC.) Norl.
1995/0006 00004 00423 SUNNY SONJA 3588 - 05/10/1998
1996/0984 00592 00421 LEMON SYMPHONY 4282 - 06/04/1999
1996/1037 00004 00423 SUNNY ALEX 4722 - 21/06/1999
1997/0797 01020 04464 WILDSIDE 4633 - 07/06/1999
1998/1154 00025 MARIA 5331 - 08/11/1999
1998/1155 00025 CARMEN 5332 - 08/11/1999
1998/1156 00025 FIROSA 8810 - 04/02/2002
1998/1424 03226 04118 SUMLIGHT 5339 - 08/11/1999
1998/1427 03226 SUMPINK 5341 - 08/11/1999
1999/0455 04464 AKSINTO 8813 - 04/02/2002
1999/1315 04464 AKNAM 7119 - 18/12/2000
2000/0433 00592 SEIDACRE 8535 - 17/12/2001
2000/0435 00592 00421 SEIMORA 8536 - 17/12/2001
2000/0436 00592 SEITOPE 8542 - 17/12/2001
2000/1736 04464 AKKALI 10341 - 16/12/2002
2000/1737 04464 MALINDI 10342 - 16/12/2002
2001/0217 03313 03823 RENEHE CREAM 11256 - 23/07/2003
2001/0218 03313 03823 RENEHE LIGHT PINK 11258 - 09/06/2003
2001/0219 03313 03823 RENEHE PURPLE 11260 - 09/06/2003
2001/0221 03313 03823 RENEHE THREE 11261 - 09/06/2003
2001/0577 00004 00423 SUNNY SERENA 10371 - 16/12/2002
2001/0579 00004 00423 SUNNY CECIL 10375 - 16/12/2002
2002/0983 03602 03325 OSOUTIS 12372 - 19/01/2004
2002/0996 00004 00423 SUNNY HENRY 12399 - 19/01/2004
2002/0999 00004 00423 SUNNY AMANDA 12402 - 19/01/2004
2002/1066 05505 DUETIMEPINK 12410 - 19/01/2004
2002/1589 00592 SEIPEPAN 13448 - 19/07/2004
2003/0218 04464 AKAVOL 14599 - 24/01/2005
2003/0219 04464 AKKALAV 14600 - 24/01/2005
2003/0352 04160 00003 OPHELIA 14605 - 24/01/2005
2003/0353 04160 00003 UMBRIEL 14606 - 24/01/2005
2003/1221 01071 OSTE PINKBIC 14628 - 24/01/2005
2003/1237 00004 00423 SUNNY ELISABETH 15701 - 06/06/2005
2003/1238 00004 00423 SUNNY PHILIP 15702 - 06/06/2005
2003/1239 00004 00423 SUNNY MARY 15703 - 06/06/2005
2003/1576 00592 SEKIGORI 14630 - 24/01/2005
2003/1577 00592 SEKIEURAN 14631 - 24/01/2005
2003/1579 00592 SEKILAVAN 14632 - 24/01/2005
2003/1583 05505 DUETIMESUNWI 14634 - 24/01/2005
2003/2371 01071 OSTE LIGHTPUR 16531 - 12/12/2005
2003/2372 01071 OSTE DEEPPUR 16532 - 12/12/2005
2004/0838 00004 00423 SUNNY MAXIMA 16534 - 12/12/2005
2004/0839 00004 00423 SUNNY FELIX 16444 - 28/11/2005
2004/0841 00004 00423 SUNNY SABRINA 16446 - 28/11/2005
2004/0842 00004 00423 SUNNY ELENA 16535 - 12/12/2005
2004/0906 03116 KLEO03101 16537 - 12/12/2005
2004/0907 03116 KLEO03103 16538 - 12/12/2005
2004/0908 03116 KLEO03104 16539 - 12/12/2005
2004/0910 03116 KLEO03106 16448 - 28/11/2005
2004/1070 03226 SUMIPAS 01 16540 - 12/12/2005
2004/1071 03226 SUMIPAS 02 16450 - 28/11/2005
2004/1072 03226 SUMIPAS 03 16541 - 12/12/2005
2004/1073 03226 SUMIPAS 04 16542 - 12/12/2005
2004/1191 01020 04464 SAKOST 10 16543 - 12/12/2005
2004/1192 01020 04464 SAKOST 12 16544 - 12/12/2005
2004/1618 00633 00423 BALSERLABLI 16388 - 14/11/2005
2004/1657 05505 DUETISPODEPUR 16551 - 12/12/2005
2004/1869 03226 SUMOST 06 16459 - 28/11/2005
2004/2063 04920 00441 WESOSORA 18802 - 18/12/2006
2004/2152 04847 00423 LANACA 18628 - 06/11/2006
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a / Annex / Annexe / Allegato / Pielikums /
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Osteospermum ecklonis (DC.) Norl.
2004/2153 04847 00423 LANAPAL 18629 - 06/11/2006
2004/2252 04847 00423 LANAFLO 18630 - 06/11/2006
2004/2253 04847 00423 LANAVALIA 18631 - 06/11/2006
2004/2325 00633 00423 BALSERPURP 18632 - 06/11/2006
2004/2597 01071 OSTE WHITEYTWO 18803 - 18/12/2006
2004/2598 01071 OSTE YEL 18804 - 18/12/2006
2005/0226 01856 FLOROSTEO PINK
YELLOW
18805 - 18/12/2006
2005/0357 04970 00441 FELDOST 01 18810 - 18/12/2006
2005/0358 04970 00441 FELDOST 02 19419 - 19/03/2007
2005/0359 04970 00441 FELDOST 03 18811 - 18/12/2006
2005/0360 04970 00441 FELDOST 04 18812 - 18/12/2006
2005/0361 04970 00441 FELDOST 05 18813 - 18/12/2006
2005/0362 04970 00441 FELDOST 08 19420 - 19/03/2007
2005/0363 04970 00441 FELDOST 06 18814 - 18/12/2006
2005/0364 04970 00441 FELDOST 07 18815 - 18/12/2006
2005/0830 03116 KLEO04109 18816 - 18/12/2006
2005/0831 03116 KLEO04110 18991 - 08/01/2007
2005/1048 00004 00423 SUNNY DARK
AMANDA
18818 - 18/12/2006
2005/1049 00004 00423 SUNNY VICTORIA 18819 - 18/12/2006
2005/1051 05111 03823 RENEHE BRONZE 18827 - 18/12/2006
2005/1079 04464 AKNAPURIM 18992 - 08/01/2007
2005/1080 04464 AKZAWHIR 18993 - 08/01/2007
2005/1081 04464 AKZAPIB 18994 - 08/01/2007
2005/1082 04464 AKNAWHIM 19017 - 08/01/2007
2005/1083 04464 ARUSHA 18995 - 08/01/2007
2005/1373 05505 DUETISPOCRE 19000 - 08/01/2007
2005/1664 01020 04464 SAKOST016 19002 - 08/01/2007
2005/1666 01020 04464 SAKOST018 21035 - 22/10/2007
2005/1796 04464 AKNUWHI 19004 - 08/01/2007
2005/1797 04464 SAKCADWAR 19005 - 08/01/2007
2005/1798 04464 AKNUDAPI 19006 - 08/01/2007
2005/1799 04464 TAMBERO 19018 - 08/01/2007
2005/1834 03602 03325 OSJAMPURIM 18821 - 18/12/2006
2005/1843 03602 03325 OSNEWI 19019 - 08/01/2007
2005/1866 00004 00423 SUNNY DARK FLO-
RENCE
17093 - 27/03/2006
2005/1892 03602 03325 OSLALIPU 19021 - 08/01/2007
2005/1893 03602 03325 OSJAMSPOWIT 19022 - 08/01/2007
2005/1894 03602 03325 OSECLILACA 19023 - 08/01/2007
2005/1895 03602 03325 OSLAWIT 18824 - 18/12/2006
2005/1897 03602 03325 OSECMAPU 19024 - 08/01/2007
2005/1898 03602 03325 OSECWIT 18826 - 18/12/2006
2005/1899 03602 03325 OSJAMVAN 18828 - 18/12/2006
2005/1957 00633 00423 BALSERDALAV 18596 - 06/11/2006
2005/2067 04847 00423 LANABEL 18597 - 06/11/2006
2006/0531 04160 00003 DAOSTO 21041 - 22/10/2007
2006/0532 04160 00003 DAOSTRE 21042 - 22/10/2007
2006/0534 04160 00003 DAOSFEM 21044 - 22/10/2007
2006/0535 04160 00003 DAOSSEKS 21045 - 22/10/2007
2006/0584 03116 KLEOE05115 18601 - 06/11/2006
2006/0585 03116 KLEOE05118 18602 - 06/11/2006
2006/0586 03116 KLEOE05119 18603 - 06/11/2006
2006/0587 03116 KLEOE05524 18604 - 06/11/2006
2006/0589 03116 KLEO04113 21047 - 22/10/2007
2006/0691 03116 KLEOE05521 18832 - 18/12/2006
2006/0850 03226 SUMOST 03 21048 - 22/10/2007
2006/0851 03226 SUMOST 04 21049 - 22/10/2007
2006/0852 03226 SUMOST 05 21050 - 22/10/2007
2006/0853 03226 SUMOST 07 21051 - 22/10/2007
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Osteospermum ecklonis (DC.) Norl.
2006/1292 00004 00423 SUNNY BIANCA 21053 - 22/10/2007
2006/1293 00004 00423 SUNNY CAMBRIA 21054 - 22/10/2007
2006/1294 00004 00423 SUNNY FIONA 21055 - 22/10/2007
2006/1447 05505 DUETISUNSET 21056 - 22/10/2007
2006/1448 05505 DUETISUNRISE 21057 - 22/10/2007
2006/1449 05505 DUETIBROCHA 21058 - 22/10/2007
2006/1527 00025 MARGARITA LEMON 21703 - 28/01/2008
2006/1528 00025 MARGARITA PINK BI-
COLOR
21704 - 28/01/2008
2006/1529 00025 MARGARITA YEL-
LOW
21705 - 28/01/2008
2006/1530 00025 MARGARITA FIDAPI 21706 - 28/01/2008
2006/1994 05600 FLOROSJOBA 23905 - 26/01/2009
2006/1995 05600 FLOROSIYEL 23906 - 26/01/2009
2006/2099 03602 03325 OSJALIPUTO 21060 - 22/10/2007
2006/2100 03602 03325 OSLESPON 21061 - 22/10/2007
2006/2141 04464 SAKSISCAP 21062 - 22/10/2007
2006/2143 04464 SAKCADNUCOP 21064 - 22/10/2007
2006/2300 01071 01902 TRAD PURBILOR 23907 - 26/01/2009
2007/0397 00633 00423 BALSERIMWHI 23769 - 17/12/2008
2007/0398 00633 00423 BALSERIMLAV 23770 - 17/12/2008
2007/1415 00004 00423 SUNNY CARLOS 23776 - 17/12/2008
2007/1416 00004 00423 SUNNY CHRISTIAN 23777 - 17/12/2008
2007/1417 00004 00423 SUNNY EVITA 23778 - 17/12/2008
2007/1418 00004 00423 SUNNY XANDRA 23779 - 17/12/2008
2007/1419 00004 00423 SUNNY XENA 23780 - 17/12/2008
2007/1420 00004 00423 SUNNY XITA 23781 - 17/12/2008
2007/1825 04160 00003 DAOSOTTE 24041 - 09/02/2009
2007/1989 01071 01902 SIR LIPUR 24042 - 09/02/2009
2007/1990 01071 01902 SIR ROSSA 24043 - 09/02/2009
2007/1991 01071 01902 SIR WHIT 24044 - 09/02/2009
2007/1992 01071 01902 TRA PEWHIT 24045 - 09/02/2009
2007/1993 01071 01902 TRA TERCOT 24046 - 09/02/2009
2007/1994 01071 01902 TRA YELBIC 24047 - 09/02/2009
Osteospermum L.
2007/1200 03116 KLEOE06123 21370 - 26/11/2007
2007/1201 03116 KLEOE06127 21371 - 26/11/2007
2007/1203 03116 KLEOE06129 21373 - 26/11/2007
2007/1865 05505 DUETICABERRY 24234 - 23/02/2009
2007/1866 05505 DUETIBUBERRY 24235 - 23/02/2009
2007/1867 05505 DUETIMELAV 24236 - 23/02/2009
2007/1868 05505 DUETIPICH 24237 - 23/02/2009
Otacanthus azureus (Linden) Ronse
2004/0050 01944 00003 CALANDA 15724 - 17/08/2005
Oxalis regnellii Miq.
2004/2541 04896 00165 JR OXBLAVEL 20478 - 16/07/2007
2004/2542 04896 00165 JR OXBURWI 20479 - 16/07/2007
2004/2543 04896 00165 JR OXFROJA 20480 - 16/07/2007
Ozothamnus diosmifolius (Vent.) DC.
2005/1594 04057 00423 NOPHAR 23087 - 07/07/2008
Paeonia L.
2000/0980 03061 02334 LEMON DREAM 16369 - 24/10/2005
2000/2074 03061 02334 CANARY BRILLIANT 16370 - 24/10/2005
2000/2075 03061 02334 YELLOW FLIGHT 18391 - 25/09/2006
2002/1474 03061 LADY ANN 15646 - 06/06/2005
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Panicum L.
2003/1136 04092 WATERFALL 15522 - 23/05/2005
Papaver orientale L.
1998/0628 02078 02079 PINK RUFFLES 7369 - 05/03/2001
2002/1177 02078 03423 BABY KISS 15291 - 10/05/2005
2002/1178 02078 03423 PAPILLON 15292 - 10/05/2005
2004/2296 02078 03423 CARMEN 19812 - 16/04/2007
2004/2298 02078 03423 FANCY FEATHERS 19813 - 16/04/2007
2004/2299 02078 03423 FIREFLY 19814 - 16/04/2007
2004/2300 02078 03423 INFERNO 19815 - 16/04/2007
2004/2301 02078 03423 MANDARIN 19816 - 16/04/2007
2004/2302 02078 03423 MATADOR 19817 - 16/04/2007
2004/2303 02078 03423 SCARLET O HARA 19818 - 16/04/2007
2004/2304 02078 03423 SUNSET 19819 - 16/04/2007
2005/1059 02078 03423 LITTLE CANDYFLOSS 19910 - 16/04/2007
2005/1060 02078 03423 MISS PIGGY 19911 - 16/04/2007
2005/1102 02078 03423 PINK PEARL 19912 - 16/04/2007
2006/1324 03423 RUFFLED PATTY 24278 - 09/03/2009
2006/1325 03423 RUFFLED PRINCESS
OF ORANGE
24279 - 09/03/2009
2006/1326 03423 WHITE RUFFLES 24280 - 09/03/2009
Papaver rhoeas L.
2000/1463 03146 03536 EVELINA 14204 - 08/11/2004
Papaver L.
2003/1343 04315 HEARTBEAT 17535 - 22/05/2006
Papaver somniferum L.
2005/0045 04914 04744 AMETISZT 16317 - 10/10/2005
2007/0573 05784 MADRIGAL 25283 - 08/06/2009
Parthenocissus Planch.
2004/0323 05267 02586 SUGAR VINE 15849 - 16/01/2006
Pastinaca sativa L.
2000/0429 00008 MS 2 11662 - 08/09/2003
2000/0430 00008 MS 5 11663 - 08/09/2003
2000/0431 00008 FIST 11664 - 08/09/2003
2000/0432 00008 PANACHE 11665 - 08/09/2003
2002/0603 00008 PALACE 13800 - 19/07/2004
2002/1261 00008 SPORT 15377 - 10/05/2005
Passiﬂora caerulea L.
2003/1788 04396 CLEAR SKY 16508 - 12/12/2005
2006/0181 05332/05333 01110 YANPAS 21969 - 10/03/2008
Passiﬂora insignis Hook. x P. mixta L. f.
2001/1175 03529 00065 MAXIM 10863 - 24/03/2003
Pelargonium L’Her. ex Aiton
1995/0060 03602 01902 FISBRAVO 1602 - 30/12/1996
1995/0063 03602 01902 FISVIDEO 1596 - 30/12/1996
1995/0066 03602 01902 FISBOOGY 1598 - 30/12/1996
1995/0231 00036 KLEGRATO 3562 - 05/10/1998
1995/0234 00036 KLESETTA 3560 - 05/10/1998
1995/0237 00036 KLESECTRA 3557 - 05/10/1998
1995/0243 00036 KLEBLUE 3554 - 05/10/1998
1995/0288 00025 MERILADY 3925 - 03/11/1998
1995/0289 00025 MERIRICO 3926 - 03/11/1998
1995/0673 03602 03325 SANWHITE 2041 - 04/06/1997
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Pelargonium L’Her. ex Aiton
1995/0748 00089 00441 EVKA 1624 - 15/01/1997
1995/0752 00089 00441 PENRO 1616 - 15/01/1997
1995/0755 00089 00441 PENDACO 1618 - 15/01/1997
1995/0756 00089 00441 PENWEI 1619 - 15/01/1997
1995/0758 00089 00441 PENSID 1621 - 15/01/1997
1995/0808 00223 SERENA 608 - 02/08/1996
1995/0812 00223 ARENO 610 - 02/08/1996
1995/0813 00223 RIA 611 - 02/08/1996
1995/1141 00036 KLELESMO 1603 - 30/12/1996
1995/1143 00036 KLEGOES 612 - 02/08/1996
1995/1736 05505 DUESUA 2044 - 04/06/1997
1995/1737 05505 DUECELESTA 1511 - 16/12/1996
1995/1738 05505 DUEVENT 1512 - 16/12/1996
1995/2364 05505 DUEGENTA 771 - 16/12/1996
1995/2365 05505 DUEIMBIA 1515 - 16/12/1996
1995/2368 05505 DUEAPRI 2045 - 04/06/1997
1995/2369 05505 DUESOR 2042 - 04/06/1997
1995/2370 05505 DUEFUE 2043 - 04/06/1997
1995/2909 00401 00065 AMERICANA ROSE
SPLASH
3519 - 21/09/1998
1995/2926 00089 00441 SABINE 3523 - 21/09/1998
1996/0075 00089 00441 ROSECRYSTAL 2049 - 04/06/1997
1996/0077 00089 00441 PENSAM 2047 - 04/06/1997
1996/0220 05505 DUEMIRA 2089 - 09/06/1997
1996/0415 03602 01902 FISDEL 1858 - 03/04/1997
1996/0417 03602 01902 FISPUR 1860 - 03/04/1997
1996/0418 03602 01902 FISSAMBA 1861 - 03/04/1997
1996/0419 03602 01902 FISTADOR 1862 - 03/04/1997
1996/0459 00223 GENBAU 2095 - 09/06/1997
1996/0461 00223 NEILA 2100 - 09/06/1997
1996/0462 00223 GENOR 2099 - 09/06/1997
1996/0463 00223 GENIM 2098 - 09/06/1997
1996/0464 00223 GENBEM 2097 - 09/06/1997
1996/0465 00223 GENU 2096 - 09/06/1997
1996/0501 00036 KLESATHA 5383 - 08/11/1999
1996/0520 00036 KLEGATTA 3948 - 03/11/1998
1996/0740 00025 PRIMERI PINK 3533 - 21/09/1998
1996/0741 00025 PRIMERI WHITE 3532 - 21/09/1998
1996/0742 00025 MERISNOW 3531 - 21/09/1998
1996/0951 03602 01902 FISFANY 2736 - 06/04/1998
1997/0534 00036 KLECONA 7637 - 07/05/2001
1997/0621 03602 01902 FISLULU 4518 - 03/05/1999
1997/0650 03602 03325 DIMPHA 2771 - 20/04/1998
1997/0707 00401 00065 AMRI VIO 4775 - 05/07/1999
1997/0739 00089 00441 PENBALU 5288 - 08/11/1999
1997/0740 00089 00441 PENHAP 5289 - 08/11/1999
1997/0742 00089 00441 SAXORG 5290 - 08/11/1999
1997/0744 00089 00441 SAXPUR 5292 - 08/11/1999
1997/0753 00401 00065 FREE DARK RED 5532 - 06/12/1999
1997/0954 03602 01902 FISCORAL 4527 - 03/05/1999
1997/0958 03602 01902 FISHELEN 4531 - 03/05/1999
1997/0961 03602 01902 FISROSIMO 4534 - 03/05/1999
1997/0962 03602 01902 FISROCKY DARK RED 4535 - 03/05/1999
1998/0066 00089 00441 PENSYB 5728 - 17/01/2000
1998/0067 00089 00441 PENJANA 5729 - 17/01/2000
1998/0251 00089 00441 PENNEA 5730 - 17/01/2000
1998/0297 00036 KLECANBA 5731 - 17/01/2000
1998/0298 00036 KLEBELLI 5351 - 08/11/1999
1998/0764 00223 GENCOR 4297 - 06/04/1999
1998/0765 00223 GENAM 4298 - 06/04/1999
1998/0766 00223 GENCAS 4299 - 06/04/1999
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Pelargonium L’Her. ex Aiton
1998/0767 00223 GENDEL 4300 - 06/04/1999
1998/0770 00223 GENESTA 5751 - 17/01/2000
1998/0771 00223 GENDANA 5752 - 17/01/2000
1998/0772 00223 GENDORA 5753 - 17/01/2000
1998/0779 00633 00423 GALLERIA RUBY RED 5754 - 17/01/2000
1998/0822 03602 01902 FISPURPLE 4503 - 03/05/1999
1998/0824 03602 01902 FISORANGE 4505 - 03/05/1999
1998/0825 03602 01902 FISROROSE 4506 - 03/05/1999
1998/0830 03602 01902 FISBEACH 4510 - 03/05/1999
1998/0951 05505 DUEBART 5407 - 08/11/1999
1998/0952 05505 DUEVALENT 5408 - 08/11/1999
1998/1017 00089 00441 TIKVIO 7036 - 04/12/2000
1998/1018 00089 00441 TIKORG 7037 - 04/12/2000
1998/1147 00025 MERILOVE 7040 - 05/03/2001
1998/1148 00025 MERIFIRE 7041 - 05/03/2001
1998/1496 00036 KLERODER 7177 - 19/03/2001
1998/1663 00089 00441 PENSHO 7046 - 04/12/2000
1998/1664 00089 00441 PACMEL 7047 - 04/12/2000
1998/1665 00089 00441 PENLAVA 7048 - 19/03/2001
1998/1667 00089 00441 PENJUL 7050 - 04/12/2000
1998/1668 00089 00441 TIKSAL 7051 - 04/12/2000
1998/1766 00223 GENBUR 4703 - 19/07/1999
1998/1767 00223 GENFIS 4704 - 19/07/1999
1999/0279 02528 00592 TINGJUP 7665 - 21/05/2001
1999/0832 00223 GENIRA 7045 - 04/12/2000
1999/0833 00223 GENFISTO 7076 - 04/12/2000
1999/0834 00223 GENFIDA 7077 - 04/12/2000
1999/0835 00223 GENEVA 7078 - 04/12/2000
1999/0889 00633 00423 BALGALSOFI 7080 - 04/12/2000
1999/0954 00089 00441 PACBRIS 7089 - 04/12/2000
1999/0955 00089 00441 PACBRIAP 7090 - 04/12/2000
1999/0957 00089 00441 PACFAVIO 7091 - 04/12/2000
1999/0958 00089 00441 PACDALA 7092 - 04/12/2000
1999/0959 00089 00441 SAXVIO 7093 - 04/12/2000
1999/0962 00223 GENFURA 7094 - 04/12/2000
1999/1042 03602 01902 FISBILLY 6812 - 06/11/2000
1999/1044 03602 01902 FISGREN 6814 - 06/11/2000
1999/1049 03602 01902 FISMERK 6818 - 06/11/2000
1999/1221 00089 00441 RANDY 7110 - 18/12/2000
1999/1225 00089 00441 REGROS 7112 - 18/12/2000
1999/1261 03602 01902 FISCHERRY 6821 - 06/11/2000
1999/1263 03602 01902 FISLET 6822 - 06/11/2000
1999/1339 03052 GERPELBLA 6823 - 06/11/2000
1999/1342 03052 GERPELROV 6826 - 06/11/2000
1999/1343 03052 GERCERIS 6827 - 06/11/2000
1999/1344 03052 GERMAUVE 6828 - 06/11/2000
1999/1465 03602 01902 FISRIMBA 6830 - 06/11/2000
1999/1470 03602 01902 FISGOPI 6834 - 06/11/2000
1999/1753 05927 02318 IMPERIAL 11633 - 22/08/2003
Pelargonium grandiﬂorum (Andrews) Willd.
2000/0808 02528 00592 TINGPLUT 10267 - 18/11/2002
2001/0910 02979 02961 REGALIA CHOCO-
LATE
10206 - 21/10/2002
2001/0911 02979 02961 REGALIA PURPLE 10207 - 21/10/2002
2001/1110 02979 02961 REGALIA PURPLE PI-
COTEE
10208 - 21/10/2002
2002/0039 00089 00441 REGLAV 11811 - 08/09/2003
2002/0040 00089 00441 REGBEAUTY 11812 - 08/09/2003
2002/0041 00089 00441 REGSCHO 11813 - 08/09/2003
2002/0976 00089 00441 REGVIO 11814 - 08/09/2003
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Pelargonium grandiﬂorum (Andrews) Willd.
2003/0063 02528 00592 TINGMAR 14270 - 22/11/2004
2003/1991 05927 02318 BRAVO 16151 - 12/09/2005
2003/1993 05927 02318 JEWEL 16152 - 12/09/2005
2004/1412 03223 00423 FRANNY 16155 - 12/09/2005
2004/1413 03223 00423 CYNTHIA 16156 - 12/09/2005
2004/1414 03223 00423 JOLENTA 16157 - 12/09/2005
2004/1638 00089 00441 REGVEL 18192 - 21/08/2006
2004/1723 05927 02318 OGLROYWH 19260 - 05/03/2007
2005/1611 02528 00592 TINGMOZ 20704 - 24/08/2007
2005/1612 02528 00592 TINGBET 20703 - 24/08/2007
2005/1617 05193 00441 MARLI 20702 - 24/08/2007
2005/1814 02979 FLOREG05 20687 - 24/08/2007
2005/1815 02979 FLOREG01 20688 - 24/08/2007
2005/1816 02979 FLOREG02 20689 - 24/08/2007
2005/1817 02979 FLOREG03 20690 - 24/08/2007
2005/1818 02979 FLOREG04 20691 - 24/08/2007
2006/1157 00089 00441 REGBURG 20701 - 24/08/2007
2006/1158 00089 00441 REGLI 20700 - 24/08/2007
2006/1159 00089 00441 REGSUR 20699 - 24/08/2007
2007/0199 00089 00441 CAMPEYE 24062 - 23/02/2009
2007/0200 00089 00441 CAMRED 24063 - 23/02/2009
2007/0201 00089 00441 CAMDARED 24064 - 23/02/2009
2007/0202 00089 00441 CAMVIO 24065 - 23/02/2009
2007/0203 00089 00441 CAMBI 24066 - 23/02/2009
2008/0243 00089 00441 REGCAN 25929 - 24/08/2009
2008/0244 00089 00441 REGPET 25930 - 24/08/2009
Pelargonium peltatum (L.) L’Her. ex Aiton
1998/0842 00089 00441 PENEVRO 7034 - 25/06/2001
1999/0756 00223 GENDA 7862 - 25/06/2001
1999/1167 03052 GERDOBRO 8561 - 17/12/2001
1999/1228 00089 00441 PACCHERRY 8562 - 17/12/2001
1999/1463 03602 01902 FIM 140 6861 - 24/09/2001
2000/0996 05505 DUEALEGRIA 8629 - 17/12/2001
2000/1048 03602 01902 FISWIPINK 8301 - 10/09/2001
2001/0254 03052 GERDOBFRA 8523 - 17/12/2001
2001/0412 03602 01902 FIM145 8477 - 19/11/2001
2001/1007 05505 DUEMERL 10384 - 16/12/2002
2001/1008 05505 DUECEL 10385 - 16/12/2002
2001/1009 05505 DUELIRA 10386 - 16/12/2002
2001/1033 06467/06468 SIL MONA 10389 - 16/12/2002
2001/1035 06467/06468 SIL RIKEA 12387 - 19/01/2004
2001/1036 06467/06468 SIL RUBEN 10625 - 24/02/2003
2001/1037 06467/06468 SIL TABEA 10390 - 16/12/2002
2001/1038 06467/06468 SIL FOLKE 10391 - 16/12/2002
2001/1039 06467/06468 SIL TESKE 10626 - 24/02/2003
2001/1125 00633 00423 BALGALSUSI 12451 - 09/02/2004
2001/2160 05505 DUEARTHEMIA 12476 - 09/02/2004
2001/2166 05505 DUEECOWEISS 12478 - 09/02/2004
2001/2167 05505 DUEBERTINO 12479 - 09/02/2004
2001/2168 05505 DUEAMICA 12361 - 19/01/2004
2002/0042 00089 00441 PACTOMGI 12481 - 09/02/2004
2002/0044 00089 00441 PACBLUSY 12363 - 19/01/2004
2002/0280 03116 KLEP01042 12485 - 09/02/2004
2002/0821 03602 01902 FIP 165 10303 - 18/11/2002
2002/0961 00633 00423 BALCOLWHIT 14251 - 22/11/2004
2002/0969 06467/06468 SIL REBECCA 12370 - 19/01/2004
2002/1221 00401 00065 FREE PINK TWO 14252 - 22/11/2004
2002/1535 00089 00441 PACLILAC 14263 - 22/11/2004
2002/1539 00089 00441 PACAMELI 14266 - 22/11/2004
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2002/1540 00089 00441 PACVICKY 14267 - 22/11/2004
2002/1541 00089 00441 PACVET 14268 - 22/11/2004
2003/0376 03052 GERDOBBLA 14283 - 22/11/2004
2003/0788 03116 KLEP02060 14066 - 27/09/2004
2003/0789 03116 KLEP02102 14067 - 27/09/2004
2003/1117 05505 DUEBELVILBLU 14437 - 06/12/2004
2003/1118 05505 DUEBELVILPI 14275 - 06/12/2004
2003/1119 05505 DUEBELVILRED 14276 - 06/12/2004
2003/1121 05505 DUEPALAV 14278 - 06/12/2004
2003/1166 05505 DUEPAWITE 14438 - 06/12/2004
2003/1170 03602 01902 FISBLIPUR 12430 - 19/01/2004
2003/1994 05927 02318 GLOSALROS 16554 - 12/12/2005
2003/1995 05927 02318 GLOBAL SOFT PINK 16555 - 12/12/2005
2003/1996 05927 02318 GLOBAL RED 16556 - 12/12/2005
2003/2157 04442/04447 00025 CALYPSO 16721 - 30/01/2006
2003/2184 00633 00423 BALCOLREIM 16264 - 26/09/2005
2003/2417 06467/06468 SIL TOMKE 13993 - 27/09/2004
2003/2418 06467/06468 SIL PIA 13853 - 16/08/2004
2003/2419 06467/06468 SIL WITTJE 13854 - 16/08/2004
2004/0855 04920 00441 WESVILSU 16728 - 30/01/2006
2004/0863 06467/06468 SIL ERKE 14447 - 06/12/2004
2004/0903 03116 KLEP03109 16276 - 10/10/2005
2004/1030 00223 GENFIRE 14455 - 06/12/2004
2004/1248 03602 01902 FISLINA 14543 - 24/01/2005
2004/1249 03602 01902 FILUN 14544 - 24/01/2005
2004/1250 03602 01902 FISRUBY 14545 - 24/01/2005
2004/1251 03602 01902 FISMAXI 14546 - 24/01/2005
2004/1659 05505 DUEIMPAHOTPI 19266 - 05/03/2007
2004/1660 05505 DUEPAMERL 19267 - 05/03/2007
2004/2019 00089 00441 PACHAFVEL 19268 - 05/03/2007
2005/0100 00089 00441 PACLILL 19269 - 05/03/2007
2005/1122 03116 KLEP04114 19483 - 19/03/2007
2005/1123 03116 KLEP04116 19484 - 19/03/2007
2005/1124 03116 KLEP04112 19485 - 19/03/2007
2005/1232 03602 03325 ZOPEDACO 19288 - 05/03/2007
2005/1233 03602 03325 ZOPEAM 19289 - 05/03/2007
2005/1234 03602 03325 ZOPESACHI 19290 - 05/03/2007
2005/1613 06467/06468 SIL DINA 17038 - 27/03/2006
2005/1741 00401 01902 FREE ORCH 21380 - 10/12/2007
2005/2065 04442/04447 00025 FIDANOL JUICE 22335 - 05/05/2008
2005/2066 04442/04447 00025 FIDANOL WHITE 21753 - 11/02/2008
2006/1073 06467/06468 SIL QUIRIN 18676 - 20/11/2006
2006/1074 06467/06468 SIL TOBBI 18677 - 20/11/2006
2006/1075 06467/06468 SIL LEA 18678 - 20/11/2006
2006/1328 05505 DUEPARE 23342 - 25/08/2008
2006/1332 05505 DUEPAIMVIO 21830 - 11/02/2008
2006/1416 04970 00441 FELDPEL 12 21831 - 11/02/2008
2006/2372 03602 01902 FISNOW 20309 - 04/06/2007
2006/2374 03602 01902 FISPRIT 20311 - 04/06/2007
2007/1196 03116 KLEPP06122 23988 - 09/02/2009
2007/1197 03116 KLEPP06123 23989 - 09/02/2009
2007/1430 05505 DUEPAIMWITE 24071 - 23/02/2009
2007/1458 06467/06468 SIL INSA 21383 - 10/12/2007
2007/1460 06467/06468 SIL FALKO 21384 - 10/12/2007
2007/1461 06467/06468 SIL STELLENA 21385 - 10/12/2007
2008/0241 03602 01902 FISBURG 23353 - 25/08/2008
2008/1491 06073 SIL MALAIKA 23749 - 17/12/2008
2008/1492 06073 SIL MARLEN 23750 - 17/12/2008
2008/1493 06073 SIL NICO 23751 - 17/12/2008
2008/1494 06073 SIL NORA 23752 - 17/12/2008
19215|02|2010
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Pelargonium zonale (L.) L’Her. ex Aiton
1999/1086 00036 KLESAIL 6860 - 21/01/2002
1999/1801 00089 00441 FIWOWIT 9254 - 15/04/2002
1999/1802 00089 00441 FIWOSCARL 9255 - 15/04/2002
1999/1803 00089 00441 FIWOPINK 9256 - 15/04/2002
1999/1804 00089 00441 FIWOSAL 9257 - 15/04/2002
1999/1805 00089 00441 FIWOCHER 9258 - 15/04/2002
1999/1808 00089 00441 PACAMLA 8934 - 18/02/2002
2000/0424 02971 TOPLEO 8534 - 17/12/2001
2000/0463 02979 02961 HORIZON RED 8993 - 18/03/2002
2000/0622 00401 00065 AMRILIGHT
PINKSPLA TWO
9315 - 06/05/2002
2000/0718 03022 00003 LIN99 8543 - 17/12/2001
2000/0912 00036 KLETED 8544 - 17/12/2001
2000/0939 02416 00441 REALSIR 8611 - 17/12/2001
2000/0941 02416 00441 REALENA 9290 - 06/05/2002
2000/0942 02416 00441 REALVEGA 8546 - 17/12/2001
2000/0944 02416 00441 REALPOL 8603 - 17/12/2001
2000/0945 02416 00441 REALPRO 8551 - 17/12/2001
2000/0946 02416 00441 REALMI 8552 - 17/12/2001
2000/0963 06467/06468 SIL WIEBKE 9292 - 06/05/2002
2000/0964 06467/06468 SIL BALDO 9173 - 02/04/2002
2000/0965 06467/06468 SIL ONNO 9172 - 02/04/2002
2000/0966 06467/06468 SIL AURORA 9171 - 02/04/2002
2000/0967 06467/06468 SIL MAIKE 9293 - 06/05/2002
2000/0968 06467/06468 SIL CLAUDIO 9170 - 02/04/2002
2000/0969 06467/06468 SIL FRIESIA 9169 - 02/04/2002
2000/0970 06467/06468 SIL LISKE 9168 - 02/04/2002
2000/0971 06467/06468 SIL RAIKO 9294 - 06/05/2002
2000/0972 06467/06468 SIL SILKE 9295 - 06/05/2002
2000/0992 00025 FIMICHIGAN STAR 11251 - 09/06/2003
2000/1013 05505 DUEANDRIA 9757 - 15/07/2002
2000/1017 05505 REDFOX0130 9279 - 06/05/2002
2000/1478 00089 00441 FIWOREWHI 10340 - 16/12/2002
2001/0071 00089 00441 TIKPINK 10361 - 16/12/2002
2001/0819 03116 KLEP01052 10377 - 16/12/2002
2001/1047 03602 01902 FISEYELY 8949 - 18/02/2002
2001/1048 03602 01902 FISVULK 8950 - 18/02/2002
2001/1051 03602 01902 FISTABLANC 8953 - 18/02/2002
2001/1052 03602 01902 FISTANEON 8954 - 18/02/2002
2001/1053 03602 01902 FISBLUFORT 8955 - 18/02/2002
2001/1089 05505 RED FOX 1048 13036 - 19/04/2004
2001/1095 05505 DUEVISAL 12673 - 23/02/2004
2001/1096 05505 DUEVIBU 13814 - 19/07/2004
2001/1450 05927 02318 PATRIOT BRIGHT
RED
12566 - 09/02/2004
2002/0004 06467/06468 SIL RUMIKA 10075 - 23/09/2002
2002/0005 06467/06468 SIL JULIA 10076 - 23/09/2002
2002/0006 06467/06468 SIL LOTTEA 10077 - 23/09/2002
2002/0043 00089 00441 PACSHOVI 12676 - 23/02/2004
2002/0045 00089 00441 PACVI 12677 - 23/02/2004
2002/0046 00089 00441 PACVICA 12678 - 23/02/2004
2002/0279 03116 KLEP01007 12689 - 23/02/2004
2002/0823 03602 01902 FIP 440 10305 - 18/11/2002
2002/0824 03602 01902 FIP 553 10306 - 18/11/2002
2002/0825 03602 01902 FIP 765 10307 - 18/11/2002
2002/0973 05505 DUEVICORAL 12496 - 09/02/2004
2002/1379 03975/00370 IRCOPORT 14256 - 22/11/2004
2002/1380 03975/00370 IRCOBEGU 14257 - 22/11/2004
2002/1382 03975/00370 IRCOBLAN 14258 - 22/11/2004
1932009
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2002/1399 00633 00423 BALSHOLILA 14260 - 22/11/2004
2002/1400 00633 00423 BALDESVIO 14261 - 22/11/2004
2002/1536 00089 00441 FIWOCHERRY 14264 - 22/11/2004
2002/1538 00089 00441 PACBLA 14265 - 22/11/2004
2003/0786 03116 KLEP01008 14064 - 27/09/2004
2003/1120 05505 DUEMELLINA 14277 - 06/12/2004
2003/1129 00401 00065 CLIPS ROSSPLA 14289 - 22/11/2004
2003/1168 05505 DUECELINE 14440 - 06/12/2004
2003/1172 03602 01902 FISVITA 12432 - 19/01/2004
2003/1176 06467/06468 SIL HERMA 14286 - 22/11/2004
2003/1177 06467/06468 SIL FRAUKE 14285 - 22/11/2004
2003/1587 02416 00441 REALBELLATRIX 16470 - 28/11/2005
2003/1590 02416 00441 REALCASTOR 16561 - 12/12/2005
2003/1591 02416 00441 REALTAIR 16473 - 28/11/2005
2003/1592 02416 00441 REALBIREO 16474 - 28/11/2005
2003/1911 00089 00441 PACAN 16509 - 12/12/2005
2003/1912 00089 00441 PACTINA 16510 - 12/12/2005
2003/1913 00089 00441 PACDY 16511 - 12/12/2005
2003/1914 00089 00441 PACLAI 16512 - 12/12/2005
2003/1915 00089 00441 SWERO 16513 - 12/12/2005
2003/1998 05927 02318 PATRIOT CRAN-
BERRY RED
16558 - 12/12/2005
2003/2187 00633 00423 BALDESBRILA 16481 - 28/11/2005
2003/2234 05261 00423 BALSHOPINK 16483 - 28/11/2005
2003/2309 00223 GENVADA 13524 - 07/06/2004
2003/2411 04489 BODA GITANA RED 16972 - 27/02/2006
2003/2420 06467/06468 SIL KATARINA 13855 - 16/08/2004
2004/0064 03116 KLEP03107 16071 - 17/08/2005
2004/0065 03116 KLEP03105 14068 - 27/09/2004
2004/0066 03116 KLEP03012 14069 - 27/09/2004
2004/0067 03116 KLEP03106 16072 - 17/08/2005
2004/0493 00089 00441 MINIRO 16685 - 16/01/2006
2004/0494 00089 00441 MINIPINK 16686 - 16/01/2006
2004/0862 06467/06468 SIL ANNE 14446 - 06/12/2004
2004/0864 06467/06468 SIL KLAAS 14448 - 06/12/2004
2004/0865 06467/06468 SIL NIKLAS 14449 - 06/12/2004
2004/0866 06467/06468 SIL RENKO 14450 - 06/12/2004
2004/0867 06467/06468 SIL SÖREN 14451 - 06/12/2004
2004/0868 06467/06468 SIL TEDO 14452 - 06/12/2004
2004/0869 06467/06468 SIL WENKE 14453 - 06/12/2004
2004/0870 06467/06468 SIL MERLE 14454 - 06/12/2004
2004/1198 00401 00065 AMRI DERED 16477 - 28/11/2005
2004/1200 00370/03975 IRCOLLOR 16559 - 12/12/2005
2004/1201 00370/03975 IRCOCAPROI 16560 - 12/12/2005
2004/1209 00025 FISUM RED 19262 - 05/03/2007
2004/1210 00025 FISUM PINK 19263 - 05/03/2007
2004/1211 00025 FISUM DARK
SALMON
19264 - 05/03/2007
2004/1212 00025 FISUM CORAL RED 19265 - 05/03/2007
2004/1254 03602 01902 GRAFIRE 14549 - 24/01/2005
2004/1255 03602 01902 FISWEISS 14550 - 24/01/2005
2004/1258 03602 01902 FISNIFIRE 14553 - 24/01/2005
2004/1355 01018/04715 AGRAWHIDEL 19257 - 05/03/2007
2004/1593 00089 00441 SWEVIO 19258 - 05/03/2007
2004/1720 05927 02318 MAERIRED 20706 - 24/08/2007
2004/1721 05927 02318 MAEPINK 20705 - 24/08/2007
2004/1842 00401 00065 CLIPS DARED 19465 - 19/03/2007
2004/2018 00089 00441 PACFOX 19470 - 19/03/2007
2005/0314 04970 00441 FELDPEL 01 19471 - 19/03/2007
2005/0315 04970 00441 FELDPEL 02 19472 - 19/03/2007
2005/0316 04970 00441 FELDPEL 03 19473 - 19/03/2007
19415|02|2010
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2005/0317 04970 00441 FELDPEL 04 19474 - 19/03/2007
2005/0318 04970 00441 FELDPEL 05 19475 - 19/03/2007
2005/0319 04970 00441 FELDPEL 06 19476 - 19/03/2007
2005/0320 04970 00441 FELDPEL 07 19477 - 19/03/2007
2005/0322 04970 00441 FELDPEL 09 19478 - 19/03/2007
2005/0323 04970 00441 FELDPEL 10 19479 - 19/03/2007
2005/0356 04970 00441 FELDPEL 11 19480 - 19/03/2007
2005/1117 03116 KLEP04134 18848 - 18/12/2006
2005/1119 03116 KLEP04133 18849 - 18/12/2006
2005/1120 03116 KLEP04130 19481 - 19/03/2007
2005/1121 03116 KLEP04131 19482 - 19/03/2007
2005/1169 05505 DUEFUERTO 20259 - 04/06/2007
2005/1170 05505 RF8417 19387 - 05/03/2007
2005/1171 05505 DUEVINEON 19768 - 16/04/2007
2005/1172 05505 DUEAMANDA 19486 - 19/03/2007
2005/1189 04489 MIRADA RED PURPLE 20944 - 24/09/2007
2005/1191 03602 03325 ZODARE 19388 - 05/03/2007
2005/1192 03602 03325 ZOLAVBO 19389 - 05/03/2007
2005/1194 03602 03325 ZOROWEYE 19390 - 05/03/2007
2005/1195 03602 03325 ZONAROMA 19391 - 05/03/2007
2005/1200 03602 03325 ZOLARLET 19392 - 05/03/2007
2005/1201 03602 03325 ZOSCALA 19393 - 05/03/2007
2005/1202 03602 03325 ZONASCARORA 20461 - 16/07/2007
2005/1204 03602 03325 ZOLMAGIRO 19394 - 05/03/2007
2005/1205 03602 03325 ZONADARED 19395 - 05/03/2007
2005/1207 03602 03325 ZONAWITE 21764 - 11/02/2008
2005/1208 03602 03325 ZONASCAT 19271 - 05/03/2007
2005/1209 03602 03325 ZOLIRSCA 19272 - 05/03/2007
2005/1210 03602 03325 ZOBRISCA 19273 - 05/03/2007
2005/1212 03602 03325 ZOLBRISCALA 19274 - 05/03/2007
2005/1213 03602 03325 ZOSA 19275 - 05/03/2007
2005/1214 03602 03325 ZOLCAROS 19276 - 05/03/2007
2005/1215 03602 03325 ZONADAROLO 19277 - 05/03/2007
2005/1216 03602 03325 ZONADAROWITE 19396 - 05/03/2007
2005/1219 03602 03325 ZONALISALO 21767 - 11/02/2008
2005/1220 03602 03325 ZONASALMO 19278 - 05/03/2007
2005/1221 03602 03325 ZOLSALI 19279 - 05/03/2007
2005/1222 03602 03325 ZOLSAMON 19280 - 05/03/2007
2005/1223 03602 03325 ZOLAVY 19281 - 05/03/2007
2005/1224 03602 03325 ZOLDAROBO 19282 - 05/03/2007
2005/1226 03602 03325 ZOLMONO 19283 - 05/03/2007
2005/1228 03602 03325 ZOLISA 19285 - 05/03/2007
2005/1229 03602 03325 ZONACAROL 21796 - 11/02/2008
2005/1230 03602 03325 ZORED 19286 - 05/03/2007
2005/1231 03602 03325 ZODASA 19287 - 05/03/2007
2005/1265 06467/06468 SILIR 19397 - 05/03/2007
2005/1266 06467/06468 SILGAT 19398 - 05/03/2007
2005/1333 03602 01902 FISLORE 16731 - 30/01/2006
2005/1335 03602 01902 FISROWEISS 16733 - 30/01/2006
2005/1336 03602 01902 FISORANGTAN 16734 - 30/01/2006
2005/1513 00089 00441 MINICHER 21815 - 11/02/2008
2005/1514 00089 00441 MINICAN 21816 - 11/02/2008
2005/1515 00089 00441 MINILIGHT 21817 - 11/02/2008
2005/1614 06467/06468 SIL GESA 17035 - 27/03/2006
2005/1615 06467/06468 SIL HERO 17539 - 22/05/2006
2005/1616 06467/06468 SIL LARA 17036 - 27/03/2006
2005/1993 00089 00441 SWEBERRY 21818 - 11/02/2008
2005/2652 03602 01902 FIP 750 18460 - 25/09/2006
2006/0673 03116 KLEPZ05129 21825 - 11/02/2008
2006/0674 03116 KLEPZ05137 21451 - 17/12/2007
1952009
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2006/0675 03116 KLEPZ05141 21386 - 10/12/2007
2006/1070 06467/06468 SIL CATO 18673 - 20/11/2006
2006/1071 06467/06468 SIL VERA 18674 - 20/11/2006
2006/1072 06467/06468 SIL LINUS 18675 - 20/11/2006
2006/1111 00089 00441 FIWOPI 21819 - 11/02/2008
2006/1112 00089 00441 MINIBI 21820 - 11/02/2008
2006/1113 00089 00441 MINISCARL 21821 - 11/02/2008
2006/1114 00089 00441 PACSALPRI 21822 - 11/02/2008
2006/1116 00089 00441 PACMAR 21823 - 11/02/2008
2006/1117 00089 00441 PACSALKOM 21824 - 11/02/2008
2006/1161 03975/00370 IRCOESTA 22476 - 19/05/2008
2006/1162 03975/00370 IRCOBISB 22477 - 19/05/2008
2006/1163 03975/00370 IRCOTAMA 22478 - 19/05/2008
2006/1164 03975/00370 IRCOCALO 22479 - 19/05/2008
2006/1165 03975/00370 IRCOCAPRUB 22480 - 19/05/2008
2006/1166 03975/00370 IRCOPALS 22481 - 19/05/2008
2006/1302 03602 03325 ZOWITWO 21803 - 11/02/2008
2006/1303 03602 03325 ZOWITRE 21804 - 11/02/2008
2006/1304 03602 03325 ZOMON 21807 - 11/02/2008
2006/1327 05505 DUEIMLYK 21826 - 11/02/2008
2006/1330 05505 DUELINE 21828 - 11/02/2008
2006/1331 05505 DUEMELRO 21829 - 11/02/2008
2006/1494 00025 FISUM LILEYE 25725 - 22/07/2009
2006/1495 00025 FISUM WHITE 24059 - 23/02/2009
2006/1496 00025 FISUM ROSE EYE 24060 - 23/02/2009
2006/1536 03116 KLEPZ05139 24061 - 23/02/2009
2006/2258 00633 00423 BALLURLITPI 23972 - 09/02/2009
2006/2259 00633 00423 BALLURVIO 23973 - 09/02/2009
2006/2289 05261 00423 BALLURTANG 23974 - 09/02/2009
2006/2375 03602 01902 GRAMON 20312 - 04/06/2007
2006/2376 03602 01902 GRAWIT 20313 - 04/06/2007
2006/2377 03602 01902 GRADOSAL 20314 - 04/06/2007
2006/2379 03602 01902 GRADORED 20316 - 04/06/2007
2006/2380 03602 01902 FISRELLO 20317 - 04/06/2007
2007/0963 03602 01902 FISKOLA 21454 - 17/12/2007
2007/0964 03602 01902 FISKOMRE 21455 - 17/12/2007
2007/0965 03602 01902 FISROLAMON 21456 - 17/12/2007
2007/1199 03116 KLEPZ06252 24068 - 23/02/2009
2007/1431 05505 DUEVIHOTPI 24072 - 23/02/2009
2007/1432 05505 DUEVILILAV 24073 - 23/02/2009
2007/1433 05505 DUEVIPICH 24074 - 23/02/2009
2007/1434 05505 DUEVIPLUM 24075 - 23/02/2009
2007/1438 05505 DUEVIIMWI 24076 - 23/02/2009
2007/1439 05505 DUEVIAPBLOS 24077 - 23/02/2009
2007/1456 06467/06468 SIL SELMA 21457 - 17/12/2007
2007/1457 06467/06468 SIL MAGNUS 21458 - 17/12/2007
2007/1459 06467/06468 SIL FIONA 21459 - 17/12/2007
2007/2549 00554 GENBORED 22483 - 19/05/2008
2007/2550 00554 GENAZZO 22484 - 19/05/2008
2007/2551 00554 GENTREDER 23350 - 25/08/2008
2007/2552 00554 GENTREAK 23108 - 07/07/2008
2007/2553 00554 GENTRELA 23109 - 07/07/2008
2007/2554 00554 GENTREBU 23110 - 07/07/2008
2008/1339 03116 KLEPS06126 24004 - 09/02/2009
2008/1340 03116 KLEPS06127 24005 - 09/02/2009
2008/1343 03116 KLEPZ07202 24006 - 09/02/2009
2008/1344 03116 KLEPZ07197 24007 - 09/02/2009
2008/1346 03116 KLEPZ07201 24008 - 09/02/2009
2008/1400 03602 01902 GRAVIO 23745 - 17/12/2008
2008/1401 03602 01902 FISHELSH 24078 - 23/02/2009
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2008/1487 06073 SIL KAREN 23746 - 17/12/2008
2008/1488 06073 SIL LISA 23747 - 17/12/2008
2008/1489 06073 SIL ERIK 23748 - 17/12/2008
Pelargonium peltatum (L.) L’Hér. ex Aiton x Pelargonium zonale (L.) L’Hér. ex Aiton
2002/0962 00633 00423 BALGALBRIO 12461 - 09/02/2004
2005/1964 00633 00423 BALGALBRISE 21461 - 17/12/2007
2006/2257 00633 00423 BALGALDEPRO 23971 - 09/02/2009
2008/2341 00401 01902 AMRI TRARED 24527 - 06/04/2009
Pelargonium crispum (L.) L’Her. ex Aiton
2002/1322 00089 00441 PACBURG 14254 - 22/11/2004
2002/1323 00089 00441 PACVIOLA 14255 - 22/11/2004
2002/1388 00089 00441 PACEYES 14259 - 22/11/2004
2003/0380 00089 00441 PACBICOLOR 14271 - 22/11/2004
2005/1516 00089 00441 PACCRIO 21164 - 12/11/2007
2006/1115 00089 00441 PACBURED 20707 - 24/08/2007
Pelargonium graveolens L’Hér.
2003/0535 04186 BONTROSAI 13974 - 27/09/2004
Pelargonium zonale (L.) L’Her. ex Aiton x Pelargonium tongaense Vorster
2003/1179 00401 00065 CANTE DEREDS 14296 - 22/11/2004
2003/1180 00401 00065 CANTE CORAS 14295 - 22/11/2004
2003/1182 00401 00065 CANTE ROS 14294 - 22/11/2004
Pentas Benth.
1995/0908 00264 00003 COMET 3305 - 06/07/1998
1996/0370 00264 00003 VENUS 3323 - 06/07/1998
Pentas lanceolata (Forssk.) Deﬂers
2005/1597 00849 PELA 443 22734 - 09/06/2008
2005/1598 00849 PELA 136 22735 - 09/06/2008
2005/1599 00849 PELA 469 22736 - 09/06/2008
2005/1600 00849 PEBA 458 22737 - 09/06/2008
2005/1601 00849 PEBA 456 22738 - 09/06/2008
Pennisetum orientale Rich.
2000/0368 02595 02334 KARLEY ROSE 10859 - 24/03/2003
Penstemon heterophyllus Lindl.
2001/0827 03461 00423 PENBOW 13665 - 21/06/2004
Penstemon Schmidel
2002/0370 02133 00441 PINK CHABLIS 13695 - 21/06/2004
2002/0371 02133 00441 SWEET GRAPES 15667 - 06/06/2005
2004/0280 01511 01110 YAPUT 17270 - 10/04/2006
2005/1642 04243 00033 RED RIDING HOOD 20647 - 06/08/2007
2005/1903 00401 01902 PHENI REEDA 20136 - 04/06/2007
2006/2313 03602 03325 PENHARWI 25258 - 08/06/2009
2006/2315 03602 03325 PENHARED 25259 - 08/06/2009
Peperomia Ruiz et Pav.
2003/1952 00115 01903 DAFURO 18443 - 25/09/2006
2003/2059 00115 01903 DACIRRU 18444 - 25/09/2006
2003/2061 00115 01903 DANALTU 18445 - 25/09/2006
2003/2062 00115 01903 DAVICTO 18446 - 25/09/2006
2003/2063 00115 01903 DAFIDEL 18447 - 25/09/2006
2003/2065 00115 01903 DAGRATI 18448 - 25/09/2006
2003/2066 00115 01903 DAMOLLI 18618 - 06/11/2006
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Peperomia Ruiz et Pav.
2003/2067 00115 01903 DANAMI 18449 - 25/09/2006
2004/1048 05267 02586 BELLY BUTTON 18089 - 17/07/2006
2004/1561 00115 01903 DAVITA 18451 - 25/09/2006
Peperomia orba G.S. Bunting
2005/1610 04707 SILVER SHADOW 18456 - 25/09/2006
Persea americana Mill.
1998/1117 00345 01046 SIR PRIZE 25886 - 24/08/2009
1998/1118 00345 01046 LAMB HASS 25887 - 24/08/2009
Pericallis x hybrida B. Nord.
2004/0798 04071 00082 SUNSENEBABU 16135 - 17/08/2005
2004/0799 04071 00082 SUNSENEBAPIBA 16136 - 17/08/2005
2004/0800 04071 00082 SUNSENEBARE 16137 - 17/08/2005
2005/1971 04071 00082 SUNSENERAIBU 20273 - 04/06/2007
2005/1972 04071 00082 SUNSENERAPI 20274 - 04/06/2007
2007/1380 04071 00082 SUNSENESOPI 23107 - 07/07/2008
2008/0685 04071 00082 SUNSENERIBUBA 25860 - 24/08/2009
2008/0984 04071 00082 SUNSENEBAIBAI 25861 - 24/08/2009
Perovskia Kar.
1998/1320 02078 02079 LITTLE SPIRE 6713 - 02/10/2000
Petunia Juss.
1995/0781 04071 00082 SUNBELBU 4410 - 15/03/1999
1995/0782 04071 00082 SUNBELPI 4411 - 15/03/1999
1995/1711 05778 00025 PINK WAVE 1972 - 19/05/1997
1995/2372 05505 DUESURKAVE 1562 - 16/12/1996
1995/2914 04071 00082 SUNBLU 4716 - 21/06/1999
1997/0366 04071 00082 SUNBELKUPI 4759 - 05/07/1999
1997/0367 04071 00082 SUNBELKUHO 4760 - 05/07/1999
1997/0368 04071 00082 SUNBELKUBU 4970 - 04/10/1999
1997/0369 04071 00082 SUNBELCHIPI 4761 - 05/07/1999
1997/0379 00164 00423 DANCASCHOICE 4763 - 05/07/1999
1997/0505 01690 KERPRIL 5391 - 08/11/1999
1997/1133 04071 00082 SUNROSPI 4796 - 05/07/1999
1997/1135 04071 00082 SUNPURVE 5539 - 20/12/1999
1997/1170 04920 00441 WESKLEIPUR 4800 - 05/07/1999
1997/1311 01910 06704 BREVT 4802 - 05/07/1999
1999/0354 03491 00423 COBINK 7298 - 19/02/2001
1999/1220 02742 01110 HAKICE 7315 - 19/02/2001
1999/1540 01690 KERJUL 7393 - 05/03/2001
1999/1695 05505 DUEMIPUR 7338 - 05/03/2001
1999/1758 02854 04143 BLUETTE PURPLE 8817 - 04/02/2002
1999/1880 01112 00082 KEILAVBU 9617 - 01/07/2002
2000/0995 00036 KLEFALEC 8836 - 04/02/2002
2000/1491 00164 00423 DANCASPURSPARK 8961 - 18/02/2002
2000/1544 03661 03663 CONCRAN 10620 - 24/02/2003
2000/1545 03661 03663 CONGLOW 10474 - 20/01/2003
2000/1546 03661 03663 CONSUDA 10475 - 20/01/2003
2000/1548 03661 03663 CONBLOSS 10477 - 20/01/2003
2000/1549 03661 03663 CONBLUE 10478 - 20/01/2003
2000/1550 03661 03663 CONSTRAW 10479 - 20/01/2003
2000/1872 01112 00082 KEIDOPUEL 8938 - 18/02/2002
2000/1873 01112 00082 KEIYEUL 9762 - 12/08/2002
2000/2077 04920 00441 WESPELILA 8942 - 18/02/2002
2001/0109 05778 00025 FORT PINK VEIN 10494 - 20/01/2003
2001/0110 00025 FORT MILI 10495 - 20/01/2003
2001/0112 00025 FORT HOT PINK 10496 - 20/01/2003
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2001/0113 05778 00025 FORT B VEIN 11928 - 06/10/2003
2001/0144 02396/01690 KERCAN 10490 - 20/01/2003
2001/0178 04920 00441 WESPESORO 10621 - 24/02/2003
2001/0180 04920 00441 WESPEMAB 10498 - 20/01/2003
2001/0928 04071 00082 SUNMIPI 10418 - 16/12/2002
2001/0929 04071 00082 SUNPAPI 10419 - 16/12/2002
2001/0930 04071 00082 SUNLAPUR 10420 - 16/12/2002
2001/1602 04920 00441 WESPEAL 10631 - 24/02/2003
2001/1604 04920 00441 WESPENEO 10632 - 24/02/2003
2001/1634 05778 00025 KIRIMAJI BLUW 12198 - 08/12/2003
2001/1635 05778 00025 KIRIMAJI ORCHIT 11264 - 09/06/2003
2001/1794 03645 LAZZPERSFOL 14034 - 27/09/2004
2001/1891 03661 03663 CONDOPINK 12674 - 23/02/2004
2001/1892 03661 03663 CONDOST177 13817 - 19/07/2004
2001/1893 03661 03663 CONDOST169 13818 - 19/07/2004
2001/1894 03661 03663 CONDOWHITE 12675 - 23/02/2004
2001/1925 01112 00082 KEIPABUKAS 10421 - 16/12/2002
2001/1975 03226 SUMPET 01 10643 - 24/02/2003
2001/1976 03226 SUMPET 02 10644 - 24/02/2003
2001/1977 03226 SUMPET 03 10645 - 24/02/2003
2001/1978 03226 SUMPET 04 10646 - 24/02/2003
2001/1979 03226 SUMPET 05 10647 - 24/02/2003
2002/0178 01690/02396 KERMAR 12679 - 23/02/2004
2002/0210 03226 SUMPET06 12683 - 23/02/2004
2002/0211 03226 SUMPET07 12684 - 23/02/2004
2002/0212 03226 SUMPET08 12685 - 23/02/2004
2002/0213 03226 SUMPET09 12686 - 23/02/2004
2002/0214 03226 SUMPET10 12687 - 23/02/2004
2002/0215 03226 SUMPET11 12688 - 23/02/2004
2002/0474 04071 00082 SUNROVE 12456 - 09/02/2004
2002/0579 03116 KLEC01037 12691 - 23/02/2004
2002/0597 01020 04464 KAKEGAWA S36 12693 - 23/02/2004
2002/0599 05778 00025 KIRIMAJI DOUBLE
ROSE
13441 - 07/06/2004
2002/0600 05778 00025 KIRIMAJI DOUBLE
LAVEND
14036 - 27/09/2004
2002/0720 04920 00441 WESPEORP 14817 - 07/03/2005
2002/0814 05778 00025 KIRIMAJI DOUBLE
CAPRICIOUS
13444 - 07/06/2004
2002/0815 05778 00025 KIRIMAJI DOUBLE
PINK VEIN
13445 - 07/06/2004
2002/0944 03226 SUMPET 12 12696 - 23/02/2004
2002/1200 04920 00441 WESPEVAN 12697 - 23/02/2004
2002/1630 01112 00082 KEIWHIKEM 12466 - 09/02/2004
2002/1631 01112 00082 KEIREKUL 12467 - 09/02/2004
2002/1632 01112 00082 KEIREOM 12511 - 09/02/2004
2002/1845 00401 00065 WHIP ABLOS 12698 - 23/02/2004
2002/1846 00401 00065 REFLEC PUR 12699 - 23/02/2004
2002/1848 00401 00065 WHIP BLUROSE 12701 - 23/02/2004
2002/1904 02854 04143 ETTEWHI 14822 - 07/03/2005
2002/1905 02854 04143 ETTEVIO 14823 - 07/03/2005
2002/1910 00401 00065 WHIP SCARL 12703 - 23/02/2004
2002/1911 00401 00065 WHIP WHITE 12704 - 23/02/2004
2002/1929 03661 03663 MEDIOPIMO 12705 - 23/02/2004
2002/1930 03661 03663 USTUNI218 12706 - 23/02/2004
2002/1932 03661 03663 USTUNI140 12708 - 23/02/2004
2002/1933 03661 03663 USTUNI153 12709 - 23/02/2004
2002/1934 03661 03663 USTUNI164 12710 - 23/02/2004
2002/1956 00025 FORT BLUW 13834 - 19/07/2004
2002/2025 00401 00065 JAM SCARL 12713 - 23/02/2004
2002/2026 00401 00065 JAM WHITE 12714 - 23/02/2004
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2002/2051 05505 DUEDUBSURSOFTPI 12718 - 23/02/2004
2002/2052 05505 DUEDUBSURPURVEIN 12719 - 23/02/2004
2002/2099 00401 00065 JAM HOPINK 14825 - 07/03/2005
2002/2100 00401 00065 JAM BURG 14826 - 07/03/2005
2003/0191 02396/01690 KERVIC 14836 - 07/03/2005
2003/0192 02396/01690 KERCOFAN 14837 - 07/03/2005
2003/0240 04071 00082 SUNBAPIMO 14459 - 17/12/2004
2003/0241 04071 00082 SUNCHIFFON 14460 - 17/12/2004
2003/0242 04071 00082 SUNBAPIVE 14461 - 17/12/2004
2003/0284 04920 00441 WESPEKING 14841 - 07/03/2005
2003/0792 03116 KLEC02061 16936 - 27/02/2006
2003/1540 04920 00441 WESPECAVIO 14850 - 07/03/2005
2003/1541 04920 00441 WESPECAROSE 14851 - 07/03/2005
2003/1542 04920 00441 WESPECAPUR 14852 - 07/03/2005
2003/1543 04920 00441 WESPECAPINK 14853 - 07/03/2005
2003/1629 00401 00065 WHIP ROSEIN 14856 - 07/03/2005
2003/1630 00401 00065 JAM LITBULE 14857 - 07/03/2005
2003/1687 05505 DUESURIMBUVEIN 15773 - 20/06/2005
2003/1692 05505 DUESWEETSURBUSKY 14858 - 07/03/2005
2003/2053 04071 00082 SUNCOMI 14522 - 24/01/2005
2003/2336 03661 03663 USTUNI223 14860 - 07/03/2005
2003/2364 01020 04464 KAKEGAWA S30 16252 - 26/09/2005
2003/2365 01020 04464 KAKEGAWA S28 16253 - 26/09/2005
2003/2369 01020 04464 KAKEGAWA S38 16257 - 26/09/2005
2004/0083 01690/02396 KERKAT 16697 - 16/01/2006
2004/0084 01690/02396 KERDAM 16698 - 16/01/2006
2004/0807 04071/01112 00082 SUNVANILLA 18409 - 25/09/2006
2004/0808 04071/01112 00082 SUNROVEIN 17548 - 22/05/2006
2004/0809 04071 00082 SUNDAHO 16939 - 27/02/2006
2004/0889 03116 KLEC03017 16940 - 27/02/2006
2004/0890 03116 KLEC03033 15779 - 20/06/2005
2004/0892 03116 KLEC03052 14466 - 17/12/2004
2004/0898 03116 KLEC03054 16941 - 27/02/2006
2004/0900 03116 KLEC03057 16943 - 27/02/2006
2004/1089 00025 FORT RED 18418 - 25/09/2006
2004/1126 03491 00423 MP20 16704 - 16/01/2006
2004/1127 03491 00423 MP3 16705 - 16/01/2006
2004/1128 03491 00423 MP101 16706 - 16/01/2006
2004/1129 03491 00423 MP7 16707 - 16/01/2006
2004/1130 03491 00423 MP4 16708 - 16/01/2006
2004/1182 03602 03325 PETPUR 16947 - 27/02/2006
2004/1185 03602 03325 PETLAVGR 17317 - 24/04/2006
2004/1186 03602 03325 PETWIBLV 16950 - 27/02/2006
2004/1187 03602 03325 PETWIBLVGR 16951 - 27/02/2006
2004/1188 03602 03325 PETLAVVE 16952 - 27/02/2006
2004/1189 03602 03325 PETROSVE 16953 - 27/02/2006
2004/1190 03602 03325 PETSPEBL 17318 - 24/04/2006
2004/1203 05778 00025 FORTIMPUR 18425 - 25/09/2006
2004/1345 03491 00423 X0015522 16954 - 27/02/2006
2004/1545 03491 00423 MP102 16710 - 16/01/2006
2004/1695 00401 00065 JAM LAVERTWO 16961 - 27/02/2006
2004/1983 03645 LAZZPEWHOC 16963 - 27/02/2006
2004/1984 03645 LAZZPEBLAX 16964 - 27/02/2006
2004/1985 03645 LAZZPEREBI 16965 - 27/02/2006
2004/2064 04920 00441 WESPECAMARIA 17185 - 27/03/2006
2005/0613 02396/01690 KERLIMFAN 19086 - 22/01/2007
2005/0614 01690/02396 KERAPPFAN 19087 - 22/01/2007
2005/0615 01690/02396 KERFLAFAN 19088 - 22/01/2007
2005/0616 01690/02396 KERPINFAN 19089 - 22/01/2007
2005/0617 01690/02396 KERSAMFAN 19090 - 22/01/2007
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2005/0618 01690/02396 KERMELIS 19674 - 02/04/2007
2005/0692 03226 SUMPETMI 01 19167 - 19/02/2007
2005/0693 03226 SUMPETMI 04 19168 - 19/02/2007
2005/0694 03226 SUMPET 14 19169 - 19/02/2007
2005/0716 05062 00423 AWM 0308 19091 - 22/01/2007
2005/1027 04071/01112 00082 SUNMILK 19096 - 22/01/2007
2005/1028 04071/01112 00082 SUNRASPBERRY 19097 - 22/01/2007
2005/1029 04071/01112 00082 SUNPATIKI 19098 - 22/01/2007
2005/1032 04071/01112 00082 SUNHORE 19106 - 22/01/2007
2005/1033 04071/01112 00082 SUNREMI 19099 - 22/01/2007
2005/1034 04071/01112 00082 SUNLEMON 19100 - 22/01/2007
2005/1238 03116 KLEC03050 16701 - 16/01/2006
2005/1240 03116 KLEC04064 19179 - 19/02/2007
2005/1692 01856 FLOR FIRE 19555 - 19/03/2007
2005/1696 00164 00423 DANCAS110 19186 - 19/02/2007
2005/1800 00401 01902 JAM BULE 19384 - 05/03/2007
2005/1801 00401 01902 JAM BLUINTWO 19105 - 22/01/2007
2005/1802 00401 01902 JAM PLUMEIN 19385 - 05/03/2007
2005/1803 00401 01902 WHIP BULE 19386 - 05/03/2007
2005/1974 04071/01112 00082 SUNSURFDAPI 19210 - 19/02/2007
2005/1975 04071/01112 00082 SUNAPRI 19211 - 19/02/2007
2005/1976 04071/01112 00082 SUNLILA 19212 - 19/02/2007
2005/1977 04071/01112 00082 KEIBURTEL 19213 - 19/02/2007
2005/1978 04071/01112 00082 KEIRESAM 19214 - 19/02/2007
2005/1979 04071/01112 00082 KEIAMETSUM 19215 - 19/02/2007
2005/2073 03602 03325 PETPIBLO 19558 - 19/03/2007
2005/2074 03602 03325 PETBLUVE 19559 - 19/03/2007
2005/2075 03602 03325 PETLIBLUVE 19560 - 19/03/2007
2005/2076 03602 03325 PETPISTRI 19561 - 19/03/2007
2005/2077 03602 03325 PETPUVIVI 19693 - 02/04/2007
2005/2226 03602 03325 PETNITBL 19695 - 02/04/2007
2005/2227 03602 03325 PETROSENA 19696 - 02/04/2007
2005/2228 03602 03325 PETELRED 19571 - 19/03/2007
2005/2229 03602 03325 PETORCHVE 19572 - 19/03/2007
2005/2232 03602 03325 PETPASYEL 19191 - 19/02/2007
2005/2639 05295 03663 LANBOR 21644 - 14/01/2008
2006/0494 04071/01112 00082 SUNSURFMICPIN 19120 - 22/01/2007
2006/0495 04071/01112 00082 KEIDEPUSES 19121 - 22/01/2007
2006/0496 04071/01112 00082 KEIBUTOS 19122 - 22/01/2007
2006/0497 04071/01112 00082 KEIPUNES 19123 - 22/01/2007
2006/0826 04071/01112 00082 SUNSURFGIGABU 21649 - 14/01/2008
2006/0961 05062 00423 VDM051 21692 - 28/01/2008
2006/1004 04293 EPPE ROGINT 21693 - 28/01/2008
2006/1232 00025 FORT DARKPU 22257 - 05/05/2008
2006/1465 05505 DUESURIMBU 21660 - 14/01/2008
2006/1466 05505 DUEPOTDEPUR 24534 - 06/04/2009
2006/1467 05505 DUEPOTNEON 21661 - 14/01/2008
2006/1469 05505 DUESWEEXYEL 21663 - 14/01/2008
2006/1471 05505 DUEPOTPI 21665 - 14/01/2008
2006/1473 05505 DUEPOTRED 21667 - 14/01/2008
2006/1474 05505 DUESWESURLAV 21668 - 14/01/2008
2006/1488 00025 FORT PURPIC 22258 - 05/05/2008
2006/1489 00025 FORT YELLOW 22259 - 05/05/2008
2006/1796 03120 00423 OOSTCHANG 21566 - 17/12/2007
2006/2120 01112 00082 KEIPAWHIPAMIS 22026 - 07/04/2008
2006/2122 04071/01112 00082 KEIDORERAL 22027 - 07/04/2008
2006/2123 04071/01112 00082 KEIDOPINUL 22028 - 07/04/2008
2006/2124 04071/01112 00082 KEICOLIPINIS 21670 - 14/01/2008
2006/2125 04071/01112 00082 KEIWHIHUS 21671 - 14/01/2008
2006/2325 03602 03325 PETOUCH 21681 - 14/01/2008
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2006/2341 00401 01902 WHIP BRIINK 24535 - 06/04/2009
2006/2707 04071 00082 SUNSURFCOPASAKU 24413 - 23/03/2009
2006/2708 04071/01112 00082 SUNSURFBUPA 24414 - 23/03/2009
2006/2710 04071 00082 SUNSURFCOPARU 24416 - 23/03/2009
2006/2711 04071/01112 00082 SUNSURFVIOMI 23910 - 26/01/2009
2006/2712 04071 00082 SUNSURFCOPASAMO 23911 - 26/01/2009
2007/0273 01690/02396 KERBLUFAN 24783 - 20/04/2009
2007/0274 01690/02396 KERPURFAN 24784 - 20/04/2009
2007/0275 01690/02396 KERWHIFAN 24785 - 20/04/2009
2007/1219 05062 00423 CHARM 23941 - 09/02/2009
2007/1220 05062 00423 IGLO 23942 - 09/02/2009
2007/1225 03116 KLEPH06126 25043 - 04/05/2009
2007/1375 04071 00082 SUNSURFMICTROUT 24426 - 23/03/2009
2007/1376 04071 00082 SUNSURFRED 24427 - 23/03/2009
2007/1381 04071/01112 00082 SUNPURPLE 24428 - 23/03/2009
2007/1504 03116 KLEPH06123 25049 - 04/05/2009
2007/1505 03116 KLEPH06124 25050 - 04/05/2009
2007/1869 05505 DUEDUBSURBUV 25067 - 04/05/2009
2007/1870 05505 DUESURWICE 25068 - 04/05/2009
2007/1871 05505 DUESWEIMPUVE 25069 - 04/05/2009
2007/1872 05505 DUESWESOPIMO 25070 - 04/05/2009
2007/1910 01112 00082 KEIPALAVERIS 24440 - 23/03/2009
2007/2166 00401 01902 REF BULEIN 25076 - 04/05/2009
2007/2192 05062 00423 VDM77 23946 - 09/02/2009
2007/2193 05062 00423 VDM88 23947 - 09/02/2009
2007/2195 05062 00423 VDM165 23949 - 09/02/2009
2007/2196 05062 00423 VDM229 23950 - 09/02/2009
2007/2281 05600 FLORTUNIATWO 25077 - 04/05/2009
2007/2282 05600 FLORTUNIAONE 25078 - 04/05/2009
2007/2369 01690/02396 KERPRILCOMP 25176 - 18/05/2009
2007/2370 01690/02396 KERVERPLUM 25177 - 18/05/2009
2007/2371 01690/02396 KERVERPURPLE 25178 - 18/05/2009
2007/2372 01690/02396 KERVERROVEIN 25179 - 18/05/2009
2007/2373 01690/02396 KERVERSALM 25180 - 18/05/2009
2007/2374 01690/02396 KERVERWHITE 25181 - 18/05/2009
2007/2471 01020 04464 KAKEGAWA S84 25079 - 04/05/2009
2007/2485 03120 00423 OSCOPET1 23951 - 09/02/2009
2007/2486 03120 00423 OSCOPET2 23952 - 09/02/2009
2008/1305 03116 KLEPH07137 23922 - 26/01/2009
2008/1328 03116 KLEPH07144 23923 - 26/01/2009
2008/1331 03116 KLEPH07140 23924 - 26/01/2009
2008/2566 02396/06462/01690 KERVERYELLO 26293 - 21/12/2009
2009/1178 03116 KLEPH08153 26297 - 21/12/2009
Petasites
1997/0133 01595 06857 PETZELL 7241 - 05/02/2001
Petunia x Calibrachoa
2005/0771 00164 00423 DANCALIPET 19092 - 22/01/2007
2007/1673 01020 04464 KAKEGAWA S88 25054 - 04/05/2009
2007/1674 01020 04464 KAKEGAWA S89 25055 - 04/05/2009
2007/1675 01020 04464 KAKEGAWA S90 25056 - 04/05/2009
2007/1676 01020 04464 KAKEGAWA S91 25057 - 04/05/2009
Petroselinum crispum (Mill.) Nyman ex A.W. Hill
1996/0035 00683 PARAVERT 3297 - 03/08/1998
1997/0486 00683 OPAL 6787 - 16/10/2000
2000/1912 00237 AROMA 11086 - 05/05/2003
2004/1707 00237 ARAT 20076 - 21/05/2007
2004/2206 00683 LAURA 16118 - 17/08/2005
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Petroselinum crispum (Mill.) Nyman ex A.W. Hill
2004/2207 00683 LISETTE 16119 - 17/08/2005
2005/0872 00683 JUWEL 21775 - 28/01/2008
Phaseolus coccineus L.
1996/0278 01001 WHITE LADY 3291 - 03/08/1998
2000/0149 01001 FLAME 9941 - 12/08/2002
2004/0377 01001 MINNOW 18576 - 23/10/2006
2004/0670 01001 WEY 18347 - 25/09/2006
2006/2190 01001 ST GEORGE 25522 - 22/06/2009
2006/2191 01001 MOONLIGHT 25523 - 22/06/2009
2006/2192 01001 STARDUST 25524 - 22/06/2009
Phaseolus vulgaris L.
1995/0317 04840 GOLDEN TEEPEE 1593 - 30/12/1996
1995/0683 00031 OXINEL 1521 - 16/12/1996
1995/0684 00031 SOLEIL 1522 - 16/12/1996
1995/1195 05170 LIPSOS 1919 - 09/04/1997
1995/1198 05170 PALOMA 200 - 02/08/1996
1995/2295 00938 02329 SAPORRO 4140 - 01/12/1998
1995/2298 00938 02329 LAUSANNE 1921 - 09/04/1997
1995/2356 00899 SIXTA 2395 - 01/09/1997
1996/0049 03602 03325 LONGIO 2537 - 14/11/1997
1996/0114 00913 PROTON 4146 - 01/12/1998
1996/0217 05170 DONNA 3500 - 03/08/1998
1996/0482 03602 03325 CELTIC 5829 - 03/04/2000
1996/0658 00031 POLDER 4878 - 20/09/1999
1996/0757 00031 BOOSTER 3150 - 02/06/1998
1996/1495 00245 ARRAS 4141 - 01/12/1998
1997/0313 03602 03325 ROMEO 5836 - 03/04/2000
1997/0335 01641 00443 MARENGO 7426 - 09/04/2001
1997/0336 01641 00443 MAGICO 7427 - 09/04/2001
1997/0405 00031 SKIPPER 10936 - 14/04/2003
1997/0970 00938 02329 PANAMA 6779 - 16/10/2000
1997/1362 03602 03325 BANJO 5837 - 03/04/2000
1997/1401 01113/06386 DELICY 3153 - 02/06/1998
1998/0111 05170 CARANA 7431 - 09/04/2001
1998/0617 00031 INTER 5859 - 17/04/2000
1998/0619 00031 FLAVERT 5861 - 17/04/2000
1998/0794 00031 OLYMPUS 5862 - 17/04/2000
1998/1089 00938 02329 JAMAICA 7439 - 09/04/2001
1999/0043 00938 02329 EBRO 9328 - 06/05/2002
1999/0044 00938 02329 OJA 9329 - 06/05/2002
1999/0045 00938 02329 TAPIA 7970 - 06/08/2001
1999/0047 00938 02329 ALICANTE 7494 - 09/04/2001
1999/0430 00031 FAVOREL 5854 - 17/04/2000
1999/0431 00031 GOUSSDOR 5855 - 17/04/2000
1999/0432 00031 DIVINEL 5856 - 17/04/2000
1999/0763 03602 03325 CARSON 7760 - 21/05/2001
1999/0764 03602 03325 PALATI 8887 - 18/02/2002
1999/1076 05170 MATILDA 9939 - 12/08/2002
1999/1531 00031 MAGISTER 7762 - 21/05/2001
1999/1532 00031 GOLDITO 7763 - 21/05/2001
1999/1533 00031 UNIVERT 7764 - 21/05/2001
2000/0026 00913 COBRA 9940 - 12/08/2002
2000/0167 00746 FLAFORTE 6797 - 16/10/2000
2000/0457 00938 02329 CADILLAC 11666 - 08/09/2003
2000/0458 00938 02329 PRETORIA 11667 - 08/09/2003
2000/0459 00938 02329 BOGOTA 11668 - 08/09/2003
2000/0728 05170 DECORO 9943 - 12/08/2002
2000/0810 03602 03325 ORGANDI 9366 - 06/05/2002
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Phaseolus vulgaris L.
2000/1217 00938 02329 ANGERS 9963 - 12/08/2002
2000/1524 00031 WONDER 11064 - 05/05/2003
2000/1590 03602 03325 DECLIC 9369 - 06/05/2002
2000/1808 05170 XANTOS 11678 - 08/09/2003
2000/1809 05170 REGATTA 11679 - 08/09/2003
2000/1810 05170 SPECTRA 11680 - 08/09/2003
2000/1811 05170 MARTOS 11681 - 08/09/2003
2000/1812 05170 NAGANO 11682 - 08/09/2003
2000/1998 03602 03325 MENTION 9379 - 06/05/2002
2000/1999 03602 03325 ORPHEE 9380 - 06/05/2002
2000/2000 03602 03325 MAYON 11480 - 07/07/2003
2000/2001 03602 03325 PATION 11096 - 05/05/2003
2001/0377 06852 MONTCAU 16426 - 28/11/2005
2001/0548 01641 00443 SPLENDIDO 11710 - 08/09/2003
2001/1277 01641 00443 SOLISTA 13794 - 19/07/2004
2001/1560 05170 NADAL 13635 - 21/06/2004
2002/0057 00938 02329 ALEXANDRA 14089 - 25/10/2004
2002/0100 02923 CALGARY 14236 - 08/11/2004
2002/0102 02923 BOSTON 14238 - 08/11/2004
2002/0271 03602 03325 TILSAM 10200 - 21/10/2002
2002/0272 03602 03325 RAMSES 10201 - 21/10/2002
2002/0364 03602 03325 TORPEDO 14242 - 08/11/2004
2002/0506 03602 03325 REDON 14094 - 25/10/2004
2002/0623 00088 FASILI 14243 - 08/11/2004
2002/0624 00088 CLANCY 15168 - 18/04/2005
2002/0673 03602 03325 CORELLA 16428 - 28/11/2005




2003/0092 00938 02329 ALHAMA 15885 - 18/07/2005
2003/0204 00938 02329 RIVERGARO 15886 - 18/07/2005
2003/0205 04075 02329 DOGE 15887 - 18/07/2005
2003/0651 04199 01113 NAVARRO 13021 - 05/04/2004
2003/0652 00031 SUNDANCE 13022 - 05/04/2004
2003/0654 00031 CRUISER 13024 - 05/04/2004
2003/0738 00938 02329 FLAVIO 13025 - 05/04/2004
2003/0949 03602 03325 SOUSTON 13026 - 05/04/2004
2003/1545 00031 SOMBRA 18131 - 17/07/2006
2003/1546 00031 ALMENA 18132 - 17/07/2006
2003/2227 02923 KOALA 15874 - 18/07/2005
2003/2228 02923 CLARION 15875 - 18/07/2005
2003/2231 02923 TWIX 15876 - 18/07/2005
2003/2272 04460/04461 KAIMANO 15551 - 06/06/2005
2003/2273 04460/04461 EFESTO 15552 - 06/06/2005
2003/2274 04460/04461 CICLOPE 15553 - 06/06/2005
2003/2277 04460/04461 RADAMES 15554 - 06/06/2005
2003/2278 04460/04461 ULISSE 15555 - 06/06/2005
2003/2351 04477 01113 CONCESA 15877 - 18/07/2005
2003/2352 04477 01113 LAUREN 15878 - 18/07/2005
2004/0117 06386 AMETHYST 13956 - 13/09/2004
2004/0238 04075 02329 BANGA 19232 - 19/02/2007
2004/0418 03602 03325 VILLERON 14103 - 25/10/2004
2004/0700 04075 02329 SERIN 19234 - 19/02/2007
2004/0701 04075 02329 TIZIANO 20087 - 21/05/2007
2004/0702 04075 02329 BOUSCA 18381 - 25/09/2006
2004/1002 03602 03325 CERDON 21005 - 08/10/2007
2004/1028 04075 02329 BAROCCO 19955 - 16/04/2007
2004/1370 00031 MACAO 15384 - 10/05/2005
2004/1371 00031 DENVER 15385 - 10/05/2005
2004/1372 00031 BORSALINO 15386 - 10/05/2005
2004/1465 03602 03325 ASTUN 16433 - 28/11/2005
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Phaseolus vulgaris L.
2004/1503 03602 03325 RESSONS 15387 - 10/05/2005
2004/1527 01113/06386 BONUS 15388 - 10/05/2005
2004/1968 05170 LUGOS 21142 - 22/10/2007
2004/2494 04075 02329 VALENTINO 20980 - 08/10/2007
2004/2546 03602 03325 BALSAS 16123 - 17/08/2005
2005/0005 04075 02329 EXCALIBUR 20979 - 08/10/2007
2005/0096 02923 FLAMENCO 20986 - 08/10/2007
2005/0097 02923 CANZONE 20987 - 08/10/2007
2005/0099 02923 YELLOWSTONE 20989 - 08/10/2007
2005/0301 00031 GEIVERT 17328 - 24/04/2006
2005/0302 00031 DISCOVER 17603 - 22/05/2006
2005/0303 00031 KAISER 17604 - 22/05/2006
2005/0304 00031 DEXTER 17605 - 22/05/2006
2005/0637 05055 ESTEFANIA 20999 - 08/10/2007
2005/0837 04075 02329 SELMA 17615 - 22/05/2006
2005/0838 04075 02329 SELECTA 17616 - 22/05/2006
2005/0839 04075 02329 MAESTRALE 20978 - 08/10/2007
2005/1299 05055 FERNANDO 21000 - 08/10/2007
2005/1302 04075 02329 VIVO 23175 - 21/07/2008
2005/1519 01641 00443 DIPINTO 20085 - 21/05/2007
2005/1520 01641 00443 MILLENIUM 20086 - 21/05/2007
2005/2700 02923 TONGA 21141 - 22/10/2007
2005/2701 02923 HAWAII 21140 - 22/10/2007
2005/2707 03602 03325 NERESHNEE 21007 - 08/10/2007
2005/2708 03602 03325 HERRERA 21008 - 08/10/2007
2005/2709 03602 03325 EPERON 21009 - 08/10/2007
2005/2710 03602 03325 PIERROTON 21010 - 08/10/2007
2005/2711 03602 03325 XENON 21011 - 08/10/2007
2006/0001 02923 SAMOA 21138 - 22/10/2007
2006/0085 03602 03325 OZ 21012 - 08/10/2007
2006/0109 00913 STANLEY 21004 - 08/10/2007
2006/0120 03117 05315 SOURCE 21157 - 22/10/2007
2006/0121 03117 05315 BLAVET 21158 - 22/10/2007
2006/0122 03117 05315 RIOGRANDE 21159 - 22/10/2007
2006/0225 03602 03325 RENEGADE 23192 - 21/07/2008
2006/0226 03602 03325 FUSION 21144 - 22/10/2007
2006/0227 03602 03325 FASHION 21013 - 08/10/2007
2006/0228 03602 03325 GRODON 21145 - 22/10/2007
2006/0229 03602 03325 SOLEDAD 21146 - 22/10/2007
2006/0238 03602 03325 MAPOCHO 21147 - 22/10/2007
2006/0315 04075 02329 PORTO 23534 - 13/10/2008
2006/0316 04075 02329 ALMUDENA 25374 - 08/06/2009
2006/0317 04075 02329 ALQUIFE 23535 - 13/10/2008
2006/0468 04075 02329 BERONIA 23185 - 21/07/2008
2006/0469 04075 02329 BOURGONDIA 23186 - 21/07/2008
2006/0470 04075 02329 SCIROCCO 23426 - 15/09/2008
2006/0492 00031 EXPER 19666 - 19/03/2007
2006/0608 05170 TRAVIATA 22305 - 05/05/2008
2006/1317 00031 MISTICA 23320 - 04/08/2008
2006/1739 05170 BILMA 25513 - 22/06/2009
2006/1740 05170 SACHA 25514 - 22/06/2009
2006/2044 04075 02329 NUVOLARI 25480 - 22/06/2009
2006/2583 05055 ARMANDO 25525 - 22/06/2009
2007/0607 05799 POSEIDON 23428 - 15/09/2008
2007/0608 05799 VENICE 23429 - 15/09/2008
2007/0609 05799 BELCAMPO 23430 - 15/09/2008
2007/0653 03602 03325 CASHER 25971 - 05/10/2009
2007/0804 00031 JUMPER 22313 - 05/05/2008
2008/0370 05799 ANJOU 25904 - 24/08/2009
2008/0371 05799 BELLINI 25905 - 24/08/2009
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Phaseolus vulgaris L.
2008/0372 05799 SJANGHAI 25906 - 24/08/2009
2008/0373 05799 ALMATY 25907 - 24/08/2009
2008/0675 05799 VOLTA 25908 - 24/08/2009
2008/0676 05799 JUBBA 25909 - 24/08/2009
2008/0711 03602 03325 KONZA 25477 - 22/06/2009
2008/2072 00088 FEZ 25511 - 22/06/2009
2008/2153 00031 COMPER 24896 - 04/05/2009
2008/2154 00031 SOLAVERT 24897 - 04/05/2009
2008/2155 00031 VETIVERT 24898 - 04/05/2009
2008/2156 00031 PUNCHER 24899 - 04/05/2009
2008/2569 01113 PIRAMIDE 25461 - 22/06/2009
2008/2662 01113 FRUCTIDOR 25462 - 22/06/2009
Phacelia tanacetifolia Benth.
2007/1362 05115 BEEHAPPY 22103 - 07/04/2008
Phalaris arundinacea L.
2000/1994 00186 BAMSE 8089 - 06/08/2001
Philodendron Schott
2006/0878 04398 01903 MDK11 22225 - 05/05/2008
Philodendron domesticum G. S. Bunting
2003/1792 04398 01903 MDK10 15755 - 20/06/2005
Philodendron bipinnatiﬁdum Schott ex Endl.
2007/2470 05791 02433 TWYPH0007 25836 - 24/08/2009
Phlox drummondii Hook.
2006/0498 04071 00082 SUNPHLOROME 22621 - 19/05/2008
2006/0499 04071 00082 SUNPHLOCHEBU 22622 - 19/05/2008
2006/0500 04071 00082 SUNPHLOPIN 22623 - 19/05/2008
2006/0501 04071 00082 SUNPHLORE 22624 - 19/05/2008
2006/0502 04071 00082 SUNPHLOHO 22625 - 19/05/2008
2006/0503 04071 00082 SUNPHLOCARMA 22626 - 19/05/2008
2008/0385 04071 00082 SUNPHLOBURU 26250 - 07/12/2009
Phlox paniculata L.
1998/0538 02078 02079 LIZZY 5600 - 20/12/1999
1999/1242 03941 01903 GOLDMINE 7378 - 05/03/2001
1999/1579 05780/05781 02812 BECKY TOWE 8675 - 21/01/2002
2003/1027 04248 01903 PLEASANT FEELINGS 15151 - 18/04/2005
2003/1748 04393 04261 JUNIOR SURPRISE 14497 - 17/12/2004
2003/2207 01675 BARTHIRTYONE 17942 - 03/07/2006
2003/2209 01675 BARTHIRTYTHREE 17943 - 03/07/2006
2003/2210 01675 BARTHIRTYFOUR 17944 - 03/07/2006
2003/2211 01675 BARTHIRTYFIVE 17945 - 03/07/2006
2003/2212 01675 BARTHIRTYSIX 17946 - 03/07/2006
2004/0917 01675 BARTHIRTYEIGHT 17953 - 03/07/2006
2004/0918 01675 BARTHIRTYNINE 17954 - 03/07/2006
2004/0919 01675 BARTWENTYNINE 17955 - 03/07/2006
2004/2305 02078 03423 DELILAH 17965 - 03/07/2006
2005/0711 01675 BARFORTYONE 20431 - 02/07/2007
2005/0712 01675 BARFORTY 20432 - 02/07/2007
2005/1644 04393 04261 MIRACLE ROSY EYES 22234 - 05/05/2008
2005/1648 04393 04261 PIXIE MIRACLE
GRACE
22235 - 05/05/2008
2005/1659 04393 04261 PIXIE MIRACLE
WHITE
22236 - 05/05/2008
2005/2578 00986 03638 FONDANT FANCY 22217 - 05/05/2008
2007/0356 04248 00423 PURE FEELINGS 24250 - 09/03/2009
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Phlox paniculata L.
2007/0568 03671 00423 ESM ALFA 24251 - 09/03/2009
2007/0569 03671 00423 ESM BALTICO 24252 - 09/03/2009
2007/0570 03671 00423 ESM MEDITERRANEO 24253 - 09/03/2009
2007/0571 03671 00423 ESM ZEUS 24254 - 09/03/2009
2007/0680 00986 GRENADINE DREAM 24255 - 09/03/2009
2008/0720 05759 00423 DITOSDRE 26246 - 07/12/2009
2008/0721 05759 00423 DITOSMEL 26247 - 07/12/2009
2008/0722 05759 00423 DITOSSE 26248 - 07/12/2009
2008/0723 05759 00423 DITOSTEM 26249 - 07/12/2009
Phlox L.
1998/1660 01675 BARTWELVE 5601 - 20/12/1999
1998/1661 01675 BARELEVEN 5602 - 20/12/1999
1998/1662 01675 BARTEN 5603 - 20/12/1999
1999/0171 01675 BARFOURTEEN 5604 - 20/12/1999
1999/0856 01675 BARNINE 5607 - 20/12/1999
2001/0273 03941 01903 NATURAL FEELINGS 10663 - 24/02/2003
2002/2108 03671 00423 ESM INDICO 14315 - 20/06/2005
2003/2337 03661 03663 USPHLO1 14489 - 17/12/2004
2003/2338 03661 03663 USPHLO2 14490 - 17/12/2004
2003/2339 03661 03663 USPHLO3 14491 - 17/12/2004
2005/2579 00986 03638 SHERBET COCKTAIL 24305 - 09/03/2009
Phlox maculata L.
2007/2448 05560 00423 FLOWER POWER 26245 - 07/12/2009
Phleum pratense L.
1996/0046 00873 COMER 2486 - 01/10/1997
2005/2619 05115 PRESTO 18026 - 03/07/2006
2006/1081 05115 CRESCENDO 18887 - 18/12/2006
2006/1668 05115 MAESTOSO 19311 - 05/03/2007
Phormium tenax J.R.Forst.et G.Forst.
2003/0344 02603 02604 ALISON BLACKMAN 15708 - 20/06/2005
2003/1505 02603 02604 JOKER 15717 - 20/06/2005
2004/1386 04721 01110 WESTADO 17511 - 22/05/2006
2006/1194 01448 ALL BLACK 23438 - 29/09/2008
Phormium J.R. Forst. et G. Forst.
2003/0255 04138 02433 MARGARET JONES 17533 - 22/05/2006
2003/0256 01980 02433 MERLOT 17534 - 22/05/2006
Phormium cookianum Le Jol.
2007/1361 05911 01589 BLACK ADDER 25772 - 22/07/2009
Photinia Lindl.
1997/1237 01906/01907 01589 ALLYN SPRITE 8851 - 18/02/2002
2001/0297 04354 KOLCURL 16613 - 16/01/2006
2001/1756 03639 02433 RED PLANET 15663 - 06/06/2005
Photinia glabra (Thunb.) Franch. et Sav.
1999/0639 01432 01110 BRANPARA 10079 - 23/09/2002
Photinia x fraseri Dress
2003/1396 00324 02722 CASSINI 15716 - 20/06/2005
2007/0560 00637 01110 BOURFRITS 25131 - 18/05/2009
Phalaenopsis Blume
1995/2015 06202 JUPITER 2937 - 18/05/1998
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Phalaenopsis Blume
1996/1086 01347 ANTIS 2938 - 18/05/1998
1998/0195 02001 00423 GOLDEN QUEEN 5404 - 08/11/1999
1998/0527 02001 00423 PASSION651 6847 - 20/11/2000
1998/1354 02001 00423 PERFECTION 6846 - 20/11/2000
1998/1355 02001 00423 EMOTION 6849 - 20/11/2000
1999/0772 02001 00423 PASSION 652 8663 - 21/01/2002
1999/0773 02001 00423 SIO0011 8664 - 21/01/2002
1999/0774 02001 00423 INSPIRATION 8665 - 21/01/2002
1999/1152 02001 00423 SIO0007 8669 - 21/01/2002
1999/1651 01347 ANTEPOLO 8970 - 18/02/2002
1999/1682 01347 ANTEPOM 9485 - 03/06/2002
1999/1849 01347 ANTVARIS 8161 - 10/09/2001
1999/1850 01347 ANTAPHANEL 8162 - 10/09/2001
1999/1851 01347 ANTWAREN 8163 - 10/09/2001
2000/0031 02001 00423 SIO 0005 10118 - 23/09/2002
2000/0032 02001 00423 SIO 0013 10119 - 23/09/2002
2000/0784 01347 PHALACPF 9501 - 03/06/2002
2000/0785 01347 PHALOOIC 9502 - 03/06/2002
2000/0786 01347 PHALACQD 9503 - 03/06/2002
2000/0788 01347 PHALAFSE 9505 - 03/06/2002
2000/0789 01347 PHALACRB 9506 - 03/06/2002
2000/1456 01347 PHALARXJ 9525 - 03/06/2002
2000/1457 01347 PHALAOYQ 9526 - 03/06/2002
2000/1458 01347 PHALANBL 9527 - 03/06/2002
2000/1669 02012 MAGIC EYES 9985 - 09/09/2002
2000/1670 02012 MAGIC DREAM 9543 - 03/06/2002
2000/1671 02012 MAGIC KISS 9544 - 03/06/2002
2001/0103 01347 PHALAQXP 9560 - 03/06/2002
2001/1324 03552 PIKO RED 10670 - 24/02/2003
2001/1645 01347 PHALALODU 10675 - 24/02/2003
2001/1646 01347 PHALAMAT 10676 - 24/02/2003
2002/1895 01347 PHALASEN 11786 - 08/09/2003
2002/1896 01347 PHALANCON 11787 - 08/09/2003
2002/1992 03552 01347 PIKO FANTASY 12801 - 08/03/2004
2003/0631 06598 TROPIC WHITEBELL 14330 - 06/12/2004
2003/2281 06598 TROP0005 14499 - 17/12/2004
2003/2284 01347 PHALALEH 14500 - 17/12/2004
2003/2285 01347 PHALAMAKE 14501 - 17/12/2004
2003/2287 01347 PHALAOFLE 14484 - 17/12/2004
2003/2290 01347 PHALADINO 14487 - 17/12/2004
2003/2291 01347 PHALUCPE 14488 - 17/12/2004
2003/2327 01347 PHALMAXE 14808 - 07/03/2005
2003/2328 01347 PHALPIMSE 14809 - 07/03/2005
2003/2329 01347 PHALGEMAQ 14810 - 07/03/2005
2004/0363 06202 ATLANTIS 17567 - 22/05/2006
2004/1754 01347 PHALAZUFHA 17569 - 22/05/2006
2004/1755 01347 PHALELBE 20005 - 21/05/2007
2004/1756 01347 PHALELENO 17570 - 22/05/2006
2004/1759 01347 PHALBIMXA 17571 - 22/05/2006
2004/1760 01347 PHALDEMZO 17572 - 22/05/2006
2004/1761 01347 PHALBEMBU 17573 - 22/05/2006
2004/1762 01347 PHALMACHE 17574 - 22/05/2006
2004/1764 01347 PHALABENXO 17576 - 22/05/2006
2004/1765 01347 PHALABLYL 17577 - 22/05/2006
2004/1766 01347 PHALBNUZU 17578 - 22/05/2006
2004/1767 01347 PHALBNAP 17579 - 22/05/2006
2004/1768 01347 PHALBNOK 20104 - 04/06/2007
2004/1769 01347 PHALBNOBO 17580 - 22/05/2006
2004/1770 01347 PHALARWAR 17581 - 22/05/2006
2004/1771 01347 PHALONCEM 17582 - 22/05/2006
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Phalaenopsis Blume
2004/1772 01347 PHALABOW 17583 - 22/05/2006
2004/1773 01347 PHALBOXI 17584 - 22/05/2006
2004/1776 01347 PHALANFI 17585 - 22/05/2006
2004/1777 01347 PHALQIWI 17586 - 22/05/2006
2004/1778 01347 PHALAQAX 17587 - 22/05/2006
2004/1779 01347 PHALAXOJ 17588 - 22/05/2006
2004/1780 01347 PHALDIFA 17589 - 22/05/2006
2004/1781 01347 PHALASAM 17590 - 22/05/2006
2004/1782 01347 PHALASDE 17591 - 22/05/2006
2004/1783 01347 PHALATODOK 17592 - 22/05/2006
2004/1784 01347 PHALALIEP 17593 - 22/05/2006
2004/1785 01347 PHALAJUWO 17594 - 22/05/2006
2004/1786 01347 PHALUZEP 17595 - 22/05/2006
2004/1787 01347 PHALAGUC 17596 - 22/05/2006
2005/0802 06202 CYRENE 21588 - 14/01/2008
2005/0840 01347 PHALBOEZEQ 20710 - 24/08/2007
2005/1722 05212 00423 MRS BROWN 19790 - 16/04/2007
2005/1723 05212 00423 SYMPHONY 19721 - 02/04/2007
2005/2113 01347 PHALADADEL 20021 - 21/05/2007
2006/0116 05213 01903 KLINGECDF1 20736 - 24/08/2007
2006/0328 06202 IKARIA 21592 - 14/01/2008
2006/0329 01347 PHALNASXU 20029 - 21/05/2007
2006/0330 01347 PHALTULEN 19428 - 19/03/2007
2006/0331 01347 PHALMOXPI 20030 - 21/05/2007
2006/0332 01347 PHALMOMEN 20031 - 21/05/2007
2006/0333 01347 PHALPNIZOK 20032 - 21/05/2007
2006/0334 01347 PHALBNIBE 20033 - 21/05/2007
2006/0335 01347 PHALBOBOL 19429 - 19/03/2007
2006/0336 01347 PHALBOEM 20034 - 21/05/2007
2006/0337 01347 PHALAPEK 19430 - 19/03/2007
2006/0338 01347 PHALMOQXIM 20035 - 21/05/2007
2006/0339 01347 PHALBROWJE 20036 - 21/05/2007
2006/0340 01347 PHALMORWA 20037 - 21/05/2007
2006/0342 01347 PHALBEXI 20038 - 21/05/2007
2006/0626 02001 00423 SIO0021 25543 - 22/06/2009
2006/1059 01347 PHALOPOF 21596 - 14/01/2008
2006/1060 01347 PHALEQEF 21597 - 14/01/2008
2006/1061 01347 PHALUBIEN 21598 - 14/01/2008
2006/1651 01347 PHALUSCEN 21602 - 14/01/2008
2006/1652 01347 PHALNATOK 21603 - 14/01/2008
2006/1653 01347 PHALLOEL 21604 - 14/01/2008
2006/1654 01347 PHALUNA 21605 - 14/01/2008
2006/1655 01347 PHALOQFO 21606 - 14/01/2008
2006/1656 01347 PHALUPE 21607 - 14/01/2008
2006/1657 01347 PHALKODO 21608 - 14/01/2008
2006/1914 05583 01903 VRESHICAS 21710 - 28/01/2008
2006/2101 05618 01903 SO SATISFIED 21617 - 14/01/2008
2006/2117 06606 01903 C75 23000 - 23/06/2008
2007/0134 05711 01903 QUEEN V6 24714 - 20/04/2009
2007/0184 05722 PROV500GF 24715 - 20/04/2009
2007/0185 05722 PROV501GF 24716 - 20/04/2009
2007/0248 01347 PHALATAQ 24221 - 23/02/2009
2007/0249 01347 PHALJELOW 23478 - 29/09/2008
2007/0251 01347 PHALPOZEP 23479 - 29/09/2008
2007/0253 01347 PHALOQZU 26062 - 05/10/2009
2007/0254 01347 PHALBALAK 23480 - 29/09/2008
2007/0257 01347 PHALOSIBO 21625 - 14/01/2008
2007/0306 01347 PHALBONZO 21626 - 14/01/2008
2007/0308 01347 PHALBOWOP 23486 - 29/09/2008
2007/0309 01347 PHALBODEQ 21627 - 14/01/2008
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Phalaenopsis Blume
2007/0310 01347 PHALOPYKO 22058 - 07/04/2008
2007/0312 01347 PHALBAPFOZ 23487 - 29/09/2008
2007/0313 01347 PHALBAROM 23488 - 29/09/2008
2007/0315 01347 PHALOSAZAS 23489 - 29/09/2008
2007/0316 01347 PHALBOXHO 23490 - 29/09/2008
2007/0759 02001 00423 SIO0023 23492 - 29/09/2008
2007/0855 01347 PHALBOPEA 24721 - 20/04/2009
2007/0909 06202 FLORINA 24722 - 20/04/2009
2007/1021 05041 LK V23340 24258 - 09/03/2009
2007/1023 05041 LK V13509 26184 - 19/10/2009
2007/1063 04285 01903 SOGO F1774 24230 - 23/02/2009
2007/1215 03552 PIKOZEVEN 23498 - 29/09/2008
2007/1952 06202 LUNA 24724 - 20/04/2009
2007/1998 05997 PROVO002GF 24725 - 20/04/2009
2007/1999 05997 PROVO003GF 24726 - 20/04/2009
2007/2002 05997 PROVO006GF 26082 - 05/10/2009
2007/2007 05997 PROVO011GF 26083 - 05/10/2009
2007/2008 05997 PROVO012GF 24727 - 20/04/2009
2007/2009 05997 PROVO013GF 24728 - 20/04/2009
2007/2013 05997 PROVO017GF 25453 - 22/06/2009
2007/2014 05997 PROVO018GF 26084 - 05/10/2009
2007/2015 05997 PROVO019GF 26085 - 05/10/2009
2007/2017 05997 PROVO021GF 26086 - 05/10/2009
2007/2019 05997 PROVO025GF 26087 - 05/10/2009
2007/2105 04285 01903 SOGO F1384 25707 - 22/07/2009
2007/2110 04285 01903 SOGO F1567 25708 - 22/07/2009
2007/2111 04285 01903 SOGO F842 25709 - 22/07/2009
2007/2377 06045 01903 SHIUH DONG
WHISHKEY
26095 - 05/10/2009
2007/2677 05712 01903 JOIN GRACE 25723 - 22/07/2009
2007/2882 06202 HADES 26106 - 05/10/2009
2008/0034 06202 ANDROS 24729 - 20/04/2009
2008/0400 01347 PHALLOREN 26203 - 16/11/2009
2008/0403 01347 PHALAMBOM 24730 - 20/04/2009
2008/0404 01347 PHALBONWAY 24731 - 20/04/2009
2008/0405 01347 PHALOBONAB 26204 - 16/11/2009
2008/0406 01347 PHALOBANDO 24732 - 20/04/2009
2008/0407 01347 PHALBANEHI 25454 - 22/06/2009
2008/0408 01347 PHALBOLAO 24733 - 20/04/2009
2008/0409 01347 PHALBOKAPA 24734 - 20/04/2009
2008/0410 01347 PHALBOBOKA 26205 - 16/11/2009
2008/0411 01347 PHALBOCIQ 26206 - 16/11/2009
2008/0414 01347 PHALBOFANI 24735 - 20/04/2009
2008/0415 01347 PHALBOPAX 25455 - 22/06/2009
2008/0416 01347 PHALOPIXO 26207 - 16/11/2009
2008/0418 01347 PHALBAPOE 26208 - 16/11/2009
2008/0420 01347 PHALBEPAN 24736 - 20/04/2009
2008/0421 01347 PHALBIDIK 26209 - 16/11/2009
2008/0758 01347 PHALBOQOD 26210 - 16/11/2009
2008/0902 04285 01903 SOGO F1450 24737 - 20/04/2009
2008/0906 04285 01903 SOGO F1839 25456 - 22/06/2009
Phalaenopsis equestris (Schauer) Rchb. f.
2007/1943 05922 00423 AIDA 25574 - 06/07/2009
Physocarpus opulifolius (L.) Maxim.
2003/1132 03881 MINDIA 15715 - 20/06/2005
2003/2464 04506 01110 TUILAD 17536 - 22/05/2006
2004/0539 02967 00423 SEWARD 20177 - 04/06/2007
2005/2248 05268 GELESQ 20442 - 02/07/2007
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Phygelius E. Mey. ex Benth.
2001/1736 01849/02511 BLAPHY 11518 - 07/07/2003
2004/0373 01511 01110 YAPYEL 17099 - 13/03/2006
2004/0374 01511 01110 YAPCRE 17100 - 13/03/2006
2004/0375 01511 01110 YAPCOR 17101 - 13/03/2006
2004/0376 01511 01110 YAPOR 17102 - 13/03/2006
2004/0760 01849/02511 BLACHER 17911 - 19/06/2006
2005/1473 05162 04599 CROPURPRI 20332 - 18/06/2007
2005/1474 05162 04599 CROCORPRI 20333 - 18/06/2007
2005/1475 05162 04599 CROREDEMP 20334 - 18/06/2007
2005/1476 05162 04599 CROSNOQUE 20335 - 18/06/2007
2005/1477 05162 04599 CROYELSOV 20336 - 18/06/2007
2006/0155 02396/01690 KERPHYPUR 22220 - 05/05/2008
2006/0156 01690/02396 KERPHYCREM 22221 - 05/05/2008
2006/0157 01690/02396 KERPHYSALM 22222 - 05/05/2008
2006/0867 03423 PASSIONATE 22749 - 09/06/2008
Phygelius x rectus Coombs
2007/0940 05839 00423 RORY 24933 - 04/05/2009
Physalis alkekengi L.
2000/1681 02989 JUMBO 10698 - 24/02/2003
2002/2175 02989 VERTITA 12469 - 09/02/2004
Picea glauca (Moench) Voss
2003/1757 06036 02433 DECEMBER 18442 - 25/09/2006
Picea pungens Engelm.
2002/0328 05761 BLUE DIAMOND 15230 - 10/05/2005
Pieris japonica (Thunb.) D. Don ex G. Don
2001/1310 03548 KATSURA 12452 - 09/02/2004
2005/0570 03596 RALTO 20910 - 10/09/2007
2005/2636 03564 00420 PASSION 20857 - 24/08/2007
Pinus L.
1995/2421 06346 01903 GAELLE BREGEON 1231 - 15/10/1996
1999/0871 06346 01903 HÉLÈNE BREGEON 10976 - 28/04/2003
2000/0471 06346 01903 MARIE BREGEON 7859 - 08/10/2001
Pinus halepensis Mill.
2004/0301 04562 01903 LUCIA 20472 - 16/07/2007
Pinus nigra Arnold
2005/1511 04562 01903 LARA 20561 - 06/08/2007
Pisum sativum L. sensu lato
1995/0170 03602 03325 SUGAR SWEET 4194 - 14/12/1998
1995/0172 03602 03325 SUGAR STAR 4196 - 14/12/1998
1995/0324 00084 02329 SAMISH 1627 - 15/01/1997
1995/0768 03602 03325 PURSER 2730 - 06/04/1998
1995/0770 03602 03325 VALVERDE 3506 - 03/08/1998
1995/1762 00215 CLAIRE 2388 - 01/09/1997
1995/2099 03508 JACKPOT 894 - 15/10/1996
1995/2431 05170 COLANA 3501 - 03/08/1998
1995/2997 04184 02907 SWING 1716 - 17/02/1997
1996/0440 03602 03325 SNOW GREEN 4198 - 14/12/1998
1996/0441 03602 03325 SNOW WIND 4197 - 14/12/1998
1996/0528 00031 ETNA 3899 - 14/12/1998
1996/0760 00031 COLUMBIA 5805 - 14/02/2000
1996/1327 05809 JAGUAR 4242 - 15/02/1999
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Pisum sativum L. sensu lato
1997/0353 00215 JESSY 4259 - 06/04/1999
1997/0775 04184 00805 ATHOS 2879 - 18/05/1998
1997/1365 03602 03325 SALSADO 3046 - 06/07/1998
1997/1368 00938 02329 DORIAN 7800 - 11/06/2001
1998/0114 05170 KARESA 7811 - 11/06/2001
1998/0115 05170 URBANA 7812 - 11/06/2001
1998/0116 05170 DONANA 7813 - 11/06/2001
1998/0342 05170 RIGA 7815 - 11/06/2001
1998/0616 00031 SAGA 5858 - 17/04/2000
1998/0756 04184 NITOUCHE 4029 - 25/01/1999
1998/0757 04184 BRUTUS 3860 - 14/12/1998
1998/1128 02409 CHEYENNE 4896 - 20/09/1999
1998/1453 03602 03325 ARABELLE 7802 - 11/06/2001
1998/1563 05809 CELEBRATION 4697 - 21/06/1999
1998/1564 05809 OASIS 4698 - 21/06/1999
1998/1582 00215 TRINGO 5827 - 06/03/2000
1998/1583 00215 KIROS 5828 - 06/03/2000
1998/1701 03602 03325 SUGAR LORD 9580 - 17/06/2002
1998/1704 03602 03325 SUGAR SPRINT 9583 - 17/06/2002
1998/1705 03602 03325 SUGAR LACE 9584 - 17/06/2002
1998/1706 03602 03325 SUGAR LADY 9585 - 17/06/2002
1998/1708 02409 SYDNEY 4903 - 20/09/1999
1998/1850 00938 02329 DOLCE 8884 - 18/02/2002
1999/0013 04167 JAVLO 4907 - 20/09/1999
1999/0227 03508 SPONSOR 5468 - 08/11/1999
1999/0487 00689 00827 DOVE 5943 - 14/02/2000
1999/0814 04184 00805 ATTIKA 5952 - 14/02/2000
1999/1240 04184 PINOCHIO 5975 - 28/02/2000
1999/1535 00031 BAGHERA 9352 - 06/05/2002
1999/1750 03542 AMICAL 9711 - 15/07/2002
2000/0028 00215 SMART 7196 - 18/12/2000
2000/0029 00215 JEROME 8503 - 03/12/2001
2000/0555 00008 KENNEDY 14916 - 21/03/2005
2000/0750 05827 00420 SWALLOW 7133 - 18/12/2000
2000/0751 05827 00420 BECASSE 7134 - 18/12/2000
2000/0752 05827 00420 KITE 7135 - 18/12/2000
2000/0901 00112 FAUST 6970 - 19/02/2001
2000/1276 02457 PHOENIX 7545 - 21/05/2001
2000/1407 03602 03325 GALLANT 9367 - 06/05/2002
2000/1589 03602 03325 SOMERWOOD 9368 - 06/05/2002
2000/1728 03602 03325 BINGO 9371 - 06/05/2002
2000/1729 03602 03325 RIPON 9372 - 06/05/2002
2000/1733 03602 03325 SCIROCCO 9373 - 06/05/2002
2000/1734 03602 03325 PRELADO 9374 - 06/05/2002
2000/1955 01843 06431 PEAWEE 9375 - 06/05/2002
2000/1956 01843 06431 SERGE 9376 - 06/05/2002
2000/1957 05170 ARNESA 11683 - 08/09/2003
2000/1960 05170 LUGRA 11686 - 08/09/2003
2000/1996 03602 03325 ZEFIER 9377 - 06/05/2002
2000/1997 03602 03325 ZONDA 9378 - 06/05/2002
2000/2089 02409 HARDY 8723 - 21/01/2002
2001/0015 00215 ESPRIT 8919 - 18/02/2002
2001/0018 00215 ELISE 8922 - 18/02/2002
2001/0170 00038 SANTANA 8082 - 06/08/2001
2001/0319 03542 ALLIANCE 8317 - 24/09/2001
2001/0320 03542 ALEMBO 8318 - 24/09/2001
2001/1194 02409 LUCY 8722 - 21/01/2002
2001/1601 00938 02329 ASHTON 14083 - 25/10/2004
2001/2148 03602 03325 DAKOTA 11752 - 08/09/2003
2002/0048 03602 03325 KRISTELLE 11753 - 08/09/2003
21215|02|2010
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2002/0049 03602 03325 LAPYX 11754 - 08/09/2003
2002/0117 04184 02907 LUMINA 9717 - 15/07/2002
2002/0240 05170 SUPERANA 14090 - 25/10/2004
2002/0241 05170 CERESA 15373 - 10/05/2005
2002/0269 03602 03325 ICON 14091 - 25/10/2004
2002/0270 03602 03325 CORUS 14240 - 08/11/2004
2002/0288 00938 02329 SHERWOOD 14092 - 25/10/2004
2002/0358 00112 DS APOLLO 11921 - 10/11/2003
2002/0454 00186 SW CELINE 15012 - 21/03/2005
2002/0491 00938 02329 TRILOGY 14093 - 25/10/2004
2002/0609 05809 TWINKLE 10326 - 02/12/2002
2002/0761 00112 RIALTO 10276 - 02/12/2002
2002/1775 00031 ATILA 15379 - 10/05/2005
2002/1776 00031 BOMBA 17850 - 06/06/2006
2002/1945 00112 PREMIO 11982 - 20/10/2003
2002/1946 00112 ZELDA 11983 - 20/10/2003
2003/0565 04075 02329 AKURA 14097 - 25/10/2004
2003/0623 00215 COSIMA 14658 - 07/02/2005
2003/0626 00215 ORACLE 14659 - 07/02/2005
2003/0966 00938 02329 PAULA 18147 - 17/07/2006
2003/0976 00112 IBIS 12334 - 18/12/2003
2003/1306 05170 ASANA 18176 - 17/07/2006
2003/2304 03542 ROYAL 18237 - 11/09/2006
2003/2305 03542 CORDIAL 18238 - 11/09/2006
2003/2393 05170 BUTANA 18177 - 17/07/2006
2003/2394 05170 PARKESA 18178 - 17/07/2006
2003/2395 05170 HESBANA 18179 - 17/07/2006
2003/2416 00112 ARTHUR 13913 - 13/09/2004
2004/0038 05827 00420 OSPREY 16748 - 30/01/2006
2004/0070 04075 02329 SWEET ANN 18154 - 17/07/2006
2004/0103 03602 03325 PAYETTE 18159 - 17/07/2006
2004/0120 04075 02329 WILLEMO 20807 - 24/08/2007
2004/0172 00038 TINKER 13937 - 13/09/2004
2004/0274 00038 CLARISSA 14424 - 06/12/2004
2004/0585 00031 MIKANA 18685 - 20/11/2006
2004/0586 00031 TENDRILA 18686 - 20/11/2006
2004/0849 00112 EDEN 14395 - 06/12/2004
2004/0850 00112 SKYLINE 14396 - 06/12/2004
2004/0851 00112 CADDY 14397 - 06/12/2004
2004/1031 03508 ROSE 14680 - 07/02/2005
2004/1390 04075 02329 SPANDIMO 18156 - 17/07/2006
2004/1966 05170 PRECANA 20568 - 06/08/2007
2004/2277 03508 ROCKET 15829 - 20/06/2005
2004/2528 04887 04888 FINTVA 16120 - 17/08/2005
2004/2529 04887 04888 FINASC 16121 - 17/08/2005
2004/2530 04887 04888 FINULF 16122 - 17/08/2005
2004/2538 04075 02329 PIZARRO 20810 - 24/08/2007
2004/2604 03542 STANDAL 20960 - 24/09/2007
2004/2625 03602 03325 CHERGUI 18161 - 17/07/2006
2004/2626 03602 03325 PRIMELLE 18162 - 17/07/2006
2004/2627 02897 LIVIA 17997 - 03/07/2006
2004/2680 00215 HEIDI 16608 - 12/12/2005
2004/2682 00215 LAREX 16609 - 12/12/2005
2005/0244 04167 ELGIN 16079 - 17/08/2005
2005/0280 02409 CARTOUCHE 16089 - 17/08/2005
2005/0285 02409 PEPONE 16323 - 10/10/2005
2005/0307 00031 KOALA 20973 - 08/10/2007
2005/0450 05827 00420 PEREGRINE 19227 - 19/02/2007
2005/0457 04184 05809 HAWAII 16379 - 14/11/2005
2005/0459 05809 TOMMY 16294 - 10/10/2005
2132009
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2005/0707 00112 TEEPEE 20383 - 18/06/2007
2005/0708 00112 ENZO 20384 - 18/06/2007
2005/0727 02409 WOODY 16676 - 19/12/2005
2005/0778 02409 CHEROKEE 16638 - 19/12/2005
2005/0820 05078 BOHUN 16650 - 19/12/2005
2005/0833 04075 02329 AZARRO 20811 - 24/08/2007
2005/0834 04075 02329 AMBIANCE 20812 - 24/08/2007
2005/0835 04075 02329 ROMANCE 20813 - 24/08/2007
2005/0836 04075 02329 RAVENNA 23174 - 21/07/2008
2005/0981 03508 EXCLUSIVE TOFT 17999 - 03/07/2006
2005/1101 02897 CONCORDE 16808 - 30/01/2006
2005/1582 04066 TERNO 16822 - 30/01/2006
2005/1694 00689 00827 ISARD 17308 - 24/04/2006
2005/1827 04184 02907 TUDOR 17279 - 24/04/2006
2005/2216 04184 02907 PROPHET 18005 - 03/07/2006
2005/2294 03307 PACTOL 18724 - 04/12/2006
2005/2716 03602 03325 NOTORIUS 20832 - 24/08/2007
2006/0002 00215 ELECTRA 18869 - 18/12/2006
2006/0138 00038 MASCARA 18538 - 09/10/2006
2006/0230 03602 03325 GASETTE 20833 - 24/08/2007
2006/0231 03602 03325 EURUS 21014 - 08/10/2007
2006/0232 03602 03325 NOROIT 23193 - 21/07/2008
2006/0233 03602 03325 LEVANT 23194 - 21/07/2008
2006/0234 03602 03325 ETESIEN 20834 - 24/08/2007
2006/0235 03602 03325 BAGUIO 23195 - 21/07/2008
2006/0236 03602 03325 BIKTOP 23196 - 21/07/2008
2006/0237 03602 03325 TANTUM 23197 - 21/07/2008
2006/0488 00084 02329 PORTAGE 23188 - 21/07/2008
2006/0489 00084 02329 NACHES 21736 - 28/01/2008
2006/0609 05170 CABANA 22306 - 05/05/2008
2006/0610 05170 BARTESA 22307 - 05/05/2008
2006/0706 02409 STARTER 18507 - 09/10/2006
2006/0707 02409 PRELUDE 18508 - 09/10/2006
2006/0799 05827 00420 KESTREL 22296 - 05/05/2008
2006/1649 04167 BELOTE 19328 - 05/03/2007
2006/1799 00112 ATEMPO 21149 - 22/10/2007
2006/1800 00112 LEGATO 20069 - 21/05/2007
2006/1801 00112 ELVAS 20070 - 21/05/2007
2006/1802 00112 MONZON 20071 - 21/05/2007
2006/1803 00112 RAGTIME 19894 - 16/04/2007
2006/2206 03508 ZERO 4 20547 - 16/07/2007
2006/2388 04075 02329 MUNDIAL 25482 - 22/06/2009
2006/2400 00215 TIFFANY 21774 - 28/01/2008
2006/2401 00215 BOOGIE 21773 - 28/01/2008
2006/2402 00215 SIENNA 21772 - 28/01/2008
2006/2527 04167 ENDURO 20958 - 24/09/2007
2006/2651 04887 04888 ANNA 24366 - 23/03/2009
2006/2666 05809 CHINOOK 20358 - 18/06/2007
2006/2667 05809 ZEPHYR 20359 - 18/06/2007
2007/0147 00031 IMPERIA 25465 - 22/06/2009
2007/0151 00038 MARINGHA 22105 - 07/04/2008
2007/0456 04184 02907 SAFRANOS 20762 - 24/08/2007
2007/0544 01843 06431 SKYE 21161 - 22/10/2007
2007/0624 01843 06431 IONA 21940 - 10/03/2008
2007/0683 05809 ANUBIS 21771 - 28/01/2008
2007/0760 04184 05809 PARIS 21331 - 26/11/2007
2007/0761 04184 05809 FIJI 21332 - 26/11/2007
2007/0797 00112 RESPECT 21493 - 17/12/2007
2007/0799 00112 KENOBI 21781 - 28/01/2008
2007/0800 00112 HIPPEE 21782 - 28/01/2008
21415|02|2010
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2007/0959 02409 GREGOR 21525 - 17/12/2007
2007/0968 04075 02329 SALINERO 25977 - 05/10/2009
2007/0970 04075 02329 CRESCENDO 25978 - 05/10/2009
2007/1482 04184 02907 AGILADA 22121 - 21/04/2008
2007/1977 04466 KLEOPATRA 22533 - 19/05/2008
2007/2268 03602 03325 DAMETTE 25972 - 05/10/2009
2007/2982 03602 03325 RECITAL 25973 - 05/10/2009
2007/2985 05799 QUARTZ 25519 - 22/06/2009
2007/2986 05799 GARNET 25520 - 22/06/2009
2007/2987 05799 ZIRCON 25521 - 22/06/2009
2008/0016 03602 03325 LESTE 25974 - 05/10/2009
2008/0017 03602 03325 BISE 25475 - 22/06/2009
2008/0018 03602 03325 DORSETTE 25975 - 05/10/2009
2008/0390 02761 02907 AVISO 23406 - 25/08/2008
2008/0468 00038 CASABLANCA 23403 - 25/08/2008
2008/0670 03508 CRACKERJACK 25637 - 06/07/2009
2008/0672 03508 TONGA 25638 - 06/07/2009
2008/0793 02409 ONYX 23671 - 08/12/2008
2008/1144 04167 TENNIS 23866 - 26/01/2009
2008/1602 00112 BLUEMOON 24203 - 23/02/2009
2008/1604 00112 GOLDFINGER 24204 - 23/02/2009
2008/1605 00112 RAPTOR 24205 - 23/02/2009
2008/2335 01843 06431 PREVAIL 24932 - 04/05/2009
2008/2681 02761 02907 AUDIT 25661 - 06/07/2009
2008/2805 02761 02907 MANTARA 25662 - 06/07/2009
2009/0176 00038 ALVESTA 25805 - 24/08/2009
2009/0602 02409 JAMES 26130 - 19/10/2009
Pitcairnia hitchcockiana L. B. Sm.
2005/0377 04993 00423 RED DRAGON 20217 - 04/06/2007
Pittosporum tenuifolium Gaertn.
2005/2008 02603 02604 GOLF BALL 23355 - 25/08/2008
Platanus x hispanica Münchh.
2002/1903 04044 MISTER X 18191 - 21/08/2006
2005/2098 00689/05255 00827 VALLIS CLAUSA 21754 - 11/02/2008
Platycodon grandiﬂorus (Jacq.) A. DC.
1999/0342 04464 BLUE STAR 7374 - 05/03/2001
2001/1880 04464 PURPLE STAR 11592 - 28/07/2003
2003/2293 04464 BJ320200 18845 - 18/12/2006
Pleurotus ostreatus (Jacq.:Fr.) Kummer
2004/1334 03075 00420 SPOPPO 18138 - 17/07/2006
2004/1335 03075 00420 ALLERPO 18139 - 17/07/2006
Plectranthus L’Hér.
2000/2023 00633 00003 PLEPALILA 10700 - 24/02/2003
Poa pratensis L.
2002/1032 05320 JULIUS 10840 - 24/03/2003
2003/0482 04176 00133 BARIMPALA 11906 - 06/10/2003
2006/0603 05115 EUPHORAN 18284 - 11/09/2006
2006/0604 05115 CLARION 18285 - 11/09/2006
2006/0605 05115 PARSIFAL 18286 - 11/09/2006
2007/0593 05787 HETERA 21313 - 26/11/2007
2007/1637 05115 EURINA 22137 - 21/04/2008
2007/2460 00634 NIXE 23311 - 04/08/2008
2008/1424 00131 MOZART 1 23822 - 26/01/2009
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a / Annex / Annexe / Allegato / Pielikums /
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1 2 3 4 5
Poa pratensis L.
2008/1446 05115 SANDOR 23849 - 26/01/2009
2008/1447 05115 JOKER 23850 - 26/01/2009
2008/1448 05115 MARKUS 25811 - 24/08/2009
2008/1449 05115 CREON 25285 - 08/06/2009
Poa arachnifera Torr. X Poa pratensis L.
2002/0798 03874 03356 REVEILLE 18011 - 03/07/2006
Podophyllum L.
2006/1110 02133 00441 SPOTTY DOTTY 24276 - 09/03/2009
Pogonatherum paniceum (P. Beauv.) Hack.
2002/1284 04656/03873 01903 DEPLATWE 13576 - 21/06/2004
Polemonium reptans L.




2004/2052 00855/04833 AFRICANA 16161 - 27/02/2006
Populus L.
1995/3037 00665 HOOGVORST 4289 - 06/04/1999
1995/3038 00665 HAZENDANS 2731 - 06/04/1998
1997/0992 04626 PATRIZIA INV-
ERNIZZI
6032 - 05/06/2000
1998/1454 01979 LENA 7866 - 25/06/2001
1998/1455 01979 NEVA 7867 - 25/06/2001
1999/1768 00665 GRIMMINGE 9262 - 15/04/2002
1999/1769 00665 MUUR 9263 - 15/04/2002
1999/1770 00665 OUDENBERG 9264 - 15/04/2002
1999/1771 00665 VESTEN 9265 - 15/04/2002
2001/0686 01979 TIMAVO 13687 - 21/06/2004
2001/0687 01979 BRENTA 13688 - 21/06/2004
2001/0688 01979 MELLA 13689 - 21/06/2004
2001/0689 01979 LAMBRO 13690 - 21/06/2004
2001/0690 01979 SOLIGO 13691 - 21/06/2004




00443 A4A 15077 - 18/04/2005
2005/0035 00665 BAKAN 20213 - 04/06/2007
2005/0036 00665 SKADO 20215 - 04/06/2007
2005/2686 03144/03141/03142 03143 AF6 22654 - 19/05/2008
2005/2687 03141/03144/03142 03143 AF2 22655 - 19/05/2008
2005/2688 03144 03143 SIRIO 22656 - 19/05/2008
2005/2689 03144/03141/03142 03143 MONVISO 23327 - 04/08/2008
2006/1910 00745 DEGROSSO 24760 - 20/04/2009
2006/1911 00745 ALBELO 24761 - 20/04/2009
2006/1912 00745 POLARGO 24762 - 20/04/2009
2006/1913 00745 SANOSOL 24763 - 20/04/2009
2007/0422 01979 BALDO 25211 - 18/05/2009
Populus deltoides W. Bartam. ex Marshall
1998/0086 01979 DVINA 7791 - 11/06/2001
Populus x canadensis Moench
2007/0421 01979 ARNO 25210 - 18/05/2009
2007/0423 01979 ORION 25212 - 18/05/2009
2007/0424 01979 LIMA 25213 - 18/05/2009
21615|02|2010








h / Annual report /
Rapport annuel / Relazione annuale / Gada p¯ arskats / Metin˙ e ataskaita / Éves jelentés / Rapport Annwali / Jaarverslag /
Sprawozdanie roczne / Relatório Anual / Raport anual / Výročná správa / Letno poročilo / Vuosikertomus / Årsrapport 2009
1 2 3 4 5
Portulaca oleracea L.
1997/0423 01020 04464 SUMMER JOY PINK 5419 - 12/11/1999
1997/0426 01020 04464 SUMMER JOY SCAR-
LET
5422 - 12/11/1999
1997/0427 01020 04464 SUMMER JOY YEL-
LOW
5423 - 12/11/1999
1997/0428 01020 04464 SUMMER JOY WHITE 5424 - 12/11/1999
Portulaca grandiﬂora Hook.
2001/0365 03341 00423 SLEEPING BEAUTY 10761 - 24/03/2003
2001/0366 03341 00423 SNOW WHITE 10762 - 24/03/2003
2002/1985 03341 00423 CINDY 15707 - 12/09/2005
2003/2218 03341 00423 PINK PANTHER 16212 - 12/09/2005
2004/2534 03120 00423 OOSTPORAP 20180 - 04/06/2007
Potentilla fructicosa L.
1998/1132 02286 00889 PINK BEAUTY 6288 - 05/06/2000
2003/1379 02286 00324 UMAN 15750 - 20/06/2005
Primula L.
2000/1477 02969 02334 ELIZABETH KILLE-
LAY
10488 - 20/01/2003
2005/0343 04974/04103 DON KEEFE 18342 - 25/09/2006
Primula vulgaris Huds.
2004/1847 01690/02396 KERBELPRIM 18027 - 03/07/2006
2004/1848 02396/01690 KERBELCOB 18028 - 03/07/2006
2004/1849 02396/01690 KERBELNEC 18029 - 03/07/2006
2004/1850 02396/01690 KERBELBUT 18030 - 03/07/2006
2004/1851 02396/01690 KERBELPICE 18031 - 03/07/2006
2004/1852 02396/01690 KERBELCREM 18032 - 03/07/2006
2005/1820 01690/02396 KERBELMILK 20119 - 04/06/2007
Protea roupelliae Meisn.
2005/2133 05260 RUPY WHITE 25578 - 06/07/2009
Protea cynaroides (L.) L.
1999/1088 02695 04501 MK02 20858 - 10/09/2007
2005/1030 02593 04501 LITTLE PRINCE 21999 - 10/03/2008
Prostanthera Labill.
1999/1671 01750 LA PROVENCE 10617 - 24/02/2003
Persicaria (L.) Mill.
2001/0268 03319 01589 RED DRAGON 11453 - 23/06/2003
2004/2000 02133 00441 SILVER DRAGON 17538 - 22/05/2006
Persicaria microcephala (D.Don) Sasaki
2005/2370 02133 00441 CHOCOLATE
DRAGON
20326 - 04/06/2007
2006/2188 02133 00441 DRAGONS EYE 22437 - 05/05/2008
Prunus L.
1996/1078 01470 COMET 2706 - 02/03/1998
1998/0997 00347 00441 GI1481 15835 - 20/06/2005
2001/1206 01848 00347 PIKU4 9968 - 12/08/2002
2002/1949 00347 00441 GI 2091 19222 - 19/02/2007
Prunus armeniaca L.
1995/0516 00159 00160 AC HAROSTAR 8385 - 05/11/2001
1995/0517 00159 00160 AC HAROBLUSH 8386 - 05/11/2001
1995/0518 00159 00160 AC HAROJOY 8387 - 05/11/2001
2172009
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Prunus armeniaca L.
1995/0725 00280 01050 ROBADA 10209 - 21/10/2002
1995/0918 00753/01320 PRIBOTO 4170 - 01/12/1998
1995/0919 00787 00757 TOYUDA 4880 - 20/09/1999
1995/0920 00787 00757 BAYOTO 4881 - 20/09/1999
1995/1320 00189 JORDANNE 9923 - 12/08/2002
1995/2936 00787 00757 YAMATO 17625 - 22/05/2006
1997/0229 06221 COTPY 13109 - 19/04/2004
1997/1054 00189 POPPY 18112 - 17/07/2006
1998/0605 02103 00753 LARCLYD 17626 - 22/05/2006
1998/1329 05289 04731 CARMEN POP 18133 - 17/07/2006
1998/1352 06221 SYLRED 17601 - 22/05/2006
1998/1842 00689 00827 AVIRINE 11478 - 07/07/2003
1999/1489 04730 04731 LADY ROSA 18134 - 17/07/2006
1999/1644 06221 KIOTO 17602 - 22/05/2006
2000/1888 00859 01575 ZAIPRILEG 18124 - 17/07/2006
2000/1889 00859 01575 ZAIPRIREP 18125 - 17/07/2006
2000/1890 00859 01575 ZAIPRINEY 20975 - 08/10/2007
2000/1891 03227 00757 RUTSEY 17628 - 22/05/2006
2000/1947 00160/03237 REVLAR 11479 - 07/07/2003
2001/1288 00648 06671 ROJO PASION 19932 - 16/04/2007
2001/1356 03562 PENTAGO 19927 - 16/04/2007
2001/1363 03562 PENSEVA 19928 - 16/04/2007
2001/1671 00346 KURESIA 19934 - 16/04/2007
2001/1745 00689/03652 00827 SOLEDANE 12330 - 18/12/2003
2002/0985 00915 01873 ALEX 22059 - 07/04/2008
2002/0986 00915 01873 VULCAN 22060 - 07/04/2008
2002/1069 02787 00443 AUGUSTA 2 20082 - 21/05/2007
2002/1070 02787 00443 AUGUSTA 3 20083 - 21/05/2007
2002/1584 04767 00757 PERLE COT 20101 - 21/05/2007
2002/1585 04767 00757 LILLY COT 20102 - 21/05/2007
2002/1884 00915 01873 MAS 926 20094 - 21/05/2007
2002/2176 00648 06671 SELENE 20096 - 21/05/2007
2003/0301 04148/01869 01869 BO 90610010 22062 - 07/04/2008
2003/1216 00648 06671 DORADA 22064 - 07/04/2008
2003/1217 00648 06671 MURCIANA 22065 - 07/04/2008
2003/1625 04376 00160 HARROW RED 17325 - 24/04/2006
2003/1686 01045 00160 ORP1 19032 - 22/01/2007
2003/2019 00189 ZAITORDE 22071 - 07/04/2008
2004/0003 02954 COULOUMINE 20570 - 06/08/2007
2004/0881 00915 04652 CLUTHAFIRE 25390 - 08/06/2009
2004/1448 06221 EA3126TH 25354 - 08/06/2009
2004/1449 06221 EA4006 25355 - 08/06/2009
2004/1623 04767 00757 MAGIC COT 25347 - 08/06/2009
2004/1624 04767 00757 WONDER COT 25348 - 08/06/2009
2004/2452 04880 FARDAO 25357 - 08/06/2009
2004/2453 04880 FARCLO 25358 - 08/06/2009
2004/2454 04880 FARBALY 25359 - 08/06/2009
2004/2455 04880 FARALIA 25360 - 08/06/2009
2004/2456 04880 PRIABEL 25361 - 08/06/2009
2004/2457 04880 PRIMAREL 25362 - 08/06/2009
2004/2505 04411 FLOPRIA 25367 - 08/06/2009
2006/1285 00689 00827 FRISSON 24103 - 23/02/2009
2006/1286 00689 00827 VERTIGE 24104 - 23/02/2009
2006/1287 00689 00827 RAVICILLE 21794 - 28/01/2008
2006/1288 00689 00827 RAVIVAL 24105 - 23/02/2009
2006/1289 00689 00827 RAVILONG 24106 - 23/02/2009
2007/1844 05973 00160 AC HAROPRIME 25458 - 22/06/2009
2007/2767 00689 00827 AVICLO 24107 - 23/02/2009
2007/2768 00689 00827 CANDIDE 24108 - 23/02/2009
21815|02|2010








h / Annual report /
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1 2 3 4 5
Prunus avium (L.) L.
1995/1250 00189 SUMELE 12025 - 10/11/2003
1995/1251 00189 SUMNUE 5704 - 20/12/1999
1995/1252 00189 SUMLETA 5705 - 20/12/1999
1995/1334 00189 SUMSTE 1650 - 15/01/1997
1995/1340 00189 SUMBOLA 5708 - 20/12/1999
1995/2927 00750/00753 00753 MARIANT 12320 - 18/12/2003
1996/0107 00753/00750 MARIM 12321 - 18/12/2003
1996/0108 00753/00750 MARALY 12322 - 18/12/2003
1996/1446 01544 PHLC 16295 - 10/10/2005
1998/0068 00189 SKEENA 16176 - 12/09/2005
1998/1309 01544 04731 TECHLOVAN 16177 - 12/09/2005
1998/1327 01544 04731 VANDA 16178 - 12/09/2005
1998/1328 05289 04731 BIGI SOL 16179 - 12/09/2005
1998/1509 01869 LALA STAR 16180 - 12/09/2005
1998/1510 01869 PANARO 2 16181 - 12/09/2005
1998/1511 01869 BLAZE STAR 16182 - 12/09/2005
1999/0193 00189 SANTINA 19028 - 22/01/2007
2000/0974 01067 01753 13S2009 18681 - 20/11/2006
2001/0823 04662 PENNY 21768 - 28/01/2008
2001/1540 01869/01947 01869 BLACK STAR 19951 - 16/04/2007
2001/1541 01869/01947 01869 PANARO 1 19933 - 16/04/2007
2001/1542 01869/01947 01869 GRACE STAR 20804 - 24/08/2007
2001/1907 00189 SUMBIGO 19926 - 16/04/2007
2002/1423 00787 00160 PC 71446 21793 - 28/01/2008
2002/1628 00695 AXEL 25363 - 08/06/2009
2002/1629 00695 VERA 21769 - 28/01/2008
2003/2154 00787 00160 PC 70643 21390 - 10/12/2007
2004/0281 00695 AIDA 19223 - 19/02/2007
2004/0282 00695 CARMEN 19224 - 19/02/2007
2004/0283 00695 RITA 14661 - 07/02/2005
2004/1537 00695 04744 PAULUS 19225 - 19/02/2007
2004/1538 00695 04744 PETRUS 19226 - 19/02/2007
2004/2329 00689 00827 FOLFER 24342 - 23/03/2009
2005/1850 00689 00827 FERTARD 19033 - 22/01/2007
2005/1851 00689 00827 FERMINA 19034 - 22/01/2007
2006/1290 00689 00827 FERDIVA 21391 - 10/12/2007
Prunus cerasifera Ehrh.
1995/3027 00648 06671 ADARA 9572 - 17/06/2002
1995/3028 00648 06671 ADEMIR 9573 - 17/06/2002
2000/2003 03249/03251 03249 HAIE DE PICARDIE 18289 - 11/09/2006
Prunus cerasus L.
1997/0653 05289 04731 BIGI VIT 21730 - 28/01/2008
1998/0318 00672 GEREMA 4253 - 06/04/1999
1998/1843 00689 00827 FERPRIME 5570 - 06/12/1999
Prunus domestica L.
1995/2730 00783 00680 FELSINA 4254 - 06/04/1999
1995/2736 00783 00680 ELENA 3126 - 02/06/1998
1997/0269 01629 VIOLETTA 8997 - 18/03/2002
1998/0316 00672 TOPPER 9576 - 17/06/2002
1998/0317 00672 TOPHIT 9577 - 17/06/2002
1998/1532 02410/02411 CAPITANA 14646 - 07/02/2005
1999/0061 00783 00680 PRESENTA 10941 - 14/04/2003
1999/0181 00783 00680 TEGERA 14913 - 21/03/2005
1999/0182 00783 00680 TIPALA 14914 - 21/03/2005
1999/1556 02807/00189 01753 COUROD 14759 - 21/02/2005
1999/1807 00783 00680 JOJO 13321 - 17/05/2004
2000/0179 00672 TOPKING 10575 - 10/02/2003
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Prunus domestica L.
2000/2081 00345 00423 TULARE 19948 - 16/04/2007
2000/2082 00345 00423 SUTTER 21731 - 28/01/2008
2002/0184 00672 BELLAMIRA 16766 - 30/01/2006
2002/0185 00672 MIRAGRANDE 16767 - 30/01/2006
2002/0186 00672 TOPFIVE 17343 - 24/04/2006
2002/2098 00347 00441 PRUDOM 20098 - 21/05/2007
2003/0331 00672 TOLLEDO 19245 - 19/02/2007
2003/0333 00672 PLUMTASTIC 19246 - 19/02/2007
2003/1062 00783 00680 COLORA 24350 - 23/03/2009
2003/1063 00783 00680 HAGANTA 21933 - 10/03/2008
2003/1808 04407 00160 VANETTE 24101 - 23/02/2009
2003/2156 04440 MARIA NOVELLA 24892 - 04/05/2009
2004/0302 00672 TOPEND PLUS 19247 - 19/02/2007
2005/0243 04953 UTE 24893 - 04/05/2009
2005/1680 05199 05200 CACAKS SPÄTE 26242 - 07/12/2009
Prunus insititia L.
1995/3029 00648 06671 ADESOTO 9574 - 17/06/2002
Prunus laurocerasus L.
1995/1205 00138/01248 ANBRI 2719 - 02/03/1998
2000/1131 03081 BENJE GREEN 13662 - 21/06/2004
2001/0693 00026 00027 BOKRALYM 13890 - 16/08/2004
2001/0694 00026 00027 BOKRAMER 13891 - 16/08/2004
2003/0265 04139 04140 MARIBLON 17887 - 19/06/2006
2004/0413 04578 GAJO 17906 - 19/06/2006
2006/0538 06286 DARZALO 23627 - 27/10/2008
2006/1735 02968 04744 JM34 19157 - 19/02/2007
2006/1957 05588 TRONCAIS 23628 - 27/10/2008
2007/1070 03881 GREENTORCH 26185 - 16/11/2009
2007/1950 05992 04660 IVORY 26076 - 05/10/2009
Prunus persica (L.) Batsch
1995/0723 00279 ZISESIL 4559 - 03/05/1999
1995/0724 00279 ZISECAN 4560 - 03/05/1999
1995/1258 00189 ZAINOAR 3895 - 14/12/1998
1995/1317 00189 NECTA ZEE 3889 - 14/12/1998
1995/1319 00189 PIX ZEE 3890 - 14/12/1998
1995/1323 00189 ZAIRUBI 8391 - 05/11/2001
1995/1324 00189 ZAIBOP 8392 - 05/11/2001
1995/1327 00189 ZAISUME 8393 - 05/11/2001
1995/1330 00189 ZAIPEVI 3887 - 14/12/1998
1995/1331 00189 ZAINOBE 3892 - 14/12/1998
1995/1333 00189 ZAIRIALA 8394 - 05/11/2001
1995/1406 00160/00279 DIAMOND RAY 3898 - 14/12/1998
1996/0023 00279 ZINEGE 7452 - 09/04/2001
1996/0024 00279 ZIPEJOR 7453 - 09/04/2001
1996/0025 00279 ZISEARL 7454 - 09/04/2001
1996/0026 00279 ZINETOP 7455 - 09/04/2001
1996/0027 00279 ZINEARM 7456 - 09/04/2001
1996/0028 00279 ZISEPRIL 5709 - 05/07/1999
1996/0029 00279 ZINEPRE 7457 - 09/04/2001
1996/1081 01474 00443 RED STAR 7727 - 21/05/2001
1996/1082 01474 00443 RED ELEGANT 7728 - 21/05/2001
1997/0566 00189 ZAIROY 7179 - 18/12/2000
1997/0567 00189 ZAIDEBI 7180 - 18/12/2000
1997/0703 01752 01753 BONFIRE 9920 - 12/08/2002
1997/0777 01869 AMBRA 9921 - 12/08/2002
1997/1052 00189 ZAIPELA 7181 - 18/12/2000
1997/1053 00189 ZAIBIOGA 9922 - 12/08/2002
22015|02|2010








h / Annual report /
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1 2 3 4 5
Prunus persica (L.) Batsch
1997/1320 00132 PIEDRAMEL 10176 - 21/10/2002
1997/1511 01959 CUCCARESE 12326 - 18/12/2003
1998/0070 00279 ZISILNE 17617 - 04/12/2006
1998/0071 00279 ZINEBIG 17618 - 22/05/2006
1998/0072 00279 ZINEDIAM 17619 - 22/05/2006
1998/0073 00279 ZINEBEL 17620 - 22/05/2006
1998/0074 00279 ZINESUB 17621 - 22/05/2006
1998/0075 00279 ZINEGLO 17622 - 22/05/2006
1998/0076 00279 ZISEMAY 4567 - 03/05/1999
1998/0152 05244 ARGENTO DI FAENZA 14225 - 08/11/2004
1998/0669 00189 HONEY KIST 12032 - 10/11/2003
1998/1227 00189 ZAITROBO 11645 - 08/09/2003
1999/1141 00132 PLAMAQMEL 17109 - 27/03/2006
1999/1179 04704 LARUBRA 10191 - 21/10/2002
1999/1193 05940/05941 04731 ANTONINA 11653 - 08/09/2003
1999/1585 00189 ZAIBEGLO 16280 - 10/10/2005
1999/1586 00189 ZAIGLOZE 16281 - 10/10/2005
1999/1587 00189 ZAIFISAN 16282 - 10/10/2005
1999/1588 00189 ZAIRISUP 16283 - 10/10/2005
1999/1734 00189 ZAINOMIO 16284 - 10/10/2005
2000/0352 02954 MAILLARA 11973 - 20/10/2003
2000/0913 01869 AM7 14080 - 25/10/2004
2000/1074 00689 00827 FERLOT 10239 - 18/11/2002
2000/1076 00689 00827 FERGOLD 10241 - 18/11/2002
2000/1077 00689 00827 FERCLUSE 10242 - 18/11/2002
2000/1224 01734 04731 ALICE BIGI 14081 - 25/10/2004
2000/1291 00132 PLAGRANNEC 17110 - 27/03/2006
2000/1502 05192 AMIGA 14082 - 25/10/2004
2000/1775 00189 HONEY HAVEN 16995 - 27/02/2006
2000/1776 00189 ZAITODEU 16185 - 12/09/2005
2000/1777 00189 HONEY BLAZE 16996 - 27/02/2006
2000/1779 00189 ZAIDAPI 18114 - 17/07/2006
2000/1782 00189 ZAIGADI 18116 - 17/07/2006
2000/1799 01753 FAVEDO 16999 - 27/02/2006
2001/0161 00279/00160 BRAPRE 11977 - 20/10/2003
2001/0162 00279/00160 DIAMOND JUNE 16187 - 12/09/2005
2001/0163 00279/00160 BRACID 11979 - 20/10/2003
2001/0797 01474 00443 OCTOBER STAR 15859 - 18/07/2005
2001/1432 01869 NEVE 15860 - 18/07/2005
2001/1433 01869 CRIZIA 15861 - 18/07/2005
2001/1657 00132 PLATAÑOMEL 21791 - 28/01/2008
2001/1658 00132 PLACASTAMEL 24124 - 23/02/2009
2001/1659 00132 PLAZANOMEL 24125 - 23/02/2009
2001/1661 00132 PLAPIOMEL 17198 - 27/03/2006
2001/1667 00132 PLABLANEC 24126 - 23/02/2009
2001/1668 00132 PLADULNEC 21792 - 28/01/2008
2001/1669 00132 PLATORNEC 17199 - 27/03/2006
2001/1739 00689 00827 MESEMBRINE 11978 - 20/10/2003
2001/1740 00689 00827 ORDIGAN 14782 - 07/03/2005
2001/1741 00689 00827 ORIANE 11980 - 20/10/2003
2001/1742 00689 00827 ORIOLA 16189 - 12/09/2005
2001/1743 00689 00827 ORNELLA 16190 - 12/09/2005
2001/1903 00189 ZAITOLIO 18117 - 17/07/2006
2001/1904 00189 ZAISITO 18118 - 17/07/2006
2001/1938 00189 ZAITRETA 18120 - 17/07/2006
2001/1939 00189 ZAIRIMA 18121 - 17/07/2006
2001/1940 00189 ZAISIRLY 18122 - 17/07/2006
2001/2051 03688 02671 BURPEACHTWO 20403 - 18/06/2007
2002/0570 02954 MAILLARFLAT 12110 - 24/11/2003
2002/0571 02954 MAILLARMALINE 16773 - 30/01/2006
2212009
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Prunus persica (L.) Batsch
2002/0572 02954 MAILLARNECTA 18129 - 17/07/2006
2002/0573 02954 MAILLARGOOD 12111 - 24/11/2003
2002/0574 02954 MAILLARPLUS 12112 - 24/11/2003
2002/0575 02954 MAILLARUBY 16774 - 30/01/2006
2002/0587 02954 MAILLARBIG 12113 - 24/11/2003
2002/0589 02954 MAILLARMAGIE 16775 - 30/01/2006
2002/0590 02954 MAILLARBINETTE 12114 - 24/11/2003
2002/0724 03849 MESSAPIA 14095 - 25/10/2004
2002/1192 02787 00443 ALMA 17334 - 24/04/2006
2002/1202 03945 03946 ALPINE 24359 - 23/03/2009
2002/1209 00127 00443 CIVVS305 17623 - 22/05/2006
2002/1424 01045 00160 MONGROS 16191 - 12/09/2005
2002/1425 01045 00160 MONROSE 17324 - 24/04/2006
2002/1426 01045 00160 MONNOIR 16192 - 12/09/2005
2002/1784 00189 ARCTIC STAR 20394 - 18/06/2007
2002/1785 00189 ZAIMERU 20395 - 18/06/2007
2002/1786 00189 ZAIBULO 20396 - 18/06/2007
2002/1787 00189 ZAILARED 20397 - 18/06/2007
2002/1788 00189 HONEY ROYALE 20398 - 18/06/2007
2002/1789 00189 ZAIPAZE 20399 - 18/06/2007
2002/2113 00132 PLAWHITE 5 24127 - 23/02/2009
2002/2114 00132 PLACARINEC 24128 - 23/02/2009
2002/2115 00132 PLATRIUNNEC 24129 - 23/02/2009
2003/0269 00689 00827 CONQUISE 16193 - 12/09/2005
2003/0270 00689 00827 SURPRISE 16194 - 12/09/2005
2003/0271 00689 00827 ELISE 12668 - 23/02/2004
2003/1152 00915 01873 SCARLET O HARA 22293 - 05/05/2008
2003/1236 00345 00423 TSUJI ROSS 24092 - 23/02/2009
2003/1809 01045 00160 MONTARSA 17326 - 24/04/2006
2003/1818 01045 00160 MONRIES 17327 - 24/04/2006
2003/1839 00915 01873 COCONUT ICE 22294 - 05/05/2008
2003/1882 04411 GARBAJA 24891 - 04/05/2009
2003/1883 04411 GARTAIRO 24829 - 20/04/2009
2003/1885 04411 GARCICA 24367 - 23/03/2009
2003/1886 04411 GARNIFOLA 24368 - 23/03/2009
2003/1887 04411 GARACO 24369 - 23/03/2009
2003/1888 04411 GARCIMA 24370 - 23/03/2009
2003/1889 04411 GARTELLA 24371 - 23/03/2009
2003/1890 04411 GARDETA 24372 - 23/03/2009
2003/1891 04411 GARMINATA 24830 - 20/04/2009
2003/1892 04411 GAROFA 24373 - 23/03/2009
2003/1957 00160 KAY SWEET 22069 - 07/04/2008
2003/2020 00189 ZAIHONA 23139 - 07/07/2008
2003/2021 00189 ZAIRETOP 22309 - 05/05/2008
2003/2023 00189 ZAIMUCA 22310 - 05/05/2008
2003/2024 00189 GODINA 22311 - 05/05/2008
2003/2397 01045 00160 MONDORÉ 21921 - 10/03/2008
2003/2398 01045 00160 MONSAN 1 22070 - 07/04/2008
2003/2399 01045 00160 MONGOT 21922 - 10/03/2008
2003/2431 01045 00160 MONSEPTE 22312 - 05/05/2008
2003/2467 00279/00160 RUBY BRIGHT 21923 - 10/03/2008
2003/2468 00279/00160 SEPTEMBER BRIGHT 21924 - 10/03/2008
2003/2469 00279/00160 AUGUST BRIGHT 16776 - 30/01/2006
2004/0738 04628 NECTAPRIMA 21912 - 10/03/2008
2004/0739 04628 NECTARIANE 21911 - 10/03/2008
2004/0740 04628 NECTAREINE 21910 - 10/03/2008
2004/0741 04628 NECTAPINK 21909 - 10/03/2008
2004/0742 04628 NECTAGALA 21908 - 10/03/2008
2004/0743 04628 NECTAROYAL 21907 - 10/03/2008
2004/0744 04628 NECTALADY 21906 - 10/03/2008
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Prunus persica (L.) Batsch
2004/0745 04628 MAILLARQUEEN 21905 - 10/03/2008
2004/0746 04628 NECTARMAGIE 21913 - 10/03/2008
2004/0747 04628 MAILLARPRINCESSE 21914 - 10/03/2008
2004/0748 04628 NECTARPERLE 21915 - 10/03/2008
2004/0749 04628 MAILLARDUCHESSE 21916 - 10/03/2008
2004/0750 04628 MAILLARLOVE 21917 - 10/03/2008
2004/0751 04628 MAILLARDIVA 21918 - 10/03/2008
2004/0752 04628 MAILLARDANCE 21919 - 10/03/2008
2004/1978 04813/04812 NICO 25365 - 08/06/2009
2004/2182 03874 04836 VICTOR 25391 - 08/06/2009
2004/2270 03688 00423 BURNECTONE 24094 - 23/02/2009
2004/2271 03688 00423 BURPEACHONE 24360 - 23/03/2009
2004/2486 01045 00160 MONLY 21926 - 10/03/2008
2004/2490 01045 00160 MONCARINE 21929 - 10/03/2008
2004/2491 00279/00160 DIAMOND PEARL 21927 - 10/03/2008
2004/2492 00279/00160 STAR PEARL 21928 - 10/03/2008
2004/2623 00279/00160 GRAND CANDY 24823 - 20/04/2009
2004/2668 01045 00160 MONZEP 21930 - 10/03/2008
2005/0898 04628 MAFULLRED 24344 - 23/03/2009
2005/0899 04628 JULIEPRETTY 24109 - 23/02/2009
2005/0900 04628 JULIENICE 24110 - 23/02/2009
2005/0901 04628 MALLRED 24111 - 23/02/2009
2005/0902 04628 MATOPRED 24112 - 23/02/2009
2005/0903 04628 FLATPRINCESSE 24113 - 23/02/2009
2005/0905 04628 FLATQUEEN 24114 - 23/02/2009
2005/0906 04628 FLATPRETTY 24115 - 23/02/2009
2005/0907 04628 NECTADELICIOUS 24116 - 23/02/2009
2005/0908 04628 NECTACHIEF 24117 - 23/02/2009
2005/0909 04628 REDPEARL 24118 - 23/02/2009
2005/0910 04628 MAPERLA 24119 - 23/02/2009
2005/0911 04628 MASNOW 24120 - 23/02/2009
2005/0912 04628 MALATEWHITE 24121 - 23/02/2009
2005/2522 01045 00160 MC 1 25893 - 24/08/2009
2006/2504 01045 00160 MONTALINE 24102 - 23/02/2009
2006/2507 01045 00160 MONSAT 21931 - 10/03/2008
2006/2508 01045 00160 MONERIN 21932 - 10/03/2008
2008/2682 04812/04813 06475 GELO 1 25980 - 05/10/2009
2008/2683 04812/04813 06475 GELO 2 25981 - 05/10/2009
2008/2684 04812/04813 06475 GELO 3 25982 - 05/10/2009
Prunus pumila L.
1995/3032 00672 RHENOROOT 2 10710 - 10/03/2003
Prunus salicina Lindl.
1995/1245 03563 03722 TEAK GOLD 9571 - 17/06/2002
1995/1253 00189 ZAIROBE 8390 - 05/11/2001
1996/1080 01474 00443 GOLDEN PLUMZA 11950 - 20/10/2003
1997/1042 01757 01686 PIONEER 11952 - 20/10/2003
1997/1123 01871 01686 SHOWTIME 11953 - 20/10/2003
1997/1124 01871 01686 PRIMETIME 11954 - 20/10/2003
1998/0668 00189 ZAIPUBO 11959 - 20/10/2003
1999/0049 01757 01686 SAPPHIRE 11963 - 20/10/2003
1999/0050 01757 01686 SOUVENIR II 12099 - 24/11/2003
1999/1392 02787 00443 ANNE GOLD 15154 - 18/04/2005
1999/1853 03945 01753 SUN KISS 17836 - 04/12/2006
1999/1854 03945 01753 SUNDEW 17837 - 04/12/2006
2001/0991 03494 00441 MGM96 23145 - 07/07/2008
2001/0992 03494 00441 ZEHAVA 19949 - 16/04/2007
2001/0993 03494 00441 LAMOON 23146 - 07/07/2008
2001/1950 03677 03678 APHRODITE 17835 - 06/06/2006
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Prunus salicina Lindl.
2003/2025 00189 CRIMSON GLO 25353 - 08/06/2009
2003/2026 00189 HIROMI RED 23140 - 07/07/2008
2003/2027 03945 01753 RUBY RED 23141 - 07/07/2008
2003/2028 03945 01753 LADY WEST 23142 - 07/07/2008
2003/2391 04487 GAIA 23289 - 21/07/2008
2003/2465 00279/00160 BRAGIALLA 23143 - 07/07/2008
2003/2466 00279/00160 BRAROSSA 23144 - 07/07/2008
2004/1839 00132 SONGRIA 15 25364 - 08/06/2009
2004/2634 00279/00160 PLUMSWEETONE 24824 - 20/04/2009
2004/2635 00279/00160 SEPTEMBER YUMMY 24825 - 20/04/2009
2004/2636 00279/00160 YUMMYGEM 24826 - 20/04/2009
2004/2637 00279/00160 AUGUST YUMMY 24827 - 20/04/2009
2004/2639 00279/00160 YUMMYGIANT 24828 - 20/04/2009
Prunus avium (L.) L. x Prunus fruticosa Pallas
1995/2902 00347 00441 GISELA 4 4879 - 20/09/1999
Prunus tomentosa Thunb. ex. Murr. x Prunus cerasifera Ehrh
2002/0762 05536 00441 VVA 1 20097 - 21/05/2007
Prunus padus L.
2004/2326 04860 04660 RED BALL 24274 - 09/03/2009
Prunus amygdalus Batsch x Prunus persica Batsch
1998/0248 02018/01155 MONEGRO 16362 - 24/10/2005
1998/0249 02018/01155 GARNEM 16363 - 24/10/2005
2000/0793 02018/01155 FELINEM 16366 - 24/10/2005
Prunus salicina Lindl. x Prunus armeniaca L.
1997/0005 01065 01575 ZAITERKI 11951 - 20/10/2003
1997/0006 01065 01575 ZAITERIN 12323 - 18/12/2003
1997/0007 01065 01575 ZAITERLA 19645 - 19/03/2007
2000/1610 01065 01575 DAPPLE DANDY 20974 - 08/10/2007
Prunus canescens L. x Prunus incisia L.
2001/1463 00347 00441 PIKU3 10247 - 18/11/2002
Prunus canescens L. x Prunus tomentosa L.
2001/1462 00347 00441 PIKU1 10246 - 18/11/2002
Pulmonaria L.
1999/1166 02334 SILVERADO 10262 - 18/11/2002
2000/0480 02133 00441 RASPBERRY SPLASH 11545 - 28/07/2003
2000/0482 02133 00441 VICTORIAN BROOCH 9811 - 15/07/2002
2000/0486 02133 00441 SILVER STREAMERS 9812 - 15/07/2002
2001/0525 02133 00441 MAY BOUQUET 11549 - 28/07/2003
2001/0527 02133 00441 DARK VADER 11550 - 28/07/2003
2001/1747 02133 00441 NORTHERN LIGHTS 11564 - 28/07/2003
2001/2043 02133 00441 HIGH CONTRAST 11566 - 28/07/2003
2002/0372 02133 00441 SILVER SHIMMERS 14322 - 06/12/2004
2002/0857 02133 00441 MOONSHINE 14325 - 06/12/2004
2002/1685 02133 00441 MOUNTAIN MAGIC 14326 - 06/12/2004
2003/0527 02133 00441 IRISH SPRING 16874 - 30/01/2006
2003/0725 04208/04209 02812 PINK HAZE 16875 - 30/01/2006
2003/0984 02133 00441 BUBBLE GUM 16876 - 30/01/2006
2007/0713 02133 00441 SILVER BOUQUET 24135 - 23/02/2009
Pyracantha M. J. Roem
2002/0786 00689/03870/00696 00827 CADVAR 17403 - 10/05/2006
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Pyrus communis L.
1995/2120 03073 05365 DOLACOMI 10210 - 21/10/2002
1995/2977 00672 PYRODWARF 2649 - 02/02/1998
1996/0631 01352/01353 00303 TAYLORS GOLD 12028 - 10/11/2003
1997/1469 05289 FOX 16 10177 - 21/10/2002
1997/1470 05289 FOX 11 10178 - 21/10/2002
1999/0576 00345 01082 ELLIOT 5573 - 06/12/1999
1999/0805 02625 00441 UTA 5802 - 14/02/2000
1999/1081 00689 00827 ANGELYS 6785 - 16/10/2000
2000/0356 00368 01790 DELWINI 6783 - 16/10/2000
2000/0357 00368 01790 DELSANNE 6784 - 16/10/2000
2000/0472 01758 CARMEN 17843 - 06/06/2006
2000/0473 01758 NORMA 17844 - 06/06/2006
2000/0474 01758 TURANDOT 17845 - 06/06/2006
2000/0681 03016/03017 03017 SAELS 13322 - 17/05/2004
2000/0719 03945 05762 FLAMINGO 16365 - 22/05/2006
2000/1611 03174 LADY NAOMI 18167 - 17/07/2006
2001/0042 00159 00160 AC HARROW DELI-
CIOUS
8925 - 18/02/2002
2001/0043 00159 00160 AC HARROW CRISP 10433 - 20/01/2003
2001/0044 00159 00160 AC HARROW GOLD 10434 - 20/01/2003
2002/0114 06645 05365 RODE DOYENNE VAN
DOORN
25389 - 08/06/2009
2002/0242 01544 DICOLOR 17002 - 27/02/2006
2002/1977 00689 00827 PYRED 19929 - 16/04/2007
2003/0618 00368 01790 DELFERCO 16108 - 17/08/2005
2003/1140 01544 00160 BOHEMICA 21920 - 10/03/2008
2003/1623 04376 00160 HW 623 25891 - 24/08/2009
2003/1624 04376 00160 HARROW BLISS 25892 - 24/08/2009
2003/2389 02481 00441 THIMO 21934 - 10/03/2008
2003/2497 01544 00160 RADANA 21925 - 10/03/2008
2004/0303 00672 SCHOENE HELENE 19248 - 19/02/2007
2005/0346 04975 ROSALINE 25356 - 08/06/2009
2006/1673 00672 00441 JACO 24098 - 23/02/2009
2006/1674 00672 00441 BRONCET 24099 - 23/02/2009
Pyrus pyrifolia (Burm f.) Nakai var. culta (Mak.) Nakai.
1999/1787 01549 MAROSUI 13946 - 13/09/2004
Pyrus L.
2003/0335 00672 PYROPLUS 16770 - 30/01/2006
Quercus cerris L.
2002/2090 04070 00560 MVE 281968 19982 - 05/05/2008
2006/1245 04044 SUMMER VEIL 24277 - 09/03/2009
Ranunculus asiaticus L.
2001/0616 01306/03397 00441 TOMER WHITE 15070 - 18/04/2005
2001/0617 01306/03397 00441 TOMER RED 15071 - 18/04/2005
2001/0618 01306/03397 00441 TOMER ORANGE 15072 - 18/04/2005
2001/0620 01306/03397 00441 TOMER GOLD 15073 - 18/04/2005
2003/0931 00402 00443 KRISMA 15094 - 18/04/2005
2007/1802 03512 ABORANJE 23743 - 17/12/2008
Raphanus sativus L. var. sativus
1995/2357 02326 PRESTO 1284 - 15/10/1996
2006/2688 00237 RIVOLI 23276 - 21/07/2008
2007/1246 00044 05145 REVOLVER 21468 - 17/12/2007
Raphanus sativus L. var. oleiformis Pers.
2007/1363 05115 RESET 22104 - 07/04/2008
2007/1474 01540 DOUBLET 22128 - 21/04/2008
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Raphanus sativus L. var. oleiformis Pers.
2009/0393 05115 XCELLENT 26038 - 05/10/2009
Rheum rharbarbarum L.
2000/0443 06086 LIVINGSTONE 7656 - 23/04/2001
Rhipsalidopsis Britton et Rose
1999/0709 02606 00003 THOR SIFF 8146 - 10/09/2001
2001/0419 02606 00003 THORANET 11766 - 13/09/2004
2002/0476 03804 00003 CEBELIKA 14212 - 08/11/2004
2002/0477 03804 00003 CEBEMMA 13964 - 08/11/2004
2002/0478 03804 00003 CEBESKA 13862 - 08/11/2004
2005/2233 03804 00003 SCORPIUS 20676 - 06/08/2007
2005/2234 03804 00003 CBIR102 20893 - 10/09/2007
2005/2235 03804 00003 GEMINI 20677 - 06/08/2007
2006/2328 03804 00003 INDUS 22676 - 19/05/2008
2006/2329 03804 00003 LEO 22677 - 19/05/2008
2006/2330 03804 00003 COLUMBA 22678 - 19/05/2008
2006/2331 03804 00003 TAURUS 22679 - 19/05/2008
2007/1165 02849 7394 A 25220 - 18/05/2009
2007/1166 02849 7371 E 25221 - 18/05/2009
2007/1167 02849 2401 B 25222 - 18/05/2009
2007/1168 02849 2357 C 25223 - 18/05/2009
2007/1169 02849 7304 G 25224 - 18/05/2009
2008/0597 05993 00003 APACHE SPIRIT 26281 - 21/12/2009
Rhododendron L.
1995/2903 00800 MONT BLANC 2264 - 14/07/1997
1997/0821 03852 00441 RHODUNTER 37 4977 - 04/10/1999
1997/1223 06031 00441 DIDERK 7792 - 11/06/2001
1997/1224 00895 RANI 4801 - 20/09/1999
1997/1331 06725 00423 YOREMEN 10483 - 20/01/2003
1997/1333 06725 00423 ATHENA 4805 - 19/07/1999
1997/1414 01936 MELLE 6668 - 30/08/2000
1998/0087 01980 00065 SAXON GLOW 6850 - 06/11/2000
1998/0088 01980 00065 SAXON BLUSH 6851 - 06/11/2000
2001/0539 03564 00420 CENTENNIAL GOLD 10701 - 24/02/2003
2001/0540 03564 00420 MILLENNIUM GOLD 10702 - 24/02/2003
2001/0790 00324 02722 PURPLE PASSION 10703 - 24/02/2003
2002/0736 03852 00441 RHODUNTER 48 11519 - 08/09/2003
2003/0132 03852 00441 RHODUNTER 10 15080 - 18/04/2005
2003/0216 03852 00441 RHODUNTER 16 15081 - 18/04/2005
2004/1404 04723 04724 ROBLEA 18428 - 25/09/2006
2004/1406 04723 04724 CONLES 17554 - 22/05/2006
2004/1407 04723 04724 CONLET 17555 - 22/05/2006
2004/2688 04907 MIESZKO I 19125 - 22/01/2007
2005/0233 04951/04952 04871 WINE AND ROSES 20871 - 10/09/2007
2005/0234 04951/04952 04871 851C 19126 - 22/01/2007
2005/0390 00957 00441 HACHPICO 19127 - 22/01/2007
2007/0667 03852 00441 RHODUNTER 149 25216 - 18/05/2009
2007/1733 06725 00423 YBAZ2147 24808 - 20/04/2009
Rhododendron simsii Planch.
1996/0072 00895 CHRISTINE MATTON 4613 - 07/06/1999
1996/0616 01342 THESLA 4615 - 07/06/1999
1998/0062 04496 ANTARCTICA 6623 - 26/07/2000
1998/0754 00895 ANGELINA 7406 - 19/03/2001
1999/1168 00800 TIGRA 8181 - 10/09/2001
2000/0173 04496 ROBIJN 9609 - 01/07/2002
2000/0569 04496 PRINSES MATHILDE 9610 - 01/07/2002
2001/1255 06725 00423 IRISH LACE 11556 - 28/07/2003
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Rhododendron simsii Planch.
2001/1257 06725 00423 TAPESTRY 11558 - 28/07/2003
2001/1258 06725 00423 PROMISE 11559 - 28/07/2003
2002/1581 06725 00423 POETRY 14215 - 08/11/2004
2003/2124 00895 CHRISTINE MAGIC 17714 - 06/06/2006
2004/0016 00800 HIMALAYA 17718 - 06/06/2006
2004/0017 00800 MONT VENTOUX 17719 - 06/06/2006
2004/0097 00895 CLASSIC ROUGE 17720 - 23/10/2006
2004/0714 04619 FABIENNE 17731 - 06/06/2006
2004/1042 04673 FANTASIA RANNA 16677 - 19/12/2005
2004/2027 00895 CHRISTINE BELLI 21071 - 22/10/2007
2004/2028 00895 CHRISTINE SIENA 21072 - 22/10/2007
2004/2218 06725 00423 LOYALTY 20653 - 06/08/2007
2004/2219 06725 00423 TRANQUILITY 20654 - 06/08/2007
2004/2220 06725 00423 YBAZ1812 20655 - 06/08/2007
2004/2221 06725 00423 YBAZ1885 20656 - 06/08/2007
2005/0065 00895 KINKU SAKU 21073 - 22/10/2007
2005/0140 04496 YUNNAN 20869 - 10/09/2007
2005/0415 00895 HEIDI 21077 - 22/10/2007
2005/0417 00895 EVITA 21078 - 22/10/2007
2005/0418 00895 HORT9201 23326 - 04/08/2008
2007/1238 00800 EIGER 25417 - 08/06/2009
2007/1967 04619 MARIELLE 25425 - 08/06/2009
Rhododendron obtusum (Lindl.) Planch.
2002/0723 01936 MEME 13746 - 05/07/2004
Rhododendron degronianum var. yakushimanum (Nakai) Kitam.
2006/1744 05546 HERBSTZAUBER 22666 - 19/05/2008
Rhus typhina L.
2004/1473 04736 06086 BAILTIGER 17914 - 19/06/2006
Ribes nigrum L.
1999/0277 05369 00441 CHERESHNEVA 9924 - 21/10/2002
2001/0575 03387 00446 NARVE VIKING 8927 - 18/02/2002
2001/0664 03410 02902 BEN DORAIN 14647 - 12/12/2005
2001/0665 03410 02902 BEN LAIR 14648 - 12/12/2005
2001/0666 03410 02902 BEN AVON 14649 - 12/12/2005
2001/0860 03465 00441 VELOY 14651 - 07/02/2005
2003/2148 00702 TIBEN 14099 - 25/10/2004
2003/2149 00702 TISEL 14100 - 25/10/2004
2005/1727 05216 00003 ZUSHA 24351 - 23/03/2009
2006/0082 04811 TINES 19038 - 22/01/2007
2006/0083 04811 RUBEN 19039 - 22/01/2007
2006/0084 04811 ORES 19040 - 22/01/2007
Ribes sylvestre (Lam.) Mert. & W. Koch
1995/2712 00719 ROODNEUS 1767 - 03/03/1997
1995/2713 00719 AUGUSTUS 1768 - 03/03/1997
1997/0827 04662 00011 REDPOLL 2783 - 04/05/1998
2003/1657 00258 00446 TELAKE 19954 - 16/04/2007
Ribes uva-crispa L.
1995/3011 04662 00011 PAX 4561 - 03/05/1999
1998/1032 00346 00421 REXROT 4237 - 15/02/1999
2000/0052 02899 REDEVA 6597 - 26/07/2000
2002/1325 03967 00466 RAFZUERA 16908 - 27/02/2006
2005/1379 05155/05156 00423 SUMMERSGOLD 24361 - 23/03/2009
2009/0124 02899 RELINA 25916 - 24/08/2009
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Ribes x nidigrolaria R. et A. Bauer
1995/1341 01073 RIKÖ 9596 - 17/06/2002
Rodgersia pinnata Franch.
2004/0930 04658 03638 FIREWORKS 22905 - 09/06/2008
Rosa L.
1995/0148 00021 SCHOPISTA 3301 - 06/07/1998
1995/0204 00026 BOKRAHAN 613 - 02/08/1996
1995/0276 00124 TANKALCIG 1613 - 17/01/1997
1995/0345 00081 POULHAPPY 615 - 02/08/1996
1995/0465 00092 00475 AUSWAY 1523 - 16/12/1996
1995/0466 00092 00475 AUSMOON 1712 - 17/02/1997
1995/0467 00092 00475 AUSMUM 1543 - 16/12/1996
1995/0507 00091 00477 HARBELLA 1525 - 16/12/1996
1995/0510 00091 00477 HARZEAL 1526 - 16/12/1996
1995/0584 00081 POULEGE 984 - 02/09/1996
1995/0586 00081 POULSYNG 2038 - 04/06/1997
1995/0587 00081 POULNORM 4967 - 04/10/1999
1995/0588 00081 POULJILL 2035 - 04/06/1997
1995/0589 00081 POULHEART 2036 - 04/06/1997
1995/0592 00081 POULRUST 2037 - 04/06/1997
1995/0594 00081 POULOVER 618 - 02/08/1996
1995/0598 00081 POULGODE 619 - 02/08/1996
1995/0599 00081 POULEAS 987 - 02/09/1996
1995/0600 00081 00081 POULRIA 620 - 02/08/1996
1995/0601 00081 POULRIJK 621 - 02/08/1996
1995/0603 00081 POULRISE 3107 - 02/06/1998
1995/0605 00081 POULNOEV 1546 - 16/12/1996
1995/0762 00282 00443 MEDISTELLA 3195 - 06/07/1998
1995/0878 00789 NOAFEUER 2436 - 01/09/1997
1995/1800 00081 POULTRAV 6683 - 02/10/2000
1995/1805 00081 POULNA 3782 - 19/10/1998
1995/1806 00081 POULDRIK 3390 - 06/07/1998
1995/1807 00081 POULDRA 3243 - 03/08/1998
1995/1808 00081 POULCLIMB 3244 - 03/08/1998
1995/1809 00081 POULTIKA 3245 - 03/08/1998
1995/1810 00081 POULTERP 3389 - 06/07/1998
1995/1818 00081 POULCAPE 3781 - 19/10/1998
1995/1819 00081 POULELAP 3385 - 06/07/1998
1995/1820 00081 POULDRON 3384 - 06/07/1998
1995/1821 00081 POULSINT 3780 - 19/10/1998
1995/1822 00081 POULSENDO 3779 - 19/10/1998
1995/1828 00081 POULBRIDO 5819 - 03/04/2000
1995/1829 00081 POULDOM 3382 - 06/07/1998
1995/1837 00081 POULLITAM 3381 - 06/07/1998
1995/1839 00081 POULKINI 5820 - 03/04/2000
1995/1840 00081 POULDUF 3786 - 19/10/1998
1995/2147 00130 SPERIEN 4295 - 06/04/1999
1995/2521 00021 SCHOVIAN 1913 - 09/04/1997
1995/2631 03888 02321 PREBIAN 1351 - 15/10/1996
1995/2639 03888 02321 PRETANER 2276 - 01/09/1997
1995/2989 00230 SELAURUM 3313 - 06/07/1998
1996/0042 00285 00867 NIRPORBI 1354 - 15/10/1996
1996/0045 00285 00867 ADAFETAP Nř2BT 1666 - 15/01/1997
1996/0167 00124 TANALEDEV 2279 - 01/09/1997
1996/0186 00789 00936 NOASON 3392 - 06/07/1998
1996/0212 00307 00892 OLIJPLAM 2280 - 01/09/1997
1996/0238 00639 BRIABOR 4127 - 14/12/1998
1996/0341 01042 00466 FAZA 245 2068 - 09/06/1997
1996/0509 00091 00477 HARCROSS 2053 - 04/06/1997
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1996/0557 00285 00867 ADAMONBU 2067 - 09/06/1997
1996/0558 00285 00867 ADATONYSIL 2066 - 09/06/1997
1996/0559 00285 00867 ADHAROS 3393 - 06/07/1998
1996/0560 00285 00867 ADHARMAN 4413 - 15/03/1999
1996/0601 00285 00867 ADAMONA 2064 - 09/06/1997
1996/0602 00285 00867 ADATAPORA Nř2 2063 - 09/06/1997
1996/0603 00285 00867 ADABURI 4332 - 19/04/1999
1996/0604 00285 00867 ADANUAMAN 2062 - 09/06/1997
1996/0618 00639 BRIGOLD 3300 - 06/07/1998
1996/0693 00709 00421 KORPROLIT 2708 - 02/03/1998
1996/0705 00251 RUIJAMU 2458 - 01/09/1997
1996/0773 00889 MEILOMIT 3395 - 06/07/1998
1996/0806 01406 02131 PEKCOUROFONDU 14505 - 24/01/2005
1996/0831 00124 TANOGREW 3396 - 06/07/1998
1996/0878 00124 TANYDRIB 3790 - 19/10/1998
1996/1194 00709 00421 KORDYRER 3962 - 03/11/1998
1996/1197 00709 00421 KORROGILO 3965 - 03/11/1998
1996/1198 00709 00421 KORBRITTA 3966 - 03/11/1998
1996/1200 00709 00421 KORFRAUMA 3968 - 03/11/1998
1996/1201 00709 00421 KORLINIK 3969 - 03/11/1998
1996/1223 00124 TANOBMAM 3373 - 06/07/1998
1996/1245 00639 BRISCHNEE 2959 - 18/05/1998
1996/1275 00092 00475 AUSLOT 4617 - 07/06/1999
1996/1277 00092 00475 AUSLED 2399 - 01/09/1997
1996/1278 00092 00475 AUSCOOK 2396 - 01/09/1997
1996/1279 00092 00475 AUSLAND 2400 - 01/09/1997
1996/1281 00092 00475 AUSPOM 2723 - 06/04/1998
1996/1282 00092 00475 AUSHAM 5584 - 20/12/1999
1996/1351 00251 RUITENOR 3598 - 05/10/1998
1996/1497 00307 00892 OLIJGLU 3798 - 19/10/1998
1997/0091 00709 00421 KORSKJOL 2902 - 04/05/1998
1997/0096 00889 MEIOUSCKI 2798 - 04/05/1998
1997/0097 00889 MEIVAHYN 3377 - 06/07/1998
1997/0099 00889 MEIZUZES 3375 - 06/07/1998
1997/0100 00889 MEIRIVOUI 3374 - 06/07/1998
1997/0104 00081 POULMANTI 3240 - 03/08/1998
1997/0105 00081 POULORIN 3239 - 03/08/1998
1997/0107 00081 POULSIANA 3237 - 03/08/1998
1997/0114 00081 POULGRAD 3234 - 03/08/1998
1997/0115 00081 POULJOEY 3233 - 03/08/1998
1997/0118 00081 POULSNOWS 6502 - 26/07/2000
1997/0119 00081 POULODY 3230 - 03/08/1998
1997/0121 00081 POULYPSO 3229 - 20/07/1998
1997/0123 00081 POULBERIN 3227 - 20/07/1998
1997/0124 00081 POULTUMB 3226 - 20/07/1998
1997/0125 00081 POULOESY 6844 - 06/11/2000
1997/0126 00081 POULDIRAM 6843 - 06/11/2000
1997/0128 00081 POULNEW 3224 - 20/07/1998
1997/0129 00081 POULZIN 3223 - 20/07/1998
1997/0130 00081 POULFIRY 3222 - 20/07/1998
1997/0131 00081 POULTIEME 6842 - 06/11/2000
1997/0132 00081 POULISAB 3221 - 20/07/1998
1997/0136 00081 POULBUT 3218 - 20/07/1998
1997/0137 00081 POULALO 3597 - 05/10/1998
1997/0138 00081 POULRIBER 3217 - 20/07/1998
1997/0145 00081 POULRACOS 6505 - 26/07/2000
1997/0178 00124 TANANAISTRUA 2796 - 04/05/1998
1997/0259 00124 TANOTIKA 4868 - 20/09/1999
1997/0260 00124 TANAGGAR 4869 - 20/09/1999
1997/0285 00124 TANIRIPSA 4623 - 07/06/1999
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1997/0518 00091 00477 HARZUMBER 2998 - 02/06/1998
1997/0519 00091 00477 HARDENIER 2999 - 02/06/1998
1997/0520 00091 00477 HAREDEN 3100 - 02/06/1998
1997/0521 00091 00477 HARZAZZ 3101 - 02/06/1998
1997/0523 00091 00477 HARDELUXE 3103 - 02/06/1998
1997/0524 00091 00477 HARDINKUM 3104 - 02/06/1998
1997/0525 00091 00477 HARZIPPEE 3105 - 02/06/1998
1997/0526 00091 00477 HARBABBLE 3106 - 02/06/1998
1997/0559 01042 FAZBICOL 4872 - 20/09/1999
1997/0590 00889 MEILMERA 4314 - 19/04/1999
1997/0644 01724 00815 LLORVER 4315 - 19/04/1999
1997/0654 00709 00421 KORMENEINT 4520 - 03/05/1999
1997/0655 00709 00421 KORPARESNI 2903 - 04/05/1998
1997/0656 00709 00421 KORVERLANDUS 2904 - 04/05/1998
1997/0657 00709 00421 KORPASTATO 2905 - 04/05/1998
1997/0808 00709 00421 KORSTOFFEIN 2906 - 04/05/1998
1997/0851 03888 02321 PREDEHIN 4927 - 20/09/1999
1997/0857 00368 01790 DELSTRIBUC 4307 - 19/04/1999
1997/0885 00709 00421 KORTIONZA 4525 - 03/05/1999
1997/0894 01807 PANNARAN 3356 - 07/09/1998
1997/0904 00639 BRIRORO 6507 - 26/07/2000
1997/0941 00709 00421 KORBERIS 4526 - 03/05/1999
1997/0968 00889 FEBESA 5611 - 20/12/1999
1997/0983 04354 KOLSENS 4642 - 07/06/1999
1997/0991 04354 KOLAUPRI 3364 - 06/07/1998
1997/1183 00130 SPEKREN 4727 - 21/06/1999
1997/1389 00092 00475 AUSBAKER 4930 - 20/09/1999
1997/1390 00092 00475 AUSMOVE 4931 - 20/09/1999
1997/1392 00092 00475 AUSWILL 6508 - 26/07/2000
1997/1398 01810 00867 NIRPORPHOS 4321 - 19/04/1999
1997/1419 00021 SCHRETULP 4935 - 20/09/1999
1997/1420 00021 SCHOBEA 4936 - 20/09/1999
1997/1422 00021 SCHETAKUP 4938 - 20/09/1999
1997/1430 00021 SCHOSONNE 5595 - 20/12/1999
1998/0100 00889 MEITELOV 4986 - 04/10/1999
1998/0101 00889 MEISIONVER 4987 - 04/10/1999
1998/0121 00081 POULKALM 4664 - 07/06/1999
1998/0122 00081 POULBOTA 6220 - 05/06/2000
1998/0127 00081 POULDUNK 4666 - 07/06/1999
1998/0128 00081 POULYC001 6705 - 02/10/2000
1998/0129 00081 POULSKAB 6222 - 05/06/2000
1998/0130 00081 POULHARMU 6402 - 19/06/2000
1998/0131 00081 POULWEETO 4667 - 07/06/1999
1998/0132 00081 POULNINGA 9018 - 18/03/2002
1998/0134 00081 POULCS001 6734 - 02/10/2000
1998/0282 00709 00421 KORLUMARA 4550 - 03/05/1999
1998/0283 00709 00421 KORMARCUS 4309 - 19/04/1999
1998/0284 00709 00421 KORMAGNETO 4551 - 03/05/1999
1998/0285 00709 00421 KORSTESGLI 4988 - 04/10/1999
1998/0303 02026 00130 SUNLUCK 4587 - 17/05/1999
1998/0358 00124 TANZAHDE 6394 - 26/07/2000
1998/0359 00124 TAN95163 9019 - 18/03/2002
1998/0513 00936 NOARE 4322 - 19/04/1999
1998/0514 00936 NOASA 4323 - 19/04/1999
1998/0545 00889 MEIZOELE 4989 - 04/10/1999
1998/0546 00889 MEIVALEIR 4990 - 04/10/1999
1998/0547 00889 MEICHAVRIN 4991 - 04/10/1999
1998/0550 00889 MEILAVIO 4962 - 04/10/1999
1998/0559 00091 00477 HARFLOW 4597 - 07/06/1999
1998/0560 00091 00477 HARDWELL 4598 - 07/06/1999
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1998/0561 00091 00477 HARENCORE 4599 - 07/06/1999
1998/0563 00091 00477 HARBOUL 4601 - 07/06/1999
1998/0700 00889 MEIZEBUL 4994 - 04/10/1999
1998/0843 02200 WEKPLAPEP 4348 - 19/04/1999
1998/0875 00889 MEIFERJAC 6551 - 26/07/2000
1998/0923 01042 FAZCANNE 4326 - 19/04/1999
1998/0924 01042 FAZBLANCA 4327 - 19/04/1999
1998/0927 01042 FAZCIEL 4330 - 19/04/1999
1998/0928 01042 FAZBRILLE 4331 - 19/04/1999
1998/1068 00709 00421 KORTONETEC 4603 - 07/06/1999
1998/1069 00709 00421 KORTOCREA 4514 - 03/05/1999
1998/1071 00709 00421 KORELASTING 7214 - 15/01/2001
1998/1099 00124 TANOBMIL 6240 - 05/06/2000
1998/1144 00709 00421 KORFENBAK 6501 - 26/07/2000
1998/1145 00709 00421 KORTIPTRIK 4516 - 03/05/1999
1998/1146 00709 00421 KORVENLIG 6278 - 05/06/2000
1998/1170 00709 00421 KORKUMA 6276 - 05/06/2000
1998/1198 03888 02321 PREDEPASS 9115 - 15/04/2002
1998/1251 00889 MEIVANTHOU 4999 - 04/10/1999
1998/1371 01807 PANROUG 4581 - 04/10/1999
1998/1373 02365 OLIJCEZ 6007 - 05/06/2000
1998/1428 00709 00421 KORELZODA 6279 - 05/06/2000
1998/1556 00709 00421 KORUTZMO 6074 - 26/07/2000
1998/1577 00230 SELCOULOMB 4853 - 06/09/1999
1998/1640 02304 INTERICTIRA 6336 - 19/06/2000
1998/1724 00021 SCHROMIUP 6339 - 19/06/2000
1998/1727 00021 SCHRASIES 6342 - 19/06/2000
1999/0007 00889 MEIPRILLE 6305 - 05/06/2000
1999/0029 01042 FAZDAL 5206 - 25/10/1999
1999/0068 00081 POULFYL 7271 - 19/02/2001
1999/0069 00081 POULHULT 7267 - 19/02/2001
1999/0072 00081 POULSAK 6373 - 19/06/2000
1999/0073 00081 POULLUG 6374 - 19/06/2000
1999/0081 00081 POULMIST 6381 - 19/06/2000
1999/0083 00081 POULVAM 7268 - 19/02/2001
1999/0084 00081 POULKRID 7269 - 19/02/2001
1999/0085 00081 POULERRY 6382 - 19/06/2000
1999/0086 00081 POULEN002 6717 - 02/10/2000
1999/0088 00081 POULSTRI 7270 - 19/02/2001
1999/0089 00081 POULEN001 8167 - 10/09/2001
1999/0090 00081 POULASOR 6383 - 19/06/2000
1999/0091 00081 POULYMP 6384 - 19/06/2000
1999/0106 00081 POULRENT 6356 - 19/06/2000
1999/0284 00889 MEIZABO 6302 - 05/06/2000
1999/0285 00889 MEICHIBON 6301 - 05/06/2000
1999/0286 00889 MEIBARUM 6300 - 05/06/2000
1999/0287 00889 MEIBDEROS 6299 - 05/06/2000
1999/0362 01042 FAZCORAL 6723 - 02/10/2000
1999/0437 00709 00421 KORNALIST 6627 - 26/07/2000
1999/0439 02304 INTERDRERU 7273 - 19/02/2001
1999/0440 02304 INTERURED 7274 - 19/02/2001
1999/0441 02304 INTERUSPA 7275 - 19/02/2001
1999/0602 00709 00421 KORWARPEEL 6628 - 26/07/2000
1999/0603 00709 00421 KORFINGER 6629 - 26/07/2000
1999/0604 00709 00421 KORPELIGO 6630 - 26/07/2000
1999/0607 00251 RUIROSKEE 6633 - 26/07/2000
1999/0673 00091 00477 HARFRACAS 6560 - 26/07/2000
1999/0674 00091 00477 HAREXTRA 6561 - 26/07/2000
1999/0678 00091 00477 HARFIZZ 6564 - 26/07/2000
1999/0679 00091 00477 HARFROTHY 6565 - 26/07/2000
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1999/0680 00091 00477 HARETTE 6836 - 06/11/2000
1999/0681 00091 00477 HARFLAX 6566 - 26/07/2000
1999/0682 00091 00477 HARFLEET 6567 - 26/07/2000
1999/0683 02088 00477 COCQUAMBER 8613 - 17/12/2001
1999/0684 02088 00477 COCQUIRIAM 6568 - 26/07/2000
1999/0712 00124 TANKANA 7621 - 09/04/2001
1999/0776 00124 TANABAMAR 7215 - 15/01/2001
1999/0786 02622 FRYCASSIA 7175 - 18/12/2000
1999/0787 02622 FRYCHARM 8666 - 21/01/2002
1999/0788 02622 FRYBOUNTIFUL 7176 - 18/12/2000
1999/0860 02632/02633/01675 BAPOLLU 6002 - 05/06/2000
1999/0975 00889 MEIBIRU 6308 - 05/06/2000
1999/0979 00889 MEIFRABOY 6878 - 20/11/2000
1999/1101 00889 MEIMATER 6310 - 05/06/2000
1999/1144 00709 00421 KORDAKILA 7231 - 05/02/2001
1999/1181 02200 WEKPLAPIC 7294 - 19/02/2001
1999/1271 05693 PRERACLIM 7646 - 07/05/2001
1999/1273 03888 02321 PREDESPLEN 7647 - 07/05/2001
1999/1387 02622 FRYCALM 7914 - 16/07/2001
1999/1472 01810 02131 KRIVAGOLD 7884 - 02/07/2001
1999/1478 00026 00027 BOKRAMAR 9982 - 09/09/2002
1999/1583 01675 BREAPUM 9120 - 15/04/2002
1999/1632 00709 00421 KORILDAMBU 7230 - 05/02/2001
1999/1633 00709 00421 KORTEOLEM 7224 - 05/02/2001
1999/1640 00639 BRIYELL 7648 - 07/05/2001
1999/1673 00709 00421 KORGAZELL 7236 - 05/02/2001
1999/1674 00709 00421 KORORBE 7237 - 05/02/2001
1999/1675 00709 00421 KORVILLADE 7238 - 05/02/2001
1999/1676 00709 00421 KORTERSCHI 7239 - 05/02/2001
1999/1678 02304 INTERPASRU 8156 - 10/09/2001
1999/1685 00709 00421 KORKOPAPP 7240 - 05/02/2001
1999/1740 00021 SCHRETROJE 9140 - 17/04/2002
1999/1743 00709 00421 KOREISTAN 7419 - 09/04/2001
1999/1745 00709 00421 KORCAPDRA 7421 - 09/04/2001
1999/1746 00709 00421 KORMAGORO 7422 - 09/04/2001
1999/1785 00709 00421 KOREINEK 7710 - 21/05/2001
1999/1794 00092 00475 AUSGUARD 7640 - 07/05/2001
1999/1795 00092 00475 AUSVERSE 11276 - 09/06/2003
1999/1796 00092 00475 AUSWINTER 11277 - 09/06/2003
1999/1797 00092 00475 AUSECRET 11278 - 09/06/2003
1999/1818 00709 00421 KORDROPER 7423 - 09/04/2001
1999/1819 00709 00421 KORTRAUPFI 7424 - 09/04/2001
2000/0016 00709 00421 KORMUTRIC 7223 - 05/02/2001
2000/0058 02088 00477 COCLUST 6509 - 26/07/2000
2000/0072 00709 00421 KORLALON 8615 - 17/12/2001
2000/0084 00889 MEIDARIN 7890 - 02/07/2001
2000/0087 00889 MEICOLOSS 10410 - 16/12/2002
2000/0088 00889 MEIRAMECA 7893 - 02/07/2001
2000/0089 00889 MEIRATCAN 7894 - 02/07/2001
2000/0090 00889 MEIZINCARO 7895 - 02/07/2001
2000/0112 00124 TANGUST 7917 - 16/07/2001
2000/0113 00124 TANRODAT 7009 - 20/11/2000
2000/0200 00889 MEICASCAL 7898 - 02/07/2001
2000/0202 00889 MEISPONGE 7899 - 02/07/2001
2000/0216 00081 POULDAHLE 7288 - 19/02/2001
2000/0217 00081 POULGO004 7918 - 16/07/2001
2000/0219 00081 POULAC002 7920 - 16/07/2001
2000/0221 00081 POULJOSE 7922 - 16/07/2001
2000/0225 00081 POULSCOTS 7290 - 19/02/2001
2000/0229 00081 POULGRENA 7928 - 16/07/2001
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2000/0231 00081 POULRA002 7929 - 16/07/2001
2000/0233 00081 POULSLAS 11173 - 19/05/2003
2000/0234 00081 POULSHRIMP 7291 - 19/02/2001
2000/0235 00081 POULBAMBE 7931 - 16/07/2001
2000/0240 00081 POULGO002 7936 - 16/07/2001
2000/0243 00081 POULATTRA 7292 - 19/02/2001
2000/0291 00081 POULAKSEL 7939 - 16/07/2001
2000/0493 02986 00342 EVERMON 8852 - 18/02/2002
2000/0582 03312 LEXANI 7396 - 05/03/2001
2000/0652 00021 SCHRENAT 9122 - 15/04/2002
2000/0671 00091 00477 HARDRAMA 8616 - 17/12/2001
2000/0672 00091 00477 HARFABLE 8617 - 17/12/2001
2000/0674 00091 00477 HARFRISKY 11279 - 09/06/2003
2000/0675 00091 00477 HARFORAY 7253 - 19/02/2001
2000/0676 00091 00477 HARGALORE 11280 - 09/06/2003
2000/0677 00091 00477 HARENTENTE 8618 - 17/12/2001
2000/0759 02088 00477 COCSHIMMER 7254 - 19/02/2001
2000/0765 00889 MEIDEBENNE 7901 - 02/07/2001
2000/0767 00889 MEIJASPER 7902 - 02/07/2001
2000/0802 00230 SELRYTHM 9038 - 18/03/2002
2000/0815 03312 LEXPLUT 7940 - 16/07/2001
2000/0925 00124 TANCHEAB 9041 - 18/03/2002
2000/0952 00889 MEIAFONE 7905 - 02/07/2001
2000/1194 00889 MEITIVER 7906 - 02/07/2001
2000/1277 00124 TAN97055 9046 - 18/03/2002
2000/1307 03767 00815 MAGIRED 9214 - 15/04/2002
2000/1341 03124 03123 FRANTASIA 11299 - 09/06/2003
2000/1371 00709 00421 KORKILGWEN 10755 - 24/03/2003
2000/1372 00709 00421 KORDATURA 8845 - 18/02/2002
2000/1373 00709 00421 KORGRASOTRA 8846 - 18/02/2002
2000/1374 00709 00421 KORKINTERAL 10756 - 24/03/2003
2000/1375 00709 00421 KORFEINING 8847 - 18/02/2002
2000/1376 00709 00421 KORBILANT 8848 - 18/02/2002
2000/1377 00709 00421 KORASSENET 8849 - 18/02/2002
2000/1469 03312 LEXMEI 9218 - 15/04/2002
2000/1480 00889 MEIDUNKEL 7907 - 02/07/2001
2000/1505 00709 00421 KORSATA 7716 - 21/05/2001
2000/1539 00026 00027 BOKRARUG 10880 - 14/04/2003
2000/1678 04354 KOLMAG 10886 - 14/04/2003
2000/1767 03878 ROROONE 9228 - 15/04/2002
2000/1803 00709 00421 KORALBAVAN 8802 - 21/01/2002
2000/1804 00709 00421 KORSERED 8819 - 04/02/2002
2000/1805 00709 00421 KORTUREK 8820 - 04/02/2002
2000/1806 00709 00421 KORRABEA 8821 - 04/02/2002
2000/1807 00709 00421 KORVEDASCO 7941 - 16/07/2001
2000/1835 00889 MEIPTIPIER 13033 - 05/04/2004
2000/1836 00889 MEICRADO 9868 - 12/08/2002
2000/1878 00368 01790 DELSTRIRO 7908 - 02/07/2001
2000/1929 00251 RUIBREUGH 7943 - 16/07/2001
2000/1930 00251 RUIVONK 7944 - 16/07/2001
2000/1931 00251 RUIORTRO 9687 - 15/07/2002
2000/1938 02365 OLIJLEN 7946 - 16/07/2001
2000/1939 02365 OLIJMIL 7947 - 16/07/2001
2000/1983 00709 00421 KORLIGEL 8822 - 04/02/2002
2000/2005 00124 TANSIMETRA 7948 - 16/07/2001
2000/2092 00251 RUIROPIO 8858 - 18/02/2002
2000/2093 00251 RUIRORAP 9689 - 15/07/2002
2000/2094 00251 RUIROWHO 8859 - 18/02/2002
2001/0032 00709 00421 UHLARIUM 10892 - 14/04/2003
2001/0033 00709 00421 UHLSYLT 10893 - 14/04/2003
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2001/0035 03594 03662 JACREWHI 11174 - 19/05/2003
2001/0052 00092 00475 AUSCRYSTAL 11133 - 05/05/2003
2001/0053 00092 00475 AUSROMEO 11134 - 05/05/2003
2001/0212 02986 00342 MARSEVER 8866 - 18/02/2002
2001/0213 02986 00342 REMOEVER 8867 - 18/02/2002
2001/0216 02986 00342 PINKEVER 8869 - 18/02/2002
2001/0298 04354 KOLAMAZ 8850 - 18/02/2002
2001/0316 00709 00421 KORLOBEA 8806 - 21/01/2002
2001/0317 00709 00421 KORSTRUNEK 8807 - 21/01/2002
2001/0326 00889 MEIDRESIA 9871 - 12/08/2002
2001/0327 00889 RADRAZZ 9872 - 12/08/2002
2001/0353 02304 INTERHELA 8459 - 05/11/2001
2001/0534 00889 MEINEYTASAR 13378 - 17/05/2004
2001/0536 00889 MEICEPPUS 9874 - 12/08/2002
2001/0772 00091 00477 HARJOLINA 15002 - 21/03/2005
2001/0786 00091 00477 HARGLOWING 11135 - 05/05/2003
2001/0812 03733 SPEBERED 11199 - 19/05/2003
2001/0918 01810 02131 KRIBICAR 11030 - 28/04/2003
2001/0924 01810 02131 NIRPINWIN 11032 - 28/04/2003
2001/0926 01810 02131 NIRPBREDY 11034 - 28/04/2003
2001/1085 03513 BRI 49041 11037 - 28/04/2003
2001/1144 00124 TAN94488 10919 - 14/04/2003
2001/1145 00124 TAN95064 12894 - 05/04/2004
2001/1278 00709 00421 KORTWENTE 10779 - 24/03/2003
2001/1279 00709 00421 KORUTILTA 10780 - 24/03/2003
2001/1280 00709 00421 KORPATETOF 10781 - 24/03/2003
2001/1354 00709 00421 KORLAGOLGA 11039 - 28/04/2003
2001/1357 00709 00421 KORISLAS 11040 - 28/04/2003
2001/1358 00709 00421 KOROLESOLA 11041 - 28/04/2003
2001/1427 00889 MEIYOLKI 11043 - 28/04/2003
2001/1459 01042 FAZELLE 10928 - 14/04/2003
2001/1460 01042 FAZEVE 10929 - 14/04/2003
2001/1469 00709 00421 KORMINUVA 10984 - 28/04/2003
2001/1481 00081 POULRA015 10988 - 28/04/2003
2001/1508 03123 00130 CHEWGROUND 11308 - 08/11/2004
2001/1509 03123 00130 CHEWCREEPY 14206 - 08/11/2004
2001/1510 03593 00130 KENFINE 11309 - 09/06/2003
2001/1511 03594 00130 JACBASSI 11310 - 10/10/2005
2001/1512 03594 00130 JACSINPI 11311 - 10/10/2005
2001/1611 00124 TAN97103 12895 - 05/04/2004
2001/1692 00092 00475 AUSENCART 11154 - 05/05/2003
2001/1693 00092 00475 AUSKEPPY 11155 - 05/05/2003
2001/1694 00092 00475 AUSTILLY 11156 - 05/05/2003
2001/1700 02622 FRYENTICE 11157 - 05/05/2003
2001/1767 00081 POULHI008 10993 - 28/04/2003
2001/1803 00709 00421 KORFLANKA 9728 - 15/07/2002
2001/1909 00124 TAN98399 11047 - 28/04/2003
2001/1983 00368 01790 DELBIROS 10931 - 14/04/2003
2001/2022 00130 SOMNIP 10996 - 28/04/2003
2001/2076 02365 OLIJUNIV 11048 - 28/04/2003
2001/2077 02365 OLIJBLIZ 11049 - 28/04/2003
2001/2084 00021 SCHRECLA 11236 - 19/05/2003
2002/0077 00081 POULCREM 10998 - 28/04/2003
2002/0078 00081 POULAC004 10999 - 28/04/2003
2002/0080 00081 POULAC006 11001 - 28/04/2003
2002/0081 00081 POULCS003 11002 - 28/04/2003
2002/0082 00081 POULCS004 11003 - 28/04/2003
2002/0083 00081 POULEN003 11004 - 28/04/2003
2002/0085 00081 POULTW001 12897 - 19/04/2004
2002/0086 00081 POULYC002 12898 - 19/04/2004
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2002/0095 00889 MEIDRASON 14508 - 24/01/2005
2002/0096 00889 MEIRILLO 10143 - 23/09/2002
2002/0097 00889 MEIHESTRIES 10144 - 23/09/2002
2002/0098 00889 MEITRAINAZ 11006 - 28/04/2003
2002/0109 02863 02864 ROLIL 13155 - 03/05/2004
2002/0110 02863 02864 GAPLEX 13156 - 03/05/2004
2002/0310 00091 00477 HARHILT 12973 - 05/04/2004
2002/0311 00091 00477 HARHOLDING 11165 - 05/05/2003
2002/0319 00709 00421 KORJAFIR 13055 - 19/04/2004
2002/0375 00124 TAN96201 15607 - 06/06/2005
2002/0376 00124 TAN96145 13159 - 03/05/2004
2002/0378 00124 TAN97274 14816 - 07/03/2005
2002/0397 00889 BAIPEACE 12593 - 23/02/2004
2002/0500 00709 00421 KORHOKHEL 12594 - 23/02/2004
2002/0501 00709 00421 KORATOMI 10795 - 24/03/2003
2002/0502 00709 00421 KORGOSUMU 10796 - 24/03/2003
2002/0503 00709 00421 KORVANABER 10797 - 24/03/2003
2002/0577 00709 00421 KORFLIEDER 12979 - 05/04/2004
2002/0578 00709 00421 KORKALLET 12980 - 05/04/2004
2002/0749 00251 RUIY5451 13172 - 03/05/2004
2002/0759 01807 PAND565 13173 - 03/05/2004
2002/0775 00251 RUIY5991 13175 - 03/05/2004
2002/0792 00124 TAN94475 13178 - 03/05/2004
2002/0794 00124 TAN96205 12595 - 23/02/2004
2002/0795 00124 TAN97123 10932 - 14/04/2003
2002/0846 00889 MEIPAONIA 13185 - 03/05/2004
2002/0847 00889 MEIFAFIO 12983 - 05/04/2004
2002/0848 00889 MEISKAILLE 12984 - 05/04/2004
2002/0852 00709 00421 KORKITOEK 13060 - 19/04/2004
2002/0863 00709 00421 KORDUVO 11325 - 08/09/2003
2002/0992 00021 SCHRESPIN 13188 - 03/05/2004
2002/0993 00021 SCHIRUS 13189 - 03/05/2004
2002/0994 00021 SCHREMEEN 13190 - 03/05/2004
2002/1074 03888 02321 PREDEHIN ORANGE 13197 - 03/05/2004
2002/1239 01810 02131 ADAHARLU 12985 - 05/04/2004
2002/1240 01810 02131 ADAPOLRED 12986 - 05/04/2004
2002/1241 01810 02131 ADAROCONA 12987 - 05/04/2004
2002/1242 01810 02131 ADAEXLYA 12988 - 05/04/2004
2002/1243 01810 02131 NIRPAYRED 14819 - 07/03/2005
2002/1245 01810 02131 NIRPGREENL 13201 - 03/05/2004
2002/1246 01810 02131 NIRPIBRLAC 13202 - 03/05/2004
2002/1249 01810 02131 NIRPAYBLA 12899 - 05/04/2004
2002/1252 01810 02131 NIRPREDHOL 13207 - 03/05/2004
2002/1253 01810 02131 NIRPWHI 13208 - 03/05/2004
2002/1255 01810 02131 NIRPYELASIF 12900 - 05/04/2004
2002/1297 00124 TAN97174 12990 - 05/04/2004
2002/1300 00124 TAN98145 12992 - 05/04/2004
2002/1403 00124 TAN99303 13215 - 03/05/2004
2002/1404 00124 TAN99317 13216 - 03/05/2004
2002/1406 00124 TAN00151 13218 - 03/05/2004
2002/1414 00124 TAN00125 15768 - 20/06/2005
2002/1488 00368 01790 DELSTRIMEN 14510 - 24/01/2005
2002/1548 00251 RUIYN9994 13227 - 03/05/2004
2002/1576 00889 MEINELVIS 13231 - 03/05/2004
2002/1616 02304 INTERCHORU 13232 - 03/05/2004
2002/1620 02304 INTERLYSTRE 13236 - 03/05/2004
2002/1673 00709 00421 KORUNALIKE 13065 - 19/04/2004
2002/1675 00709 00421 KORJULON 13066 - 19/04/2004
2002/1727 01042 FAZDAVO 13388 - 17/05/2004
2002/1761 00230 SELPALAS 13394 - 17/05/2004
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2002/1770 00230 SELDREAM 13403 - 17/05/2004
2002/1806 00709 00421 KORBREANO 11246 - 19/05/2003
2002/1815 00021 SCHILEVE 13459 - 07/06/2004
2002/1816 00021 SCHOLTEC 13460 - 07/06/2004
2002/1817 00124 TAN00993 17773 - 06/06/2006
2002/1821 00081 POULRA022 12797 - 08/03/2004
2002/1907 00124 TAN00163 13464 - 07/06/2004
2002/1993 00889 MEIBULEUX 13466 - 07/06/2004
2002/2087 02304 INTERUMIS 13468 - 07/06/2004
2002/2091 00709 00421 KORAMGAT 12994 - 05/04/2004
2002/2092 00709 00421 KORCARILL 13067 - 19/04/2004
2002/2093 00709 00421 KORNILSCA 12902 - 05/04/2004
2002/2094 00709 00421 KORGLOLEV 12903 - 05/04/2004
2002/2145 00251 RUIZ99925 13469 - 07/06/2004
2002/2187 00889 MEIHECLUZ 12997 - 05/04/2004
2002/2188 00709 00421 UHLROM 13470 - 07/06/2004
2003/0149 00081 POULHI011 13471 - 07/06/2004
2003/0150 00081 POULHT001 13472 - 07/06/2004
2003/0152 00081 POULPM001 13474 - 07/06/2004
2003/0153 00081 POULTW002 14830 - 07/03/2005
2003/0154 00081 POULULV 13475 - 07/06/2004
2003/0155 00081 POULYC003 14831 - 07/03/2005
2003/0156 00081 POULYC004 14832 - 07/03/2005
2003/0157 00081 POULYC005 14833 - 07/03/2005
2003/0158 00081 POULYC006 14834 - 07/03/2005
2003/0159 00081 POULYC007 14835 - 07/03/2005
2003/0160 00081 POULAC015 12908 - 19/04/2004
2003/0161 00081 POULAC016 12909 - 19/04/2004
2003/0162 00081 POULAC017 12910 - 19/04/2004
2003/0164 00081 POULHI013 12912 - 19/04/2004
2003/0171 00081 POULAC007 13476 - 07/06/2004
2003/0172 00081 POULAC008 13477 - 07/06/2004
2003/0173 00081 POULAC009 13478 - 07/06/2004
2003/0174 00081 POULCS005 13479 - 07/06/2004
2003/0175 00081 POULCS006 13480 - 07/06/2004
2003/0176 00081 POULCS007 13481 - 07/06/2004
2003/0177 00081 POULCS008 13482 - 07/06/2004
2003/0178 00081 POULCS011 13483 - 07/06/2004
2003/0179 00081 POULEN005 13484 - 07/06/2004
2003/0180 00081 POULEN006 13485 - 07/06/2004
2003/0181 00081 POULEN007 13486 - 07/06/2004
2003/0182 00081 POULEN008 13487 - 07/06/2004
2003/0183 00081 POULEN009 13488 - 07/06/2004
2003/0184 00081 POULEN010 13495 - 07/06/2004
2003/0185 00081 POULEN011 13496 - 07/06/2004
2003/0230 00889 MEIZEPLINE 15084 - 18/04/2005
2003/0263 03513 BRI 1800 98 15087 - 18/04/2005
2003/0264 00639 BRI 433 P49 15088 - 18/04/2005
2003/0285 02026 00130 SUNLADE 15089 - 18/04/2005
2003/0287 03733 SPECLOWN 21564 - 17/12/2007
2003/0292 02026 00130 SUNPALO 15392 - 10/05/2005
2003/0321 00936 NOALESA 12187 - 24/11/2003
2003/0322 00936 NOA250092 12547 - 09/02/2004
2003/0323 00936 NOALEY 12188 - 24/11/2003
2003/0324 00936 NOAPU 12189 - 24/11/2003
2003/0325 00936 NOAENTA 12190 - 24/11/2003
2003/0336 03888 02321 PREFLOGREN 15393 - 10/05/2005
2003/0339 03888 02321 HERCULES 12548 - 17/12/2004
2003/0429 00021 SCHOLSUP 15395 - 10/05/2005
2003/0430 00021 SCHRELARGE 15396 - 10/05/2005
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2003/0432 00021 SCHUBIAX 15397 - 10/05/2005
2003/0433 00021 SCHUNON 15398 - 10/05/2005
2003/0434 00021 SCHENIET 15399 - 10/05/2005
2003/0536 00092 AUSJUMP 13607 - 21/06/2004
2003/0537 00092 AUSHUNTER 15003 - 21/03/2005
2003/0669 00709 00421 KORGOLKI 14959 - 21/03/2005
2003/0670 00709 00421 KORROMALU 17039 - 13/03/2006
2003/0764 00889 MEILAURON 12599 - 23/02/2004
2003/0769 02365 OLIJREDSP 12191 - 24/11/2003
2003/0773 04354 KOLGIAN 17228 - 10/04/2006
2003/0782 00251 RUIY3935 15400 - 10/05/2005
2003/0805 03312 LEXANNOD 15402 - 10/05/2005
2003/0806 03312 LEXODE 15403 - 10/05/2005
2003/0808 03312 LEXALLEB 15405 - 10/05/2005
2003/0875 00124 TAN98106 14844 - 07/03/2005
2003/0877 00124 TAN97139 14845 - 07/03/2005
2003/0914 00709 00421 KORCOPTRU 14514 - 24/01/2005
2003/0915 00709 00421 KORFOBALT 14515 - 24/01/2005
2003/0916 00709 00421 KORLABRIAX 14518 - 24/01/2005
2003/0917 00709 00421 KORMAMTIZA 12600 - 23/02/2004
2003/0918 00709 00421 KORSTARNOW 12601 - 23/02/2004
2003/0919 00709 00421 KORTRASTE 14519 - 24/01/2005
2003/0920 00709 00421 KORWESRUG 14520 - 24/01/2005
2003/1008 00889 MEIDEFLASH 15407 - 10/05/2005
2003/1031 00124 TAN00111 15408 - 10/05/2005
2003/1070 00889 MEIEUBAG 14847 - 07/03/2005
2003/1079 00889 MEIKRISTA 14848 - 07/03/2005
2003/1184 03733 SPEDAPPY 15409 - 10/05/2005
2003/1186 00021 SCHORMAI 15411 - 10/05/2005
2003/1197 00889 MEINIXODE 15413 - 10/05/2005
2003/1225 05305 MOSCOW 17177 - 27/03/2006
2003/1227 05305 AMSTERDAM 17178 - 27/03/2006
2003/1513 00124 TAN98130 14849 - 07/03/2005
2003/1533 04359 00130 SUNSARO 15416 - 10/05/2005
2003/1758 03312 LEXAANAS 15428 - 10/05/2005
2003/1759 03312 LEXOIREK 15429 - 10/05/2005
2003/1760 03312 LEXIRAHA 15430 - 10/05/2005
2003/1761 03312 LEXINAMA 15431 - 10/05/2005
2003/1762 03312 LEXEHSIF 15432 - 10/05/2005
2003/1777 00251 RUIA16101 15433 - 10/05/2005
2003/1819 02200 WHASTILUC 14863 - 07/03/2005
2003/1854 00124 TAN01579 15434 - 10/05/2005
2003/1855 00124 TAN01693 15435 - 10/05/2005
2003/1873 02622 FRYDISCO 15634 - 06/06/2005
2003/1956 04414 MEHV9601 15636 - 06/06/2005
2003/1983 02863 02864 FUSION 15436 - 10/05/2005
2003/2008 02986 00342 EVERA 101 15102 - 18/04/2005
2003/2010 02986 00342 EVERA 104 15104 - 18/04/2005
2003/2012 02986 00342 EVERA 107 15106 - 18/04/2005
2003/2015 02986 00342 EVERA 118 15108 - 18/04/2005
2003/2040 01042 FAZDIME 15437 - 10/05/2005
2003/2041 01042 FAZEDEN 15438 - 10/05/2005
2003/2042 01042 FAZFANCY 15439 - 10/05/2005
2003/2081 02925 00423 NATUBLUSH 15440 - 10/05/2005
2003/2082 02925 00423 NATUMAGICAR 15441 - 10/05/2005
2003/2105 00081 POULPAR029 15419 - 10/05/2005
2003/2106 00081 POULHI019 15109 - 18/04/2005
2003/2112 00889 MEILAMBRA 14859 - 07/03/2005
2003/2113 00889 MEINISSIME 15447 - 10/05/2005
2003/2115 02365 OLIJAPRI 15448 - 10/05/2005
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2003/2116 02365 OLIJTORE 17713 - 06/06/2006
2003/2135 00709 00421 KORANAORLO 14963 - 21/03/2005
2003/2136 00709 00421 KORASCHA 17543 - 22/05/2006
2003/2137 00709 00421 KORDISBAD 14964 - 21/03/2005
2003/2139 00709 00421 KOREWALA 14966 - 21/03/2005
2003/2140 00709 00421 KORKENGI 14967 - 21/03/2005
2003/2141 00709 00421 KORPAGBEL 14968 - 21/03/2005
2003/2236 00251 RUIA06671 15450 - 10/05/2005
2003/2246 00026 00027 BOKRAMATCH 14864 - 07/03/2005
2003/2247 00026 00027 BOKRATHON 14865 - 07/03/2005
2003/2248 00026 00027 BOKRATRACK 17229 - 10/04/2006
2003/2400 02304 INTERWIFOOS 15452 - 10/05/2005
2003/2412 00709 00421 KORDAELF 13870 - 16/08/2004
2003/2455 00021 SCHAQWIT 15454 - 10/05/2005
2003/2494 00709 00421 KOREUBASSA 17544 - 22/05/2006
2003/2495 00709 00421 KORWIWI 17545 - 22/05/2006
2003/2513 02304 INTERDEREG 17715 - 06/06/2006
2003/2514 02304 INTERHIETY 17716 - 06/06/2006
2004/0039 00081 POULHI020 15423 - 10/05/2005
2004/0114 00889 MEIANGELE 14861 - 07/03/2005
2004/0135 00081 POULYC009 17230 - 10/04/2006
2004/0136 00081 POULYC008 17231 - 10/04/2006
2004/0137 00081 POULTW003 17232 - 10/04/2006
2004/0138 00081 POULPM004 14866 - 07/03/2005
2004/0139 00081 POULPM003 14867 - 07/03/2005
2004/0140 00081 POULPM002 14868 - 07/03/2005
2004/0141 00081 POULHT003 14869 - 07/03/2005
2004/0142 00081 POULHT002 14870 - 07/03/2005
2004/0144 00081 POULCS012 14973 - 21/03/2005
2004/0145 00081 POULCS010 14974 - 21/03/2005
2004/0146 00081 POULCS009 14975 - 21/03/2005
2004/0147 00081 POULAC014 14976 - 21/03/2005
2004/0149 00081 POULAC012 14977 - 21/03/2005
2004/0150 00081 POULAC011 14862 - 07/03/2005
2004/0151 00081 POULAC010 14872 - 07/03/2005
2004/0152 00081 POULHI016 14978 - 21/03/2005
2004/0153 00081 POULHI015 14979 - 21/03/2005
2004/0154 00081 POULHI014 14980 - 21/03/2005
2004/0157 00081 POULEN012 14983 - 21/03/2005
2004/0159 00081 POULCS016 14985 - 21/03/2005
2004/0160 00081 POULCS015 14986 - 21/03/2005
2004/0167 00889 MEIPOMOLO 14987 - 21/03/2005
2004/0218 04552 BROBELL 15915 - 18/07/2005
2004/0219 04552 BROBJORG 15916 - 18/07/2005
2004/0240 00092 AUSPEET 15004 - 21/03/2005
2004/0241 00092 AUSPISHUS 15005 - 21/03/2005
2004/0242 00092 AUSBONNY 15006 - 21/03/2005
2004/0243 00092 AUSCHESNUT 15007 - 21/03/2005
2004/0308 00889 MEIFLOCCUS 17040 - 13/03/2006
2004/0309 00889 MEILEZPHA 14524 - 24/01/2005
2004/0310 00889 MEISYLPHO 17041 - 13/03/2006
2004/0327 01810 02131 PEKCOUGUIGNE 19027 - 08/01/2007
2004/0352 00936 NOA167897 17233 - 10/04/2006
2004/0353 00936 NOA195597 17234 - 10/04/2006
2004/0396 03733 SPEDOON 17721 - 06/06/2006
2004/0397 03733 SPEDENI 17722 - 06/06/2006
2004/0492 00889 MEIGADRAZ 15425 - 10/05/2005
2004/0500 00124 TAN99066 17723 - 06/06/2006
2004/0501 00124 TAN01221 17724 - 06/06/2006
2004/0504 00124 TAN01549 17727 - 06/06/2006
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2004/0507 00124 TAN01441 17729 - 06/06/2006
2004/0534 00709 00421 KORRISTKE 17547 - 22/05/2006
2004/0560 00081 POULCY011 19538 - 19/03/2007
2004/0581 01018 WAGRITIVOLI 17730 - 06/06/2006
2004/0597 01810 02131 ADATERHUIT 14220 - 08/11/2004
2004/0598 01810 02131 ADACECMAR 15917 - 18/07/2005
2004/0599 01810 02131 ADECOHUIT 15918 - 18/07/2005
2004/0600 01810 02131 ADAGHAKI 14221 - 08/11/2004
2004/0601 01810 02131 ADALYAKCES 14222 - 08/11/2004
2004/0617 00081 POULTC004 19539 - 19/03/2007
2004/0618 00081 POULCY010 19540 - 19/03/2007
2004/0630 01810 02131 ADABARING 19159 - 19/02/2007
2004/0631 01810 02131 ADALECOB 14223 - 08/11/2004
2004/0632 01810 02131 ADASILTHE 15919 - 18/07/2005
2004/0633 01810 02131 ADAQUETHOM 15920 - 18/07/2005
2004/0634 01810 02131 ADABALUC 15921 - 18/07/2005
2004/0635 01810 02131 ADESMANOD 14224 - 08/11/2004
2004/0688 00889 MEIGALPIO 17042 - 13/03/2006
2004/0765 02365 BOTA 1002 17732 - 06/06/2006
2004/0783 00251 RUIMB05 17733 - 06/06/2006
2004/0784 01807 PANG607 17734 - 06/06/2006
2004/0810 00091 00477 HARJANGLE 15008 - 21/03/2005
2004/0811 00091 00477 HARLAGOON 15009 - 21/03/2005
2004/0812 00091 00477 HARKIMONO 15010 - 21/03/2005
2004/0813 00091 00477 HARJUG 15011 - 21/03/2005
2004/0920 01675 EMPARINA 17735 - 06/06/2006
2004/0927 00124 TAN96191 17235 - 10/04/2006
2004/0928 00124 TAN97607 17236 - 10/04/2006
2004/0934 00081 POULCOT001 19541 - 19/03/2007
2004/0935 00081 POULCOT003 19542 - 19/03/2007
2004/0937 00081 POULCOT006 19543 - 19/03/2007
2004/0938 00081 POULCOT008 19544 - 19/03/2007
2004/1027 03312 LEXJORI 17739 - 06/06/2006
2004/1032 00709 00421 KORAMASTI 17550 - 22/05/2006
2004/1033 00709 00421 KORCARONDO 17551 - 22/05/2006
2004/1034 00709 00421 KORHIXA 17552 - 22/05/2006
2004/1036 00709 00421 KORNOLIA 17044 - 13/03/2006
2004/1037 00709 00421 KORPAGISA 17045 - 13/03/2006
2004/1038 00709 00421 KORSPUNTY 17046 - 13/03/2006
2004/1039 00709 00421 KORTINAVA 17047 - 13/03/2006
2004/1053 00889 MEIVILITY 18793 - 04/12/2006
2004/1090 02986 00342 EVERA 103 17237 - 10/04/2006
2004/1091 02986 00342 EVERA 106 17242 - 10/04/2006
2004/1147 03513 BRIGERU 38 17743 - 06/06/2006
2004/1154 04034 00560 BS03354 17744 - 06/06/2006
2004/1350 02304 INTERTROZERA 17745 - 06/06/2006
2004/1357 01018 WAGRITWEE 18426 - 25/09/2006
2004/1358 01018 WAGRIEEN 18427 - 25/09/2006
2004/1381 00889 MEIGYMNOS 17054 - 13/03/2006
2004/1382 00889 MEIGIDEON 17055 - 13/03/2006
2004/1540 00889 MEITANDAR 14527 - 24/01/2005
2004/1554 00709 00421 KORABURG 16711 - 16/01/2006
2004/1555 00709 00421 KORADIGEL 19081 - 22/01/2007
2004/1556 00709 00421 KORCOLUMA 16712 - 16/01/2006
2004/1557 00709 00421 KORGRETAUM 16713 - 16/01/2006
2004/1558 00709 00421 KORQUELDA 14996 - 21/03/2005
2004/1559 00709 00421 KORTUFEE 16714 - 16/01/2006
2004/1560 00709 00421 KORKLEMOL 19082 - 22/01/2007
2004/1662 00889 MEIFURIA 19545 - 19/03/2007
2004/1669 00251 RUIY4325 17749 - 06/06/2006
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2004/1682 00709 00421 KORUTELI 19160 - 19/02/2007
2004/1683 00709 00421 KORGOLGAT 19083 - 22/01/2007
2004/1684 00709 00421 KORMIFARI 19161 - 19/02/2007
2004/1726 04783 BRISPI502 17751 - 06/06/2006
2004/1727 00639 BRIVAL003 17752 - 06/06/2006
2004/1744 01810 02131 ADASSILI 15922 - 18/07/2005
2004/1745 01810 02131 ADAKINIRCA 14999 - 21/03/2005
2004/1746 01810 02131 ADAHUIN 15923 - 18/07/2005
2004/1747 01810 02131 ADANIRCHIN 15000 - 21/03/2005
2004/1748 01810 02131 NIRPFRAGRA 17753 - 06/06/2006
2004/1749 01810 02131 SAUDERUPT 15924 - 18/07/2005
2004/1750 01810 02131 SAUDORA 15925 - 18/07/2005
2004/1751 01810 02131 SAUDRIL 15926 - 18/07/2005
2004/1752 01810 02131 SAUBAN 15927 - 18/07/2005
2004/1841 00889 MEIKAROUZ 15001 - 21/03/2005
2004/1876 03733 SPEDABA 17754 - 06/06/2006
2004/1893 00124 TAN01687 17756 - 06/06/2006
2004/1894 00124 TAN01653 17757 - 06/06/2006
2004/1895 00124 TAN97097 17250 - 10/04/2006
2004/1896 00124 TAN98264 17251 - 10/04/2006
2004/1963 01807 PANF647 17758 - 06/06/2006
2004/1965 00889 MEIGROUPY 17057 - 13/03/2006
2004/1971 02925 00423 NATUKRY 17558 - 22/05/2006
2004/1972 02925 00423 NATUTWISTE 17559 - 22/05/2006
2004/2067 03888 02321 PREHIFANT 17760 - 06/06/2006
2004/2068 03888 02321 CROHIMAGI 17761 - 06/06/2006
2004/2070 03888 02321 PRERUCLAS 17762 - 06/06/2006
2004/2072 03888 02321 CRORUGOLD 17764 - 06/06/2006
2004/2076 03888 02321 CROWASUN 17768 - 06/06/2006
2004/2139 00368 01790 DELSTRIFRAM 18194 - 21/08/2006
2004/2142 03312 LEXAELAT 17769 - 06/06/2006
2004/2143 03312 LEXGNOK 17770 - 06/06/2006
2004/2144 03312 LEXOHCAM 17771 - 06/06/2006
2004/2183 00709 00421 KORCHARM 17560 - 22/05/2006
2004/2184 00709 00421 KORETYAL 17561 - 22/05/2006
2004/2185 00709 00421 KORICESI 17562 - 22/05/2006
2004/2187 00709 00421 KORZOCEN 17563 - 22/05/2006
2004/2196 00709 00421 KORIONLUCK 17564 - 22/05/2006
2004/2197 00092 AUSVISIT 17772 - 06/06/2006
2004/2198 00092 AUSJAMESON 18430 - 25/09/2006
2004/2199 00092 AUSNEIL 17775 - 06/06/2006
2004/2200 00092 AUSIMMON 20206 - 04/06/2007
2004/2201 00092 AUSNOTICE 20207 - 04/06/2007
2004/2202 00092 AUSTEW 17776 - 06/06/2006
2004/2217 00889 MEIFAZEDA 15780 - 20/06/2005
2004/2247 00092 AUSBOSKY 16659 - 19/12/2005
2004/2248 00092 AUSHOUSE 16660 - 19/12/2005
2004/2249 00092 AUSINTENSE 16661 - 19/12/2005
2004/2250 00092 AUSTIGER 16662 - 19/12/2005
2004/2251 00092 AUSTOUGH 16663 - 19/12/2005
2004/2559 00081 POULPAH024 17253 - 10/04/2006
2004/2560 00081 POULPAL022 17189 - 27/03/2006
2004/2577 03888 PRERABLED 20210 - 04/06/2007
2004/2587 00026 00027 BOKRAPARK 19670 - 02/04/2007
2004/2620 02088 00477 COCTARLOTTE 16497 - 28/11/2005
2004/2660 00889 MEIZICALL 20211 - 04/06/2007
2005/0039 00081 POULPAR033 17256 - 10/04/2006
2005/0116 00709 00421 KORVAPOCO 17058 - 13/03/2006
2005/0118 00709 00421 KORESCAL 16967 - 27/02/2006
2005/0119 00709 00421 KORSINCHA 17059 - 13/03/2006
24015|02|2010
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2005/0120 00709 00421 KORBELESP 16968 - 27/02/2006
2005/0146 03733 SPEFUNKY 20657 - 06/08/2007
2005/0162 00081 POULCAS018 17260 - 10/04/2006
2005/0163 00081 POULCY012 19671 - 02/04/2007
2005/0164 00081 POULFL003 17261 - 10/04/2006
2005/0165 00081 POULPAL019 17262 - 10/04/2006
2005/0166 00081 POULREN013 17263 - 10/04/2006
2005/0167 00081 POULTC005 17264 - 10/04/2006
2005/0203 00936 NOA75800 17266 - 10/04/2006
2005/0204 00936 NOA150097 17267 - 10/04/2006
2005/0205 00936 NOA70896 17268 - 10/04/2006
2005/0206 00936 NOA97400A 16715 - 16/01/2006
2005/0207 00936 NOA83100B 16716 - 16/01/2006
2005/0208 00936 NOA84497D 17269 - 10/04/2006
2005/0209 00936 NOACRES 15928 - 18/07/2005
2005/0287 00124 TAN97094 19546 - 19/03/2007
2005/0338 00251 RUIB0638A 20658 - 06/08/2007
2005/0371 03312 LEXADAMA 20659 - 06/08/2007
2005/0391 05004 VALION 20660 - 06/08/2007
2005/0392 00081 POULCAS023 19547 - 19/03/2007
2005/0393 00081 POULCAS024 19548 - 19/03/2007
2005/0394 00081 POULCOT005 21852 - 11/02/2008
2005/0395 00081 POULCAS025 19549 - 19/03/2007
2005/0396 00081 POULTC007 19550 - 19/03/2007
2005/0397 00081 POULPAL024 19551 - 19/03/2007
2005/0398 00081 POULCOT007 21853 - 11/02/2008
2005/0516 00124 TAN01220 20661 - 06/08/2007
2005/0748 03733 SPEFIDO 20662 - 06/08/2007
2005/0875 00889 MEIVIOWIT 21854 - 11/02/2008
2005/0883 00709 00421 KORHITBEL 20221 - 04/06/2007
2005/0884 00709 00421 KORPAPIS 20222 - 04/06/2007
2005/0885 00091 00477 HARLIBRA 18438 - 25/09/2006
2005/0886 00091 00477 HARLASSIE 16664 - 19/12/2005
2005/0887 00091 00477 HARKLEMENT 21393 - 10/12/2007
2005/0967 03671 00423 ESM FANT 20223 - 04/06/2007
2005/0968 03671 00423 ESM FIESTA 20224 - 04/06/2007
2005/0972 00124 TAN02522 19808 - 16/04/2007
2005/0974 00889 MEIFRYPON 19675 - 02/04/2007
2005/0994 00709 00421 KORBRESPO 21685 - 28/01/2008
2005/0995 00709 00421 KORCENTEX 21686 - 28/01/2008
2005/0996 00709 00421 KORLITARE 19380 - 05/03/2007
2005/0997 00709 00421 KORPOMPAN 19381 - 05/03/2007
2005/0998 00709 00421 KORSELARY 19382 - 05/03/2007
2005/0999 00709 00421 KORSOALGU 21687 - 28/01/2008
2005/1000 00709 00421 KORTIFHAR 19383 - 05/03/2007
2005/1066 00124 TAN02998 20668 - 06/08/2007
2005/1071 00124 TAN00681 19678 - 02/04/2007
2005/1072 00124 TAN97159 19679 - 02/04/2007
2005/1073 00124 TAN97281 19680 - 02/04/2007
2005/1074 00124 TAN00662 19681 - 02/04/2007
2005/1075 00124 TAN00774 19682 - 02/04/2007
2005/1076 00124 TAN00628 19683 - 02/04/2007
2005/1077 00124 TAN97105 19684 - 02/04/2007
2005/1078 00124 TAN98564 19685 - 02/04/2007
2005/1087 00889 MEILABASUN 20669 - 06/08/2007
2005/1092 00368 01790 DELAMO 16717 - 16/01/2006
2005/1093 00368 01790 DELSTRIJOR 16718 - 16/01/2006
2005/1094 00368 01790 DELCHIFROU 16719 - 16/01/2006
2005/1100 00124 TAN02997 20670 - 06/08/2007
2005/1148 01810 02131 NIRPREST 20671 - 06/08/2007
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2005/1149 01810 02131 KRITASCO 20672 - 06/08/2007
2005/1150 01810 02131 NIRPANTASY 22757 - 09/06/2008
2005/1151 01810 02131 NIRPGRANCE 20673 - 06/08/2007
2005/1155 00709 00421 KORYLAL 20228 - 04/06/2007
2005/1269 05305 LEXAVENEG 20839 - 24/08/2007
2005/1497 00021 SCHAPJUS 20231 - 04/06/2007
2005/1498 00021 SCHLAIRE 20232 - 04/06/2007
2005/1512 00124 TAN02060 20840 - 24/08/2007
2005/1552 03802 DICHIRAP 21396 - 10/12/2007
2005/1559 02986 00342 EVERA 115 19181 - 19/02/2007
2005/1560 02986 00342 EVERA 117 19182 - 19/02/2007
2005/1562 02986 00342 EVERA 141 19183 - 19/02/2007
2005/1563 00081 POULPAH033 19184 - 19/02/2007
2005/1564 05183 BOKRAPOLO 19686 - 02/04/2007
2005/1565 05183 BOKRAFLUSH 19687 - 02/04/2007
2005/1567 05183 RUIB0807A 21102 - 22/10/2007
2005/1596 00889 MEIDIAPHAZ 17196 - 27/03/2006
2005/1649 00124 TAN02525 20841 - 24/08/2007
2005/1682 05201 00003 LITO 21641 - 14/01/2008
2005/1691 01313 MARGEN 20837 - 24/08/2007
2005/1715 05183 RUIC1256A 21104 - 22/10/2007
2005/1716 05183 RUIC1047A 21105 - 22/10/2007
2005/1717 05183 RUIB1801A 21106 - 22/10/2007
2005/1743 00889 MEILYXIR 19689 - 02/04/2007
2005/1783 00124 TAN01990 20879 - 10/09/2007
2005/1838 00124 TAN01633 20880 - 10/09/2007
2005/1868 00889 MEIZULEROS 20881 - 10/09/2007
2005/1869 00889 MEIHEVEN 20882 - 10/09/2007
2005/1870 00889 MEIKALISTO 20883 - 10/09/2007
2005/1876 00889 MEIRAMBOYS 19690 - 02/04/2007
2005/1877 00889 MEIFAISSEL 19108 - 22/01/2007
2005/1889 06642 SELSTOP 20888 - 10/09/2007
2005/1890 06642 SELGIRL 20889 - 10/09/2007
2005/1988 05247 RED HOOIJDONK 21855 - 11/02/2008
2005/2032 04354/00026 BOKRAMMI 19691 - 02/04/2007
2005/2033 04354 KOLMAMYR 19692 - 02/04/2007
2005/2114 00709 00421 KORAKAESCI 20237 - 04/06/2007
2005/2115 00709 00421 KORAROKED 20238 - 04/06/2007
2005/2116 00709 00421 KORLINSUN 20239 - 04/06/2007
2005/2117 00709 00421 KORPHORLA 20240 - 04/06/2007
2005/2127 00889 MEIHORUS 20891 - 10/09/2007
2005/2128 05258/03432 02622 BURGUNDY ICEBERG 23444 - 29/09/2008
2005/2129 02925 00423 NATULIFRAG 20241 - 04/06/2007
2005/2130 02925 00423 NATUMAQUA 20242 - 04/06/2007
2005/2132 02925 00423 NATUTRENFRAG 20244 - 04/06/2007
2005/2140 03671 00423 ESM KATA 20245 - 04/06/2007
2005/2224 00889 MEICIOLIS 20892 - 10/09/2007
2005/2254 03888 PRERAEVER 20894 - 10/09/2007
2005/2319 00092 AUSBROTHER 19698 - 02/04/2007
2005/2320 00092 AUSHEDGE 19699 - 02/04/2007
2005/2321 00092 AUSJIVE 19700 - 02/04/2007
2005/2322 00092 AUSRUMBA 19701 - 02/04/2007
2005/2323 00092 AUSTANGO 19702 - 02/04/2007
2005/2324 00092 AUSTWIST 19703 - 02/04/2007
2005/2366 03684 00130 SOMCARFLOW 19704 - 02/04/2007
2005/2488 00124 TAN98403 22761 - 09/06/2008
2005/2503 00081 POULPAI001 19193 - 19/02/2007
2005/2635 05292 06432 CRSPHD0311 22765 - 09/06/2008
2005/2664 03888 02321 PRERASONA 23008 - 23/06/2008
2005/2665 03888 02321 PRERAVIKI 23009 - 23/06/2008
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2006/0039 00021 SCHUQBEL 22767 - 09/06/2008
2006/0040 00021 SCHITOWAN 22768 - 09/06/2008
2006/0041 00021 SCHITOVIJF 22769 - 09/06/2008
2006/0042 00021 SCHOREEN 22770 - 09/06/2008
2006/0045 00021 SCHEMOCBA 22772 - 09/06/2008
2006/0046 00021 SCHELEFEM 22773 - 09/06/2008
2006/0051 00021 SCHEGONZO 22777 - 09/06/2008
2006/0052 00021 SCHIALLO 22778 - 09/06/2008
2006/0143 04330 02475 PEAFANFARE 23449 - 29/09/2008
2006/0251 00081 POULPAL021 19705 - 02/04/2007
2006/0252 00081 POULPMT005 19706 - 02/04/2007
2006/0253 00081 POULTC010 21856 - 11/02/2008
2006/0254 00081 POULTC011 21857 - 11/02/2008
2006/0256 00081 POULTC014 21859 - 11/02/2008
2006/0258 00081 POULPAR039 19195 - 19/02/2007
2006/0260 00081 POULCAS020 19707 - 02/04/2007
2006/0261 00081 POULCAS022 19708 - 02/04/2007
2006/0262 00081 POULCAS026 19709 - 02/04/2007
2006/0263 00081 POULPAH032 19710 - 02/04/2007
2006/0323 00889 MEIGUIMOV 19711 - 02/04/2007
2006/0343 00889 MEICLOUDE 19712 - 02/04/2007
2006/0344 00889 MEIGOFFY 19713 - 02/04/2007
2006/0364 00709 00421 KORHEDANI 19197 - 19/02/2007
2006/0365 00709 00421 KORSAVALE 19198 - 19/02/2007
2006/0366 00709 00421 KORFRIROY 19199 - 19/02/2007
2006/0367 00709 00421 KORBALROM 19200 - 19/02/2007
2006/0368 00709 00421 KORCHUMDA 19201 - 19/02/2007
2006/0369 00709 00421 KORDANISA 19202 - 19/02/2007
2006/0370 00709 00421 KORPEDIA 19203 - 19/02/2007
2006/0371 00709 00421 KORLUCNY 19204 - 19/02/2007
2006/0418 03733 SPEFARINE 22779 - 09/06/2008
2006/0432 00889 KEIMASSAY 19809 - 16/04/2007
2006/0439 00889 MEIPOJONA 19714 - 02/04/2007
2006/0441 00889 MEIBRIACUS 19716 - 02/04/2007
2006/0629 00081 POULPAH038 22244 - 05/05/2008
2006/0630 00081 POULPAL020 22245 - 05/05/2008
2006/0631 00081 POULPAL025 22246 - 05/05/2008
2006/0633 00081 POULPAL028 22248 - 05/05/2008
2006/0686 00124 TAN02474 22781 - 09/06/2008
2006/0762 05305 LEXIDAGAM 22782 - 09/06/2008
2006/0764 05415 LEXORIS 22784 - 09/06/2008
2006/0855 05415 LEXTEEWS 22785 - 09/06/2008
2006/0868 00124 TAN01106 22786 - 09/06/2008
2006/0892 05183 RUIB091A 22249 - 05/05/2008
2006/0902 00124 TAN01541 22787 - 09/06/2008
2006/0948 00709 00421 KORTUMBON 22658 - 19/05/2008
2006/0949 00709 00421 KORLIPPI 22659 - 19/05/2008
2006/0950 00709 00421 KORHATARI 22660 - 19/05/2008
2006/0951 00709 00421 KORDRUBER 22661 - 19/05/2008
2006/0952 00709 00421 KORVAKY 22662 - 19/05/2008
2006/1064 01018 WAGRIVIER 22789 - 09/06/2008
2006/1066 01018 WAGRIZES 22791 - 09/06/2008
2006/1092 04783 BRIUSL0078 22792 - 09/06/2008
2006/1124 00091 00477 HARMISTY 21130 - 22/10/2007
2006/1125 00091 00477 HARLARK 18745 - 04/12/2006
2006/1126 00124 TAN99176 24533 - 06/04/2009
2006/1127 00124 TAN00847 22252 - 05/05/2008
2006/1128 00124 TAN00641 22253 - 05/05/2008
2006/1129 00124 TAN03998 22254 - 05/05/2008
2006/1144 00081 POULPAR043 22255 - 05/05/2008
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2006/1195 00709 00421 KORDWARUL 22016 - 07/04/2008
2006/1196 00709 00421 KORLOUGEL 24404 - 23/03/2009
2006/1197 00709 00421 KORAPRIBER 22017 - 07/04/2008
2006/1198 00709 00421 KORPRIGGOS 22018 - 07/04/2008
2006/1199 00709 00421 KORCOEINF 21860 - 11/02/2008
2006/1200 00709 00421 KORFLOCI 01 22019 - 07/04/2008
2006/1249 03733 SPEGARIS 22796 - 09/06/2008
2006/1280 05502 BARACC 22000 - 10/03/2008
2006/1320 05183 RUIW999A 22797 - 09/06/2008
2006/1321 05183 RUIMC01 24748 - 20/04/2009
2006/1405 00124 TAN03244 22799 - 09/06/2008
2006/1542 05183 RUIA2003A 22810 - 09/06/2008
2006/1543 05183 RUIBA028A 22260 - 05/05/2008
2006/1544 05183 RUIBA020A 22261 - 05/05/2008
2006/1545 05183 RUIA0671A 22811 - 09/06/2008
2006/1546 05183 RUIA2007A 22812 - 09/06/2008
2006/1547 05183 RUIRB141A 22262 - 05/05/2008
2006/1548 05183 RUIBA028B 22001 - 10/03/2008
2006/1549 05183 RUIBB090A 22263 - 05/05/2008
2006/1629 00021 SCHOLIE 23705 - 08/12/2008
2006/1630 00021 SCHUNUKKA 23706 - 08/12/2008
2006/1631 00021 SCHOCERRY 23707 - 08/12/2008
2006/1635 00021 SCHAGOBRO 22813 - 09/06/2008
2006/1636 00021 SCHIBOKPA 23711 - 08/12/2008
2006/1637 00021 SCHADNESS 24405 - 23/03/2009
2006/1639 00021 SCHAELIC 23713 - 08/12/2008
2006/1641 00021 SCHAPRESKI 22815 - 09/06/2008
2006/1675 03733 SPEFESCO 22816 - 09/06/2008
2006/1734 02304 INTERGELAN 22825 - 09/06/2008
2006/1736 04414 MEHBARBIE 23329 - 04/08/2008
2006/1768 05557 POLPLENT 24753 - 20/04/2009
2006/1832 05569 GEHAM 22828 - 09/06/2008
2006/1847 03888 PRERURIT 22829 - 09/06/2008
2006/1848 03888 CROHIMAGI YELLOW 22830 - 09/06/2008
2006/1852 01810 02131 KRIBLANGES 22831 - 09/06/2008
2006/1853 00889 MEIPELMEL 22269 - 05/05/2008
2006/1890 00124 TAN00798 22270 - 05/05/2008
2006/1902 03878 EMPINTO 22667 - 19/05/2008
2006/1903 00092 AUSDECORUM 22020 - 07/04/2008
2006/1904 00092 AUSRELATE 22021 - 07/04/2008
2006/1905 00092 AUSRIMINI 22022 - 07/04/2008
2006/1906 00092 AUSPALETTE 22023 - 07/04/2008
2006/1907 00092 AUSROVER 22024 - 07/04/2008
2006/1908 00092 AUSVOLUME 22025 - 07/04/2008
2006/1969 02986 00342 EVERA152 22275 - 05/05/2008
2006/2000 02986 00342 RB 2103 1B 22003 - 10/03/2008
2006/2052 03671 00423 ESM ALANDALUZ 22668 - 19/05/2008
2006/2053 03671 00423 ESM OPERA 22669 - 19/05/2008
2006/2097 05616 00443 PATFRU 25156 - 18/05/2009
2006/2165 02925 00423 NATUBIS 22670 - 19/05/2008
2006/2166 02925 00423 NATUBREAK 22671 - 19/05/2008
2006/2167 02925 00423 NATUGOLDTO 22672 - 19/05/2008
2006/2168 02925 00423 NATULING 22673 - 19/05/2008
2006/2169 02925 00423 NATUSONG 22674 - 19/05/2008
2006/2170 02925 00423 NATUVANGO 22675 - 19/05/2008
2006/2196 00124 TAN03266 22835 - 09/06/2008
2006/2197 00124 TAN03434 24767 - 20/04/2009
2006/2198 00124 TAN03384 22836 - 09/06/2008
2006/2199 00124 TAN00942 22837 - 09/06/2008
2006/2251 02622 FRYGROOVY 23332 - 04/08/2008
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2006/2283 00124 TAN01360 22277 - 05/05/2008
2006/2284 00124 TAN01340 22278 - 05/05/2008
2006/2287 00092 AUSGLADE 22838 - 09/06/2008
2006/2288 00092 AUSPASTOR 22839 - 09/06/2008
2006/2339 00709 00421 KORTIGLO 22030 - 07/04/2008
2006/2351 00124 TAN03388 24768 - 20/04/2009
2006/2367 05183 RUIC0915A 24769 - 20/04/2009
2006/2570 05666 03123 PEJAMBLU 23333 - 04/08/2008
2006/2571 03733 SPEGEMBLE 24770 - 20/04/2009
2006/2572 03733 SPEDILAP 24771 - 20/04/2009
2006/2593 00021 SCHAFLOW 24412 - 23/03/2009
2006/2713 01810 02131 NIRPGREK 24773 - 20/04/2009
2006/2714 01810 02131 NIRPUL 24774 - 20/04/2009
2006/2715 01810 02131 NIRPYBLO 24775 - 20/04/2009
2006/2716 00889 MEIMALISS 22680 - 19/05/2008
2006/2717 00889 MEIPICOTY 20246 - 04/06/2007
2006/2718 00889 MEIBOULKA 22681 - 19/05/2008
2006/2719 00889 MEIHYAGO 20247 - 04/06/2007
2007/0001 00230 SELHOMERUS 24776 - 20/04/2009
2007/0002 00230 SELRUBY 24777 - 20/04/2009
2007/0003 00230 SELSMART 24778 - 20/04/2009
2007/0005 00230 SELARCTIC 24779 - 20/04/2009
2007/0006 00230 SELSONARE 24780 - 20/04/2009
2007/0097 00889 MEITONGAS 22682 - 19/05/2008
2007/0120 00889 RADSWEET 22683 - 19/05/2008
2007/0121 00889 RADTKO 22684 - 19/05/2008
2007/0122 00889 MEIBALNEO 24781 - 20/04/2009
2007/0167 00709 00421 KORAYOFRI 22031 - 07/04/2008
2007/0168 00709 00421 KORCARUBO 22032 - 07/04/2008
2007/0169 00709 00421 KORFROSDRA 22033 - 07/04/2008
2007/0170 00709 00421 KORLAMONY 22034 - 07/04/2008
2007/0171 00709 00421 KORYORLEX 22035 - 07/04/2008
2007/0173 05720 00003 PEM16 22685 - 19/05/2008
2007/0232 02304 INTERCOMDOOR 22686 - 19/05/2008
2007/0233 02304 INTERZABUNEL 22687 - 19/05/2008
2007/0234 02304 INERCOMANJE 22688 - 19/05/2008
2007/0235 02304 INTERBADTI 22689 - 19/05/2008
2007/0237 02304 INTERCOMBIG 22690 - 19/05/2008
2007/0359 05183 RUID0749A 24791 - 20/04/2009
2007/0383 04552 JENNIFER MADIGAN 22286 - 05/05/2008
2007/0384 04552 MAJA MADIGAN 22287 - 05/05/2008
2007/0386 04552 EVELIN MADIGAN 22288 - 05/05/2008
2007/0387 00936 NOA130400 22691 - 19/05/2008
2007/0388 00936 NOA195097 24793 - 20/04/2009
2007/0389 00936 NOA60800 22692 - 19/05/2008
2007/0390 05752 00936 NOA140702 24794 - 20/04/2009
2007/0420 00124 TAN04999 24795 - 20/04/2009
2007/0438 05305 LEXATIVAS 24796 - 20/04/2009
2007/0514 03671 00423 ESM CANTATA 24420 - 23/03/2009
2007/0515 03671 00423 ESM UVA 24421 - 23/03/2009
2007/0665 01810 02131 NIRPINOSH 24798 - 20/04/2009
2007/0666 01810 02131 NIRPHOLI 24799 - 20/04/2009
2007/0816 00709 00421 KORHERKUL 26276 - 21/12/2009
2007/0817 00709 00421 KORMIKFLO 24423 - 23/03/2009
2007/0818 00709 00421 KORPAROFE 24424 - 23/03/2009
2007/0819 00709 00421 KORSUPIGEL 26277 - 21/12/2009
2007/0920 00889 MEITRONI 25037 - 04/05/2009
2007/0921 00889 MEIDRIMPLE 25218 - 18/05/2009
2007/0939 03888 PREHISENCE 25038 - 04/05/2009
2007/0966 03878 EMPARA 25039 - 04/05/2009
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2007/1029 01313 MARPIL 25219 - 18/05/2009
2007/1030 00709 00421 KORDEME 24804 - 20/04/2009
2007/1031 00709 00421 KORGELET 24805 - 20/04/2009
2007/1032 00709 00421 KORHYPHE 24806 - 20/04/2009
2007/1033 00709 00421 KORTETA 24807 - 20/04/2009
2007/1034 00091 00477 HARMODE 22036 - 07/04/2008
2007/1035 00091 00477 HARNEXT 22037 - 07/04/2008
2007/1036 00091 00477 HARPRIOR 22038 - 07/04/2008
2007/1079 05305 LEXHCAEP 25167 - 18/05/2009
2007/1080 05305 LEXMUC 25040 - 04/05/2009
2007/1110 03733 SPEGING 25041 - 04/05/2009
2007/1164 00889 MEIKATANA 25042 - 04/05/2009
2007/1335 00709 00421 KORPAUVIO 24546 - 06/04/2009
2007/1336 00709 00421 KORCASIMA 24547 - 06/04/2009
2007/1337 00709 00421 KORALBEID 26278 - 21/12/2009
2007/1338 00709 00421 KORSTEIMM 24548 - 06/04/2009
2007/1339 00709 00421 KORLUTMAG 24549 - 06/04/2009
2007/1370 00124 TAN04348 25046 - 04/05/2009
2007/1371 00124 TAN03027 25047 - 04/05/2009
2007/1414 00889 MEICLUSIF 25227 - 18/05/2009
2007/1503 00709 00421 KORIBALG 24550 - 06/04/2009
2007/1530 00124 TAN03335 25051 - 04/05/2009
2007/1531 00124 TAN03026 25052 - 04/05/2009
2007/1532 00124 TAN03378 25053 - 04/05/2009
2007/1657 03671 00423 ESM GUINDA 24434 - 23/03/2009
2007/1677 00124 TAN02524 25058 - 04/05/2009
2007/1715 02304 INTERABRAZ 25060 - 04/05/2009
2007/1716 02304 INTERTROCONI 25061 - 04/05/2009
2007/1717 02304 INTERZADELG 25062 - 04/05/2009
2007/1718 02304 INTERGOBOY 25063 - 04/05/2009
2007/1719 02304 INTERSWEDOOR 25064 - 04/05/2009
2007/1720 05305 LEXANAKRUT 25065 - 04/05/2009
2007/1721 05415 LEXEPRAC 25066 - 04/05/2009
2007/1782 00021 SCHUNECK 24435 - 23/03/2009
2007/1897 02088 COCWARBLE 25423 - 08/06/2009
2007/1898 02088 COCCHARM 25424 - 08/06/2009
2007/1924 00124 TAN03419 25071 - 04/05/2009
2007/1980 00639 BRILOVE 005 25751 - 22/07/2009
2007/1981 04783 BRIKUS007 25072 - 04/05/2009
2007/2026 00889 MEIHYLVOL 22289 - 05/05/2008
2007/2027 00889 MEIGENPI 22290 - 05/05/2008
2007/2028 00889 MEIFACUL 22291 - 05/05/2008
2007/2070 02986 00342 RB 2790 1 24811 - 20/04/2009
2007/2078 00081 POULPAH042 25073 - 04/05/2009
2007/2079 00081 POULPAL029 25074 - 04/05/2009
2007/2080 00081 POULPAR048 25075 - 04/05/2009
2007/2206 02200/02201/06102 WEKCISBAKO 24812 - 20/04/2009
2007/2207 02200/02201/06102 WEKVOSSUTONO 25229 - 18/05/2009
2007/2208 00889 MEISTEMON 25230 - 18/05/2009
2007/2280 00368 DELICAL 22693 - 19/05/2008
2007/2302 05183 RUIMF024 25172 - 18/05/2009
2007/2303 00124 TAN04091 25173 - 18/05/2009
2007/2304 00124 TAN04473 25174 - 18/05/2009
2007/2305 00124 TAN04995 25175 - 18/05/2009
2007/2406 00092 AUSBERNARD 24573 - 06/04/2009
2007/2407 00092 AUSLOFTY 24574 - 06/04/2009
2007/2408 00092 AUSMERCHANT 24575 - 06/04/2009
2007/2409 00092 AUSPRIOR 24576 - 06/04/2009
2007/2441 00709 00421 KORDUSHALB 24814 - 20/04/2009
2007/2443 00709 00421 KORHABIB 24815 - 20/04/2009
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Rosa L.
2007/2444 00709 00421 KORIMALA 24816 - 20/04/2009
2007/2445 00709 00421 KORESTIOLAB 24817 - 20/04/2009
2007/2446 00709 00421 KORGIPIN 24818 - 20/04/2009
2007/2481 05292 06432 CRSPHD0109 25185 - 18/05/2009
2007/2482 00889 MEIFLEMINGUE 25186 - 18/05/2009
2007/2483 00889 MEISCONTI 25187 - 18/05/2009
2007/2484 00889 MEILACTOZ 25188 - 18/05/2009
2007/2915 05183 RUID057A 25240 - 18/05/2009
2007/2916 05183 RUID184B 25241 - 18/05/2009
2007/2917 05183 RUID196A 25242 - 18/05/2009
2007/2918 05183 RUID244A 25243 - 18/05/2009
2007/2919 05183 RUIE057A 25244 - 18/05/2009
2007/2920 05183 RUIE166A 25245 - 18/05/2009
2007/2949 03123 GARDENERS GLORY 25427 - 08/06/2009
2008/0221 00709 00421 KORZANABY 24448 - 23/03/2009
2008/0222 00709 00421 KOREMOPEA 24449 - 23/03/2009
2008/0353 00889 MEIGGILI 25428 - 08/06/2009
2008/0354 00889 MEIDRIFORA 25429 - 08/06/2009
2008/1120 00091 00477 HARMANNA 23787 - 17/12/2008
2008/1121 00091 00477 HARPEARL 23788 - 17/12/2008
2008/1122 00091 00477 HARPAINT 23789 - 17/12/2008
2008/1123 00091 00477 HARMAXIM 23790 - 17/12/2008
2008/1237 00709 00421 KORFLOCI 05 26282 - 21/12/2009
2008/1240 00709 00421 KORPLUNBLO 26283 - 21/12/2009
2008/1963 06381 DELAROSA 25430 - 08/06/2009
2008/2516 02304 INTERULIM 25431 - 08/06/2009
2009/0014 02986 00342 RB 2881 3 26294 - 21/12/2009
Rosmarinus oﬃcinalis L.
1999/1259 01306 00441 BARBECUE 9989 - 09/09/2002
2006/0888 01036 ROMAN BEAUTY 25965 - 05/10/2009
Rubus idaeus L.
1995/0574 00054 02902 GLEN AMPLE 2729 - 06/04/1998
1995/0578 00054 02902 GLEN MAGNA 1533 - 16/12/1996
1995/2721 00719/01685 MARWE 1769 - 03/03/1997
1997/0004 00659 01151 ISABEL 5681 - 20/12/1999
1998/0279 01823 00011 MALAHAT 8999 - 18/03/2002
1998/0280 01823 00011 QUALICUM 9000 - 18/03/2002
1998/0306 00659 01151 TOLA 9001 - 18/03/2002
1998/0308 00659 01151 GLORIA 9003 - 18/03/2002
1998/0346 00659 01151 HOLYOKE 9004 - 18/03/2002
1999/0064 01409 00011 JOAN J 10236 - 18/11/2002
1999/1137 00222 00446 WEIRULA 10423 - 20/01/2003
2000/1707 01644 00466 RAFZAQU 13008 - 05/04/2004
2002/0007 03704 00421 POLKA 14918 - 21/03/2005
2002/0113 04662 00011 OCTAVIA 14919 - 21/03/2005
2002/0738 03855/04676/04677/
02847
00331 CAROLINE 16916 - 20/11/2006
2003/0684 00659 01151 DRISCOLL CARDINAL 19943 - 16/04/2007
2003/0685 00659 01151 DRISCOLL MAR-
AVILLA
19944 - 16/04/2007
2003/0686 00659 01151 DRISCOLL
CARMELINA
19945 - 16/04/2007
2003/0687 00659 01151 DRISCOLL DULCITA 19946 - 16/04/2007
2003/0688 00659 01151 DRISCOLL
FRANCESCA
19947 - 16/04/2007
2003/1068 00915 01873 TADMOR 21935 - 10/03/2008
2003/1069 00915 01873 MOTUEKA 21936 - 10/03/2008
2004/1969 03704 00441 POKUSA 21732 - 28/01/2008
2004/1970 03704 00441 PORANNA ROSA 21733 - 28/01/2008
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Rubus idaeus L.
2006/0182 00743/01203 00560 BRILLIANCE 24928 - 04/05/2009
2006/0314 00054 02902 GLEN DOLL 24929 - 04/05/2009
2007/0844 05496 AROMQUEE 21776 - 28/01/2008
Rubus subgenus Eubatus Sect. Moriferi & Ursini
1999/0278 05369 00441 KIOWA 10715 - 10/03/2003
1999/1654 00915 01873 KARAKA BLACK 10720 - 10/03/2003
2002/0844 00054 02902 LOCH TAY 16917 - 27/02/2006
2005/2517 00659 01151 SLEEPING BEAUTY 24096 - 23/02/2009
2005/2518 00659 01151 DRISCOLL CARMEL 24097 - 23/02/2009
Rudbeckia L.
1998/0608 02078 02079 BLACK BEAUTY 7793 - 11/06/2001
Rumex L.
2005/0758 05069/05071 05070 SCHAVNAT 21629 - 14/01/2008
Ruscus aculeatus L.
1998/0755 00582 JOHN REDMOND 12209 - 08/12/2003
Saintpaulia ionantha H. Wendl.
1995/2172 00193 00423 SONJA 624 - 02/08/1996
1995/2993 00710 THE HAGUE 4717 - 21/06/1999
1996/0846 00193 AKUSHA 4953 - 20/09/1999
1996/1234 00193 KALIZA 4956 - 20/09/1999
1997/1342 02224 CLAUDIA 5540 - 20/12/1999
1998/0907 02214 02271 MAIKO 7027 - 04/12/2000
1998/1106 00710 CITY LINE BOR-
DEAUX
7025 - 11/06/2001
1999/0920 00710 CITY LINE VIENNA 7028 - 10/09/2001
1999/1338 02214 02271 MANI 10263 - 18/11/2002
1999/1417 02224 SHANNON 8527 - 17/12/2001
1999/1861 00710 TANGO 9606 - 01/07/2002
1999/1862 00710 CITY LINE TORONTO 9607 - 01/07/2002
1999/1863 00710 CITY LINE NAGANO 9608 - 01/07/2002
2000/1040 02224 JENNY 8553 - 17/12/2001
2000/1770 02224 CILLY 8476 - 19/11/2001
2001/0027 02224 INA 11805 - 08/09/2003
2001/1205 00193 YELDA 11809 - 08/09/2003
2002/1098 00710 BUTTERFLY DOUBLE 13958 - 12/09/2005
2002/1223 02214 02271 CHIKO 13959 - 13/09/2004
2002/2185 02224 PAULAFI 16148 - 12/09/2005
2003/1158 00710 TRENDY MOSCOW 16167 - 26/09/2005
2004/0036 02224 RANA 16153 - 12/09/2005
2005/2576 02224 ARTIRE 21186 - 12/11/2007
2005/2577 02224 LADYFI 21187 - 12/11/2007
2008/0157 02224 DEWI 26262 - 21/12/2009
Salix L.
1995/2043 00186 05768 BJÖRN 625 - 02/08/1996
1995/2045 00186 05768 JORR 626 - 02/08/1996
1995/2057 00186 05768 TORA 627 - 02/08/1996
1995/2059 00186 05768 JORUNN 628 - 02/08/1996
1996/0422 00186 05768 LODEN 2086 - 09/06/1997
1996/0515 00186 05768 HELGA 3203 - 20/07/1998
1997/0063 00186 05768 SVEN 5285 - 08/11/1999
1997/0064 00186 05768 TORHILD 5286 - 08/11/1999
1998/0182 00186 05768 OLOF 6036 - 05/06/2000
2001/0133 00186 05768 SW INGER 11635 - 22/08/2003
2001/0134 00186 05768 SW SHERWOOD 11806 - 08/09/2003
2001/0135 00186/03330/03332 05768 ASHTON PARFITT 11636 - 22/08/2003
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Salix L.
2001/0136 00186/03330/03332 05768 QUEST 11637 - 22/08/2003
2001/0137 00186/03330/03332 05768 BEAGLE 11638 - 22/08/2003
2001/0344 00186/03330/03332 05768 ASHTON STOTT 8524 - 17/12/2001
2002/0254 00186/03330/03332 RESOLUTION 16785 - 30/01/2006
2002/0255 00186/03330/03332 DISCOVERY 16786 - 30/01/2006
2002/2131 05768 KARIN 15235 - 10/05/2005
2005/0235 03332/03330/00186 TERRA NOVA 20290 - 04/06/2007
2005/0237 03332/03330/00186 NIMROD 20292 - 04/06/2007
2006/0445 05768 KLARA 21757 - 11/02/2008
2007/0425 01979 DRAGO 25535 - 22/06/2009
2007/0426 01979 LEVANTE 25536 - 22/06/2009
Salix repens L.
1999/1202 02734 ARMANDO 9261 - 15/04/2002
Salix viminalis L.
2000/0105 00186 05768 TORDIS 9288 - 06/05/2002
Salix x dasyclados Wimm.
1999/0196 00186 05768 GUDRUN 9312 - 06/05/2002
2002/2130 05768 DORIS 15234 - 10/05/2005
Salix caprea L.
2007/0166 00248 SNOWSTAR 25126 - 18/05/2009
Salix integra Thunb.
2001/1482 03589 FLAMINGO 11642 - 22/08/2003
Salix schwerinii E.L. Wolf x S. viminalis L.
2005/0236 03332/03330/00186 ENDEAVOUR 20291 - 04/06/2007
Salix burjatica Nasarow x S. viminalis L.
2006/0446 05768 NORA 21970 - 10/03/2008
Salvia farinacea Benth.
2007/2452 00164 00423 DANSALFUN1 24950 - 04/05/2009
Salvia L.
1998/1178 02081 02079 ROYAL CRIMSON DIS-
TINCTION
7131 - 18/12/2000
2002/1173 02080 03423 EVELINE 15674 - 06/06/2005
2002/1175 02080 03423 PINK DELIGHT 15675 - 06/06/2005
2002/1176 02080 03423 RHAPSODY IN BLUE 15676 - 06/06/2005
2005/2340 00633 00423 BALSALMISP 20120 - 04/06/2007
Salvia oﬃcinalis L.
1999/1258 01306 00441 NAZARETH 9010 - 18/03/2002
Salvia sylvestris L.
2002/1256 03282 00421 HAEUMANARC 13701 - 21/06/2004
2005/0230 01856 FLOR SAL ROZ 20421 - 02/07/2007
2005/2666 03608 05298 PINK FRIESLAND 22219 - 05/05/2008
Salvia splendens Sellow ex Schult.
2000/0461 02979 02961 SAHARA 10265 - 18/11/2002
2002/0645 02979 03325 SARED 13698 - 21/06/2004
Salvia Œjamensis J. Compton
2006/2628 03602 03325 SUNSARUPIN 25436 - 22/06/2009
2006/2629 03602 03325 SUNSARUSAMO 25437 - 22/06/2009
2006/2630 03602 03325 SUNSARUREIN 25438 - 22/06/2009
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Salvia Œjamensis J. Compton
2006/2631 03602 03325 SUNSARUKI 25439 - 22/06/2009
Salvia coccinea Buc’hoz ex Etl.
2007/2450 00164 00423 DANSALCIN1 24949 - 04/05/2009
Sambucus nigra L.
1998/1362 04662 GERDA 10708 - 24/02/2003
2002/0946 04662 EVA 13679 - 21/06/2004
Sanvitalia Lam.
1999/0790 03226 GRÜSANVI 01 10335 - 16/12/2002
2000/0206 02927 00165 SUNBINI 8604 - 17/12/2001
2001/1792 03226 SUMSAN 01 10641 - 24/02/2003
2002/0336 03226 PENNY STAR 13765 - 19/07/2004
2004/1009 03226 SUMSAN 02 18695 - 20/11/2006
Sanvitalia procumbens Lam.
2002/0643 03602 03325 SANTANIS 12694 - 23/02/2004
2002/0644 03602 03325 SANTASOL 12695 - 23/02/2004
2003/0533 03226 GRÜSANVI 04 14273 - 22/11/2004
2003/1495 04920 00441 WESSACOMP 14349 - 07/03/2005
2004/2426 02927 00165 STARBINI 19983 - 16/07/2007
2005/2258 02927 00165 SUPERBINI 18711 - 04/12/2006
2005/2474 03602 03325 SANDEAL 18712 - 04/12/2006
2007/1325 03116 KLESP06163 21215 - 26/11/2007
2007/1995 01071 01902 SAN YELL08 24001 - 09/02/2009
2007/2516 00638 00423 SA 051271 26256 - 21/12/2009
Satureja hortensis L.
1998/1608 02326 COMPACT 4692 - 21/06/1999
Satureja douglasii (Benth.) Briq.
1997/1308 00899 00441 INDIAN MINT 5727 - 17/01/2000
Saxifraga x arendsii Engl.
2006/0577 03602 03325 ROCKWHITE 23432 - 29/09/2008
2006/0579 03602 03325 ROCKROSE 23433 - 29/09/2008
2006/0580 03602 03325 ROCKRED 23434 - 29/09/2008
2006/0618 03602 03325 ROCKLET 23435 - 29/09/2008
2007/0936 03602 03325 ROCKLARWHI 25270 - 08/06/2009
2007/0937 03602 03325 ROCKLIME 25271 - 08/06/2009
Scaevola L.
1995/2177 00791 00441 SAPHIRA 1573 - 16/12/1996
1995/2322 00165 00423 NEWON 3250 - 03/08/1998
1995/2950 03226 BLUE LAGUNA 4612 - 07/06/1999
1999/1601 04920 00441 BRILLANT 7783 - 21/05/2001
Scabiosa atropurpurea L.
2007/1157 05290 05291 PINK CLOUD 25450 - 22/06/2009
Scabiosa L.
2001/0828 03503 00423 SCABON 11460 - 23/06/2003
Scaevola saligna G. Forst.
2001/1708 03602 03325 SCAWIHATIS 10406 - 16/12/2002
2002/0770 04920 00441 WESSCAEAQUA 12369 - 19/01/2004
2002/1162 00638 00423 BLUES FALL 12318 - 18/12/2003
2004/0015 03602 03325 SCABLHATIS 16878 - 30/01/2006
2004/0591 04920 00441 WESSCAEAM 16442 - 28/11/2005
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Scaevola saligna G. Forst.
2007/1554 03491 03663 NUFSCALW 23927 - 26/01/2009
Scaevola aemula R.Br.
2001/0684 03414/03415 01110 ZIG ZAG 10376 - 16/12/2002
2005/0228 01856 FLORVOLAC 18753 - 04/12/2006
2005/2025 03602 03325 SCAHAWIT 19071 - 22/01/2007
2006/0448 04920 00441 WESSCAETOB 21038 - 22/10/2007
2006/0449 04920 00441 WESSCAETOWHI 21039 - 22/10/2007
2006/1281 00401 01902 BOMY PINKA 21052 - 22/10/2007
2006/2267 03602 03325 SCASH 21065 - 22/10/2007
2007/1888 04920 00441 WESSCAETOPI 23928 - 26/01/2009
2008/2242 05141 00082 BONSCALIB 26251 - 07/12/2009
2008/2243 05141 00082 BONSCADEBU 26252 - 07/12/2009
2008/2244 05141 00082 BONSCAWI 26253 - 07/12/2009
Scheﬄera J.R. Forst. et G. Forst.
1995/2161 00176 01903 LUSEANE 4111 - 14/12/1998
Schlumbergera Lem.
1999/0813 02606 00003 THOROLGA 8147 - 10/09/2001
2002/0443 03804 00003 CEBESKOLA 14077 - 11/10/2004
2002/0444 03804 00003 CEBETEMA 13871 - 11/10/2004
2002/0445 03804 00003 CEBELINA 16138 - 12/09/2005
2002/0446 03804 00003 CEBELANKA 13872 - 11/10/2004
2002/0450 03804 00003 CEBERUSKA 13876 - 11/10/2004
2002/0451 03804 00003 CEBEBIBA 13877 - 11/10/2004
2002/0452 03804 00003 CEBEDELTA 13878 - 11/10/2004
2005/0091 02606 00003 THORLIVIA 18337 - 25/09/2006
2005/0092 02606 00003 THORKIRI 18338 - 25/09/2006
2005/0093 02606 00003 THORPANDORA 18339 - 25/09/2006
2007/1953 05993 00003 SAMBA BRAZIL 26077 - 05/10/2009
2007/1954 05993 00003 SALVADOR BRAZIL 26078 - 05/10/2009
2007/1955 05993 00003 RIO BRAZIL 26079 - 05/10/2009
2007/1956 05993 00003 CARNEVAL BRAZIL 26080 - 05/10/2009
2007/1957 05993 00003 SOL BRAZIL 26070 - 05/10/2009
Schlumbergera truncata (Haw.) Moran
2006/2344 03804 00003 CBIS 002 23123 - 07/07/2008
2007/0043 02849 PKM01 1001F 23127 - 07/07/2008
2007/0044 02849 PKM01 1001S 23128 - 07/07/2008
2007/0047 02849 PKM02 5001P 23131 - 07/07/2008
2007/0048 02849 PKM02 5001Q 23132 - 07/07/2008
2007/0049 02849 PKM02 5003V 23133 - 07/07/2008
2007/0050 02849 PKM02 5003Z 23134 - 07/07/2008
2008/0116 02849 PKM02 5001G 26108 - 05/10/2009
Scoparia dulcis L.
2006/0828 04071 00082 SUNTUTUKI 22361 - 05/05/2008
Scutellaria L.
1999/0578 00004 00423 BARBERRY 7366 - 05/03/2001
1999/0579 00004 00423 SCARLET 7367 - 05/03/2001
1999/1146 00004 00423 FLAME 7368 - 05/03/2001
2000/0549 00082 SUMMER BLUE 8450 - 05/11/2001
2002/0529 00004 00423 FLAMINGO 14783 - 12/09/2005
Scutellaria costaricana H. Wendl.
2005/1050 00004 00423 MONROE 20638 - 06/08/2007
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Secale cereale L.
1997/0713 00038 NIKITA 2691 - 02/03/1998
1999/0919 00652 02232 WALET 5128 - 06/12/1999
2002/0582 00652 02232 KIER 12418 - 19/01/2004
2002/0640 00038 RECRUT 10466 - 20/01/2003
2003/1651 05933 CAROASS 12956 - 05/04/2004
2003/1652 05933 CAROTOP 13718 - 05/07/2004
2004/0652 00038 VITALLO 16201 - 12/09/2005
2006/0272 00038 EVOLO 18278 - 11/09/2006
2006/0273 00038 BALISTIC 18279 - 11/09/2006
2006/0274 00038 CONDUCT 18280 - 11/09/2006
2006/0275 00038 ARANTES 18281 - 11/09/2006
2006/0276 00038 VISELLO 18282 - 11/09/2006
2006/1067 00652 DANKOWSKIE DIA-
MENT
18939 - 18/12/2006
2006/1882 00038 MARCELO 19900 - 16/04/2007
2007/0788 00038 PLACIDO 21325 - 26/11/2007
2007/1320 05933 HELLVUS 22133 - 21/04/2008
2008/1032 00038 SELLINO 23801 - 26/01/2009
2008/1033 00038 BELLAMI 23802 - 26/01/2009
2008/1034 00038 MINELLO 23803 - 26/01/2009
2008/1407 05923 DUKATO 24210 - 23/02/2009
2008/2953 00038 BRASETTO 25624 - 06/07/2009
2008/2954 00038 GUTTINO 25625 - 06/07/2009
2008/2955 00038 PALAZZO 25626 - 06/07/2009
2008/2974 05933 KAPITÄN 25821 - 24/08/2009
2009/0724 00038 GONELLO 26167 - 19/10/2009
Secale montanum x Secale cereale
2002/1583 00927 TONUS 19599 - 19/03/2007
Sedum L.
1999/1158 05267 02586 KOSMOSJE 7279 - 19/02/2001
2000/1668 03182 02749 PINK CHABLIS 9126 - 15/04/2002
2004/0004 04513 01689 POSTMANS PRIDE 17781 - 06/06/2006
2004/0387 00165 GARBRO 17783 - 06/06/2006
2004/2306 02078 03423 BRONCO 17819 - 06/06/2006
2004/2307 02078 03423 NOVEM 17820 - 06/06/2006
2004/2309 02078 03423 SUNKISSED 17821 - 06/06/2006
2004/2310 02078 03423 XENOX 17822 - 06/06/2006
2005/1621 02133 00441 CLOUD WALKER 20562 - 06/08/2007
2005/1708 04513 01689 JOSÉ AUBERGINE 20185 - 04/06/2007
2005/2372 02133 00441 MR GOODBUD 20629 - 06/08/2007
2007/0129 02133 00441 CLASS ACT 24282 - 09/03/2009
Sedum telephium L.
2007/2096 04513 01689 ANNA RONDAS 24302 - 09/03/2009
Sedum spectabile Boreau
2004/1902 04803 02334 JAWS 17818 - 06/06/2006
Sedum makinoi Maxim.
2006/2260 05267 02586 TORNADO 22438 - 05/05/2008
Senecio L.
2000/0007 04071 00082 SUNSENEBU 8207 - 10/09/2001
2000/0008 04071 00082 SUNSENEDIBU 8206 - 10/09/2001
2000/0009 04071 00082 SUNSENEREBA 8205 - 10/09/2001
2000/0010 04071 00082 SUNSENERE 8204 - 10/09/2001
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Serruria Burm. ex Salisb.
2003/2457 02593 04501 CARMEN 17414 - 22/05/2006
Sidalcea A.Gray
1998/0544 01921 02079 LITTLE PRINCESS 4343 - 19/04/1999
Silene L.
2004/2386 02078 03423 ROLLIES FAVORITE 20475 - 16/07/2007
Silene dioica (L.) Clairv.
2007/2382 06054 00423 FIREFLY 24003 - 09/02/2009
Sinapis alba L.
2001/1197 03531 03530 VERONIKA 17672 - 22/05/2006
2002/1091 00186 MEDICUS 10550 - 10/02/2003
2002/1092 00186 ESPRIT 10841 - 24/03/2003
2002/1093 00186 SUNSHINE 10551 - 10/02/2003
2005/1260 00287 KING 16812 - 30/01/2006
2007/0879 00044 05145 SIGRI 21307 - 26/11/2007
2007/0880 00044 05145 SIRTE 21308 - 26/11/2007
2007/0881 00044 05145 SIMONA 21309 - 26/11/2007
2009/0394 05115 PASSION 26039 - 05/10/2009
2009/1033 00044 05145 SIBELIUS 26382 - 21/12/2009
Sinningia Nees
2000/0449 06202 VIBRATO RED 1 10087 - 23/09/2002
2000/0450 06202 VIBRATO VIOLET 1 10088 - 23/09/2002
2000/0451 06202 VIBRATO VIOLET 2 10089 - 23/09/2002
2000/0452 06202 VIBRATO WHITE 1 10090 - 23/09/2002
2004/1320 06202 SONATA RED 1 16452 - 28/11/2005
2004/1321 06202 SONATA VIOLET 2 16453 - 28/11/2005
2004/1322 06202 SONATA VIOLET 1 16454 - 28/11/2005
2004/1323 06202 SONATA PINK 1 16455 - 28/11/2005
2004/1324 06202 SONATA WHITE 1 16456 - 28/11/2005
2007/2331 06202 ALLEGRO VIOLET 1 23698 - 08/12/2008
2007/2332 06202 ALLEGRO PINK 1 23699 - 08/12/2008
2007/2333 06202 ALLEGRO RED 1 23700 - 08/12/2008
2007/2334 06202 ALLEGRO WHITE 1 23701 - 08/12/2008
Skimmia japonica Thunb.
2003/0088 05263 02334 BONFIRE 16166 - 26/09/2005
2003/2048 04425 OBSBOLWI 13423 - 17/05/2004
2003/2522 06616 MAGIC MARLOT 19904 - 16/04/2007
2004/1694 04780 02334 THEREZA 21460 - 17/12/2007
2004/2051 04832 SNOW WHITE 20473 - 16/07/2007
2006/1703 03564 00420 TEMPTATION 22904 - 09/06/2008
2006/1752 06369 BROCOX ROCKET 23093 - 07/07/2008
2006/1753 06369 BROCOX KING 23094 - 07/07/2008
2006/1754 06369 BROCOX SKYE 23095 - 07/07/2008
2007/1915 04425 REDBOLWI 24299 - 09/03/2009
2007/1917 04425 WHITEBOLWI 24301 - 09/03/2009
2007/2189 04657 04660 FINCHY 25936 - 21/09/2009
Skimmia japonica subsp. reevesiana (Fortune) N.P. Taylor et Airy Shaw




1995/0617 00088 RITMO 3509 - 03/08/1998
2004/2283 00088 ESTELLE 20827 - 24/08/2007
2006/0360 04075 02329 EEP237042 25375 - 08/06/2009
2006/2324 00088 MONARCA 21746 - 28/01/2008
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Solanum melongena L.
2006/2698 06791 TAURUS 25527 - 22/06/2009
2007/0615 00088 ANGELA 25966 - 05/10/2009
Lycianthes rantonnetii (Carrière) Bitter
2005/1264 03120 00423 OOSTHEN2 20169 - 04/06/2007
Solanum tuberosum L.
1995/0085 00016 DRUID 496 - 02/08/1996
1995/0086 00016 SHANNON 497 - 02/08/1996
1995/0128 00019 LADY OLYMPIA 2139 - 24/06/1997
1995/0130 00019 CUPIDO 1005 - 02/09/1996
1995/0173 00019 LADY CLAIRE 2137 - 24/06/1997
1995/0192 00019 LADY CHRISTL 498 - 02/08/1996
1995/0193 00019 ACCORD 499 - 02/08/1996
1995/0194 00019 CYCLOON 500 - 02/08/1996
1995/0210 00022 04078 VENTO 502 - 02/08/1996
1995/0372 00107 MAXINE 1429 - 06/12/1996
1995/0374 00107 ARGOS 1430 - 06/12/1996
1995/0375 00107 SWIFT 1432 - 06/12/1996
1995/0651 00571 00035 SPRINT 2134 - 24/06/1997
1995/0652 00571 00035 VITESSE 2132 - 24/06/1997
1995/0653 00571 00035 AKIRA 2131 - 24/06/1997
1995/0969 01031 01031 AMANDINE 2504 - 27/10/1997
1995/0970 01031 01031 MARINE 2505 - 27/10/1997
1995/1013 00456 VINETA 527 - 02/08/1996
1995/1019 00109 TOMBA 511 - 02/08/1996
1995/1048 00108 COLETTE 512 - 02/08/1996
1995/1123 00600 KURAS 2218 - 11/07/1997
1995/1124 00468 MARANCA 2223 - 11/07/1997
1995/1464 00312 PALLINA 1067 - 15/10/1996
1995/1479 00317 PENELOPE 2507 - 27/10/1997
1995/1513 00117 SATINA 1069 - 15/10/1996
1995/1514 00117/04220 VELOX 1070 - 15/10/1996
1995/1636 00315 DELIKAT 1073 - 15/10/1996
1995/1637 00315 MOLLI 1074 - 15/10/1996
1995/1949 00676 00959 DUCHESSE 2144 - 24/06/1997
1995/1951 00676 00959 NOISETTE 1075 - 15/10/1996
1995/1966 00317 POMPADOUR 525 - 02/08/1996
1995/1980 00214 00808 DELICE 1081 - 15/10/1996
1995/2229 02958 REDSTAR 2129 - 24/06/1997
1995/2412 00408 01521 DONALD 507 - 02/08/1996
1995/2890 00762 ARCADE 2141 - 24/06/1997
1995/3019 00571 00035 DURA 3088 - 03/08/1998
1996/0050 00879 KURODA 2240 - 11/07/1997
1996/0051 00239 ARMADA 2220 - 11/07/1997
1996/0495 00186 ELOGE 3436 - 07/09/1998
1996/0496 00186 COLUMBO 2665 - 16/02/1998
1996/0504 00118 03572 AROSA 2155 - 24/06/1997
1996/0530 00519/00520/02958 VIVALDI 2679 - 02/03/1998
1996/0532 02958 VICTORIA 2073 - 15/06/1997
1996/0552 00214 00808 NATURELLA 3453 - 21/09/1998
1996/0553 00214 00808 ELODIE 2666 - 16/02/1998
1996/0576 00214 00808 EMERAUDE 3494 - 05/10/1998
1996/0706 06342 DORADO 2149 - 24/06/1997
1996/0707 06342 INOVA 2148 - 24/06/1997
1996/0791 01282/00567/00793 01282 SERAFINA 2156 - 24/06/1997
1996/0792 00567/00793/01282 01282 JAQUELINE 2157 - 24/06/1997
1996/0840 01408 SUNBEAM 2147 - 24/06/1997
1996/0843 00315 ALBATROS 2150 - 24/06/1997
1996/1050 01031 CYNTHIA 2590 - 08/12/1997
25415|02|2010
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Solanum tuberosum L.
1996/1192 01869 IMOLA 6103 - 17/04/2000
1996/1299 00299 02958 FABULA 2516 - 27/10/1997
1996/1320 00290 01191 KATINKA 2511 - 27/10/1997
1996/1349 00762 AMORA 4487 - 02/08/1999
1996/1360 00019 LADY FELICIA 2510 - 27/10/1997
1996/1364 01552/01553 02958 CICERO 2517 - 27/10/1997
1996/1469 00571 00035 ULTRA 5151 - 06/12/1999
1997/0221 01615 DINAMO 4473 - 21/06/1999
1997/0222 00613 EVITA 5129 - 06/12/1999
1997/0223 00468 MARKIES 4471 - 21/06/1999
1997/0224 05320 00239 TRESOR 4470 - 21/06/1999
1997/0338 00287 EXEMPLA 2668 - 16/02/1998
1997/0563 00107 REDGEM 2591 - 08/12/1997
1997/0578 02958 INNOVATOR 2836 - 20/04/1998
1997/0649 06531 ANYA 2673 - 16/02/1998
1997/0910 00676 ANAÏS 2832 - 20/04/1998
1997/1060 01851 MILVA 2835 - 20/04/1998
1997/1116 01869 MERIT 6482 - 30/08/2000
1997/1125 01031 CHERIE 2888 - 02/06/1998
1997/1127 01031 JENNY 2890 - 02/06/1998
1997/1128 01031 JULIETTE 3009 - 02/06/1998
1997/1227 01881 COURLAN 4434 - 03/05/1999
1997/1229 00054 CLARET 3023 - 06/07/1998
1997/1297 00340 HAMLET 3014 - 06/07/1998
1997/1502 01953/01952 02958 COURAGE 3033 - 06/07/1998
1998/0081 00214 00808 ALASKA 4461 - 21/06/1999
1998/0082 00214 00808 JUSTINE 4460 - 21/06/1999
1998/0083 00214 00808 ODESSA 4459 - 21/06/1999
1998/0084 00214 00808 HERMINE 4458 - 21/06/1999
1998/0250 00186 APPELL 6951 - 05/02/2001
1998/0314 00016 ORLA 3452 - 21/09/1998
1998/0362 00108 CAMILLA 3442 - 21/09/1998
1998/0363 00108 LAURA 3443 - 21/09/1998
1998/0364 00456 AMPERA 3444 - 21/09/1998
1998/0584 00117 FLAVIA 3449 - 21/09/1998
1998/0585 00117 FREYA 3450 - 21/09/1998
1998/0658 00340 JUTLANDIA 3878 - 14/12/1998
1998/0726 00613 ROKO 4468 - 21/06/1999
1998/0844 00054 02202 AMOUR 3849 - 16/11/1998
1998/0917 02221/00214 00808 OCEANIA 4457 - 21/06/1999
1998/1035 03062 MIDAS 4913 - 20/09/1999
1998/1107 00317 OPERLE 8078 - 06/08/2001
1998/1119 01031 DAISY 5459 - 08/11/1999
1998/1696 00109 VITARA 5196 - 17/01/2000
1999/0035 00214 00808 EDEN 6492 - 30/08/2000
1999/0177 00117 PRINCESS 5464 - 08/11/1999
1999/0225 00287 POWER 4486 - 02/08/1999
1999/0314 01282/00793/00567 00793 CAROLA 5507 - 08/11/1999
1999/0464 00456 GUNDA 5512 - 08/11/1999
1999/0466 00109 GOLDIKA 5513 - 08/11/1999
1999/0568 00239 AMOROSA 5499 - 08/11/1999
1999/0569 00239 ARNOVA 5500 - 08/11/1999
1999/0570 00239 ARTEMIS 5501 - 08/11/1999
1999/0571 02794 00239 KONSUL 5522 - 08/11/1999
1999/0572 00468 00239 MARLEN 5523 - 08/11/1999
1999/0573 02555 00239 NOMADE 5502 - 08/11/1999
1999/0574 02569 00239 SINORA 5503 - 08/11/1999
1999/0575 01282/00793/00567 BERNADETTE 8903 - 18/02/2002
1999/0598 01958 00451 HANNA 5909 - 17/01/2000
1999/0634 02958 ANNABELLE 6935 - 15/01/2001
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Solanum tuberosum L.
1999/0635 02958 RED SCARLETT 6127 - 17/04/2000
1999/0636 02958 AMBRA 6934 - 15/01/2001
1999/0698 00676 ISABEL 5911 - 17/01/2000
1999/0845 00108 ROMULA 9463 - 21/05/2002
1999/1000 00107 02675 TIFFANY 5978 - 28/02/2000
1999/1001 00107 02675 HARMONY 5979 - 28/02/2000
1999/1002 00107 02675 VERITY 5980 - 28/02/2000
1999/1078 00317 CERES 5946 - 14/02/2000
1999/1079 00317 FLORICE 6921 - 18/12/2000
1999/1080 00317 BONDEVILLE 5947 - 14/02/2000
1999/1250 00392 02958 DERBY 6126 - 17/04/2000
1999/1251 02752 02958 RODEO 6922 - 18/12/2000
1999/1761 06342 SIMPLY RED 6932 - 15/01/2001
1999/1764 06342 RAMOS 6933 - 15/01/2001
1999/1765 06342 VERONIE 8088 - 06/08/2001
1999/1820 00315 MELINA 5713 - 26/07/2000
1999/1821 00315 MÖWE 6511 - 26/07/2000
1999/1822 00315 SOLIST 6512 - 26/07/2000
2000/0062 00054 03358 MONTROSE 6522 - 26/07/2000
2000/0064 00054 02902 GOLDEN MILLEN-
NIUM
6530 - 26/07/2000
2000/0135 00214 00808 CASTELINE 6924 - 18/12/2000
2000/0137 00214 00808 SOLEIA 6941 - 05/02/2001
2000/0209 01031 AMYLA 6517 - 26/07/2000
2000/0210 01031 PAMELA 10449 - 20/01/2003
2000/0211 01031 ROSANNA 10450 - 20/01/2003
2000/0269 00019 MELODY 6757 - 02/10/2000
2000/0328 00315 ACAPELLA 6755 - 02/10/2000
2000/0329 00315 SONATE 6754 - 02/10/2000
2000/0330 00315 BELUGA 6753 - 02/10/2000
2000/0332 00315 PIROL 8310 - 24/09/2001
2000/0345 00793/01282/00567 00793 DEBORA 6751 - 02/10/2000
2000/0363 02958 CARRERA 6749 - 02/10/2000
2000/0364 02958 REMBRANDT 8904 - 18/02/2002
2000/0410 04567 00239 FONTANE 6748 - 02/10/2000
2000/0411 04567 00239 ALMERA 6747 - 02/10/2000
2000/0460 02540 01031 PIKE 10447 - 20/01/2003
2000/0546 00108 NORA 6743 - 02/10/2000
2000/0547 00108 ANGELA 6742 - 02/10/2000
2000/0597 02555 WILLEM VAN ORANJE 10052 - 23/09/2002
2000/0598 01894 01191 FESTIEN 6949 - 05/02/2001
2000/0735 05779 ZORBA 9739 - 15/07/2002
2000/0796 00571 00035 EOS 7632 - 09/04/2001
2000/0882 00456 BELANA 7512 - 19/03/2001
2000/1087 00676 ALTESSE 7633 - 09/04/2001
2000/1303 00340 FAKSE 7543 - 21/05/2001
2000/1401 00054 SEBASTIAN 7587 - 25/06/2001
2000/1408 00016 MALIN 8069 - 06/08/2001
2000/1534 00107 FRIAR 7591 - 25/06/2001
2000/1535 00107 OSPREY 7590 - 25/06/2001
2000/1536 00107 CELINE 7589 - 25/06/2001
2000/1537 00107 BRORA 7588 - 25/06/2001
2000/1708 01881 NORTHERN ROYAL 12009 - 20/10/2003
2000/1709 01881 MAGNIFICENT 12010 - 20/10/2003
2000/1935 03232 03233 FOCUS 8071 - 06/08/2001
2000/2017 06342 LABADIA 8905 - 18/02/2002
2001/0075 00317 CHIPIE 8077 - 06/08/2001
2001/0088 00019 LADY JO 8906 - 18/02/2002
2001/0203 00214 00808 GOURMANDINE 8902 - 18/02/2002
2001/0278 03321 03358 UMATILLA RUSSET 8219 - 05/11/2001
2001/0580 00315 SALOME 8251 - 19/11/2001
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Solanum tuberosum L.
2001/0581 00315 TERRANA 10452 - 20/01/2003
2001/0600 03439 STARGA 8252 - 19/11/2001
2001/0696 00456 ELDENA 11872 - 06/10/2003
2001/0697 00456 PRESTO 8733 - 21/01/2002
2001/0699 00108 FINKA 8732 - 21/01/2002
2001/0700 00108 ESPRIT 8289 - 17/12/2001
2001/0742 03427 SUNSET 12551 - 09/02/2004
2001/0744 03427 MILAGRO 13127 - 19/04/2004
2001/0759 00340 LIVA 8295 - 17/12/2001
2001/0914 01031 JOSEPHINE 9738 - 15/07/2002
2001/0997 00016 BANBA 9165 - 02/04/2002
2001/0998 00016 EMMA 9164 - 02/04/2002
2001/1609 00054 LADY BALFOUR 9461 - 21/05/2002
2001/1617 00676 BAILLA 9737 - 15/07/2002
2001/1638 01031 ALOWA 9736 - 15/07/2002
2001/1639 01031 COROLLE 9735 - 15/07/2002
2001/1640 01031 MAESTRO 9734 - 15/07/2002
2001/1641 01031 STARTER 10332 - 16/12/2002
2001/1787 03198 ALBATA 14596 - 24/01/2005
2001/2132 03232/03695/03696/
03694
01521 TRIPLO 10818 - 24/03/2003
2001/2133 02958/00516 02958 VOYAGER 10819 - 24/03/2003
2002/0130 00117 MIRANDA 15114 - 18/04/2005
2002/0174 00214/03440 00808 OPALINE 11327 - 09/06/2003
2002/0399 00456 AUGUSTA 10455 - 20/01/2003
2002/0486 00315 BONUS 10281 - 02/12/2002
2002/0487 00315 GALA 10282 - 02/12/2002
2002/0488 00315 MERIDIAN 10283 - 02/12/2002
2002/0497 00287 00922 TRIUMPF 10255 - 02/12/2002
2002/0499 00287 00922 EDELSTEIN 10256 - 02/12/2002
2002/0586 00634 JUMBO 10257 - 02/12/2002
2002/0596 03062 03831 CABARET 10445 - 20/01/2003
2002/0638 00118 PRIAMOS 10453 - 20/01/2003
2002/0694 00456 OPUS 10456 - 20/01/2003
2002/0695 00456 AMADO 10457 - 20/01/2003
2002/0696 00456 00344 ROBERTA 10458 - 20/01/2003
2002/0698 00108 JELLY 10459 - 20/01/2003
2002/0725 00456 BELLAROSA 14799 - 07/03/2005
2002/1317 00317 EPONA 10851 - 24/03/2003
2002/1319 00317 COMTESSE 10853 - 24/03/2003
2002/1320 00317 AXELLE 14116 - 25/10/2004
2002/1389 00239 ARIELLE 11060 - 28/04/2003
2002/1484 00312 KRONE 11355 - 09/06/2003
2002/1485 00312 CINDY 11338 - 09/06/2003
2002/1812 00054 02902 MAYAN GOLD 11847 - 22/09/2003
2002/1877 03957 HORIZON 11860 - 22/09/2003
2002/2085 04068/04069 01521 BELLINI 11851 - 22/09/2003
2002/2096 03919 AVEKA 11862 - 22/09/2003
2002/2119 04076 04072 VALIANT 11850 - 22/09/2003
2002/2198 06157 02958 HEROS 13257 - 03/05/2004
2002/2199 03232/03696/03695/
03694
02958 QUINCY 13258 - 03/05/2004
2002/2200 02958 CECILE 14664 - 07/02/2005
2002/2202 02958 CYRANO 14118 - 25/10/2004
2002/2203 02958 MOZART 13260 - 03/05/2004
2003/0071 00676 GREDINE 11865 - 22/09/2003
2003/0278 02555 00239 RIVIERA 12024 - 10/11/2003
2003/0281 00287 00922 LOLITA 11890 - 06/10/2003
2003/0368 04163 MAYFLOWER 11898 - 06/10/2003
2003/0370 00109 ELFE 12244 - 18/12/2003
2003/0371 00456 ROSALIND 15016 - 21/03/2005
2572009
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Solanum tuberosum L.
2003/0372 00456 OLGA 11899 - 10/11/2003
2003/0373 00108 AGNES 11900 - 24/11/2003
2003/0421 00634 LOGO 11901 - 06/10/2003
2003/0558 00118 03572 VERDI 11910 - 06/10/2003
2003/0559 00118 03572 GOLF 11911 - 06/10/2003
2003/0560 00117 ANDANTE 11912 - 06/10/2003
2003/0648 00456 ALLIANS 11915 - 10/11/2003
2003/0732 00016 CAMELOT 13124 - 19/04/2004
2003/0733 00016 GALACTICA 13892 - 13/09/2004
2003/0977 03027 GORBEA 12576 - 09/02/2004
2003/1065 00317 MAGNUM 12340 - 19/01/2004
2003/1066 00317 COLORADO 12341 - 19/01/2004
2003/1067 00317 ADRIANA 12342 - 19/01/2004
2003/1137 03874 04273 TX 15231 20601 - 06/08/2007
2003/1149 01031 APOLLINE 12343 - 19/01/2004
2003/1150 01031 CROSTY 16992 - 27/02/2006
2003/1151 01031 SASSY 12339 - 19/01/2004
2003/1153 00315 BORWINA 12580 - 09/02/2004
2003/1154 00315 ALEGRIA 13706 - 05/07/2004
2003/1155 00315 LAMBADA 12581 - 09/02/2004
2003/1156 00315 KORMORAN 12582 - 09/02/2004
2003/1250 03062 03831 ISLE OF JURA 12950 - 05/04/2004
2003/1358 04321 MIMI 12951 - 05/04/2004
2003/1516 03919 AVERIA 12958 - 05/04/2004
2003/1517 03919 AVIALA 12959 - 05/04/2004
2003/1520 04356 04357 AMFLORA 14798 - 07/03/2005
2003/1694 02555 04389 JADE 15603 - 06/06/2005
2003/1735 00117 RED LADY 17271 - 24/04/2006
2003/1755 00019 TERRA GOLD 15031 - 21/03/2005
2003/1769 03877 BELICIA 12964 - 05/04/2004
2003/1770 03877 DORIKE 12965 - 05/04/2004
2003/1771 03877 CICILIA 12966 - 05/04/2004
2003/1772 03877 ELIANE 12967 - 05/04/2004
2003/1776 00571 00035 LEONI 13261 - 03/05/2004
2003/1877 00340 TIVOLI 13707 - 05/07/2004
2003/2039 02540 01031 RED MAGIC 16674 - 19/12/2005
2003/2146 02958 SALINE 15032 - 21/03/2005
2003/2267 00019 SOPRANO 16976 - 27/02/2006
2003/2268 00676 ANOÉ 14122 - 25/10/2004
2003/2269 04460/04461 NINFA 17991 - 03/07/2006
2003/2270 04460/04461 RUBINO 17064 - 13/03/2006
2003/2276 04460/04461 ANTEA 19581 - 19/03/2007
2003/2306 04471 04470 DEFENDER 16977 - 27/02/2006
2003/2363 00054 02902 VALES SOVEREIGN 13894 - 13/09/2004
2003/2453 01869 DAYTONA 19582 - 19/03/2007
2003/2489 00613 TOSCA 13895 - 13/09/2004
2003/2508 06342 RIOGOLD 15789 - 20/06/2005
2003/2509 06342 SAPHIRE 15033 - 21/03/2005
2003/2510 06342 SAFAA 15311 - 10/05/2005
2003/2511 06342 SPIRIT 15034 - 21/03/2005
2003/2512 06342 VISION 15312 - 10/05/2005
2004/0126 00287 BONZA 14415 - 06/12/2004
2004/0215 00239 ELISABETH 14128 - 25/10/2004
2004/0216 00239 RED BARON 14129 - 25/10/2004
2004/0322 00108 TIZIA 14136 - 25/10/2004
2004/0328 00287 VIENNA 14137 - 25/10/2004
2004/0416 00634 MAXI 14146 - 25/10/2004
2004/0422 00456 OMEGA 14147 - 25/10/2004
2004/0423 00456 TOCCATA 14148 - 25/10/2004
2004/0424 00456 FRIBONA 14149 - 25/10/2004
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Solanum tuberosum L.
2004/0425 00456 ANUSCHKA 14150 - 25/10/2004
2004/0426 00456 ASPIRANT 14151 - 25/10/2004
2004/0531 01615/04642/04643 00239 ALADIN 14167 - 25/10/2004
2004/0533 04589/04590 00239 VIRGO 14169 - 25/10/2004
2004/0649 00340 BALLERINA 15037 - 21/03/2005
2004/0650 00340 CANASTA 14186 - 25/10/2004
2004/0669 00793/01282 FLORENCE 14190 - 25/10/2004
2004/0674 01031 DAIFLA 14193 - 25/10/2004
2004/0682 01869 BIANCHIDEA 22122 - 21/04/2008
2004/0683 01869 LETIZIA 22123 - 21/04/2008
2004/0735 03439 SOFISTA 14671 - 07/02/2005
2004/0788 00117 CARUSO 14416 - 06/12/2004
2004/0789 00117 RAFAELA 15327 - 10/05/2005
2004/0790 00117 OPAL 14417 - 06/12/2004
2004/0791 00117 RAMSES 14418 - 06/12/2004
2004/0792 00117 VALETTA 14419 - 06/12/2004
2004/0871 00016 SETANTA 14420 - 06/12/2004
2004/0872 00016 KIKKO 14421 - 06/12/2004
2004/0874 00315 AKTIVA 14422 - 06/12/2004
2004/0968 01031 MANUELA 14423 - 06/12/2004
2004/1148 00451 SARPO MIRA 15329 - 10/05/2005
2004/1177 00793/01282 DELPHINE 15796 - 20/06/2005
2004/1455 00317 POLLUX 14712 - 07/02/2005
2004/1588 00214 00808 CIRIELLE 15340 - 10/05/2005
2004/1801 00312 JUWEL 16814 - 30/01/2006
2004/2376 03213 02958 VOLUMIA 17993 - 03/07/2006
2004/2377 02958 SAGITTA 17994 - 03/07/2006
2004/2378 02958 ORIANA 17995 - 03/07/2006
2004/2379 02958 DOLCE VITA 19583 - 19/03/2007
2004/2380 02958 MARILYN 17273 - 24/04/2006
2004/2591 04460/04461 TEZENIS 22124 - 21/04/2008
2004/2640 04904 PŁATA 16205 - 12/09/2005
2004/2641 04904 KIS MIRNA 21347 - 26/11/2007
2004/2642 04904 BISTRA 16206 - 12/09/2005
2004/2664 03919 AVARNA 16000 - 17/08/2005
2005/0044 04913 WESTAMYL 16350 - 10/10/2005
2005/0197 00016 HABIBI 16882 - 13/02/2006
2005/0248 00456 ANTINA 16082 - 17/08/2005
2005/0249 00456 TURDUS 16083 - 17/08/2005
2005/0250 00456 TOPAS 16084 - 17/08/2005
2005/0251 00456 EUROSTARCH 17998 - 03/07/2006
2005/0379 00456 ROXANA 16351 - 10/10/2005
2005/0380 05064 04389 DAPHNE 18012 - 03/07/2006
2005/0381 02555 04389 DIDO 20515 - 16/07/2007
2005/0425 01539/05089 ELGAR 16352 - 10/10/2005
2005/0480 00315 ROMANZE 16353 - 10/10/2005
2005/0481 00315 FITIS 16354 - 10/10/2005
2005/0482 00117 DANIELA 22521 - 19/05/2008
2005/0484 00117 CANDELLA 16355 - 10/10/2005
2005/0485 00117 QUADRIGA 16356 - 10/10/2005
2005/0486 00117 MIRAGE 16357 - 10/10/2005
2005/0569 05036 AVANO 16358 - 10/10/2005
2005/0576 04163 MARGOD 16359 - 10/10/2005
2005/0749 05067 00441 BLAUE ST GALLER 16815 - 30/01/2006
2005/0917 01031 ALBANE 16643 - 19/12/2005
2005/0918 01031 LUCIE 16644 - 19/12/2005
2005/1254 05134/00214 00808 UNIVERSA 16845 - 30/01/2006
2005/1603 00571 00035 DELIANNE 18013 - 03/07/2006
2005/1747 05218 SUNRISE 18243 - 11/09/2006
2005/1748 05218 PIXIE 18001 - 03/07/2006
2592009









a / Annex / Annexe / Allegato / Pielikums /
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Solanum tuberosum L.
2005/1760 00118 03572 RODRIGA 17294 - 24/04/2006
2005/2093 00016 CARNAVAL 18728 - 04/12/2006
2005/2094 00016 NECTAR 18015 - 03/07/2006
2005/2284 00676 REDLAURE 17983 - 03/07/2006
2005/2548 00315 MAGNAT 22131 - 23/06/2008
2005/2654 05296 VALFI 18010 - 03/07/2006
2006/0070 02958/05303 CHOPIN 20948 - 24/09/2007
2006/0071 05304 SUSANNE 24014 - 09/02/2009
2006/0072 02958 EMERGO 18956 - 18/12/2006
2006/0073 02958 COUNTESSA 22546 - 19/05/2008
2006/0074 02958 OPERA 20949 - 24/09/2007
2006/0077 02958 BRONKO 21477 - 17/12/2007
2006/0078 02958 CHALLENGER 20951 - 24/09/2007
2006/0079 02958 CRISPS4ALL 21478 - 17/12/2007
2006/0080 02958/00392 ANTOINET 20952 - 24/09/2007
2006/0098 01521 02958 ARTURIA 18955 - 18/12/2006
2006/0099 01521 02958 SAFARI 18252 - 11/09/2006
2006/0123 00214 00808 FRIDOR 18272 - 11/09/2006
2006/0124 00214 00808 94F2042 18273 - 11/09/2006
2006/0347 05343/02824 VASKO 20544 - 16/07/2007
2006/0378 00054 02902 MAYAN QUEEN 22854 - 09/06/2008
2006/0379 00054 02902 MAYAN TWILIGHT 22855 - 09/06/2008
2006/0380 00054 02902 MAYAN STAR 22856 - 09/06/2008
2006/0511 00239 ARROW 18521 - 09/10/2006
2006/0512 05371/05372 00239 EL PASO 18548 - 09/10/2006
2006/0513 00468 00239 MADELEINE 18549 - 09/10/2006
2006/0514 00468 00239 MATADOR 18550 - 09/10/2006
2006/0515 05373/05374/05375/
05376/05377/05378
00019 MURATO 18551 - 09/10/2006
2006/0516 00239 RUDOLPH 18951 - 19/03/2007
2006/0517 05470/05471/05472/
05473/05380
00239 SIGNUM 18952 - 18/12/2006
2006/0518 00239 SOFIA 18522 - 09/10/2006
2006/0519 00239 ZAFIRA 18523 - 09/10/2006
2006/0543 00456 TABEA 18294 - 11/09/2006
2006/0544 00456 RED FANTASY 18295 - 11/09/2006
2006/0545 00456 EUROPRIMA 18296 - 11/09/2006
2006/0546 00456 EUROBRAVO 18297 - 11/09/2006
2006/0614 00613 HUSAR 18310 - 11/09/2006
2006/0654 00315 AGILA 18524 - 09/10/2006
2006/0655 00315 TALENT 18525 - 09/10/2006
2006/0722 00456 EWELINA 18533 - 09/10/2006
2006/0723 00117 VERONA 18526 - 09/10/2006
2006/0729 00287 POMQUEEN 18957 - 18/12/2006
2006/0730 00287 RUBINETT 18528 - 09/10/2006
2006/0731 00793/01282 OSIRIS 18529 - 09/10/2006
2006/0750 00054 02902 VALES EVEREST 18556 - 09/10/2006
2006/0751 00054 02902 VALES EMERALD 18557 - 09/10/2006
2006/0834 00117 AMANDA 19046 - 22/01/2007
2006/0835 00117 ARCONA 18958 - 18/12/2006
2006/0836 00117 MARGIT 19879 - 16/04/2007
2006/0837 00117 NATASCHA 18527 - 09/10/2006
2006/0838 00117 TOSCANA 19880 - 16/04/2007
2006/0860 03439 SMARAGD 18530 - 09/10/2006
2006/0890 00456 BELLINDA 18534 - 09/10/2006
2006/1133 00109 BACCARA 18959 - 18/12/2006
2006/1143 00016 SAVANNA 19305 - 05/03/2007
2006/1147 01031 BRENDA 18960 - 18/12/2006
2006/1148 01031 YONA 22566 - 19/05/2008
2006/1206 05493 00035 LANORMA 18954 - 18/12/2006
2006/1567 00019 LADY AMARILLA 22556 - 19/05/2008
26015|02|2010
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Solanum tuberosum L.
2006/1568 00019 LADY BLANCA 20959 - 24/09/2007
2006/1569 04020 00019 LADY VALORA 22515 - 19/05/2008
2006/1570 00019 MUSICA 22557 - 19/05/2008
2006/1571 00019 ORCHESTRA 22558 - 19/05/2008
2006/1662 04904 KIS SORA 19301 - 05/03/2007
2006/1777 03198 KONNI 24313 - 23/03/2009
2006/1789 02555 03198 MISS BIANKA 24309 - 23/03/2009
2006/1813 03062 BAMBINO 21349 - 26/11/2007
2006/1821 00317 AMELIE 19874 - 16/04/2007
2006/1822 00317 ARIETIS 19875 - 16/04/2007
2006/1823 00317 NAGA 19876 - 16/04/2007
2006/1824 00317 TARANIS 19877 - 16/04/2007
2006/1839 00312 BRISANT 19881 - 16/04/2007
2006/1840 00312 DJANGO 19882 - 16/04/2007
2006/2047 03919 AVENANCE 19883 - 16/04/2007
2006/2048 03919 AVENTRA 19884 - 16/04/2007
2006/2050 00287 PRESTIGE 19885 - 16/04/2007
2006/2163 02555 04389 JAZMIN 23417 - 25/08/2008
2006/2195 03062 BONNIE 19886 - 16/04/2007
2006/2332 00117 VENTURA 20548 - 16/07/2007
2006/2333 00117 FINESSA 20549 - 16/07/2007
2006/2334 00299 03957 SMILE 20504 - 16/07/2007
2006/2580 02417 INWESTOR 20551 - 16/07/2007
2006/2581 02417 POKUSA 20552 - 16/07/2007
2006/2582 02417 OWACJA 20553 - 16/07/2007
2006/2663 02958/05681 CANBERRA 22547 - 19/05/2008
2006/2676 02958/05683 SIFRA 22548 - 19/05/2008
2006/2677 02958/05684 SYLVANA 22549 - 19/05/2008
2006/2680 02958 SMART 22550 - 19/05/2008
2006/2681 02958 TAURUS 22551 - 19/05/2008
2006/2682 02958 LEONTINE 21350 - 26/11/2007
2006/2683 02958 INGRID 22552 - 19/05/2008
2006/2684 02958 BATAVIA 23471 - 29/09/2008
2007/0014 05691 MEGARA 26364 - 21/12/2009
2007/0078 02958/05699 02958 HEROUD 23470 - 29/09/2008
2007/0082 05700 HUNTER 23100 - 07/07/2008
2007/0172 00019 LADY BRITTA 25298 - 08/06/2009
2007/0293 00340 VIVI 20964 - 24/09/2007
2007/0343 00214 00808 GOURMET 20789 - 24/08/2007
2007/0344 00214 00808 GALANTE 20790 - 24/08/2007
2007/0527 00456 ZUZANNA 21351 - 26/11/2007
2007/0555 00793/01282 ESTRELLA 21354 - 26/11/2007
2007/0556 00456 BELLAPRIMA 20803 - 24/08/2007
2007/0557 00456 NAVIGA 21352 - 26/11/2007
2007/0654 00287 STÄRKEPROFI 25647 - 06/07/2009
2007/0703 00456 RUMBA 21353 - 26/11/2007
2007/0747 00613 VALERIA 21355 - 26/11/2007
2007/0843 05819/05820 PARAMOUNT 21410 - 17/12/2007
2007/0847 02555 00762 AMALIA 21312 - 26/11/2007
2007/0933 00315 BIRTE 21479 - 17/12/2007
2007/0934 05835 00019 BIONICA 25299 - 08/06/2009
2007/1221 00317 LOUISANA 22569 - 19/05/2008
2007/1222 00317 SURYA 21506 - 17/12/2007
2007/1258 01031 DINKY 21507 - 17/12/2007
2007/1264 00676 DALIDA 21508 - 17/12/2007
2007/1313 00456 MERIDA 21480 - 17/12/2007
2007/1401 00117 BURANA 22135 - 21/04/2008
2007/1402 00118 03572 PRIMADONNA 21473 - 17/12/2007
2007/1403 00117 ROMERA 21481 - 17/12/2007
2007/1542 00315 TUCAN 22132 - 23/06/2008
2612009
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Solanum tuberosum L.
2007/1630 00456 EUROBONA 22522 - 19/05/2008
2007/1631 00456 EUROFLORA 22523 - 19/05/2008
2007/1669 00793/01282 FIORETTA 22139 - 21/04/2008
2007/1933 05984 GEMSON 22130 - 21/04/2008
2007/2030 00312 SISSI 22524 - 19/05/2008
2007/2127 01031 FLOKY 22567 - 19/05/2008
2007/2274 06028 SILVY 26365 - 21/12/2009
2007/2328 01031 FUEGO 22568 - 19/05/2008
2007/2329 00054 02902 INCA DAWN 22520 - 19/05/2008
2007/2459 00634 BIGROSSA 23374 - 25/08/2008
2007/2833 02958 AMULET 26027 - 05/10/2009
2007/2835 02958/05064 DIONE 25648 - 06/07/2009
2007/2836 02958/06119/06120 LEONARDO 25649 - 06/07/2009
2007/2838 00517 04078 DAYANA 24018 - 09/02/2009
2007/2839 04068/04069 04078 JANKE 24019 - 09/02/2009
2007/2840 04069/04068 04078 LACETTA 25300 - 08/06/2009
2007/2841 04069/04068 04078 PRIMAVERA 25301 - 08/06/2009
2007/2842 00022 04078 MICHELLE 24020 - 09/02/2009
2007/2843 00022 04078 ALBERTA 25302 - 08/06/2009
2007/2854 06157 02958 MONARCH 25655 - 06/07/2009
2007/2898 01521/06126 GRANDEUR 25303 - 05/10/2009
2007/2899 01521 MARIA SARAH 26028 - 05/10/2009
2007/2900 01521 02958 FANNY 25650 - 06/07/2009
2007/2971 00571 00035 LABELLA 23668 - 08/12/2008
2008/0006 00317 AUREA 23368 - 25/08/2008
2008/0148 06160 JIMENA 23375 - 25/08/2008
2008/0167 00676 COQUINE 23369 - 25/08/2008
2008/0206 00214 TRIOMPHE 23370 - 25/08/2008
2008/0210 00214/06167 CELTIANE 23372 - 25/08/2008
2008/0322 03919 AVAYA 23376 - 25/08/2008
2008/0323 03919 ALTUS 23377 - 25/08/2008
2008/0324 01546 01191 MERANO 23418 - 25/08/2008
2008/0325 04076 01191 VECTRA 23419 - 25/08/2008
2008/0331 00340 ROYAL 23851 - 26/01/2009
2008/0332 00340 SENNA 23614 - 13/10/2008
2008/0355 00456 ADELINA 23378 - 25/08/2008
2008/0356 00456 CONCORDIA 23379 - 25/08/2008
2008/0357 00456 EUROBETA 23380 - 25/08/2008
2008/0437 06191 00239 AVALON 23420 - 25/08/2008
2008/0438 06192 00239 FALUKA 23421 - 25/08/2008
2008/0439 04567 00239 MONACO 23422 - 25/08/2008
2008/0440 00613 00239 MUSTANG 23423 - 25/08/2008
2008/0441 00186 00239 STAYER 23424 - 08/12/2008
2008/0442 01615/04642/04643 00239 WISENT 23425 - 25/08/2008
2008/0443 00456 ANTONIA 23381 - 25/08/2008
2008/0485 06197 SUNSHINESCARLET 26366 - 21/12/2009
2008/0538 01539/06203/04651 IKONE 23615 - 13/10/2008
2008/0647 04913 MONIKA 23617 - 13/10/2008
2008/0648 04913 BARBORA 23618 - 13/10/2008
2008/0649 04913 NANCY 24314 - 23/03/2009
2008/0689 00613 FABIOLA 25765 - 22/07/2009
2008/0699 00016 ELECTRA 23619 - 13/10/2008
2008/0700 00016 ROMEO 23620 - 13/10/2008
2008/0749 06342 PICCOLO STAR 24215 - 23/02/2009
2008/0750 06342 SATELLITE 23621 - 13/10/2008
2008/0751 06342 GALAXY 26367 - 21/12/2009
2008/0753 06342 VR 808 23622 - 13/10/2008
2008/0755 06342 EL MUNDO 26368 - 21/12/2009
2008/0866 01539/06248/06249 FABIENNE 23852 - 26/01/2009
2008/0875 03919 AXION 23623 - 13/10/2008
26215|02|2010
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Solanum tuberosum L.
2008/0876 00315 SORAYA 24216 - 23/02/2009
2008/0959 01539/06254/06255 BASTION 23616 - 13/10/2008
2008/0989 01031 BLUE BELLE 23560 - 13/10/2008
2008/1010 03877 GERLANDA 23853 - 26/01/2009
2008/1011 03877 HENRIETTE 23854 - 26/01/2009
2008/1189 00456 ALEXANDRA 23855 - 26/01/2009
2008/1190 00456 EURONOVA 23856 - 26/01/2009
2008/1191 00456 EUROTANGO 23857 - 26/01/2009
2008/1250 01031 IRIDA 23858 - 26/01/2009
2008/1251 01031 POUPETTE 23859 - 26/01/2009
2008/1536 00317 FRIANDE 24190 - 23/02/2009
2008/1985 00315 DAVID 25931 - 24/08/2009
2008/1986 00315 RED ANNA 24668 - 20/04/2009
2008/2038 00117 LUDMILLA 25651 - 06/07/2009
2008/2039 00117 FRANCISCA 25652 - 06/07/2009
2008/2040 00117 PATRICIA 24669 - 20/04/2009
2008/2092 02978 01031 CRISBA 24648 - 20/04/2009
2008/2201 06407/06408/06409/
06410/06411/06412
01539 MISS BLUSH 25304 - 08/06/2009
2008/2753 00317 SALSA 25619 - 06/07/2009
2008/2849 02555 00762 ALEXIA 25656 - 06/07/2009
2008/2888 01539/06498/06499/
06500
MISS ANDES 25653 - 06/07/2009
2008/2889 01539/06498/06499/
06500
MISS MIGNONNE 25654 - 06/07/2009
2008/2976 00317 BABEL 25778 - 24/08/2009
2008/2977 00317 CORRIDA 25779 - 24/08/2009
2008/2978 00317 SOLEN 25780 - 24/08/2009
2008/2979 00317 TOUAREG 25781 - 24/08/2009
2009/0133 00317 PERLINE 25783 - 24/08/2009
2009/0134 00317 SHAKIRA 25784 - 24/08/2009
2009/0135 00317 ESMERALDA 25785 - 24/08/2009
2009/0227 00456 SVENJA 25807 - 24/08/2009
2009/0228 00456 VENEZIA 25808 - 24/08/2009
2009/0229 00456 OSIRA 25809 - 24/08/2009
2009/0259 00793/01282 STEFANIE 25828 - 24/08/2009
2009/0289 06558 LUMINELLA 26369 - 21/12/2009
2009/0308 00676 ILEDHER 25782 - 24/08/2009
2009/0319 00456 DANUTA 25810 - 24/08/2009
2009/0338 00315 HEIDI 26018 - 05/10/2009
2009/0339 00315 CASCADA 26019 - 05/10/2009
2009/0340 00315 KIEBITZ 26020 - 05/10/2009
2009/0341 00315 TARGET 26021 - 05/10/2009
2009/0342 00315 TRANSIT 26022 - 05/10/2009
2009/0346 00214/05134 BLONDINE 26002 - 05/10/2009
2009/0358 00287 BIRGIT 26023 - 05/10/2009
2009/0359 00287 MUNGO 26024 - 05/10/2009
2009/0410 06591 05179 BALATONI RÓZSA 26012 - 05/10/2009
2009/0441 00340 ODIN 26025 - 05/10/2009
2009/0442 00340 POLARIS 26026 - 05/10/2009
2009/0443 03427 RICHHILL 26220 - 16/11/2009
2009/0444 03427 CHARLEMONT 26221 - 16/11/2009
2009/0446 03427 ROSEGARDEN 26029 - 05/10/2009
2009/0465 00239 AMBITION 26016 - 05/10/2009
2009/0467 00468 00239 MANITOU 26013 - 05/10/2009
2009/0468 00468 00239 MARIANNE 26014 - 05/10/2009
2009/0469 06593/06594 00239 PEKARO 26015 - 05/10/2009
2009/0470 00239 TOLUCA 26017 - 05/10/2009
2009/0515 00613 PANDORA 26182 - 19/10/2009
2009/0546 00571 00035 FORZA 26156 - 19/10/2009
2009/0618 04651 SKONTO 26183 - 19/10/2009
2632009
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Solanum tuberosum L.
2009/0632 00117 RED RIVER 26160 - 19/10/2009
2009/0633 00117 SUBITO 26161 - 19/10/2009
2009/0634 00117 CAMPINA 26162 - 19/10/2009
2009/1115 01031 LOANE 26371 - 21/12/2009
Solanum diﬂorum Vell. (syn. Solanum pseudocapsicum L.)
1999/1883 02879 02586 ROJA BEAUTY 10080 - 23/09/2002
Solanum pseudocapsicum L.
2003/1242 01944 00003 TUCANA 15704 - 06/06/2005
2003/1243 01944 00003 SAGITTA LIME 15705 - 06/06/2005
2008/0074 05417 00423 MEGABALL 26215 - 16/11/2009
Solanum sisymbriifolium Lam.
2004/0665 04601 PION 14188 - 24/01/2005
Solanum glaucophyllum Desf.
2006/2205 05629 05630 HERVIT 25473 - 22/06/2009
Solenostemon scutellarioides (L.) Codd
2003/1607 04368 00165 SEDONA 17895 - 19/06/2006
2004/2650 04905 02318 COPPER 22726 - 09/06/2008
2007/2032 00669 00423 UF04335 25099 - 18/05/2009
2007/2065 00633 00423 BALCENNA 24943 - 04/05/2009
2007/2066 00633 00423 BALCINSU 24944 - 04/05/2009
Solidago L.
1997/1117 01675 BARSEVEN 3768 - 19/10/1998
1999/0008 01675 BAREIGHT 5410 - 08/11/1999
2002/2109 03671 00423 MERCURIO 12546 - 09/02/2004
2003/1866 03671 00423 ESM PLUTON 15912 - 18/07/2005
2006/0725 05405 01589 SUNRAN 22224 - 05/05/2008
2006/1183 05488 06704 MEDEA 22050 - 07/04/2008
2006/1537 04406 KLESH06001 26059 - 05/10/2009
2006/1538 04406 KLESH06002 26060 - 05/10/2009
2007/1357 01675 BARFIFTYSIX 26235 - 07/12/2009
2007/1498 00164 00423 DANGOL22 26244 - 07/12/2009
2007/2415 06056 06704 TALITA 26309 - 21/12/2009
Solidago cutleri Fernald
2006/0422 05358 00423 SOLBUT 22042 - 07/04/2008
Sophora L.
1996/1007 01448 HILSOP 2483 - 08/09/1997
Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench
2001/0847 00362/01079 03185 DGC 303 9110 - 01/07/2002
2003/0340 00362/01079 03185 DGC307 11892 - 06/10/2003
2004/0622 03304 RLS0402 17976 - 03/07/2006
2006/1045 03304 RLS0401 19314 - 05/03/2007
2006/1046 03304 RSK21 19315 - 05/03/2007
2006/1047 03304 SK19 19316 - 05/03/2007
2006/1048 03304 RLS0502 19317 - 05/03/2007
2006/1883 05575/05576 CHANTOR 25775 - 24/08/2009
2007/1255 03304/01079 03185 DPG934 21503 - 17/12/2007
2007/1256 03304/01079 03185 RSK36 21504 - 17/12/2007
2008/1069 03304 RLS0501 24323 - 23/03/2009
2008/1070 03304 RLS0504 24183 - 23/02/2009
2008/2443 03304 RLS0603 25605 - 06/07/2009
2008/2444 03304 RLS0702 25606 - 06/07/2009
26415|02|2010
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Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench
2008/2445 03304 RLS0703 25607 - 06/07/2009
Sorbaria sorbifolia (L.) A. Braun
2001/1707 03633 02433 SEM 12234 - 18/12/2003
Sorbus aucuparia L.
2001/0538 03374 FLANROCK 14075 - 27/09/2004
Spathiphyllum Schott
1995/1221 00115 GIMINI 8105 - 06/08/2001
1996/0906 06072 BREITHORN 2944 - 18/05/1998
1996/1057 00115 ALPHA CD 6414 - 19/06/2000
1996/1238 03867 SPAREGO 5591 - 20/12/1999
1997/0760 01763 00423 SWEET PABLO 3354 - 06/07/1998
1998/1230 01763 00423 SWEET CHICO 4575 - 17/05/1999
2000/0020 00784 01018 DIVO 9890 - 12/08/2002
2000/0021 00784 01018 OVO 9891 - 12/08/2002
2000/0022 00784 01018 CHRIVO 9892 - 12/08/2002
2001/1721 04361 00423 COSMZ577 12927 - 05/04/2004
2002/1436 03999 01903 SWEET DARIO 12184 - 24/11/2003
2002/1438 03999 01903 SWEET LAURETTA 12598 - 23/02/2004
2002/1439 03999 01903 SWEET BENITO 13225 - 03/05/2004
2003/1454 00115 01903 DAMARA 18035 - 17/07/2006
2004/0915 01711 01903 CARLOS 18801 - 18/12/2006
Sparrmannia africana L. f.
2006/0433 05267 02586 EDEN TREE 22223 - 05/05/2008
Spiraea L.
1995/0392 02512/02812 WALBUMA 1537 - 16/12/1996
1999/1672 06286 DARSNORM 10604 - 10/02/2003
2000/0361 01782 01110 WHITE GOLD 10034 - 09/09/2002
2002/0470 03805 02396 GOLDEN CARPET 15497 - 23/05/2005
2002/0471 03805 02396 GREEN CARPET 15498 - 23/05/2005
2002/0892 03805 02396 FLOWERING CHOICE 15499 - 23/05/2005
2002/0893 03805 02396 SPARKLING CARPET 15500 - 23/05/2005
Spiraea nipponica Maxim.
2001/1494 00026 00027 BOKRASNOW 15660 - 06/06/2005
Spinacia oleracea L.
1999/0302 00088 DOLPHIN 16665 - 19/12/2005
1999/0303 00088 WHALE 16666 - 19/12/2005
1999/0304 00088 PUMA 16667 - 19/12/2005
1999/0305 00088 EAGLE 16668 - 19/12/2005
1999/0307 00088 16603 RZ 16669 - 19/12/2005
1999/0308 00088 16580 RZ 16670 - 19/12/2005
1999/0517 04633 VSP528 15365 - 10/05/2005
1999/0518 04633 VSP526 15366 - 10/05/2005
1999/0519 04633 VSP521 15367 - 10/05/2005
1999/0522 04633 VSP562 14760 - 21/02/2005
2001/0063 00938 02329 MSA6682M 15156 - 18/04/2005
2001/0064 00938 02329 OEB661008M 14761 - 21/02/2005
2001/0065 00938 02329 SMB6627F 14762 - 21/02/2005
2001/0066 00938 02329 SMB661028F 14763 - 21/02/2005
2001/0067 00938 02329 SSB667F 14764 - 21/02/2005
2001/0068 00938 02329 SSB661022M 15157 - 18/04/2005
2001/0069 00938 02329 SSB661024M 14765 - 21/02/2005
2001/2059 00088 CHEETAH 14917 - 21/03/2005
2001/2062 00088 BISON 16671 - 19/12/2005
2652009
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Spinacia oleracea L.
2002/0585 04633 VSP588G 17344 - 24/04/2006
2003/0640 00938 02329 SSB6617 18580 - 23/10/2006
2003/0641 00938 02329 MSA661031 18372 - 25/09/2006
2003/1823 00088 SALMON 15872 - 18/07/2005
2004/0012 04075 02329 LSA661040 18380 - 25/09/2006
2004/0268 00088 PARROT 18361 - 25/09/2006
2004/0579 00088 MUSTANG 18363 - 25/09/2006
2004/1213 04075 02329 SMB661029 19235 - 19/02/2007
2005/0170 04075 02329 LSA661041 23164 - 21/07/2008
2005/0171 04075 02329 SSB661042 23165 - 21/07/2008
2005/0172 04075 02329 LSA661044 23166 - 21/07/2008
2005/0173 04075 02329 OEB661055 23167 - 21/07/2008
2005/0174 04075 02329 SSB661060 23168 - 21/07/2008
2005/0175 04075 02329 SSB661061 23169 - 21/07/2008
2005/0176 04075 02329 SSB661065 23170 - 21/07/2008
2005/0813 04075 02329 SSB661032 23172 - 21/07/2008
2006/1941 04075 02329 ESA661070 25388 - 08/06/2009
Stephanandra Siebold & Zucc.
1995/0205 00026 00027 BOKRABRUIJN 630 - 02/08/1996
Stenotaphrum secundatum (Walter) Kuntze
2006/1897 05578 00423 B12 23940 - 09/02/2009
Stromanthe sanguinea (Hook.) Sond.




CRYSTAL ICE 7066 - 18/12/2000
1999/0710 01379 AVALON 7072 - 18/12/2000
1999/0711 01379 AMANDA 7073 - 18/12/2000
1999/1337 05072 00420 BLUE STREAM 7122 - 21/01/2002
2001/0764 01379 DOMINO 10278 - 18/11/2002
2001/0765 01379 AROSA 10279 - 18/11/2002
Streptocarpus-Hybrids
2002/0300 05072 00420 BENDINA 10169 - 21/10/2002
2005/0148 01379 PINK DOMINO 18965 - 08/01/2007
2005/0149 01379 LEYLA 18966 - 08/01/2007
2005/1263 01533 SNOWFLAKE 20307 - 04/06/2007
2007/0101 02459/04900/04901/
04899
SEREN 23629 - 10/11/2008
2007/0204 03535 BLUE EYES 23630 - 10/11/2008
2007/2383 01379 PINK LEYLA 23642 - 10/11/2008
2007/2385 01379 SPIRIT 23643 - 10/11/2008
2007/2815 02459/04901/04899/
04900
KATIE 26257 - 21/12/2009
Sutera Roth
1999/0806 03602 03325 SUTTIS 98 8471 - 19/11/2001
2000/2095 03263 00423 NOVASNOW 9260 - 15/04/2002
2001/0176 04920 00441 WESBAWEI 10362 - 16/12/2002
2001/0177 04920 00441 WESBAVIO 10363 - 16/12/2002
2001/0310 03226 SUMSUT 01 10369 - 16/12/2002
2001/1897 03661 03663 GIWHISTO12 12358 - 19/01/2004
2002/0767 04920 00441 WESBAMEGA 12368 - 19/01/2004
2002/0768 04920 00441 WESBADREAM 13766 - 19/07/2004
2002/1161 00638 00423 ESKIMO 12317 - 18/12/2003
2003/2450 03602 03325 SUTCABL 16462 - 28/11/2005
2004/0888 03116 KLESU03187 16562 - 12/12/2005
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Sutera Roth
2004/1636 00638 00423 BSUT 0037 16198 - 12/09/2005
2004/2319 03602 03325 SUTCACOMWI 16463 - 28/11/2005
2005/1489 03226 SUMSUT 03 18700 - 20/11/2006
Sutera grandiﬂora (Galpin) Hiern
2004/0629 03226 SUMSUT 02 16475 - 28/11/2005
2007/2039 00633 00423 BALABOWITE 23639 - 10/11/2008
Sutera diﬀusus hort.
2005/1574 00638 00423 S0314 19468 - 19/03/2007
Sutera cordata Thunb. Kuntze
2005/2050 00164 00423 DANCOP19 20913 - 10/09/2007
2005/2052 00164 00423 DANGUL14 18612 - 06/11/2006
2007/0562 00164 00423 DANCOP21 23632 - 10/11/2008
2007/0563 00164 00423 DANCOP22 23633 - 10/11/2008
2007/0565 00164 00423 DANCOP24 23635 - 10/11/2008
2007/0566 00164 00423 DANCOP25 23636 - 10/11/2008
2008/0051 00164 00423 DANCOP27 26260 - 21/12/2009
Symphoricarpos Duhamel
1995/3000 00641 MARLEEN 2357 - 01/09/1997
1999/1066 04354 KOLGREEP 6287 - 05/06/2000
2002/0826 00641 PURPLE HEDGE 10798 - 24/03/2003
Symphoricarpos Œchenaultii Rehder
2005/0625 05049 05050 BRAIN DE SOLEIL 20426 - 02/07/2007
2005/1728 06286 DARHALO 20440 - 02/07/2007
Symphytum Œ uplandicum Nyman
2005/1761 05222 05223 HARRAS 21752 - 11/02/2008
Syngonanthus Ruhland
2001/0955 00286 MIKADO 10912 - 14/04/2003
Syringa vulgaris L.
2004/1456 03881 GABY 20899 - 10/09/2007
2005/1990 05248 LILA WONDER 20906 - 10/09/2007
Tacca chantrieri André
1999/1537 06196 LENTAC 7218 - 15/01/2001
Tacca J.R. Forst. et G. Forst.
2000/0628 02764 AAMEYRI 8688 - 21/01/2002
Tagetes L.
1995/3075 01433 GROUND CONTROL 5577 - 20/12/1999
Tanacetum parthenium (L.) Sch. Bip.
1996/0889 00633 00003 VEGTASIA 6692 - 02/10/2000
1996/0890 00633 00003 YELLOW VEGMO 6326 - 19/06/2000
1996/0894 00633 00003 VEGTARIX 6210 - 05/06/2000
1999/0884 00633 00003 VEGTASUM 9137 - 15/04/2002
1999/1780 06341 AMAZONE 7855 - 11/06/2001
2001/1129 00633 00003 VEGTALIM 10917 - 14/04/2003
2001/1130 00633 00003 VEGTADUB 10918 - 14/04/2003
Taxodium distichum (L.) Rich.
2000/1344 01982/01983 02433 CASCADE FALLS 10709 - 24/02/2003
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Thalictrum L.
2005/0991 05105 03638 ANNE 20434 - 02/07/2007
Thuja plicata Donn ex D. Don
2004/0365 04572 01903 4EVER 18561 - 23/10/2006
2005/2380 05274 DANIËLLOW 23626 - 27/10/2008
Thuja occidentalis L.
2008/1194 06302 JANED GOLD 24245 - 23/02/2009
Thuja L.
2000/0423 02970 EMERALD 9894 - 12/08/2002
Thunbergia alata Bojer ex Sims
2005/1490 03226 SUMTHUN 01 18658 - 20/11/2006
2005/1491 03226 SUMTHUN 02 18754 - 04/12/2006
2005/1492 03226 SUMTHUN 03 18755 - 04/12/2006
Thymus L.
2002/0207 03754 DUFTKISSEN 15838 - 04/07/2005
Tiarella L.
2000/0484 02133 00441 SPRING SYMPHONY 9847 - 12/08/2002
2000/0485 02133 00441 IRON BUTTERFLY 9848 - 12/08/2002
2000/1126 02133 00441 NINJA 11441 - 23/06/2003
2000/1128 02133 00441 MINT CHOCOLATE 11546 - 28/07/2003
2001/0523 02133 00441 CROW FEATHER 13663 - 21/06/2004
2001/1750 02133 00441 NEON LIGHTS 13669 - 21/06/2004
2001/1752 02133 00441 JEEPERS CREEPERS 11504 - 07/07/2003
2002/0373 02133 00441 PINK SKYROCKET 13697 - 21/06/2004
2002/0858 02133 00441 BLACK SNOWFLAKE 13699 - 21/06/2004
2002/0861 02133 00441 SEAFOAM 13700 - 21/06/2004
2004/0861 02133 00441 PIRATES PATCH 17429 - 22/05/2006
2004/2044 02133 00441 TNTIA041 17457 - 22/05/2006
2004/2045 02133 00441 TNTIA042 17458 - 22/05/2006
2005/0138 04874 00423 PINK BRUSHES 20696 - 24/08/2007
2005/1622 02133 00441 SUGAR AND SPICE 20614 - 06/08/2007
Tibouchina urvilleana (DC) Cogn.
1998/0996 03120 00423 OOSTSUNNY 5703 - 20/12/1999
2002/0015 03709/03710 01903 MOONSTRUCK 12744 - 08/03/2004
Tillandsia cyanea Linden ex K. Koch
2006/0886 01514 JOSÉE 23452 - 29/09/2008
Tillandsia L.
2004/2433 00741/00103 SPECTRA 18740 - 04/12/2006
Tilia cordata Mill.
2002/0011 02583 00003 SKJOLD 13439 - 07/06/2004
Tolmiea menziesii (Pursh) Torr.
2004/2005 02133 00441 COOL GOLD 22724 - 09/06/2008
Torenia L.
1996/0180 04071 00082 SUNRENIPIHO 5871 - 05/06/2000
1997/1316 04071 00082 SUNRENIDIBU 10404 - 16/12/2002
1997/1317 04071 00082 SUNRENILABU 10405 - 16/12/2002
2001/1334 00164 00423 DANTOPUR 10397 - 16/12/2002
2001/1793 03226 SUMTOR 01 10642 - 24/02/2003
2002/0763 04071 00082 SUNRENIRIREPA 12492 - 09/02/2004
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Torenia L.
2003/0251 04071 00082 TORESUNMU 14753 - 07/02/2005
2004/1157 00164 00423 DANTORWHITE 16143 - 12/09/2005
2005/1281 04071 00082 SUNRENILADIBU 18225 - 21/08/2006
2005/1282 04071 00082 SUNRENILAPA 18226 - 21/08/2006
2005/1618 03226 SUMTOR 02 18236 - 11/09/2006
2005/1619 03226 SUMTOR 08 18343 - 25/09/2006
2005/2631 04071 00082 SUNRENILAPIHOKAI 20744 - 24/08/2007
2006/0831 04071 00082 SUNRENI COPALAVE 20745 - 24/08/2007
2006/1121 00164 00423 DANMOON15 20732 - 24/08/2007
2006/1388 00164 00423 DANMOON20 20733 - 24/08/2007
2006/1564 00164 00423 DANMOON16 20734 - 24/08/2007
2007/1360 00164 00423 DANMOON18 23695 - 08/12/2008
2008/1165 00164 00423 DANCAT153 26114 - 05/10/2009
2008/1166 00164 00423 DANCAT162 26115 - 05/10/2009
2008/1167 00164 00423 DANCAT266 26116 - 05/10/2009
2008/1621 01071 01902 TOR BULE 26187 - 16/11/2009
Trachelium L.
1999/0543 00633 00003 FORLAKE 8661 - 21/01/2002
1999/1561 00633 00003 DEEPLAKE 8447 - 05/11/2001
2000/1867 00633 00003 SNOWLAKE 11302 - 09/06/2003
Trachelium caeruleum L.
2005/0970 03671 00423 ESM TON 20331 - 18/06/2007
Tradescantia L.
2003/1080 04260 04261 SATIN DOLL 15740 - 20/06/2005
Tradescantia spathacea Sw.
2005/2485 04314 01903 HANSOTI02 20920 - 24/09/2007
Trifolium repens L.
1998/0170 05320 RIESLING 3833 - 16/11/1998
2003/0298 04919 CRUSADER 12008 - 06/10/2003
2004/0477 05115 LIFLEX 14154 - 25/10/2004
2008/1427 00131 RABBANI 24660 - 20/04/2009
2008/1428 00131 MILAGRO 24661 - 20/04/2009
Trifolium incarnatum L.
2000/1531 05115 LINKARUS 8022 - 02/07/2001
Trifolium pratense L.
2001/0629 00689 00827 DIADEM 10219 - 04/11/2002
2006/1142 01396 00133 ASTUR 18730 - 04/12/2006
2007/0705 00183 ATLANTIS 21322 - 26/11/2007
2008/1293 04955 TAIFUN 23841 - 26/01/2009
Triticum durum Desf.
1995/0999 06306 COLOSSEO 7628 - 09/04/2001
1995/2849 00370 00041 BOLO 530 - 02/08/1996
1996/0808 00180 02494 COLORADO 6497 - 04/12/2000
1997/0058 04184 00805 NEFER 4441 - 03/05/1999
1997/0232 00689 00827 ARGELES 4433 - 03/05/1999
1997/0641 06306 CICCIO 6907 - 06/11/2000
1998/0915 00180 00804 PRECO 9417 - 21/05/2002
1998/1057 02096 CLAUDIO 6154 - 05/06/2000
1998/1081 04167 BEAUDUC 4420 - 03/05/1999
1999/0761 00186 SAJEL 6119 - 17/04/2000
1999/1866 02457 BURGOS 7513 - 24/09/2001
1999/1872 02875 DURABON 6515 - 26/07/2000
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Triticum durum Desf.
2000/0313 02409 CARIOCA 7510 - 19/03/2001
2000/1385 00186 NAVAJO 9090 - 02/04/2002
2000/1738 03556 MELLARIA 7580 - 25/06/2001
2000/1974 00180 00804 PR22D78 13450 - 17/05/2004
2000/1976 00180 00804 PR22D66 13451 - 17/05/2004
2001/0173 06306 CONCADORO 12827 - 08/03/2004
2001/0192 03304 BIENSUR 8376 - 08/10/2001
2001/1343 03556 CANYON 9062 - 02/04/2002
2001/1472 00186 TANGO 10857 - 24/03/2003
2001/1549 03556 ILLORA 9468 - 21/05/2002
2001/1958 00180 02494 SORRENTO 14567 - 24/01/2005
2001/2021 04167 PESCADOU 10018 - 09/09/2002
2002/0074 03304 KARUR 10017 - 09/09/2002
2002/1033 03924 AVISPA 15536 - 06/06/2005
2002/1034 03924 ORLU 11349 - 09/06/2003
2002/1827 03556 AMILCAR 13709 - 05/07/2004
2002/1968 00180 00804 PR22D40 17301 - 24/04/2006
2003/0726 00186 ESTRIBO 12128 - 24/11/2003
2003/1023 03924 VINCI 17299 - 24/04/2006
2003/1024 03924 VIRGILIO 17300 - 24/04/2006
2003/2030 04279 00443 LEVANTE 20510 - 16/07/2007
2003/2032 04279 00443 GRECALE 20509 - 16/07/2007
2003/2294 04466 DURAMAR 16889 - 13/02/2006
2003/2331 04167 JANEIRO 13906 - 13/09/2004
2003/2408 03304 LATINUR 13911 - 13/09/2004
2004/0239 03924 BYBLOS 13941 - 13/09/2004
2004/0605 02409 VIVADUR 14181 - 25/10/2004
2004/0709 00186 KHANDUR 14385 - 06/12/2004
2004/0818 04387 JOSEPHINA 20537 - 16/07/2007
2004/0819 04387 OURANIA 20538 - 16/07/2007
2004/0821 04387 KHOLINA 20539 - 16/07/2007
2004/1445 02821 00443 RUSSELLO SG8 20508 - 16/07/2007
2004/1446 02821 00443 TUMMINIA SG3 20507 - 16/07/2007
2004/1838 03570 CRUCIAL 15358 - 10/05/2005
2004/2383 02866 MONCAYO 15833 - 20/06/2005
2004/2483 04466 KOMBO 16807 - 30/01/2006
2005/0042 03924 DAKTER 16010 - 17/08/2005
2005/0263 03304 BRENNUR 16086 - 17/08/2005
2005/0264 03304 NAUTILUR 16321 - 10/10/2005
2005/0344 04288 FLORADUR 16324 - 10/10/2005
2005/0700 00186 CIMBEL 16421 - 14/11/2005
2005/1314 06306 CATERVO 23391 - 25/08/2008
2005/1579 04387 HEKABE 23099 - 07/07/2008
2005/1735 04279 00443 SARAGOLLA 24306 - 23/03/2009
2005/1736 04279 00443 MAESTRALE 24307 - 23/03/2009
2005/2223 04288 DUROBONUS 18006 - 03/07/2006
2006/0612 04288 ROSADUR 18288 - 11/09/2006
2006/0728 05406 CARPIO 18944 - 18/12/2006
2006/0759 03924 ARNACORIS 25292 - 08/06/2009
2006/0760 03924 IMHOTEP 19047 - 22/01/2007
2006/1180 02866 PELAYO 19298 - 05/03/2007
2006/1553 05515/02096 00443 CINCINNATO 24308 - 23/03/2009
2006/1622 02096 NEOLATINO 24312 - 23/03/2009
2006/1876 04288 AURADUR 19891 - 16/04/2007
2007/0161 03304 CULTUR 20782 - 24/08/2007
2007/0162 03304 CORPUR 20783 - 24/08/2007
2007/0238 04167 MIRADOUX 22009 - 25/03/2008
2007/0240 04167 PROSPERO 22010 - 25/03/2008
2007/0950 02409 ISILDUR 21517 - 17/12/2007
2007/0951 02409 LIBERDUR 21518 - 17/12/2007
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Triticum durum Desf.
2007/1726 02736 ARIOSTO 26340 - 21/12/2009
2007/1767 04167 CORDEIRO 22146 - 21/04/2008
2008/0004 06138 CANCILLER 23826 - 26/01/2009
2008/0374 03924 ARTEMIDE 23862 - 26/01/2009
2008/0375 03924 KHETI 23367 - 25/08/2008
2008/0376 03924 PHARAON 23373 - 25/08/2008
2008/0787 02409 YELODUR 23545 - 13/10/2008
2008/1068 03304 SCULPTUR 23876 - 26/01/2009
2008/2150 04466 TD 24 24666 - 20/04/2009
2008/2749 03556 AYLLON 25643 - 06/07/2009
2008/2750 03556 CALCAS 25644 - 06/07/2009
2008/2751 03556 SOLEA 25645 - 06/07/2009
2008/2752 03556 TARANTO 25646 - 06/07/2009
2009/0337 02875 DURASOL 26033 - 05/10/2009
2009/0509 03304 ISMUR 25996 - 05/10/2009
2009/0510 03304 PICTUR 25997 - 05/10/2009
2009/0523 03924 CLOVIS 26131 - 19/10/2009
2009/0525 03924 MEMPHIS 26132 - 19/10/2009
2009/0526 03924 NEMESIS 26133 - 19/10/2009
2009/0591 02409 AXADUR 26123 - 19/10/2009
Triticum spelta L.
1995/3033 00318 FRANCKENKORN 702 - 18/02/1997
1999/0878 02643 POEME 6120 - 17/04/2000
1999/0879 02643 RESSAC 6121 - 17/04/2000
2001/0904 02643 COSMOS 12930 - 05/04/2004
2001/1000 00143 CERALIO 9108 - 02/04/2002
2007/1978 04466 ZOLLERNSPELZ 22534 - 19/05/2008
Triteleia Douglas ex Lindl.
2003/1519 04355 WWW 14496 - 17/12/2004
Triticum aestivum L. emend. Fiori et Paol.
1995/0024 03304 CHARGER 1420 - 06/12/1996
1995/0032 03304 CONSORT 1423 - 06/12/1996
1995/0845 04184 02907 VERSAILLES 518 - 02/08/1996
1995/0946 02761 00805 AZTEC 2500 - 27/10/1997
1995/1026 03304 SHANGO 730 - 15/10/1996
1995/1299 02529 FLAIR 1549 - 11/12/1996
1995/1670 04757 TARSO 521 - 02/08/1996
1995/1763 00731 PIKO 736 - 15/10/1996
1995/1876 03570 ORATORIO 738 - 15/10/1996
1995/1988 00186 CROUSTY 739 - 15/10/1996
1995/2061 00370 00040 BANCAL 862 - 02/08/1996
1995/2146 02761 03009 EBI 2162 - 26/06/1997
1995/2353 00634 PAJERO 741 - 15/10/1996
1995/2381 00217 JOSEF 743 - 15/10/1996
1995/2851 02761 03189 FARAK 747 - 15/10/1996
1995/2918 00668 MOLDAU 748 - 15/10/1996
1996/0122 00186 LAVETT 1773 - 05/03/1997
1996/0449 00289 PETRUS 1743 - 21/02/1997
1996/0572 04184 00805 ENESCO 1801 - 14/03/1997
1996/0689 03304 ABBOT 1895 - 07/04/1997
1996/0775 01396 01397 GREINA 1731 - 14/02/1997
1996/0850 00143 TRISO 1744 - 21/02/1997
1996/0852 00058 MALACCA 1892 - 07/04/1997
1996/0879 04167 GUADALUPE 4001 - 14/12/1998
1996/0880 04167 ISENGRAIN 2024 - 10/06/1997
1996/0881 04167 TIBET 2023 - 10/06/1997
1996/0944 00058 PICOLO 1897 - 07/04/1997
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Triticum aestivum L. emend. Fiori et Paol.
1996/1152 03304 FOLIO 2617 - 19/01/1998
1996/1231 00058 RAFFLES 3875 - 14/12/1998
1997/0339 00287 COMPLET 5194 - 17/01/2000
1997/0382 00186 VINJETT 4072 - 01/03/1999
1997/0461 02761 00805 APACHE 2823 - 20/04/1998
1997/0539 03304 PARAGON 3853 - 16/11/1998
1997/0636 02395 01122 NEGEV 6455 - 26/07/2000
1997/0933 03304 KRIS 3865 - 14/12/1998
1997/1139 02761 03009 DRIFTER 3881 - 14/12/1998
1997/1158 03304 BELMONDO 6977 - 19/02/2001
1997/1259 03307 MEUNIER 3486 - 05/10/1998
1997/1303 00135 PENTIUM 4019 - 25/01/1999
1997/1446 04184 00805 CEZANNE 3471 - 05/10/1998
1998/0140 03304 NAPIER 4465 - 19/07/1999
1998/0387 03304 CLEVER 4496 - 08/11/1999
1998/0412 04184 02907 RESIDENCE 3879 - 14/12/1998
1998/0572 00731 BILL 3880 - 14/12/1998
1998/0634 04184 05809 SAVANNAH 4033 - 25/01/1999
1998/0797 04757 CARDOS 4042 - 25/01/1999
1998/1196 00217 LUDWIG 4897 - 20/09/1999
1998/1456 02761 03189 ZARCO 5962 - 14/02/2000
1998/1566 04184 05809 MARSHAL 4901 - 20/09/1999
1999/0012 04184 00805 CRAKLIN 5903 - 17/01/2000
1999/0299 03570 ORNICAR 5452 - 08/11/1999
1999/0637 03304 OLIVIN 5959 - 14/02/2000
1999/0672 00143 NOVALIS 5506 - 08/11/1999
1999/0748 00731 HYBNOS1 6486 - 30/08/2000
1999/1108 02761 05809 CLAIRE 5912 - 17/04/2000
1999/1184 01396 01397 LONA 5948 - 14/02/2000
1999/1185 01396 01397 DIABLON 11052 - 28/04/2003
1999/1187 01396 01397 LEVIS 5950 - 14/02/2000
1999/1188 01396 01397 RUNAL 5913 - 17/01/2000
1999/1189 01396 01397 TAMARO 5951 - 14/02/2000
1999/1190 01396 01397 TITLIS 6994 - 19/03/2001
1999/1350 00343 01618 XENOS 10435 - 20/01/2003
1999/1477 02761 03189 BERDUN 6124 - 17/04/2000
1999/1613 00058 BISCAY 6125 - 17/04/2000
1999/1759 00008 TANKER 6911 - 06/11/2000
1999/1825 03570 PLETHORE 6513 - 26/07/2000
2000/0017 00038 TREND 6476 - 30/08/2000
2000/0038 02761 03009 SKATER 6574 - 26/07/2000
2000/0268 00135 HYBRIS 6485 - 30/08/2000
2000/0488 00289 MAGNUS 8311 - 24/09/2001
2000/0513 03304 CAPHORN 7521 - 21/05/2001
2000/0880 02761 05809 DEBEN 6945 - 05/02/2001
2000/0881 02761 05809 EXSEPT 6946 - 05/02/2001
2000/0914 02761 03189 GALEON 6992 - 19/03/2001
2000/0915 02761 03189 CORINTO 6993 - 19/03/2001
2000/1107 04184 02907 ROMANUS 6969 - 19/02/2001
2000/1227 00187 INA 7508 - 19/03/2001
2000/1228 00187 PARADOR 7509 - 19/03/2001
2000/1365 04105 03570 ORVANTIS 6997 - 19/03/2001
2000/1526 00135 DIRIGENT 7578 - 25/06/2001
2000/1527 00135 SOLIST 7579 - 25/06/2001
2000/1713 02761 00805 AUTAN 8368 - 08/10/2001
2000/1714 02761 03189 GALERA 8076 - 06/08/2001
2000/1715 02761 03189 CRESPON 8075 - 06/08/2001
2000/1716 02761 03189 CALIFA SUR 8074 - 06/08/2001
2000/1865 02761 03009 REDFORD 8072 - 06/08/2001
2000/1866 02761 03009 TERRIER 8073 - 06/08/2001
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Triticum aestivum L. emend. Fiori et Paol.
2000/1975 00180 02494 PR22R28 8369 - 08/10/2001
2001/0381 03304 NIRVANA 10801 - 24/03/2003
2001/0387 03304 CALISTO 10802 - 24/03/2003
2001/0389 03304 CLARUS 9730 - 15/07/2002
2001/0390 03304 FRELON 8373 - 08/10/2001
2001/0504 02409 CAPNOR 8240 - 19/11/2001
2001/0529 03371 BOSTON 8253 - 19/11/2001
2001/0623 02409 JOSSELIN 8244 - 19/11/2001
2001/0662 00289 GRANDIOS 10809 - 24/03/2003
2001/0789 00143 HATTRICK 8296 - 17/12/2001
2001/1001 00143 COMPLIMENT 8710 - 21/01/2002
2001/1062 00318 TIGER 10045 - 23/09/2002
2001/1648 04167 RASPAIL 10014 - 09/09/2002
2001/1754 04184 05809 XI19 10056 - 23/09/2002
2001/1884 02761 05809 EINSTEIN 9467 - 21/05/2002
2002/0036 03307 ANDALOU 10824 - 24/03/2003
2002/0237 02761 03009 MANHATTAN 10055 - 23/09/2002
2002/0273 00187 ACIENDA 12932 - 05/04/2004
2002/0469 02761 00805 AMERIGO 10252 - 02/12/2002
2002/0498 00287 00922 WINNETOU 10258 - 02/12/2002
2002/0509 00135 SENAT 10271 - 02/12/2002
2002/0510 00135 MILLER 10284 - 02/12/2002
2002/0514 05586 AMARETTO 10273 - 02/12/2002
2002/0549 00186 SW GNEJS 15013 - 21/03/2005
2002/0764 04759 SW MAXI 10472 - 20/01/2003
2002/0765 04759 SW TOPPER 10473 - 20/01/2003
2002/0773 00038 CUBUS 10564 - 10/02/2003
2002/0774 00038 MONSUN 10565 - 10/02/2003
2002/0809 04184 00805 AUBUSSON 10529 - 19/05/2003
2002/0819 05587 ENORM 10562 - 10/02/2003
2002/0820 05587 NATURASTAR 13779 - 19/07/2004
2002/1193 00731 TOMMI 10845 - 24/03/2003
2002/1233 04184 05809 SOLSTICE 11877 - 06/10/2003
2002/1262 04184 02907 TROCADERO 10848 - 24/03/2003
2002/1279 03304 GROMMIT 10850 - 24/03/2003
2002/1280 03304 GLADIATOR 11870 - 06/10/2003
2002/1480 04759 SW TATAROS 11353 - 09/06/2003
2002/1543 00058 ROBIGUS 11340 - 09/06/2003
2002/1553 00663 EDISON 11341 - 09/06/2003
2002/1593 00187 BASTIDE 11345 - 09/06/2003
2002/1627 02761 03189 ARTUR NICK 11789 - 08/09/2003
2002/1701 00302 ISIDOR 11790 - 08/09/2003
2002/1742 00893 PATREL 11791 - 08/09/2003
2002/1743 00893 LEXUS 11792 - 08/09/2003
2002/1745 04184 05809 SMUGGLER 11831 - 22/09/2003
2002/1754 04184 02907 LIMES 11853 - 22/09/2003
2002/1755 04184 02907 ILIAS 11854 - 22/09/2003
2002/1757 00289 SOKRATES 11855 - 22/09/2003
2002/1838 03304 LANCELOT 11880 - 06/10/2003
2002/1897 03384 CENTENAIRE 13896 - 13/09/2004
2002/1970 00180 02494 PR22R20 11830 - 22/09/2003
2002/2003 02761 05809 NIJINSKY 11835 - 22/09/2003
2002/2004 02761 05809 ISTABRAQ 11923 - 06/10/2003
2002/2021 01576 EQUATION 11859 - 22/09/2003
2002/2190 02761 00805 ALLISTER 12421 - 19/01/2004
2002/2191 02761 00805 AURELE 11840 - 22/09/2003
2003/0094 00135 PENTA 11824 - 22/09/2003
2003/0095 00135 STATUR SEJET 11825 - 22/09/2003
2003/0096 00135 BLIXEN 11826 - 22/09/2003
2003/0097 00135 AGRESTIS 11827 - 22/09/2003
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2003/0098 01304 QUALITY 16881 - 13/02/2006
2003/0222 04125 ELLVIS 13712 - 05/07/2004
2003/0363 03307 CATALAN 13133 - 19/04/2004
2003/0369 05587 EMINENT 13714 - 05/07/2004
2003/0694 00038 TAIFUN 12092 - 24/11/2003
2003/0727 02761 03189 TENSOR 12129 - 24/11/2003
2003/0927 03304 HEROLDO 13967 - 13/09/2004
2003/0928 03304 OPUS 12164 - 24/11/2003
2003/1029 00143 AKTEUR 12252 - 18/12/2003
2003/1030 00143 CAMPARI 12253 - 18/12/2003
2003/1880 00187 ROSARIO 12963 - 05/04/2004
2003/1881 00187 ALCAZAR 13721 - 05/07/2004
2003/2036 00038 SKALMEJE 13724 - 05/07/2004
2003/2073 02761 05809 CHESTER 13725 - 05/07/2004
2003/2118 00343 01618 EPHOROS 13733 - 05/07/2004
2003/2119 00343 01618 LEVENDIS 13734 - 05/07/2004
2003/2143 02761 03189 MANE NICK 14073 - 27/09/2004
2003/2144 02761 03189 ATREVIDO 14074 - 27/09/2004
2003/2150 00302/00141 PERFECTOR 13736 - 05/07/2004
2003/2153 02761 00805 AZIMUT 13737 - 05/07/2004
2003/2526 00058 CORDIALE 13917 - 13/09/2004
2004/0030 03304 ASTUCE 13968 - 13/09/2004
2004/0031 03304 CHAGALL 13969 - 13/09/2004
2004/0032 03304 SANKARA 13970 - 13/09/2004
2004/0033 03304 MENDEL 13971 - 13/09/2004
2004/0051 01396 01397 TURELLI 16831 - 30/01/2006
2004/0052 01396 01397 SEGOR 13925 - 13/09/2004
2004/0175 02761 03009 HERMANN 13938 - 13/09/2004
2004/0176 02761 03009 STRIKER 13939 - 13/09/2004
2004/0596 00143 SAMURAI 14379 - 06/12/2004
2004/0603 02409 AFRICA 19743 - 02/04/2007
2004/0606 02409 TOISONDOR 14182 - 25/10/2004
2004/0668 03304 PRIVILEG 14189 - 25/10/2004
2004/0691 03384 KASPART 14470 - 17/12/2004
2004/0692 03384 KATART 14383 - 06/12/2004
2004/0708 02761 03189 ODIEL 14384 - 06/12/2004
2004/0814 04759 TÜRKIS 14388 - 06/12/2004
2004/0815 04759 TORAS 14389 - 06/12/2004
2004/0816 04387 GAVDOS 21408 - 17/12/2007
2004/0817 04387 MALLOURA 21409 - 17/12/2007
2004/0829 00135 SAMYL 14390 - 06/12/2004
2004/0830 00135 LEGRON 14391 - 06/12/2004
2004/0832 00143 PAROLI 14393 - 06/12/2004
2004/0911 00212 LUPUS 21346 - 26/11/2007
2004/1484 00038 BUTEO 16199 - 12/09/2005
2004/1485 00038 MILVUS 14713 - 07/02/2005
2004/1486 00038 VANEK 16219 - 12/09/2005
2004/1550 01396 01397 ZINAL 15335 - 10/05/2005
2004/1551 01396 01397 ALETSCH 15336 - 10/05/2005
2004/1552 01396 01397 FIORINA 15979 - 17/08/2005
2004/1553 01396 01397 NADRO 15337 - 10/05/2005
2004/1681 02761 00805 ULI 11 19744 - 02/04/2007
2004/1728 02761 00805 ULI 10 19745 - 02/04/2007
2004/1729 04288 SIXTUS 15349 - 10/05/2005
2004/1730 04288 ANTONIUS 15350 - 10/05/2005
2004/1731 04288 ASTARDO 15351 - 10/05/2005
2004/1741 00058 DOVER 15798 - 20/06/2005
2004/1803 02761 00805 BOTTICELLI 22604 - 19/05/2008
2004/1837 03570 INOUI 15799 - 20/06/2005
2004/1871 00186 ATTLASS 15802 - 20/06/2005
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2004/1897 04167 RAFFY 15803 - 20/06/2005
2004/1941 04796 QUEBON 15807 - 20/06/2005
2004/1973 02761 00805 ALIXAN 15359 - 10/05/2005
2004/1988 00187 PALEDOR 15809 - 20/06/2005
2004/1989 00187 AGUILA 15810 - 20/06/2005
2004/2180 02761 05809 ALCHEMY 15826 - 20/06/2005
2004/2181 02761 05809 HYPERION 15827 - 20/06/2005
2004/2237 01396 01397 RIGI 15828 - 20/06/2005
2004/2238 01396 01397 SIALA 16315 - 10/10/2005
2004/2290 02761 03009 LEIFFER 15830 - 20/06/2005
2004/2345 04796 GLASGOW 15831 - 20/06/2005
2004/2601 01396 01397 TOGANO 15984 - 17/08/2005
2004/2613 03307 MAXYL 15990 - 17/08/2005
2004/2614 03307 EXOTIC 15991 - 17/08/2005
2004/2628 04184 05809 GATSBY 15996 - 17/08/2005
2004/2629 04184 05809 ZEBEDEE 15997 - 17/08/2005
2005/0034 04167 KIPLING 16007 - 17/08/2005
2005/0181 03039/00302 DINOSOR 16641 - 19/12/2005
2005/0245 06228 AMBITION 16080 - 17/08/2005
2005/0260 03304 FIORENZO 21022 - 08/10/2007
2005/0345 04167 RODRIGO 16824 - 30/01/2006
2005/0378 04288 LUKAS 16325 - 10/10/2005
2005/0573 03304 PERICLES 16380 - 14/11/2005
2005/0574 03304 MERCATO 16381 - 14/11/2005
2005/0638 02761 00805 COPERNICO 22605 - 19/05/2008
2005/0701 02761 03189 LUBRICÁN 16422 - 14/11/2005
2005/0759 00289 SCHAMANE 16349 - 10/10/2005
2005/0798 00143 ELEGANT 16642 - 19/12/2005
2005/0821 05078 LEGENDA 16651 - 19/12/2005
2005/0822 00058 ZIRCON 16652 - 19/12/2005
2005/1104 04757 CETUS 16809 - 30/01/2006
2005/1105 04757 BRILLIANT 16810 - 30/01/2006
2005/1133 00038 ANTHUS 16811 - 30/01/2006
2005/1313 06306 ANAPO 22892 - 09/06/2008
2005/1315 06306 ABATE 23098 - 07/07/2008
2005/1349 05587 AVANTAGE 16803 - 30/01/2006
2005/1350 05587 IMPRESSION 16804 - 30/01/2006
2005/1351 05587 EPOS 16805 - 30/01/2006
2005/1499 05164 03304 BARDOTKA 22141 - 21/04/2008
2005/1500 05164 03304 BARROKO 16818 - 30/01/2006
2005/1523 03304 MASCOT 16895 - 13/02/2006
2005/1524 03304 AKZENTO 16828 - 30/01/2006
2005/1525 03304 BOOMER 16829 - 30/01/2006
2005/1526 03304 AMBROSIA 16896 - 13/02/2006
2005/1541 05178 05179 MV SUBA 16816 - 30/01/2006
2005/1581 04066 GRANNY 16821 - 30/01/2006
2005/1662 01062 KERUBINO 19889 - 16/04/2007
2005/1675 00663 EUROFIT 17277 - 24/04/2006
2005/1681 00186 LOYAL 22125 - 21/04/2008
2005/1822 06317 KAROLINUM 17531 - 10/05/2006
2005/1826 04184 05809 CONTENDER 18275 - 11/09/2006
2005/1828 04184 02907 HEDVIKA 18244 - 11/09/2006
2005/1839 04288 DUNAI 17280 - 24/04/2006
2005/2218 03307 RUSTIC 17678 - 06/06/2006
2005/2219 02761 00805 AZZURO 17989 - 03/07/2006
2005/2221 00187 GARCIA 17979 - 03/07/2006
2005/2222 00187 CAMPERO 18269 - 11/09/2006
2005/2238 04796 TIMBER 17980 - 03/07/2006
2005/2287 02761 03189 ANDELOS 18019 - 03/07/2006
2005/2428 04125 INSPIRATION 18020 - 03/07/2006
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2005/2541 00731 TUAREG 18017 - 03/07/2006
2005/2653 06228 TORRILD 18512 - 09/10/2006
2005/2662 00731 MULAN 18018 - 03/07/2006
2006/0025 00217 FABULA 18246 - 11/09/2006
2006/0086 05586 ACTROS 18247 - 23/10/2006
2006/0087 05586 MAGISTER 18248 - 11/09/2006
2006/0102 04167 HAUSSMANN 18271 - 11/09/2006
2006/0108 06228 AUDI 18251 - 11/09/2006
2006/0185 00058 SHERBORNE 18261 - 11/09/2006
2006/0187 00058 OAKLEY 18263 - 11/09/2006
2006/0188 00058 HUMBER 18264 - 11/09/2006
2006/0191 00058 AZURITE 18267 - 11/09/2006
2006/0277 00038 TRAPPE 18258 - 11/09/2006
2006/0278 00652 BOGATKA 18259 - 11/09/2006
2006/0613 04288 BITOP 19890 - 16/04/2007
2006/0679 03304 CARIBOU 18497 - 09/10/2006
2006/0680 03304 PALADAIN 18498 - 09/10/2006
2006/0681 03304 NUAGE 18499 - 09/10/2006
2006/0682 03304 BATTALION 18500 - 09/10/2006
2006/0683 03304 GADES 18571 - 23/10/2006
2006/0685 00186 SW KADRILJ 18514 - 09/10/2006
2006/0700 02409 SENSAS 18572 - 23/10/2006
2006/0701 02409 SEYRAC 18502 - 09/10/2006
2006/0702 02409 EPIDOC 18503 - 09/10/2006
2006/0703 02409 RICHEPAIN 18504 - 09/10/2006
2006/0761 03384 OLIVART 18515 - 09/10/2006
2006/0801 05587 MANAGER 18570 - 23/10/2006
2006/0876 00038 TUKAN 18540 - 09/10/2006
2006/0877 00038 KODEX 18541 - 09/10/2006
2006/0912 04757 METEOR 18535 - 09/10/2006
2006/0913 04757 ZOBEL 18536 - 09/10/2006
2006/0965 00143 POTENZIAL 18883 - 18/12/2006
2006/0966 00143 CHEVALIER 18884 - 18/12/2006
2006/1040 00186 SW KUNGSJET 18945 - 18/12/2006
2006/1050 00652 BOMBONA 18938 - 18/12/2006
2006/1084 04184 05809 LION 18890 - 18/12/2006
2006/1109 02845 LUCIUS 18946 - 18/12/2006
2006/1205 04184 02907 ANDURIL 18947 - 18/12/2006
2006/1218 06228 SKAGEN 20545 - 16/07/2007
2006/1246 03304 FLORETT 20957 - 24/09/2007
2006/1247 03304 MIRAGE 18914 - 18/12/2006
2006/1248 03304 CARENIUS 18915 - 18/12/2006
2006/1701 01396 01397 VALBONA 19376 - 05/03/2007
2006/1741 05541 SANDOMIR 26181 - 19/10/2009
2006/1828 00689 00827 KORELI 20500 - 16/07/2007
2006/1878 00663 ESTEVAN 19897 - 16/07/2007
2006/1879 00663 EMERINO 19898 - 16/07/2007
2006/1942 03570 INSTINCT 19878 - 16/04/2007
2006/1943 00135 PENSO 19901 - 16/04/2007
2006/1944 00135 FRUMENT 19902 - 16/04/2007
2006/2066 02761 05809 ORATOR 20961 - 24/09/2007
2006/2103 03307 SELEKT 20772 - 24/08/2007
2006/2104 03307 IRIDIUM 19872 - 16/04/2007
2006/2157 02761 00805 ARLEQUIN 25589 - 06/07/2009
2006/2159 02761 00805 ALTIGO 20501 - 16/07/2007
2006/2160 02761 00805 ANDINO 22101 - 07/04/2008
2006/2161 02761 00805 AXIMACK 21274 - 26/11/2007
2006/2162 00302/03039 GRAINDOR 19870 - 16/04/2007
2006/2285 03570 CCB INGENIO 21634 - 14/01/2008
2006/2427 01576 ADEQUAT 20493 - 16/07/2007
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2006/2547 04167 EUCLIDE 21026 - 08/10/2007
2006/2597 01396 01397 CH COMBIN 20502 - 16/07/2007
2006/2615 05674 SOGOOD 20496 - 16/07/2007
2006/2616 04167 NOGAL 22007 - 25/03/2008
2006/2617 04167 ALDRIC 21286 - 26/11/2007
2006/2618 04167 FIORETTO 22008 - 25/03/2008
2006/2619 04167 BERMUDE 20497 - 16/07/2007
2006/2678 02761 03009 RETRO 20503 - 16/07/2007
2007/0159 03304 ACIENTO 21528 - 17/12/2007
2007/0160 03304 PREMIO 20781 - 24/08/2007
2007/0407 04184 05809 SAHARA 21330 - 26/11/2007
2007/0450 01396 01397 CH RUBLI 21275 - 26/11/2007
2007/0493 00187 BOWINDO 20769 - 24/08/2007
2007/0494 00187 MENESTREL 20770 - 24/08/2007
2007/0572 04184 03189 ONAN 21334 - 26/11/2007
2007/0789 00731 JENGA 21305 - 26/11/2007
2007/0837 04288 PIRENEO 21344 - 26/11/2007
2007/0838 04288 PHILIPP 21343 - 26/11/2007
2007/0839 04288 RAINER 21342 - 26/11/2007
2007/0840 04288 CORNELIUS 21341 - 26/11/2007
2007/0841 00117 DISCUS 21483 - 17/12/2007
2007/0863 04757 KRANICH 21327 - 26/11/2007
2007/0894 00058 GRANARY 21338 - 26/11/2007
2007/0895 00058 VISCOUNT 21632 - 14/01/2008
2007/0898 05587 FORMAT 21328 - 26/11/2007
2007/0899 05587 MYTHOS 21329 - 26/11/2007
2007/0908 04796 BAGOU 21287 - 26/11/2007
2007/0913 00135 HEREFORD 21340 - 26/11/2007
2007/0914 00135 TORKIL 21339 - 26/11/2007
2007/0948 02409 ACCOR 21515 - 17/12/2007
2007/0949 02409 PEPIDOR 21516 - 17/12/2007
2007/0971 04105 DUXFORD 21465 - 17/12/2007
2007/1132 03304 MARKSMAN 21542 - 17/12/2007
2007/1134 03304 GARANTUS 21544 - 17/12/2007
2007/1135 03304 ESKET 21545 - 17/12/2007
2007/1136 03304 BARRYTON 21546 - 17/12/2007
2007/1171 05164 03304 BAZILIKA 23882 - 26/01/2009
2007/1173 05164 03304 BALERINA 21476 - 17/12/2007
2007/1723 04167 GRETHEL 22578 - 19/05/2008
2007/1724 04167 PHARE 22579 - 19/05/2008
2007/1725 04167 TIAGO 22580 - 19/05/2008
2007/1728 02736 ANTILLE 26341 - 21/12/2009
2007/1729 05959 BLASCO 26342 - 21/12/2009
2007/1730 05959 ALBACHIARA 26343 - 21/12/2009
2007/1777 06317 ETELA 22143 - 21/04/2008
2007/1832 00289 PAPAGENO 22140 - 21/04/2008
2007/1976 02761 00805 ATACAMA 22606 - 19/05/2008
2007/2074 04125 JB DIEGO 22535 - 19/05/2008
2007/2075 04125 CONTACT 22536 - 19/05/2008
2007/2076 00663 ELEMENT 22560 - 19/05/2008
2007/2077 00663 EUROJET 22561 - 19/05/2008
2007/2081 00038 GECKO 22537 - 19/05/2008
2007/2178 00893 WALDORF 22562 - 19/05/2008
2007/2181 00893 ADONIS 22564 - 19/05/2008
2007/2204 05178 05179 MV KOLO 22518 - 19/05/2008
2007/2205 05178 05179 MV HOMBÁR 22519 - 19/05/2008
2007/2266 00143 PRIMUS 24013 - 09/02/2009
2007/2434 00058 CONQUEROR 23053 - 07/07/2008
2007/2435 00058 GRAFTON 23054 - 07/07/2008
2007/2436 00058 SCOUT 23055 - 07/07/2008
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2007/2449 00302/03039 EXELCIOR 23060 - 07/07/2008
2007/2456 00187 OEDIPE 23064 - 07/07/2008
2007/2457 00187 GALACTIC 23065 - 07/07/2008
2007/2458 00187 VERLAINE 23066 - 07/07/2008
2007/2520 02761 05809 LEAR 23037 - 07/07/2008
2007/2521 02761 05809 QPLUS 23038 - 07/07/2008
2007/2522 02761 05809 CASSIUS 23039 - 07/07/2008
2007/2523 02761 05809 PANORAMA 23040 - 07/07/2008
2007/2524 02761 05809 WALPOLE 23041 - 07/07/2008
2007/2571 02761 00805 AUSTIN 23073 - 07/07/2008
2007/2572 02761 00805 AMUNDSEN 23074 - 07/07/2008
2007/2579 04066 BOHEMIA 23050 - 07/07/2008
2007/2728 04167 SALAMA 23068 - 07/07/2008
2007/2874 03371 LW LINCOLN 23608 - 13/10/2008
2007/2922 03307 GALVANO 23363 - 25/08/2008
2008/0002 02761 03189 OSADO 23407 - 25/08/2008
2008/0003 02761 03189 AZILAL 23408 - 25/08/2008
2008/0151 00143 CELEBRATION 23481 - 29/09/2008
2008/0152 03570 BUENNO 23360 - 25/08/2008
2008/0153 03570 EXPERT 23361 - 25/08/2008
2008/0163 02761 02907 ZAGALO 23405 - 25/08/2008
2008/0202 03384 LOUISART 23397 - 25/08/2008
2008/0317 00105 ARARAT 23604 - 13/10/2008
2008/0564 04796 BUZZER 23551 - 13/10/2008
2008/0565 04796 BOISSEAU 23552 - 13/10/2008
2008/0566 04796 MAXWELL 23553 - 13/10/2008
2008/0567 01396 01397 CIMETTA 23561 - 13/10/2008
2008/0568 01396 01397 LOGIA 23562 - 13/10/2008
2008/0569 01396 01397 CH NARA 23563 - 13/10/2008
2008/0570 01396 01397 FOREL 23564 - 13/10/2008
2008/0571 01396 01397 MAYEN 23565 - 13/10/2008
2008/0625 00343 01618 PLUTOS 23580 - 13/10/2008
2008/0626 00343 01618 MEGAS 23581 - 13/10/2008
2008/0627 00343 01618 ETHOS 23582 - 13/10/2008
2008/0709 02761 02907 SOPHYTRA 23583 - 13/10/2008
2008/0782 02409 VALODOR 23542 - 13/10/2008
2008/0783 02409 BOREGAR 23543 - 13/10/2008
2008/0784 02409 SEBASTO 23544 - 13/10/2008
2008/0958 00058 SPARROW 23613 - 13/10/2008
2008/1015 04759 PAMIER 23835 - 26/01/2009
2008/1016 04759 KUBAN 23836 - 26/01/2009
2008/1028 00038 JULIUS 23797 - 26/01/2009
2008/1029 00038 POSITION 23798 - 26/01/2009
2008/1030 00038 ROLLEX 23799 - 26/01/2009
2008/1031 00038 DIALOG 23800 - 26/01/2009
2008/1039 02761 02907 ALCYON 25658 - 06/07/2009
2008/1064 03304 SHOGUN 23873 - 26/01/2009
2008/1065 03304 AREZZO 23874 - 26/01/2009
2008/1067 03304 PROFILUS 23875 - 26/01/2009
2008/1090 00038 SAMUNO 23804 - 26/01/2009
2008/1133 04288 BALATON 23846 - 26/01/2009
2008/1155 06228 ALFAROMERO 24656 - 20/04/2009
2008/1156 06228 MARIBOSS 25820 - 24/08/2009
2008/1272 02866 BADIEL 23829 - 26/01/2009
2008/1348 05164 03304 BAKFIS 23883 - 26/01/2009
2008/1349 05164 03304 BALETKA 23884 - 26/01/2009
2008/1706 00786 TABASCO 24213 - 23/02/2009
2008/1907 00731 ADLER 24663 - 20/04/2009
2008/2104 04125 JB ASANO 24665 - 20/04/2009
2008/2143 00058 KWS YARIS 24679 - 20/04/2009
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2008/2144 00058 KWS CURLEW 26043 - 05/10/2009
2008/2145 00058 KWS WARBLER 24680 - 20/04/2009
2008/2146 00058 KWS QUARTZ 25290 - 08/06/2009
2008/2147 00058 KWS HORIZON 24681 - 20/04/2009
2008/2148 00058 KWS STIRLING 24682 - 20/04/2009
2008/2149 00058 BELUGA 26044 - 05/10/2009
2008/2219 04288 LUKULLUS 24674 - 20/04/2009
2008/2220 04288 PANNONIKUS 24675 - 20/04/2009
2008/2221 00893 HOMEROS 24676 - 20/04/2009
2008/2236 02761 05809 INVICTA 24695 - 20/04/2009
2008/2237 02761 05809 SANTANA 24696 - 20/04/2009
2008/2346 04167 MARCELIN 24650 - 20/04/2009
2008/2447 02761 00805 ARAMIS 25590 - 06/07/2009
2008/2448 02761 00805 ALTAMIRA 25591 - 06/07/2009
2008/2449 02761 00805 ACCOLADE 25592 - 06/07/2009
2008/2450 02761 00805 ATTITUDE 25593 - 06/07/2009
2008/2451 02761 02907 AKILIN 25660 - 06/07/2009
2008/2482 05164 03304 FEDERER 25609 - 06/07/2009
2008/2591 00689/00827 BAROK 25610 - 06/07/2009
2008/2604 00302/03039 PLAINEDOR 25776 - 24/08/2009
2008/2605 00302/03039 SCOR 25777 - 24/08/2009
2008/2674 03307 USKI 25599 - 06/07/2009
2008/2676 03307 SOLEHIO 25600 - 06/07/2009
2008/2851 01576 AEROBIC 25617 - 06/07/2009
2008/2852 00187 GALOPAIN 25618 - 06/07/2009
2009/0004 05587 ALORA 25822 - 24/08/2009
2009/0080 01576 SPECIFIK 25792 - 24/08/2009
2009/0203 04759 SWINGGY 25825 - 24/08/2009
2009/0288 04796 CHEVRON 25794 - 24/08/2009
2009/0309 04796 SUMO 25795 - 24/08/2009
2009/0310 02761 03009 KEPLER 26010 - 05/10/2009
2009/0371 04105 GALLANT 26045 - 05/10/2009
2009/0400 03304 HEKTO 25988 - 05/10/2009
2009/0401 03304 ADAGIO 25989 - 05/10/2009
2009/0520 00058 ACROBAT 26176 - 19/10/2009
2009/0539 00731 ASKALON 26178 - 19/10/2009
2009/0586 02409 BANDERA 26120 - 19/10/2009
2009/0587 02409 GONCOURT 26121 - 19/10/2009
2009/0589 02409 VOLONTAIRE 26122 - 19/10/2009
2009/0621 04125 PITBULL 26168 - 19/10/2009
2009/0622 04125 TRAPEZ 26169 - 19/10/2009
2009/0623 04125 EVENT 26170 - 19/10/2009
2009/0720 00038 NATHAN 26163 - 19/10/2009
2009/0721 00038 KWS SCIROCCO 26164 - 19/10/2009
2009/0722 00038 KWS CHAMSIN 26165 - 19/10/2009
2009/0723 00038 KWS AURUM 26166 - 19/10/2009
2009/0728 04167 RIZE 26134 - 19/10/2009
2009/0747 01396 01397 CH CLARO 26155 - 19/10/2009
2009/0839 02761 03009 SEPTER 26393 - 21/12/2009
2009/0922 02761 03189 ABDERRAMÁN 26375 - 21/12/2009
2009/0923 02761 03189 AZRAEL 26376 - 21/12/2009
2009/1050 00143 SALUTOS 26346 - 21/12/2009
2009/1113 00731 KREDO 26358 - 26/12/2009
2009/1114 00731 HYLAND 26359 - 26/12/2009
2009/1143 02761 02907 PRECIOSA 26383 - 21/12/2009
Tricyrtis formosana Baker
2001/2040 02133 00441 GILTY PLEASURE 14209 - 08/11/2004
2006/1774 05560 00423 TAIPEI SILK 25569 - 06/07/2009
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Tricyrtis nana Yatabe Œ T. ohsumiensis Masam.




2006/0105 00165 INNOTRIPF 23119 - 07/07/2008
x Triticosecale Witt.
1995/2548 04567 00433 GALTJO 1084 - 15/10/1996
1995/2735 00356 BINOVA 701 - 15/10/1996
1996/0533 02431 TRINIDAD 1734 - 21/02/1997
1996/0565 03304 CARNAC 1809 - 14/03/1997
1997/0609 00117 TICINO 2694 - 02/03/1998
1997/0813 00652 02232 FIDELIO 5195 - 17/01/2000
1998/0257 04567 ROTEGO 5914 - 17/01/2000
1998/1581 02431 PARTOUT 5461 - 08/11/1999
1999/0001 04567 CAIO 4906 - 20/09/1999
1999/0539 00652 02232 KITARO 5520 - 08/11/1999
2000/0092 03304 BELLAC 8367 - 08/10/2001
2001/0288 04567 ALGALO 8315 - 24/09/2001
2001/0349 04567 KORTEGO 9060 - 02/04/2002
2001/0350 04567 POLEGO 13452 - 17/05/2004
2001/1002 00143 VITALIS 8711 - 21/01/2002
2001/1128 04567 SW FALMORO 9709 - 15/07/2002
2001/1454 01396 01397 TIMBO 10008 - 09/09/2002
2001/1970 01576 BIENVENU 10016 - 09/09/2002
2002/0481 04567 SW TALENTRO 10270 - 02/12/2002
2002/0581 00652 02232 MAGNAT 10254 - 02/12/2002
2002/1450 04167 TRILOGIE 11852 - 22/09/2003
2002/1986 02409 TREMPLIN 12558 - 09/02/2004
2002/1987 01576 WILFRIED 11856 - 22/09/2003
2002/2169 00689 00827 MATINAL 11846 - 22/09/2003
2003/0649 00038 TRIAMANT 11916 - 06/10/2003
2003/2034 04567 SW MIDELO 13722 - 05/07/2004
2003/2035 04567 SW MORADO 13723 - 05/07/2004
2003/2120 00343 01618 TRITIKON 13735 - 05/07/2004
2003/2410 03304 FLOIRAC 13912 - 13/09/2004
2004/0071 00652 02232 LEGALO 13926 - 13/09/2004
2004/0098 00117 AGRANO 13929 - 13/09/2004
2004/0111 00186 SW VALENTINO 13930 - 13/09/2004
2004/0392 00731 NILEX 14377 - 06/12/2004
2004/0646 00038 TRIMESTER 14185 - 25/10/2004
2004/1541 00652 GRENADO 15042 - 21/03/2005
2004/1542 00652 BENETTO 14716 - 07/02/2005
2004/1585 00652 DINARO 15043 - 21/03/2005
2004/1898 04167 TRISKELL 15804 - 20/06/2005
2004/1899 04167 TRIMOUR 15805 - 20/06/2005
2004/2602 01396 01397 GRANADOR 15985 - 17/08/2005
2004/2643 04567 PUERTO 15999 - 17/08/2005
2004/2644 04567 INPETTO 16316 - 10/10/2005
2005/0266 03304 AGRILAC 16088 - 17/08/2005
2005/2212 00689 00827 COLLEGIAL 17987 - 03/07/2006
2005/2434 00689/04167/02409/
01576/03304
00827 APRIM 17988 - 03/07/2006
2006/0684 03304 PROTINAC 18501 - 09/10/2006
2006/1049 00652 DUBLET 18937 - 18/12/2006
2006/1185 00652 MODERATO 18940 - 18/12/2006
2006/1798 00652 MADILO 19893 - 16/04/2007
2006/1947 02431 MASSIMO 19903 - 16/04/2007
2006/2429 01576 CONSTANT 20495 - 16/07/2007
2007/0108 02431 AMARILLO 105 21482 - 17/12/2007
2007/0163 03304 RAGTAC 20784 - 24/08/2007
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x Triticosecale Witt.
2007/0164 03304 SECONZAC 20785 - 24/08/2007
2007/0239 04167 TRIGONE 20765 - 24/08/2007
2007/0326 05587 SOMTRI 20801 - 24/08/2007
2007/0748 04567 CANDO 26030 - 05/10/2009
2007/0749 04567 CULTIVO 21345 - 26/11/2007
2007/0790 00731 KORPUS 21306 - 26/11/2007
2007/1768 04167 TRIBECA 22147 - 21/04/2008
2007/1833 00038 MUNGIS 22106 - 07/04/2008
2007/1834 00038 TRIZEPS 22107 - 07/04/2008
2007/1835 00038 TRIGOLD 22108 - 07/04/2008
2007/1836 00038 TRIMMER 22109 - 07/04/2008
2008/0794 02409 BORODINE 23549 - 13/10/2008
2008/1061 04167 TRISIDAN 23865 - 26/01/2009
2008/1099 00652 PIZARRO 23831 - 26/01/2009
2008/1100 00652 LEONTINO 23832 - 26/01/2009
2008/1697 01678 BORWO 24206 - 23/02/2009
2008/1698 01678 PIGMEJ 24207 - 23/02/2009
2008/1831 00038 COSINUS 25949 - 21/09/2009
2008/2270 00827/00689 INTEGRAL 24651 - 20/04/2009
2008/2292 04567 AGOSTINO 24677 - 20/04/2009
2008/2439 04125 SEQUENZ 25634 - 06/07/2009
2008/2563 00731 TULUS 25635 - 06/07/2009
2009/0174 00318 TARZAN 25823 - 24/08/2009
2009/0175 01678 MILKARO 25824 - 24/08/2009
2009/0369 01396 03530 TRIOLE 26011 - 05/10/2009
2009/0511 03304 SAPIAC 25998 - 05/10/2009
2009/0512 03304 BLANZAC 25999 - 05/10/2009
2009/0624 05705 VUKA 26179 - 19/10/2009
Tulipa L.
1995/2757 00236 CHARMEUR 1366 - 15/10/1996
1995/2769 00236 GERRIT VAN DER
VALK
5821 - 03/04/2000
1995/2773 00236 HOLLAND BEAUTY 2381 - 01/09/1997
1995/2786 00236 HOLLAND QUEEN 2374 - 01/09/1997
1995/2824 00236 MONTE PARROT 1381 - 15/10/1996
1995/2844 00236 YOKO’S DREAM 2271 - 01/09/1997
1995/3030 02327 BLUMEX FAVOURITE 4412 - 15/03/1999
1996/1225 03573 RED MARK 3750 - 19/10/1998
1996/1292 00335 ANTOINETTE 3754 - 19/10/1998
1997/0267 01627 SNOW LADY 3745 - 19/10/1998
1997/0487 02354 DOW JONES 3746 - 19/10/1998
1997/0680 00236 ILE D’ORANGE 3738 - 19/10/1998
1997/0770 04815 PRINSES IRENE
PARKIET
3960 - 03/11/1998
1997/0868 01797 RED IMPRESSION 6332 - 19/06/2000
1997/0869 01797 APRICOT IMPRES-
SION
3961 - 03/11/1998
1997/0900 01821 00419 HILLARY CLINTON 7256 - 19/02/2001
1997/0945 01821 00419 VAN EIJK 5393 - 08/11/1999
1997/1043 01847 REPUTATION 3701 - 05/10/1998
1997/1045 03824 00033 MONDIAL 3702 - 05/10/1998
1997/1046 03824 00033 BONSOIR 3703 - 05/10/1998
1997/1442 00335 FLORETTE 3706 - 05/10/1998
1998/0380 02035 ROCK AND ROLL 4341 - 19/04/1999
1998/0874 01821 00419 JAN OHMS 9308 - 06/05/2002
1998/1051 00236 DOUBLE PRINCESS 5629 - 20/12/1999
1998/1220 06646 ABRA ELITE 6067 - 05/03/2001
1998/1636 00236 HAPPY DESIGN 7129 - 18/12/2000
1999/0018 03824 00033 BEL AIR 4855 - 06/09/1999
1999/0019 03824 00033 ESCAPE 4857 - 06/09/1999
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Tulipa L.
1999/0020 03824 00033 EVITA 4854 - 06/09/1999
1999/0131 03824 00033 GLOBE 4856 - 06/09/1999
1999/0132 03824 00033 CRACKER 4969 - 04/10/1999
1999/0133 03824 00033 PURPLE LADY 6680 - 11/09/2000
1999/0626 01627 LARGO 5414 - 08/11/1999
1999/1788 03880 FLAMING COQUETTE 6019 - 05/06/2000
2000/0114 04815 BASTOGNE PARROT 10877 - 14/04/2003
2000/1212 01821 00419 DENMARK 9383 - 21/05/2002
2000/1232 00236 SUNNY PRINCE 8513 - 03/12/2001
2000/1236 00236 POLE POSITION 12591 - 23/02/2004
2000/1239 00236 ILE DE HOLLANDE 10123 - 23/09/2002




2000/1378 00236 CHARADE 8516 - 03/12/2001
2000/1413 03137 02334 FLASH POINT 7713 - 21/05/2001
2000/1532 03880 MARKANT 7717 - 21/05/2001
2000/1606 04815 ANTARCTICA 9685 - 15/07/2002
2000/1665 02354 00033 GWEN 10884 - 14/04/2003
2000/1666 02354 00033 SIBYLLA 10885 - 14/04/2003
2001/0089 04815 SHOWBIZZ 10658 - 24/02/2003
2001/0363 04785 02334 CLEARWATER 8460 - 05/11/2001
2001/0817 01797 SALMON IMPRESSION 9703 - 15/07/2002
2001/0953 01300 HORIZON 9707 - 15/07/2002
2001/0954 01300 FOXTROT 9708 - 15/07/2002
2001/1157 00931/05908 COBRA 12923 - 05/04/2004
2001/2070 03824 00033 CANCUN 14210 - 08/11/2004
2002/0054 03880 BRIGHT PINK LADY 10997 - 28/04/2003
2002/0191 00236 DARWIDESIGN 10413 - 16/12/2002
2002/0192 00236 HUNTSVILLE 14815 - 07/03/2005
2002/0195 00236 RUBY PRINCE 14211 - 08/11/2004
2002/0196 00236 BOLROYAL SILK 10695 - 24/02/2003
2002/0197 00236 BOLROYAL HAPPY 10414 - 16/12/2002
2002/0199 00236 BOLROYAL DREAM 10415 - 16/12/2002
2002/0508 01821 00419 CONQUEROR 13057 - 19/04/2004
2002/0799 03876 00033 YELLOW POM-
PENETTE
13058 - 19/04/2004
2002/0804 03880 TINEKE VANDER
MEER
10417 - 16/12/2002
2002/0862 03880 SVETLANA 12379 - 05/04/2004
2002/1186 00931 GRAND PERFECTION 12380 - 05/04/2004
2002/1226 03880 NOBU AOKI 10696 - 24/02/2003
2002/1227 03880 UNIQUE DE FRANCE 10697 - 24/02/2003
2002/1228 03880 BRIGHT IRENE 11028 - 28/04/2003
2002/1703 03880 PIM FORTUYN 14820 - 07/03/2005
2003/0127 03824 00033 MISS ELEGANCE 14516 - 24/01/2005
2003/0253 03824 00033 JOCHEM 14517 - 24/01/2005
2003/0254 03824 00033 REJOYCE 15900 - 18/07/2005
2003/0257 03880 TATTOO 14839 - 07/03/2005
2003/0299 06788 LEO 12186 - 24/11/2003
2003/0801 01821 00419 ORANGE VAN EIJK 15401 - 10/05/2005
2003/0802 01821 00419 SALMON VAN EIJK 14843 - 07/03/2005
2003/1081 04262 PRINCESS UNIQUE 19158 - 19/02/2007
2003/1246 04297/04298 02334 PINK FLOYD 16692 - 16/01/2006
2003/1247 04302 02334 LAPTOP 16693 - 16/01/2006
2003/1314 03880 PASSIONALE PINK 19807 - 16/04/2007
2003/1503 03880 PETRA 13003 - 05/04/2004
2004/0950 00208 ERUPTION 16699 - 16/01/2006
2004/1001 04665 ORANGE NINJA 17549 - 22/05/2006
2004/1597 01821 00419 MYSTIC VAN EIJK 16658 - 19/12/2005
2005/1521 05171 02334 EXTRAVAGANZA 19180 - 19/02/2007
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Tulipa L.
2005/1640 01821 TRIPLE A 20233 - 04/06/2007
2005/1641 01821 ORANGE BALLOON 20234 - 04/06/2007
2005/1953 03110 02334 FRIEND RED 21643 - 14/01/2008
2005/2139 03824 00033 MICHAEL 21688 - 28/01/2008
2006/0114 05282 02334 RAINNEE 24401 - 23/03/2009
2006/0563 04665 ZORRED 21646 - 14/01/2008
2006/1431 01821 BOURBON STREET 21657 - 14/01/2008
2006/1432 01821 RED LABEL 21658 - 14/01/2008
2006/1433 01821 RED LIGHT 21659 - 14/01/2008
2007/0077 05698 MARIE JO 22285 - 05/05/2008
2007/0550 03824 SENORA 24422 - 23/03/2009
2007/0919 05282 02334 FIREWALL 25738 - 22/07/2009
2007/1120 05878 DOUBLE FLAMING
PARROT
23011 - 23/06/2008
2007/1411 01821 DUTCH AFFAIR 24429 - 23/03/2009
2007/1412 01821 MORGANA 24430 - 23/03/2009
2007/1540 01821 CROSSFIRE 24431 - 23/03/2009
2007/1541 01821 MILKSHAKE 24432 - 23/03/2009
2007/1550 01821 BELLE PEREZ 24433 - 23/03/2009
2007/1828 03824 00033 PALAZZO 24436 - 23/03/2009
2007/1829 03824 00033 CIRCUIT 24437 - 23/03/2009
2007/1830 03824 00033 TALPA 24438 - 23/03/2009
2007/1831 03824 00033 PALMYRA 24439 - 23/03/2009
2008/1215 01797 WORLD PEACE 25763 - 22/07/2009
Turnera diﬀusa Willd.
2005/1354 04822 00441 SUNNY SMILE 20437 - 02/07/2007
Tussilago farfara L.
1997/0214 01608 WIEN 5559 - 06/12/1999
Ulmus L.
1995/0240 04382 CATHEDRAL 1538 - 16/12/1996
1995/2916 04382 NEW HORIZON 4359 - 17/05/1999
1996/1414 04382 REBONA 3742 - 19/10/1998
2003/0099 00689 00827 NANGUEN 17197 - 27/03/2006
Ulmus minor Mill.
2006/0866 00689 00827 WANOUX 24403 - 23/03/2009
Vaccinium corymbosum L.
2004/1337 00669 00444 BLUECRISP 23931 - 04/05/2009
2004/1339 00669 00444 EMERALD 23932 - 04/05/2009
2004/1341 00669 00444 SOUTHERN BELLE 23933 - 04/05/2009
2004/1342 00669 00444 SEBRING 23934 - 04/05/2009
2004/1343 00669 00444 MILLENNIA 23935 - 04/05/2009
2005/0223 04947 04948 AURORA 23937 - 09/02/2009
2005/0224 04947 04948 DRAPER 23938 - 09/02/2009
2005/0225 04947 04948 LIBERTY 23939 - 09/02/2009
2005/0518 00915 01873 HORTBLUE PETITE 23936 - 09/02/2009
Vaccinium simulatum Small
2005/0517 00915 01873 HORTBLUE DEMURE 24095 - 23/02/2009
Valerianella locusta L.
1995/1025 05170 RODION 6020 - 05/06/2000
1995/1948 01113 TROPHY 1393 - 15/10/1996
1996/0430 00088 CIRILLA 16425 - 28/11/2005
1997/1309 04840 FAVOR 7958 - 06/08/2001
1998/1457 05170 EURION 5567 - 06/12/1999
2000/1301 04840 JUVERT 8429 - 05/11/2001
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Valerianella locusta L.
2001/0332 05170 BARON 10197 - 21/10/2002
2001/1710 01113 FIESTA 15372 - 10/05/2005
2002/1366 00088 IBRA 15178 - 18/04/2005
2005/0765 00088 PULSAR 20375 - 18/06/2007
2005/0812 04840 ACCENT 18769 - 04/12/2006
Vanda Jones ex R. Br.
2006/0743 05074 01903 SPCDW0510 23451 - 29/09/2008
2007/1112 05074 01903 SPCDW0701 23493 - 29/09/2008
2007/1113 05074 01903 SPCDW0702 23494 - 29/09/2008
2007/1114 05074 01903 SPCDW0703 23495 - 29/09/2008
2007/1115 05074 01903 SPCDW0704 23496 - 29/09/2008
2007/1116 05074 01903 SPCDW0705 23497 - 29/09/2008
Veronica prostrata L.
2001/0526 02133 00441 AZTEC GOLD 13144 - 03/05/2004
Veronica peduncularis M. Bieb.
2002/0554 00165 VEROBIBLUE 13163 - 03/05/2004
Veronica longifolia L.
2002/0605 00986 PACIFIC OCEAN 13164 - 03/05/2004
2002/0606 00986 IGLOO 13165 - 03/05/2004
2005/1392 05161 04261 CHRISTA 20439 - 02/07/2007
2006/1956 02078 03423 PINK EVELINE 24247 - 09/03/2009
2007/1521 04301 ALLMELANIE 24264 - 09/03/2009
Verbena L.
1995/0305 04071 00082 SUNVAT 1001 - 02/09/1996
1995/0306 04071 00082 SUNVIL 1002 - 02/09/1996
1995/0307 04071 00082 SUNVER 1003 - 02/09/1996
1995/0308 04071 00082 SUNVOP 1004 - 02/09/1996
1996/0450 04071 00082 SUNMARIPI 5526 - 06/12/1999
1996/0451 04071 00082 SUNMARISU 3791 - 19/10/1998
1997/0365 04071 00082 SUNMARIBA 2973 - 18/05/1998
1997/0562 04071 00082 SUNVUN 5425 - 12/11/1999
1998/1460 04071 00082 SUNVIVARO 6069 - 26/07/2000
1998/1461 04071 00082 SUNVIVAPA 6070 - 26/07/2000
1998/1462 04071 00082 SUNMARISAN 6071 - 26/07/2000
1998/1463 04071 00082 SUNVIVABURA 6072 - 26/07/2000
1998/1465 04071 00082 SUNMARIRIHO 6073 - 26/07/2000
1999/1175 04071 00082 SUNVIVABUPAN 8672 - 21/01/2002
1999/1176 04071 00082 SUNMARIRIPI 8357 - 08/10/2001
1999/1573 03602 03325 VILENA 6292 - 05/06/2000
1999/1574 03602 03325 WYNENA 6293 - 05/06/2000
1999/1575 03602 03325 SPIKENA 6006 - 05/06/2000
1999/1873 04071 00082 SUNMARILAC 8448 - 05/11/2001
1999/1874 04071 00082 SUNTAPIRO 8355 - 08/10/2001
1999/1875 04071 00082 SUNMARIBISU 8358 - 08/10/2001
2000/0958 03602 03325 VERTIS 9042 - 18/03/2002
2000/1842 00633 00423 BALAZPIMA 9127 - 15/04/2002
2001/0094 00401 00065 LAN BRIGHT PINK 9233 - 15/04/2002
2001/0351 04920 00441 WESVERDARK 10664 - 24/02/2003
2001/0408 03602 03325 BLANCENA 8464 - 19/11/2001
2001/0411 03602 03325 DULCENA 8467 - 19/11/2001
2001/0932 04071 00082 SUNMARIRIBU 10910 - 14/04/2003
2001/0933 04071 00082 SUNVIVARIPI 10911 - 14/04/2003
2001/1730 00633 00423 BALAZLAVI 10679 - 24/02/2003
2001/1732 00633 00423 BALAZPLUM 10681 - 24/02/2003
2001/1960 03226 SUMVERB 01 10682 - 24/02/2003
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Verbena L.
2001/1961 03226 SUMVERB 02 10683 - 24/02/2003
2001/1962 03226 SUMVERB 03 10684 - 24/02/2003
2001/1963 03226 SUMVERB 04 10685 - 24/02/2003
2001/1964 03226 SUMVERB 05 10686 - 24/02/2003
2001/1965 03226 SUMVERB 06 10687 - 24/02/2003
2001/1966 03226 SUMVERB 07 10688 - 24/02/2003
2001/1967 03226 SUMVERB 08 10689 - 24/02/2003
2001/1969 03226 SUMVERB 11 10690 - 24/02/2003
2001/2037 03602 03325 DUPLENA 10692 - 24/02/2003
2001/2114 03226 SUMVERB09 10693 - 24/02/2003
2002/0107 03602 03325 DARLENA 10145 - 23/09/2002
2002/0472 04071 00082 SUNVIVARED 12537 - 09/02/2004
2002/0473 04071 00082 SUNMARIROSE 12538 - 09/02/2004
2002/2164 00401 00065 RAP PINK TWO 15236 - 10/05/2005
2002/2204 00401 00065 LAN DEPUR 15237 - 10/05/2005
2003/0239 04071 00082 SUNTAPIPUREW 16130 - 17/08/2005
2003/0454 03602 03325 VERENA 15245 - 10/05/2005
2003/0455 03602 03325 ARBENA 15246 - 10/05/2005
2003/1296 00633 00423 BALAZPINK 15249 - 10/05/2005
2003/1298 00633 00423 BALAZSILMA 15251 - 10/05/2005
2003/1530 00401 00065 LAN BULEWHIT 16168 - 26/09/2005
2003/1531 00401 00065 LAN BULE 15260 - 10/05/2005
2003/1532 00401 00065 LAN DEPINK 15261 - 10/05/2005
2003/1636 00401 00065 LAN ROYPUREYE 15264 - 10/05/2005
2003/1637 00401 00065 LAN CHERED 15265 - 10/05/2005
2003/1639 00401 00065 LAN PEACHY 15267 - 10/05/2005
2003/1845 04920 00441 WESVERLAV 15270 - 10/05/2005
2003/2054 04071 00082 SUNMARICORAPI 17394 - 10/05/2006
2003/2055 04071 00082 SUNTAPEA 16133 - 17/08/2005
2003/2056 04071 00082 SUNMARIRILA 16134 - 17/08/2005
2003/2189 00633 00423 BALAZCHERD 15278 - 10/05/2005
2003/2332 04474 06704 COMIVPEC 15931 - 18/07/2005
2003/2333 04474 06704 COMIVERD 15932 - 18/07/2005
2003/2340 03661 03663 USBENA361 15279 - 10/04/2006
2003/2341 03661 03663 USBENAS26 15280 - 10/04/2006
2003/2342 03661 03663 USBENAS10 15281 - 10/04/2006
2003/2343 03661 03663 USBENAS4 15282 - 10/04/2006
2003/2344 03661 03663 USBENA5122 17004 - 10/04/2006
2003/2345 03661 03663 USBENAL5 17224 - 10/04/2006
2003/2346 03661 03663 USBENAL8 15283 - 10/04/2006
2003/2447 03602 03325 BIWARENA 15286 - 10/05/2005
2004/0628 03226 SUMVERB 12 15725 - 20/06/2005
2004/0801 04071 00082 SUNMARIVANI 17395 - 10/05/2006
2004/0802 04071 00082 SUNMARINEOPI 17396 - 10/05/2006
2004/0803 04071 00082 SUNMARISAKURA 17397 - 10/05/2006
2004/1068 03226 SUMVERB 13 17507 - 22/05/2006
2004/1374 01561 05148 KLEVE03321 17508 - 22/05/2006
2004/1375 01561 05148 KLEVE03327 17509 - 22/05/2006
2004/1604 00633 00423 BALAZREVE 17310 - 24/04/2006
2004/1605 00633 00423 BALAZWILRO 17311 - 24/04/2006
2004/1606 00633 00423 BALAZMAWITE 17312 - 24/04/2006
2004/1607 00633 00423 BALAZMAPURP 17313 - 24/04/2006
2004/1656 00401 00065 LAN REDTWO 18106 - 17/07/2006
2004/1804 00401 00065 RAP HOROSE 17515 - 22/05/2006
2004/1805 04920 00441 WESVERSCAR 18963 - 08/01/2007
2004/1935 03661 03663 USBENA5002 18661 - 20/11/2006
2004/1936 03661 03663 USBENA5117 18662 - 20/11/2006
2004/2311 03602 03325 CARPUVI 19821 - 16/04/2007
2004/2312 03602 03325 CARPIN 19822 - 16/04/2007
2004/2313 03602 03325 CARBURGUN 19823 - 16/04/2007
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Verbena L.
2004/2314 03602 03325 CARDARPUR 19824 - 16/04/2007
2004/2315 03602 03325 CARSCA 19825 - 16/04/2007
2004/2316 03602 03325 CARMAPUR 19826 - 16/04/2007
2004/2317 03602 03325 CARPISWI 19827 - 16/04/2007
2004/2318 03602 03325 CARWI 19828 - 16/04/2007
2004/2394 03602 03325 SWESTRENA 22314 - 05/05/2008
2004/2522 03602 03325 VISULVENA 19829 - 16/04/2007
2005/1241 01561 05148 KLEVE04342 22319 - 05/05/2008
2005/1242 03491 05148 KLEVE04341 20319 - 04/06/2007
2005/1243 01561 05148 KLEVE04340 22320 - 05/05/2008
2005/1246 03491 05148 KLEVE04334 20320 - 04/06/2007
2005/1283 04071 00082 SUNTAPILABU 19515 - 19/03/2007
2005/1284 04071 00082 SUNMARIRIWABA 19516 - 19/03/2007
2005/1338 01561 05148 KLEVE04343 20321 - 04/06/2007
2005/1365 05505 DUEFARVIO 20266 - 04/06/2007
2005/1366 05505 DUEFARBURG 20267 - 04/06/2007
2005/1369 05505 DUEFARWI 19820 - 16/04/2007
2005/1908 00401 01902 RAP VIOTWO 19489 - 19/03/2007
2005/1959 00633 00423 BALAZCORAL 19517 - 19/03/2007
2005/1960 00633 00423 BALAZDAPIMA 19518 - 19/03/2007
2005/1961 00633 00423 BALAZPEARL 19519 - 19/03/2007
2005/1962 00633 00423 BALAZVIO 19520 - 19/03/2007
2005/1973 04071 00082 SUNMARIBURARE 19521 - 19/03/2007
2005/1984 03226 SUMVERDI 02 20149 - 04/06/2007
2005/1985 03226 SUMVERDI 03 20150 - 04/06/2007
2005/1986 03226 SUMVERDI 04 20151 - 04/06/2007
2005/1992 03226 SUMVERDI 01 20277 - 04/06/2007
2005/2190 03602 03325 IPLILENA 20138 - 04/06/2007
2005/2195 03602 03325 REDANA 20139 - 04/06/2007
2005/2196 03602 03325 SCARLETTA 20140 - 04/06/2007
2005/2197 03602 03325 PECHENA 20141 - 04/06/2007
2005/2198 03602 03325 RASPENA 20142 - 04/06/2007
2005/2199 03602 03325 IPINENA 20143 - 04/06/2007
2005/2637 03661 03663 USBENA4702 22345 - 05/05/2008
2006/0450 04920 00441 WESVERCAVIO 23957 - 09/02/2009
2006/0505 04071 00082 SUNMARIPEACH 21902 - 25/02/2008
2006/0832 04071 00082 SUNTAPIWHID 21903 - 25/02/2008
2006/1094 03602 03325 SCARABEE 22365 - 05/05/2008
2006/1102 03491 05148 KLEVP05344 20685 - 06/08/2007
2006/1103 03491 05148 KLEVP05345 20686 - 06/08/2007
2006/1443 05505 DUEMPDARED 22374 - 05/05/2008
2006/1444 05505 DUEMPIMPUR 22375 - 05/05/2008
2006/1445 05505 DUEMPI 22376 - 05/05/2008
2006/1446 05505 DUEMPSTRAW 22377 - 05/05/2008
2006/2147 00633 00423 BALAZLIPI 21844 - 11/02/2008
2006/2360 03602 03325 POENA 22446 - 05/05/2008
2006/2393 03602 03325 LACENA 22448 - 05/05/2008
2006/2394 03602 03325 CARMALI 22449 - 05/05/2008
2006/2560 03226 SUMDOVERB 01 22963 - 23/06/2008
2006/2562 03226 SUMDOVERB 03 22964 - 23/06/2008
2006/2574 05667 NEBVER 655 22465 - 05/05/2008
2006/2575 05667 NEBVER 628 22466 - 05/05/2008
2006/2576 05667 NEBVER 623 22467 - 05/05/2008
2007/0464 04071 00082 SUNMARIRED 24455 - 06/04/2009
2007/0520 00401 01902 LAN REDA07 23104 - 07/07/2008
2007/0521 00401 01902 LAN UPMAG 23105 - 07/07/2008
2007/0524 00401 01902 RAP LILLA 23106 - 07/07/2008
2007/1377 04071 00082 SUNTAPIPA 24974 - 04/05/2009
2007/1383 03491 05148 KLEVP06349 22469 - 05/05/2008
2007/2035 00633 00423 BALAZDARE 24985 - 04/05/2009
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Verbena L.
2007/2284 05600 FLORBENA1 25145 - 18/05/2009
2007/2285 05600 FLORBENA2 25146 - 18/05/2009
2007/2306 03226 SUMDOVERB 02 26053 - 05/10/2009
2007/2466 03602 03325 IPWEI 24992 - 04/05/2009
2007/2545 03602 03325 SCY 25017 - 04/05/2009
2007/2582 00164 00423 DANDON47 25019 - 04/05/2009
2007/2583 00164 00423 DANVER51 25020 - 04/05/2009
Verbascum L.
2003/1082 00657 03638 CHERRY HELEN 15841 - 04/07/2005
2004/2003 02133 00441 PLUM SMOKEY 17454 - 22/05/2006
2004/2004 02133 00441 SUGAR PLUM 17455 - 22/05/2006
2004/2236 04255 02334 JACKIE IN YELLOW 18643 - 20/11/2006
2005/0088 04924 00423 VERRANS 18853 - 18/12/2006
2005/0089 04925 00423 VERWIL 18854 - 18/12/2006
2005/0124 04933 00423 VERPOLE 18855 - 18/12/2006
2005/1625 02133 00441 DARK EYES 19206 - 19/02/2007
2005/1627 02133 00441 SUNSET 19207 - 19/02/2007
2005/1628 02133 00441 HONEY DIJON 20462 - 16/07/2007
2005/1629 02133 00441 BLUSHING BRIDE 19208 - 19/02/2007
2005/2371 02133 00441 SUNSHINE SPIRES 19209 - 19/02/2007
2006/1146 02133 00441 ROYALTY 23078 - 07/07/2008
2006/1485 02133 00441 GOLD NUGGET 23081 - 07/07/2008
Verbascum epixanthinum Boiss. & Heldr. x V. phoeniceum L.
2007/1341 04925 MERLIN 25138 - 18/05/2009
Veronica L.
1997/0429 04301 ANNA 3566 - 05/10/1998
2000/1446 04566 02749 DARWINS BLUE 9216 - 15/04/2002
2000/1617 01675 BARNINETEEN 9220 - 15/04/2002
2002/1684 04011 03423 EVELINE 13380 - 17/05/2004
2004/2356 00986 BABY DOLL 20418 - 02/07/2007
2004/2357 00986 HIGH FIVE 20419 - 02/07/2007
2004/2358 00986 PINK PANTHER 22725 - 09/06/2008
2004/2359 00986 TWILIGHT 24246 - 09/03/2009
2005/1831 04301 ALLDIANA 23354 - 25/08/2008
2005/1852 00986 PURPLEICIOUS HAR-
MONY
25696 - 22/07/2009
2005/1854 00986 FAIRYTALE 20441 - 02/07/2007
2006/1807 04301 ALLILA 23356 - 25/08/2008
2007/0155 04301 ALLEVA 23624 - 27/10/2008
2007/0156 04301 ALLALEXIA 21729 - 28/01/2008
2007/1353 01675 BARFOURTYNINE 24260 - 09/03/2009
2007/1354 01675 BARFOURTYSEVEN 24261 - 09/03/2009
2007/1355 01675 BARFOURTYSIX 24262 - 09/03/2009
2007/1356 01675 BARFOURTYEIGHT 24263 - 09/03/2009
Veronica spicata L.
1997/1485 01948/01949 06086 GLORY 5056 - 25/10/1999
2007/0682 00986 TOTAL ECLIPSE 24256 - 09/03/2009
2007/1447 01511 01110 YABBLU 23943 - 09/02/2009
2007/1448 01511 01110 YABPIN 23944 - 09/02/2009
Veronica austriaca L. Œ V. spicata L.
2007/2272 04143 03638 BABY BLUE 24269 - 09/03/2009
Viburnum L.
1995/1713 00138 ANVI 2352 - 01/09/1997
2007/1068 03881 LE BOIS MARQUIS 26234 - 07/12/2009
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Vicia faba L .
1995/0012 02690 STRIKER 1555 - 16/12/1996
1995/0014 02690 TARGET 1556 - 16/12/1996
1996/0664 02690 CLIPPER 1886 - 03/04/1997
1996/1514 05170 ABBY 5558 - 06/12/1999
1998/1344 05170 TONY 7490 - 09/04/2001
2001/0915 05170 ACE 14558 - 07/02/2005
2002/1096 00183 COMPASS 10542 - 10/02/2003
2002/1756 04184 02907 NILE 11879 - 06/10/2003
2002/2011 04060 03508 MARCEL 11985 - 20/10/2003
2003/1159 02690 WIZARD 12945 - 05/04/2004
2004/1530 01678 ALBUS 19584 - 19/03/2007
2004/1665 04184 02907 BEN 15343 - 10/05/2005
2005/0046 05170 FINALE 20050 - 21/05/2007
2005/0284 02409 LADY 16322 - 10/10/2005
2005/0856 00183 FUEGO 16654 - 19/12/2005
2006/1861 03508 LOUXOR 19896 - 16/04/2007
2007/0457 04184 02907 IMPOSA 20826 - 24/08/2007
2007/0458 04184 02907 MEMPHIS 20956 - 24/09/2007
2007/0646 00183 TATTOO 21150 - 22/10/2007
2007/0955 02409 BETTY 21522 - 17/12/2007
2007/0956 02409 LAMBADA 21523 - 17/12/2007
2008/0301 04759 ISABELL 23388 - 25/08/2008
2008/0555 00183 TANGENTA 23591 - 13/10/2008
2008/1567 00183 HUSKY 24212 - 23/02/2009
2008/2804 02761 02907 PYRAMID 26008 - 05/10/2009
Vicia sativa L.
1996/0170 00927 TOPAZE 2114 - 17/06/1997
1996/0171 00927 JADE 2113 - 17/06/1997
1997/1415 00927 SPINELLE 3026 - 06/07/1998
1997/1416 00927 AMETHYSTE 3027 - 06/07/1998
1999/1321 00927 GRANIT 6776 - 02/10/2000
2001/1198 00927 PLATINE 9061 - 02/04/2002
2004/0793 00927 PEPITE 14387 - 06/12/2004
2004/2384 02866 VAGUADA 19586 - 19/03/2007
Vicia narbonensis L.
1999/1599 02821 00443 VELOX 11842 - 22/09/2003
1999/1600 02821 00443 GRANVELIERO 11843 - 22/09/2003
Viola L.
2006/2534 03602 03325 AB5676 22804 - 09/06/2008
2006/2535 03602 03325 AB5570 22805 - 09/06/2008
2006/2537 03602 03325 AB5264 22806 - 09/06/2008
2006/2538 03602 03325 AB5131 22807 - 09/06/2008
2006/2539 03602 03325 AB6087 22808 - 09/06/2008
2006/2540 03602 03325 AB5944 22809 - 09/06/2008
2007/0416 03602 03325 AB5107 25207 - 18/05/2009
2007/0417 03602 03325 AB5456 25208 - 18/05/2009
2007/0418 03602 03325 AB5452 25209 - 18/05/2009
2007/0467 04071 00082 SUNVIOLALEMO 25031 - 04/05/2009
2007/0468 04071 00082 SUNVIOLAHO 25032 - 04/05/2009
2007/0469 04071 00082 SUNVIOLAMARI 25033 - 04/05/2009
2007/0471 04071 00082 SUNVIOBU 25034 - 04/05/2009
Viola-Wittrockiana-Hybrids
2000/1540 03166 02482 GREEN GODDESS 9774 - 15/07/2002
Viola cornuta L.
2006/1120 04071 00082 SANVIOKI 22793 - 09/06/2008
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Vitis L.
1997/1145 00795 AFRODITE 19931 - 16/04/2007
1998/1172 02306 RUBINIA 10231 - 18/11/2002
1998/1175 02306 PAULA 10234 - 18/11/2002
1998/1747 02468 03796 RALLI SEEDLESS 19940 - 16/04/2007
1999/0631 02580 03796 GRAPAES 19647 - 19/03/2007
1999/0960 01306 03796 MYSTERY 19941 - 16/04/2007
1999/0961 01306 03796 PRIME 19942 - 16/04/2007
1999/1194 02732 RÁTHAY 13613 - 21/06/2004
1999/1195 02732 ROESLER 13614 - 21/06/2004
1999/1525 02801 02802 CUMDEO ROUGE 9011 - 18/03/2002
1999/1526 02801 02802 CUMDEO BLANC 9012 - 18/03/2002
1999/1527 02801 02802 JAKOB GERHARDT
BLANC
9013 - 18/03/2002
1999/1528 02801 02802 ALEGRILLO NEGRO 9014 - 18/03/2002
1999/1541 05485 01873 SUGRATHIRTEEN 21163 - 22/10/2007
2000/0264 02932 RUBINET 13615 - 21/06/2004
2000/1225 03102/03103/03104 04731 DORIA SEEDLESS 20977 - 08/10/2007
2002/0608 03834/02306 NEGRO AMARO CAN-
NELLINO
19237 - 19/02/2007
2002/1217 05485 01873 SUGRAEIGHTEEN 26298 - 21/12/2009
2003/0464 00258 00446 HOBREVT 19648 - 19/03/2007
2003/0680 06641 GRAPECOUS 26305 - 21/12/2009
2004/0162 00363 GEORG 23284 - 21/07/2008
2004/0163 00363 PHILIPP 23285 - 21/07/2008
2004/0164 00363 GERTRUDE 23286 - 21/07/2008
2004/0165 00363 CHRISTINE 23287 - 21/07/2008
2004/0166 00363 KATHARINA 23288 - 21/07/2008
2005/2048 00689 00827 ALVAL 25894 - 24/08/2009
2006/1053 05457 PINOTIN 19939 - 16/04/2007
2006/1054 05457 CABERNET BLANC 21990 - 10/03/2008
2006/1055 05457 CABERTIN 21991 - 10/03/2008
2007/1170 05884 WILDMUSKAT 21574 - 17/12/2007
Vitex agnus-castus L.
2006/1749 01595 06857 AGNUZELL 440 20356 - 18/06/2007
Vriesea Lindl.
1995/1216 00114 01903 ANNIE 5816 - 03/04/2000
1997/0623 01514 ERA 8639 - 21/01/2002
1999/1884 02880 01903 DEPLACAR 11600 - 22/08/2003
2001/1858 02341/02342 00741 SATURN 15605 - 06/06/2005
2001/1861 02341/02342 00741 DRACO 13565 - 21/06/2004
2001/1971 02341/02342 00741 PLUTO 12742 - 08/03/2004
2004/1160 04703 00025 ENJOY 18423 - 25/09/2006
2004/2484 02342 00741 OBERON 19162 - 19/02/2007
2005/0487 00286 ENERGY 19164 - 19/02/2007
2005/0488 00286 STYLE 19165 - 19/02/2007
2005/0489 00286 STREAM 19166 - 19/02/2007
2005/1011 04703 00025 LION 19676 - 02/04/2007
2005/1012 04703 00025 JUMPING BOFIRE 20227 - 04/06/2007
2005/2353 00741/00103 PAVO 21112 - 22/10/2007
2006/1965 00286 MAGIC 23462 - 29/09/2008
2006/2243 04703 00025 VRIEBLODOR 25406 - 08/06/2009
2006/2244 04703 00025 YELLOW RIVER 24410 - 23/03/2009
2007/0890 00741/00103 LATINA 24802 - 20/04/2009
Vriesea x Guzmania Hybrid
2005/1013 04703 00025 SNOWWHITE 21233 - 26/11/2007
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x Vuylstekeara hort.
2007/1773 05962 01903 ENZAN FANTASY
ROUGE MAGIC
26074 - 05/10/2009
Wahlenbergia procumbens (Thunb.) A.DC.
2006/0848 05429 00003 SPICI BELL 20337 - 18/06/2007
Weigela Thunb.
1996/0001 00844 00065 RUBY QUEEN 2908 - 04/05/1998
1996/1268 00844 00065 ALEXANDRA 3109 - 02/06/1998
1997/0989 00026/04354 BOKRASHINE 7415 - 09/04/2001
1997/0990 00026/04354 BOKRASPARK 6546 - 26/07/2000
2000/0821 01110/01589 01110 PLANGEN 12210 - 18/12/2003
2000/0900 01248 00324 BRIGELA 7297 - 19/02/2001
2001/1495 00844 00065 ELVERA 13563 - 19/06/2004
Weigela ﬂorida (Bunge) A. DC.
2003/0010 03090 VERWEIG 18311 - 25/09/2006
2004/0794 03090 VERWEIG2 20898 - 10/09/2007
2004/1717 03090 VERWEIG 3 20900 - 10/09/2007
Wisteria frutescens (L.) Poir.
2001/0129 04654/04653/04655 01589 AMETHYST FALLS 13434 - 21/06/2004
Xanthocyparis nootkatensis (D.Don) Farjon & D.K. Harder
2006/1201 05492 GLORIA POLONICA 19124 - 22/01/2007
Yucca L.
2007/0114 00582 LADDIE 21369 - 10/03/2008
Zamioculcas zamiifolia (Lodd. et al.) Engl.
2004/0736 04625 01802 ZAMICRO 18531 - 09/10/2006
Zantedeschia Spreng.
1995/0377 00147 SCHWARZWALDER 1908 - 09/04/1997
1995/2791 02089 00423 HOPE CROSS 6410 - 19/06/2000
1997/0871 01798 00147 RED SOX 5044 - 25/10/1999
1999/0364 03725 CAPTAIN TENDENS 5605 - 20/12/1999
1999/0597 02574 TINKERBELL 6839 - 06/11/2000
2000/0178 00147 PURPLE HAZE 6726 - 02/10/2000
2000/1503 02574 STAR BURST 10879 - 14/04/2003
2001/1879 03725 CAPTAIN VOLANTE 9740 - 15/07/2002
2001/1994 03725 CAPTAIN ROMANCE 10131 - 23/09/2002
2001/2080 03725 CAPTAIN ESKIMO 10132 - 23/09/2002
2002/0018 03711 00423 NEON AMOUR 10133 - 23/09/2002
2002/0019 03711 00423 MINT JULIP 10134 - 23/09/2002
2002/0020 03711 00423 LEMON DROP 10135 - 23/09/2002
2002/0022 03711 00423 BLAZE 10137 - 23/09/2002
2002/0024 03711 00423 SOLAR FLARE 10138 - 23/09/2002
2002/0026 03711 00423 GOLDEN CHALICE 11244 - 19/05/2003
2002/0052 03773 00423 GOLDILOCKS 10794 - 24/03/2003
2002/0104 03725 CAPTAIN ROSETTE 12746 - 08/03/2004
2002/1427 00147 00423 BRILLIANT 14314 - 22/11/2004
2002/1440 00147 PICASSO 14042 - 27/09/2004
2002/1752 04029/04032 00147 ELEGANT SWAN 12543 - 05/04/2004
2002/1753 01798 00147 HAWAII 12544 - 05/04/2004
2002/1900 04561 00423 HOT CHOCOLATE 15128 - 18/04/2005
2002/1902 04561 00423 HOT SALMON 12800 - 08/03/2004
2002/2039 00147 JEWEL OF NIGHT 12545 - 09/02/2004
2003/0030 03711 00423 TWILIGHT 12999 - 05/04/2004
2003/0031 03711 00423 REGAL 13000 - 05/04/2004
2003/0457 00147 ELEGANZA 15140 - 18/04/2005
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Zantedeschia Spreng.
2003/0658 03725 CAPTAIN CORONA 15147 - 18/04/2005
2003/0892 04229/04230 ELEGANCE 16139 - 12/09/2005
2003/1057 06377 PRETTY WOMAN 14792 - 07/03/2005
2003/1058 06377 SELINA 14793 - 07/03/2005
2003/1059 06377 BLACK CRUSADER 14794 - 07/03/2005
2003/1060 06377 BOLERO 14795 - 07/03/2005
2003/1417 03671 00423 OBSIDIAN 16028 - 17/08/2005
2003/1418 03671 00423 LA SERENA 17939 - 03/07/2006
2003/1422 03671 00423 PORTOFINO 16031 - 17/08/2005
2003/1438 01798 00147 PASSIONFRUIT 15201 - 18/04/2005
2003/1441 01798 00147 TAHITI 17940 - 03/07/2006
2003/2197 03773 00423 GOLD FINGER 15204 - 18/04/2005
2003/2214 03711 00423 CANDLE GLOW 15205 - 18/04/2005
2003/2215 03711 00423 CRYSTAL CLEAR 15206 - 18/04/2005
2003/2216 03711 00423 ALPINE 15207 - 18/04/2005
2003/2237 03711 00423 INTIMATE IVORY 13882 - 16/08/2004
2003/2239 03711 00423 GOLD RUSH 13884 - 16/08/2004
2004/0009 03725 CAPTAIN RIVERA 19128 - 19/02/2007
2004/0100 04561 00423 BLACK JACK 19417 - 19/03/2007
2004/0191 06377 AMAZONE 17948 - 03/07/2006
2004/0192 06377 GABRIELLE 17949 - 03/07/2006
2004/0193 06377 INDIAN SUMMER 17950 - 03/07/2006
2004/0195 06377 ROSARIO 17951 - 03/07/2006
2004/0272 04230/04229 AVALANCHE 19772 - 16/04/2007
2004/0985 03725 CAPTAIN RENO 17956 - 03/07/2006
2004/0986 03725 CAPTAIN CUPIDO 17957 - 03/07/2006
2004/1622 04229/04230 NUANCE 19774 - 16/04/2007
2004/1892 04229/04230 ALL STARS 17958 - 03/07/2006
2004/2020 04230/04229 TOTALL TOUCH 17960 - 03/07/2006
2004/2060 00147 VERMEER 17961 - 03/07/2006
2004/2061 00147 BIG MAMA 17962 - 03/07/2006
2004/2062 00147 ODESSA 17963 - 03/07/2006
2004/2192 00147 ASCARI 15839 - 04/07/2005
2004/2194 04561 00423 PICANTE 19448 - 19/03/2007
2004/2225 03711 00423 DIVA MARIA 20901 - 10/09/2007
2004/2322 06377 MARLIES 17966 - 03/07/2006
2004/2395 06377 ECLIPS 19775 - 16/04/2007
2004/2489 03725 CAPTAIN SAFARI 19776 - 16/04/2007
2005/0256 03711 00423 CORAL PASSION 22939 - 23/06/2008
2005/0259 03711 00423 GOLD CROWN 19451 - 19/03/2007
2005/0337 00147 CONCA D OR 19780 - 16/04/2007
2005/0503 03671 00423 ARICA 19452 - 19/03/2007
2005/0504 03671 00423 SANTA FE 19453 - 19/03/2007
2005/1003 01798 00147 CLASSIC HARMONY 19781 - 16/04/2007
2005/1091 00147 SERRADA 19782 - 16/04/2007
2005/1262 06377 SUNLIFE 19783 - 16/04/2007
2005/1377 03725 CAPTAIN PALERMO 19786 - 16/04/2007
2005/1844 01798 00147 ROMEO 19798 - 16/04/2007
2005/2111 04229/04230 GRACE 20971 - 08/10/2007
2005/2247 00147 ALLURE 19799 - 21/05/2007
2005/2335 03711 00423 FIRE DANCER 19455 - 19/03/2007
2005/2379 05272/05273 GOLDCUP 20022 - 21/05/2007
2005/2388 06377 SEVILLIA 19806 - 16/04/2007
2005/2506 03671 00423 MONTEVERDI 19457 - 19/03/2007
2005/2509 03671 00423 ROSSINI 19458 - 19/03/2007
2005/2510 03671 00423 BELCANTO 19459 - 19/03/2007
2005/2589 01798 00147 MERCEDES 22342 - 05/05/2008
2005/2590 00147 CON AMORE 22343 - 05/05/2008
2005/2592 00147 PISA 22344 - 05/05/2008
2005/2668 00147 AUCKLAND 22364 - 05/05/2008
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1 2 3 4 5
Zantedeschia Spreng.
2006/1688 04561 00423 HOT PINK BLZ 24452 - 06/04/2009
2006/1855 06377 RUTH 22387 - 05/05/2008
2006/1856 06377 LIBERTY 22388 - 05/05/2008
2006/2447 03671 00423 MENUET 25121 - 18/05/2009
2006/2448 03671 00423 ESM PUC 23442 - 29/09/2008
2006/2573 04561 00423 HOT BLOODED BLZ 24453 - 06/04/2009
2006/2633 03725 CAPTAIN PRADO 25122 - 18/05/2009
2006/2634 03725 CAPTAIN CHELSEA 25123 - 18/05/2009
2006/2635 03725 CAPTAIN AMIGO 25124 - 18/05/2009
2007/0178 04561 00423 HOT CHERRY BLZ 24454 - 06/04/2009
2007/0222 00147 RED PULSE 25127 - 18/05/2009
2007/0223 00147 DORDOGNE 25128 - 18/05/2009
2007/0224 00147 SWEET HEART 25129 - 18/05/2009
2007/0225 00147 TRESOR 25130 - 18/05/2009
2007/1263 06377 WOODY WOOD-
PECKER
25537 - 22/06/2009
2007/1902 04229/04230 BLONDY 25143 - 18/05/2009
2007/2360 03725 CAPTAIN PROMISE 25855 - 24/08/2009
2007/2361 03725 CAPTAIN SONORA 25856 - 24/08/2009
2007/2362 03725 CAPTAIN ELINE 25857 - 24/08/2009
2007/2363 03725 CAPTAIN MURANO 25858 - 24/08/2009
2007/2364 03725 CAPTAIN MAORI 26255 - 21/12/2009
2007/2394 04561 00423 MERLOT BLZ 24511 - 06/04/2009
2007/2543 03711 00423 GSCCRAPA 25560 - 22/06/2009
2007/2544 03711 00423 GSCCRUTE 25561 - 22/06/2009
2007/2636 00147 JETFIRE 25148 - 18/05/2009
2007/2638 00147 RED ALERT 25149 - 18/05/2009
2007/2639 00147 ROMA 25150 - 18/05/2009
2007/2640 00147 SAMUR 25562 - 22/06/2009
2007/2641 00147 NAVONA 25151 - 18/05/2009
2007/2642 00147 GIRONDE 25152 - 18/05/2009
2007/2643 00147 EL SANTO 25153 - 18/05/2009
2007/2644 00147 RUBATO 25154 - 18/05/2009
2007/2645 01798 00147 ARTIC ANGEL 25155 - 18/05/2009
Zea mays L.
1995/0387 04184 01006 L 239 822 - 15/10/1996
1995/0488 00086 03790 FCS1889 1407 - 15/11/1996
1995/0821 00499 05886 PL 4667 2316 - 25/08/1997
1995/0891 03459 04588 OQ 414 2001 - 20/05/1997
1995/0932 00260 19B082 3848 - 16/11/1998
1995/0933 00260 19B169 2002 - 20/05/1997
1995/0943 00260 29A034 3473 - 03/11/1998
1995/0954 04184 01006 87N164 1403 - 15/11/1996
1995/1179 00044 00575 KW 5430 631 - 02/08/1996
1995/1181 00044 00575 KW 1333 632 - 02/08/1996
1995/1374 03304 62 07 2011 - 20/05/1997
1995/1375 03304 07 19 2010 - 20/05/1997
1995/1474 03570 948 3403 - 03/08/1998
1995/1754 00260 29H025 2321 - 25/08/1997
1995/1869 03323 7054 2007 - 20/05/1997
1995/1933 03459 04588 12053 2005 - 20/05/1997
1996/0132 00180 00804 CLARICA 2335 - 25/08/1997
1996/0135 00180 00804 ELEONORA 2338 - 25/08/1997
1996/0143 00180 00804 PHAA0 2346 - 25/08/1997
1996/0144 00180 00804 PHEG9 1880 - 04/04/1997
1996/0145 00180 00804 PHHB9 2347 - 25/08/1997
1996/0149 00180 00804 PHTD5 5967 - 28/02/2000
1996/0542 03304 SK163 2415 - 01/09/1997
1996/0555 04184 01006 L 314 2417 - 02/03/1998
1996/0579 03304 DK256 2423 - 25/08/1997
29215|02|2010
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Zea mays L.
1996/0580 03304 DK295 2424 - 25/08/1997
1996/0596 03304 SK158 2430 - 25/08/1997
1996/0597 03304 SK159 2431 - 25/08/1997
1996/0636 03304 0783 2447 - 25/08/1997
1996/0817 03602 03570 1603 10221 - 04/11/2002
1996/1369 03602 03570 CGS 1F513 3843 - 16/11/1998
1996/1381 00180 00804 PHMJ2 5925 - 14/02/2000
1996/1382 00180 02494 PHKV1 5926 - 14/02/2000
1996/1389 00180 00804 PHBR2 5927 - 14/02/2000
1996/1398 00180 00804 LOLITA 6173 - 19/06/2000
1996/1408 00180 00804 TRIANA 5930 - 14/02/2000
1996/1472 03323 7051 5114 - 06/12/1999
1997/0226 02263 K 1653 3060 - 03/08/1998
1997/0244 00158 LDR08B 5991 - 17/04/2000
1997/0275 03323 AWD11562 2809 - 06/04/1998
1997/0281 03323 AWC1810 2456 - 02/03/1998
1997/0291 00044 00575 VERO 6573 - 26/07/2000
1997/0299 00044 00575 KW 5231 3694 - 16/11/1998
1997/0300 00044 00575 KW 5435 3065 - 03/08/1998
1997/0301 00044 00575 KW 8112 4048 - 15/02/1999
1997/0308 00044 00575 KW 1422 4050 - 15/02/1999
1997/0398 04184 01006 LIMGCN 54 B 3846 - 16/11/1998
1997/0399 04184 01006 LIMGCI 51 B 3847 - 16/11/1998
1997/0449 00044 00575 KW 1470 3690 - 16/11/1998
1997/0450 00044 00575 KW 1472 3689 - 16/11/1998
1997/0452 00044 00575 KW 1514 3688 - 16/11/1998
1997/0454 00044 00575 KW 1517 3686 - 16/11/1998
1997/0455 00044 00575 KW 1522 4052 - 15/02/1999
1997/0457 00044 00575 KW 5518 3684 - 16/11/1998
1997/0458 00044 00575 KW 5559 5125 - 06/12/1999
1997/0663 03304 DK 282 3829 - 16/11/1998
1997/1240 00180 00804 PH0GP 3812 - 16/11/1998
1997/1244 00180 00804 PHND1 6174 - 19/06/2000
1997/1249 00180 00804 PREGIA 6175 - 19/06/2000
1997/1253 00180 02494 BENICIA 3818 - 16/11/1998
1997/1255 00180 02494 ELITA 4084 - 15/03/1999
1997/1262 00180 00804 PHP38*PHT11 3855 - 16/11/1998
1997/1267 00180 00804 PH24D 3824 - 16/11/1998
1997/1268 00180 00804 PH38B 6177 - 19/06/2000
1997/1274 00180 00804 KELADA 6179 - 19/06/2000
1997/1277 00180 00804 MONALISA 6181 - 19/06/2000
1997/1278 00180 00804 CORALBA 3811 - 16/11/1998
1997/1279 00180 02494 COSTELLA 3810 - 16/11/1998
1997/1408 03459 06739 DN94512 6191 - 19/06/2000
1997/1409 03459 06739 DN94511 6192 - 19/06/2000
1998/0206 00086 03790 RS7086 3834 - 16/11/1998
1998/0208 00086 03790 RPT014 3836 - 16/11/1998
1998/0212 02006 03790 PL1702 5113 - 06/12/1999
1998/0213 00499 05886 PL4696 5112 - 06/12/1999
1998/0214 02006 03790 PL1746 5111 - 06/12/1999
1998/0215 00499 05886 PL4931 3832 - 16/11/1998
1998/0220 00086 03790 RPK 7250 3838 - 16/11/1998
1998/0221 03323 AWD20946 5115 - 06/12/1999
1998/0222 03323 AWC48714 5116 - 06/12/1999
1998/0286 03323 LH293 6188 - 19/06/2000
1998/0287 03323 LH286 6189 - 19/06/2000
1998/0288 03323 LH237 6190 - 19/06/2000
1998/0420 04184 01006 LIMML3 6456 - 30/08/2000
1998/0427 04184 01006 L 283 5183 - 20/12/1999
1998/0433 04184 01006 L 333 4097 - 15/03/1999
2932009
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1998/0436 04184 01006 LIMTDC 1 5178 - 20/12/1999
1998/0437 04184 01006 LIMTLJ 202 5177 - 20/12/1999
1998/0440 04184 01006 LIMWPN2 8056 - 06/08/2001
1998/0441 04184 01006 LIMWPN3 8058 - 06/08/2001
1998/0442 04184 01006 LIMPOV 27 5176 - 20/12/1999
1998/0443 04184 01006 LIMICY 93 4401 - 15/03/1999
1998/0445 04184 01006 L 277 4402 - 15/03/1999
1998/0449 04184 01006 L 258 4405 - 15/03/1999
1998/0474 00180 02494 JUSTINA 5189 - 20/12/1999
1998/0479 00044 00575 KW 5226 4074 - 15/03/1999
1998/0480 00044 00575 KW 5225 4075 - 15/03/1999
1998/0481 00044 00575 KW 1468 4053 - 15/02/1999
1998/0483 00044 00575 KW 1461 4055 - 15/02/1999
1998/0484 00044 00575 KW 1454 4056 - 15/02/1999
1998/0494 00044 00575 KW9430 8068 - 06/08/2001
1998/0495 00044 00575 KW 7446 4440 - 03/05/1999
1998/0497 00044 00575 KW 5558 4059 - 15/02/1999
1998/0702 00086 03790 RS7085 4087 - 15/03/1999
1998/0846 04757 SV 15 4060 - 15/02/1999
1998/0860 03570 AL566 8062 - 06/08/2001
1998/0863 03570 MAXI594 6158 - 05/06/2000
1998/1795 00180 00804 NUBIA 4454 - 21/06/1999
1998/1800 00180 00804 PH24M 8029 - 06/08/2001
1998/1801 00180 00804 PH24E 5148 - 06/12/1999
1998/1803 00180 00804 PH1K2 5147 - 06/12/1999
1998/1807 00180 00804 PH9E4 8026 - 06/08/2001
1998/1811 00180 00804 PHDP0 5135 - 06/12/1999
1998/1814 00180 00804 PH07D 6150 - 05/06/2000
1998/1815 00180 00804 PH09B 6149 - 05/06/2000
1998/1816 00180 00804 PH4F0 8031 - 06/08/2001
1998/1819 00180 02494 APRILIA 5143 - 06/12/1999
1998/1825 00180 00804 PH79A 8035 - 06/08/2001
1998/1826 00180 02494 PH0G4 5131 - 06/12/1999
1998/1827 00180 00804 PH20A 4455 - 21/06/1999
1998/1830 00180 00804 PH67A 4456 - 21/06/1999
1998/1834 00180 00804 GERMANA 8033 - 06/08/2001
1998/1836 00180 00804 EUGENIA 8038 - 06/08/2001
1998/1839 00180 00804 DANELLA 8271 - 17/12/2001
1999/0017 04184 01006 CFO1 9052 - 02/04/2002
1999/0108 00086 03790 RPK7346 10333 - 16/12/2002
1999/0123 04184 01006 AB3 7583 - 25/06/2001
1999/0124 04184 01006 GCS1 9051 - 02/04/2002
1999/0125 04184 01006 FBS1 6909 - 06/11/2000
1999/0127 04184 01006 DW03 10460 - 20/01/2003
1999/0176 03323 LH2029 7582 - 25/06/2001
1999/0293 03323 AWC44613 6168 - 05/06/2000
1999/0296 03304 SK167 5124 - 06/12/1999
1999/0310 03323 LH200 8047 - 19/11/2001
1999/0311 03323 LH235 8049 - 19/11/2001
1999/0312 03323 LH262 8048 - 19/11/2001
1999/0378 04184 01006 LIMFFB7 6166 - 05/06/2000
1999/0397 04184 01006 LIMMCI29 7571 - 25/06/2001
1999/0398 04184 01006 LIMMCI28 7556 - 25/06/2001
1999/0405 04184 01006 LIMNVB21 6939 - 05/02/2001
1999/0411 04184 01006 LIMRAA 1 8896 - 18/02/2002
1999/0412 04184 01006 LIMML5 7531 - 21/05/2001
1999/0416 04184 01006 LIMTMJ16 7561 - 25/06/2001
1999/0420 04184 01006 LIMWPP14 7547 - 25/06/2001
1999/0421 04184 01006 LIMWPP13 7548 - 25/06/2001
1999/0422 04184 01006 LIMWPN4 7549 - 25/06/2001
29415|02|2010
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1999/0485 02006 03790 PL5054 6155 - 05/06/2000
1999/0558 00260 23C065 6163 - 05/06/2000
1999/0559 00260 20Q023 6162 - 05/06/2000
1999/0561 00260 44I103 6161 - 05/06/2000
1999/0562 00260 14B 001 5971 - 28/02/2000
1999/0565 00260 41E 562 5156 - 20/12/1999
1999/0644 03304 0988 5120 - 06/12/1999
1999/0645 03304 0999 5119 - 06/12/1999
1999/0646 03304 1009 5118 - 06/12/1999
1999/0648 03304 1040 5172 - 20/12/1999
1999/0650 03304 SK172 5918 - 17/01/2000
1999/0652 03304 SK180 10043 - 23/09/2002
1999/0656 03304 BIRKO 5944 - 14/02/2000
1999/0658 03304 BUXXIL 6153 - 05/06/2000
1999/0930 00044 00575 KW7448 9648 - 01/07/2002
1999/0932 00044 00575 KW6502 5126 - 06/12/1999
1999/0934 00044 00575 KW5152 5916 - 17/01/2000
1999/1132 00086 03790 RPK7229 6152 - 05/06/2000
1999/1133 00086 03790 RPK7282 6151 - 05/06/2000
1999/1484 00180 02494 ANASTA 6995 - 19/03/2001
1999/1487 00180 02494 CENTENA 6498 - 06/11/2000
1999/1488 00180 00804 ELGINA 10436 - 20/01/2003
1999/1490 00180 00804 PH14T 9624 - 01/07/2002
1999/1491 00180 00804 PH1GD 6499 - 06/11/2000
1999/1493 00180 00804 PH1M7 7577 - 25/06/2001
1999/1494 00180 00804 PH2HG 10515 - 10/02/2003
1999/1495 00180 00804 PH36E 9079 - 02/04/2002
1999/1499 00180 00804 LAMBADA 9088 - 02/04/2002
1999/1500 00180 00804 PAPEA 6147 - 05/06/2000
1999/1502 00180 00804 PR32P75 9629 - 01/07/2002
1999/1507 00180 00804 RESEDA 6902 - 06/11/2000
1999/1508 00180 00804 VALUTA 9626 - 01/07/2002
1999/1509 00180 00804 PH0AV 6903 - 06/11/2000
1999/1510 00180 02494 PH0G9 6904 - 06/11/2000
2000/0050 04908 S41324A2 9694 - 15/07/2002
2000/0116 04184 01006 EFB1 6516 - 26/07/2000
2000/0138 03323 LH181WX 6769 - 02/10/2000
2000/0139 03323 LH213 6770 - 02/10/2000
2000/0140 03323 LH228 6771 - 02/10/2000
2000/0141 03323 LH261 9670 - 15/07/2002
2000/0142 03323 LH264 9669 - 15/07/2002
2000/0143 03323 LH273 9466 - 21/05/2002
2000/0144 03323 LH284 9668 - 15/07/2002
2000/0145 03323 LH287 9667 - 15/07/2002
2000/0146 03323 LH2042 9465 - 21/05/2002
2000/0148 03323 LH2044 9464 - 21/05/2002
2000/0372 04184 01006 LIMIFX31 9446 - 21/05/2002
2000/0375 04184 01006 LIMFRC4 9105 - 02/04/2002
2000/0378 04184 01006 LIMFFB3 9103 - 02/04/2002
2000/0380 04184 01006 LIMIVY11B 9444 - 21/05/2002
2000/0381 04184 01006 LIMIVX77 9096 - 02/04/2002
2000/0382 04184 01006 LIMIVX26 9443 - 21/05/2002
2000/0383 04184 01006 LIMIVX25 7553 - 25/06/2001
2000/0390 04184 01006 LIMWOO6 8010 - 02/07/2001
2000/0392 04184 01006 LIMTIA33 9441 - 21/05/2002
2000/0398 04184 01006 LIMNFR35B 9440 - 21/05/2002
2000/0399 04184 01006 LIMNFR35 9439 - 21/05/2002
2000/0404 04184 01006 L212 9633 - 01/07/2002
2000/0499 04184 01006 LIMUKM1 11356 - 09/06/2003
2000/0529 00086 03790 RPK7261 11357 - 09/06/2003
2952009
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2000/0530 00086 03790 RPK7254 6905 - 06/11/2000
2000/0531 00086 03790 RPK7288 9087 - 02/04/2002
2000/0601 03304 BAXXAO 7502 - 19/03/2001
2000/0603 03304 FUXXOL 6942 - 05/02/2001
2000/0605 03304 NEXXOS 6944 - 05/02/2001
2000/0609 00260 14AO21 9646 - 01/07/2002
2000/0612 00260 14P395 9131 - 02/04/2002
2000/0614 00260 24L673 8018 - 02/07/2001
2000/0617 00260 25V556 9129 - 02/04/2002
2000/0618 00260 25Y503 9134 - 02/04/2002
2000/0620 00260 48A014 9132 - 02/04/2002
2000/1134 00044 00575 KW1490 6981 - 19/03/2001
2000/1135 00044 00575 KW1511 8015 - 02/07/2001
2000/1136 00044 00575 KW1558 6982 - 19/03/2001
2000/1137 00044 00575 KW5133 6983 - 19/03/2001
2000/1138 00044 00575 KW5164 6984 - 19/03/2001
2000/1139 00044 00575 KW5174 6985 - 19/03/2001
2000/1140 00044 00575 KW5180 6986 - 19/03/2001
2000/1143 00044 00575 KW5573 6988 - 19/03/2001
2000/1145 00044 00575 KW5614 6989 - 19/03/2001
2000/1146 00044 00575 KW5615 8012 - 02/07/2001
2000/1149 00044 00575 KW6509 9158 - 02/04/2002
2000/1150 00044 00575 KW7517 11358 - 09/06/2003
2000/1152 00044 00575 KW7T101 11360 - 09/06/2003
2000/1155 00044 00575 KW5G173 6991 - 19/03/2001
2000/1156 00044 00575 KW6F513 9156 - 02/04/2002
2000/1161 00044 00575 KW4M009 11364 - 09/06/2003
2000/1162 00044 00575 KW4M011 11365 - 09/06/2003
2000/1312 00180 00804 PH2N0 9086 - 02/04/2002
2000/1313 00180 00804 PHBE2 8002 - 02/07/2001
2000/1314 00180 00804 PH1H0 11374 - 09/06/2003
2000/1315 00180 00804 PH3CE 7573 - 25/06/2001
2000/1316 00180 00804 PH2MW 8272 - 17/12/2001
2000/1317 00180 00804 SUARTA 8001 - 02/07/2001
2000/1318 00180 00804 DRACILA 11375 - 09/06/2003
2000/1319 00180 00804 RIBERA 8000 - 02/07/2001
2000/1320 00180 02494 SANDRINA 8044 - 06/08/2001
2000/1322 00180 00804 PR35P12 7599 - 02/07/2001
2000/1323 00180 00804 PR34F02 11377 - 23/06/2003
2000/1324 00180 00804 PR33J24 12806 - 08/03/2004
2000/1325 00180 00804 PR32A68 11378 - 23/06/2003
2000/1326 00180 00804 PR38K29 9085 - 02/04/2002
2000/1329 00180 00804 PR34B23 7596 - 02/07/2001
2000/1330 00180 00804 PR33P66 11379 - 23/06/2003
2000/1331 00180 00804 PR33J56 12807 - 08/03/2004
2000/1332 00180 02494 PR39G12 8046 - 06/08/2001
2000/1334 00180 00804 PH3PC 7594 - 02/07/2001
2000/1335 00180 02494 PH5FW 7593 - 02/07/2001
2000/1336 00180 02494 PH5MT 7592 - 02/07/2001
2000/1338 00180 00804 PH2VJ 13551 - 21/06/2004
2000/1339 00180 00804 PH21T 11380 - 23/06/2003
2000/1345 00180 00804 PH1W2 8043 - 06/08/2001
2000/1346 00180 00804 PH1MR 8045 - 06/08/2001
2000/1347 00180 00804 PH1B8 7574 - 25/06/2001
2000/1348 00180 00804 PH05F 7575 - 25/06/2001
2000/1349 00180 00804 PH2H5 7576 - 25/06/2001
2000/1414 03138 03139 19QAD1 11381 - 23/06/2003
2000/1416 03138 03139 63CGC1 11433 - 23/06/2003
2000/1420 01079 03139 34F507 11383 - 23/06/2003
2000/1422 01079 03139 34M707 11844 - 22/09/2003
29615|02|2010
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2000/1423 01079 03139 34M501 11435 - 23/06/2003
2000/1424 01079 03139 34F513 11384 - 23/06/2003
2000/1426 01079 03139 34F510 11385 - 23/06/2003
2000/1427 01079 03139 3AZA1 16419 - 14/11/2005
2000/1428 01079 03139 01INL1 8064 - 06/08/2001
2000/1429 01079 03139 01IBH2 12436 - 19/01/2004
2000/1430 01079 03139 WDHQ2 11386 - 23/06/2003
2000/1431 01079 03139 WQCD10 9109 - 02/04/2002
2000/1432 01079 03139 WQDS2 8063 - 06/08/2001
2000/1434 01079 03139 87DIA4 8065 - 06/08/2001
2000/1436 01079 03139 91INH2 8066 - 06/08/2001
2000/1686 00362/01079 03185 SK184 10217 - 04/11/2002
2000/1688 00362/01079 03185 SK192 10249 - 02/12/2002
2000/1783 00044 00575 BERING 11387 - 23/06/2003
2000/1787 00044 00575 KW1F193 9451 - 21/05/2002
2000/1788 00044 00575 KW5F205 11390 - 23/06/2003
2000/1789 00044 00575 KW5F248 11391 - 23/06/2003
2001/0226 01396 01397 DSP1771D 8284 - 17/12/2001
2001/0259 03323 LH181M810 11788 - 08/09/2003
2001/0260 03323 LH185WX 11520 - 28/07/2003
2001/0261 03323 LH2045 11394 - 23/06/2003
2001/0262 03323 LH245 11347 - 09/06/2003
2001/0263 03323 LH244 11395 - 23/06/2003
2001/0402 00044 00575 KW7F518 9450 - 21/05/2002
2001/0403 00044 00575 KW1F184 13262 - 17/05/2004
2001/0405 00044 00575 KW5F152 13263 - 17/05/2004
2001/0406 00044 00575 KW6F526 9448 - 21/05/2002
2001/0470 04184 01006 LIMIQW2 11521 - 28/07/2003
2001/0480 04184 01006 LIMNVS22 11403 - 23/06/2003
2001/0492 04184 01006 LIMEVD26A 10806 - 24/03/2003
2001/0496 04184 01006 LIMFVE32 11528 - 28/07/2003
2001/0507 03459 04588 4RA411 11410 - 23/06/2003
2001/0509 03459 04588 7SH381 11412 - 23/06/2003
2001/0511 03459 04588 7SH383 11413 - 23/06/2003
2001/0516 04184 01006 UP98D212 11415 - 23/06/2003
2001/0560 00362/01079 03185 SK155 9655 - 01/07/2002
2001/0563 00362/01079 03185 SK196 11530 - 28/07/2003
2001/0582 03323 19BZB1 8287 - 17/12/2001
2001/0583 03323 4SF40442 8288 - 17/12/2001
2001/0673 04197 CPE403 11418 - 23/06/2003
2001/0674 04197 CPJ015 9644 - 01/07/2002
2001/0678 04197 RPK7280 11419 - 23/06/2003
2001/0679 04197 RPK7320 9643 - 01/07/2002
2001/0680 04197 RPK7292 11420 - 23/06/2003
2001/0681 04197 RPK7239 10054 - 23/09/2002
2001/0682 04197 ASTURIAL 11421 - 23/06/2003
2001/0768 03304 LEXXIC 11422 - 23/06/2003
2001/0769 03304 MEXXAL 11423 - 23/06/2003
2001/0842 00362/01079 03185 SK 200 9654 - 01/07/2002
2001/0843 00362/01079 03185 SK 201 8294 - 17/12/2001
2001/0845 01079/00362 03185 SK 207 8293 - 17/12/2001
2001/1226 00044 00575 KW1115 11874 - 06/10/2003
2001/1227 00044 00575 KW5167 11875 - 06/10/2003
2001/1231 00044 00575 KW6530 11532 - 28/07/2003
2001/1236 00044 00575 KW4M022 13267 - 17/05/2004
2001/1238 00044 00575 KW4M028 13269 - 17/05/2004
2001/1239 00044 00575 KW4M029 13270 - 17/05/2004
2001/1240 00044 00575 KW4773 13271 - 17/05/2004
2001/1242 00044 00575 KW5553 11535 - 28/07/2003
2001/1271 00260 13D514 9436 - 21/05/2002
2972009
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2001/1376 00180 00804 PH0KT 13274 - 17/05/2004
2001/1377 00180 00804 PR39V62 9077 - 02/04/2002
2001/1379 00180 02494 PR39R10 9435 - 21/05/2002
2001/1380 00180 02494 PR39P49 9076 - 02/04/2002
2001/1381 00180 00804 PR39D81 11431 - 23/06/2003
2001/1382 00180 00804 PR39B29 9075 - 02/04/2002
2001/1384 00180 00804 PR38A24 9073 - 02/04/2002
2001/1386 00180 00804 PR36B08 9072 - 02/04/2002
2001/1387 00180 00804 PR31G98 13275 - 17/05/2004
2001/1388 00180 00804 PR31R88 13276 - 17/05/2004
2001/1389 00180 00804 PR32F10 13277 - 17/05/2004
2001/1391 00180 00804 PR32R42 13279 - 17/05/2004
2001/1393 00180 00804 PR32Y52 13281 - 17/05/2004
2001/1394 00180 00804 PR34A92 10813 - 24/03/2003
2001/1395 00180 00804 PR34G13 9071 - 02/04/2002
2001/1398 00180 00804 PHFR8 14071 - 27/09/2004
2001/1401 00180 00804 PH7AB 9433 - 21/05/2002
2001/1402 00180 02494 PH5FT 9432 - 21/05/2002
2001/1403 00180 02494 PH5F2 11326 - 09/06/2003
2001/1404 00180 00804 PH5DP 13282 - 17/05/2004
2001/1405 00180 00804 PH59P 9083 - 02/04/2002
2001/1407 00180 00804 PH58C 11427 - 23/06/2003
2001/1408 00180 00804 PH51H 9070 - 02/04/2002
2001/1409 00180 00804 PH48V 13283 - 17/05/2004
2001/1411 00180 00804 PH0WD 13285 - 17/05/2004
2001/1412 00180 00804 PH185 10817 - 24/03/2003
2001/1413 00180 00804 PH1BC 13286 - 17/05/2004
2001/1414 00180 00804 PH1M8 10815 - 24/03/2003
2001/1415 00180 00804 PH1WO 9081 - 02/04/2002
2001/1416 00180 00804 PH2EJ 13287 - 17/05/2004
2001/1417 00180 00804 PH2JR 13288 - 17/05/2004
2001/1419 00180 02494 PH32H 11428 - 23/06/2003
2001/1420 00180 00804 PH334 11429 - 23/06/2003
2001/1421 00180 00804 PH3DT 13289 - 17/05/2004
2001/1422 00180 00804 PH3GK 13290 - 17/05/2004
2001/1423 00180 00804 PH3HH 13291 - 17/05/2004
2001/1424 00180 00804 PH3KP 9069 - 02/04/2002
2001/1425 00180 00804 PH3RC 13292 - 17/05/2004
2001/1556 00180 02494 BERIS 9431 - 21/05/2002
2001/1557 00180 00804 PH4GP 9430 - 21/05/2002
2001/1558 00180 00804 PH72A 9429 - 21/05/2002
2001/1654 03602 03570 NP2073 9428 - 21/05/2002
2001/1656 03602 03570 NP2171 9427 - 21/05/2002
2001/2138 00044 00575 KW4F569 13294 - 17/05/2004
2002/0253 03323 LH310 13295 - 17/05/2004
2002/0312 00044 00575 KW1F205 12417 - 19/01/2004
2002/0317 00044 00575 KW9F501 10053 - 23/09/2002
2002/0324 03781 04356 TN 7713 12812 - 08/03/2004
2002/0325 03781 04356 TN 8175 13296 - 17/05/2004
2002/0403 04184 01006 LIMRBO1 13318 - 17/05/2004
2002/0405 04184 01006 LIMNOT21 13671 - 21/06/2004
2002/0407 04184 01006 LIMNFS7 13299 - 17/05/2004
2002/0414 04184 01006 LIMIFW91 13303 - 17/05/2004
2002/0416 04184 01006 LIMEFA37 12552 - 09/02/2004
2002/0419 04184 01006 LIMERP36 15298 - 10/05/2005
2002/0421 04184 01006 LIMFME6 13674 - 21/06/2004
2002/0423 04184 01006 LIMWCB28 13306 - 17/05/2004
2002/0428 04184 01006 LIMCOC34W 12816 - 08/03/2004
2002/0429 04184 01006 LIMUMN10 12826 - 08/03/2004
2002/0456 04197 PL5006 10828 - 24/03/2003
29815|02|2010
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2002/0457 04197 CPM091 10829 - 24/03/2003
2002/0458 04197 RPK7321 13845 - 16/08/2004
2002/0460 04197 RPK7369 13846 - 16/08/2004
2002/0462 04197 RPK8025 10832 - 24/03/2003
2002/0463 04197 RS1646 13308 - 17/05/2004
2002/0626 00044 00575 KW5F111 10443 - 20/01/2003
2002/0679 03304 JAXXON 10835 - 24/03/2003
2002/0680 03304 LOXXAM 10836 - 24/03/2003
2002/0681 03304 NEXXIA 13309 - 17/05/2004
2002/0682 03304 BAXXOS 10467 - 20/01/2003
2002/0684 03304 R0002 11329 - 09/06/2003
2002/0868 00044 00575 KW1F174 13310 - 17/05/2004
2002/0869 00044 00575 KW1F191 13311 - 17/05/2004
2002/0870 00044 00575 KW1G144 11332 - 09/06/2003
2002/0871 00044 00575 KW1G153 11333 - 09/06/2003
2002/0872 00044 00575 KW1G154 11334 - 09/06/2003
2002/0873 00044 00575 KW1G157 11335 - 09/06/2003
2002/0875 00044 00575 KW4F513 15526 - 06/06/2005
2002/0876 00044 00575 KW6518 10533 - 10/02/2003
2002/0882 00044 00575 KW5F151 15530 - 06/06/2005
2002/0884 00044 00575 KW5G137 12934 - 05/04/2004
2002/0885 00044 00575 KW7519 15531 - 06/06/2005
2002/0887 00044 00575 KW7M007 15533 - 06/06/2005
2002/0888 00044 00575 KW7M009 15534 - 06/06/2005
2002/0889 00044 00575 KW4M030 15535 - 06/06/2005
2002/0919 00362/01079 03185 SK941 11058 - 28/04/2003
2002/0920 00362/01079 03185 SK770 13312 - 17/05/2004
2002/0921 00362/01079 03185 SK386 11466 - 23/06/2003
2002/0922 00362/01079 03185 SK176 10539 - 10/02/2003
2002/0924 00362/01079 03185 SK203 11059 - 28/04/2003
2002/1103 00180 00804 PR39H32 10516 - 10/02/2003
2002/1104 00180 00804 PR35P21 13313 - 17/05/2004
2002/1106 00180 00804 PR36R10 10517 - 10/02/2003
2002/1107 00180 00804 PR36Y03 15538 - 06/06/2005
2002/1108 00180 00804 PR37B04 15836 - 04/07/2005
2002/1109 00180 00804 PR37Y15 10518 - 10/02/2003
2002/1111 00180 00804 PR35Y65 10519 - 10/02/2003
2002/1112 00180 00804 PH59V 10520 - 10/02/2003
2002/1113 00180 00804 PR36N70 10521 - 10/02/2003
2002/1114 00180 00804 PH5DR 15540 - 06/06/2005
2002/1115 00180 00804 PH5GP 10842 - 24/03/2003
2002/1116 00180 00804 PH7JB 10503 - 10/02/2003
2002/1117 00180 00804 PH5KM 10504 - 10/02/2003
2002/1118 00180 00804 PH5W3 15541 - 06/06/2005
2002/1119 00180 00804 PH5WB 10505 - 10/02/2003
2002/1120 00180 00804 PH6B8 15542 - 06/06/2005
2002/1121 00180 00804 PHGN1 15781 - 20/06/2005
2002/1122 00180 00804 PHW9K 13314 - 17/05/2004
2002/1123 00180 00804 PR35Y54 15543 - 06/06/2005
2002/1124 00180 00804 PR33R77 15556 - 06/06/2005
2002/1126 00180 00804 PR32D99 15558 - 06/06/2005
2002/1127 00180 00804 PR32D12 15559 - 06/06/2005
2002/1128 00180 00804 PR39M48 10506 - 10/02/2003
2002/1129 00180 00804 PH9H3 15837 - 04/07/2005
2002/1130 00180 00804 PR31K18 15560 - 06/06/2005
2002/1131 00180 00804 PH1CP 10507 - 10/02/2003
2002/1132 00180 00804 PH1GC 10508 - 10/02/2003
2002/1133 00180 00804 PH2R4 10509 - 10/02/2003
2002/1134 00180 00804 PH36D 10522 - 10/02/2003
2002/1135 00180 00804 PH4TA 15561 - 06/06/2005
2992009
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2002/1136 00180 00804 PH6JM 15562 - 06/06/2005
2002/1137 00180 00804 PH54M 10510 - 10/02/2003
2002/1138 00180 00804 PH6KW 15563 - 06/06/2005
2002/1139 00180 00804 PH6ME 15564 - 06/06/2005
2002/1140 00180 00804 PH7AK 10523 - 10/02/2003
2002/1141 00180 00804 PH7CH 13315 - 17/05/2004
2002/1142 00180 00804 PH7CP 10511 - 10/02/2003
2002/1143 00180 00804 PHAP8 15565 - 06/06/2005
2002/1145 00180 00804 PHG6X 13316 - 17/05/2004
2002/1146 00180 02494 PR39F83 10512 - 10/02/2003
2002/1147 00180 00804 PR39B50 10524 - 10/02/2003
2002/1148 00180 00804 PR39A65 10525 - 10/02/2003
2002/1149 00180 00804 PR38F10 10526 - 10/02/2003
2002/1150 00180 00804 PR39Y16 10513 - 10/02/2003
2002/1151 00180 00804 PR39W67 10843 - 24/03/2003
2002/1152 00180 00804 PR39R20 10514 - 10/02/2003
2002/1797 04184 01006 DA02 11795 - 08/09/2003
2002/1798 04184 01006 GC25 12556 - 09/02/2004
2002/1799 04184 01006 QV14 12557 - 09/02/2004
2002/1800 04184 01006 QR15 13317 - 17/05/2004
2002/1801 04184 01006 TM01 11796 - 08/09/2003
2003/0304 01079 03139 17DHD16 12437 - 19/01/2004
2003/0305 01079 03139 91AHB1 12438 - 19/01/2004
2003/0306 01079 03139 83INI14 12439 - 19/01/2004
2003/0307 01079 03139 89AHQ4 12440 - 19/01/2004
2003/0308 01079 03139 91DUQ1 12441 - 19/01/2004
2003/0309 01079 03139 94AHA8 12442 - 19/01/2004
2003/0310 01079 03139 94INK1A 12443 - 19/01/2004
2003/0311 01079 03139 94INK1B 12444 - 19/01/2004
2003/0312 01079 03139 17INI19 12445 - 19/01/2004
2003/0313 01079 03139 17INI20 12446 - 19/01/2004
2003/0314 01079 03139 17INI30 12447 - 19/01/2004
2003/0315 01079 03139 SETCW1 12448 - 19/01/2004
2003/0316 01079 03139 34M846 15568 - 06/06/2005
2003/0317 01079 03139 34M837 15569 - 06/06/2005
2003/0318 01079 03139 34M838 15570 - 06/06/2005
2003/0320 01079 03139 C3DKS03 15572 - 06/06/2005
2003/0468 05969 03323 4C029 15573 - 06/06/2005
2003/0469 03323 LH248 15574 - 06/06/2005
2003/0470 03323 LH185MO810 11905 - 06/10/2003
2003/0489 04184 01006 LIMDFB 21 15018 - 21/03/2005
2003/0492 04184 01006 LIMIFU 64 12820 - 08/03/2004
2003/0494 04184 01006 LIMIQV 44 15576 - 06/06/2005
2003/0499 04184 01006 LIMML 52 15020 - 21/03/2005
2003/0503 04184 01006 LIMNFU 31 15022 - 21/03/2005
2003/0505 04184 01006 LIMNVU 32 15023 - 21/03/2005
2003/0506 04184 01006 LIMRLN 1 17649 - 22/05/2006
2003/0511 04184 01006 LIMWPP 29 17653 - 22/05/2006
2003/0544 03602 03570 NP1776 12434 - 19/01/2004
2003/0545 03602 03570 NP1866 12422 - 19/01/2004
2003/0546 03602 03570 NP1862 15586 - 06/06/2005
2003/0547 03602 03570 NP1739 11909 - 06/10/2003
2003/0548 03602 03570 NP1869 12423 - 19/01/2004
2003/0549 03602 03570 NP1879 12568 - 09/02/2004
2003/0550 03602 03570 NP1865 17640 - 22/05/2006
2003/0551 03602 03570 NP1822 12569 - 09/02/2004
2003/0552 03602 03570 NP2222 15024 - 21/03/2005
2003/0553 03602 03570 NP1887 17641 - 22/05/2006
2003/0554 03602 03570 NP1868 12424 - 19/01/2004
2003/0616 03323 AWD20790 11914 - 06/10/2003
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2003/0643 04197 RPT117 15783 - 20/06/2005
2003/0644 04197 RPK7404 12245 - 18/12/2003
2003/0689 04206 03139 18DHZ5 11918 - 06/10/2003
2003/0704 03304 R0104 12096 - 24/11/2003
2003/0705 03304 R0102 12097 - 24/11/2003
2003/0707 03304 R0101 12117 - 24/11/2003
2003/0708 03304 AXXUR 15587 - 06/06/2005
2003/0709 03304 DEXXIS 12570 - 09/02/2004
2003/0710 03304 BIXXAS 15588 - 06/06/2005
2003/0711 03304 DAXXAR 15589 - 06/06/2005
2003/0712 03304 DIXXMO 12118 - 24/11/2003
2003/0713 03304 IXXAR 12119 - 24/11/2003
2003/0714 03304 HEXXER 12120 - 24/11/2003
2003/0716 03304 LUXXAC 12122 - 24/11/2003
2003/0717 03304 KUXXOA 15590 - 06/06/2005
2003/0718 03304 LEOTO 12824 - 08/03/2004
2003/0719 03304 FINKAS 12123 - 24/11/2003
2003/0720 03304 TOXXOL 12124 - 24/11/2003
2003/0721 03304 TIXXUS 12571 - 09/02/2004
2003/0722 03304 COXXIMO 12125 - 24/11/2003
2003/0724 03304 CIXXOM 12127 - 24/11/2003
2003/0744 00362/01079 03185 SK455 12130 - 24/11/2003
2003/0745 00362/01079 03185 SK928 12131 - 24/11/2003
2003/0746 00362/01079 03185 SK944 12132 - 24/11/2003
2003/0747 00362/01079 03185 SK898 12133 - 24/11/2003
2003/0748 00362/01079 03185 SK845 12134 - 24/11/2003
2003/0774 00260 25X510 12136 - 24/11/2003
2003/0775 00260 497C058 12137 - 24/11/2003
2003/0815 00180 00804 PH705 15591 - 06/06/2005
2003/0816 00180 00804 PH8CW 15304 - 10/05/2005
2003/0818 00180 00804 PHF9N 15592 - 06/06/2005
2003/0819 00180 00804 PH6CF 17634 - 22/05/2006
2003/0821 00180 00804 PH6WG 12140 - 24/11/2003
2003/0822 00180 00804 PH581 12141 - 24/11/2003
2003/0823 00180 00804 PH4CV 17635 - 22/05/2006
2003/0824 00180 00804 PH5EP 17636 - 22/05/2006
2003/0830 00180 00804 PH950 12145 - 24/11/2003
2003/0831 00180 00804 PH7HG 12247 - 18/12/2003
2003/0832 00180 02494 PR39F58 12146 - 24/11/2003
2003/0835 00180 02494 PR39R86 15593 - 06/06/2005
2003/0837 00180 00804 PR36B06 15595 - 06/06/2005
2003/0838 00180 00804 PR34N43 17637 - 22/05/2006
2003/0839 00180 02494 PR38H20 13255 - 03/05/2004
2003/0840 00180 00804 PR39D35 12149 - 24/11/2003
2003/0848 00180 00804 PR37D25 15596 - 06/06/2005
2003/0849 00180 00804 PR39A37 12153 - 24/11/2003
2003/0850 00180 02494 PR38F53 12154 - 24/11/2003
2003/0851 00180 02494 PH7BA 12159 - 24/11/2003
2003/0852 00180 00804 PH7BW 15597 - 06/06/2005
2003/0853 00180 02494 PH7AW 12155 - 24/11/2003
2003/0854 00180 02494 PH79V 12160 - 24/11/2003
2003/0855 00180 00804 PH75K 15598 - 06/06/2005
2003/0856 00180 00804 PH6MN 15599 - 06/06/2005
2003/0857 00180 00804 PRT2Y 15600 - 06/06/2005
2003/0858 00180 02494 PH9CP 12161 - 24/11/2003
2003/0859 00180 00804 PH951 12162 - 24/11/2003
2003/0860 00180 00804 PR34H31 17638 - 22/05/2006
2003/0862 00180 00804 PR32W86 17639 - 22/05/2006
2003/0863 00180 00804 PR33A46 17527 - 10/05/2006
2003/0864 00180 00804 PR34M94 12163 - 24/11/2003
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2003/0866 00180 00804 PR31N27 17528 - 10/05/2006
2003/0867 00180 02494 PR39V89 15601 - 06/06/2005
2003/0962 03602 03570 NP1861 12575 - 09/02/2004
2003/0997 03304 RAXXIA 12251 - 18/12/2003
2003/1028 00362/01079 03185 SK945 12577 - 09/02/2004
2003/1252 03602 03570 NP1919 13898 - 13/09/2004
2003/1254 03602 03570 NP1898 12825 - 08/03/2004
2003/1255 03602 03570 NP1932 14666 - 07/02/2005
2003/1257 03602 03570 NP1888 17642 - 22/05/2006
2003/1259 03602 03570 NP1877 17644 - 22/05/2006
2003/1261 03602 03570 NP1959 17646 - 22/05/2006
2003/1262 03602 03570 NP1892 13899 - 13/09/2004
2003/1315 00044 00575 KW1F178 15784 - 20/06/2005
2003/1316 00044 00575 KW5659 12584 - 09/02/2004
2003/1317 00044 00575 KW5F226 15785 - 20/06/2005
2003/1318 00044 00575 KW5F231 12585 - 09/02/2004
2003/1319 00044 00575 KW5F264 12586 - 09/02/2004
2003/1320 00044 00575 KW5F164 12587 - 09/02/2004
2003/1322 00044 00575 KW1G226 12588 - 09/02/2004
2003/1326 00044 00575 KW7M031 17661 - 22/05/2006
2003/1327 00044 00575 KW7M034 17662 - 22/05/2006
2003/1329 00044 00575 KW7M014 17664 - 22/05/2006
2003/1331 00044 00575 KW7M010 17666 - 22/05/2006
2003/1332 00044 00575 KW7M008 17667 - 22/05/2006
2003/1334 00044 00575 KW9F524 15786 - 20/06/2005
2003/1335 00044 00575 KW6F536 12589 - 09/02/2004
2003/1337 00044 00575 KW5G312 12590 - 09/02/2004
2003/1338 00044 00575 KW4M044 17669 - 22/05/2006
2003/2499 04184 01006 DA13 15306 - 10/05/2005
2003/2500 04184 01006 DB01 13915 - 13/09/2004
2003/2501 04184 01006 DV48 15307 - 10/05/2005
2003/2502 04184 01006 EFR12 15787 - 20/06/2005
2003/2504 04184 01006 KT94 15788 - 20/06/2005
2003/2505 04184 01006 DL29 15309 - 10/05/2005
2003/2506 04184 01006 QX90 14669 - 07/02/2005
2003/2507 04184 01006 TC13 15310 - 10/05/2005
2004/0029 03459 06739 R3162 13921 - 13/09/2004
2004/0129 00044 00575 KW1A139 13936 - 13/09/2004
2004/0207 01396 01397 DSP5008C13 15313 - 10/05/2005
2004/0257 00158 LSH369 13942 - 13/09/2004
2004/0258 00158 LQH294 13943 - 13/09/2004
2004/0305 03304 R0208 14134 - 25/10/2004
2004/0317 03323 LH2046 17629 - 22/05/2006
2004/0318 03323 LH304 17630 - 22/05/2006
2004/0319 03323 LH332 17631 - 22/05/2006
2004/0320 03323 LH360 17632 - 22/05/2006
2004/0321 03323 LH295 17633 - 22/05/2006
2004/0337 04197 EG2023 15790 - 20/06/2005
2004/0338 05837 05886 PSA104 18722 - 04/12/2006
2004/0339 04197 EG6503 15791 - 20/06/2005
2004/0340 04197 EG7016 15792 - 20/06/2005
2004/0342 04197 EG7023 14138 - 25/10/2004
2004/0343 04197 EG7025 15794 - 20/06/2005
2004/0345 04197 EG7050 15315 - 10/05/2005
2004/0346 04197 EG7027 15316 - 10/05/2005
2004/0347 04197 RPK8015 15795 - 20/06/2005
2004/0348 04197 CPM707 14140 - 25/10/2004
2004/0349 04197 ES NUTRIPLUS 14141 - 25/10/2004
2004/0350 05837 05886 PSB703 18723 - 04/12/2006
2004/0354 00362/01079 03185 SK825 14142 - 25/10/2004
30215|02|2010
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2004/0393 00212 SLL83013 17673 - 22/05/2006
2004/0427 04184/00044 01006 BV1 19865 - 16/04/2007
2004/0428 04184/00044 01006 MN2 15317 - 10/05/2005
2004/0431 04184 01006 LIMEFD64 16834 - 30/01/2006
2004/0432 04184 01006 LIMFFH29 17143 - 27/03/2006
2004/0435 04184 01006 LIMGVAH503 19624 - 19/03/2007
2004/0442 04184 01006 LIMIVT44 15319 - 10/05/2005
2004/0444 04184 01006 LIMIVU11 17148 - 27/03/2006
2004/0445 04184 01006 LIMMIL100 17149 - 27/03/2006
2004/0452 04184 01006 LIMWBA31 17687 - 06/06/2006
2004/0453 04184 01006 LIMWBB53 17529 - 10/05/2006
2004/0491 04577 00804 PR39N92 14162 - 25/10/2004
2004/0527 03459 04588 7SH382 17693 - 06/06/2006
2004/0528 03459 04588 6RC172 19965 - 21/05/2007
2004/0529 03459 04588 BE4207 15324 - 10/05/2005
2004/0545 03304 R0103 14172 - 25/10/2004
2004/0546 03304 R0202 14173 - 25/10/2004
2004/0547 03304 R0204 14174 - 25/10/2004
2004/0548 03304 AUXXEL 17284 - 24/04/2006
2004/0549 03304 BLIXXEM 14175 - 25/10/2004
2004/0550 03304 BANXXYR 15325 - 10/05/2005
2004/0551 03304 ES BILBOT 17674 - 06/06/2006
2004/0552 03304 GUXXOR 17675 - 06/06/2006
2004/0553 03304 ES ARNAGA 14176 - 25/10/2004
2004/0554 03304 LAXXOT 14378 - 06/12/2004
2004/0555 03304 POXXIM 14177 - 25/10/2004
2004/0556 03304 PIXXIA 17915 - 19/06/2006
2004/0557 03304 WEXXIL 17676 - 06/06/2006
2004/0558 03304 VELIN 17677 - 06/06/2006
2004/0559 03304 MAXXYM 14178 - 25/10/2004
2004/0671 00362/01079 03185 SK951 14191 - 25/10/2004
2004/0672 00362/01079 03185 SK935 14192 - 25/10/2004
2004/0673 00362/01079 03185 SK865 17694 - 06/06/2006
2004/0852 04649 LO1206 19977 - 21/05/2007
2004/0853 04649 LO1208 19978 - 21/05/2007
2004/0873 00260 336M522 14398 - 06/12/2004
2004/0955 03602 03570 NP1891 14401 - 06/12/2004
2004/0957 03602 03570 NP2357 15038 - 21/03/2005
2004/0959 03602 03570 NP2584 19966 - 21/05/2007
2004/0962 03602 03570 NP1931 16836 - 30/01/2006
2004/0963 03602 03570 NP1941 17126 - 27/03/2006
2004/0964 03602 03570 NP1905 17695 - 06/06/2006
2004/0966 03602 03570 NP2316 15039 - 21/03/2005
2004/0967 03602 03570 NP2319 15040 - 21/03/2005
2004/1054 00362/01079 03185 SK311 14411 - 06/12/2004
2004/1055 00362/01079 03185 SK937 14412 - 06/12/2004
2004/1141 03889 03139 C3IDI02 14681 - 07/02/2005
2004/1142 03889 03139 C3DUS013 15328 - 10/05/2005
2004/1143 03889 03139 C3AHD07 14682 - 07/02/2005
2004/1144 03889 03139 87DUA3 14683 - 07/02/2005
2004/1145 03889 03139 34FB20 19970 - 21/05/2007
2004/1146 03889 03139 01DKD2 14684 - 07/02/2005
2004/1279 04577 02494 PHBGR 17696 - 06/06/2006
2004/1280 00180 00804 PHK5V 19850 - 16/04/2007
2004/1281 04577 02494 PHBGB 17697 - 06/06/2006
2004/1282 00180 00804 PH224 19851 - 16/04/2007
2004/1283 00180 00804 PHJ8R 14702 - 07/02/2005
2004/1284 00180 00804 PH87P 17159 - 27/03/2006
2004/1285 00180 00804 PHAC4 17698 - 06/06/2006
2004/1286 00180 00804 PH51K 17160 - 27/03/2006
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2004/1287 00180 00804 PH2CB 19852 - 16/04/2007
2004/1288 00180 00804 PH1NF 19853 - 16/04/2007
2004/1289 04577 02494 PH9HG 14703 - 07/02/2005
2004/1290 00180 00804 PH5WA 19854 - 16/04/2007
2004/1292 04577 00804 PHANA 17699 - 06/06/2006
2004/1293 04577 00804 PHBDV 14704 - 07/02/2005
2004/1294 00180 00804 PHBAB 17161 - 27/03/2006
2004/1295 00180 00804 PHB18 19856 - 16/04/2007
2004/1296 04577 00804 PH94T 14705 - 07/02/2005
2004/1297 00180 00804 PH92C 14706 - 07/02/2005
2004/1298 00180 00804 PH8TN 19857 - 16/04/2007
2004/1300 00180 00804 PR39G83 17700 - 06/06/2006
2004/1302 00180 00804 PR39M20 14708 - 07/02/2005
2004/1303 00180 00804 PR39T99 17701 - 06/06/2006
2004/1304 00180 00804 PR33V15 19858 - 16/04/2007
2004/1305 00180 00804 PR33N09 19859 - 16/04/2007
2004/1306 00180 00804 PR34N84 17702 - 06/06/2006
2004/1307 00180 00804 PR39A98 14709 - 07/02/2005
2004/1308 00180 00804 PR34G07 15331 - 10/05/2005
2004/1309 00180 00804 PR37W05 15332 - 10/05/2005
2004/1310 00180 00804 PR38H67 17162 - 27/03/2006
2004/1311 00180 00804 PR31Y43 19860 - 16/04/2007
2004/1313 00180 00804 PR33J58 19862 - 16/04/2007
2004/1314 00180 00804 PR39K13 17163 - 27/03/2006
2004/1802 03345 HO2 17129 - 27/03/2006
2004/2110 00044 00575 KW1G206 15811 - 20/06/2005
2004/2111 00044 00575 KW1G208 15812 - 20/06/2005
2004/2112 00044 00575 KW1G220 15813 - 20/06/2005
2004/2114 00044 00575 KW1G320 15815 - 20/06/2005
2004/2115 00044 00575 KW1G908 15816 - 20/06/2005
2004/2116 00044 00575 KW3G120 15817 - 20/06/2005
2004/2117 00044 00575 KW5G167 15818 - 20/06/2005
2004/2118 00044 00575 KW5G185 15819 - 20/06/2005
2004/2119 00044 00575 KW5G321 15820 - 20/06/2005
2004/2120 00044 00575 KW5G355 15821 - 20/06/2005
2004/2121 00044 00575 KW5G370 15822 - 20/06/2005
2004/2122 00044 00575 KW1A119 15823 - 20/06/2005
2004/2123 00044 00575 KW1F250 19748 - 02/04/2007
2004/2124 00044 00575 KW1F251 19749 - 02/04/2007
2004/2125 00044 00575 KW1F290 17679 - 06/06/2006
2004/2126 00044 00575 KW5F279 17671 - 22/05/2006
2004/2127 00044 00575 KW7F102 15824 - 20/06/2005
2004/2128 00044 00575 KW1F222 17680 - 06/06/2006
2004/2129 00044 00575 KW1F231 17681 - 06/06/2006
2004/2130 00044 00575 KW1F276 17682 - 06/06/2006
2004/2131 00044 00575 KW9F534 17683 - 06/06/2006
2004/2133 00044 00575 KW7M026 19980 - 21/05/2007
2004/2134 00044 00575 KW7M035 19981 - 21/05/2007
2005/0001 03329 SM516 17916 - 19/06/2006
2005/0002 03329 SM196 16005 - 17/08/2005
2005/0050 04184 01006 TM05 16789 - 30/01/2006
2005/0051 04184 01006 TC33 16011 - 17/08/2005
2005/0053 04184 01006 DA16 16012 - 17/08/2005
2005/0054 04184 01006 DA22 16791 - 30/01/2006
2005/0055 04184 01006 DP32 17122 - 27/03/2006
2005/0056 04184 01006 DL26 17123 - 27/03/2006
2005/0072 03459 06739 AL0057 16014 - 17/08/2005
2005/0073 03459 06739 R3160 16015 - 17/08/2005
2005/0074 03459 06739 R6080 16016 - 17/08/2005
2005/0075 03459 06739 K3257A 16017 - 17/08/2005
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2005/0076 03459 06739 R2226 16073 - 17/08/2005
2005/0077 03459 06739 K2647 16074 - 17/08/2005
2005/0232 03459 06739 R7050 16078 - 17/08/2005
2005/0399 04197 CPH313 17136 - 27/03/2006
2005/0400 04197 CPL206 16326 - 10/10/2005
2005/0401 04197 EG7037 16327 - 10/10/2005
2005/0402 04197 EG5024 16328 - 10/10/2005
2005/0404 04197 EG7031 18772 - 04/12/2006
2005/0406 04197 ES BAILA 17689 - 06/06/2006
2005/0407 04197 EG6004 17137 - 27/03/2006
2005/0408 04197 ES BRONCA 17690 - 06/06/2006
2005/0412 03323 LH400 19973 - 21/05/2007
2005/0413 03323 LH334 19974 - 21/05/2007
2005/0414 03323 LH2049 19975 - 21/05/2007
2005/0475 00260 BURLI 17691 - 06/06/2006
2005/0476 00260 ISBERI 17692 - 06/06/2006
2005/0527 04184 01006 LIMCFB10 19625 - 19/03/2007
2005/0528 04184 01006 LIMCFZ105 19626 - 19/03/2007
2005/0530 04184 01006 LIMECV68 17151 - 27/03/2006
2005/0537 04184 01006 LIMIFS4 19627 - 19/03/2007
2005/0539 04184 01006 LIMIIR96 19629 - 19/03/2007
2005/0546 04184 01006 LIMPJD4 19632 - 19/03/2007
2005/0548 04184 01006 LIMJDM18 21027 - 08/10/2007
2005/0549 04184 01006 LIMMLL84 22859 - 09/06/2008
2005/0550 04184 01006 LIMML92 22860 - 09/06/2008
2005/0552 04184 01006 LIMMVB82 17155 - 27/03/2006
2005/0558 04184 01006 LIMSAB3 22861 - 09/06/2008
2005/0561 04184 01006 LIMTML108 19634 - 19/03/2007
2005/0562 04184 01006 LIMUMM18 22862 - 09/06/2008
2005/0563 04184 01006 LIMWCB68 22863 - 09/06/2008
2005/0564 04184 01006 LIMWNN33 22864 - 09/06/2008
2005/0566 04184 01006 LIMYC2505 19964 - 21/05/2007
2005/0568 04184 01006 UP99D002 19635 - 19/03/2007
2005/0621 03459 05048 4XP811 19640 - 19/03/2007
2005/0622 03459 05048 MV8735 23071 - 07/07/2008
2005/0845 03304 R0201 21023 - 08/10/2007
2005/0846 03304 R0205 19976 - 21/05/2007
2005/0847 03304 R0207 16624 - 19/12/2005
2005/0848 03304 R0305 16625 - 19/12/2005
2005/0849 03304 R0302 16626 - 19/12/2005
2005/0850 03304 R0206 16627 - 19/12/2005
2005/0851 03304 R0235 16628 - 19/12/2005
2005/0852 03304 R0310 16629 - 19/12/2005
2005/0854 03304 R0211 21024 - 08/10/2007
2005/0855 03304 R0237 19588 - 19/03/2007
2005/0950 03602 03570 NP1895 16837 - 30/01/2006
2005/0951 03602 03570 NP1933 16838 - 30/01/2006
2005/0952 03602 03570 NP2475 19614 - 19/03/2007
2005/0953 03602 03570 NP1902 22087 - 07/04/2008
2005/0954 03602 03570 NP1942 22881 - 09/06/2008
2005/1106 03889 03139 C3AHD08 16839 - 30/01/2006
2005/1107 03889 03139 94IYI3B 17917 - 19/06/2006
2005/1108 03889 03139 C3IDI05 19971 - 21/05/2007
2005/1109 03889 03139 C3QBS02 19972 - 21/05/2007
2005/1110 03889 03139 91DZB3 16840 - 30/01/2006
2005/1111 04206 03139 83DOD5 16841 - 30/01/2006
2005/1112 03889 03139 E2UBW1 16842 - 30/01/2006
2005/1113 03889 03139 STUCU2 16843 - 30/01/2006
2005/1114 03889 03139 91DUQ11 16844 - 30/01/2006
2005/1115 03889 03139 34MB14 22884 - 09/06/2008
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2005/1116 03889 03139 89DRD5 17128 - 27/03/2006
2005/1399 00180 00804 PHB9G 16846 - 30/01/2006
2005/1400 00180 00804 PR39H84 22868 - 09/06/2008
2005/1401 04577 00804 PR38V91 19607 - 19/03/2007
2005/1402 00180 00804 PR38R92 16847 - 30/01/2006
2005/1403 00180 00804 PR38B85 16848 - 30/01/2006
2005/1404 00180 00804 PR37K85 17164 - 27/03/2006
2005/1405 00180 00804 PR36P85 16849 - 30/01/2006
2005/1406 00180 00804 PR36K20 17165 - 27/03/2006
2005/1407 00180 00804 PR36K67 16850 - 30/01/2006
2005/1408 00180 00804 PR35D28 16851 - 30/01/2006
2005/1409 00180 00804 PR34B39 16852 - 30/01/2006
2005/1410 00180 00804 PR32B10 22869 - 09/06/2008
2005/1411 00180 00804 PR33K39 22870 - 09/06/2008
2005/1413 00180 00804 PR32F89 17166 - 27/03/2006
2005/1415 00180 00804 PR32H57 22871 - 09/06/2008
2005/1416 00180 00804 PR32B33 22872 - 09/06/2008
2005/1417 00180 00804 PR32F27 17167 - 27/03/2006
2005/1418 00180 00804 PH76T 22873 - 09/06/2008
2005/1419 00180 00804 PHD90 16853 - 30/01/2006
2005/1420 00180 00804 PHBBP 17168 - 27/03/2006
2005/1421 00180 00804 PHAKC 16854 - 30/01/2006
2005/1422 00180 00804 PHB00 17169 - 27/03/2006
2005/1423 00180 00804 PH8JR 16855 - 30/01/2006
2005/1424 00180 00804 PH714 16856 - 30/01/2006
2005/1425 00180 00804 PHAVN 16857 - 30/01/2006
2005/1426 00180 00804 PHAR1 16858 - 30/01/2006
2005/1427 00180 00804 PHA9G 22874 - 09/06/2008
2005/1428 00180 00804 PHC5H 22875 - 09/06/2008
2005/1429 00180 00804 PH5W4 16859 - 30/01/2006
2005/1430 00180 00804 PHB1V 16860 - 30/01/2006
2005/1431 00180 00804 PH70R 17170 - 27/03/2006
2005/1432 00180 00804 PHG4P 22876 - 09/06/2008
2005/1433 00180 00804 PHL5J1 22877 - 09/06/2008
2005/1434 00180 00804 PHA9B 17171 - 27/03/2006
2005/1435 04577 00804 PHAPB 17172 - 27/03/2006
2005/1436 04577 00804 PH9AR 17173 - 27/03/2006
2005/1438 00180 00804 PHB50 16861 - 30/01/2006
2005/1439 00180 00804 PH890 22149 - 21/04/2008
2005/1440 00180 00804 PH6HR 22878 - 09/06/2008
2005/1456 04577 02494 PR39B89 16864 - 30/01/2006
2005/1457 04577 02494 PR39A87 16865 - 30/01/2006
2005/1458 04577 02494 PR39T45 16866 - 30/01/2006
2005/1459 04577 02494 PR39F04 16867 - 30/01/2006
2005/1461 04577 02494 PR38P82 16869 - 30/01/2006
2005/1462 04577 02494 PHCK5 16870 - 30/01/2006
2005/1463 04577 02494 PHCBR 16871 - 30/01/2006
2005/1464 04577 02494 PHBV7 17176 - 27/03/2006
2005/2297 00044 00575 KW1G142 17918 - 19/06/2006
2005/2298 00044 00575 KW5G304 17919 - 19/06/2006
2005/2299 00044 00575 KW5G354 17920 - 19/06/2006
2005/2300 00044 00575 KW5G384 17921 - 19/06/2006
2005/2301 00044 00575 KW1A128 17922 - 19/06/2006
2005/2302 00044 00575 KW1F291 17923 - 19/06/2006
2005/2303 00044 00575 KW1F292 17924 - 19/06/2006
2005/2304 00044 00575 KW5F227 17925 - 19/06/2006
2005/2306 00044 00575 KW7F106 17927 - 19/06/2006
2005/2307 00044 00575 KW7F111 17928 - 19/06/2006
2005/2308 00044 00575 KW3F148 17929 - 19/06/2006
2005/2309 00044 00575 KW5F209 17930 - 19/06/2006
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2005/2310 00044 00575 KW9F163 17931 - 19/06/2006
2005/2311 00044 00575 KW4F580 17932 - 19/06/2006
2005/2312 00044 00575 KW6F525 17933 - 19/06/2006
2005/2313 00044 00575 KW7F517 17934 - 19/06/2006
2005/2314 00044 00575 KW7F536 22851 - 09/06/2008
2005/2315 00044 00575 KW7F556 17935 - 19/06/2006
2005/2316 00044 00575 KW9F576 17936 - 19/06/2006
2005/2317 00044 00575 KW7M012 22852 - 09/06/2008
2005/2318 00044 00575 KW7M114 22853 - 09/06/2008
2006/0549 01396 01397 DSP5049A31 19375 - 05/03/2007
2006/0550 01396 01397 DSP1771E 18299 - 04/12/2006
2006/0551 01396 01397 DSP2563E3 18300 - 11/09/2006
2006/0552 04197 EG0500 18301 - 11/09/2006
2006/0553 04197 EG2042 18302 - 11/09/2006
2006/0554 04197 EG7056 18303 - 11/09/2006
2006/0555 04197 EG2039 18304 - 11/09/2006
2006/0556 04197 EG7033 22889 - 09/06/2008
2006/0557 04197 RPK7346A 18305 - 11/09/2006
2006/0564 05393 NM394 19587 - 19/03/2007
2006/0598 03889 03139 34F919 22885 - 09/06/2008
2006/0599 03889 03139 80DJD5 19364 - 05/03/2007
2006/0600 03889 03139 LH2050 22886 - 09/06/2008
2006/0601 04206 03139 34M836A 22887 - 09/06/2008
2006/0615 03323 LH353 22890 - 09/06/2008
2006/0656 05397 00927 TCF 22882 - 09/06/2008
2006/0657 05397 00927 TSB 22883 - 09/06/2008
2006/0711 00260 226J598 18471 - 09/10/2006
2006/0712 00260 227V600 18472 - 09/10/2006
2006/0713 00260 228K573 18473 - 09/10/2006
2006/0715 00260 269F518 18475 - 09/10/2006
2006/0716 00260 249D635 18476 - 09/10/2006
2006/0717 00260 339B519 18477 - 09/10/2006
2006/0718 00260 427F567 18478 - 09/10/2006
2006/0719 00260 427F785 18479 - 09/10/2006
2006/0771 04184 01006 LIMAVO2 22607 - 19/05/2008
2006/0772 04184 01006 LIMCFZ126 22608 - 19/05/2008
2006/0775 04184 01006 LIMDIA40 22099 - 07/04/2008
2006/0777 04184 01006 LIMIFR88 21028 - 08/10/2007
2006/0778 04184 01006 LIMIVU7 22610 - 19/05/2008
2006/0779 04184 01006 LIMJML26 22866 - 09/06/2008
2006/0780 04184 01006 LIMMLL110 22611 - 19/05/2008
2006/0781 04184 01006 LIMMM114 25321 - 08/06/2009
2006/0783 04184 01006 LIMTVI77 22613 - 19/05/2008
2006/0784 04184 01006 LIMWCB69 25322 - 08/06/2009
2006/0785 04184 01006 LIMWFC65 25323 - 08/06/2009
2006/0788 04184 01006 LIMTB76125 25325 - 08/06/2009
2006/0904 04184/00044 01006 BB14 25326 - 08/06/2009
2006/0917 03889 03139 17IVI7 18484 - 09/10/2006
2006/0918 03889 03139 83DUD7 19641 - 19/03/2007
2006/0919 03889 03139 83IDI1 18485 - 09/10/2006
2006/0920 03889 03139 83IWI1 18486 - 09/10/2006
2006/0921 03889 03139 91DUD5 18487 - 09/10/2006
2006/0922 03889 03139 94DUD2 18488 - 09/10/2006
2006/0923 03889 03139 BKWZU2D 18489 - 09/10/2006
2006/0924 03889 03139 C3DUQ016 18490 - 09/10/2006
2006/0925 03889 03139 C3IDI228 18491 - 09/10/2006
2006/0926 03889 03139 C3IFI118 18492 - 09/10/2006
2006/0927 03889 03139 C3IWI114 18493 - 09/10/2006
2006/0928 03889 03139 16IDH2 18494 - 09/10/2006
2006/0967 03304 R04104 18898 - 18/12/2006
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2006/0968 03304 R04053 18899 - 18/12/2006
2006/0969 03304 R04028 18900 - 18/12/2006
2006/0970 03304 R05001 19589 - 19/03/2007
2006/0972 03304 R04050 18902 - 18/12/2006
2006/0973 03304 R0307 18903 - 18/12/2006
2006/0974 03304 R04072 18904 - 18/12/2006
2006/0975 03304 R04068 18905 - 18/12/2006
2006/0976 03304 R04108 18906 - 18/12/2006
2006/0977 03304 R0203 18907 - 18/12/2006
2006/0978 03304 R04060 18908 - 18/12/2006
2006/0979 03304 R0306 18909 - 18/12/2006
2006/0980 03304 R05102 19590 - 19/03/2007
2006/0981 03304 R05056 19591 - 19/03/2007
2006/0982 03304 R04026 19592 - 19/03/2007
2006/0983 03304 R05104 19593 - 19/03/2007
2006/0984 03304 R05015 19594 - 19/03/2007
2006/0985 03304 R0308 18910 - 18/12/2006
2006/0986 03304 R05032 19595 - 19/03/2007
2006/0987 03304 R05033 19596 - 19/03/2007
2006/0988 03304 R05020 18911 - 18/12/2006
2006/0989 03304 R05014 19597 - 19/03/2007
2006/1010 04184 01006 DA27 18925 - 18/12/2006
2006/1012 04184 01006 GC21 18927 - 18/12/2006
2006/1013 04184 01006 GC28 18928 - 18/12/2006
2006/1014 04184 01006 TC53 18929 - 18/12/2006
2006/1015 04184 01006 TC19 18930 - 18/12/2006
2006/1016 04184 01006 TC23 19576 - 02/04/2007
2006/1017 04184 01006 TC34 18931 - 18/12/2006
2006/1018 04184 01006 DA15 18932 - 18/12/2006
2006/1020 04184 01006 TV04 22116 - 21/04/2008
2006/1021 04184 01006 WB17 22538 - 19/05/2008
2006/1022 04184 01006 WB26 22539 - 19/05/2008
2006/1023 04184 01006 WD51 22540 - 19/05/2008
2006/1024 04184 01006 WW25 22541 - 19/05/2008
2006/1025 04184 01006 TM09 22117 - 21/04/2008
2006/1026 04184 01006 TM65 19577 - 19/03/2007
2006/1027 04184 01006 TB26 22118 - 21/04/2008
2006/1029 04184 01006 TC91 19579 - 19/03/2007
2006/1032 04184 01006 QW88 22119 - 21/04/2008
2006/1034 04184 01006 DB16 22120 - 21/04/2008
2006/1035 04184 01006 DX12 22543 - 19/05/2008
2006/1036 04184 01006 DL62 22544 - 19/05/2008
2006/1037 04184 01006 DA33 19580 - 19/03/2007
2006/1039 03304/01079 03185 SK948 18892 - 18/12/2006
2006/1216 00044/04184 00575 CB1 25305 - 08/06/2009
2006/1217 00044/04184 00575 CC2 25306 - 08/06/2009
2006/1345 03602 03570 NP2368 22592 - 19/05/2008
2006/1346 03602 03570 NP2424 19615 - 19/03/2007
2006/1347 03602 03570 NP2656 18893 - 18/12/2006
2006/1348 03602 03570 NP1908 19616 - 19/03/2007
2006/1350 03602 03570 NP1913 19371 - 05/03/2007
2006/1351 03602 03570 NP1914 19618 - 19/03/2007
2006/1352 03602 03570 NP1915 23310 - 25/08/2008
2006/1354 03602 03570 NP1927 19620 - 19/03/2007
2006/1355 03602 03570 NP1928 19372 - 05/03/2007
2006/1356 03602 03570 NP1940 19621 - 19/03/2007
2006/1357 03602 03570 NP1979 25317 - 08/06/2009
2006/1358 03602 03570 NP1980 26006 - 05/10/2009
2006/1359 03602 03570 NP1981 25318 - 08/06/2009
2006/1360 03602 03570 NP2457 18894 - 18/12/2006
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2006/1361 03602 03570 NP2529 19622 - 19/03/2007
2006/1362 03602 03570 NP2598 25586 - 06/07/2009
2006/1363 03602 03570 NP2753 19623 - 19/03/2007
2006/1434 03889 03139 C3IDI111 19369 - 05/03/2007
2006/1573 00180 00804 PR35A30 22879 - 09/06/2008
2006/1574 00180 00804 PR37Y12 19608 - 19/03/2007
2006/1578 00180 00804 PR35F38 19609 - 19/03/2007
2006/1579 00180 00804 PR38B12 19610 - 19/03/2007
2006/1580 00180 00804 PR36W66 19335 - 05/03/2007
2006/1581 00180 00804 PR37F73 19336 - 05/03/2007
2006/1582 04577 00804 PR38V12 19337 - 05/03/2007
2006/1583 04577 02494 PR39D04 19338 - 05/03/2007
2006/1584 04577 00804 PR39A44 19339 - 05/03/2007
2006/1585 04577 02494 PR39T13 19340 - 05/03/2007
2006/1586 00180 00804 PR38W85 19341 - 05/03/2007
2006/1587 00180 00804 PR32B14 22880 - 09/06/2008
2006/1588 00180 00804 PR32P26 25336 - 08/06/2009
2006/1589 04577 00804 PR39B56 19342 - 05/03/2007
2006/1590 00180 00804 PR32H20 25337 - 08/06/2009
2006/1591 00180 00804 PR34N41 22590 - 19/05/2008
2006/1592 04577 00804 PR38Y10 25338 - 08/06/2009
2006/1593 00180 00804 PR37B63 19343 - 05/03/2007
2006/1594 00180 00804 PR31D58 19344 - 05/03/2007
2006/1595 00180 00804 PR31P41 19345 - 05/03/2007
2006/1599 00180 00804 PHCER 19348 - 05/03/2007
2006/1600 04577 00804 PHEHG 19611 - 19/03/2007
2006/1601 00180 00804 PH8T0 19349 - 05/03/2007
2006/1602 04577 00804 PHB8V 19612 - 19/03/2007
2006/1603 00180 00804 PH8JV 19350 - 05/03/2007
2006/1604 00180 00804 PR34A15 19351 - 05/03/2007
2006/1605 00180 00804 PR34P88 19352 - 05/03/2007
2006/1606 00180 00804 PH93G 19353 - 05/03/2007
2006/1607 00180 00804 PH86T 25339 - 08/06/2009
2006/1608 00180 00804 PHC78 19354 - 05/03/2007
2006/1609 00180 00804 PHCA5 19355 - 05/03/2007
2006/1610 00180 00804 PHCJP 19356 - 05/03/2007
2006/1611 00180 00804 PHCMV 19357 - 05/03/2007
2006/1612 00180 00804 PHCPR 19358 - 05/03/2007
2006/1613 04577 00804 PHAD8 19359 - 05/03/2007
2006/1614 04577 02494 PHC1A 19360 - 05/03/2007
2006/1615 04577 00804 PH7GD 19361 - 05/03/2007
2006/1616 00180 00804 PHD37 19362 - 05/03/2007
2006/1617 00180 00804 PHDWA 25340 - 08/06/2009
2006/1618 00180 00804 PHJEH1 22591 - 19/05/2008
2006/1620 04577 00804 PHD0F 19613 - 19/03/2007
2006/1621 00180 00804 PH77P 25341 - 08/06/2009
2006/2207 00044 00575 KW1F365 20516 - 16/07/2007
2006/2208 00044 00575 KW1F372 20517 - 16/07/2007
2006/2210 00044 00575 KW4M048 25307 - 08/06/2009
2006/2211 00044 00575 KW4M050 25308 - 08/06/2009
2006/2212 00044 00575 KW4M104 25309 - 08/06/2009
2006/2213 00044 00575 KW7M116 25310 - 08/06/2009
2006/2214 00044 00575 KW7M129 25311 - 08/06/2009
2006/2215 00044 00575 KW7M133 25312 - 08/06/2009
2006/2218 00044 00575 KW6F559 24683 - 20/04/2009
2006/2219 00044 00575 KW6F576 20521 - 16/07/2007
2006/2221 00044 00575 KW7F574 20522 - 16/07/2007
2006/2222 00044 00575 KW7F580 20523 - 16/07/2007
2006/2223 00044 00575 KW9F518 24684 - 20/04/2009
2006/2225 00044 00575 KW1F241 20525 - 16/07/2007
3092009
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2006/2226 00044 00575 KW1F309 20526 - 16/07/2007
2006/2227 00044 00575 KW5F267 20527 - 16/07/2007
2006/2228 00044 00575 KW5F310 20528 - 16/07/2007
2006/2229 00044 00575 KW5F311 20529 - 16/07/2007
2006/2232 00044 00575 KW1G510 20532 - 16/07/2007
2006/2233 00044 00575 KW5G231 20533 - 16/07/2007
2006/2235 00044 00575 KW5G392 20535 - 16/07/2007
2006/2237 00044 00575 KW5T003 20536 - 16/07/2007
2007/0374 03889 03139 C3DUQ013 20792 - 24/08/2007
2007/0375 03889 03139 KAFO401 22097 - 07/04/2008
2007/0376 03889 03139 C3DKQ313 20793 - 24/08/2007
2007/0377 03889 03139 C3IZI203 20794 - 24/08/2007
2007/0378 03889 03139 E2IFI494 20795 - 24/08/2007
2007/0379 03889 03139 BKUBW3B 24647 - 20/04/2009
2007/0451 01396 01397 DSP1851D 25945 - 21/09/2009
2007/0484 03304 R0243 20786 - 24/08/2007
2007/0485 03304 R05035 20787 - 24/08/2007
2007/0497 03304 R06046 20788 - 24/08/2007
2007/0582 00260 111B791 21276 - 26/11/2007
2007/0583 00260 151X716 21277 - 26/11/2007
2007/0584 00260 221P839 21278 - 26/11/2007
2007/0585 00260 291G752 21279 - 26/11/2007
2007/0586 00260 990A707 22598 - 19/05/2008
2007/0587 03889 03139 87DUA5 21280 - 26/11/2007
2007/0588 03889 03139 91III18 21281 - 26/11/2007
2007/0589 03889 03139 87IDI2 21282 - 26/11/2007
2007/0630 04197 EG0501 21289 - 26/11/2007
2007/0631 04197 EG1015 21290 - 26/11/2007
2007/0632 04197 EG2091 21291 - 26/11/2007
2007/0633 04197 EG2099 24316 - 23/03/2009
2007/0634 04197 EG7060 21292 - 26/11/2007
2007/0635 04197 EG7077 21293 - 26/11/2007
2007/0636 04197 EG7079 24022 - 09/02/2009
2007/0637 04197 EG7088 22571 - 19/05/2008
2007/0638 00158 LCR1614 24318 - 23/03/2009
2007/0639 00158 LCN1630 24319 - 23/03/2009
2007/0721 04184 01006 GUADIANA 21244 - 26/11/2007
2007/0722 04184 01006 JUNGLE 21245 - 26/11/2007
2007/0723 04184 01006 MONROE 21246 - 26/11/2007
2007/0724 04184 01006 SENSATION 21247 - 26/11/2007
2007/0725 04184 01006 SOLUTION 21248 - 26/11/2007
2007/0727 04184 01006 ANJOU387 21249 - 26/11/2007
2007/0728 04184 01006 ADNET 21250 - 26/11/2007
2007/0730 04184 01006 JOSQUIN 21251 - 26/11/2007
2007/0731 04184 01006 LG3239 22614 - 19/05/2008
2007/0732 04184 01006 LG3249 DUO 21252 - 26/11/2007
2007/0733 04184 01006 LG3250 DUO 21253 - 26/11/2007
2007/0734 04184 01006 LG3252 21254 - 26/11/2007
2007/0735 04184 01006 LG3320 21255 - 26/11/2007
2007/0736 04184 01006 LG3355 21256 - 26/11/2007
2007/0737 04184 01006 LG3475 21257 - 26/11/2007
2007/0738 04184 01006 LG3696 25327 - 08/06/2009
2007/0753 03889 03139 34FH02 22599 - 19/05/2008
2007/0754 03889 03139 C3DKQ312 21283 - 26/11/2007
2007/0755 03889 03139 94IZI14 21284 - 26/11/2007
2007/0763 04184 01006 LG3385 25328 - 08/06/2009
2007/0764 04184 01006 YSER 25329 - 08/06/2009
2007/0767 04184 01006 LG3285 21258 - 26/11/2007
2007/0768 04184 01006 LG3255 21259 - 26/11/2007
2007/0769 04184 01006 ANJOU256 21267 - 26/11/2007
31015|02|2010
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2007/0770 04184 01006 ANJOU257 21266 - 26/11/2007
2007/0771 04184 01006 CHATILLON 21498 - 17/12/2007
2007/0772 04184 01006 LG3264 21265 - 26/11/2007
2007/0773 04184 01006 DELPHY 21499 - 17/12/2007
2007/0774 04184 01006 LG3185 21264 - 26/11/2007
2007/0775 04184 01006 LG3710 22100 - 07/04/2008
2007/0776 04184 01006 PONCHO YG 21263 - 26/11/2007
2007/0777 04184 01006 LG3220 21262 - 26/11/2007
2007/0778 04184 01006 MARITIMO 21261 - 26/11/2007
2007/0779 04184 01006 LG3211 21260 - 26/11/2007
2007/0780 04184 01006 INGRID 21268 - 26/11/2007
2007/0781 04184 01006 AASPEED 21269 - 26/11/2007
2007/0782 04184 01006 LG3218 21270 - 26/11/2007
2007/0783 04184 01006 TORRENTE 21271 - 26/11/2007
2007/0784 04184 01006 APTITUD 21500 - 17/12/2007
2007/0785 04184 01006 LG3505 21272 - 26/11/2007
2007/0786 04184 01006 AACIENDA 21273 - 26/11/2007
2007/0787 04184 01006 LG3535 25330 - 08/06/2009
2007/0864 00158 LSH341 21509 - 17/12/2007
2007/0865 00158 LSH344 21510 - 17/12/2007
2007/0866 00158 LTH400 21511 - 17/12/2007
2007/0975 04184 01006 CB3 24324 - 23/03/2009
2007/0979 04184 01006 LIMDA32 24023 - 09/02/2009
2007/0980 04184 01006 LIMDA36 24024 - 09/02/2009
2007/0981 04184 01006 LIMDC14 24325 - 23/03/2009
2007/0982 04184 01006 LIMDFF4 24627 - 20/04/2009
2007/0983 04184 01006 LIMEFF94 24628 - 20/04/2009
2007/0984 04184 01006 LIMFDD514 22615 - 19/05/2008
2007/0985 04184 01006 LIMFMI627 22616 - 19/05/2008
2007/0986 04184 01006 LIMFVO637 24629 - 20/04/2009
2007/0987 04184 01006 LIMIOP165 23075 - 07/07/2008
2007/0988 04184 01006 LIMIOR7 24630 - 20/04/2009
2007/0989 04184 01006 LIMIVQ50 22617 - 19/05/2008
2007/0990 04184 01006 LIMJIL37 23076 - 07/07/2008
2007/0991 04184 01006 LIMJVV11 22618 - 19/05/2008
2007/0992 04184 01006 LIMLFE64 24025 - 09/02/2009
2007/0993 04184 01006 LIMMM95 25331 - 08/06/2009
2007/0994 04184 01006 LIMMNL105 25332 - 08/06/2009
2007/0995 04184 01006 LIMMNL116 24326 - 23/03/2009
2007/0996 04184 01006 LIMMNM119 25333 - 08/06/2009
2007/0997 04184 01006 LIMOBO405 23077 - 07/07/2008
2007/0998 04184 01006 LIMPLN6 25334 - 08/06/2009
2007/0999 04184 01006 LIMQV61 24631 - 20/04/2009
2007/1001 04184 01006 LIMRVI17 24632 - 20/04/2009
2007/1002 04184 01006 LIMRVI34 22619 - 19/05/2008
2007/1003 04184 01006 LIMTB23 24026 - 09/02/2009
2007/1005 04184 01006 LIMTM61 24633 - 20/04/2009
2007/1006 04184 01006 LIMWX55 24634 - 20/04/2009
2007/1137 03304 R05092 21547 - 17/12/2007
2007/1138 03304 R05041 21548 - 17/12/2007
2007/1139 03304 R05103 21549 - 17/12/2007
2007/1140 03304 R05093 21550 - 17/12/2007
2007/1141 03304 R05062 21551 - 17/12/2007
2007/1142 03304 R05078 21552 - 17/12/2007
2007/1143 03304 R04117 21553 - 17/12/2007
2007/1144 03304 R05101 21554 - 17/12/2007
2007/1145 03304 R04107 21555 - 17/12/2007
2007/1146 03304 R06035 21556 - 17/12/2007
2007/1147 03304 R06022 21557 - 17/12/2007
2007/1148 03304 R05017 22574 - 19/05/2008
3112009
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2007/1556 00180 04000 PR32W04 22152 - 21/04/2008
2007/1557 00180 04000 PR32T16 22153 - 21/04/2008
2007/1559 00180 04000 PR34N24 22154 - 21/04/2008
2007/1560 00180 04000 PR36H43 22155 - 21/04/2008
2007/1561 00180 04000 PR37N01 22156 - 21/04/2008
2007/1562 00180 04000 PR37N54 22157 - 21/04/2008
2007/1563 00180 04000 PR35Y68 22158 - 21/04/2008
2007/1565 00180 04000 PR33T56 22159 - 21/04/2008
2007/1567 00180 04000 PR36D79 22160 - 21/04/2008
2007/1568 00180 04000 PR38T76 22161 - 21/04/2008
2007/1569 00180 04000 PR31D24 22162 - 21/04/2008
2007/1571 00180 04000 PR32B41 22163 - 21/04/2008
2007/1572 00180 04000 PR32T83 22164 - 21/04/2008
2007/1573 00180 04000 PR38A22 22165 - 21/04/2008
2007/1574 00180 04000 PR33B51 22166 - 21/04/2008
2007/1575 00180 04000 PH1B5 22167 - 21/04/2008
2007/1577 00180 04000 PH4T9 22168 - 21/04/2008
2007/1578 00180 04000 PH7N7 24332 - 23/03/2009
2007/1581 00180 04000 PHADA 22170 - 21/04/2008
2007/1583 00180 04000 PHAJE 22171 - 21/04/2008
2007/1584 00180 04000 PHAJM 22172 - 21/04/2008
2007/1587 00180 04000 PHCCW 22173 - 21/04/2008
2007/1589 00180 04000 PHC55 22174 - 21/04/2008
2007/1590 00180 04000 PHCHP 22175 - 21/04/2008
2007/1591 00180 04000 PHD62 22176 - 21/04/2008
2007/1593 00180 04000 PHDTD 22178 - 21/04/2008
2007/1595 00180 04000 PHE2E 24333 - 23/03/2009
2007/1596 00180 04000 PHE35 22179 - 21/04/2008
2007/1597 00180 04000 PHE3D 22180 - 21/04/2008
2007/1599 00180 04000 PHE6Z 22181 - 21/04/2008
2007/1600 00180 04000 PHEBA 24334 - 23/03/2009
2007/1601 00180 04000 PHEDR 22182 - 21/04/2008
2007/1602 00180 04000 PHEJW 22183 - 21/04/2008
2007/1603 00180 04000 PHEKJ 22184 - 21/04/2008
2007/1606 00180 04000 PHETG 22185 - 21/04/2008
2007/1609 00180 04000 PHF5R 22186 - 21/04/2008
2007/1611 04577 04000 PHGRT 22187 - 23/06/2008
2007/1616 00180 04000 PHHHN 22188 - 21/04/2008
2007/1619 00180 04000 PHL6R 22189 - 21/04/2008
2007/1620 00180 04000 PHN2D 22190 - 21/04/2008
2007/1622 04577 04000 PR39A61 22192 - 21/04/2008
2007/1623 04577 03985 PR39D23 22193 - 21/04/2008
2007/1624 04577 03985 PHGVG 22194 - 21/04/2008
2007/1625 04577 03985 PHH0D 22195 - 21/04/2008
2007/1626 04577 03985 PHH3A 22196 - 21/04/2008
2007/1627 04577 03985 PR39W45 22197 - 21/04/2008
2007/1628 04577 03985 PR39A50 22198 - 21/04/2008
2007/1629 04577 03985 PR39D60 22199 - 21/04/2008
2007/2137 03602 03570 EC49333 22593 - 19/05/2008
2007/2138 03602 03570 NP2623 25319 - 08/06/2009
2007/2139 03602 03570 NPAF3050 25587 - 06/07/2009
2007/2141 03602 03570 NPIA1441 22594 - 19/05/2008
2007/2142 03602 03570 NPIB1430 22595 - 19/05/2008
2007/2143 03602 03570 NPNW0351 22596 - 19/05/2008
2007/2147 03602 03570 NPXI1440 22597 - 19/05/2008
2007/2217 00044 00575 KW6T006 23047 - 07/07/2008
2007/2218 00044 00575 KW1G240 22492 - 19/05/2008
2007/2219 00044 00575 KW1G245 22493 - 19/05/2008
2007/2220 00044 00575 KW1G266 22494 - 19/05/2008
2007/2221 00044 00575 KW1G524 22495 - 19/05/2008
31215|02|2010
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2007/2222 00044 00575 KW1G546 22496 - 19/05/2008
2007/2227 00044 00575 KW4G118 22497 - 19/05/2008
2007/2228 00044 00575 KW5G393 22498 - 19/05/2008
2007/2229 00044 00575 KW5G712 22499 - 19/05/2008
2007/2230 00044 00575 KW1F383 22500 - 19/05/2008
2007/2231 00044 00575 KW5F326 22501 - 19/05/2008
2007/2233 00044 00575 KW1F345 22502 - 19/05/2008
2007/2234 00044 00575 KW1F352 22503 - 19/05/2008
2007/2235 00044 00575 KW1F354 22504 - 19/05/2008
2007/2236 00044 00575 KW1F360 22505 - 19/05/2008
2007/2237 00044 00575 KW5F346 22506 - 19/05/2008
2007/2238 00044 00575 KW9F191 22507 - 19/05/2008
2007/2239 00044 00575 KW4U117 22508 - 19/05/2008
2007/2240 00044 00575 KW6F591 22509 - 19/05/2008
2007/2241 00044 00575 KW7F575 22510 - 19/05/2008
2007/2242 00044 00575 KW7F588 22511 - 19/05/2008
2008/0164 03602 03570 LB11 23571 - 13/10/2008
2008/0165 03602 03570 LB15 23572 - 13/10/2008
2008/0311 03459 06739 AC3512 24209 - 23/02/2009
2008/0454 04577 03985 PHVSW 24335 - 23/03/2009
2008/0540 04197 EG5064 24317 - 23/03/2009
2008/0544 04197 EG7055 23550 - 13/10/2008
2008/0628 03304/01079 03185 SK174 23570 - 13/10/2008
2008/0739 03889 03139 94IZI9 23575 - 13/10/2008
2008/0742 03889 03139 MEF4010 23576 - 13/10/2008
2008/0744 03889 03139 C3IDI304 24336 - 23/03/2009
2008/0748 04206 03139 C3DKS01 23577 - 13/10/2008
2008/0809 01396 01397 DSP2563D3 23566 - 13/10/2008
2008/0810 01396 01397 DSP5164A3 23567 - 13/10/2008
2008/0811 01396 01397 DSP5091A3 23568 - 13/10/2008
2008/0812 03304 R06023 23556 - 13/10/2008
2008/0813 03304 R06065 23557 - 13/10/2008
2008/0814 03304 R06003 24321 - 23/03/2009
2008/0815 03304 R06064 23558 - 13/10/2008
2008/0816 03304 R07064 24322 - 23/03/2009
2008/0923 04184 01006 LIMIOP78 24327 - 23/03/2009
2008/0924 04184 01006 LIMIOV17 24328 - 23/03/2009
2008/0925 04184 01006 LIMIQP81 24329 - 23/03/2009
2008/0927 04184 01006 LIMIVQ28 24330 - 23/03/2009
2008/0953 04184 01006 LIMRVL13 24331 - 23/03/2009
2008/1138 03602 03570 NPAA2359 24338 - 23/03/2009
2008/1139 03602 03570 NPNP2551 24339 - 23/03/2009
2008/1140 03602 03570 NPIX1554 23890 - 26/01/2009
2008/1141 03602 03570 NPID3113 24340 - 23/03/2009
2008/1142 03602 03570 NPIA1511 24341 - 23/03/2009
2008/1143 03602 03570 NPFX4517 23891 - 26/01/2009
2008/1273 00158 LUN236 23867 - 26/01/2009
2008/1275 00158 LBR1556 24189 - 23/02/2009
2008/1276 00158 LBN1564 23868 - 26/01/2009
2008/1277 00158 LAR1490 23869 - 26/01/2009
2008/1350 04184 01006 ABOGAN 23893 - 26/01/2009
2008/1351 04184 01006 AAYRTON 23894 - 26/01/2009
2008/1352 04184 01006 CORVETTE 23895 - 26/01/2009
2008/1353 04184 01006 AMACK 23896 - 26/01/2009
2008/1354 04184 01006 LG30219 26384 - 21/12/2009
2008/1355 04184 01006 ABBACO 26385 - 21/12/2009
2008/1356 04184 01006 ANJOU240 26386 - 21/12/2009
2008/1357 04184 01006 AAPOSITO 24635 - 20/04/2009
2008/1358 04184 01006 LG30218 26387 - 21/12/2009
2008/1359 04184 01006 LG3254 23897 - 26/01/2009
3132009
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2008/1360 04184 01006 ARTING 24177 - 23/02/2009
2008/1361 04184 01006 AMASTIC 23898 - 26/01/2009
2008/1362 04184 01006 LG3287 23899 - 26/01/2009
2008/1363 04184 01006 LG30281 26388 - 21/12/2009
2008/1365 04184 01006 ANJOU 284 25796 - 24/08/2009
2008/1366 04184 01006 AARAVAN 25797 - 24/08/2009
2008/1367 04184 01006 AAPPLE 26389 - 21/12/2009
2008/1368 04184 01006 LG3291 25798 - 24/08/2009
2008/1369 04184 01006 LG3276 DUO 23900 - 26/01/2009
2008/1370 04184 01006 LG3258 24636 - 20/04/2009
2008/1371 04184 01006 CHEVY 26390 - 21/12/2009
2008/1372 04184 01006 LG3228 26391 - 21/12/2009
2008/1373 04184 01006 AATENDO DUO 23901 - 26/01/2009
2008/1376 04184 01006 AALLEXIA 23902 - 26/01/2009
2008/1377 04184 01006 AAPOTHEOZ 26392 - 21/12/2009
2008/1612 03889 03139 87SIE3 24170 - 23/02/2009
2008/1613 03889 03139 HCL104 24171 - 23/02/2009
2008/1614 03889 03139 HCL529 24172 - 23/02/2009
2008/1615 03889 03139 87IDI1 24173 - 23/02/2009
2008/1616 03889 03139 17IFI6 24174 - 23/02/2009
2008/1617 03889 03139 93IDI3 24337 - 23/03/2009
2008/1871 00180 04000 PHNEW 24595 - 20/04/2009
2008/1872 04577 04000 PHNDP 24596 - 20/04/2009
2008/1873 00180 04000 PHF4P 24597 - 20/04/2009
2008/1874 00180 04000 PHF1J 24598 - 20/04/2009
2008/1875 00180 04000 PHEWW 24599 - 20/04/2009
2008/1876 00180 04000 PHEWB 24600 - 20/04/2009
2008/1879 00180 04000 PHE4N 24601 - 20/04/2009
2008/1881 00180 04000 PHCND 24602 - 20/04/2009
2008/1882 00180 04000 PHBGA 24603 - 20/04/2009
2008/1883 00180 04000 PHAPT 24604 - 20/04/2009
2008/1884 00180 04000 PH8WD 24605 - 20/04/2009
2008/1886 00180 04000 PH71R 24606 - 20/04/2009
2008/1922 04577 04000 P8000 24607 - 20/04/2009
2008/1923 04577 04000 P8100 25342 - 08/06/2009
2008/1924 04577 03985 PR38Y34 24608 - 20/04/2009
2008/1925 00180 04000 P0823 24609 - 20/04/2009
2008/1926 00180 04000 PR34Y02 24610 - 20/04/2009
2008/1927 04577 04000 PR39H93 24611 - 20/04/2009
2008/1928 00180 04000 PR31K21 24612 - 20/04/2009
2008/1929 00180 04000 PR33W82 24613 - 20/04/2009
2008/1930 00180 04000 PR38A79 24614 - 20/04/2009
2008/1931 04577 03985 PR39V43 24615 - 20/04/2009
2008/1932 04577 04000 P9465 25345 - 08/06/2009
2008/1933 00180 04000 PR36Y23 25346 - 08/06/2009
2008/1934 00180 04000 P9400 26003 - 05/10/2009
2008/1935 00180 04000 P9076 25343 - 08/06/2009
2008/1936 00180 04000 PR38Y68 24616 - 20/04/2009
2008/1941 00180 04000 PR38R56 25344 - 08/06/2009
2008/1942 04577 04000 PR38N86 24617 - 20/04/2009
2008/1943 04577 04000 PR38V52 24618 - 20/04/2009
2008/1944 04577 04000 PR39D34 24619 - 20/04/2009
2008/1946 00180 04000 PR38V45 24620 - 20/04/2009
2008/1947 00180 04000 PR35A52 24621 - 20/04/2009
2008/1948 00180 04000 PR36V52 24622 - 20/04/2009
2008/1949 00180 04000 PR36K87 24623 - 20/04/2009
2008/1950 00180 04000 PR36T24 24624 - 20/04/2009
2008/1952 04577 03985 PR39P91 24625 - 20/04/2009
2008/1954 00180 04000 PR36V74 24626 - 20/04/2009
2008/1984 00180 04000 PR39N39 26004 - 05/10/2009
31415|02|2010
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2008/2202 03602 03570 NPID2534 24638 - 20/04/2009
2008/2203 03602 03570 NPID2566 24639 - 20/04/2009
2008/2204 03602 03570 NPID2570 24640 - 20/04/2009
2008/2402 00044 00575 KW1F400 25669 - 06/07/2009
2008/2403 00044 00575 KW1F401 25670 - 06/07/2009
2008/2404 00044 00575 KW5F364 25671 - 06/07/2009
2008/2405 00044 00575 KW5F409 25672 - 06/07/2009
2008/2406 00044 00575 KW5F414 25673 - 06/07/2009
2008/2407 00044 00575 KW4F592 25674 - 06/07/2009
2008/2408 00044 00575 KW4F618 25675 - 06/07/2009
2008/2409 00044 00575 KW6F593 25676 - 06/07/2009
2008/2410 00044 00575 KW7H005 25677 - 06/07/2009
2008/2411 00044 00575 KW7H011 25678 - 06/07/2009
2008/2414 00044 00575 KW9F592 25679 - 06/07/2009
2008/2415 00044 00575 KW9F619 25680 - 06/07/2009
2008/2419 00044 00575 KW1F231BT1 25681 - 22/07/2009
2008/2420 00044 00575 KW1G908BT1 25682 - 06/07/2009
2008/2421 00044 00575 KW6F513BT1 25683 - 06/07/2009
2008/2422 00044 00575 KW1G527 26007 - 05/10/2009
2008/2423 00044 00575 KW1G532 25684 - 06/07/2009
2008/2424 00044 00575 KW1G536 25685 - 06/07/2009
2008/2425 00044 00575 KW1G537 25686 - 06/07/2009
2008/2426 00044 00575 KW1G539 25687 - 06/07/2009
2008/2427 00044 00575 KW1G543 25688 - 06/07/2009
2008/2428 00044 00575 KW5G790 25689 - 06/07/2009
2008/2429 00044 00575 KW1A206 25690 - 06/07/2009
2008/2430 00044 00575 KW5A312 25691 - 06/07/2009
2008/2431 00044 00575 KW5A313 25692 - 06/07/2009
2008/2432 00044 00575 KW4G121 25693 - 06/07/2009
2008/2433 00044 00575 KW7G112 25694 - 06/07/2009
2008/2442 03304 R06018 25604 - 06/07/2009
2009/0447 00180 04000 PHR1J 26222 - 16/11/2009
2009/0449 00180 04000 PHF5G 26005 - 05/10/2009
2009/0694 03889 03139 MET2995 26138 - 19/10/2009
2009/0695 03889 03139 MEF3944 26139 - 19/10/2009
2009/0696 03889 03139 MEK7442 26140 - 19/10/2009
2009/0697 03889 03139 MEF4016 26141 - 19/10/2009
2009/0698 03889 03139 MEK1761 26142 - 19/10/2009
2009/0701 03889 03139 C3SUD402 26143 - 19/10/2009
2009/0703 03889 03139 HCL1025 26144 - 19/10/2009
2009/0707 03889 03139 BKNDI3B 26145 - 19/10/2009
2009/0709 03889 03139 MEF4011 26146 - 19/10/2009
2009/0711 03889 03139 MEF5096 26147 - 19/10/2009
2009/0712 03889 03139 C3SUD404 26148 - 19/10/2009
2009/0713 03889 03139 MEF2600 26149 - 19/10/2009
2009/0714 03889 03139 MEF2195 26150 - 19/10/2009
2009/0715 03889 03139 MEF5298 26151 - 19/10/2009
2009/0716 03889 03139 MEF1740 26152 - 19/10/2009
Zelkova serrata (Thunb.) Makino
2003/1472 04348 06086 KIWI SUNSET 22039 - 07/04/2008
x Zelglossoda J. M. H. Shaw
2007/2589 06083 01903 PINK PULI 26104 - 05/10/2009
Zinnia L.
1997/0417 01020 04464 PROFUSION CHERRY 5251 - 25/10/1999
1997/0418 01020 04464 PROFUSION ORANGE 5252 - 25/10/1999
2001/0572 01020 04464 PROFUSION WHITE 13664 - 21/06/2004
2005/1161 01020 04464 PROFUSION APRICOT 20435 - 02/07/2007
3152009
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2005/1162 01020 04464 PROFUSION FIRE 20436 - 02/07/2007
Zinnia angustifolia Kunth Œ Z. elegans Jacq.
2006/1439 01020 04464 SAKZIN006 22917 - 09/06/2008
2006/1440 01020 04464 SAKZIN007 22918 - 09/06/2008
Zoysia matrella
2001/0448 03355 03356 CAVALIER 19746 - 02/04/2007
Zygopetalum Hook.
2005/1595 05143 00423 SENT SATION 21700 - 28/01/2008
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BG 3: Predostav￿ne na pravna zakrila po silata na qlen 116 na Reglament na S•veta (EO) N
◦ 2100/94
(Stranica 319)
1: Nomer na zave￿dane
2: Titul￿r
3: Procesualen predstavitel (ako ima tak•v)
4: Odobreno naimenovanie
5: Nomer i data na predostavenoto pravo
ES 3: Concesión de protección con arreglo al artículo 116 del Reglamento (CE) n
◦ 2100/94 del Consejo
(Página 319)
1: Número de expediente
2: Titular
3: Representante en el procedimiento (si lo hay)
4: Denominación aprobada
5: Número de concesión, fecha
CS 3: Udělení ochrany podle článku 116 nařízení Rady (ES) 2100/94 (Strana 319)
1: Číslo spisu
2: Držitel
3: Zástupce v řízení (je-li uveden)
4: Schválený název
5: Číslo udělení odrůdového práva, datum






DE 3: Erteilung des Schutzes gemäß Artikel 116 der Verordnung (EG) Nr. 2100/94 des Rates (Seite 319)
1: Aktenzeichen
2: Sortenschutzinhaber
3: Verfahrensvertreter (falls zutreﬀend)
4: Genehmigte Bezeichnung
5: Nummer der Erteilung, Datum






























































































































































EN 3: Grants of protection pursuant to Article 116 of Council Regulation (EC) No 2100/94 (Page 319)
1: File number
2: Holder
3: Procedural representative (if any)
4: Approved denomination
5: Grant number, date
FR 3: Octroi d’une protection conformément à l’article 116 du règlement (CE) n
◦ 2100/94 du Conseil (Page
319)
1: Numéro de dossier
2: Titulaire
3: Mandataire (s’il y a lieu)
4: Dénomination approuvée
5: Numéro de l’octroi, date
3172009
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IT 3: Concessione della tutela ai sensi dell’articolo 116 del regolamento (CE) n. 2100/94 del Consiglio (Pagina
319)
1: Numero di pratica
2: Titolare
3: Mandatario/Rappresentante nella procedura (eventuale/i)
4: Denominazione approvata
5: Numero della concessione, data




3: Pilnvarotais p¯ arst¯ avis (ja t¯ ads ir)
4: Apstiprin¯ atais nosaukums
5: Piešk ¸iršanas numurs, datums




3: Procesinis atstovas (jei yra)
4: Patvirtintas pavadinimas
5: Suteiktas numeris, data
HU 3: Oltalmak megadása a 2100/94/EK tanácsi rendelet 116. cikk szerint (Oldal 319)
1: Nyilvántartási szám
2: Jogosult
3: Eljárásbeli képviselő (ha van)
4: Fajtanév jóváhagyva
5: Megadás száma, datuma




3: Rapprezentant pro˙ cedurali (jekk ikun hemm)
4: Denominazzjoni approvata
5: In-numru tal-kon˙ cessjoni, data
NL 3: Toekenning van een kwekersrecht overeenkomstig artikel 116 van Verordening (EG) nr. 2100/94 van
de Raad (Bladzijde 319)
1: Dossiernummer
2: Houder
3: Vertegenwoordiger voor de procedure (indien van toepassing)
4: Vastgestelde rasbenaming
5: Verleningsnummer, datum




3: Pełnomocnik (o ile ustanowiony)
4: Nazwa uznana
5: Numer przyznania, data
PT 3: Concessão de protecção ao abrigo do artigo 116.
◦ do Regulamento (CE) n.
◦ 2100/94 do Conselho (Página
319)
1: Número de processo
2: Titular
3: Representante para efeitos processuais (caso exista)
4: Denominação aprovada
5: Número da concessão, data
31815|02|2010
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3: Mandatar (dacă este cazul)
4: Denumire aprobată
5: Numărul acordării, data
SK 3: Udelenie ochrany podl’a článku 116 nariadenia Rady (ES) č. 2100/94 (Strana 319)
1: Číslo spisu
2: Majitel’
3: Procesný zástupca (ak je nejaký)
4: Schválený názov
5: Číslo udelenia, dátum
SL 3: Podeljevanje varstva v skladu s 116. členom Uredbe Sveta (ES) št. 2100/94 (Stran 319)
1: Številka prijave
2: Imetnik
3: Zastopnik v postopku (če obstaja)
4: Potrjeno ime
5: Številka podelitve, datum
FI 3: Tildeling af sortsbeskyttelse i henhold til artikel 116 i Rådets forordning (EF) nr. 2100/94 (Sivu 319)
1: Rekisterinumero
2: Haltija
3: Menettelyyn valtuutettu edustaja (mikäli on)
4: Hyväksytty lajikenimi
5: Myönnön numero, päivämäärä
SV 3: Beviljande av växtförädlarrätt enligt artikel 116 i rådets förordning (EG) nr 2100/94 (Sida 319)
1: Ansökningsnummer




1 2 3 4 5
Acer L.
1995/2528 05701 APOLLO 223 - 02/08/1996
Aglaonema Schott




1995/1455 00637 00889 BOUBRI 5265 - 12/11/1999
Allium cepa (Aggregatum Group)
1995/0929 00259 ARVRO 2739 - 06/04/1998
1995/1413 00689 00827 LONGOR 3608 - 19/10/1998
1995/2166 00178 00423 RED SUN 180 - 02/08/1996
1995/2167 00178 00423 SPRING FIELD 181 - 02/08/1996
Alstroemeria L.
1995/0206 03783 TOSCANA 212 - 02/08/1996
1995/2513 03783 STAMOND 214 - 02/08/1996
1995/2514 03783 STABEC 215 - 02/08/1996
1995/2515 03783 STALOVE 216 - 02/08/1996
3192009
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Argyranthemum frutescens (L.) Sch. Bip.
1995/2603 03491 00423 SUGAR BABY 210 - 02/08/1996
Asparagus oﬃcinalis L.
1995/2244 00192 THIELIM 978 - 02/09/1996
Astilbe Buch.-Ham. ex D. Don
1995/1031 00361 00460 VISION 3114 - 02/06/1998
1995/1717 05860 00423 ASTILBE ELIBLO 1721 - 17/02/1997
Avena sativa L.
1995/1096 06348 GERALD 646 - 15/10/1996
1995/2053 00186 SALO 66 - 02/08/1996
1995/2056 00186 FREJA 67 - 02/08/1996
1995/2559 00714/01155 COBENA 649 - 15/10/1996
Begonia xhiemalis Fotsch (Begonia xelatior hort.)
1995/1207 00120 PICCO 1022 - 15/10/1996
1995/2405 04443 00423 BETULIA 204 - 02/08/1996
1995/2801 04443 00423 AZOTUS 205 - 02/08/1996
1995/2802 04443 00423 BARKOS 206 - 02/08/1996
1995/2803 04443 00423 BELLONA 207 - 02/08/1996
Bergenia Moench
1995/1795 05860 00423 BRESSINGHAM RUBY 203 - 02/08/1996
Brassica oleracea L. convar. botrytis (L.) Alef. var. botrytis
1995/0112 03602 03325 SPACESTAR 1940 - 15/05/1997
1995/0120 03602 03325 MAYFAIR 1832 - 10/03/1997
1995/0161 03602 03325 MARINE 1838 - 10/03/1997
Brassica oleracea L. convar. capitata (L.) Alef. var. alba DC.
1995/0791 04633 ELISA 3717 - 05/10/1998
1995/0792 04633 CB 111 3285 - 03/08/1998
Brassica oleracea L. convar. capitata (L.) Alef. var. sabauda L.
1995/0093 03602 03325 SIBERIA 1822 - 10/03/1997
Brassica napus L. emend. Metzg.
1995/0052 03602 03570 APEX 4 - 02/08/1996
1995/0079 00058 NAVAJO 7 - 02/08/1996
1995/0253 00044 ALASKA 8 - 02/08/1996
1995/1488 00131 STAR 767 - 15/10/1996
1995/1938 02554 BRISTOL 755 - 15/10/1996
1995/2041 00186 SPONSOR 15 - 17/12/1996
1995/2088 02554 IDOL 757 - 15/10/1996
1995/2143 00183 WOTAN 762 - 15/10/1996
1995/2145 00183 EXPRESS 764 - 15/10/1996
1995/2848 00708 KABEL 758 - 14/02/1997
Buddleja L.
1995/2110 06086 NOTBUD 221 - 02/08/1996
Calluna vulgaris (L.) Hull
1995/0527 00145 ARABELLA 1028 - 15/10/1996
1995/0529 00145 ALEXANDRA 1029 - 15/10/1996
1995/0534 00145 AMETHYST 1030 - 15/10/1996
1995/2407 00715/01496/00205 DARK BEAUTY 222 - 02/08/1996
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Campanula L.
1995/0573 05860 00423 CHETTLE CHARM 1457 - 16/12/1996
Chrysanthemum L.
1995/0911 00025 LINEKER 989 - 02/09/1996
1995/1002 00320 00423 VESUVIO 1035 - 15/10/1996
1995/1081 00301 JIFI WHITE 3708 - 05/10/1998
1995/1188 00025 STALLION 243 - 02/08/1996
1995/1264 00116 00852 YELLOW REMIX 1037 - 15/10/1996
1995/1268 00116 00852 REVERT 1038 - 15/10/1996
1995/1275 00116 00852 CREAM REAGAN 1853 - 03/04/1997
1995/1280 00116 00852 RED REAGAN 1043 - 15/10/1996
1995/1283 00116 00852 SPLENDID REAGAN 1045 - 15/10/1996
1995/1284 00116 00852 DARK SPLENDID
REAGAN
1046 - 15/10/1996
1995/1285 00116 00852 SUNNY REAGAN 1047 - 15/10/1996
1995/1287 00116 00852 YELLOW REAGAN 2720 - 02/03/1998
1995/1290 00116 00852 RELIGHT 1049 - 15/10/1996
1995/1292 00116 00852 YELLOW RELIGHT 1051 - 15/10/1996
1995/1398 04538 GUITCIBLE 1053 - 15/10/1996
1995/1399 04538 GUITUSE 1966 - 19/05/1997
1995/1400 04538 GUITLOR 1675 - 15/01/1997
1995/1421 00240 CHABURGA 1058 - 15/10/1996
1995/2256 03602 00423 YORAQUEL 248 - 02/08/1996
1995/2261 06725 00423 YOKENT 1878 - 03/04/1997
1995/2460 03602 00423 LINDAYO 265 - 02/08/1996
1995/2507 02545 00423 DELILAH 276 - 02/08/1996
Cichorium endivia L.
1995/0258 00072 SARDANA 1942 - 15/05/1997
1995/0294 00072 NUANCE 975 - 02/09/1996
1995/1225 01113 NATACHA 1089 - 15/10/1996
1995/1972 01113 PRADA 1634 - 15/01/1997
Cicer arietinum L.
1995/2566 00714/01155 AMELIA 1086 - 15/10/1996
1995/2567 00714/01155 EULALIA 1087 - 15/10/1996
Citrus L.
1995/0726 01662 NADORCOTT 14111 - 04/10/2004
1995/2568 01157/01434/01155 RICALATE 1848 - 10/03/1997
Clematis L.
1995/0853 03336/00081 POULVO 6323 - 16/10/2000
1995/1830 03336/00081 EVITWO 218 - 02/08/1996
1995/1831 03336/00081 EVITHREE 3115 - 02/06/1998
1995/1832 03336/00081 EVIFOUR 3116 - 02/06/1998
1995/1836 03336/00081 EVIONE 219 - 02/08/1996
Daucus carota L.
1995/0689 00031 BOLERO 2527 - 14/11/1997
Delphinium L.
1995/2007 01675 ODABAR 1093 - 15/10/1996
Dianthus L.
1995/0379 06450 HILOPTA 224 - 02/08/1996
1995/0380 06450 HILTESSIN 225 - 02/08/1996
1995/1075 00348 06450 CAMPANA 6706 - 02/10/2000
1995/1088 04842 WHITE JOY 1698 - 17/02/1997
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Dianthus L.
1995/1091 04842 DEVON WIZARD 1701 - 17/02/1997
1995/2102 04842 DEVON DOVE 1703 - 17/02/1997
1995/2103 04842 DEVON GENERAL 1704 - 17/02/1997
1995/2104 04842 DEVON PEARL 1705 - 17/02/1997
1995/2105 04842 DEVON MAGIC 1706 - 17/02/1997
1995/2106 04842 CARMINE LETITIA
WYATT
1707 - 17/02/1997
1995/2204 00182 WESTDIAMOND 226 - 02/08/1996
1995/2205 00182 GUERNSEYELLOW 227 - 02/08/1996
1995/2207 00182 WESBADOS 229 - 02/08/1996
1995/2688 00278 06450 TUNDRA 4968 - 04/10/1999
1995/2699 06450 SUNFLOR SURPRISE 1100 - 15/10/1996
1995/2725 06450 NELSON 1101 - 15/10/1996
1995/2728 03248 06450 RENDEZ-VOUS 1102 - 15/10/1996
Dieﬀenbachia Schott
1995/2654 00207 01534 VESUVIUS 235 - 02/08/1996
1995/2722 05678 01903 MAROBA 236 - 02/08/1996
Erica L.
1995/0526 00145 SPRING SURPRISE 1103 - 15/10/1996
Eryngium L.
1995/0572 05860 00423 JOS EIJKING 230 - 02/08/1996
Euonymus japonicus Thunb.
1995/2422 01514 GOLD QUEEN 1104 - 15/10/1996
Euphorbia pulcherrima Willd. ex Klotzsch
1995/0861 02318 WHITE FREEDOM 6559 - 26/07/2000
1995/1725 05505 DUECAP 237 - 02/08/1996
1995/1726 05505 DUESPOT 238 - 02/08/1996
1995/1785 00170 00423 MAREN 240 - 02/08/1996
1995/1798 00168 00423 FREEDOM 241 - 02/08/1996
1995/1799 00168 00423 PINK FREEDOM 981 - 02/09/1996
Festuca rubra L.
1995/2234 04176 00133 BARGREEN 69 - 02/08/1996
Ficus benjamina L.
1995/0405 00153 01903 RIANNE 2524 - 03/11/1997
1995/0406 00153 01903 WIANDI 1434 - 16/12/1996
1995/0704 00277 01903 VIVIAN 363 - 02/08/1996
1995/1217 00114 01903 REGINALD 2171 - 27/06/1997
Ficus elastica Roxb.
1995/1209 00119 SYLVIE 9679 - 15/07/2002
Ficus lyrata Warb.
1995/2420 05678 01903 BAMBINO 1116 - 15/10/1996
Fragaria x ananassa Duch.
1995/0576 04662 00011 EROS 1672 - 15/01/1997
1995/0577 04662 00011 CALYPSO 364 - 02/08/1996
1995/0661 03075 00420 LAMBADA 365 - 02/08/1996
1995/1093 00127 00443 ONEBOR 1119 - 15/10/1996
1995/1346 00331 EVITA 1486 - 16/12/1996
1995/2003 00669 01151 SWEET CHARLIE 2553 - 14/11/1997
Geranium L.
1995/0386 05860 00423 BLOGER 415 - 02/08/1996
32215|02|2010
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Gerbera L.
1995/0196 00023 SANGRIA 369 - 02/08/1996
1995/0198 00023 SUNSET 371 - 02/08/1996
1995/0202 00023 TESTAROSSA 1490 - 16/12/1996
1995/2622 03888 02321 PREBIAN 1127 - 15/10/1996
Gladiolus L.
1995/2500 01821 00419 CIMAROSA 1131 - 15/10/1996
1995/2592 02894 BEAU JOUR 379 - 02/08/1996
1995/2640 00208 SAN REMO 380 - 02/08/1996
1995/2641 00208 GRAND PRIX 381 - 02/08/1996
Guzmania Ruiz et Pav.
1995/0696 00286 PAX 372 - 02/08/1996
1995/0697 00286 SAMBA 373 - 02/08/1996
1995/0698 00286 ULTRA 374 - 02/08/1996
Gypsophila L.
1995/2152 00164 00423 WHITE FESTIVAL 376 - 02/08/1996
1995/2349 00164 00423 FESTIVAL 377 - 02/08/1996
Hebe Comm. ex. Juss.
1995/0264 04871 ROSIE 378 - 02/08/1996
1995/1721 04871 MOHAWK 1724 - 17/02/1997
Helianthus annuus L.
1995/0869 00086 03790 PROLEIC 204 1779 - 03/07/1997
1995/1395 03304 DPG 42 935 - 15/10/1996
1995/1434 00180 02494 PHA 088 937 - 15/10/1996
1995/1435 00180 00804 PHA 053 1799 - 07/03/1997
1995/1594 03570 RW666 959 - 15/10/1996
Heuchera L.
1995/1718 05860 00423 ABSI 1720 - 17/02/1997
Hordeum vulgare L. sensu lato
1995/0047 04167 GAELIC 1411 - 06/12/1996
1995/0298 00105 HANNA 1732 - 06/01/1997
1995/1461 02431 JASMIN 656 - 15/10/1996
1995/1500 00187 01089 THERESA 657 - 15/10/1996
1995/1896 00187 00953 NEVADA 664 - 15/10/1996
1995/1961 04184 00805 SONORA 665 - 15/10/1996
1995/1962 04184 00805 KELIBIA 666 - 15/10/1996
1995/2051 00186 MELTAN 33 - 02/08/1996
Hosta Tratt.
1995/1669 06086 JUNE 367 - 02/08/1996
Hydrangea L.
1995/0672 00334/01457 HOBELLA 1687 - 31/01/1997
1995/1301 00441 ELBTAL 4606 - 07/06/1999
1995/1303 00441 MORITZBURG 1139 - 15/10/1996
1995/1305 06158 00441 RACO 4608 - 07/06/1999
1995/1306 06158 00441 RAPA 1140 - 15/10/1996
1995/1309 06158 00441 RABE 13552 - 21/06/2004
1995/1312 06158 00441 RAVEN 4610 - 07/06/1999
Ilex L.
1995/1347 00780 LIMSI 6274 - 05/06/2000
3232009
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Impatiens New Guinea Group
1995/2182 00195 00423 PREP 386 - 02/08/1996
1995/2324 00165 00423 KIRUBA 388 - 02/08/1996
1995/2333 00165 00423 KITIM 390 - 01/09/1997
1995/2335 00165 00423 KIPETE 392 - 02/08/1996
1995/2338 00165 00423 KIMPS 395 - 02/08/1996
1995/2339 00165 00423 KIMOO 396 - 01/09/1997
1995/2340 00165 00423 KIMART 397 - 02/08/1996
1995/2341 00165 00423 KIGRE 398 - 02/08/1996
1995/2342 00165 00423 KIBON 399 - 02/08/1996
Kalanchoe Adans.
1995/2600 00123 00423 DEBBIE 999 - 02/09/1996
Koeleria Pers.
1995/2282 04176 00133 BARKOEL 4482 - 21/06/1999
Lactuca sativa L.
1995/0144 03602 03325 CHALLENGE 1150 - 15/10/1996
1995/0145 03602 03325 CHIANTI 1151 - 15/10/1996
1995/0167 03602 03325 NINJA 1628 - 15/01/1997
1995/0632 00088 BERCIE 1505 - 16/12/1996
1995/0635 00088 FLANDRIA 3038 - 06/07/1998
1995/0636 00088 FLOREAL 994 - 02/09/1996
1995/0643 00088 ROXETTE 196 - 02/08/1996
1995/0645 00088 SESAM 979 - 02/09/1996
1995/1228 01113 KENDO 1164 - 15/10/1996
1995/2291 00938 02329 FRILLICE 199 - 02/08/1996
Lavandula L.
1995/1720 05860 00423 LAVANDULA SCHOLA 1710 - 17/02/1997
Lilium L.
1995/0101 00064 00065 SIBERIA 404 - 02/08/1996
1995/0378 00737/01458 00419 MUSCADET 405 - 02/08/1996
1995/0979 00266 00420 ALMA ATA 407 - 02/08/1996
1995/2214 02828 00065 BUFF PIXIE 412 - 02/08/1996
1995/2215 02828 00065 BUTTER PIXIE 413 - 02/08/1996
1995/2216 02828 00065 PINK PIXIE 414 - 02/08/1996
Linum usitatissimum L.
1995/0851 02907 ESCALINA 76 - 02/08/1996
1995/1532 00689/00218 00827 HERMES 919 - 15/10/1996
Lobelia L.
1995/2176 00791 00441 AZURO 416 - 02/08/1996
Lycopersicon esculentum Mill.
1995/0685 00031 CENCARA 1173 - 15/10/1996
1995/2073 01134 01122 BRILLANTE 4208 - 14/12/1998
Malus domestica Borkh.
1995/0395 00100 00420 JONAGOLD-
BOEREKAMP
2578 - 20/11/1997
1995/0536 02002 00420 BIELAAR 418 - 02/08/1996
1995/0662 03075 00420 ELISE 419 - 02/08/1996
1995/0987 00954/00267/00955 00420 DECOSTA 1540 - 16/12/1996
1995/1039 00655 00160 CRIPPS PINK 1640 - 15/01/1997
1995/1072 00346 00421 PINOVA 1298 - 15/10/1996
1995/1098 00303 LIZZY 1299 - 15/10/1996
32415|02|2010
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Malus domestica Borkh.
1995/1099 00765/01055 00420 LAST MINUTE 1300 - 15/10/1996
1995/1212 00309 01119 MOUNTAIN COVE 1639 - 15/01/1997
1995/1478 00685 00303 HIDALA 1771 - 03/03/1997
1995/1668 03075 00420 ELSHOF 421 - 02/08/1996
1995/1967 00303 DALIEST 1290 - 15/10/1996
1995/1968 00303 DALILI 1291 - 15/10/1996
1995/1986 00368 01117 DELBLUSH 1641 - 15/01/1997
1995/2098 00298 BEL-EL 1541 - 16/12/1996
1995/2867 00700 02027 VANDA 2604 - 18/12/1997
Medicago sativa L.
1995/1486 00131 DAISY 2572 - 17/01/2000
Pelargonium L’Her. ex Aiton
1995/0548 03602 01902 FISBLIZ 1181 - 15/10/1996
1995/0549 03602 01902 FISRAIN 1182 - 15/10/1996
1995/0557 03602 01902 FISROT 1190 - 15/10/1996
1995/0736 00089 00441 TOMCAT 429 - 02/08/1996
1995/0740 00089 00441 BERGPALAIS 431 - 02/08/1996
1995/0741 00089 00441 ICECRYSTAL 432 - 02/08/1996
1995/0742 00089 00441 GLACIS 433 - 02/08/1996
1995/0744 00089 00441 SASSA 434 - 02/08/1996
1995/0749 00089 00441 PENDRESD 437 - 02/08/1996
1995/0760 00089 00441 PELODA 1623 - 15/01/1997
1995/0810 00223 CASTELO 443 - 02/08/1996
1995/1100 00216 00423 GUIMO 1201 - 15/10/1996
1995/1105 00216 00423 GUIVIN 1205 - 15/10/1996
1995/1108 00216 00423 GUIBER 7015 - 20/11/2000
1995/1112 00216 00423 GUIMONGOL 1209 - 15/10/1996
1995/1142 00036 KLEIRRO 446 - 02/08/1996
1995/2160 03223 00423 MONA LISA 447 - 02/08/1996
1995/2306 00025 MERITROPICAL 449 - 02/08/1996
1995/2307 00025 MERIFESTIVAL 450 - 02/08/1996
1995/2308 00025 MERIFLA 451 - 02/08/1996
1995/2309 00025 MERIPINO 452 - 02/08/1996
1995/2310 00025 MERITWIN 453 - 02/08/1996
1995/2311 00025 MERIBLUE 1978 - 04/06/1997
1995/2376 00223 LORCA 455 - 02/08/1996
1995/2377 00223 MORELLA 456 - 02/08/1996
Pentas Benth.
1995/0478 00264 00003 MARS 1253 - 15/10/1996
Petunia Juss.
1995/0333 04071 00082 MARROSE 467 - 02/08/1996
1995/0334 04071 00082 SUNTOSOL 468 - 02/08/1996
1995/0335 04071 00082 SUNSOLOS 469 - 02/08/1996
1995/0336 04071 00082 SUNTOVAN 470 - 02/08/1996
Phaseolus vulgaris L.
1995/0648 00088 FESTIVAL 1949 - 15/05/1997
1995/0691 00031 CALYPSO 1213 - 15/10/1996
1995/0692 00031 COKTEL 1214 - 15/10/1996
1995/0693 00031 DUEL 1649 - 15/01/1997
1995/0694 00031 NICKEL 1215 - 15/10/1996
1995/0771 03602 03325 XAVO 1216 - 15/10/1996
1995/0772 03602 03325 FULVIO 1217 - 15/10/1996
1995/0773 03602 03325 ANETO 9569 - 17/06/2002
1995/0774 03602 03325 MONCAYO 4235 - 01/02/1999
1995/1699 01113 FRUIDOR 1218 - 15/10/1996
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Phaseolus vulgaris L.
1995/2288 00938 02329 PAULISTA 201 - 02/08/1996
1995/2289 00938 02329 UNIDOR 202 - 02/08/1996
1995/2296 00938 02329 CORUMBA 1963 - 15/05/1997
1995/2358 00899 GOLDTIME 1222 - 15/10/1996
1995/2714 00746 CANTARE 1223 - 15/10/1996
1995/2716 00746 SONATE 1225 - 15/10/1996
1995/2718 00746 SCUBA 1227 - 15/10/1996
Physocarpus opulifolius (L.) Maxim.
1995/0141 00077 DIABOLO 465 - 02/08/1996
Picea glauca (Moench) Voss
1995/1004 00636 00423 PICEA HAAL 1722 - 17/02/1997
Pinus L.
1995/1094 06346 01903 PIERRICK BREGEON 1230 - 15/10/1996
Pisum sativum L. sensu lato
1995/0007 02843 EAGLE 88 - 02/08/1996
1995/0020 05809 SANCHO 1851 - 07/04/1997
1995/0213 05170 SIGRA 89 - 02/08/1996
1995/0325 00084 02329 BARLE 1714 - 17/02/1997
1995/0686 00031 MODENA 1235 - 15/10/1996
1995/0727 03602 03325 NEVADO 1237 - 15/10/1996
1995/0993 00112 PROFI 101 - 02/08/1996
1995/0994 00112 EIFFEL 102 - 02/08/1996
1995/1492 04184 JULIA 1124 - 15/10/1996
1995/1753 00215 RAINIER 104 - 02/08/1996
1995/1757 00215 PREMIUM 106 - 02/08/1996
1995/1761 00215 WINNER 107 - 02/08/1996
1995/1768 00215 CALIBRA 1677 - 15/01/1997
1995/2354 00899 APEXINA 1242 - 15/10/1996
1995/2359 00415 00899 COSTA 1243 - 15/10/1996
1995/2360 00899 DINGA 1244 - 15/10/1996
Pogonatherum paniceum (P. Beauv.) Hack.
1995/1218 00114 01903 MONICA 2497 - 01/09/1997
Polemonium L.
1995/0892 00272 BLANJOU 1718 - 17/02/1997
Populus L.
1995/1587 00745 KOSTER 1293 - 15/10/1996
1995/1589 00745 HEES 1295 - 15/10/1996
Potentilla fructicosa L.
1995/1077 00582 MARROB 464 - 02/08/1996
Prunus armeniaca L.
1995/0259 00111 00160 RUTBHART 463 - 02/08/1996
1995/0515 00159 00160 HARVAL 3721 - 05/10/1998
1995/0922 00787 00757 TOYESI 1297 - 15/10/1996
1995/0923 00787 00757 TOYACO 1296 - 15/10/1996
1995/0924 00787 00757 TOYIBA 6602 - 26/07/2000
Prunus avium (L.) L.
1995/1336 00189 SUMTARE 1652 - 15/01/1997
1995/1337 00189 SUMPACA 1653 - 15/01/1997
1995/1339 00189 SUMGITA 1654 - 15/01/1997
1995/1404 00750 03784 MAGAR 4163 - 01/12/1998
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Prunus cerasus L.
1995/1531 00689/01549 00827 EDABRIZ 1265 - 15/10/1996
Prunus domestica L.
1995/1410 00689 00827 FERDOR 1266 - 15/10/1996
1995/1530 00689/01549 00827 AVIFEL 1267 - 15/10/1996
1995/2729 00783 00680 KATINKA 2210 - 27/06/1997
Prunus mahaleb L.
1995/1407 00689 00827 FERCI 1269 - 15/10/1996
Prunus persica (L.) Batsch
1995/0519 00160/00279 SPRING BRIGHT 1872 - 03/04/1997
1995/0520 00160/00279 ROSE DIAMOND 4227 - 01/02/1999
1995/0521 00160/00279 CRIMSON LADY 1871 - 03/04/1997
1995/0721 00279 CASASIL 7450 - 09/04/2001
1995/0722 00279 CASABOI 7451 - 09/04/2001
1995/1037 00160 MONPHIR 1868 - 03/04/1997
1995/1041 00160 MONNUDE 1642 - 15/01/1997
1995/1042 00160 MONVER 1643 - 15/01/1997
1995/1043 00160 MOMEE 1870 - 03/04/1997
1995/1044 00160 MONCAV 1644 - 15/01/1997
1995/1045 00160 MONNAZE 1645 - 15/01/1997
1995/1237 00189 RICH MAY 3888 - 14/12/1998
1995/1238 00189 ZAIBLAGRO 1272 - 15/10/1996
1995/1239 00189 ZAIFER 1273 - 15/10/1996
1995/1240 00189 ZAIGIBE 1274 - 15/10/1996
1995/1241 00189 ZAILATI 1275 - 15/10/1996
1995/1254 00189 ZAITABO 1276 - 15/10/1996
1995/1256 00189 ZAIREGEM 1867 - 03/04/1997
1995/1261 00189 SUMMER RICH 1869 - 03/04/1997
1995/1314 00189 RICH LADY 1277 - 15/10/1996
1995/1318 00189 ZAICHEMI 1278 - 15/10/1996
1995/1326 00189 ZAIDOTE 1279 - 15/10/1996
1995/1329 00189 CAVEL 3893 - 14/12/1998
1995/1454 00160/00279 DIAMOND JEWEL 3720 - 05/10/1998
1995/2115 00127 00443 RED MOON 7726 - 21/05/2001
Prunus salicina Lindl.
1995/1993 00795 GREEN SUN 15152 - 18/04/2005
1995/1994 00795 ORIGINAL SUN 15856 - 18/07/2005
1995/1995 00795 GLOBE SUN 4700 - 21/06/1999
1995/1997 00795 ZANZI SUN 4701 - 21/06/1999
1995/1998 00795 TRACY SUN 15857 - 18/07/2005
1995/2002 00795 TC SUN 15153 - 18/04/2005
Prunus besseyi Bailey x Prunus cerasifera Ehrh.
1995/1409 00689 00827 FERLENAIN 1264 - 15/10/1996
Prunus fruticosa Pallas x Prunus cerasus L.
1995/1073 00347 00441 GISELA 5 1268 - 15/10/1996
Prunus persica Batsch x Prunus davidiana L.
1995/1535 00689/00695 00827 AVIMAG 1270 - 15/10/1996
Prunus persica Batsch x Prunus domestica L.
1995/1536 00689 00827 FERELEY 1271 - 15/10/1996
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Pyracantha M. J. Roem
1995/1534 00689/00696 00827 CADAUNE 1668 - 15/01/1997
Pyrus communis L.
1995/0660 03075 00420 VERDI 1970 - 19/05/1997
1995/1959 00159 00310 HARROW SWEET 1281 - 15/10/1996
Raphanus sativus L. var. sativus
1995/0107 03602 03325 GUDAR 1817 - 10/03/1997
1995/0108 03602 03325 NEVADAR 1818 - 10/03/1997
1995/0126 03602 03325 DONAR 1821 - 10/03/1997
1995/0315 04840 RUDI 1283 - 15/10/1996
Ribes uva-crispa L.
1995/0729 00258 00446 ROKULA 1301 - 15/10/1996
Robinia L.
1995/1643 00365 00889 LACE LADY 1711 - 17/02/1997
Rosa L.
1995/0280 02622 FRYXOTIC 280 - 02/08/1996
1995/0342 00081 POULCAR 284 - 02/08/1996
1995/0356 00081 POULBON 294 - 02/08/1996
1995/0360 00081 POULMO 298 - 02/08/1996
1995/0362 00081 POULROUGE 300 - 02/08/1996
1995/0431 00081 POULMAX 301 - 02/08/1996
1995/0432 00081 POULGRET 302 - 02/08/1996
1995/0433 00081 POULREK 303 - 02/08/1996
1995/0434 00081 POULSKOV 304 - 02/08/1996
1995/0435 00081 POULTHE 305 - 02/08/1996
1995/0436 00081 POULRIM 306 - 02/08/1996
1995/0437 00081 POULVUE 307 - 02/08/1996
1995/0438 00081 POULFELD 308 - 02/08/1996
1995/0439 00081 POULBELLA 309 - 02/08/1996
1995/0440 00081 POULCHRIS 310 - 02/08/1996
1995/0444 00081 POULARI 314 - 01/08/1996
1995/0445 00081 POULDUCE 315 - 02/08/1996
1995/0451 00081 POULTOP 321 - 02/08/1996
1995/0452 00081 POULTIPE 322 - 02/08/1996
1995/0453 00081 POULTIN 323 - 02/08/1996
1995/0454 00081 POULSUN 324 - 02/08/1996
1995/0455 00081 POULSTAR 325 - 02/08/1996
1995/0457 00092 00475 AUSSAUCER 327 - 02/08/1996
1995/0458 00092 00475 AUSBLOOM 328 - 02/08/1996
1995/0459 00092 00475 AUSWALKER 329 - 02/08/1996
1995/0461 00092 00475 AUSDIR 331 - 02/08/1996
1995/0462 00092 00475 AUSLEVEL 332 - 02/08/1996
1995/0463 00092 00475 AUSGOLD 333 - 02/08/1996
1995/0464 00092 00475 AUSPALE 334 - 02/08/1996
1995/0469 00092 00475 AUSMAK 1524 - 16/12/1996
1995/0470 00092 00475 AUSCENT 336 - 02/08/1996
1995/0471 00092 00475 AUSMOL 337 - 02/08/1996
1995/0472 00092 00475 AUSSAL 338 - 02/08/1996
1995/0473 00092 00475 AUSOLD 1544 - 16/12/1996
1995/0475 00092 00475 AUSPOLY 340 - 02/08/1996
1995/0505 00091 00477 HARAZTEC 342 - 02/08/1996
1995/0506 00091 00477 HARBRILL 343 - 02/08/1996
1995/0508 00091 00477 HARXAMPTON 344 - 02/08/1996
1995/0511 00091 00477 HARZOLA 346 - 02/08/1996
1995/0512 00091 00477 HARWELCOME 347 - 02/08/1996
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Rosa L.
1995/0585 00081 POULREB 348 - 02/08/1996
1995/0590 00081 POULTRY 349 - 02/08/1996
1995/0591 00081 POULRINE 350 - 02/08/1996
1995/0593 00081 POULURT 351 - 02/08/1996
1995/0595 00081 POULMULTI 352 - 02/08/1996
1995/0596 00081 POULOR 353 - 02/08/1996
1995/0597 00081 POULLEN 354 - 02/08/1996
1995/0602 00081 POULOMA 1527 - 16/12/1996
1995/0607 00081 POULBICO 357 - 02/08/1996
1995/0898 00889 MEIROUPIS 2438 - 01/09/1997
1995/0901 00889 MEIPOPUL 1303 - 15/10/1996
1995/0902 00889 MEIPARNIN 1655 - 17/01/1997
1995/0973 00889 MEININRUT 1656 - 17/01/1997
1995/1365 00285 00867 NIRPNUFDEU 1320 - 15/10/1996
1995/1366 01811/04738/04739/
04740
02131 PEKCOUGEL 14425 - 06/12/2004
1995/1368 01811/04738/04739/
04740
02131 PEKWHINA 14426 - 06/12/2004
1995/1370 01811/04738/04739/
04740
02131 PEKCOUCAN 14503 - 24/01/2005
1995/1372 00285 00867 KRINIBIC 1662 - 15/01/1997
1995/1373 01811/04738/04739/
04740
02131 NIRPVENTYEL 15390 - 23/05/2005
1995/1841 00889 MEIOFFIC 1321 - 15/10/1996
1995/1848 00889 MEIVRAIVOU 1658 - 17/01/1997
1995/1849 00889 MEISARDAN 2442 - 01/09/1997
1995/1850 00889 MEITEBROS 1326 - 15/10/1996
1995/1857 00889 MEIDEAURI 1660 - 17/01/1997
1995/1858 00889 MEIHAITOIL 2199 - 19/06/2000
1995/1860 00889 MEIQUALIS 2197 - 27/06/1997
1995/1917 00889 MEIBONRIB 1339 - 15/10/1996
1995/1920 00889 MEIPOTAL 1342 - 15/10/1996
1995/1924 00889 MEICOFUM 1345 - 15/10/1996
1995/1952 01811/04738/04739/
04740
02131 PEKCOUJENNY 14456 - 06/12/2004
1995/1954 01811/04738/04739/
04740
02131 PEKCOUBO 14427 - 06/12/2004
1995/2119 03075 00420 IVTAGOLF 359 - 02/08/1996
1995/2121 03075 00420 IVTAHOCKEY 1916 - 18/05/1998
1995/2122 03075 00420 IVTATRIATHLON 1917 - 18/05/1998
1995/2451 00709 00130 KORCRISETT 1350 - 15/10/1996
1995/2495 00251 RUIKUIK 360 - 02/08/1996
1995/2497 00251 RUIROVINGT 361 - 02/08/1996
1995/2637 03888 02321 PRESUR 1353 - 15/10/1996
Rubus idaeus L.
1995/0801 00054 GLEN LYON 481 - 02/08/1996
1995/1586 00718 GALANTE 1357 - 15/10/1996
1995/1760 00222 RUBACA 2472 - 04/09/1997
Salix L.
1995/2044 00186 05768 ORM 478 - 02/08/1996
1995/2058 00186 05768 ULV 479 - 02/08/1996
1995/2060 00186 05768 RAPP 480 - 02/08/1996
Scheﬄera J.R. Forst. et G. Forst.
1995/0535 02509 MME DE SMET 1536 - 16/12/1996
Secale cereale L.
1995/2129 00652 02232 AMILO 997 - 15/11/1996
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Solanum tuberosum L.
1995/0026 03062 SAXON 127 - 02/08/1996
1995/0033 03062 SIERRA 128 - 02/08/1996
1995/0034 03062 NAVAN 129 - 02/08/1996
1995/0083 00016 BURREN 130 - 02/08/1996
1995/0084 00016 COLLEEN 131 - 02/08/1996
1995/0087 04869 00016 ROOSTER 132 - 02/08/1996
1995/0088 00016 SLANEY 133 - 02/08/1996
1995/0089 00016 AMBO 134 - 02/08/1996
1995/0090 00016 BARNA 135 - 02/08/1996
1995/0091 00016 ANNA 136 - 02/08/1996
1995/0260 00054 02902 STIRLING 138 - 02/08/1996
1995/0369 00107 WINSTON 142 - 02/08/1996
1995/0370 00107 VALOR 143 - 02/08/1996
1995/0373 00107 MERLIN 2487 - 01/10/1997
1995/0391 00107 KESTREL 145 - 02/08/1996
1995/1006 00340 OLEVA 146 - 02/08/1996
1995/1007 00340 FOLVA 147 - 02/08/1996
1995/1016 00109 FILEA 150 - 02/08/1996
1995/1017 00109 TOMENSA 151 - 02/08/1996
1995/1018 00109 LEYLA 152 - 02/08/1996
1995/1020 00109 MIRIAM 153 - 02/08/1996
1995/1046 00109 SOLARA 154 - 02/08/1996
1995/1047 00108 ROSELLA 155 - 02/08/1996
1995/1049 00108 MARENA 156 - 02/08/1996
1995/1052 00108 MARABEL 159 - 02/08/1996
1995/1053 00108 AFRA 160 - 02/08/1996
1995/1054 00108 CALLA 161 - 02/08/1996
1995/1114 00239 ARINDA 2219 - 11/07/1997
1995/1115 00022 00451 AZIZA 2221 - 11/07/1997
1995/1116 00468 BINELLA 2222 - 11/07/1997
1995/1119 00469 COSMOS 2215 - 11/07/1997
1995/1120 00022 04389 DISCO 2216 - 11/07/1997
1995/1121 00613 DITTA 2217 - 11/07/1997
1995/1127 00587 PICASSO 2226 - 11/07/1997
1995/1128 05320 00239 PROVENTO 2227 - 11/07/1997
1995/1130 05320 00239 RAJA 2229 - 11/07/1997
1995/1131 00613 ROMINA 2230 - 11/07/1997
1995/1412 00689 00827 SAFRANE 797 - 15/10/1996
1995/1465 00312 RENATE 163 - 02/08/1996
1995/1507 00117 SIBU 805 - 15/10/1996
1995/1512 00117 ROSARA 810 - 15/10/1996
1995/1517 00117 DONELLA 1006 - 15/10/1996
1995/1638 00315 AGAVE 818 - 15/10/1996
1995/1639 00315 VALISA 819 - 15/10/1996
1995/1769 00287 EXQUISA 821 - 15/10/1996
1995/1950 00676 00959 FLORETTE 798 - 15/10/1996
1995/2223 02958 CAESAR 2130 - 24/06/1997
1995/2224 00518/02958 DALI 165 - 02/08/1996
1995/2225 02958 LATONA 166 - 02/08/1996
1995/2226 02958 SYMFONIA 167 - 02/08/1996
1995/2410 00406 01521 AJIBA 169 - 01/08/1996
1995/2441 03439 STABILO 508 - 08/03/2004
1995/2442 03439 SERESTA 170 - 02/08/1996
1995/2529 00389 02958 FLORIJN 171 - 02/08/1996
1995/2531 00299 02958 DIVINA 172 - 02/08/1996
1995/2532 00392 02958 PLATINA 528 - 02/08/1996
1995/2551 06342 MARADONNA 173 - 02/08/1996
1995/2552 06342 SANTANA 174 - 02/08/1996
1995/2724 00290 KARAKTER 803 - 15/10/1996
1995/2868 00317 FRANCELINE 175 - 02/08/1996
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Solidago L.
1995/2006 00706 KIBADOL 1360 - 15/10/1996
Trifolium repens L.




1995/0251 00040 00041 DURBEL 36 - 02/08/1996
1995/1155 00086 03790 ACALOU 697 - 06/02/1997
1995/1387 03304 EXCALIBUR 695 - 10/12/1996
1995/2561 01155 PEÑAFIEL 693 - 10/12/1996
Triticum aestivum L. emend. Fiori et Paol.
1995/0071 00058 CADENZA 44 - 02/08/1996
1995/0248 00040 00041 PINZON 48 - 02/08/1996
1995/0840 04184 02907 ESTICA 50 - 02/08/1996
1995/0841 04184 02907 RITMO 51 - 02/08/1996
1995/0843 04184 02907 BALDUS 53 - 02/08/1996
1995/0844 04184 02907 SARINA 54 - 02/08/1996
1995/1059 00343 01618 PEGASSOS 629 - 02/08/1996
1995/1061 00343 01618 THASOS 57 - 02/08/1996
1995/1063 00343 01618 BATIS 59 - 02/08/1996
1995/1582 00180 00804 TORERO 681 - 06/02/1997
1995/1584 00180 00804 ESTERO 683 - 15/10/1996
1995/1745 04757 ARON 61 - 02/08/1996
1995/1746 04757 TAMBOR 62 - 02/08/1996
1995/1866 04184 00805 TEXEL 684 - 15/10/1996
1995/2072 00232 01122 ATIR 669 - 18/12/1996
1995/2852 02761 03189 GAZUL 670 - 15/10/1996
x Triticosecale Witt.
1995/0894 04167 TRIMARAN 65 - 15/10/1996
Tulipa L.
1995/0678 00335 COLOUR SPECTACLE 459 - 02/08/1996
1995/2647 03824 00033 STARGAZER 460 - 02/08/1996
Vicia faba L .
1995/0226 05170 LISTRA 178 - 02/08/1996
1995/0571 00048 TITCH 1756 - 24/02/1997
1995/2133 00183 SCIROCCO 1394 - 15/10/1996
1995/2576 01162/01155 PALACIO 1395 - 15/10/1996
Vicia sativa L.
1995/1173 00113 CAROLE 2111 - 17/06/1997
1995/1462 02431 BERNINOVA 1815 - 07/03/1997
Vitis L.
1995/1466 00363 NERO 1760 - 03/03/1997
1995/1640 00650 REGENT 1396 - 15/10/1996
Yucca L.
1995/1787 00697 SILVER STAR 1397 - 15/10/1996
Zea mays L.
1995/0388 04184 01006 L194 823 - 15/10/1996
1995/0389 04184 01006 L192 824 - 15/10/1996
1995/0390 04184 01006 L178 825 - 15/10/1996
1995/0489 00086 03790 RSB05009 831 - 15/10/1996
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Zea mays L.
1995/0930 00260 27J48 833 - 15/10/1996
1995/0934 00260 18H063 834 - 20/05/1997
1995/0952 04184 01006 87 N1 65 835 - 15/10/1996
1995/0953 04184 01006 88 N 133 836 - 15/10/1996
1995/0964 03323 AWD 4456 1586 - 19/12/1996
1995/1087 03570 S 8881 841 - 15/10/1996
1995/1148 00044 00575 KW 5440 635 - 02/08/1996
1995/1174 00044 00575 KW 1292 636 - 02/08/1996
1995/1176 00044 00575 KW1432 638 - 02/08/1996
1995/1177 00044 00575 KW 1332 639 - 02/08/1996
1995/1182 00044 00575 KW 4432 640 - 02/08/1996
1995/1350 03304 SK 125 842 - 15/10/1996
1995/1427 00180 00804 PHMR 4 5920 - 14/02/2000
1995/1431 00180 00804 PHW80 867 - 15/10/1996
1995/1443 00180 00804 LUCIA 5921 - 14/02/2000
1995/1444 00180 00804 GIULIETTA 2862 - 04/05/1998
1995/1445 00180 00804 DUNIA 870 - 15/10/1996
1995/1540 00180 00804 PHHV4 881 - 15/10/1996
1995/1542 00180 00804 PHK74 883 - 15/10/1996
1995/1543 00180 00804 PHR31 884 - 15/10/1996
1995/1571 00180 00804 PHJ50 5923 - 14/02/2000
1995/1575 00180 00804 PHT11 895 - 20/05/1997
1995/1590 03602 03570 CGS 6F010 898 - 15/10/1996
1995/1591 03602 03570 CGS 3F010 899 - 15/10/1996
1995/2075 00044 00575 KW 5361 644 - 02/08/1996
1995/3047 03570 SIC 08 912 - 20/06/1997
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BG 4: Spis•k na prite￿atelite na pravna zakrila na Obwnostta na sortove rasteni￿ i na procesual-
































































































































LT 4: Augalu ˛ veisliu ˛ teisin˙ es apsaugos Bendrijoje savininku ˛ ir igaliotu ˛ atstovu ˛ sąrašas (Puslapis 334)
1: Numeris
2: Vardas ir pavardè
3: Adresas
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00002 SØRENSEN KRAGH CARL AKSEL SNAPAGERVEJ 1
8230 ABYHøJ
DENMARK
00003 GPL INTERNATIONAL A/S GRONNEGYDEN 105
5270 ODENSE N
DENMARK
00004 SUNNY GRØNNEGYDEN APS GRØNNEGYDEN 148
5270 ODENSE N
DENMARK
00008 ELSOMS SEEDS LTD. PINCHBECK ROAD
SPALDING - LINCOLNSHIRE PE11 1QG
UNITED KINGDOM
33415|02|2010
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00010 HORTICULTURE RESEARCH INTERNATIONAL WELLESBOURNE
WARWICK CV 35 9EF
UNITED KINGDOM
00011 MEIOSIS LIMITED BRADBOURNE HOUSE, STABLE BLOCK
EAST MALLING - KENT ME19 6DZ
UNITED KINGDOM
00016 TEAGASC CROPS RESEARCH CENTRE OAK PARK
CARLOW CO.CARLOW
IRELAND
00019 C. MEIJER B.V. STATIONSWEG 18A
4416 PJ KRUININGEN
NETHERLANDS
00021 PIET SCHREURS HOLDING B.V. HOOFDWEG 81
1424 PD DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS
00022 P.H. SMEENGE VORMTWEG 4
8309 PV TOLLEBEEK
NETHERLANDS
00023 FLORIST DE KWAKEL B.V. DWARSWEG 15
1424 PL DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS
00025 FIDES B.V. COLDENHOVELAAN 6
2678 PS DE LIER
NETHERLANDS
00026 BOOT & CO BOOMKWEKERIJEN B.V. RIJNEVELD 12
2771 XT BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
00027 KEES JAN KRAAN RIJNEVELD 12
2771 XT BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
00031 VILMORIN S.A. ROUTE DU MANOIR
49250 LA MENITRE
FRANCE
00032 A.I.N. DOBBE ZILKERBINNENWEG 27
2191 AC DE ZILK
NETHERLANDS
00033 HOBAHO B.V. GRACHTWEG 71
2161 HM LISSE
NETHERLANDS
00035 DEN HARTIGH B.V. PRODUKTIEWEG 2
8304 AV EMMELOORD
NETHERLANDS
00036 KLEMM + SOHN GMBH & CO. KG HANFÄCKER 10
70378 STUTTGART
GERMANY
00038 KWS LOCHOW GMBH BOLLERSENER WEG 5
29303 BERGEN
GERMANY
00040 SEMILLAS FITÓ S.A. C/ SELVA DE MAR 111
08019 BARCELONA
SPAIN
00041 DIAZ RODRIGUEZ GERARDO SELVA DE MAR 111
08019 BARCELONA
SPAIN
00044 KWS SAAT AG GRIMSEHL STRAßE 31
37555 EINBECK
GERMANY
00048 BETTY FRANCES TOMLINSON VILNA HOUSE WITHY LANE
BROXTON CHE 9JP
UNITED KINGDOM
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00058 KWS UK LTD 56 CHURCH STREET THRIPLOW NR ROYSTON
ROYSTON HERTS SG8 7RE
UNITED KINGDOM
00064 SIBERIA ORIENTAL B.V. BOSWEG 12B
1756 CG T ZAND
NETHERLANDS
00065 MERKEN-EN MODELLENBUREAU HOLLAND LAAN VAN VREDENOORD 33
2289 DA RIJSWIJK
NETHERLANDS
00072 ENZA ZADEN BEHEER B.V. HALING 1E
1602 DB ENKHUIZEN
NETHERLANDS
00077 KORDES JUNGPFLANZEN MÜHLENWEG 8
25485 BILSEN
GERMANY
00081 POULSEN ROSER A/S KRATBJERG 332
3480 FREDENSBORG
DENMARK
00082 MOERHEIM NEW PLANT B.V. WETERINGWEG 3A
2155 MV LEIMUIDERBRUG
NETHERLANDS
00084 CRITES MOSCOW GROWERS INC 212 WEST 8TH STR.
MOSCOW ID 83843-1412
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
00086 RUSTICA PROGRAIN GENETIQUE SA. DOMAINE DE SANDREAU
31700 MONDONVILLE
FRANCE
00088 RIJK ZWAAN ZAADTEELT EN ZAADHANDEL B.V. BURGEMEESTER CREZEELAAN 40
2678 KX DE LIER
NETHERLANDS
00089 ELSNER PAC JUNGPFLANZEN GBR KIPSDORFER STRASSE 146
01279 DRESDEN
GERMANY
00091 HARKNESS NEW ROSES LTD THE ROSE GARDEN CAMBRIDGE ROAD
HITCHIN HERTS SG4 OJT
UNITED KINGDOM
00092 DAVID AUSTIN ROSES LIMITED BOWLING GREEN LANE ALBRIGHTON
WOLVERHAMPTON WV7 3HB
UNITED KINGDOM
00100 BOEREKAMP & BUKKEMS PARALLELWEG 19
5712 PH SOMEREN
NETHERLANDS
00103 CAROLINE DE MEYER KOEWEGSTRAAT 4
9270 LAARNE
BELGIUM
00105 BERTHOLD BAUER HOFMARKSTRAßE 1
93083 NIEDERTRAUBLING
GERMANY
00107 CAITHNESS POTATO BREEDERS LTD BRIGADE HOUSE, BRIGADE STREET BLACKHEATH
LONDON SE3 0TW
UNITED KINGDOM
00108 KARTOFFELZUCHT BÖHM INH.GEBR.BÖHM KG WULF WERUM STRASSE 1
21337 LUNEBURG
GERMANY
00109 NORDKARTOFFEL ZUCHTGESELLSCHAFT MBH BAHNHOFSTRAßE 53
29574 EBSTORF
GERMANY
00111 THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW JERSEY OLD QUEENS-SOMERSET STREET - P O BOX231
NEW BRUNSWIICK 08903/0231
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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00113 CARNEAU FRERES EUROGAZON 26 RUE LEON RUDENT
59310 ORCHIES
FRANCE
00114 REGINALD DEROOSE DROOGTE 139
9940 EVERGEM
BELGIUM
00115 DANIEL CORNELIS OUDE GAVERWEG 2
9820 MELSEN-MERELBEKE
BELGIUM
00116 CHRYSANTHEMUM BREEDERS ASSOCIATION N.V. ZONNEVELDSLAAN 15
2235 SC VALKENBURG (ZH)
NETHERLANDS
00117 SAKA PFLANZENZUCHT GBR ALBERT-EINSTEIN-RING 5
22761 HAMBURG
GERMANY
00118 UNIPLANTA SAATZUCHT KG NEUBURGER STRAßE 6
86568 BRUNNEN
GERMANY
00119 DENIS-PLANTS B.V.B.A. BOCHTENSTRAAT 6
9080 LOCHRISTI
BELGIUM
00120 BEGONIEN-RIEGER INH.MATTHIAS ROHDE STUTTGARTER STRAßE 1
72655 ALTDORF
GERMANY
00123 KNUD JEPSEN DAMSBROVEJ 53 NORRING
8382 HINNERUP
DENMARK
00124 ROSEN TANTAU KG TORNESCHER WEG 13
25436 UETERSEN
GERMANY
00127 C.I.V. CONSORZIO ITALIANO VIVAISTI SOCIETA CONSORTILE A R.L. LOCALITA BOATTONE STRADA STATALE ROMEA
KM 116
44020 S.GIUSEPPE DI COMACCHIO (FE)
ITALY
00130 JAN SPEK ROZEN B.V. ZIJDE 155
2771 EV BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
00131 DLF-TRIFOLIUM A/S NY OSTERGADE 9
4000 ROSKILDE
DENMARK
00132 PLANTAS DE NAVARRA S.A. CTRA. SAN ADRIáN, KM 1
31514 VALTIERRA (NAVARRA)
SPAIN
00133 THEODORUS PAULUS MARIA OP DEN KAMP P.O. BOX 4
6678 ZG OOSTERHOUT-GLD
NETHERLANDS
00135 SEJET PLANTEFORæDLING I/S NøRREMARKSVEJ 67, SEJET
8700 HORSENS
DENMARK
00138 ANTIGONE PLANTVERMEERDERING B.V. HALVE RAAK 46
2771 AD BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
00141 SAATZUCHT JOSEF BREUN GDBR AMSELWEG 1
91074 HERZOGENAURACH
GERMANY
00143 DEUTSCHE SAATVEREDELUNG AG WEISSENBURGER STRASSE 5
59557 LIPPSTADT
GERMANY
00145 KURT KRAMER EDAMMER STRAßE 26
26188 EDEWECHT
GERMANY
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00147 SANDE B.V. BOSWEG 46 B
1756 CJ ’T ZAND
NETHERLANDS
00150 LA VILLETTA S.R.L. VIA PEIRONA 15
18010 SANTO STEFANO AL MARE (IM)
ITALY
00152 AZIENDA AGRICOLA DOTT.NOBBIO GIACOMO STRADA VILLETTA 17
18038 SANREMO (IM)
ITALY
00153 W.A.S. VAN DIEMEN BOTERDIJK 183
1424 NG DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS
00154 KWEKERIJ DE AMSTEL B.V. NIEUWVEENS JAAGPAD 115
2441 GC NIEUWVEEN
NETHERLANDS
00158 MAISADOUR SEMENCES S.A. ROUTE DE SAINT-SEVER
40280 HAUT-MAUCO
FRANCE
00159 AGRICULTURE & AGRI-FOOD CANADA 2585 COUNTY ROAD 20
N0R 1G0 HARROW ONTARIO
CANADA
00160 STAR FRUITS S.N.C. ROUTE D’ ORANGE
84860 CADEROUSSE
FRANCE
00164 DANZIGER "DAN" FLOWER FARM MOSHAV MISHMAR HASHIVA P.O. BOX 24
50297 BEIT DAGAN
ISRAEL
00165 INNOVAPLANT ZIERPFLANZEN GMBH & CO. KG POSTFACH 113
55454 GENSINGEN
GERMANY
00168 PAUL ECKE RANCH 800 ECKE RANCH ROAD
ENCINITAS CA 92024-7722
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
00170 BECKMANN GARTENBAUBETRIEBE GÄRNTERSIEDLUNG 16
24610 GONNEBEK
GERMANY
00172 M.J. BEVELANDER JONGPLANTEN B.V. BANKRASWEG 6/B
1183 TP AMSTELVEEN
NETHERLANDS
00174 DE GOEDE C W & W.H. GEBR MIDDENWEG 53B
1764 KL BREEZAND
NETHERLANDS
00176 BOTTOMS ELLSWORTH D & LUSEANE M. 2518 HAAS ROAD
APOPKA FL 32712
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
00178 DE VOETAKKER B.V. SLIMWEG40
1614 MG LUTJEBROEK
NETHERLANDS
00180 PIONEER HI-BRED INTERNATIONAL INC. 7100 NW 62 ND AVE.
JOHNSTON IA 50131
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
00182 WEST SELECT B.V. VAN RENNESSTRAAT 3
2692 CN ’S-GRAVENZANDE
NETHERLANDS
00183 NORDDEUTSCHE PFLANZENZUCHT HANS-GEORG LEMBKE KG HOHENLIETH
24363 HOLTSEE
GERMANY
00185 GAUTIER SEMENCES S.A.S. ROUTE D’AVIGNON
13630 EYRAGUES
FRANCE
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00187 SECOBRA RECHERCHES S.A.S. CENTRE DE BOIS-HENRY
78580 MAULE
FRANCE
00189 JEAN-PIERRE DARNAUD CHEMIN DE DROMETTE
26200 MONTELIMAR
FRANCE
00192 ASPARAGUS BEHEER B.V. VELD OOSTENRIJK 13
5961 NV HORST
NETHERLANDS
00193 GENVAR VITRO B.V. AALSMEERDERWEG 882C
1435 EX RIJSENHOUT
NETHERLANDS
00195 KIENTZLER GMBH & CO KG POSTFACH 100
55454 GENSINGEN
GERMANY
00198 CELEX B.V. ZIJLHOEKLAAN 9
2235 SK VALKENBURG
NETHERLANDS
00202 GEBR TEN HAVE V O F HAAGKAMP 7A
2675 SK HONSELERSDIJK
NETHERLANDS
00205 FRANZ MAASSEN HOLTER FELD 2
47638 STRAELEN
GERMANY
00207 THEODORUS HUBERTUS A. SCHEFFERS EMMASTRAAT 55
2681 RL MONSTER
NETHERLANDS
00208 J. EN P. SNOEK EN ZN. B.V. DRIETORENSWEG 42-2
8307 PH ENS
NETHERLANDS
00212 SAATBAU LINZ REG.GEN.M.B.H. SCHIRMERSTRAßE 19
4021 LINZ
AUSTRIA
00214 BRETAGNE-PLANTS S.C.I.C.A. ROUDOUHIR
29460 HANVEC
FRANCE
00215 VAN WAVEREN SAATEN GMBH RODEWEG 20
37081 GOTTINGEN
GERMANY
00216 GUILLOU FRERES BERNARD JACQUES ET MAURICE 55 RUE GODARD
35400 SAINT-MALO
FRANCE
00217 PROBSTDORFER SAATZUCHT GMBH & CO KG PARKRING 12
1010 WIEN
AUSTRIA
00218 COOPERATIVE LINIERE DE FONTAINE-CANY SAINT PIERRE LE VIGER
76740 FONTAINE LE DUN
FRANCE
00219 FA H.J.M. KUIJF & ZN MENNONIETENBUURT 116 A
1427 BC UITHOORN
NETHERLANDS
00221 MARSHWOOD GARDENS LTD LEONARD ROAD-WEST PLAINS
4 RD INVERCARGILL
NEW ZEALAND
00222 TECHNISCHE UNIVERSITAT MUNCHEN ARCISSTRASSE 21
80333 MUNCHEN
GERMANY
00223 WILLI ENDISCH GBR GERANIENWEG 1
76767 HAGENBACH/PFALZ
GERMANY
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00230 TERRA NIGRA HOLDING B.V. MIJNSHERENWEG 23
1433 AP KUDELSTAART
NETHERLANDS
00232 HAZERA (1939) LTD BRURIM
M P SHIKMIM 79837
ISRAEL
00236 HOLLAND BOLROY MARKT B.V. KENNEMERSTRAATWEG 431
1851 PD HEILOO
NETHERLANDS
00237 BEJO ZADEN B.V. TRAMBAAN 1
1749 ZH WARMENHUIZEN
NETHERLANDS
00239 AGRICO U.A. P.O. BOX 70
8300 AB EMMELOORD
NETHERLANDS
00240 CHALLET HERAULT S.A.S. ROUTE DE CHOLET
49340 NUAILLE
FRANCE
00245 NICKERSON-ZWAAN B.V. SCHANSEIND 27
4921 PM MADE
NETHERLANDS
00247 KUIPERS TOON B.V. HOOFDWEG 155
1424 PE DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS
00248 FREEK ZANDBERGEN OUDE-HERENWEG 3
2215 RZ VOORHOUT
NETHERLANDS
00251 DE RUITER’S NIEUWE ROZEN B.V. MEERLANDENWEG 55
1187 ZR AMSTELVEEN
NETHERLANDS
00253 J.HOLLANDER & ZN. V.O.F. SCHORWEG 71
1764 MC BREEZAND
NETHERLANDS
00256 PRISMA STAUDEN & JUNGPFLANZEN IN DER DÖRDEL 6
59077 HAMM
GERMANY
00258 HÄBERLI OBST-UND BEERENZENTRUM AG STOCKEN
9315 NEUKIRCH-EGNACH TG
SWITZERLAND
00259 UNION DES COOPERATIVES AGRICOLES KERNONEN
29250 PLOUGOULM
FRANCE
00260 CAUSSADE SEMENCES S.A. Z.I. DE MEAUX
82303 CAUSSADE
FRANCE
00264 NYGAARD IB OVER HOLLUFVEJ 35
5220 ODENSE Sø
DENMARK
00266 MAK-LEEK INC. 39100 RIDGE DRIVE
SCIO OR 97374-9582
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
00267 HENDRIK JOZEF DE COSTER WOLVENDREEF 48
3210 LINDEN
BELGIUM
00268 FLOWERWOOD NURSERY INC. 6470 DAUPHIN ISLAND PKWY MOBILE
ALABAAMA 36605
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
00271 FLAVIO SAPIA STRADA VILLETTA 19
18038 SANREMO (IM)
ITALY
00272 PEPINIERES PROUTEAU FRERES S.A. LES QUATRE RUES
49320 SAINT SATURNIN SUR LOIRE
FRANCE
34015|02|2010
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00277 ESPERIT PLANT B.V. PERZIKENLAAN 6
2691 JP ’S-GRAVENZANDE
NETHERLANDS
00278 AGOSTINO BARATTA VIA DUCA DEGLI ABRUZZI 274
18038 (IM)
ITALY
00279 SELECCIóN PLANTAS SEVILLA S.L. FINCA LA JARILLA
41300 SAN JOSE DE LA RINCONADA (SEVILLA)
SPAIN
00280 THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ROOM 416 - BLDG 005 - BARC-W
BELTSVILLE MD 20705-2350
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
00282 PALMIERI MARIA VIALE XXV APRILE
70056 MOLFETTA (BA)
ITALY
00285 GHIONE LUCIANO & FIGLI CORSO NIZZA 36
18030 LATTE DI VENTIMIGLIA (IM)
ITALY
00286 CORN. BAK B.V. DORPSSTRAAT 11B
1566 AA ASSENDELFT
NETHERLANDS
00287 SAATZUCHT FIRLBECK GMBH & CO. KG JOHANN FIRLBECKSTRAßE 20 RINKAM
94348 ATTING
GERMANY
00289 SAATZUCHT ENGELEN BÜCHLING E.K. BÜCHLING 8
94363 OBERSCHNEIDING
GERMANY
00290 KWEEKINSTITUUT KARNA VALTHERBLOKKEN ZUID 40
7876 TC VALTHERMOND
NETHERLANDS
00291 ASTERKLUBBEN HYACINTVEJ 66
8543 HORNSLET
DENMARK
00298 JOMOBEL N.V. BOSSTRAAT 85
3545 HALEN
BELGIUM
00299 AARDAPPEL VEREDELINGSBEDRIJF D. BIEMOND B.V. WESTERWEG 2
9967 TE EENRUM
NETHERLANDS
00301 CLEANGRO LTD. LEYTHORNE NURSERY VINNETROW ROAD
CHICHESTER - WEST SUSSEX PO20 1QD
UNITED KINGDOM
00302 UNISIGMA G.I.E. 2 RUE PETIT SORRI
60480 FROISSY
FRANCE
00303 S.N.C. ELARIS 75 AVENUE JEAN JOXE
49100 ANGERS
FRANCE
00307 OLIJ ROZEN B.V. ACHTERWEG 73
1424 PP DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS
00309 ADAMS COUNTY NURSERY INC. PO BOX 108 - 26 NURSERY ROAD
ASPERS PA 17304
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
00310 DOMAINE DE CASTANG S.A.S ROUTE DE BORDEAUX
24100 SAINT LAURENT DES VIGNES
FRANCE
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00317 STATION DE RECHERCHE DU COMITE NORD G.I.E. 43-45 RUE DE NAPLES
75008 PARIS
FRANCE
00318 PZO PFLANZENZUCHT OBERLIMPURG OBERLIMPURG 2
74523 SCHWABISCH HALL
GERMANY
00320 DEKKER BREEDING B.V. JULIANAWEG 6A
1711 RP HENSBROEK
NETHERLANDS
00324 SELECTION NEW PLANT S.A.R.L. DOMAINE DE SAINT ANDRE LE CANNET DES MAU-
RES
83340 LE LUC EN PROVENCE
FRANCE
00327 HOLGER WINDELOEW KASTRUP SKOVVEJ 4 POSTBOKS 3
8530 HJORTSHøJ
DENMARK
00331 EDWARD VINSON LIMITED 4 EWELL BARN GRAVENEY ROAD
FAVERSHAM - KENT ME13 8UP
UNITED KINGDOM
00333 K & K GOOTJES V.O.F. GROENVELDERWEG 13
1746 EE DIRKSHORN
NETHERLANDS
00334 JACOBUS GERARDUS HOFSTEDE DOORMANSTRAAT 6
6852 AK HUISSEN
NETHERLANDS
00335 TH.A. PENNINGS EN ZONEN B.V. MOLENVAART 250
1764 AX BREEZAND
NETHERLANDS
00340 LANDBRUGETS KARTOFFELFOND GRINDSTEDVEJ 55
7184 VANDEL
DENMARK
00342 STEENBEK A/S KORDEN 15
8751 GEDVED
DENMARK




00344 EUROPLANT PFLANZENZUCHT GMBH WULF-WERUM-STRAßE 1
21337 LUNEBURG
GERMANY
00345 THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 1111 FRANKLIN STREET, 5TH FLOOR
OAKLAND CA 94607
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
00346 GEVO PFLANZENVERTRIEB GMBH IM BREITEN LÖHLE 18
72622 NURTINGEN
GERMANY
00347 CONSORTIUM DEUTSCHER BAUMSCHULEN GMBH HAUPTSTRAßE 21
25474 ELLERBEK
GERMANY
00348 INVESTIGACIÓ ORNAMENTAL S.A MERCAT DE LA FLOR CTRA Nř 11 KM 639 5
08340 VILASSAR DE MAR (BARCELONA)
SPAIN
00349 STRANGEMAN ELIZABETH & MR. COUGH GRAHAM HORNS ROAD
HAWKHURST - KENT TN18 4QU
UNITED KINGDOM
00351 KLEMM SIEGFRIED HANFÄCKER 8
70378 STUTTGART
GERMANY
00355 SAATZUCHT STRENG GMBH & CO. KG ASPACHHOF
97215 UFFENHEIM
GERMANY
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00357 WULFINGHOFF ALSTROEMERIA B.V. SAMMERSWEG 1
2285 SB RIJSWIJK
NETHERLANDS
00358 WULFINGHOFF FREESIA B.V. SAMMERSWEG 1
2285 SB RIJSWIJK
NETHERLANDS
00361 WITTEMAN & CO MULTIFLORA B.V. VEENENBURGERLAAN 108
2182 DC HILLEGOM
NETHERLANDS
00362 R.A.G.T. S.A. RUE EMILE SINGLA - SITE DE BOURRAN B.P.3361
12033 RODEZ CEDEX 9
FRANCE
00363 JÖRG WOLF ALTER DÜRKHEIMER WEG 7
67098 BAD DURKHEIM
GERMANY
00365 THE PETER CUNNINGHAM FAMILY TRUST 2 BRISTOL ROAD
R D2 KUMEU AUCKLAND
NEW ZEALAND
00366 JAMES W. ZAMPINI DBA NEW PLANTS SOUTH RIDGE ROAD 5052
PERRY OH 44081-0122
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
00367 DONNELLY PETER 900 WISEMANS FERRY RD
SOMERSBY NSW 2250
AUSTRALIA
00368 PEPINIERES ET ROSERAIES GEORGES DELBARD S.A.S. 9 ROUTE DE COMMENTRY
03600 MALICORNE
FRANCE
00369 PERLA SELECT BV STROET 115
1744GM ST. MAARTEN
NETHERLANDS
00370 INSTITUT DE RECERCA I TECNOLOGIA AGROALIMENTARIES PASSEIG DE GRACIA 44, 3ERA PLANTA
08007 BARCELONA
SPAIN
00389 HOITING H. KORENBLOEMSTRAAT 10
9481 CK VRIES
NETHERLANDS
00392 AUSTINUS JANSEN FOCHTELOOERVEEN 4
8428 RR FOCHTELOO
NETHERLANDS
00401 GOLDSMITH SEEDS INC. 2280 HECKER PASS HIGHWAY
GILROY CA 95020
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
00402 ISTITUTO REGIONALE PER LA FLORICOLTURA VIA G. CARDUCCI 12
18038 SANREMO (IM)
ITALY
00406 NAUTA J. SIKKEMABUORREN 5
9045 PS BEETGUMERMOLEN
NETHERLANDS
00408 POOTAARDAPPEL KOMBINATIE NEDERLAND B.V. BLANKENSLAAN 0 13
7901 BA HOOGEVEEN
NETHERLANDS




00415 SAMEN MAUSER QUEDLINBURG GMBH NEUER WEG 21
06484 QUEDLINBURG
GERMANY
00419 BOEKET HANDELMAATSCHAPPIJ B.V. GRACHTWEG 71
2161 HM LISSE
NETHERLANDS
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00422 DE GROOT EN SLOT B.V. WESTELIJKE RANDWEG 1
1721 CH BROEK OP HANGEDIJK
NETHERLANDS
00423 ROYALTY ADMINISTRATION INTERNATIONAL C.V. NAALDWIJKSEWEG 350
2691 PZ ’S GRAVENZANDE
NETHERLANDS
00424 COÖPERATIEVE KWEKERSVERENIGING "THE ORIGINAL" U.A. P/A BELKMERWEG 101
1753GG SINT MAARTENVLOTBRUG
NETHERLANDS
00432 KNUD JEPSEN A/S DAMSBROVEJ 53, NORRING
8382 HINNERUP
DENMARK
00433 SUIJS LOEK KLEIWEG 9
8305 AR EMMELOORD
NETHERLANDS
00441 DEUTSCHE SAATGUTGESELLSCHAFT M.B.H. BERLIN GRUNAUER STRAßE 5
12557 BERLIN
GERMANY
00443 SOCIETA ITALIANA BREVETTI S.P.A. PIAZZA DI PIETRA 39
00186 ROMA (RM)
ITALY
00444 RUSTICAS DEL GUADALQUIVIR S.L. HACIENDA LA JARILLA APDO 47
41300 SAN JOSE DE LA RINCONADA
SPAIN
00446 HABERLI FRUCHTPFLANZEN GMBH BUTTHARDERSTRASSE 17
97957 WITTIGHAUSEN-VILCHBAND
GERMANY
00451 DANESPO A/S RYTTERVANGEN 1
7323 GIVE
DENMARK
00455 HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN RIGHT RESEARCH CENTER PO BOX 3000
TIJ 4BI MAIN ALBERTA
CANADA
00456 BÖHM NORDKARTOFFEL AGRARPRODUKTION OHG STREHLOW 19
17111 HOHENMOCKER
GERMANY
00460 GERARDUS JOHANNES VAN VEEN VEENWEG 23
2432 CA NOORDEN
NETHERLANDS
00466 RENÉ ROYON 128 SQUARE DU GOLF LES BOIS DE FONT MERLE
06250 MOUGINS
FRANCE
00468 DR. R.J. MANSHOLTŠS VEREDELINGSBEDRIJF B.V. WESTPOLDER 8
9975 WJ VIERHUIZEN
NETHERLANDS
00469 KÖNST RESEARCH B.V. SPERINGWEG 970
2136 ZWAANSHOEK
NETHERLANDS
00475 J.C. DAVID AUSTIN BOWLING GREEN LANE ALBRIGHTON
WOLVERHAMPTON WV7 3HB
UNITED KINGDOM
00477 ROBERT HARKNESS 994 A CHEMIN DU FLAQUIER NORD
06530 LE TIGNET
FRANCE
00499 PANNAR (PTY) LTD P.O. BOX 19
GREYTOWN 3250
SOUTH AFRICA
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00516 VAN DE WERFF J.P. ATTESWEG 29
9078 PX OUDE BILDTZIJL
NETHERLANDS
00517 J. DARWINKEL HOOFDWEG 1
9333 PA LANGELOO
NETHERLANDS
00518 BIERMA H.I. DOKKUMERWEG 2
9151 BB HOLWERD
NETHERLANDS
00519 VAN DER ZEE G. BANTSWEI 3
9133 DW ANJUM
NETHERLANDS
00520 PIETER JOHANNES VAN DER ZEE DIJKSTERWEG 27
9977 TK KLOOSTERBUREN
NETHERLANDS
00523 NEW ZEALAND AGRISEEDS LIMITED OLD WEST COAST ROAD
8021 CHRISTCHURCH
NEW ZEALAND
00554 GERD ENDISCH GERANIENWEG 1
76767 HAGENBACH
GERMANY
00556 EDWIN JOHN FRAZER 76 ADAVALE STREET
BROOKFIELD QUEENSLAND 4069
AUSTRALIA
00557 GERD CANDERS HOLTERFELD 2
47638 STRAELEN
GERMANY
00560 ALGEMEEN OCTROOI EN MERKENBUREAU DRS KORENSTRA JOHN F.KENNEDYLAAN 2
5612 AB EINDHOVEN
NETHERLANDS
00567 LANGE WOLF POSTFACH 1352
23611 BAD SCHWARTAU
GERMANY
00570 SESVANDERHAVE N.V.- S.A. INDUSTRIEPARK SOLDATENPLEIN Z2 Nř15
3300 TIENEN
BELGIUM
00571 AARDAPPELKWEEK- EN SELECTIEBEDRIJF IJSSELMEERPOLDERS B.V. PRODUKTIEWEG 2
8304 AV EMMELOORD
NETHERLANDS
00575 HANS-GERD SEIFERT KWS SAAT AG GRIMSEHL STRAßE 31
37555 EINBECK
GERMANY
00582 GYS PETRUS DE JONG MARIAN NURSERIES LUSK
CO. DUBLIN
IRELAND
00587 DUOPLANT V.O.F. BURCHTWEG 19
8315 PZ LUTTELGEEST
NETHERLANDS
00592 JøRN HANSSON HANSSON DK HOLMEVEJ 36
5471 SøNDERSø
DENMARK
00594 ROB OUDSHOORN RIJKSSTRAATWEG 52
2171 AM SASSENHEIM
NETHERLANDS
00600 G. KUPER KERKWEG 165
7887 BE ERICA
NETHERLANDS
00601 S.A. LANNES & FILS AVENUE DE QUERCY - B.P. 5
82200 MALAUSE
FRANCE
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00633 BALL HORTICULTURAL COMPANY 622 TOWN ROAD
WEST CHICAGO IL 60185
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
00634 BAYERISCHE PFLANZENZUCHTGESELLSCHAFT E.G. & CO. KG ELIZABETHSTRAßE 38
80796 MUNCHEN
GERMANY
00635 BOS J.J.H. HOEFSLAG 1
2461 ZZ PIJNACKER
NETHERLANDS
00636 BOS RICHARD LUCAS GREEN ROAD - WESTEND - WOKING
SURREY GU24 9LZ
UNITED KINGDOM
00637 ANDRÉ BOURQUIN 2 KMS TARBES ROUTE DE BORDEAUX
65320 BORDEREZ SUR LECHEZ
FRANCE
00638 HUBERT BRANDKAMP IN DER FLORA 6
46419 ISSELBURG-ANHOLT
GERMANY
00639 PETER BRILL AM KASTELBERG 59
66578 SCHIFFWEILER
GERMANY
00640 BROOKFIELD NEW ZEALAND LIMITED ENDSLEIGH ROAD 11 - P.O. BOX 8120
HAVELOCK NORTH
NEW ZEALAND
00641 CATHARINA MARIA HOEKSTRA-ARISZ CREUTZBERGLAAN 10
1943 NP BEVERWIJK
NETHERLANDS
00642 CHURCHUS JOHN FIONA DRIVE 4 - DEVON MEADOWS
VICTORIA 3977
AUSTRALIA




00650 INSTITUT FÜR REBENZÜCHTUNG GEILWEILERHOF
76833 SIEBELDINGEN
GERMANY
00652 DANKO HODOWLA ROSLIN SP. Z.O.O. CHORYN 27
64000 KOSCIAN
POLAND
00653 DE GROOT EN SLOT ALLIUM B.V. WESTELIJKE RANDWEG 1
1721 CH BROEK OP HANGEDIJK
NETHERLANDS
00655 WESTERN AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURE AUTHORITY 3 BARON HAY COURT
SOUTH PERTH 6151 WA
AUSTRALIA
00657 DICK DEGENHARDT LANSING 11
2771 BK BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
00659 DRISCOLL STRAWBERRY ASSOCIATES INC. 345 WESTRIDGE DRIVE
WATSONVILLE CA 95076
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
00663 SAATZUCHT LFS EDELHOF EDELHOF 1
3910 ZWETTL
AUSTRIA





00667 PEPINIERES ET VERGERS ESCANDE E.A.R.L. MILLET
47500 SAINT VITE
FRANCE
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00669 FLORIDA FOUNDATION SEED PRODUCERS INC. 3913 HIGHWAY 71
GREENWOOD FL 32443
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
00672 FORSCHUNGSANSTALT GEISENHEIM-FACHGEBIET OBSTBAU VON-LADE STRAßE 1
65366 GEISENHEIM
GERMANY
00676 SICA GROCEP STATION DE LAVERGNE
87370 LAURIERE
FRANCE
00680 HARTMANN WALTER DR. INSTITUT FÜR OBST-GEMUSE-UND WEINBAU 370
70593 STUTTGART
GERMANY
00683 HILD SAMEN GMBH KIRCHENWEINBERGSTRAßE 115
71672 MARBACH AM NECKAR
GERMANY
00685 HILL JOHN AND HILL SUE HILLWELL ORCHAD
ORMOND RD5 HASTINGS
NEW ZEALAND
00689 INRA INSTITUT NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE
AGRONOMIQUE 147 RUE DE L’UNIVERSITE
75338 PARIS CEDEX 07
FRANCE
00695 ERDI GYDKF KHT. PARK U.2
1223 BUDAPEST
HUNGARY
00696 SNC SAPHYR 19 BOULEVARD MAGENTA
75010 PARIS
FRANCE
00697 HENK IBES HOLLAND B.V. LENDTSEVELD 11
6663 KL LENT
NETHERLANDS
00700 INSTITUTE OF EXPERIMENTAL BOTANY AS CR V.V.I. ROZVOJOVA 135
165 02 PRAHA 6
CZECH REPUBLIC
00702 RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF POMOLOGY AND FLORICULTURE POMOLOGICZNA 18
96100 SKIERNIEWICE
POLAND
00706 KIBAFLOR B.V. RIETWIJKEROORDWEG 15
1432 JG AALSMEER
NETHERLANDS
00708 KOIPESOL SEMILLAS S.A. AVENIDA SAN FRANCISCO JAVIER 24 EDIFICIO
SEVILLA 1 PLANTA 7
41018 SEVILLA
SPAIN
00709 W. KORDES’ SOHNE ROSENSCHULEN GMBH & CO. KG ROSENSTRAßE 54
25365 KLEIN OFFENSETH-SPARRIESHOOP
GERMANY
00710 KWEKERIJ MARIËNOORD B.V. MARIËNDIJK 39
2675 SX HONSELERSDIJK
NETHERLANDS
00712 CARL MARIUS LOWE CHASTY COURT, CHASTY
HOLSWORTHY - DEVON EX22 6NA
UNITED KINGDOM
00714 COMUNIDAD DE MADRID CTRA Nř11 KM 38200 - ALCALA DE HENARES
MADRID
SPAIN
00715 GERD CANDERS HOLTER FELD 2
47638 STRAELEN
GERMANY
00718 JACQUES MARIONNET G.F.A. 21 ROUTE DE COURMENIN
41230 SOINGS EN SOLOGNE
FRANCE
00719 MEULBLOK E.C. A DE KONINGSTRAAT 15
4434 AG KW ADENDAMME
NETHERLANDS
3472009
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00722 MOREL FRÈRES SNC 144 CHEMIN DES BRUSQUETS
06600 ANTIBES
FRANCE
00725 NACHTVLINDER B.V. PARADIJSWEG 61
2461 TL TER AAR
NETHERLANDS




00729 NIR NITZAN - NIR NURSERY 40692 KFAR-HESS
ISRAEL
00730 PLANT MANAGEMENT INTERNATIONAL 2E BRANDENBURGERWEG 58
3721 CJ BILTHOVEN
NETHERLANDS
00731 NORDSAAT SAATZUCHTGESELLSCHAFT MBH HAUPTSTRAßE 1
38895 BOHNSHAUSEN
GERMANY
00736 PAN AMERICAN SEED 622 TOWN ROAD - WEST CHICAGO
CHICAGO IL 60185
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
00737 PEACOCK B.V. NOORDWIJKERWEG 76
2231 NN RIJNSBURG
NETHERLANDS
00738 PEDERSEN OVE SOLBJERG SØVEJ 15
8362 HøRNING
DENMARK
00741 LUC PIETERS KOEWEGSTRAAT 4
9270 LAARNE
BELGIUM
00742 PLANT GROWERS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 3 HARRIS ROAD
WONGA PARK VICTORIA 3115
AUSTRALIA
00743 PLANT SCIENCES INC. 342 GREEN VALLEY ROAD
WATSONVILLE CA 95076
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
00745 LOUIS POLONI SAINT PARDON NEUF
47600 NERAC
FRANCE
00746 POP VRIEND ZAADTEELT EN ZAADHANDEL B.V. POSTBUS 5
1619 ZG ANDIJK
NETHERLANDS
00750 PROPRIETARY FRUIT VARIETIES LTD. 9296 EAST KETTELMAN LANE
LODI CA 95240
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
00751 PURDUE RESEARCH FOUNDATION 3000 KENT AVENUE
WEST LAFAYETTE IN 47907-1650
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
00753 PIERRE RIOU CHATEAU PEROUSE
30800 ST. GILLES
FRANCE
00757 S.A.R.L. COT INTERNATIONAL DOMAINE DE PEROUSE
30800 SAINT GILLES
FRANCE
00762 B. SCHAAP B.V. OOGSTWEG 7
8256 SB BIDDINGHUIZEN
NETHERLANDS
00763 SCHMIDT HERMANN AM FRAUENBERG 4
97340 GNODSTADT
GERMANY
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00767 SEED SOURCE INC. P.O. BOX 28
STONEVILLE MS 38776
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
00777 TAKII & COMPANY LTD 180 UMEKOJI-DORI INOKUMA - SHIMOGYO-KU
600-8686 KYOTO
JAPAN
00780 TJEBBES R. NAARDERSTRAAT 298A
1272 NT HUIZEN
NETHERLANDS
00782 JOHN A. TURNER CROMWELL ROAD 22
ELY CB6 1AS
UNITED KINGDOM
00783 UNIVERSITÄT HOHENHEIM SCHLOß 1
70599 STUTTGART
GERMANY
00784 HANDELSKWEKERIJ CHRIS VAN DER VOORT B.V. BREUGOMSLAAN 14
2675 LA HONSELERSDIJK
NETHERLANDS
00786 W. VON BORRIES-ECKENDORF GMBH & CO. KG HOVEDISSER STRAßE 92
33818 LEOPOLDSHOHE
GERMANY
00787 WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY RESEARCH FOUNDATION 1610 N.E. EASTGATE BVLD., SUITE 650
PULLMAN WA 99163
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
00789 WERNER NOACK IM FENNE 54
33334 GUTERSLOH
GERMANY
00791 JOSEF & HEINRICH WESTHOFF FREESENHORST 22
46354 SUDLOHN OEDING
GERMANY
00793 WINFRIED LANGE GUTENBERGSTRASSE 10
23611 BAD SCHWARTAU
GERMANY
00795 ZANZI FRUITGROWING EQUIPMENT S.R.L. VIA MODENA 19
44100 FERRARA (FE)
ITALY
00797 KENT JEFFREY POMELO DRIVE 703
VISTA CA 92083
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
00800 L.J. VAN DER MEER B.V. HOOFDWEG 42
1433 JW KUDELSTAART
NETHERLANDS




00805 JEAN ERIC DHEU 5, RUE DE L’EGALITE
28130 CHARTAINVILLIERS
FRANCE
00808 GUILLERY EMMANUEL ROUDOUHIR
29460 HANVEC
FRANCE
00815 ENZO NOBILE VIA LAVATOI 3
18038 BUSSANA DI SANREMO (IM)
ITALY
00827 AGRI-OBTENTIONS S.A. CHEMIN DE LA PETITE MINIERE
78041 GUYANCOURT CEDEX
FRANCE
00844 HERMAN GEERS HANDELSKWEKERIJ B.V. LAAG BOSKOOP 104
2271GZ BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
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00852 CHRYSANTHEMUM BREEDERS ASSOCIATION RESEARCH B.V. ZONNEVELDSLAAN 15
2235 SC VALKENBURG (ZH)
NETHERLANDS
00855 JOHANNES WILHELMUS ANTONIUS EVERS LAAUWICKSTRAAT 10
6663 CJ LENT
NETHERLANDS
00856 BEGONIA BREEDERS ASSOCIATION B.V. RIJSHORNSTRAAT 201
1435 HH RIJSENHOUT
NETHERLANDS
00859 ZAIGER’S INC. GENETICS 1219 GRIMES AVENUE
MODESTO CA 95358
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
00861 SHIIGI DAVID R. 35 PAU O PALAE
ST.HILO HAWAAII 96720
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
00867 LUCIANO GHIONE VIA SAN ROCCO 1
18030 BEVERE DI VENTIMIGLIA (IM)
ITALY





00879 KUIK G. BOTTERSTRAAT 16
8301 BR EMMELOORD
NETHERLANDS
00880 CAUDLE APPLE INC. SILVEST RD. 57
ORONDO WA 98843
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
00885 SARDO PIEMONTESE SEMENTI SOC. COOP. S.A. VIA GOFFREDO MAMELI 7
13100 VERCELLI (VC)
ITALY
00889 MEILLAND INTERNATIONAL S.A. DOMAINE DE SAINT-ANDRE LE CANNET DES MAU-
RES
83340 LE LUC EN PROVENCE
FRANCE
00892 MEILLAND STAR ROSE S.A. DOMAINE DE SAINT-ANDRE LE CANNET DES MAU-
RES
83340 LE LUC EN PROVENCE
FRANCE
00893 CLOVIS MATTON N.V./S.A. KAAISTRAAT 5
8581 AVELGEM-KERKHOVE
BELGIUM
00895 HORTIBREED N.V. BEERVELDSE BAAN 4
9080 LOCHRISTI
BELGIUM
00899 SAATZUCHT QUEDLINBURG GMBH ERWIN BAUR STRASSE 23
06484 QUEDLINBURG
GERMANY
00904 DARTHUIZER BOOMKWEKERIJEN B.V. BROEKWEG 3
3956 NE LEERSUM
NETHERLANDS
00913 HOLLAND-SELECT RESEARCH B.V. POSTBUS 27
1619 ZG ANDIJK
NETHERLANDS
00915 THE NEW ZEALAND INSTITUTE FOR PLANT AND FOOD RESEARCH LTD. 120 MOUNT ALBERT ROAD SANDRINGHAM
1025 AUCKLAND
NEW ZEALAND
00922 JOSEF BERGER JOHANN FIRLBECK STRAßE 20 RINKAM
94348 ATTING
GERMANY
00927 JOUFFRAY DRILLAUD S.A. 4 AVENUE DE LA CEE LA COUR D’HENON R.N.147
86170 CISSE
FRANCE
00928 EBERHARD LAUBACH C/O NORDSAAT SAATZUCHTGESELLSCHAFT MBH
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00930 GLADIOLUS V.O.F. HAVEN 10
2161 HK LISSE
NETHERLANDS
00931 J.A. BORST BLOEMBOLLEN B.V. NOORDERBRUG 5
1713 GA OBDAM
NETHERLANDS
00936 REINHARD NOACK IM FENNE 54
33334 GUTERSLOH
GERMANY
00938 SVS HOLLAND B.V. WAGENINGSE AFWEG 31
6702 PD WAGENINGEN
NETHERLANDS
00939 ACKERMANN SAATZUCHT GMBH & CO. KG MARIENHOFSTRAßE 13
94342 IRLBACH
GERMANY
00942 HYBRIDA S.R.L. STRADA VILLETTA 19
18038 SANREMO (IM)
ITALY
00953 MADRE MICHEL CENTRE DE BOIS HENRY
78580 MAULE
FRANCE
00954 SWILLEN GEORGES DRIESSTRAAT 56
3386 MOLENBEEK WERSBEEK
BELGIUM
00955 VERBEEK JANUS KRUISLANDSEDIJK 13
4651 RH STEENBERGEN
NETHERLANDS
00957 H. HACHMANN BAUMSCHULE BRUNNENSTRAßE 68
25355 BARMSTEDT
GERMANY
00959 TRIGUEROS GERARD STATION DE LAVERGNE-BP 3
87370 LAURIERE
FRANCE
00984 ABZ AARDBEIEN UIT ZAAD B.V. VLEETWEG 12
1619 PR ANDIJK
NETHERLANDS
00986 A. VERSCHOOR HORTICULTURE IMPORT - EXPORT MARCELISVAARTPAD 17
2015 CS HAARLEM
NETHERLANDS
01001 A.L. TOZER LTD. PYPORTS, DOWNSIDE BRIDGE ROAD
COBHAM - SURREY KT11 3EH
UNITED KINGDOM
01006 BERNARD DEBRAY LIMAGRAIN VERNEUIL HOLDING S.A. B.P. 115
63203 RIOM CEDEX
FRANCE
01008 CABINET BEAU DE LOMENIE 158 RUE DE L’UNIVERSITE
75340 PARIS CEDEX 07
FRANCE
01011 INSTITUTO HISPANICO DEL ARROZ S.A. CALLE REAL 43
41920 SAN JUAN DE AZNALFARACHE (SEVILLA)
SPAIN
01012 HERNÁNDEZ CALLEJAS ANTONIO CALLE REAL 43
41920 SAN JUAN DE AZNALFARACHE
SPAIN
01018 AGRIOM B.V. ACHTERWEG 58A
1424 PR DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS
01020 SAKATA SEED CORPORATION 2-7-1 NAKAMACHI-DAI TSUZUKI-KU
224-0041 YOKOHAMA
JAPAN
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01034 BRAAM YOUNG PLANTS B.V. KALSLAGERWEG 2
1424 PM DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS
01036 ALINE FAIRWEATHER LTD. HILLTOP NURSERY
BEAULIEU - HAMPSHIRE SO42 7YR
UNITED KINGDOM
01042 ROSAPLANTS S.C.E.A. 1457 CHEMIN DES COMBES
06600 ANTIBES
FRANCE
01045 RENE MONTEUX CAILLET LES COUSTIERES DE MALACERCIS
13890 MOURIES
FRANCE
01046 OFFICE KIRKPATRICK AVENUE WOLFERS 32
1310 LA HULPE
BELGIUM
01050 WINTER BRANDL FÜRNISS HÜBNER RÖSS KAISER POLTE -PARTNERSHIP ALOIS-STEINECKER-STR.22
85354 FREISING
GERMANY
01055 WILLEMS W.G.M. PROF ZUURLAAN 10
8256 PE BIDDINGHUIZEN
NETHERLANDS
01062 SAATZUCHT SCHMIDT KRAFTGASSE 60
76829 LANDAU-QUEICHHEIM
GERMANY
01063 ASTEE FLOWERS B.V. PARADIJSWEG 67
2461 TL TER AAR
NETHERLANDS
01065 FLOYD ZAIGER 1219 GRIMES AVENUE
MODESTO CA 95358
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
01067 AGRICULTURE AND AGRI-FOOD CANADA 4200 HWY 97
V0H 1Z0 SUMMERLAND BC
CANADA
01071 GOLDSMITH SEEDS EUROPE B.V. CORNELIS KUINWEG 28A
1619 PE ANDIJK
NETHERLANDS
01073 LEGATH MARIA VALLBY SKOLGATA 6
724 81 VASTERåS
SWEDEN
01079 DEKALB GENETICS CORP. 3100 SYCAMORE ROAD
DEKALB IL 60115
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
01082 NOVAGRAAF I.P. 122, RUE EDOUARD VAILLANT
92593 LEVALLOIS-PERRET CEDEX
FRANCE
01089 HUBERT BLÜMEL LAGESCHE STR 250
32657 LEMGO
GERMANY
01102 BARZANó & ZANARDO ROMA S.P.A. VIA PIEMONTE 26
00187 ROMA (RM)
ITALY
01104 PIETERS PLANT PRODUCTION B.V.B.A. SCHIERVELDESTRAAT 14
8840 OOSTNIEUWKERKE
BELGIUM
01110 GENESIS PLANT MARKETING LIMITED LANGFORD HALL BARN WITHAM ROAD
MALDON ESSEX CM9 4ST
UNITED KINGDOM
01112 KEISEI ROSE NURSERIES INC. 1-12-1 OSHIAGE SUMIDA-KU
131-0045 TOKYO
JAPAN
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01115 AD & FA MCGRATH GORTON ROAD 192/2
CAMBRIDGE
NEW ZEALAND
01117 BARBE JEAN-PIERRE MALICORNE
03600 COMMENTRY
FRANCE
01119 PEPINIERES DU VALOIS S.A.R.L. CHATEAU DE NOUE
02600 VILLERS COTTERETS
FRANCE
01122 HAZERA ESPAñA 90 S.A.U. POLIGONO INDUSTRIAL ”LA REDONDA” 63
04710 SANTA MARIA DEL AGUILA ALMERIA
SPAIN
01134 YISSUM HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT COMPANY HI TECH
PARK EDMOND J.SAFRA CAMPUS - P.O.BOX 39135
GIVAT RAM JERUSALEM
ISRAEL
01138 ANDERSEN JØRGEN K. TVINGVEJ 43 - FRAUGDE
5220 ODENSE Sø
DENMARK
01140 BRANDT KIRSTEN KIRSTINEBJERGVEJ 10
5792 ÅRSLEV
DENMARK
01141 WITHERS & ROGERS RENEWALS LLP GOLDINGS HOUSE 2 HAYS LANE
LONDON SE1 2HW
UNITED KINGDOM
01148 DR BARB NEUBERT HOLZBREITE 11
06484 QUEDLINBURG
GERMANY
01151 ELZABURU Y OTROS CALLE MIGUEL ANGEL 21 - 2ř
28010 MADRID
SPAIN
01155 INIA-OTRI CTRA DE LA CORUÑA KM 7,5
28040 MADRID
SPAIN








01162 ESCUELA TECNICA SUPERIOR DE INGENIEROS AGRONOMOS APARTADO 14080
CORDOBA
SPAIN
01166 JEAN PIERRE FOISSEY B.P. 52
06271 VILLENEUVE LOUBET CEDEX
FRANCE
01176 PARSONS SEEDS LTD. P.O. BOX 280
L0G 1A0 BEETON - ONTARIO
CANADA
01180 KERBY NIGEL W INVERGOWRIE
DUNDEE DD2 5DA
UNITED KINGDOM
01190 SCHEFFERS R.H.M. BROEKPOLDERLAAN 24
2675 LJ HONSELERSDIJK
NETHERLANDS
01191 PAUL HEERES VALTHERBLOKKEN ZUID 40
7876 TC VALTHERMOND
NETHERLANDS
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01203 BERRY R & D INC. 342 GREEN VALLEY ROAD
WATSONVILLE CA 95076-1305
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA





01228 MARKS & CLERK SUSSEX HOUSE 83-85 MOSLEY STREET
MANCHESTER M2 3LG
UNITED KINGDOM
01242 UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 6804 SOTH WEST MARINE DR.
V6T 124 VANCOUVER BC
CANADA
01248 ANDRE BRIANT JEUNES PLANTS S.A. LA BOUVINERIE
49180 SAINT BARTHELEMY D’ANJOU
FRANCE
01282 FRANK LANGE GUTENBERGSTRASSE 10
23611 BAD SCHWARTAU
GERMANY
01295 FA VAN DER SALM-DE GOEDE V.O.F. BOSWEG 34
1756 CH ’T ZAND
NETHERLANDS
01300 VERTUCO B.V. BURG. LOVINKSTRAAT 105
1764GD BREEZAND
NETHERLANDS
01303 UNION DES COOPERATIVES AGRICOLES DE CEREALES DE SEMENCES DE
LA VALLEE DU RHONE - TOP SEMENCE
SILO DE PUYGIRON B.P.2
26160 LA BATIE ROLLAND
FRANCE
01304 SEMENTI SAMOGGIA SOCIETA’ AGRICOLA S.R.L. VIALE PANZACCHI 9
40136 BOLOGNA (BO)
ITALY
01306 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH ORGANISATION (A.R.O.) THE VOLCANI CENTER P.O.BOX 6
50250 BEIT DAGAN
ISRAEL
01313 ANTONIO MARCHESE VIA GROSSI BIANCHI 309
18038 POGGIO DI SANREMO (IM)
ITALY
01319 VAN SCHIE H.L. DELFTSESTRAATWEEG 15B
2645 CR DELFGAUW
NETHERLANDS
01320 RIOU JEAN FRANCOIS CHATEAU PEROUSE
30800 ST GILLES
FRANCE
01330 LADAN S.A. PEPINIERES CONFORT
29790 MEILARS
FRANCE
01331 LADAN LUDOVIC CONFORT
29790 MEILARS
FRANCE
01334 BARBERET & BLANC S.A. CAMINO VIEJO 205
30890 PUERTO LUMBRERAS (MURCIA)
SPAIN
01342 BOONE DIRK HAENHOUTSTRAAT 90
9070 DESTELBERGEN
BELGIUM
01347 ANTHURA B.V. ANTHURIUMWEG 14
2665 KV BLEISWIJK
NETHERLANDS
01352 KING TURNER MICHAEL BEDE UMUKURI ROAD
MOTUEKA NELSON
NEW ZEALAND
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01358 VROEMEN J A DORPSSTRAAT 47
6235 AC ULESTRATEN
NETHERLANDS
01359 VROEMEN P G DORPSSTRAAT 45
6235 AC ULESTRATEN
NETHERLANDS
01364 TAKII EUROPE B.V. HOOFDWEG 19
1424 PC DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS
01376 SUNSHINE FOLIAGE WORLD P.O. BOX 328
ZOLFO SPRINGS FL 33890
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
01378 DR FRANK B. BROWN 4263 COREY ROAD
VALKARIA FL 32950
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
01379 FLEISCHLE GARTENBAU GBR HORRHEIMER STRAßE 22
71665 VAIHINGEN/ENZ
GERMANY
01384 HENDRIK KOLSTER LAAG BOSKOOP 100
2771 GZ BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
01389 KENT LARRY 703 POMELO DR.
VISTA CA 92083
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
01390 KENT MICHAEL 703 POMELO DR.
VISTA CA 92083
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
01391 CALIFORNIA GIANT INC. P.O. BOX 1359
WATSONVILLE CA 95076
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
01393 RIJNPLANT B.V. HOFZICHTLAAN 5
2678 NC DE LIER
NETHERLANDS
01396 DSP DELLEY SEMENCES ET PLANTES S.A. ROUTE DE PORTALBAN 40
1567 DELLEY
SWITZERLAND
01397 S.A.R.L. RAOUL ROLLY 11 PLACE BIR-HAKEIM
38000 GRENOBLE
FRANCE
01401 ROBERSON J. ROBERT 31706 E PINK HILL RD.
GRAINE VALLEY MO 64029
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
01406 STAR 2000 S.H.A. RUE D’ARLON L1150
1118 LUXEMBOURG
LUXEMBOURG
01408 CHERRY ROBERT JOHN 38-40 CARNLEA ROAD - CO. ANTRIM
BALLYMENA BT43 6TS
UNITED KINGDOM
01409 DEREK L. JENNINGS HONEY LANE OTHAM
MAIDSTONE KENT
UNITED KINGDOM
01431 VITRO WESTLAND BEHEER B.V. ’T HAANTJE 17 C
2288 CV RIJSWIJK
NETHERLANDS
01432 CHERRY ROBERT J. RMB 2117 GRETA RD.
KULNURA NSW 2250
AUSTRALIA
01433 K.SAHIN, ZADEN B.V. HOOFDWEG 19
1424 PC DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS
01434 PITARCH MONTOLIU MANUEL APEADERO RIBERA DE CABANES
12595 RIBERA DE CABANES
SPAIN
3552009
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01448 HILLIER NURSERIES LIMITED AMPFIELD HOUSE AMPFIELD
ROMSEY - HAMPSHIRE SO51 9PA
UNITED KINGDOM
01456 KWEKERIJ DELPHI V.O.F. LEIDSEVAART 192
2211 WE NOORDWIJKERHOUT
NETHERLANDS
01457 WILHELMUS JACOBUS GERARDUS HOFSTEDE DOORMANSTRAAT 6
6852 AK HUISSEN
NETHERLANDS
01458 IMANSE LELIEVEREDELING B.V. GANSOORD 32
2165 BC LISSERBROEK
NETHERLANDS
01468 SUNGLOW B.V. KLEINGOUW 126
1619 CJ ANDIJK
NETHERLANDS
01470 B.D. RIJNBEEK BOOMKWEKERIJEN B.V. HALVE RAAK 49
2771 AC BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
01474 VIVAI FRATELLI ZANZI DI CARLO ZANZI E.C.S.A.S. VIA RAVENNA 335
44040 FOSSANOVA S. MARCO (FE)
ITALY
01482 YPSILON S.A. 32 D.GLINOU STREET - VOULGARI-HARILAOU
54249 THESSALONIKI
GREECE
01484 WOLFRAM GÖTZ BRAHMSWEG 3
89542 HERBRECHTINGEN
GERMANY
01485 PIETER ZWIJNENBURG JR HALVE RAAK 18
2771 AD BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
01494 INTERNATIONAL FLOWER DEVELOPMENTS PTY LTD 1 PARK DRIVE
BUNDOORA VICTORIA 3083
AUSTRALIA
01495 NATURALLY NATIVE NEW ZEALAND PLANTS LTD 30 GAMMON MILL ROAD OROPI RD 3
3021 TAURANGA
NEW ZEALAND
01496 BOOMKWEKERIJ HOEKERT B.V. ZUIDERZEESTRAATWEG 410
8091 PB WEZEP
NETHERLANDS
01498 H. & B.R. VAN DEN BOSCH B.V. OEGSTGEESTERWEG 198 A
2231 BC RIJNSBURG
NETHERLANDS
01499 WANG PLANTENVERMEERDERING B.V. GOUDSERIJWEG 151
2771 BB BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
01505 JAKOB KJÆR LARSEN ANDERUPVEJ 68
5270 ODENSE N
DENMARK
01511 A.T. YATES & SON POPLARS NURSERY HOLMES CHAPEL ROAD,
SOMERFORD
CONGLETON - CHESHIRE CW12 4SP
UNITED KINGDOM
01514 HANDELSKWEKERIJ VAN DER VELDEN B.V. FITSELSTEEG 6
5491TW SINT-OEDENRODE
NETHERLANDS
01521 STET HOLLAND B.V. PRODUKTIEWEG 2A
8304 AV EMMELOORD
NETHERLANDS
01523 HARRISON HECTOR 37 ERMINE STREET APPLEBY
SCUNTHORPE DN15 OAA
UNITED KINGDOM
01528 REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 1000 WESTGATE DR. SUITE 160
ST. PAUL MN 55114
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
35615|02|2010
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01529 PATRICK GEORGE ARMINE ELLIS-JONES 14 SOUTH SQUARE GRAYS INN
LONDON WC1R 5LX
UNITED KINGDOM
01533 HANDELSKWEKERIJ HENK BRAAM & ZN V.O.F. KALSLAGERWEG 12
1424 PM DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS
01534 TS ROYALTY B.V. EMMASTRAAT 55
2681 RL MONSTER
NETHERLANDS
01535 WANG YU-LIN PROFESSOR 35 MC FADZEAN DRIVE - BLOCKHOUSE BAY
AUCKLAND
NEW ZEALAND
01537 JOHN WARD VINE HOUSE MAIN STREET ELMLEY CASTLE
PERSHORE-WORCESTERSHIRE WR10 3HS
UNITED KINGDOM
01539 FOBEK B.V. NIEUWEBILDTDIJK 236
9076 PM SINT ANNAPAROCHIE
NETHERLANDS
01540 J. JOORDENS ZAADHANDEL B.V. SCHIJFWEG NOORD 5
5995 ZG KESSEL
NETHERLANDS
01544 SEMPRA PRAHA A.S. U TOPIREN 2
170 00 PRAHA 7
CZECH REPUBLIC
01546 JOHAN HERMAN MENCKE VERLENGDE OOSTERDIEP WZ 29
7884 TM BARGERCOMPASCUUM
NETHERLANDS
01547 HANS KRAMER VAN KWEKERIJ DE HESSENHOF B.V. HESSENWEG 41
6718 TC EDE
NETHERLANDS





01552 J.A. CREBAS HOPWEG 17
8315 RH LUTTELGEEST
NETHERLANDS
01553 R.M. SCHOUTEN-CREBAS ESPELERWEG 26B
8303 HZ EMMELOORD
NETHERLANDS
01554 THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT 438 WHITNEY ROAD EXT.
STORRS CT 06269-1133
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
01555 COAST ALPINE NURSERY 2322 NORTH NUGENT RD.
LUMMI ISLAND WA 98262
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
01556 GRAHAM WATT & CO. SAINT BOTOLPH’S HOUSE 7-9 SAINT BOTOLPH’S
ROAD
SEVENOAKS - KENT TN13 3AJ
UNITED KINGDOM
01561 GRAHAM NOEL BROWN 50 BOUNDARY ROAD
PENNANT HILLS NSW 2120
AUSTRALIA
01566 GAEC PRADELLE DE LA FORÊT PRADELLE DE LA FORÊT
16240 PERIGNAC
FRANCE
01571 PIETERS JOSEPH & LUC B.V.B.A. SCHIERVELDESTRAAT 1
8840 STADEN OOSTNIEUWKERKE
BELGIUM
01575 INTERNATIONAL VEGETAL SELECTION 7-9 RUE DE PRESSENSE
75014 PARIS
FRANCE
01576 ETS LEMAIRE DEFFONTAINES 180 RUE DU ROSSIGNOL
59310 AUCHY LES ORCHIES
FRANCE
3572009
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01577 BOUVARDIAKWEKERIJ DE JONG V.O.F. FLORAWEG 67
2371 AM ROELOFARENDSVEEN
NETHERLANDS
01578 VAN VEEN O.Z. B.V. AALSMEERDERWEG 725
1435 EK RIJSENHOUT
NETHERLANDS
01587 MIYOSHI & CO. LTD. 2-1-8 HACHIMANYAMA, SETAGAYA-KU
156-0056 TOKYO
JAPAN
01589 PLANTIPP B.V. BRUNEL 21
3401 LJ IJSSELSTEIN
NETHERLANDS
01595 MAX ZELLER SOHNE AG SEEBICKSTRAßE 4
8590 ROMANSHORN
SWITZERLAND
01598 THOMPSON ALAN HAZEL COTTAGE NURSERY LAND OF NOD
HEADLEY DOWN BORDON - HAMPSHIRE GU35 8SJ
UNITED KINGDOM
01605 N.V. TALIDOR TALLAART 19
2500 KONINGSKOOIKT
BELGIUM
01607 JACQUES STAMENS 2285 RUE DE LILLE
59262 SAINGHIN-EN-MELANTOIS
FRANCE
01608 WALTER SCHOENENBERGER PFLANZENSAFTWERK MÜHLSTRAßE 5-7
71106 MAGSTADT
GERMANY
01613 WARD SUSAN VINE HOUSE ELMLEY CASTLE
PERSHORE - WORCS WR10 3HS
UNITED KINGDOM
01615 JAN JANS WILDEBOER WITTERWEG 34A
9421 PG BOVENSMILDE
NETHERLANDS
01618 FR. STRUBE SAATZUCHT GMBH & CO. KG HAUPTSTRAßE 1
38387 SOLLINGEN
GERMANY
01621 NEW PLACE NURSERIES LTD LONDON ROAD
PULBOROUGH WEST SUSSEX RH20 1AT
UNITED KINGDOM
01623 HADSPEN GARDEN AND NURSERY CASTLE CARY
SOMERSET BA7 7NG
UNITED KINGDOM
01624 RODNEY WILLIAM RICHARDS THE HOP KILN, COURT FARM
MANSELL GAMAGE - HEREFORDSHIRE HR4 7LE
UNITED KINGDOM
01625 POPE NORI HADSPEN GARDENS
CASTLE CARY - SOMERSET BA7 7NG
UNITED KINGDOM
01627 COOP. KWEKERSVER. ARMA U.A. ZWAAGDIJK 337
1685 PB ZWAAGDIJK-WEST
NETHERLANDS
01629 SWEDISH UNIVERSITY AGR. SCIENCES FJÄLKESTADVÄGEN 123-1
291 94 KRISTIANSTAD
SWEDEN
01631 W.M. & D. BARNFIELD PTY LTD. BLOCK 8 - ELLERSLIE
WENTWORTH NSW 2648
AUSTRALIA
01634 AAD J.M. LEIJTEN GANSOORD 62
2165 BD LISSERBROEK
NETHERLANDS
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01641 OLTER S.R.L. VIA CESARE CANTU 1
20123 MILANO (MI)
ITALY
01644 PROMO FRUIT AG SCHLUCHEWÄG 1
8197 RAFZ
SWITZERLAND
01662 S.A.R.L. NADOR COTT PROTECTION 51 RUE JULES BARBIER
83700 SAINT RAPHAEL
FRANCE
01667 ZOMERSCHOON BV STROET 115
1744GM SINT MARTEEN
NETHERLANDS
01670 BOEREKAMP W.L.A. PARALLELWEG 17
5712 PH SOMEREN
NETHERLANDS
01671 BOEREKAMP P.H.H. VICTOR HUGOLAAN 54
5629 TD EINDHOVEN
NETHERLANDS
01675 BARTELS BREEDING B.V. RIETWIJKEROORDWEG 15
1432 JG AALSMEER
NETHERLANDS
01678 HODOWLA ROSLIN STRZELCE SP. Z O.O. GRUPA IHAR UL. GLÓWNA 20
99-307 STRZELCE
POLAND
01679 MINEO BALDASSARE SISKIYOU RARE PLANT NURSERY 2825 CUMMINGS
RD.
MEDFORD OR 97501
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
01685 WESTVEER J. VIJVERSTRAAT 4
4421 AX KAPELLE
NETHERLANDS
01686 VIVEROS ORERO S.A. AVENIDA NAVARRO REVERTER 1
12400 SEGORBE-CASTELLON
SPAIN
01689 VALKPLANT B.V. VALKENBURGERLAAN 64
2771 DA BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
01690 PRISCILLA GRACE KERLEY BETHANY, 49 STATION ROAD, OVER
CAMBRIDGE CB24 5NJ
UNITED KINGDOM
01691 P.J.M. VAN SCHIE V.O.F. JACOBA VAN BEIERENWEG 95C
2215 KW VOORHOUT
NETHERLANDS
01701 T. VAN NIEUWKERK AMARYLLIS B.V. ZWETHKADE-ZUID 50
2635 CW DEN HOORN (Z-H)
NETHERLANDS
01706 PEPINIÈRES DEMOL S.A. R.N. 7 - B.P. Nř3
84430 MONDRAGON
FRANCE
01708 WILTON WEERT B.V. ROERMONDSEWEG 189
6005 NJ WEERT
NETHERLANDS
01711 BROUWER W.A.J. NIEUWKOOPSEWEG 47
2631PP NOOTDORP
NETHERLANDS
01716 KAGOME KABUSHIKI KAISHA 3-14-15 NISHIKI NAKA-KU
AICHI PREF NAGOYA
JAPAN
01717 CHRISTOPH KAPPERT BACHSTRAßE 3
48477 HORSTEL
GERMANY
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01734 BATTISTINI DOTT.GIUSEPPE I.I. VIA CALCINARO 1265
47522 MARTORANO DI CESENA (FC)
ITALY
01737 SOCIETE NATIONALE D’EXPLOITATION INDUSTRIELLE DES TABACS ET
ALLUMETTES
182-188 AVENUE DE FRANCE
75639 PARIS CEDEX 13
FRANCE
01738 MI-GYOUNG AGROFOGLIO 4 RUE ANDRE DESSAUX
45404 FLEURY LES AUBRAIS CEDEX
FRANCE
01748 BULK R. RIJNEVELD 115
2771 XV BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
01750 AZALEAKWEKERIJ ARENDS C.V. ONLANDSEWEG 6
9765 EC PATERSWOLDE
NETHERLANDS
01752 UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS ARKANSAS DIVISION OF AGRICULTURE AFLS E-108
FAYETTEVILLE AR 72701
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
01753 PEPINIERES DARNAUD S.A. ROUTE DE MARSEILLE
26203 MONTELIMAR CEDEX
FRANCE
01757 ARC FIJNBOS UNIT (SA) PRIVATE BAG XI
ELSENBURG 7607
SOUTH AFRICA
01758 C.R.A.- FRU CENTRO DI RICERCA PER LA FRUTTICOLTURA
VIA DI FIORANELLO 52
00134 ROMA (RM)
ITALY
01763 OLSTHOORN PETRUS C.M. ZWARTENDIJK 25A
2681 LN MONSTER
NETHERLANDS
01776 AUSTRAFLORA PTY LTD P.O. BOX 386
YARRA GLEN 3775 VIC
AUSTRALIA
01782 LISS FOREST NURSERY LTD PETERSFIELD ROAD
GREATHAM LISS GU33 6HA
UNITED KINGDOM
01790 GUY DEVILLARD MALICORNE
03600 COMMENTRY
FRANCE
01793 JOH. VAN NIEKERK MIDDELBURGSEWEG 13
2741LB WADDINXVEEN
NETHERLANDS
01794 LEO VERGEER DEN HAM 50
2771 WV BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
01796 W. V.D. KNAAP HOOFDWEG 1A
1424 PC DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS
01797 WORLD FLOWER B.V. BURG. LOVINKSTRAAT 105
1764 GD BREEZAND
NETHERLANDS
01798 PUKEKARORO EXOTICS LTD 201 PAPAROA STATION ROAD P.O.BOX 29
0585 PAPAROA NORTHLAND
NEW ZEALAND
01801 MARTINE TELLWRIGHT HIGHGROUND HOUSE HIGHGROUND LANE, BARN-
HAM
BOGNOR REGIS PO22 0BU
UNITED KINGDOM
01802 TECON AGRARISCH ADVIESBUREAU B.V. POSTBUS 204
2670 NE NAALDWIJK
NETHERLANDS
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01807 PANORAMA ROSES N.V. MEERLANDENWEG 55
1187 ZR AMSTELVEEN
NETHERLANDS
01808 GEBR. MAX UND UWE LEINERT GMBH ROSENWEG 2
74918 ANGELBACHTAL
GERMANY
01810 LUX RIVIERA S.R.L. VIA SAN ROCCO 1
18039 BEVERA DI VENTIMIGLIA (IM)
ITALY
01811 ALESSANDRO GHIONE CORSO NIZZA 20
18030 LATTE DI VENTIMIGLIA (IM)
ITALY
01817 KEITH RICHARD WILLIAM HAMMETT 488C DON BUCK ROAD
MASSEY AUCKLAND
NEW ZEALAND
01821 TESTCENTRUM VOOR SIERGEWASSEN B.V. HYACINTENLAAN 8
2182 DE HILLEGOM
NETHERLANDS
01822 HENDRICUS JACOBUS MARIA KUIJF MENNONIETENBUURT 116A
1427 BC UITHOORN
NETHERLANDS
01823 PACIFIC AGRI-FOOD RESEARCH CENTRE AGASSIZ P.O. BOX 1000
V0M 1A0 AGASSIZ BC
CANADA
01825 B & M PRODUCTS B.V. OEGSTGEESTERWEG 198A
2231 BC RIJNSBURG
NETHERLANDS
01841 BOULT WADE TENNANT VERULAM GARDENS 70 GRAY’S INN ROAD
LONDON WC1X 8BT
UNITED KINGDOM
01843 PURE LINE SEEDS, INC. 119 EAST 3RD STREET
MOSCOW ID 83843
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
01847 V.O.F NEBO POSTBUS 6
2160 AA LISSE
NETHERLANDS
01848 BUNDESANSTALT FÜR ZÜCHTUNGSFORSCHUNG AN KULTURPFLANZEN NEUER WEG 22/23
06484 QUEDLINBURG
GERMANY
01849 ANTHONY ROBIN WHITE BLACKTHORN NURSERY
KILMESTON ALRESFORD SO24 0NL
UNITED KINGDOM
01851 HERGEN BERDING AM JADEBUSEN 36
26345 BOCKHORN
GERMANY
01856 HAMER BLOEMZADEN B.V. LANGEWEG 79-85
3342 LD H. I. AMBACHT
NETHERLANDS
01859 R. DELAMORE LTD 88 SUTTON ROAD
WISBECH CAMBS PE13 5DR
UNITED KINGDOM
01860 KWEKERSVERENIGING "HET VRIJE WESTEN " GROTEWEG 9
1756 CK ’T ZAND
NETHERLANDS
01861 NICHOLSON KEVIN MODEL COTTAGE - WISBECH
THE MARSH PE14 7JG
UNITED KINGDOM





01871 WUHL ERIC 5480 E. LANE
FRESNO CA 93737
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
3612009
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01873 REDDIE & GROSE 5 SHAFTESBURY ROAD
CAMBRIDGE CB2 8BW
UNITED KINGDOM
01881 PEPSICO INTERNATIONAL LTD 63 KEW ROAD
RICHMOND SURREY TW9 2QL
UNITED KINGDOM
01884 SEMILLAS CERTIFICADAS CASTELLS S.L. AVDA GOLES DE L’ EBRE 269
43580 DELTEBRE (TARRAGONA)
SPAIN
01890 SCHMIDT ERNST L’AUBINEL
31190 MIREMONT
FRANCE
01894 FEUNEKES E.J. HOOFDWEG WEDDERVEER 61
9698 PC WEDDE
NETHERLANDS
01895 RENIER VAN ELDEREN RAASDORPERWEG 43
1175 KV LIJNDEN
NETHERLANDS
01897 TESSELAAR H.M. ALTONSTRAAT 19
1704 CC HEERHUGOWAARD
NETHERLANDS
01898 GEO. W. PARK SEED CO. INC. 1 PARKTON AV.
GREENWOOD SC 29647
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
01899 JANSON N J S ACHTERWEG ZUID 45
2161 DX LISSE
NETHERLANDS
01902 SYNGENTA SEEDS GMBH AM SCHEID 1A
56204 HILLSCHEID
GERMANY




01906 JUPP V.F. ALLYNBROOK RD.
EAST GRESFORD 2311 NSW
AUSTRALIA
01907 JUPP N.C. ALLYNBROOK RD.
EAST GRESFORD 2311 NSW
AUSTRALIA
01910 ILAN BREIER 60910 BNEI ZION
ISRAEL
01918 ROELSE W TER POORTEWEG 13
4371 RL KOUDEKERKE
NETHERLANDS
01920 A. BRAND & SONS BULLS LANE BELL BAR
HATFIELD - HERTFORDSHIRE AL9 7BB
UNITED KINGDOM
01921 A. GEERLINGS EN ZN. B.V. TURFSPOOR 53
2165 AW LISSERBROEK
NETHERLANDS
01922 VINKAPLANT B.V. RIETWIJKEROORDWEG 22
1432 JE AALSMEER
NETHERLANDS
01923 BAKKER LOUIS AALSMEERDERWEG 951
1435EP RIJSENHOUT
NETHERLANDS
01931 FRATELLI GALLO S.N.C. DI LAZZARO GALLO & C. VIA FONDO D’ORTO 5
80053 CASTELLAMMARE DI STABIA (NA)
ITALY
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01944 EX-PLANT A/S KIRKEGYDEN 129
5270 ODENSE N
DENMARK




01948 HEATHER PHILPOTT BETHANY - LUSTON - LEOMINSTER
HEREFORDSHIRE HR6 0EB
UNITED KINGDOM
01949 MIKE PHILPOTT STRAWBERRY COTTAGE HAMNISH
NR LEOMINSTER - HEREFORDSHIRE HR6 0RH
UNITED KINGDOM
01950 ARTUS GROUP MARKETINGGESELLSCHAFT MBH ALTE KARLSRUHER STR. 8
76227 KARLSRUHE
GERMANY
01952 VAN DER LEEST B BOURGONDIESTRAAT 23
8303 GW EMMELOORD
NETHERLANDS
01953 NAUTA J.G. SIKKEMABUORREN 5
9045 PS BEETGUMERMOLEN
NETHERLANDS
01958 HEGGE H.J.J. BREEKWEG 16
9965 TE LEENS
NETHERLANDS
01959 CUCCARESE DOMENICO VIA ROMA 67
75028 TURSI (MT)
ITALY
01961 BERBEE BEHEER B.V. MIDDENWEG 13
2161 LR LISSE
NETHERLANDS
01962 BOOMKWEKERIJ BOLWIJN V.O.F. NIJKERKERSTRAAT 67
3882 PD PUTTEN
NETHERLANDS
01963 HEDERA BEHEER B.V. HOOFDWEG 10
1424 PH DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS
01964 AGRO EXPORTACIONES (B.W.) S.A. HORNWEG 242
1432 GT AALSMEER
NETHERLANDS
01967 DIJKSTRA TJEERD DE HAMMERINGEN 19
9045 PT BEETGUMERMOLEN
NETHERLANDS
01972 EXOTICA INTERNATIONAL S.A. LANGE BROEKWEG 17
2671 DT NAALDWIJK
NETHERLANDS
01975 VAN DEN DOOL CULTURES B.V. 6ř TOCHTWEG 1K
2741 KR WADDINXVEEN
NETHERLANDS
01979 CRA - PLF UNITA DI RICERCA PER LE PRODUZIONI LEGNOSE
FUORI FORESTA STRADA FRASSINETO 35
15033 CASALE MONFERRATO (AL)
ITALY
01980 LYNDALE NURSERIES AUCKLAND LTD P.O. BOX 81022
WHENUAPAI AUCKLAND
NEW ZEALAND
01982 SAMPSON DAVID JOHN 63 EGMONT ROAD
RD2 NEW PLYMOUTH
NEW ZEALAND
01983 SAMPSON NOELINE MARY 63 EGMONT ROAD
RD2 NEW PLYMOUTH
NEW ZEALAND
01985 ESPECIOS FUENGIROLA S.L. P.O. BOX 100
29130 ALHAURIN DE LA TORRE
SPAIN
3632009
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01987 PETERS TONY MARKET DEEPING PEG8LG
UNITED KINGDOM
01991 G.A.M. ZUIDGEEST MIDDELBROEKWEG 71
2675KH HONSELERSDIJK
NETHERLANDS
01993 JOSEF HEUGER MUNSTERSTRASSE 46
49219 GLANDORF
GERMANY
01995 VYKING FLOWERS B.V. VAN HOUTENSTRAAT 18
2672 DP NAALDWIJK
NETHERLANDS
01998 SOCIETE DES PRODUITS NESTLE CASE POSTALE 353
1800 VEVEY
SWITZERLAND
01999 MASSERET BERNARD 101 AVENUE GUSTAVE EIFFEL BP 9716
37097 TOURS CEDEX 2
FRANCE
02001 LEONARDUS ARKESTIJN VAN ROSSUMWEG 1
2614 WT DELFT
NETHERLANDS
02002 VAN LAAR H.J.M. RIJKSWEG 28
6269 AC MARGRATEN
NETHERLANDS
02003 DR. THEISS NATURWAREN GMBH MICHELINSTRASSE 10
66424 HOMBURG
GERMANY
02004 CHLODWIG FRANZ PROF. DR. VETERINÄRPLARZ 1
1210 WIEN
AUSTRIA
02006 PAU SEMENCES S.A. 29 AVENUE GASTON PHOEBUS
64230 LESCAR
FRANCE
02012 GARTENBAUBETRIEB WOLFGANG BOCK BUTENDIEKER LANDSTRAßE 49 A
28357 BREMEN
GERMANY
02016 LÜDER NOBBMANN WEIDENHÄUSER STRAßE 45
35625 HUTTENBERG
GERMANY
02018 DIPUTACION GENERAL DE ARAGON CONSEJERIA PASEO MARIA AGUSTIN 36 EDIFICIO PIGNATELLI
50071 ZARAGOZA
SPAIN
02026 FRANKO ROSES NEW ZEALAND LIMITED 38B WAIMARIE ROAD
WHENUAPAI AUKLAND
NEW ZEALAND
02027 ROBERT P.J.M. KONING TIENRAYSEWEG 9A
5961 NK HORST
NETHERLANDS
02031 OCTROOIBUREAU LOS EN STIGTER WETERINGSCHANS 96
1017 XS AMSTERDAM
NETHERLANDS
02035 BROERSEN EXPORT COMBINATIE V.O.F. OOSTERWIJZEND 18 E
1688 DA NIBBIXWOUD
NETHERLANDS
02036 FA. VERBRUGGEN & ZN JAC P. WALLERWEG 1A
1764 HR BREEZAND
NETHERLANDS
02043 CAMPOS VIDAL FERNANDO CALLE MANACOR 375
07198 PALMA DE MALLORCA
SPAIN
02044 RIBOT RIBOT OTILIA CALLE MANACOR 375
07198 PALMA DE MALLORCA
SPAIN
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02062 ETS. BERNARD S.A R.L. LA GALAGE
24130 PRIGONRIEUX
FRANCE
02066 HOLTMAAT BLOEMBOLLEN B.V. NOOSDERRINGWEG 34 II
8312 RH CREIL
NETHERLANDS
02072 UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT OFFICE 130 RESEARCH
LANE, UNIT 4
NIG 5G3 GUELPH ON
CANADA
02078 HUBERTUS GERARDUS OUDSHOORN KOPPOELLAAN 16 A
2375 AB RIJPWETERING
NETHERLANDS
02079 FUTURE PLANTS V.O.F. TURFSPOOR 53 A
2165 AW LISSERBROEK
NETHERLANDS
02080 PETRUS HENDRICUS OUDOLF BROEKSTRAAT 17
6999 DE HUMMELO
NETHERLANDS
02081 KWEKERIJ ELEONORE DE KONING KRUIPUITSEDIJK 3
4436 RC OUDELANDE
NETHERLANDS
02083 AZIENDA AGRICOLA DI GIORGIO, DI ANTONIO E RENATO S.S. VIA DEL PIANO 143
18018 TAGGIA (IM)
ITALY
02088 JAMES COCKER & SONS WHITEMYRES LANG STRACHT
ABERDEEN AB15 6XH
UNITED KINGDOM
02089 GREEN HARVEST PACIFIC LIMITED P.O. BOX 43-188
MANGERE - AUCKLAND
NEW ZEALAND





02095 AVONBANK NURSERIES PERSHORE
WORCS WR10 3JP
UNITED KINGDOM
02096 S.I.S. SOCIETA ITALIANA SEMENTI S.P.A. VIA MIRANDOLA 1
40068 SAN LAZZARO DI SAVENA (BO)
ITALY
02100 NIEK M. HOGENBOOM C/O POTHOS PLANT B.V. ZWARTENDIJK 25 A
2681 LN MONSTER
NETHERLANDS
02103 NEVIS FRUIT COMPANY DUNSTAN ROAD 1
ALEXANDRA CENTRA OTAGO
NEW ZEALAND
02107 KWEKERIJ BAARS UITGEEST B.V. HOOGEGEEST 28 A
1921 CH AKERSLOOT
NETHERLANDS
02114 NIELSEN SVEND NEVERSVEJ 40 NAARUP
5690 TOMMERUP
DENMARK
02117 RIDDING JOHN WORCESTER RD TORTON
KIDDERMINSTER - WORCS DYII 7SB
UNITED KINGDOM
02118 RIDDING VALERIE WORCESTER RD TORTON
KIDDERMINSTER - WORCS DYII 7SB
UNITED KINGDOM
02125 HUBBARD RAYMOND LANSCOVE NEAR ASHBURTON
DEVON TQ13 7LY
UNITED KINGDOM
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02133 TERRA NOVA NURSERIES INC. 10051 S. MACKSBURG ROAD
CANBY OR 97013
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
02136 LOWATERS NURSERY LOWATER LTD HOOK LANE
WARSASH SOUTHAMPTON SO31 9HH
UNITED KINGDOM
02170 PLANT BREEDERS’ RIGHTS COUNCIL THE VOLCANI CENTER P.O. BOX 30
50250 BEIT DAGAN
ISRAEL
02200 PRIMAVERA SARL LES FONTAINES DE L’AUNAY
49250 BEAUFORT-EN-VALLEE
FRANCE
02201 WEEKS ROSES INC. 4102 SOUTH UNIVERSITY DRIVE
POMONA CA 91768
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
02202 ZENITH POTATOES LTD LOGIE MONTRODE
MONTRODE DD10 9LD
UNITED KINGDOM




02204 YAMAMOTO DENDROBIUMS 1-2-30 HAMANO
700-845 OKAYAMA CITY
JAPAN
02205 FLORICULTURA B.V. POSTBUS 100
1960 AC HEEMSKERK
NETHERLANDS
02206 DAI-ICHI ENGEI PLANTECH CO. LTD 1101-8 UENO
SHIZUOKA OYAMA-CHO SUNTOH-GUN
JAPAN
02214 INTERNATIONAL PLANT BREEDING (IPB) AG KÖNIZSTRASSE 230
3097 LIEBEFELD
SWITZERLAND
02219 WIM SNOEIJER VEST 162
2801 TX GOUDA
NETHERLANDS
02221 COOPAGRI BRETAGNE B.P. 100
29206 LANDERNEAU
FRANCE
02224 HANDELSKWEKERIJ ”DE EEUWIGE LENTE” B.V. BREDESTRAAT NOORD 18
6674 MP HERVELD
NETHERLANDS
02225 FEHMEL OTTOMAR KAPELLENSRAßE 41
77855 ACHERN
GERMANY
02232 KRUSE ANGELIKA STAPENHORSTSTR. 125 B
33615 BIELEFELD
GERMANY
02233 BRENT HANSON 502 N. STEVENS SREET
RHINELANDER WI 54501
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
02237 NEW FRUITS S.A.S. DI RAGGI GIORDANO, DANESI SECONDO E C. VIA CERCHIA DI S. EGIDIO 2970
47023 CESENA (FC)
ITALY
02246 GIOVANNI AMBROGIO VIA ERMENGARDA CASCINA PINETA
25024 LENO (BS)
ITALY
02262 NICOLETTA BARATTA VIA DUCA DEGLI ABRUZZI 149
18038 SANREMO (IM)
ITALY
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02264 PETER STOPPEL KÜMMERTSWEILER 13
88079 KRESSBRONN
GERMANY
02270 THE FRANCOIS FAMILY TRUST RIWAKA R.D. 3
MOTUEKA
NEW ZEALAND
02271 THOMAS HOLTKAMP KÖNINGSWEG 2
46499 HAMMINKELN
GERMANY
02275 THE WISLANG FAMILY TRUST ANISED VALLEY ROAD HOPE
R.D. RICHARD NELSON
NEW ZEALAND
02286 UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA ROOM 202 ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDING
R3T 2N2 WINNIPEG MANITOBA
CANADA
02288 VAN HAASTER TH G W PARALLELWEG 57
1759 LK CALLANTSOOG
NETHERLANDS
02290 DNA PLANT TECHNOLOGY CORP. 6701 SAN PABLO AV.
OAKLAND CA 94608
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
02297 F.C.M. VAN HAASTERT TOEGANGSEWEG 34
2771 XM BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
02304 INTERPLANT ROSES B.V. BROEKWEG 5
3956 NE LEERSUM
NETHERLANDS
02306 C.R.A.- VIT CENTRO DI RICERCA PER LA VITICOLTURA VIALE
XXVIII APRILE 26
31015 CONEGLIANO VENETO (TV)
ITALY
02311 THE OFFICE OF COMMERCIAL VENTURES AND INTELLECTUAL PROP-
ERTY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
70 BUTTERFIELD TERRACE
AMHERST MA 01003-9242
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
02318 PLA INTERNATIONAL APS NEJEDEVEJ 42
3400 HILLEROED
DENMARK
02319 DR RODERICK I.WOODS TUMBLEWEED 46 COMMON ROAD
RUNCTON HOLME NORFOLK PE33 0AA
UNITED KINGDOM
02321 TH. A. SEGERS MANEGELAAN 47
2131 XA HOOFDOORP
NETHERLANDS
02322 BØNSDORFF OLE EJBYVEJ 98 SPANDAGER
4632 BJæVERSKOV
DENMARK
02324 GLYNDLEY NURSERIES PARK ROAD NURSERY
HELLINGLY EAST SUSSEX BN27 1 PB
UNITED KINGDOM
02325 PETER WICKI-FREIDL CAMINO EL PINITO 76 LOMO OSCURO
38730 LA PALMA (ISLAS CANARIAS)
SPAIN




02327 BLUMEX TULIP SELECT B.V. BETULA II
1424 LH DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS
02329 MONSANTO HOLLAND B.V. WESTEINDE 161
1601 BM ENKHUIZEN
NETHERLANDS
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02335 NIRIT SEEDS LTD 42935 MOSHAV HADAR-AM
ISRAEL
02341 PINKERT HEINZ ASCHAFFENBURGERWEG 15
64832 BABENHAUSEN
GERMANY
02342 ALEXANDER PINKERT IM GRIESGRUND 1
63500 SELINGENSTADT
GERMANY
02345 GUNNAR ROSENLUND HALKVEJ 64 HALK
6100 HADERSLEV
DENMARK




02354 MAVERIDGE INTERNATIONAL B.V. GROENVELDSDIJK 44
1744 GE SINT MAARTEN
NETHERLANDS
02357 RENAUDAT JEAN-CHARLES LES CHAUMES
18370 BEDDES
FRANCE
02360 AGRUPACION DE VIVERISTAS DE AGRIOS S.A. PARTIDA TORRASA S/N APDO DE CORREOS 20
12570 ALCALá DE XIVERT (CASTELLON)
SPAIN
02362 GREGORY CHISLETT 762 KENLEY ROAD
KENLEY 3597 VIC
AUSTRALIA
02365 OLIJ INNOVATION B.V. ACHTERWEG 73
1424 PP DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS
02369 J. VAN DER LINDEN EN ZN. B.V. NOORDER LEIDSEVAART 29
2182 NB HILLEGOM
NETHERLANDS
02383 S.C.S. CULTURES KAPTEIN LA TORCHE PLOMEUR
29120 PONT L’ABBE
FRANCE
02392 NISHINOMIYA CITY 10-3 ROKUTANJI-CHO
NISHINOMIYA HYOGO
JAPAN
02395 HAZERA GENETICS MIVHOR
79354 M.P. LACHISH DAROM
ISRAEL
02396 DAVID WILLIAM KERLEY BETHANY, 49 STATION ROAD OVER
CAMBRIDGE CB24 5NJ
UNITED KINGDOM
02398 BIOS AGROSYSTEMS S.A. SINDOS INDUSTRIAL - P.O. BOX 48
570 22 THESSALONIKI
GREECE
02399 VAN DER WERELD JWA BURG LOVINKSTRAAT 105
1764 GD BREEZAND
NETHERLANDS
02406 MARCUS ADRIANUS VAN KESTEREN WESTHEINDE 32
2211 XP NOORDWIJKERHOUT
NETHERLANDS
02409 SERASEM S.N.C. 60 RUE LEON BEAUCHAMP
59933 LA CHAPELLE DŠARMENTIERES
FRANCE
02410 AZIENDA AGRICOLA GHEDINI GIUSEPPE VIA CASSOLA 16/B
40056 CRESPELLANO (BO)
ITALY
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02431 SAATZUCHT DR. HEGE GBRMBH DOMÄNE HOHEBUCH
74638 WALDENBURG
GERMANY
02433 RONALD HOUTMAN SORTIMENTSADVIES VOOROFSCHEWEG 390
2771 MS BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
02434 ANNTON NURSERY LTD 1869 HAMILTON ROAD
CAMBRIDGE
NEW ZEALAND
02435 PETER JOHN FRASER C/O GROWING SPECTRUM LTD P.O.BOX 29
3841 KIHIKIHI
NEW ZEALAND
02440 WARE RICHARD OAK ROAD R.D.2
NAPIER
NEW ZEALAND
02443 HAX JOSEF GENIELER STRAßE 92
47608 GELDERN
GERMANY
02444 JAN KOLK B.V. POELWEG 44
1424 PB DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS
02452 E.A.R.L. DES SOURCES QUARTIER BEAUCHAMP
13630 EYRAGUES
FRANCE
02455 VAN KAMPEN P.S. KERKSTRAAT 29
8325 BH VOLLENHOVEN
NETHERLANDS
02457 DR HANS ROLF SPÄTH IM RHEINFELD 1-13
76437 RASTATT
GERMANY
02459 LYNNE DIBLEY C/O DIBLEY’S NURSERIES LLANELIDAN
RUTHIN LL15 2LG
UNITED KINGDOM
02460 KÖNST BREEDING B.V. NIEUWVEENS JAAGPAD 93
2441 GA NIEUWVEEN
NETHERLANDS
02466 PENHOW NURSERIES LTD CARROW HILL ST BRIDES NETHERWENT
MAGOR CALDICOT NP26 3AY
UNITED KINGDOM
02468 G & I RALLI & SONS PTY LTD. VICTORIA
CALDROSS 3496 VIC
AUSTRALIA
02472 DRACAENAS DE ALTURA S.A. HORNWEG 242
1432GT AALSMEER
NETHERLANDS
02475 BRITISH ASSOCIATION OF ROSE BREEDERS 17 THE WREN CENTRE WESTBOURNE ROAD
EMSWORTH - HAMPSHIRE PO10 7SU
UNITED KINGDOM
02481 WOLFGANG MÜLLER BAUM- UND ROSENSCHULE STÜBELSTRAßE 3
04758 OSCHATZ
GERMANY
02482 FLEUROSELECT PARALLELBOULEVARD 214 D
2202 HT NOORDWIJK
NETHERLANDS
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02487 WALTHER FAEDI VIA LA CANAPONA 1 BIS
47100 FORLI (FC)
ITALY




02490 MURRI GIORGIO VIA BRECCE BIANCHE
60131 ANCONA (AN)
ITALY




02499 D YOUNG & CO. 120 HOLBORN
LONDON EC1N 2DY
UNITED KINGDOM
02503 WIM VAN VEEN KWEKERIJ DE DRAAK VEENWEG 12
2432 CA NOORDEN
NETHERLANDS
02506 EVISON RAYMOND J. LTD DOMARIE VINERIES - LES SAUVAGEES
ST SAMPSONS - GUERNSEY GY2 4FD
UNITED KINGDOM
02509 FA HENDRIK REMUE ZWAANTJESSTRAAT 23
9090 MELLE
BELGIUM
02510 AB BREEDING B.V. ACHTERWEG 58A
1424 PR DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS
02511 SUSAN BARBARA WHITE BLACKTHORN NURSERY
KILMESTON ALRESFORD SO24 0NL
UNITED KINGDOM




02522 GEBR. ZIJLSTRA B.V. STROET 40
1744 GJ SINT MAARTEN (N.H.)
NETHERLANDS
02528 GARTNERIET TINGDAL APS FANGELVEJ 21
5260 ODENSE S
DENMARK
02529 HANS SCHWEIGER & CO OHG FELDKIRCHEN 3
85368 MOOSBURG
GERMANY
02540 CORNELL RESEARCH FOUNDATION INC. 395 PINE TREE ROAD SUITE 310
ITHACA NY 14850
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
02545 DELIFLOR CHRYSANTEN B.V. KORTE KRUISWEG 157
2676 ZG MAASDIJK
NETHERLANDS
02549 SCHWAB-STIRNADEL MARIANNE SCHWARTZWALDSTRASSE 80
66482 ZWEIBRUCKEN
GERMANY
02550 SCHWAB FRITZ SCHWARTZWALDSTRASSE 80
66482 ZWEIBRUCKEN
GERMANY
02554 MONSANTO S.A.S. CENTRE DE RECHERCHE DE BOISSAY
28310 TOURY
FRANCE
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02557 DELIFLOR ROYALTIES B.V. NAALDWIJKSEWEG 243 C
2691 PT ’S GRAVENZANDE
NETHERLANDS
02558 VIVEROS CALIFORNIA S.L. PASEO DE LAS DELICIAS 5
41001 SEVILLA
SPAIN
02560 NY PA INC. 727 NORTH NINTH AV.
TUCSON AR 85705
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
02561 DUNPHY PETER EDIFICIO SOBERAO Nř1 A BANDA PLAYA N/M
SANLUCAR DE BARRAMEDIA CADIZ
SPAIN
02567 CALLAWAY JAMES C. JR METSATIE 8
41500 HANKASALMI AS
FINLAND
02569 SCHILT C.S. BAARLOSEDWARSWEG 5
8316 RV MARKNESSE
NETHERLANDS
02572 CASA GALÁN CAMINO VIEJO DE TURIS 16
46960 ALDAIA (VALENCIA)
SPAIN
02574 AETHIOPICA B.V. LEIDSEVAART 122
2211 VS NOORDWIJKERHOUT
NETHERLANDS
02580 GRAPA COMPANY LIMITED 3A ORFEOS STREET PO BOX 21176
1070 NICOSIA
CYPRUS
02583 UNIVERSITY OF AARHUS DANISH FACULTY OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES




02586 NEW VARIETY B.V. KUDELSTAARTSEWEG 145
1433 GC KUDELSTAART
NETHERLANDS
02591 HORTICULTURAL TURN KEY B.V. TIENDWEG 18
2671 SB NAALDWIJK
NETHERLANDS
02593 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 1134 PARK ST HATFIELD
PRETORIA
SOUTH AFRICA
02595 SUNNY BORDER NURSERIES INC. 1709 KENSINGTON ROAD
KENSINGTON CT 06037
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
02600 FAW EIDGENÖSSISCHE FORSCHUNGANSTALT POSTFACH 185
8820 WADENSWIL
SWITZERLAND
02601 MONDIAL FRUIT SELECTION 1 AVENUE DU BOIS L’ABBE
49070 BEAUCOUZE
FRANCE
02603 LINER PLANTS NZ (1993) LIMITED 7 SCOTT ROAD Ű HOBSONVILLE
0662 WHENUAPAI - AUCKLAND
NEW ZEALAND
02604 ADRIAN AYLEY S.A.R.L. LE BOURG SAINT JULIEN D’EYMET
24500 EYMET
FRANCE
02606 GARTNERIET THORUPLUND A/S TVINGVEJ 43, FRAUGDE
5220 ODENSE Sø
DENMARK
02612 HORTENSIA KWEKERIJ VAN BERGEN HOOFDWEG 248
9765 CL PATERSWOLDE
NETHERLANDS
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02618 DE JONG C.T.J. NOORDEINDE 165B
2371 CR ROELOFARENDSVEEN
NETHERLANDS
02622 GARETH R. FRYER FRYERS NURSERY MANCHESTER ROAD
KNUTSFORD CHESHIRE WA16 0SX
UNITED KINGDOM
02624 NICOLAÏ RENE LINDESTRAAT 22
3570 ALKEN
BELGIUM
02625 SÄCHSISCHE LANDESANSTALT FÜR LANDWIRTSCHAFT AUGUST-BÖCKSTIEGEL STRAßE 1
01326 DRESDEN
GERMANY
02631 CAMPO INTERNATIONAL B.V. HOLLANDWEG 22
2665 MT BLEISWIJK
NETHERLANDS
02632 VAN DE POL P.A. ZANDSCHULPERWEG 8
3959 AX OVERBERG
NETHERLANDS
02633 UNIFARM LANDBOUWUNIVERSITEIT WAGENINGEN BORNSESTEEG 48
6708 PE WAGENINGEN
NETHERLANDS
02637 CONSEJERIA DEL MEDIO AMBIENTE AGRICULTURA Y AGUA PLAZA JUAN XXIII S/N
30008 MURCIA
SPAIN
02638 ABELLAN ANTONIO BERNABE CTRA DE ALICANTE Nř66
30007 MURCIA
SPAIN
02643 DEPARTEMENT DE LUTTE BIOLOGIQUE 4 CHEMIN DE LIROUX
5030 GEMBLOUX
BELGIUM
02644 INTER-PLANT PATENT MARKETING INC. RR 2
L0S 1JO NIAGARA ON THE LAKE ONTARIO
CANADA
02646 GARTNERIET ELMEGAARD ANDERSEN APS AGERSØSUNDVEJ 3
4230 SKæLSKøR
DENMARK
02647 MONROVIA GROWERS CO. 18331 E. FOOTHILL BLVD.
AZUSA CA 91702
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
02658 CHESTER SKOTAK JR. APDO 652
4050 ALAJUELA
COSTA RICA
02659 DEROOSE PLANTS B.V.B.A. DROOGTE 139
9940 EVERGEM
BELGIUM
02661 GARTNERIET TVILLINGEGAARDEN A/S ANDERUPVEJ 68
5270 ODENSE N
DENMARK
02665 NEW WORLD PLANTS LTD. THE HOP KILN, COURT FARM
MANSELL GAMAGE - HEREFORDSHIRE HR4 7LE
UNITED KINGDOM
02669 DERLY OBTENTIONS BP 2
27420 AUTHEVERNES
FRANCE
02670 INTERNATIONAL PLANT MANAGEMENT INC. 55826 60TH AVE.
LAWRENCE MI 49064
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
02671 CADAMON S.A.R.L. L’ ANGUICHERIE
49140 SEICHES SUR LE LOIR
FRANCE
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02679 MARUWA B.V. ROSSINISTRAAT 128
1962 EJ HEEMSKERK
NETHERLANDS
02680 PETER SINNEGER LIMMERWEG 9A
1901 MR CASTRICUM
NETHERLANDS
02683 GEBR. LOMMERSE B.V. J HOOGTLAAN 15
2211 AN NOORD WIJKERHOUT
NETHERLANDS
02690 WHERRY AND SONS LTD BRITANNIA HOUSE CHERRY HOLT ROAD
BOURNE LINCOLNSHIRE PE10 9LU
UNITED KINGDOM
02695 PROTEAFLORA ENTERPRISES PTY LTD 204 OLD EMERALD ROAD
MONBULK VICTORIA 3793
AUSTRALIA
02707 MASAHIRO ONODA HOOFDWEG 19
1424PC DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS
02709 FRANSEN V.O.F PARADIJSWEG 5
2461 TK TER AAR
NETHERLANDS
02722 BRUNO ETAVARD DOMAINE DE SAINT ANDRE LE CANNET DES MAU-
RES
83340 LE LUC EN PROVENCE
FRANCE
02732 HÖHERE BUNDESLEHRANSTALT UND BUNDESAMT FÜR WEIN UND OBST-
BAU
WIENER STRAßE 74 A
3400 KLOSTERNEUBURG
AUSTRIA
02734 BOOMKWEKERIJ A. NIEUWESTEEG B.V. WIJKDIJK 62
2771 NC BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
02736 APSOVSEMENTI S.P.A. STRADA TORREMENAPACE 40
27058 VOGHERA (PV)
ITALY
02739 SAPHO S.A.R.L. LES FONTAINES DE L’AUNAY
49250 BEAUFORT EN VALLEE
FRANCE
02741 PETER MOORE 1 VALLEY VIEW, LONGSTOCK
STOCKBRIDGE - HAMPSHIRE SO20 6EF
UNITED KINGDOM
02742 VANGSNES HÅKON NAUTESUND PLANTESALG RISNES
5986 HOSTELAND
NORWAY
02746 KNOL JOHANNES WIJZENDHOEK 37
1688 DC NIBBIXWOUD
NETHERLANDS
02747 KNOL NICOLAAS DORPSSTRAAT 113C
1688 CD NIBBIXWOUD
NETHERLANDS
02749 WITTEMAN & CO. POSTBUS 40
2180 AA HILLEGOM
NETHERLANDS
02750 MARCO VAN NOORT VASTE PLANTEN V.O.F. WASBEEKLAAN 13
2361 HG WARMOND
NETHERLANDS
02752 H. MULDER RAADHUISSTRAAT 32
9967 RB EENRUM
NETHERLANDS
02757 MAROHN & HÄGER GBR TANGER HAUPTSTRASSE 45
26689 APEN-TANGE
GERMANY
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02763 GIANNI ROCCO SCIUTTO VIA FONTANA 4/9
17023 CERIALE (SV)
ITALY
02764 J. ZANDBERGEN B.V. COMM. JASWEG 25
3151 TB HOEK VAN HOLLAND
NETHERLANDS
02770 TERRE DE LIN S.C.A. 76740 SAINT PIERRE LE VIGER
FRANCE
02787 DOMENICO MONTANARI VIA VERITA 4
48018 FAENZA (RA)
ITALY
02790 VOF ORIENTALIS MIDDENWEG 65A
1764 KM BREEZAND
NETHERLANDS
02791 VLETTER & DEN HAAN BEHEER B.V. OEGSTGEESTERWEG 202 A
2231 BD RIJNSBURG
NETHERLANDS
02794 KÖNST RESEARCH HOOFDWEG 1060
2153 LN NIEUW VENNEP
NETHERLANDS
02795 MARK JURY NURSERY 591 OTARADA ROAD 43
TIKORANGI WAITARA
NEW ZEALAND




02801 WEIN-UND SEKTKELLEREIEN GERHARDTSHOF
55283 NIERSTEIN RHEIN
GERMANY
02802 LUIS GARAU CALLE SAN ROQUE 9
07001 PALMA DE MALLORCA
SPAIN
02807 ODIER GEORGES "LAMARTINE"
47150 MONFLANQUIN
FRANCE
02812 MIKE TRISTRAM C/O BINSTED NURSERY BINSTED LANE
ARUNDEL BN18 0LL
UNITED KINGDOM
02819 HANDELSONDERNEMING DE BOSSELAAR ’S HEERENWEI 35
4761VE ZEVENBERGEN
NETHERLANDS
02820 LEIJGER MARTIN EDUARD ’S HEERENWEI 35
4761VE ZEVENBERGEN
NETHERLANDS





02824 HERMAN HENDRIK WEINANS HADMERSLEBENER STRAßE 9
39397 KROPPENSTEDT
GERMANY
02828 VAN DEN BOS BREEDING B.V. DIJKWEG 115
2675 AC HONSELERSDIJK
NETHERLANDS
02829 B.R. VAN TOL SELECTIEBEDRIJF HOOFDWEG 1797
2157MA ABBENES
NETHERLANDS
02841 PLANTENCENTRUM ROUCOOP ROUWKOOPLAAN 24
2251 AP VOORSCHOTEN
NETHERLANDS
02842 SOMERSBY TREEFRUIT SOMERSBY HOUSE
WITHAM 04TH2 HILL BOURME PE10 JH
UNITED KINGDOM
37415|02|2010
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02843 DUNNS (LONG SUTTON) LTD WINTERS LANE
LONG SUTTON SPALDING LINCS PE12 9BE
UNITED KINGDOM
02845 SECOBRA SAATZUCHT GMBH LAGESCHE STRAßE 250
32657 LEMGO
GERMANY
02846 D&PL TECHNOLOGY HOLDING COMPANY LLC. 100 N. MAIN STREET
SCOTT MS 38772
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
02847 RUTGERS THE STATE UNIVERSITY 3 RUTGERS PLAZA ASB III
NEW BRUNSWICK NJ 08901
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
02849 GARTNERIET PKM A/S SLETTENSVEJ 207-215
5270 ODENSE N
DENMARK
02851 FGB B.V. FIDES GOLDSTOCK BREEDING OUDECAMPSWEG
35C
2678 NN DE LIER
NETHERLANDS
02852 HANDELSKWEKERIJ ELGER B.V. HOEFSLAG 14
2641 ZZ PIJNACKER
NETHERLANDS
02854 DAI-ICHI SEEDS CO. LTD. 1.4 SHIBUYA 1 CHOME
TOKYO SHIBUYA KU
JAPAN
02863 AMEGLIO GILLES KM 20 ROUTE D’AZEMMOUR
DAR BOUAZZA
MOROCCO
02864 GHISLAINE SERRE JARDIN DES ALPILLES 10 RUE RENE CASSIN
13310 SAINT MARTIN DE CRAU
FRANCE
02866 AGROSA SEMILLAS SELECTAS S.A. CAMINO DE CáRITAS S/N
19240 JADRAQUE (GUADALAJARA)
SPAIN
02871 KIEFT BLOEMZADEN B.V. ELBAWEG 35
1607 MN VENHUIZEN
NETHERLANDS
02874 SAPHINOV S.N.C. LES FONTAINES DE L’AUNAY
49250 BEAUFORT EN VALLEE
FRANCE
02875 BERTHOLD ALTER RAIFFEISENSTRASSE 9
34587 FELSBERG
GERMANY
02877 ROBERT T. MARTIN P.O.BOX 792/39
PAIA HI 96779-2139
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
02879 VEHRESCHILD INGO QUERALLEE 42
47533 KLEVE MATERBORN
GERMANY
02880 BUNNIK VRIESEA’S B V MIJNSHERENWEG 26
1433 AS KUDELSTRAAT
NETHERLANDS
02886 LAZZERI TRADING S.N.C. VIA SANTA MARIA DEL CONFORTO 21
39012 MERANO (BZ)
ITALY
02894 COÖPERATIEVE KWEKERSVERENIGING "HORIZON" BLEEKMEERWEG 12 A
1738 DR WAARLAND
NETHERLANDS
02895 V.O.F. HORTI PARTNERS ALTONSTRAAT 19
1704 CC HEERHUGOWAARD
NETHERLANDS
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02899 WERNER GRAFMULLER DINGLINGER HAUPTSTR. 99
77933 LAHR
GERMANY
02902 MYLNEFIELD RESEARCH SERVICES LTD. INVERGOWRIE
DUNDEE DD2 5DA
UNITED KINGDOM
02903 OPRINS PLANT N.V. SINT LENAARTSESTEENWEG 91
2310 RIJKEVORSEL
BELGIUM
02906 NIC VAN SCHAGEN & ZN BV BERGERWEG 82
1862 PR BERGEN
NETHERLANDS
02907 LIMAGRAIN NEDERLAND B.V. VAN DER HAVEWEG 2
4411 RB RILLAND
NETHERLANDS
02911 HECTOR HARRISON PLANT BREEDERS 37 ERMINE ST APPLEBY
SCUNTHORPE DN15 0AA
UNITED KINGDOM
02915 AVENT TONY 9241 SAUL’S RD.
RALEIGH NC 27603
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
02919 RUDOLF JANSEN C/O KWS SAAT AG GRIMSEHL STRAßE 31
37574 EINBECK
GERMANY
02923 POP VRIEND SEEDS B.V. MIDDENWEG 52
1619 ZG ANDIJK
NETHERLANDS
02925 NATURAL SELECTIONS LTD SUTHERLAND HOUSE 1759 LONDON ROAD
LEIGH ON SEA - ESSEX SS9 2RZ
UNITED KINGDOM
02926 CARLSBERG A/S NY CARLSBERG VEJ 100
1760 KøBENHAVN V
DENMARK
02927 HUGO DITTMAR, SAMEN UND PFLANZEN SCHAFNAUSTRAßE 9
4543 DEITINGEN
SWITZERLAND
02929 DE GROOT EN SLOT BEHEER B.V. WESTELIJKE RANDWEG 1
1721 CH BROEK OP HANGEDIJK
NETHERLANDS
02932 HERMANN JÄGER RHEINSTRASSE 17
55437 OCKENHEIM
GERMANY
02935 CLUCAS EVAN PHILIP WELLINGTON RD.
WANDIN NORTH VICTORIA 3139
AUSTRALIA
02939 V.O.F. L. WESTHOFF & ZN. MONSTERSEWEG 18
2691 NJ ’S GRAVENZANDE
NETHERLANDS
02942 STOLK J.J. VOSHOL 1
2771 NK BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
02947 VAN DEN AARDWEGH C.M. 1E LOOSTERWEG
2182BC HILLEGOM
NETHERLANDS
02949 MONSANTO SAS 11 RUE PASCAL
69673 BRON CEDEX
FRANCE
02954 SCEA EURO PEPINIERES LA COULOUMINE
66740 ST GENIS DES FONTAINES
FRANCE
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02961 DOMINIC LACEY NORWICH ROAD FOXLEY
NORFOLK NR20 4SS
UNITED KINGDOM
02962 STRICKER FRANK OOKMEERWEG 211
1068 AX AMSTERDAM
NETHERLANDS
02963 VAN KLINGEREN JACQUELINE OOKMEERWEG 211
1068 AX AMSTERDAM
NETHERLANDS
02967 SPRING MEADOW NURSERY, INC. 1260 - 120TH AV.
GRAND HAVEN MI 49417-9621
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
02968 MIKLÓSNÉ JÓZSA SZENT IMRE HERCEG U 128
9700 SZOMBATHELY
HUNGARY
02969 BROWN B. OLD BARN STATION ROAD
FLADBURY WR10 2QW
UNITED KINGDOM
02970 HECO STEKCULTURES B.V. GOMMELSESTRAAT 2
5074 NG BIEZENMORTEL
NETHERLANDS
02971 PSENNER ANDREAS & SÖHNE MERANERSTRASSE 18
39100 BOLZANO (BZ)
ITALY
02974 KELLY ANDREW 5 VILLA COURT
CO KILDARE PROSPEROUS
IRELAND
02978 CORNELL CENTER FOR TECHNOLOGY ENTERPRISES & COMMERCIALIZA-
TION (CCTEC)
395 PINE TREE ROAD SUITE 310
ITHACA NY 14850
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
02979 FLORANOVA LIMITED NORWICH ROAD
FOXLEY - DEREHAM NR20 4SS
UNITED KINGDOM
02983 PROMOCION DE FRUTAS Y TIERRAS SA CALLE MOLINOS 59
12590 ALMENARE CASTILLON
SPAIN
02985 COMPAGNIA GENERALE SERVIZI S.R.L. VIA CAMPAGNA 1/C
05021 ACQUASPARTA (TR)
ITALY
02986 ROSES FOREVER APS FISKERVÆNGET 9
5600 FåBORG
DENMARK
02988 MONSANTO UK LTD 45 HAUXTON ROAD TRUMPINGTON
CAMBRIDGE CB2 2LQ
UNITED KINGDOM
02989 HANDELSKWEKERIJ VERHEIJEN V.O.F. OOSTERMIDDENMEERWEG 31
1771 RR WIERINGERWERF
NETHERLANDS
02997 STOFFELS INTERNATIONAL B.V. MAALBEKERWEG 14
5951 NT BELFELD
NETHERLANDS
02999 PIONEER HI-BRED ITALIA S.P.A. VIA PROVINCIALE 42/44
43018 SISSA (PR)
ITALY
03001 JONES SYDNEY JAMES NETHERWENT MAJOR NEWPORT
GWENT NP6 3AH
UNITED KINGDOM
03002 JONES DAVID NETHERWENT MAGOR NEWPORT
GWENT NP6 3AH
UNITED KINGDOM
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03004 ALAN HEDDLE BREMNER BENDIGO ST. OLA
KIRKWALL ORKNEY KW15 1SX
UNITED KINGDOM
03005 WORLD BREEDING B.V. BURG. LOVINKSTRAAT 105
1764 GD BREEZAND
NETHERLANDS
03009 LIMAGRAIN GMBH SALDER STRASSE 4
31226 PEINE-ROSENTHAL
GERMANY
03013 VAN HEESBEEN CULTURES B.V. TUINBOUWWEG 49
5254 VJ HAARSTEEG
NETHERLANDS
03014 THE CONRAD & PYLE CO. 372 ROSE HILL RD.
WEST GROVE PA 19390-0904
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03016 GEBROEDERS SAELS PASTORYSTRAAT 56
3540 HERK DE STAD
BELGIUM
03017 GEEFA N.V. LINDESTRAAT 164/A
3570 ALKEN
BELGIUM
03022 GARTNERIET LINNEMANN APS FAARUPVEJ 48
8381 MUNDELSTRUP
DENMARK
03023 KLIEM ERICH BGM LIENHOP-STRAßE 15
27211 BASSUM
GERMANY
03026 WALTERS GARDENS INC. P.O. BOX 137
ZEELAND MI 49464-0137
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03027 NEIKER A.B. GRANJA MODELO-ARKAUTE-APDO 46
01080 VITORIA-GASTEIZ
SPAIN
03039 LIMAGRAIN BELGIUM B.V.B.A. ESPERANTOLAAN 12B (WEST-GRIJPEN)
3300 TIENEN
BELGIUM
03045 JOHN O. ZIPPERER III 13590 BRYNWOOD LANE
FORT MYERS FL 33912
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03052 TECHNIGERA SARL LE CLOS ROUAULT
22590 TREGOMEUR
FRANCE
03056 RICHON J.M. 26 ROUTE DE ST. IDEUC
35400 SAINT MALO
FRANCE
03057 S.C.E.A. PEPINIERES ROUE’-CADIOU KERANGOUE’
29610 PLOUIGNEAU
FRANCE
03058 AUXINE S.A.R.L. LES ILETTES
49250 LA MENITRE’
FRANCE
03061 CHRISTIAN KOOIMAN GEDEPUTEERDE LAANWEG 34
1619 PB ANDIJK
NETHERLANDS
03062 CYGNET POTATO BREEDERS LTD MILNATHORT
TAYSIDE KY13 0RF
UNITED KINGDOM
03066 HELGA FEHMEL-FLEISCHER KAPELLENSTRASSE 41
77855 ACHERN
GERMANY
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03071 BRENDA M. BOWYER 262 DERBY ROAD
DERBY CHADDESDEN DE21 6RW
UNITED KINGDOM
03073 STICHTING VERMEERDERINGSTUINEN TIENRAYSEWEG 9A
5961 NK HORST
NETHERLANDS
03075 PLANT RESEARCH INTERNATIONAL B.V. DROEVENDAALSESTEEG 1
6708 PB WAGENINGEN
NETHERLANDS
03076 PONS BOLTA JUAN CTRA S.RAFAEL DEL RIO KM 14
12510 SAN RAFAEL DEL RIO
SPAIN
03077 ZUAZO GAUGER MALDONADOS & ASOCIADOS CALLE LINARES 7
46018 VALENCIA
SPAIN
03081 GERARD SCHERPEREEL BONTESTIERSTRAAT 5
8540 DEERLIJK
BELGIUM
03090 GIJSBERTUS VERHOEF BURGEMEESTER SMITWEG 37
2391 NE HAZERSWOUDE
NETHERLANDS
03091 HODDINOTT PETER JAMES CHELDENHAM ROAD AMBERLEY FARM
EVESHAM WR11 6LW
UNITED KINGDOM
03092 ROBINSON CHARLES MITCHELL 28 VARDON CRESCENT
8061 CHRISTCHURCH
NEW ZEALAND
03093 LORNA MILDRED MITCHELL 28 VARDON CRESCENT
8061 CHRISTCHURCH
NEW ZEALAND
03102 GIORDANO FRANCESCO VIA D. MAURO 51
87019 SPEZZANO ALBANESE (CS)
ITALY
03103 PAPASERGIO RENATO LARGO DEGLI AQUILONI 32
87040 CASTROLIBERO (CS)
ITALY
03104 GUARINO FRANCESCO VIA MATERA 25
87010 CASSANO JONICO (CS)
ITALY
03110 FA GEBR. J & A. VRIEND WESTERSTRAAT 118
1655LG SIJBEKARSPEL
NETHERLANDS
03112 CIRAD-FLHOR BD. DE LA LIRONDE
34398 MONTPELLIER CEDEX 5
FRANCE
03116 NILS KLEMM HANFACKER 10
70378 STUTTGART
GERMANY
03117 AGRO SEED SERVICE B.V.B.A. NIJVERHEIDSLAAN 1506
3660 OPGLABBEEK
BELGIUM
03119 BRUGGER ALFRED LOTHOWEG 5
88048 FRIEDRICHSHAFEN
GERMANY
03120 DE ZONNEBLOEM BREEDING B.V. KALSLAGERWEG 20
1424 PM DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS
03123 CHRISTOPHER HUGH WARNER GREENFIELDS BROCKTON
NEWPORT - SHROPSHIRE TF10 9EP
UNITED KINGDOM
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03126 J.W.P. KOLK BLOEMEN B.V. LEGMEERDIJK 210
1187 NK AMSTELVEEN
NETHERLANDS
03129 CHRISTOPHER HOPE IRELAND-JONES BURNT HOUSE FARM MID LAMBROOK
SOUTH PETHERTON TA13 5HE
UNITED KINGDOM
03131 BERRY GENETICS INC. P.O.BOX 1690
FREEDOM CA 95076
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03137 H.B.E. BLOEMBOLLEN VOF JULIANASTRAAT 30
1633JM AVENHORN
NETHERLANDS
03138 ASGROW SEED COMPANY LLC 634 EAST LINCOLN WAY
AMES IA 50010
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03139 MONSANTO S.A.S. CROIX DE PARDIES
40305 PEYREHORADE CEDEX
FRANCE
03140 PERETTI ORNELLA FRAZIONE S.STEFANO 104
12022 BUSCA (CN)
ITALY
03141 CORRADO ALASIA VIA SOBRERO 5
12038 SAVIGLIANO (CN)
ITALY
03142 GIANFRANCO ALASIA VIA COLONNELLO GAY 20
12030 MARENE (CN)
ITALY
03143 STUDIO TORTA S.R.L. VIA VIOTTI 9
10121 TORINO (TO)
ITALY
03144 FRANCO ALASIA FRAZIONE S.STEFANO 104
12022 BUSCA (CN)
ITALY
03145 KARL BÜCKERS TRIFTSTRAßE 403
47574 GOCH
GERMANY
03146 GIORGIO SAGRATI LUNGOMARE G. MAMELI 203
60019 SENIGALLIA (AN)
ITALY
03150 HAMPIE FLOWER B.V. KLEINE WOERDLAAN 111
2671AS NAALDWIJK
NETHERLANDS
03151 PANNEBAKKER & CO. B.V. VOORWEG 74
2391AG HAZERSWOUDE
NETHERLANDS
03152 FLEMING’S FLOWER FIELDS 1530 SKYLINE DRIVE
LINCOLN NE 68506
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03161 SEMUNDO LTD 49 NORTH ROAD - GREAT ABINGTON
CAMBRIDGE CB1 6AS
UNITED KINGDOM
03162 WILKEN STEPHEN 46-48 BROWNS RD.
MONTROSE 3765 VIC
AUSTRALIA
03166 THOMPSON & MORGAN (UK) LTD. POPLAR LANE
IPSWICH SUFFOLK IP8 3BU
UNITED KINGDOM
03167 VERGEER VINCENT DEN HAM 50
2771WV BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
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03174 VAN WEVERWIJK T.H. DIEFDIJK 44A
4143 MG LEERDAM
NETHERLANDS
03176 VERBERKT HANS BERENDONKER STRASSE 24
47608 GELDERN
GERMANY
03181 HAWKRIDGE FARMS INC. P.O.BOX 3349
HICKORY NC 28603
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03182 HORTECH INC. P.O.BOX 533
SPRINGLAKE MI 49456
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03184 MOORS JEAN PAPESTRAAT 24B
3740 BILZEN
BELGIUM
03185 SICASOV 7 RUE COQ HERON
75030 PARIS CEDEX 01
FRANCE
03186 Y SCRIVENS SUSAN PEDLINGE COURT - PEDLINGE SALT WOOD
NR HYTHE - KENT CT21 4JJ
UNITED KINGDOM
03189 LIMAGRAIN IBERICA S.A. CARRETERA PAMPLONA-HUESCA, KM 12
31470 ELORZ (NAVARRA)
SPAIN
03192 FLEMING’S NURSERIES ASSOCIATES PTY LTD. P.O.BOX 1
MONBULK 3793 VIC
AUSTRALIA
03195 PIETER KOLSTER INSTEEK 42
2771 AB BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
03196 HARRINGTON DOMINIC 46 OLD LYNN ROAD
WISBECH - CAMBRIDGESHIRE PE14 7AJ
UNITED KINGDOM
03197 BRUCE BARBER 76 RUSHMOOR DRIVE
BRAINTREE CM7 1TW
UNITED KINGDOM
03198 INTERSEED POTATOES GMBH GROß CHARLOTTENGRODEN 6 B
26409 WITTMUND
GERMANY
03199 KWEKERIJ SIDACO BV NIEUWKOOPSEWEG 45
2631PP NOOTDORP
NETHERLANDS
03200 SHADY OAKS NURSERY LLC. 1601 5TH ST. S.E.
WASECA MN 56093
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03201 CARPMAELS AND RANSFORD 43 BLOOMSBURY SQUARE
LONDON WC1A 2RA
UNITED KINGDOM
03202 HANS A. HANSEN 15605 SNAKE TRAIL
WASECA MN 56093
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03209 FENO GMBH BAHNHOFSTRAßE 10
39044 NEUMARKT (BZ)
ITALY
03212 WIGHTMAN MARILYN ORANGA PLANTS - 60 PORT ST EAST
FIELDING
NEW ZEALAND
03213 A. DOPPENBERG VEERWEG 2
1761 JM ANNA PAULOWNA
NETHERLANDS
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03226 GRUNEWALD VEREDELINGS B.V. GROENEWEG 161 A
2691 MN ’S-GRAVENZANDE
NETHERLANDS
03227 NEW JERSEY AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENTAL STATION P.O.BOX 231
NEW BRUNSWICK NJ 08903
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03229 WIGHTMAN IAN ORANGA PLANTS - 60 PORT ST EAST
FIELDING
NEW ZEALAND
03232 SIMON BRUNIA MORENELAAN 6
8317 AX KRAGGENBURG
NETHERLANDS
03233 HANDELMAATSCHAPPIJ PARS B.V. POSTBUS 17
8530 AA LEMMER
NETHERLANDS
03237 LAFOND SERGE CHEMIN DE LA BARTHELASSE - B.P. 126
84603 MONDRAGON
FRANCE
03240 HEMPEL PETER TEMMING 77
48727 BILLERBECK
GERMANY
03241 MONSANTO HELLAS LTD. MICHALAKOPOULOU 29
11528 ATHENS
GREECE
03248 FLOROVIVAISTICA BARATTA S.S. AGR. VIA PEIRONA 15
18010 SANTO STEFANO AL MARE (IM)
ITALY
03249 SALOME HUBERT 22 LES NIARDS
60390 BERNEUIL EN BRAY
FRANCE
03250 DE JONG BEHEER B.V. KERKEPAD 28
1619 AE ANDIJK
NETHERLANDS
03251 GAEC LE PETIT PEPINIERISTE 20 LES NIARDS
60390 BERNEUIL EN BRAY
FRANCE
03263 AMERINOVA PROPERTIES LLC 32149 AQUEDUCT ROAD
BONSALL CA 92003
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03264 ALMO S.P.A. VIA BIANDRATE 24
28100 NOVARA (NO)
ITALY
03267 PRO-VEG SEEDS LTD. 6 SHINGAY LANE SAWSTON
CAMBRIDGE CB22 3SS
UNITED KINGDOM
03269 AUSTIN ORCHARDS LTD R.D. 1 UPPER MOUTERE TASMAN
NELSON
NEW ZEALAND
03275 ADAM R. HUMMEL C/O SEIONT NURSERIES PONTRUG
CAERNAFON, GWYNEDD. LL55 2BB
UNITED KINGDOM
03278 MALANSEUNS PLESIER PLANTE POSTBUS 911
ROSSLYN 636-0200
SOUTH AFRICA
03282 HÄUSSERMANN STAUDEN + GEHÖLZE GBR IM KORNFELD 4
71696 MOGLINGEN
GERMANY
03283 COÖPERATIEVE KWEKERSVERENIGING "FOR EVER" U.A. BLEEKMEERWEG 12 A
1738 DR WAARLAND
NETHERLANDS
03291 PAUL STIEKEMA 920 NACHES HEIGHTS ROAD
YAKIMA WA 98908
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
38215|02|2010
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03292 ANGUS SOFT FRUIT ARBROATH - ANGUS DD11 5SD
UNITED KINGDOM
03295 AGRICULTURE AND AGRI-FOOD CANADA 430 BVLD GOUIN
J3B 3E6 SAINT JEAN SUR RICHELIEU QC
CANADA
03296 ISTITUTO SPERIMENTALE PER L’AGRUMICOLTURA CORSO SAVOIA 190
95024 ACIREALE (CT)
ITALY
03297 DAL PANE VIVAI DI MAURIZIO DEL PANE & C. S.S. VIA FAROSI 4
48014 CASTEL BOLOGNESE (RA)
ITALY
03304 RAGT 2N S.A.S. RUE EMILE SINGLA - SITE DE BOURRAN B.P. 3336
12033 RODEZ CEDEX 9
FRANCE
03305 J. VAN ZOEST BEHEER B.V. REIJERSKOOP 148
2771 BT BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
03306 RICHON J. 26 ROUTE DE SAINT IDEUC
35400 SAINT MALO
FRANCE
03307 S.A.R.L. ADRIEN MOMONT ET FILS 7 RUE DE MARTINVAL
59246 MONS EN PEVELE
FRANCE
03312 LEX VOORN ROZENVEREDELING B.V. HOOFDWEG 148
1433 JX KUDELSTAART
NETHERLANDS
03313 GARTNERIET RENÉ REVELHOEJVEJ 29A
8200 ARHUS N
DENMARK
03316 SYNGENTA SEEDS AB BOX 302
261 23 LANDSKRONA
SWEDEN
03319 CRYSTAL PALACE PERENNIALS LTD P.O.BOX 154
ST.JOHN IN 46373
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03321 OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY CORVALLIS OR 97331-2410
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03322 JKL & PL A/S ANDERUPVEJ 68
5270 ODENSE N
DENMARK
03323 MONSANTO S.A.S. EUROPARC DU CHÊNE 1 RUE JACQUES MONOD
69673 BRON
FRANCE
03325 SYNGENTA SEEDS B.V. WESTEINDE 62
1600 AA ENKHUIZEN
NETHERLANDS
03328 MAK ’T ZAND B.V. BOSWEG 12 B
1756 CG ’T ZAND
NETHERLANDS
03329 FREIHERR VON MOREAU SAATZUCHT GMBH ALLACHSTRAßE 12
94315 ALBURG
GERMANY
03330 ROTHAMSTED RESEARCH CO. LTD ROTHAMSTED
HARPENDEN AL5 2JQ
UNITED KINGDOM
03332 MURRAY CARTER MARKINGTON
HARROGATE HG3 3PD
UNITED KINGDOM
03336 RAYMOND J.EVISON LTD. DOMARIE VINERIES LES SAUVAGEES - ST SAMP-
SONS
GUERNSEY - C.I. GY2 4FD
UNITED KINGDOM
3832009
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03337 STEFFEN BEUCH C/O NORDSAAT SAATZUCHT GMBH ZUCHTSTA-
TION GRANSKEVITZ, GRANSKEVITZ 3
18569 GRANSKEVITZ/RUGEN
GERMANY
03341 THEODORUS BERNARDUS JOHANNES STROET WAGENAARSTRAAT 24
2671 TZ NAALDWIJK
NETHERLANDS
03342 FLORABELLA AUSTRALIA VICTORIA
GAPSTED 3210 RMB
AUSTRALIA
03345 PANAM FRANCE S.A.R.L. DOMAINE DE CARLES 1814 ROUTE DE VILLEBRU-
MIER
31340 VILLEMUR SUR TARN
FRANCE
03353 VERNET WILFRID JEAN-MICHEL ROUTE DE BEAUMONT SAINT RUFF
26000 VALENCE
FRANCE
03355 THE TEXAS A & M UNIVERSITY SYSTEM MAIL STOP 3369
COLLEGE STATION TX 77843-3369
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03356 JACOBACCI & PARTNERS S.P.A. CORSO EMILIA 8
10152 TORINO (TO)
ITALY
03358 MCCAIN POTATOES PUGESTON MONTROSE
ANGUS DD10 9LF
UNITED KINGDOM
03361 JOHN TURNER SEED DEVELOPMENTS 22 CROMWELL ROAD
ELY - CAMBRIDGESHIRE CB6 1AS
UNITED KINGDOM
03368 JOH. BARTH & SOHN GMBH & CO.KG FREILIGRATHSTRAßE 7/9
90482 NURNBERG
GERMANY
03371 WIERSUM PLANTBREEDING B.V. ZEEFBAAN 28
9672 BN WINSCHOTEN
NETHERLANDS
03372 VAN KAMPEN P. KONINGSWEG 82
1777JP HIPPOLYTHUSHOEF
NETHERLANDS
03374 FLANNERY SEAN STAPLESTOWN DONADEA
NAAS CO KILDARE
IRELAND
03377 BERLIN ERICK MAC ALOHA FARMS
PORTON DE IBERIA
COSTA RICA
03380 BOOMKWEKERJI A.PEERENBOOM & ZN. VOF GOORDONKSEDIJK 10
5464TE MARIAHEIDE
NETHERLANDS
03381 WEST KINGTON NURSERIES LTD WEST KINGTON
CHIPPENHAM WILTSHIRE SN14 7JQ
UNITED KINGDOM
03384 V. JORION & FILS S.A. RUE DU VICINAL 19
7911 FRASNES-LEZ-BUISSENAL
BELGIUM
03385 SNYDER L.L.C. P.O.BOX 121
WENATCHEE WA 98807
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03387 INSTITUTT FOR PLANTEFAG BOKS 5022
1432 ÅS
NORWAY
03397 TIMORIM AGRICULTURAL CORP. ASS. LTD 79860 D.N. SHIKMIM
ISRAEL
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03414 SAUNDERS RACHEL SILVERHILL CRESCENT 18
KENILWORTH 7700
SOUTH AFRICA
03415 SAUNDERS RODERICK SILVERHILL CRESCENT 18
KENILWORTH 7700
SOUTH AFRICA
03420 MENNELL SALLY RR1 2095 BARCELO RD.
V0X 1CO CAWSTON BC
CANADA
03421 MENNELL WILFRID RR1 2095 BARCELO RD
V0X 1CO CAWSTON BC
CANADA
03422 NARDO ZAIAS M.D. 660 S. SHORE DR.
MIAMI BEACH FL 33141
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03423 FUTURE PLANTS LICENTIE B.V. TURFSPOOR 53 A
2165 AW LISSERBROEK
NETHERLANDS
03427 AGRI-FOOD AND BIOSCIENCES INSTITUTE MANOR HOUSE LOUGHGALL
ARMAGH BT61 8JB
UNITED KINGDOM
03428 COOPERATIEVE VERENIGING WERKGROEP HIBISCUS U.A. ACHTERWEG 58A
1424 PR DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS
03432 PROPHYL PTY LTD. 188 MAIN RD. - TASMANIA
AUSTINS FERRY 7011
AUSTRALIA
03438 FUTURA PROMOTIONS PTY LTD 30 MARLBOROUGH RD-WELLINGTON RD
WELLINGTON POINT QLD 4160
AUSTRALIA
03439 ROELOF HENDRIK SLOOTS EENRUMERSTREEK 3
9967 TH EENRUM
NETHERLANDS
03440 SYNDICAT DES PRODUCTEURS DE 36 RUE DU GENERAL DE GAULLE
56300 PONTIVY
FRANCE
03445 WILLIAM REX YOUNG 12 SCOTT ROAD
TE KAUWHATA
NEW ZEALAND
03446 LEONIE CAROLYN YOUNG 12 SCOTT ROAD
TE KAUWHATA
NEW ZEALAND
03452 RECHICHI VINCENZO LOCALITA’ MONTE CIMBALO
01016 TARQUINIA (LT)
ITALY
03459 AGRIGENETICS INC. D/B/A MYCOGEN SEEDS 9330 ZIONSVILLE ROAD
INDIANAPOLIS IN 46268
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03461 BOWLES BRYN BRISTOL ROAD
BATH AND NE SOMERSET BSG40 6 HG
UNITED KINGDOM
03465 PFLANZEN HOFMANN GMBH HAUPTSTR 36
91094 LANGENSENDELBACH
GERMANY
03474 KÉBOL B.V. DELFWEG 37
2211 VK NOORDWIJKERHOUT
NETHERLANDS
03475 KAMERMAN J.A. AMPERESTRAAT 44
1433 KZ KUDELSTRAAT
NETHERLANDS
03477 GERARD J. VAN ZELDEREN B.V. ACHTERWEG 54
1424 PR DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS
3852009
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03481 CARLO MORAGLIA VIA BANCHETTE NAPOLEONICHE 80
18038 POGGIO DI SANREMO (IM)
ITALY
03482 VAN KLAVEREN PLANT B.V. HOOFDWEG 149
1424 PE DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS




03491 NUFLORA INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD 107 COBBITTY ROAD
CAMDEN 2570 NSW
AUSTRALIA
03493 FUKUKAEN NURSERY & BULB CO. LTD 9-20 MATSUBARA 2 CHOME NAKA KU
460 NAGOYA
JAPAN
03494 JOSEPH BEN-DOR P.O.BOX 354
12105 YESUD HAMA’ALA
ISRAEL
03503 WILSON SYLVIA 5 MILL ROW THAXTED
ESSEX CM6 2PQ
UNITED KINGDOM
03507 ALDERDEN A.B. AALSMEERDERWEG 682
1435ER RIJSENHOUT
NETHERLANDS
03508 TOFT PLANT BREEDING APS SMEDEVEJ 1 HARRE
7870 ROSLEV
DENMARK
03512 BIANCHERI ALBERTO I.I. VIA BRAIE 187
18033 CAMPOROSSO MARE (IM)
ITALY
03513 BRILL GERLINDE AM KASTELBERG 59
66578 SCHIFFWEILER
GERMANY
03514 MAATSCHAAP OOSTVEEN SCHANS 5A
4251 PT WERKENDAM
NETHERLANDS
03515 MACHEN LEE JOHN JR. HCR 75 P.O.BOX 7965
MOBJACK VA 23056
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03517 DR RUSSELL POULTER 69 IRVINE ROAD
RD2 DUNEDIN
NEW ZEALAND
03518 MARGARET BUTLER 69 IRVINE ROAD
RD2 DUNEDIN
NEW ZEALAND
03521 MOTOTERU YATABE ENGEI CORP. 20 SHIOYAMA
322-0527 TOCHIGI KANUMA CITY
JAPAN
03522 BENTHAM A. 14 SOUTH SQUARE GRAY’S INN
LONDON WC1R 5LX
UNITED KINGDOM
03524 LUITE CORNELIS JOHANNES VAN DELFT GOOWEG 21
2211 XV NOORDWIJKERHOUT
NETHERLANDS
03526 HUISMAN BOOMKWEKERIJ B.V. KOOIWEG 28
2771 WJ BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
03527 KWEKERIJ J. DE GROOT B.V. LANGEWEG 13C
4771 RA ZEVENBERGEN
NETHERLANDS
03528 YANNAY YITCHAK 86815 MOSHAV HAZEVA
ISRAEL
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03530 RWA RAIFFEISEN WARE AUSTRIA AG WIENERBERG STR. 3
1100 WIEN
AUSTRIA
03531 BOR NA BILE’ 1231
56501 CHOCEN
CZECH REPUBLIC
03533 F.A. W. GROOT & ZN WESTEINDE 125
1601 BL ENKHUIZEN
NETHERLANDS
03535 NOVANTHOS B.V. OUDECAMPSWEG 22A
2678 KP DE LIER
NETHERLANDS
03536 ING.CLAUDIO BALDI S.R.L. PIAZZA GHISLIERI 3
60035 JESI (AN)
ITALY
03538 GERT HORN AM WEHR 4
06179 ZAPPENDORF
GERMANY
03540 RAPS GBR SAATZUCHT LUNDSGAARD LUNDSGAARD
24977 GRUNDHOF
GERMANY
03542 S.N.C. ALRES 6 AV. DU CAP. N’TCHORERE B.P. 5
80270 AIRAINES
FRANCE
03547 VANDERHAVE SUGAR BEET SEED B.V. VAN DER HAVEWEG 2
4411 RB RILLAND
NETHERLANDS
03548 C. ESVELD V.O.F. RIJNEVELD 72
2771 XS BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS




03552 A.J.M. DE KONING BEHEER B.V. DWARSKADE 7
2631 NA NOOTDORP
NETHERLANDS
03553 N.A.M. RIJNBEEK REIJERSKOOP 303
2771 BL BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
03556 MONSANTO AGRICULTURA ESPAÑA S.L. AVENIDA DE BURGOS 17 10ř
28036 MADRID
SPAIN
03562 SEVA FLORA S.R.O MIKULOVSKA 366
69142 VALTICE
CZECH REPUBLIC
03563 TEAK ENTREPRISES P.O. BOX 160
CAPEL WESTERN 6271
AUSTRALIA
03564 PRAKTIJKONDERZOEK PLANT EN OMGEVING B.V. BORNSESTEEG 47
6708 PD WAGENINGEN
NETHERLANDS
03565 HILL HERBERT HENRY 1040 JAMESON RD.
LITHIA FL 33547
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03570 SYNGENTA SEEDS S.A.S. 12 CHEMIN DE L’HOBIT B.P.27
31790 SAINT SAUVEUR
FRANCE
03572 KARTZ VON KAMEKE 24340 WINDEBY
GERMANY
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03575 HOFMANN HANS HAUPSTRASSE 36
91094 LANGENSENDELBACH
GERMANY
03588 DROVANDI WALTER VIA NINO BIXIO 57
18015 RIVA LIGURE (IM)
ITALY
03589 PETER BONTEKOE DE OUDE WIJK 7
2771 WT BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
03590 ETERNAL PLANT BOIJL B.V. DWARSVAARTWEG 71
8392 MT BOIJL
NETHERLANDS
03592 UNGER BREEDING GRENZACHER STRAßE 19
79618 RHEINFELDEN
GERMANY
03593 DAVID KENNY CROSSLOW TULLOW
CO. CARLOW
IRELAND
03594 JACKSON AND PERKINS WHOLESALE INC. 6500 DONLON ROAD P.O.BOX 1329
SOMIS CA 93066
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03596 RON VAN OPSTAL HOLDING B.V. ST.WILLEBRORDUSSTRAAT 3
4882 NM ZUNDERT
NETHERLANDS
03597 J.M.VAN WINSEN WASBEEKLAAN 35
2361HG WARMOND
NETHERLANDS
03602 SYNGENTA CROP PROTECTION AG SCHWARZWALDALLEE 215
4058 BASEL
SWITZERLAND
03607 INSPIRATION PLANT C.V. MIDDENWEG 591B
1704 BH HEERHUGOWAARD
NETHERLANDS
03608 KWEKERIJ KABBES V.O.F. JELKE SJOERDLAAN 4
9262 SL SUAMEER
NETHERLANDS
03614 GARTNERIET ROSBORG BELLINGE A/S BRAENDEKILDEVEJ 43
5250 ODENSE SV
DENMARK
03618 MARIA FRANCISCA THERESIA VAN DER KRAAN-ZONDERLAND BUITENWATERSLOOT 254
2613 SZ DELFT
NETHERLANDS
03619 BETE SIERHEESTERS P/A WAGENMAKERSSTRAAT 21
8171 CV VAASSEN
NETHERLANDS
03620 LIMEROCK PLANT FARM INC. 48 HARRIS AVENUE RR N.1
LINCOLN RI 02865
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03627 VAN DER HOORN A.C.J. NIEUWVEENS JAAGPAD 54
2441EK NIEUWVEEN
NETHERLANDS
03631 BARNHOORN HIPPEASTRUM LEIDSEVAART 218
2211 WE NOORDWIJKERHOUT
NETHERLANDS
03633 NOUWS J.J.P. PALMBOSSTRAAT 16
4882NR ZUNDERT
NETHERLANDS
03634 V.O.F. VANDEWALL DORPSTRAAT 140
6251ND ECKELRADE
NETHERLANDS
03636 WUHAN INSTITUTE OF BOTANY MOSHAN
430074 HUBEI WUHAN CITY R.O.C.
CHINA (PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF)
38815|02|2010
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03638 COMPASS PLANTS B.V. JACQUELINE VAN DER WAALSHEEM 25
2182 ZN HILLEGOM
NETHERLANDS
03639 WIM MOLS B.V. BROEKZIJDE 14
5066PG MOERGESTEL
NETHERLANDS
03641 CAMBRIDGE WHEAT BREEDERS LTD MARKET STAINTON
MARKET RASEN - LINCS LN8 5LJ
UNITED KINGDOM
03642 VIVAI GILARDELLI S.S. VIALE DELLE INDUSTRIE 21
20041 AGRATE BRIANZA (MI)
ITALY
03645 LAZZERI S.S. AGRICOLA VIA PIEDIMONTE 8
39012 MERANO (BZ)
ITALY
03650 PETRUS M.M. HOFF FRANSEWEG 9
4651 PV STEENBERGEN
NETHERLANDS
03652 S.I.C.A. CENTREX ANCIEN CHEMIN PIA
66440 TORREILLES
FRANCE
03657 NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 920 MAIN CAMPUS DRIVE, SUITE 400 CAMPUS BOX
8210
RALEIGH NC 27695-8210
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03661 PLANT 21 LLC 32149 AQUEDUCT ROAD
BONSALL CA 92003
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03662 MOERHEIM ROSES & TRADING B.V. WETERINGWEG 3A
2155 MW LEIMUIDERBRUG
NETHERLANDS
03663 PROVEN WINNERS EUROPE LTD. KERNOCK PARK PLANTS
PILLATON SALTASH - CORNWALL PL12 6RY
UNITED KINGDOM
03664 LICENTIE INSTITUUT NEDERLAND (L.I.N.) C.V. FRANSEWEG 9
4651 PV STEENBERGEN
NETHERLANDS
03671 ESMERALDA BREEDING B.V. NOORDPOLDERWEG 17
1432 JH AALSMEER
NETHERLANDS
03674 GREG ALLEN 46 BUTTERMERE WAY
LITTLEHAMPTON BN17 6SX
UNITED KINGDOM
03677 BUBANI GIOVANNI BOSCO 5490 EAST LIBERTY AVE.
FRESNO CA 93727
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03678 ROBERTO BUBANI VIA BATTICUCCOLO 26
48018 FAENZA (RA)
ITALY
03679 VITRO PLUS C.V. ROELANDSWEG 4A
4325 CR RENESSE
NETHERLANDS
03682 ANDRE VAN ZOEST B.V. RANDENBURGSEWEG 25
2811 PS REEUWIJK
NETHERLANDS
03684 SOMERFIELD ROBIN BRUCE 34 TEIHANA ROAD
RD 6 TAURANGA
NEW ZEALAND
03685 SHMUEL MOR THE YOGEV AVENUE 26
42855 MOSHAV OLESH
ISRAEL
03688 THE BURCHELL NURSERY INC. 12000 STATE HIGHWAY 120
OAKDALE CA 95361
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
3892009
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03694 SJOUKE BRUNIA ZWARTEMEERWEG 54
8317 PD KRAGGENBURG
NETHERLANDS
03695 JITSKE GRONDSMA-BRUNIA LANGE ACHTE 56
8629 PL SCHARNEGOUTUM
NETHERLANDS
03696 HUITE BRUNIA 47485 MOUNTAIN PARK DRIVE
V2 P7 B6C CHILLIWACK BC
CANADA
03700 SVEPLANTS E-GRUPP EKONOMISK FÖRENING KNUT PÅLS VÄG 5
256 69 HELSINGBORG
SWEDEN
03704 SADOWNICZY ZAKLAD DOSWIADCZALNY INSTYTUTU SADOWNICTWA I




03709 WINTER GARY G. MR. 14 TIFFANY CLOSE - R.D.1
PAPATOETOE AUCKLAND
NEW ZEALAND
03710 WINTER L. MRS. 14 TIFFANY CLOSE - R.D.1
PAPATOETOE AUCKLAND
NEW ZEALAND
03711 GOLDEN STATE BULB GROWERS 1260, HIGHWAY 1
MOSS LANDING CA 95039
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03721 JOHANNA GEERTRUIDA HELENA VAN HAASTER HYACINTENLAAN 15
2182 DE HILLEGOM
NETHERLANDS
03722 EURL FONTJULIANE DISTRIBUTION QUARTIER LE BACONET
26740 SAUZET
FRANCE
03725 KAPITEYN BREEDING B.V. GRASWEG 38
1761 LJ ANNA PAULOWNA
NETHERLANDS
03733 SPEK ROSE BREEDING INTERNATIONAL B.V. ZIJDE 155
2771 EV BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
03734 THOMAS SEIDLER RAMSKAMP 64/A
25337 ELMSHORN
GERMANY
03736 HAYAKAWA HIROSHI 65 NAKAHONGO IZUMI-CHO ANJO-SHI
444-1221 AICHI-KEN PREF.
JAPAN
03739 VERWER-DAHLIA’S B.V. DERDE POELLAAN 73/75
2161 DL LISSE
NETHERLANDS
03740 KROMHOUT B.V. VOORWEG 79 B
2391AD HAZERSWOUDE
NETHERLANDS
03750 STEINEGGER BERND STAFFELWEG 10
79618 RHEINFELDEN
GERMANY
03754 ZILLMER BEATE HAMMER KIRCHWEG 55
31600 UCHTE
GERMANY
03765 G.I.E. LINEA SEMENCES DE LIN 20 AVENUE SAGET
60210 GRANDVILLIERS
FRANCE
03767 SOCIETA’ AGRICOLA FRATELLI BELGRANO S.S STRADA CARAVELLI 8
18038 POGGIO DI SANREMO (IM)
ITALY
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03776 FACHJAN B.V. HARTEVELDLAAN 6
2675 LE HONSELERSDIJK
NETHERLANDS
03778 MARLENE MEYER C/O MEYER BOTANICALS 1181 ARDEN DRIVE
ENCINITAS CA 92024
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03780 VAN ZANTEN FLOWERBULBS B.V. 1E LOOSTERWEG 1A
2182 BL HILLEGOM
NETHERLANDS
03781 EXSEED GENETICS L.L.C. 401 FREDERICA STR. BLDG D, SUITE 202
OWENSBORO KY 42301
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03783 VAN ZANTEN PLANTS B.V. LAVENDELWEG 15
1435 EW RIJSENHOUT
NETHERLANDS
03784 INNOVAR SARL 3, RUE DU JEU DU MAIL
30150 GENERAC
FRANCE
03788 PARATY B.V.B.A SCHIERVELDESTRAAT 14
8840 OOSTNIEUWKERKE
BELGIUM
03790 DIDIER SAUVAIRE DOMAINE DE SANDREAU
31700 MONDONVILLE
FRANCE




03796 CLARKE, MODET & CO. CALLE GOYA 11
28001 MADRID
SPAIN
03797 DOW AGROSCIENCES LTD LATCHMORE COURT BRAND STREET HERTSHIRE
HITCHIN SG5 1 NH
UNITED KINGDOM
03801 M. NIJENHUIS ONDERDUIKERSPAD 14
8311 PU ESPEL
NETHERLANDS
03802 COLIN DICKSON C/O DICKSON NURSERIES LTD. MILECROSS ROAD
NEWTONARDS
CO DOWN NORTHERN IRELAND BT23 4SS
UNITED KINGDOM
03803 HOLSTEIN SELECT B.V. LAAN VAN ADRICHEM 26
2678 CZ DE LIER
NETHERLANDS
03804 CB CACTUS BREEDING I/S C/O GARTNERIET PKM APS SLETTENSVEJ 207-215
5270 ODENSE N
DENMARK
03805 NORSECO INC. 2914 CURE-LABELLE BVLD
H7P 5R9 LAVAL
CANADA
03812 CHAMPION PETER 46 STATION ROAD CREWKERNE
SOMERSET TA18 8AJ
UNITED KINGDOM
03817 MARKL HEINZ MAILLING 5
83104 TUNTENHAUSEN
GERMANY
03823 VAN ZANTEN CUTTINGS B.V. ZONNEVELDSLAAN 15
2235 SC VALKENBURG
NETHERLANDS
03824 HYBRIS B.V. GRACHTWEG 71
2161 HM LISSE
NETHERLANDS
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03827 WILMS ELISABETH RAVENSIEGE DIDLEY
HEREFORD HR2 9DA
UNITED KINGDOM
03831 DOUGLAS J. HARLEY BLAIRFIELD
MILNATHORT TAYSIDE KY13 0SG
UNITED KINGDOM
03833 ROBERTSON N.M. YAPTON LANE, WALBERTON, WEST SUSSEX
ARUNDEL BN18 0AS
UNITED KINGDOM
03834 CAMERA DI COMMERCIO, INDUSTRIA, ARTIG. E AGRICOLTURA DI LECCE VIA GALLIPOLI 39
73100 LECCE (LE)
ITALY
03835 PETRUS TH. WARMERDAM V.O.F. KAPELLEBOSLAAN 16
2204 AK NOORDWIJK
NETHERLANDS
03841 HOUSE OF AGRICULTURE SPIROU S.A. 5 MARKONI STREET
122 42 EGALEO-ATHENS
GREECE
03844 GYO INTERNATIONAL INC. STALLBURGGASSE 4
A 1010 WIEN
AUSTRIA
03845 HOLGER BOLL APS LUFTHAVNSVEJ 5
5270 ODENSE N
DENMARK
03846 THOMAS UND WOLFGANG VIEHWEG GBR NIEDEREND 74
47509 RHEURD
GERMANY
03849 GIANNOCCARO PIETRO VIA TORQUATO TASSO 10
70010 SAMMICHELE DI BARI (BA)
ITALY
03852 INKARHO GMBH BRANNENWEG 5A
26160 BAD ZWISCHENAHN
GERMANY




03855 UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY COMMERCIALIZATION
0133 COLE STUDENT ACTIVITY BUILDING
COLLEGE PARK MD 20742
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03866 DONNELLY RUTH 900 WISEMANS FERRY RD
SOMERSBY NSW 2250
AUSTRALIA
03867 KNAAP LICENTIES B.V. LANGEBROEKWEG 84
2671 DW NAALDWIJK
NETHERLANDS
03870 WEST END NURSERIES LTD MOLES LANE - MARLDON PAIGNTON
DEVON TQ3 1SY
UNITED KINGDOM
03872 GEBR. VAN DER KNAAP B.V. HOOFDWEG 1/A
1424 PC DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS
03873 BUNNIK PLANTS 11 B.V. ALBERT VAN’T HARTWEG 64
2665 MJ BLEISWIJK
NETHERLANDS
03874 TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 3369 TAMU
COLLEGE STATION TX 77843-2147
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03876 T.H.J. HULSEBOSCH VEENENBURGERLAAN 71
2182 DB HILLEGOM
NETHERLANDS
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03878 BARTELS ROSE BREEDING B.V. RIETWIJKEROORDWEG 15
1432 JG AALSMEER
NETHERLANDS
03880 TOMORROW’S TULIPS B.V. BETULA II
1424 LH DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS
03881 PEPINIERES MINIER S.A. LES FONTAINES DE L’AUNAY
49250 BEAUFORT-EN-VALLEE
FRANCE
03882 HENDRIK DE GROOT WESTELIJKE RANDWEG 1
1721 CH BROEK OP HANGEDIJK
NETHERLANDS
03883 A. VAN EGMOND HOLDING B.V. TRAPPENBERGLAAN 14
2231 MV RIJNSBURG
NETHERLANDS
03885 GARDENIER DEVELOPMENT B.V. OPHELIALAAN 251
1431 HH AALSMEER
NETHERLANDS
03888 PREESMAN ROYALTY B.V. HOGE GEEST 43-45
2671 LK NAALDWIJK
NETHERLANDS
03889 MONSANTO TECHNOLOGY LLC 800 NORTH LINDBERGH BVLD
SAINT LOUIS MO 63167
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03892 BEACH STREET FARMS LLC 854 FREEDOM BOULEVARD
WATSONVILLE CA 95076
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
03895 UNIVERSITÀ DEGLI STUDI DI UDINE VIA PALLADIO 8
33100 UDINE (UD)
ITALY
03896 LYLE MORRISON AND PARTNERS MANOR FARM THE GREEN NORTH WOOTTON
KINGS LYNN NORFOLK PE30 3PR
UNITED KINGDOM
03908 E.A.R.L. FRUIT’AIL QUARTIER "LE MOULIN"
26400 GRANE
FRANCE
03910 GEBR. TEN HAVE C.V. HAAGKAMP 9
2675 SK HONSELERSDIJK
NETHERLANDS
03915 G.J. VAN ZELDEREN BV ACHTERWEG 54
1424 PR DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS
03918 ALEXIUS JOANNES JOSEPH VAN DER ZWET DE BAAN 17
2377 CA OUDE WETERING
NETHERLANDS
03919 AVERIS SEEDS B.V. VALTHERBLOKKEN ZUID 40
7876 TC VALTHERMOND
NETHERLANDS
03923 CORNELIS H. A. VAN EIJK DWARSKADE 11
2631 NA NOOTDORP
NETHERLANDS
03924 EURODUR S.A. FERME DE LOUDES
11492 CASTELNAUDARY
FRANCE
03925 AGRANA FRUIT S.A. 12 RUE BLAISE PASCAL
92200 NEUILLY SUR SEINE
FRANCE
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03934 AVANZO CRISTINA VIA ASCREA 30
00135 ROMA
ITALY
03935 MODOLO LUISA LOC.RIVE DI PREDELLANO 9/A
35050 PIEVE TESINO (TN)
ITALY
03936 ALASIA PIERCALISTO LOC. SAN GIORGIO 8
12030 CAVALLERMAGGIORE (CN)
ITALY
03940 AZIENDA AGRICOLA BOVO ANGELO DI GIUSEPPE E F.LLI VIA SAN GIOVANNI 68
37064 POVEGLIANO (VR)
ITALY
03941 HANDELSKWEKERIJ RENE VAN GAALEN BV SIONSWEG 26
2286 KL RIJSWIJK ZH
NETHERLANDS
03943 MARTINUS JACOBUS WILHELMUS FRANSEN PARADIJSWEG 5
2461 TK TER AAR
NETHERLANDS
03944 CAMARA ARROCERA DE AMPOSTA CALLE SAN CRISTOBAL 115
43870 AMPOSTA (TARRAGONA)
SPAIN
03945 ARC INFRUITEC-NIETVOORBIJ PRIVATE BAG X5026 WESTERN PROV.
STELLENBOSCH 7599
SOUTH AFRICA
03946 ORERO TRADING S.L. AVENIDA BRENES S/N
41318 VILLAVERDE DEL RIO - SEVILLA
SPAIN
03948 J.A.M. DOFFERHOFF (KWEKERIJ DE BOEZEM) MIDDELBURGSEWEG 1
2811 PL REEUWIJK
NETHERLANDS
03949 BAUER WINTERGERSTEN GBR HAUPSTRAßE 8
06408 BIENDORF
GERMANY
03951 COMPAGNIE H. SATTER EN ZN. MIDDELKAMPSEWEG 30
5311 PC GAMEREN
NETHERLANDS
03957 HIGGINS AGRICULTURE LTD GREENBANK HOUSE FINNINGLEY
DONCASTER DN9 3BZ
UNITED KINGDOM




03967 FRUTTICA GMBH SCHLUCHEWÄG 1
8197 RAFZ
SWITZERLAND
03970 P.J. SCHMIDT SAMENZUCHT WEINBERGWEG 33 - 37
06484 QUEDLINBURG
GERMANY
03971 WESTERN AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURE AUTHORITY DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND FOOD 3
BARON-HAY CT.
SOUTH PERTH WESTERN AUSTRALIA 6151
AUSTRALIA
03975 CULTIUS ROIG SAT 626 CAT FINCA ”CAN MAYO” S/N
08338 PREMIA DE DALT
SPAIN
03977 NIELSEN POUL ERIK STENLÖKKEVCEJ 47
5450 OTTERUP
DENMARK
03980 STEFANUS J. SLIJKERMAN VEENHUIZERWEG 40 A
1704 DP HEERHUGOWAARD
NETHERLANDS
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03985 PIONEER GENETIQUE S.A.R.L. CHEMIN DE L’ENSEIGURE
31840 AUSSONNE
FRANCE
03986 HOBBS JACK 71 PILGRIM RD.
RD 3 PUKEKOHE
NEW ZEALAND
03987 COUNTY PARK NURSERY 384 WINGLETYE LANE
HORNCHURCH ESSEX RM11 3BU
UNITED KINGDOM
03988 GARTNERIET PEDERSEN A/S SOLBJERG SÖVEJ 15
8362 HORNING
DENMARK
03990 HEEMSKERK & RIETVINK FA HERENWEG 198
2211 VC NOORDWIJKERHOUT
NETHERLANDS
03992 PELETENGEAS LUC DOMAINE DE MERCIE’
82170 MONBEQUI
FRANCE
03993 READ RICHARD OF 32 CRAIGWEIL LANE ALDWICK GRANGE
BOGNOR REGIS PO21 4AN
UNITED KINGDOM
03999 P.C.M. OLSTHOORN HOLDING B.V. ZWETHLAAN 38
2675 LB HONSELERSDIJK
NETHERLANDS
04000 PIONEER HI-BRED S.A.R.L. CHEMIN DE L’ENSEIGURE
31840 AUSSONNE
FRANCE
04007 DE GOEDE BULBIVARIA B.V. MIDDENWEG 53
1764 KL BREEZAND
NETHERLANDS
04011 OUDSHOORN A.A.M. RIPSELAAN 4 A
2475 NA RIJPWETERING
NETHERLANDS
04012 HENRICUS G.J. VERDUIN VOORWEG 16
1969 MC HEEMSKERK
NETHERLANDS
04017 FIRST LINE SEEDS LTD 150 RESEARCH LANE, SUITE 307
N1G 4T2 GUELPH ONTARIO
CANADA
04020 DOBBELAAR BREEDING BV WARANDASTRAAT 7A
4564 RA SINT JANSTEEN
NETHERLANDS
04026 KWEKERIJ EN TUINCENTRUM VANDENTOP WESSELSEWEG 46
3771 PC BARNEVELD
NETHERLANDS
04028 D. VAN DER MAAT JAPANESE MAPLES VOOROFSCHEWEG 120
2771 MG BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
04029 GRAVATT WAYNE WAIRUA GROVE URETITI RD.
RD2 WAIPU
NEW ZEALAND
04032 GRAVATT JEAN WAIRUA GROVE URETITI RD.
RD2 WAIPU
NEW ZEALAND
04034 STEENKS J.E. MAASSTRAAT 31
5991 BC BAARLO
NETHERLANDS
04035 CAPTAIN JAMES CRAWFORD NAUGHTON HOUSE WORMIT
FIFE DD6 8RN
UNITED KINGDOM
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04037 RODUIT AEBISCHER S. LES CEDRES - CHEMIN DU THOR
04100 MANOSQUE
FRANCE
04044 BOOMKWEKERIJ GEBR. VAN DEN BERK B.V. DONDERDONK 4
5492 VJ SINT OEDENRODE
NETHERLANDS
04046 KANEKO SEEDS CO. LTD 50-12 FURUICHI-MACHI 1- CHOME MAEBASHI-SHI
371-8503 GUNMA
JAPAN
04049 BREMER HINRICH OMORIKA STR. 5
26655 WESTERSTEDE (GIESSELHORST)
GERMANY
04050 JOHANNES G.P. TIJSSEN KIEZELSTRAAT 36
8084 XZ ’T HARDE
NETHERLANDS
04051 HILLEBRAND B.V. BLOESEMLAAN 6
3897 LN ZEEWULDE
NETHERLANDS
04053 UNITED STATES DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE 1509 AGGIE DR.
BEAUMONT TX 77713
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04054 GEOFF JEWELL SETTLEMENT ROAD
R.D. OTAKI
NEW ZEALAND
04056 REDEVA LTD SUNDANCE HOUSE STANILAND WAY
WERRINGTON PETERBOROUGH PE4 6FN
UNITED KINGDOM
04057 NIR FARMS B.V. NOORDPOLDERWEG 17
1432 JH AALSMEER
NETHERLANDS
04060 SALLING PLANT BREEDING APS NØRREGADE 1,1
7800 SKIVE
DENMARK
04061 FLEURATIONS B.V. BAGIJNELAND 1
2691 NC ’S GRAVENZANDE
NETHERLANDS
04066 SELGEN A.S. JANKOVCOVA 18
170 37 PRAHA 7
CZECH REPUBLIC
04068 JOHAN M. KANNEGIETER RIETSTRAAT 53
8302 VJ EMMELOORD
NETHERLANDS
04069 HARM KANNEGIETER TERSCHELLING 6
8302 LT EMMELOORD
NETHERLANDS
04070 BOOMKWEKERIJ MARI VAN ELS LANDHORSTSTRAAT 5
5445 NJ LANDHORST
NETHERLANDS
04071 SUNTORY FLOWERS LIMITED 13-12, HIRAKAWA-CHO 2-CHOME CHIYODA-KU
102-853 TOKYO
JAPAN
04072 DRAAISTRA J. VALTHERBLOKKEN ZUID 40
7876 TC VALTHERMOND
NETHERLANDS
04074 LINDBERG KURT POST BOX 106
23202 ÅKARP
SWEDEN
04075 SEMINIS VEGETABLE SEEDS INC. 800 NORTH LINDBERGH BOULEVARD
ST LOUIS MO 63167
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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04078 SEMAGRI HOLLAND BV PLATINASTRAAT 2
8211 AR LELYSTAD NOORD-OOSTERVAART
NETHERLANDS
04082 RAINER KRETZ RUSSET COTTAGE 11 OLIVERS MEAD CHILD OKE-
FORD
BLANDFORD FORUM DORSET DT11 8HT
UNITED KINGDOM
04089 MOSS ROBIN BRAESIDE WOODSIDE VILLAS
HEXHAM NORTHUMBERLAND NE46 1HX
UNITED KINGDOM
04090 FOSTER CYRIL STONELEA ROTHBURY
MORPETH NE65 7YG
UNITED KINGDOM
04091 VOGELAAR PARTNERSHIP MT. ERIN ROAD - R.D.2
HASTINGS
NEW ZEALAND
04092 FA G. VLETTER EN ZN SALVIALAAN 50
2343 XD OEGSTGEEST
NETHERLANDS
04101 ELIZABETH KEEP BLACKLANDS COTTAGE B BLACKLANDS EAST
MALLING
WEST MALLING ME19 6DS
UNITED KINGDOM
04103 EDMUND BROWN BROWNS’ NURSERIES GIBBS LANE
OFFENHAM EVESHAM WR11 8RR
UNITED KINGDOM
04104 HINTERBERG K. B.P. 6153
69466 LYON CEDEX 06
FRANCE
04105 SYNGENTA SEEDS LTD. MARKET STAINTON
MARKET RASEN - LINCOLNSHIRE LN8 5LJ
UNITED KINGDOM
04106 BERNARD INNOVATION VEGETALE S.A R.L. LA GALAGE
24130 PRIGONRIEUX
FRANCE
04111 VAN DE BILT ZADEN EN VLAS B.V. LANGEWEG 26
4541 PC SLUISKIL
NETHERLANDS
04112 LARRY D. KNERR 3 HARRIS PL.
SALINAS CA 93901
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04113 MARK DIGBY 18 GARDENER’S WALK ST. BOTOLPH GREEN
BOSTONS LINCS PE21 7LB
UNITED KINGDOM
04118 LUTHER RECHTSANWALTSGESELLSCHAFT MBH GANSEMARKT 45
20354 HAMBURG
GERMANY
04121 EDEN’S CREATIONS B.V. POSTBUS 24
8096 ZG OLDEBROEK
NETHERLANDS
04124 PLANTENCENTRUM HULSDONK V.O.F. HULSDONKSTRAAT 11 B
4882 JZ ZUNDERT
NETHERLANDS
04125 MARTIN BREUN AMSELWEG 1
91074 HERZOGENAURACH
GERMANY
04127 JURY MARK C. TIKORANGI ROAD 43
WAITARA NORTH TARANAKI
NEW ZEALAND
04130 ORKNEY PERENNIALS 5 ISLANDS VIEW RD
KIRKWALL ORKNEY KW15 1YP
UNITED KINGDOM
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04139 PEPINIERES DE GENOLIER 1272 GENOLIER
SWITZERLAND
04140 BLONDEL FRANCOIS 591 ROUTE DE MANDALLAZ
74350 CUVAT
FRANCE
04143 WALTER BLOM B.V. HYACINTENLAAN 2
2182 DE HILLEGOM
NETHERLANDS
04148 DIPARTIMENTO DI COLTURE ARBOREE VIALE FANIN 46
40127 BOLOGNA (BO)
ITALY
04153 DIBOLL NEIL P.O.BOX 306
WESTFIELD WI 53964-0306
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04158 CALIFORNIA PLANTING COTTON SEED DISTRIBUTORS 30597 JACK AVE.
SHAFTER CA 93263
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04160 DALINA APS GRONNEGYDEN 105
5270 ODENSE N
DENMARK
04163 ROGER SALAÜN 6 RUE DES CENDRES LA MONTAGNE
29520 CHATEAUNEUF-DU-FAOU
FRANCE
04167 FLORIMOND DESPREZ VEUVE & FILS S.A.S. 3, RUE FLORIMOND DESPREZ
59242 CAPPELLE-EN-PEVELE
FRANCE
04176 BARENBRUG HOLLAND B.V. P.O.BOX 4
6678 ZG OOSTERHOUT-GLD
NETHERLANDS
04184 LIMAGRAIN VERNEUIL HOLDING S.A. FERME DE L’ETANG B.P.3
77390 VERNEUIL L’ETANG
FRANCE
04186 KLAZINA BOEKESTIJN-VERMEER GERBERALAAN 56
2671 KE NAALDWIJK
NETHERLANDS
04188 HESSEL ZIJLSTRA STROET 40
1744 GJ SINT MAARTEN (N.H.)
NETHERLANDS
04190 STEFAN STRENG ASPACHHOF
97215 UFFENHEIM
GERMANY
04191 ASGROW SEED COMPANY LLC 800 NORTH LINDBERGH DR.
SAINT LOUIS MO 63167
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04196 ANTHONY JOHN OSBORNE 63 BUTLER DRIVE
KURANDA QUEENSLAND 4872
AUSTRALIA
04197 EURALIS SEMENCES S.A.S. AVENUE GASTON PHOEBUS
64230 LESCAR
FRANCE
04198 WICKI PETER HAUPTGASSE 16
9620 LICHTENSTEIG
SWITZERLAND
04199 MORAN HARRIS 555 CODONI AVE.
MODESSTO 95357
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04200 TAUPO NATIVE PLANT NURSERY LTD 155 CENTENNIAL DRIVE
TAUPO
NEW ZEALAND
04201 AKIRA SHIOZAKI 243 OTOE, OTOE-CHO
074-1273 FUKUGAWA CITY - HOKKAIDO
JAPAN
04206 DEKALB GENETICS CORP. 800 NORTH LINDBERGH DR.
SAINT LOUIS MO 63167
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
39815|02|2010
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04208 SOLARI JOHN 153 SAUNDERS LANE - MAYFORD
WOKING SURREY GU22 ONT
UNITED KINGDOM
04209 SOLARI ROSEMARY 153 SAUNDERS LANE - MAYFORD
WOKING (SURREY) GU22 ONT
UNITED KINGDOM
04214 THOMAS ZIMMER AZALEENSTRAßE 72
26639 WIESMOOR
GERMANY
04218 KWEKERIJ MEESLOUWER V.O.F. VEILINGWEG 16
2266 HG LEIDSCHENDAM
NETHERLANDS
04220 OFFEREINS HENDRIK PICKHUBEN 2
20457 HAMBURG
GERMANY




04225 KEITH KIRSTEN HORTICULTURE INTERNATIONAL (PTY) LTD LINDLEY FARM - PLOT 50 R512 LANSERIA ROAD
JOHANNESBURG
SOUTH AFRICA





04229 NEOFLORA (EDMS.) BPK. POSTBUS 16753
PRETORIA NOORD 0116
SOUTH AFRICA
04230 THEODORUS WILHELMUS VAN SCHIE DREESLAAN 323
2672 DV NAALDWIJK
NETHERLANDS
04242 FA. H.A. DE BOER COLLEGIANTENSTRAAT 90
2231 HM RIJNSBURG
NETHERLANDS
04243 MOLTER B.V. LEIDSEVAART 133
2211 VS NOORDWIJKERHOUT
NETHERLANDS
04245 RYOJI IRIE 3-7 NARUTAKI HONMACHI UKYO-KU
616-8242 KYOTO
JAPAN
04247 ALEXANDER ELIAS COUNTRYSIDE VILLAGE AYUTI LUCBAN
4328 QUEZON PROVINCE
PHILIPPINES
04248 RENÉ VAN GAALEN SIONSWEG 26
2286 KL RIJSWIJK
NETHERLANDS
04255 G.H. BOL KATWIJKERWEG 96
2235 AD VALKENBURG ZH
NETHERLANDS
04257 A.B. SUPPLIES (UK) LTD. WASH ROAD KIRTON
BOSTON LINCS. PE20 1QQ
UNITED KINGDOM
04260 RICHARDS ROD CHURT ROAD
CHURT NR. FARNHAM SURREY GU102QS
UNITED KINGDOM
04261 GREEN WORKS INTERNATIONAL B.V. KANAALKADE 77
1756 AD ’T ZAND (N-H)
NETHERLANDS
04262 C.J.J. VAN SCHAGEN BLOEMBOLLEN B.V. HOGEWEG 8
1935 AN EGMOND-BINNEN
NETHERLANDS
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04267 L. VAN ALPHEN WANROYSEWEG 58
5454 NE ST HUBERT
NETHERLANDS




04275 MC DERMOTT FRANCIS RR #2 C 256
J0X 2Y0 SHAWVILLE QC
CANADA
04276 GUIDO SONNEVILLE DENDERMONDSESTEENWEG 696
9070 DESTELBERGEN
BELGIUM
04277 DEKO PLANT B.V. WEERLAAN 4A
2181 HH HILLEGOM
NETHERLANDS
04279 SOCIETA’ PRODUTTORI SEMENTI S.P.A. VIA MACERO 1
40050 ARGELATO (BO)
ITALY
04282 KALIEBE HELMUT KALIEBEWEG 2
16259 TIEFENSEE
GERMANY
04284 YEN-LIN HUNG BODELSCHWINGHSTR. 21
81539 MUNCHEN
GERMANY




04287 JOH. VAN NIEKERK V.O.F. MIDDELBURGSEWEG 13
2741 LB WADDINXVEEN
NETHERLANDS
04288 SAATZUCHT DONAU GMBH & CO. KG SAATZUCHTSTRASSE 11
2301 PROBSTDORF
AUSTRIA
04290 MC NAUGHTON IAN H. 5 BOGGS HOLDINGS PENTCAITLAND
EAST LOTHIAN EH34 5BA
UNITED KINGDOM
04293 GAEC EYRAUD PLANTS RN 82 LES AMBREUX
42210 SAINT LAURENT LA CONCHE
FRANCE
04297 KWEKERSVERENIGING PROMINENT 2 P/A WESTERTERPWEG 32
1774 NL SLOOTDORP
NETHERLANDS
04298 H.J.A. ROOYAKKERS B.V. INZAKE J. LIGTHART J.C. DE LEEUW WEG 27
1764 NG BREEZAND
NETHERLANDS
04299 AGAPAN GROWERS PTY LTD. 43 COLOMBO RD.
BELGRAVE VICTORIA 3160
AUSTRALIA
04301 ALLPLANTS HOLDING B.V. SIMON HOMBURGSTRAAT 19
5431 NN CUIJK
NETHERLANDS
04302 KWEKERSVERENIGING PROMINENT 1 P/A WESTERTERPWEG 32
1774 NL SLOOTDORP
NETHERLANDS
04310 STADE HELMUT BECKENSTRANG 24
46325 BORKEN-MARBECK
GERMANY
04312 STATION FEDERALE RAC CENTRE DES FOUGERES
1964 CONTHEY
SWITZERLAND
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04315 SANDRA MICHELLE WORTH WATER MEADOW NURSERY CHERITON
NR ALRESFORD HAMPSHIRE SO24 OQB
UNITED KINGDOM
04321 CAITHNESS VARIETES LTD. CLEVNA GREEN FRESWICK
CAITHNESS KW1 4XX
UNITED KINGDOM
04329 BLOEMISTERIJ "DE SNIPPERLING" SNIPPERLINGSDIJK 27
7417 BH DEVENTER
NETHERLANDS
04330 COLIN PEARCE KELLY LIFTON
DEVON PL16 OHQ
UNITED KINGDOM
04333 CO.N.VI. DI SPADA RENATO E SERGIO S.S. VIA SIEPI 29
48013 BRISIGHELLA (RA)
ITALY
04342 AMARYL C.V. MONSTERSEWEG 68
2691 JJ ’S-GRAVENZANDE
NETHERLANDS
04344 N.L. VAN GEEST B.V. MONSTERSEWEG 76B
2691 JJ ’S-GRAVENZANDE
NETHERLANDS
04345 FLORICA FARMS, INC 12191 BROADLEAF CT.
WELLINGTTON FL 33414
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04348 ALLENTON NURSERIES LTD. 182 STATES HIGHWAY 11, Nř 6.R.D.
ASMBURTON
NEW ZEALAND
04351 CHICAGOLAND GROWS (R) INC. 1000 LAKE COOK ROAD
GLENCOE IL 60022
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04354 KOLSTER BEHEER B.V. RIJNEVELD 122 A
2771 XR BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
04355 V.O.F. A.J. VAN DEN BERG FLOWER POWER BURG. LOVINKSTRAAT 44
1764 GG BREEZAND
NETHERLANDS
04356 BASF PLANT SCIENCE COMPANY GMBH CARL-BOSCH-STRASSE 38
67056 LUDWIGSHAFEN
GERMANY
04357 BASF SE GVX/B - C006
67056 LUDWIGSHAFEN
GERMANY
04359 SCHUURMAN FRANK B. 38B WAIMARIE ROAD
AUCKLAND WHENUAPAI
NEW ZEALAND
04360 KIENTZLER LUDWIG SAN PEDRO DE SARCHI
VALVERDE VEGA ALAJUELA
COSTA RICA
04361 GEBR. BRAAM B.V. KALSLAGERWEG 2-4
1424 PM DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS
04362 JOCHEN PUTFARKEN ACKERWEG 3
21526 HOHENHORN
GERMANY
04368 FOUR STAR GREENHOUSE 1015 INDIAN TRAILS ROAD
CARLETON MI 48117
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04375 SANTHO BEHEER B.V. HOOILAAN 26
1424 SH DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS
04376 RESEARCH PLANNING AND COORDINATION 930 CARLING AVENUE
K1A 0C5 OTTAWA ONTARIO
CANADA
4012009
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04377 MTS F.C.M. KOUWENHOVEN TUINDERSWEG 16
2678 LM DE LIER
NETHERLANDS
04379 KOUWENHOVEN TUINBOUW B.V. VREEBURGLAAN 7
2678 SR DE LIER
NETHERLANDS
04381 KWEKERIJ DE BOEZEM B.V. MIDDELBURGSEWEG 1
2811 PL REEUWIJK
NETHERLANDS
04382 EISELE GMBH & CO. KG BRANDSCHNEISE 2
64293 DARMSTADT
GERMANY
04387 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE, NATURAL RE-
SOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT P.O.BOX 22016
1516 NICOSIA
CYPRUS
04389 AGROPLANT HOLLAND B.V. WESTERHAVEN 17
1671 CH MEDEMBLIK
NETHERLANDS
04390 WILLIAMS CHRISTOPHER BARCYFELIN, CARREGSAWDDE, LLANGADOG
CARMARTHENSHIRE WALES SA19 9DA
UNITED KINGDOM
04393 MART VESTER BEHEER B.V. HILLEGOMMERDIJK 550
2136 KX ZWAANSHOEK
NETHERLANDS
04394 THOMPSON MICHAEL PUGHS ROAD, RD 1 RICHMOND
NELSON
NEW ZEALAND
04396 PASSIE PLANT KWEKERIJ V.O.F. 1E TOCHTWEG 72
2913 LP NIEUWERKERK AAN DEN IJSSEL
NETHERLANDS
04398 MDK PLANTS & DECORATIONS B.V. ZWETHLAAN 18
2675 LB HONSELERSDIJK
NETHERLANDS
04399 PENDRY INNOVATIONS LTD CARROW HILL ST BRIDES NETHERWENT MAGOR
CALDICOT MONMOUTHSHIRE NP26 3AY
UNITED KINGDOM




04401 BAUMSCHULE W. KRUSE WALLENBRÜCKER STR. 14
49328 MELLE - WESTHOYEL
GERMANY
04403 IT SAUL PLANTS LLC 1280 UNION HILL ROAD
ALPHARETTA GA 30004
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04404 VASTE PLANTENKWEKERIJ DE LEEUW PLOEGSTRAAT B.V. PLOEGSTRAAT 45
5712 GH SOMEREN
NETHERLANDS
04406 PER KLEMM HANFÄCKER 10
70378 STUTTGART
GERMANY
04407 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF ONTARIO 1 STONE ROAD W.
N1G 4Y2 GUELPH ONTARIO
CANADA
04410 BROERSEN INTERNATIONAL B.V. SLIMWEG 42
1614 MG GROOTEBROEK
NETHERLANDS
04411 PSB PRODUCCION VEGETAL S.L. AVDA DE MULA, 14
30176 PLIEGO (MURCIA)
SPAIN
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04414 BERNHARD MEHRING 75 LODDON BRIDGE RD.
WOODLEY BERKSHIRE RG5 4AR
UNITED KINGDOM
04421 LEV-AMI BASHAN 20600 YOKNEAM MOSHAVA
ISRAEL
04422 SALI GAD 20600 YOKNEAM MOSHAVA
ISRAEL
04425 ALBERT LEONARD CHRISTIAN BOLWIJN NIJKERKERSTRAAT 67
3882 PD PUTTEN
NETHERLANDS
04432 F.G.A. LELIVELD MILANDWEG 25
3474 KK ZEGVELD
NETHERLANDS
04433 G.T. WEIJDEN VOORDIJKSEWEG 8
2432 CC NOORDEN
NETHERLANDS
04434 CASTRIGNANO ANTONIO C. VIA C. DEI MEDICI 65
73030 SANARICA (LE)
ITALY
04435 P.J.H. ZONNEVELD B.V. BASILICUMHOF 1
2215 BV VOORHOUT
NETHERLANDS
04440 AGRI 2000 SOC. COOP. R. L. VIA DELL’ INDIPENDENZA, 74
40121 BOLOGNA (BO)
ITALY
04442 BERNARD GUILLOU 9 RUE DE GOUYON
35400 SAINT MALO
FRANCE
04443 KOPPE ROYALTY B.V. PUTTERBRINK 1
3881 LK PUTTEN
NETHERLANDS
04447 MAURICE GUILLOU 9 RUE DE GOUYON
35400 SAINT MALO
FRANCE
04454 HARDY’S COTTAGE GARDEN PLANTS PRIORY LANE NURSERY FREEFOLK PRIORS
WHITCHURCH HANTS RG28 7NJ
UNITED KINGDOM
04455 JOGROW B.V. SLIMPAD 2
2295 LS KWINTSHEUL
NETHERLANDS
04460 PAOLO RANALLI VIA A.ORLANDI 3
40068 SAN LAZZARO DI SAVENA (BO)
ITALY
04461 BRUNO PARISI PIAZZETTA C. MUSI 3
40127 BOLOGNA (BO)
ITALY
04463 T.H. PRIMEUR B.V. NIEUWVEENS JAAGPAD 54
2441 EK NIEUWVEEN
NETHERLANDS
04464 SAKATA ORNAMENTALS EUROPE A/S ODENSEVEJ 82
5290 MARSLEV
DENMARK
04465 ERIC SCHWEIZER AG POSTFACH 150
3602 THUN
SWITZERLAND
04466 SUDWESTDEUTSCHE SAATZUCHT GMBH & CO. KG IM RHEINFELD 1-13
76437 RASTATT
GERMANY
04469 ETS PIERRE TURC LES RICHELETS
49630 MAZE
FRANCE
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04471 IDAHO RESEARCH FOUNDATION, INC. MORILL HALL 103, P.O. BOX 44003 UNIVERSITY OF
IDAHO
MOSCOW ID 83844-3003
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04474 LAIST MICHAL 60991 BENE-ATAROT
ISRAEL
04475 FLORETA PTY LTD 100 TINCHBORNE STREET
CAPALABA QLD 4157
AUSTRALIA
04477 HARRIS MORAN SEED COMPANY 555 CODONI AVENUE
MODESTO CA 95357
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04480 MERISTEMA S.R.L. SOCIETA AGRICOLA LOCALITA RIACCIO
56030 CASCINE DI BUTI (PI)
ITALY
04482 EMERGENT GENETICS INC 6625 LENOX PARK DRIVE SUITE 117
MEMPHIS (TTN) 38115
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04485 CARLSBERG RESEARCH LABORATORY GAMLE CARLSBERG VEJ 10
2500 VALBY
DENMARK
04487 SALVATORE MARTELLI VIA TIGNANO 50
40037 SASSO MARCONI (BO)
ITALY
04488 DSY B.V. JOHANNAHOEVE 1B
6861 WJ OOSTERBEEK
NETHERLANDS




04496 B.V.B.A. AZAPLUS LULSTRAAT 3
9770 KRUISHOUTEM
BELGIUM
04497 DR. LÁSZLÓ ORLÓCI ILLÉS U. 25.
1083 BUDAPEST
HUNGARY
04498 GESELLSCHAFT FÜR HOPFENFORSCHUNG E.V. HÜLL 5 1/3
85283 WOLNZACH
GERMANY
04501 FLORA TOSCANA SOCIETA’ AGRICOLA COOPERATIVA VIA DI MONTECARLO 81
51012 PESCIA (PT)
ITALY
04504 PLANTICO ZIELONKI SP. Z.O.O. ZIELONKI PARCELE PARKOWA 1 A
05-082 STARE BABICE
POLAND
04506 TUITE JONATHAN JAMES WESTACRE GARDENS
KING’S LYNN NORFOLK PE32 1UJ
UNITED KINGDOM
04507 STEFFEN POIKE WINTERBERGSTR. 131
01237 DRESDEN
GERMANY
04511 NATIVE PLANT WHOLESALERS PTY LTD P.O. BOX 9021
MT GAMBIER 5291
AUSTRALIA
04512 FELL DAVID 2191 AINAOLA DRIVE
HILO HAWAAII 96720
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04513 SPITSBERGEN-WILLEMSEN V.O.F. BUURTLAAN-OOST 90A
3907 AC VEENENDAAL
NETHERLANDS
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04516 NFG KAPPERT-LÖHR-GEBAUER GBR DAHLWEG 2
48477 HORSTEL
GERMANY
04519 GW PHARMA LTD. PORTON DOWN SCIENCE PARK
SALISBURY WILTSHIRE SP4 OJQ
UNITED KINGDOM
04534 ZORAN JOVANOVIC 102 RUE GASPARD MONGE
78370 PLAISIR
FRANCE
04538 ETS. R. GUITTET S.A.S. 156, RUE ST. NICOLAS B.P. 71
72302 SABLE SUR SARTHE CEDEX
FRANCE
04544 PLANT SCIENCE SERVICES GMBH HEERSTR. 49
49492 WESTERKAPPELN
GERMANY
04548 MARCEL DE WIT NIEUW MATHENESSERSTRAAT 33
3029 AV ROTTERDAM
NETHERLANDS




04552 GARTNERIET BROLØKKE BROGÅRSVEJ 66 BELLINGE
5250 ODENSE SV
DENMARK
04553 PETER HENDRICUS CORNELIUS VAN KESTER DE STRIJP 1
2685 SH POELDIJK
NETHERLANDS
04557 TREE INTRODUCTIONS INC. P.O.BOX 5014
ATHENS GA 30604
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04559 LOUTERWATER LANDGOED P.O.BOX 44
LOUTERWATER 6435
SOUTH AFRICA
04560 PLANT PLANET B.V. LANGEDIJKER 9
1749 HJ WARMENHUIZEN
NETHERLANDS
04561 BLOOMZ LTD. 421 JOYCE ROAD, RD3
3021 TAURANGA
NEW ZEALAND
04562 PETAR VRGOC SV. ANTON 51
51511 MALINSKA
CROATIA
04564 VYZKUMNY A SLECHTITELSKY USTAV OVOCNARSKY HOLOVOUSY S.R.O. HOLOVOUSY 1
508 01 HORICE
CZECH REPUBLIC
04566 FIRMA KEES VAN DEN AARDWEGH 1 E. LOOSTERWEG 1D
2182 BC HILLEGOM
NETHERLANDS
04567 SW SEED B.V. KLEIWEG 9
8305 AR EMMELOORD
NETHERLANDS
04571 SANDRINE DELABROYE 43 RUE MIRABEAU
59496 HANTAY
FRANCE
04572 BOOMKWEKERIJ DRIES LUIJTEN B.V. LANGE REEN 33
5524 AJ STEENSEL
NETHERLANDS
04577 PIONEER OVERSEAS CORPORATION 7100 NW 62ND AVE.
JOHNSTON IA 50131
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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04584 FACILITAIR BEDRIJF TUINBOUW B.V. LEIDESTRAAT 170 A
2182 DS HILLEGOM
NETHERLANDS
04587 HYDRANGEA BREEDERS ASSOCIATION B.V. ACHTERWEG 58A
1424 PR DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS
04588 DOW AGROSCIENCES S.A.S. AU BOURG
40400 MEILHAN
FRANCE
04589 KEIJER J. P/A KOLHORNSTERWEG 7
9987 NL ZIJLDIJK
NETHERLANDS
04590 COMMIES H.S. P/A KOLHORNSTERWEG 7
9987 NL ZIJLDIJK
NETHERLANDS
04592 ANTHONY TESSELAAR PLANTS PTY LTD 327 MONTBULK ROAD
SILVAN VICTORIA 3795
AUSTRALIA
04594 RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF FRUIT AND DECORATIVE TREES PRIEVIDSKÁ 53
97201 BOJNICE
SLOVAK REPUBLIC
04595 BOOMKWEKERIJEN HENRI FLEUREN B.V. VELDSTRAAT 56 A
5991 AE BAARLO
NETHERLANDS
04596 HERZOG PETER OLLENHARDERSTR. 60
26655 WESTERSTEDE/ OLLENHARDE
GERMANY
04597 GARTNERIET ABILDGAARD MEJERIVEJEN 31, LEV.
5290 MARSLEV
DENMARK
04599 PLANTS FOR EUROPE LIMITED 27 MAYPOLE COTTAGES HIGH HURSTWOOD
UCKFIELD TN22 4AJ
UNITED KINGDOM
04601 VANDIJKE RESEARCH BV POSTBUS 2
9679 EG SCHEEMDA
NETHERLANDS
04602 SPLENDOR PLANT AB NORRA KUSTVÄGEN 469 SVANSHALL
263 92 JONSTORP
SWEDEN
04606 FÜSZERPAPRIKA KUTATÓ-FEJLESZTÖ KHT. OBERMAYER TÉR 9
6300 KALOCSA
HUNGARY
04607 PATENTANWÄLTE SPARING RÖHL HENSELER RETHELSTRAßE 123
40237 DUSSELDORF
GERMANY
04619 AZALEEN KANDERS VONDERSWEG 41
47608 GELDERN
GERMANY
04620 W.G. VAN DER JAGT EN ZN B.V. HERENWEG 19
2451 VP LEIMUIDEN
NETHERLANDS
04621 AART WIJNHOUT MUNTSTRAAT 26
2165 VJ LISSERBROEK
NETHERLANDS
04623 JULES TROCH NV ANTWERPSESTEENWEG 1136
9041 OOSTAKKER
BELGIUM
04625 AARDAM PLANTEN B.V. OOSTKANAALWEG 5B
2445 BA AARLANDERVEEN
NETHERLANDS
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04627 BETTER3FRUIT N.V. WILLEM DE CROYLAAN 42
3001 HEVERLEE
BELGIUM
04628 SARL AGRO SELECTION FRUITS LA PRADE DE MOUSSEILLOUS ROUTE D’ALENYA
66200 ELNE
FRANCE
04630 RAFFEINER VALTL I.I. WEINGARTENWEG 60
39100 BOZEN (BZ)
ITALY
04633 SAKATA VEGETABLES EUROPE S.A.S. DOMAINE DE SABLAS BP11 RUE DU MOULIN
30620 UCHAUD
FRANCE
04639 CULTURA JEAN MOORS B.V.B.A. PAPESTRAAT 24
3740 BILZEN
BELGIUM
04640 TOKITA SEED CO. LTD 1069 NAKAGAWA MINUMA-KU SAITAMA-SHI
337-8532 SAITAMA-KEN
JAPAN
04642 JAN HARM WILDEBOER RIJKSWEG 66
3781 LW VOORTHUIZEN
NETHERLANDS
04643 ANNA GERDA WILDEBOER MARSSTRAAT 37
9405 PH ASSEN
NETHERLANDS
04649 CRA-CONSIGLIO PER LA RICERCA E SPERIMENTAZIONE IN AGRICOLTURA VIA NAZIONALE 82
00184 ROMA (RM)
ITALY
04651 KARL-HEINRICH NIEHOFF GUT BUTOW
17209 BUTOW
GERMANY
04652 DAVIES JONATHAN M. 5 SHAFTESBURY RD.
CAMBRIDGE CB2 2BW
UNITED KINGDOM
04653 HEAD ROBERT HAROLD 2375 BLUE RIDGE BVLD.
STENECA SC 29872
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04654 HEAD LISA J. 2375 BLUE RIDGE BVLD.
STENECA SC 29872
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04655 HEAD WILLIAM ALAN 2375 BLUE RIDGE BLVD.
STENECA SC 29872
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04656 N.V. DEROOSE PLANTS DROOGTE 139
9940 EVERGEM
BELGIUM
04657 V.O.F. BOOMKWEKERIJ VINK BEUGEN PROVINCIALEWEG 17
5835 CZ BEUGEN
NETHERLANDS
04658 FAHNER F.H. HENGELOSESTRAAT 10
7661 SG DEURNINGEN
NETHERLANDS
04660 VAN VLIET NEW PLANTS B.V. STROEERWEG 45
3776 MG STROE
NETHERLANDS
04661 THE K. AND P. STUART FAMILY TRUST 32 WARREN STR. WANAKA
CENTRAL OTAGO
NEW ZEALAND
04662 EAST MALLING RESEARCH LTD NEW ROAD
EAST MALLING ME19 6BJ
UNITED KINGDOM
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04671 V.O.F. KWEKERIJ DE MORGEN OBDAMMERDIJK 21
1713 RA OBDAM
NETHERLANDS
04673 KARSTEN RANNACHER ERIKENSTRAßE 47
33334 GUTERSLOH
GERMANY
04674 HANDELSKWEKERIJ UBINK BV MIJNSHERENWEG 20
1433 AS KUDELSTAART
NETHERLANDS
04675 FA. GERARD DE WAARD & ZN. DUIWEG 3A
1901 ML CASTRICUM
NETHERLANDS
04676 UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - RIVERS FALLS 410 SOUTH THIRD STREET
RIVER FALLS WI 54022-5001
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04677 VIRGINIA TECH INTELLECTUAL PROPERTIES INC. 2200 KRAFT DRIVE SUITE 1050
BLACKSBURG VA 24060
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04678 FLORIBREED V.O.F. PRINS BERNHARDLAAN 13
6866 BV HEELSUM
NETHERLANDS
04679 PLANTS PRODUCTION AND MARKETING BOARD DERECH HAMACABIM 46
75359 RISHON LE TZION
ISRAEL
04680 JUNE CROON THE PLANTAGE INC. P.O.BOX 28
CUTCHOGUE NY 11935
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04682 KWEKERIJ BERT SCHOUTEN V.O.F. KOOIKAMP 8 A
4254 LJ SLEEUWIJK
NETHERLANDS
04692 STAR NURSERIES LIMITED LAKE LANE BARHAM
BOGNOR REGIS PO22 0AL
UNITED KINGDOM
04693 SZEGEDI PAPRIKA RT. SZÖVETKEZETI ÚT 1
6725 SZEGED
HUNGARY
04694 BUDAPATENT FRANKEL LEÓ ÚT 53
1023 BUDAPEST II
HUNGARY
04698 BULLIS BROMELIADS INC. 12420 SW 248TH STREET
PRINCETON FL 33032
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04700 F.R. ORNAMENTALES S.A. APDO 1972
4050 ALAJUELA
COSTA RICA
04703 HENNY BOS B.V. HOEFSLAG 1
2641 ZZ PIJNACKER
NETHERLANDS




04707 SCHOENMAKERS TROPISCHE POTCULTURES V.O.F. NEMELAERSTRAAT 29
5076 AP HAAREN
NETHERLANDS
04710 FLORIGENE EUROPE B.V. C/O ERNST & YOUNG ACCOUNTANTS ATTN F. VAN
DER BROEK- POSTBUS 2295
3000 CG ROTTERDAM
NETHERLANDS
04711 FLEVO LILIES V.O.F. ESPELERPAD 8
8311 PS ESPEL
NETHERLANDS
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04716 THE ORIGINALS B.V. MOLENVAART 527 B
1764 AV BREEZAND
NETHERLANDS
04719 SENDRA ROCHER RAFAEL APDO DE CORREOS 30
03780 PEGO ALICANTE
SPAIN
04721 SIMON WORLDING LYNN ROAD WEST WALTON
WISBECH CAMBS PE14 7DB
UNITED KINGDOM
04723 LEE ROBERT E. 52063 RIDGECREST DR.
INDEPENDENCE LA 70443
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04724 BASTOW PATRICK W. TODDINGTON LANE
LITTLEHAMPTON WEST SUSSEX BN17 7PL
UNITED KINGDOM
04726 MAPPA HAYA BEN ZWI 44
60920 KADIMA
ISRAEL
04730 MANUELLI ROSA VIA PASQUALA 21/A
40026 IMOLA (BO)
ITALY
04731 LUCIA NESCI VIA STRESA 48
00135 ROMA (RM)
ITALY
04735 SCHÜTTE JÜRGEN GR. QUERDAMM 2A
26345 BOCKHORNERFELD
GERMANY
04736 BAILEY NURSERIES INC. 1325 BAILEY ROAD
ST PAUL MN 55119
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04738 GHIONE GIORGIO CORSO NIZZA 20
18039 VENTIMIGLIA (IM)
ITALY
04739 GHIONE GIAN GUIDO CORSO NIZZA 20
18039 VENTIMIGLIA (IM)
ITALY
04740 GHIONE DEBORAH CORSO NIZZA 20
18039 VENTIMIGLIA (IM)
ITALY
04744 DR. ANTAL SCHNITTA MÉNESI ÚT 4/A
1118 BUDAPEST
HUNGARY
04750 AVO ANTHURIUMS B.V. NOORDWEG 107
2548 AB WATERINGEN
NETHERLANDS
04752 CALIFORNIA FLORIDA PLANT COMPANY L.P. 929 WILLIAMS ROAD P.O.BOX 5310
SALINAS CA 93915
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04755 FOLKERTS HEINER OLDENBURGERSTRAßE 89
26188 EDEWECHT
GERMANY
04756 FOLKERTS JOHANN OLDENBURGERSTRAßE 89
26188 EDEWECHT
GERMANY
04757 SW SEED GMBH TEENDORF
29582 HANSTEDT I
GERMANY
04758 SØREN LADEFOGED NAESTVEDVEJ 312
4760 VORDINGBORG
DENMARK
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04760 BENT LEONHARD HVIDKÆRVEJ 29
5250 ODENSE SV
DENMARK
04762 BOT BREEDING B.V. POSTBUS 75
1619 ZH ANDIJK
NETHERLANDS
04764 RIGNEY KEN 137.B KING GEORGE’S AVE.
SOUTHAMPTON - HANTS SO15 4LE
UNITED KINGDOM
04767 SDR FRUIT LLC 2815 ILIFF STR
BOULDER CO 80305
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04779 FA. A. LANGEDIJK ZWAAGDIJK 30
1683 NJ ZWAAGDIJK
NETHERLANDS
04780 V.O.F. GEBR. M. & C. STEENPOORTE MAATJE HARINGS JOBSWEG 2
4307 NL OOSTERLAND
NETHERLANDS
04781 WIL J. VAN OOI BERKENBROEK 9
2811 NZ REEUWIJK
NETHERLANDS
04783 ANJA BRILL-DITTEL BERGWIESE 4
66578 SCHIFFWEILER
GERMANY
04785 GERARDUS PETRUS JEROEN BROUWER BURG LOVINKSTRAAT 80
1764 GH BREEZAND
NETHERLANDS
04786 MAGALY ZAIAS-FAST 11068 NORTH WEST 3RD STREET
CORAL SPRINGS FL 3371
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04789 BERTONE SEMENTI S.P.A. STRADA CACCIOLO 35
15030 TERRUGGIA (AL)
ITALY
04790 J. T. WOLTERS SAVELVELD 20
6039 SB STRAMPROY
NETHERLANDS
04792 HUIBERT ANNE DE BOER COLLEGIANTENSTRAAT 90
2231 HM RIJNSBURG
NETHERLANDS
04796 SAATEN UNION RECHERCHE S.A.S. 163 AVENUE DE FLANDRE
60190 ESTREES SAINT DENIS
FRANCE
04802 RALPH C. RUSHING 3220 REDSTONE DR. WEST
SEMMES AL 36575
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04803 CLIFFORD’S PERENNIAL & VINE P.O. BOX 473
PAW PAW MI 49079
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04806 PIQUANTE BRANDS INTERNATIONAL (PTY) LTD. P.O. BOX 70961
BRYANSTON 2021
SOUTH AFRICA
04810 JACOB CHRISTENSEN NISTEDVEJ 16 - STIGE
5270 ODENSE
DENMARK
04811 INSTYTUT SADOWNICTWA I KWIACIARSTWA UL. POMOLOGICZNA 18
96100 SKIERNIEWICE
POLAND
04812 ANTONINO NICOTRA VICOLO DELLA SERPE 63
00149 ROMA (RM)
ITALY
04813 LUIGI CONTE VIA DEI CICLAMINI 12
00040 ROCCA DI PAPA (RM)
ITALY
41015|02|2010
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04815 FUTURE RIGHTS B.V. NOORDERBRUG 5
1713 GA OBDAM
NETHERLANDS
04822 GARTENBAU GROB ENGELBERT KLÜPFEL STRAßE 21
97537 WIPFELD
GERMANY
04823 ESTELA ORVI S.L. POLÍGONO DE POCOMACO PARCELA D-22
15190 A CORUñA
SPAIN
04828 C. STEENVOORDEN B.V. VEENENBURGERLAAN 86
2182 DC HILLEGOM
NETHERLANDS
04832 LEO J.J. MOERINGS MOLENKOLK 38
2771 WE BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
04833 JAQUES DU PLESSIS P.O. BOX 23 - NORTHWEST PROVINCE
SKEERPOORT 0232
SOUTH AFRICA
04836 SELECCIONES DOÑANA S.L. CALLE PUERTO 20 5řC
21001 HUELVA
SPAIN
04839 FA. D.V.D. BOS POTPLANTEN ZANDDIJK 92
2691 PH ’S GRAVENZANDE
NETHERLANDS
04840 ENZA ZADEN DEUTSCHLAND GMBH & CO. KG AN DER SCHIFFERSTADTER STRAßE
67125 DANNSTADT-SCHAUERNHEIM
GERMANY
04842 CAROLYN GRACE BOURNE HOUNDSPOOL ASHCOMBE ROAD
DAWLISH - DEVON EX7 OQP
UNITED KINGDOM
04843 HEINZ MANTEN HEIDEWEG 53
47608 GELDERN
GERMANY
04844 FA A.J. VAN DER ZWET GALGENKADE 4
2371 EL ROELOFARENDSVEEN
NETHERLANDS
04846 KWEKERIJ TERRA NOVA V.O.F. REMBRANDTLAAN 32
2215 CL VOORHOUT
NETHERLANDS
04847 ROBIN LANG 14 KINGSWAY
TIPTREE ESSEX CO5 0LS
UNITED KINGDOM
04859 PENNING BREEDING B.V. POSTBUS 9
2675 ZG HONSELERSDIJK
NETHERLANDS
04860 MARCEL VAN NIJNATTEN EN ZN. B.V. OEKELSEBAAN 14
4881 NG ZUNDERT
NETHERLANDS
04862 LESLIE ANN GRAYSON 1044 SECOND AVENUE
ROYERSFORD PA 19468
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04865 ECUAGENERA CIA. LTDA PO BOX 01.01.1110
CUENCA
ECUADOR
04868 INTERMEDIAIR GROEP HOLLAND B.V. GROTEWEG 9
1756 CK T’ ZAND
NETHERLANDS




04870 KENT’S BROMELIAD NURSERY INC. 1266, RIDGE ROAD
VISTA CA 92083
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
4112009
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04871 BRANSFORD GARDEN PLANTS LTD. BRANSFORD
WORCESTER WR6 5JB
UNITED KINGDOM
04873 HEATHER WILSON SPINDRIFT, THE RIDGE, BUSSAGE
STROUD GLOUCESTERSHIRE GL6 8BB
UNITED KINGDOM
04874 CHARLES OLIVER THE PRIMROSE PATH 921 SCOTTSDALE DAWSON
ROAD
SCOTTSDALE PA 15683
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04875 JACOBUS RON DE JONG WESTERHOUT 89
2211 TN NOORDWIJKERHOUT
NETHERLANDS
04876 PETER WICKI CAMINO EL PINITO 76 LOMO OSCURO
38730 LAS PALMAS DE GRAN CANARIAS
SPAIN
04877 BAUMSCHULE WILFRIED JANßEN PORTSLOGER STRAßE 46
26188 EDEWECHT
GERMANY
04880 INTERNATIONAL PLANT SELECTION S.A.R.L. ROUTE DE MARSEILLE
26203 MONTELIMAR CEDEX
FRANCE
04883 VITROFORM ODENSEVEJ 44
5792 AARSLEV
DENMARK
04884 GARTENBAUBETRIEBE HASSINGER GBR WHILH.-HOLZAMER-WEG 35
55268 NIEDER-OLM
GERMANY
04885 PATRICK CALONICO 370 CHEMIN DE CRENAT
06200 NICE
FRANCE
04887 SUDNIF S.A. GLOOR UND SIEGER UTOQUAI 37
8024 ZURICH
SWITZERLAND
04888 FINDUS R&D AB BOX 530
267 25 BJUV
SWEDEN
04890 JAMES ANDREW CAVE 84 HELSTON ROAD
PENRYN FALMOUTH TR10 8NG
UNITED KINGDOM
04891 MEGAN KATHRYN CAVE 84 HELSTON ROAD
PENRYN FALMOUTH TR10 8NG
UNITED KINGDOM
04895 WALTER STACKMAN 964 SOUTH 4TH STREET
GENEVA IL 60134
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04896 JÓZSEF RETKES SZENT IMPRE H. U12/A
9700 SZOMBATHELY
HUNGARY
04898 CHRIS GHYSELEN TINHOUTSTRAAT 36
8730 OEDELEM-BEERNEM
BELGIUM
04899 CYNTHIA DIBLEY C/O DIBLEY’S NURSERIES LLANELIDAN
RUTHIN LL15 2LG
UNITED KINGDOM
04900 GARETH DIBLEY C/O DIBLEY’S NURSERIES LLANELIDAN
RUTHIN LL15 2LG
UNITED KINGDOM
04901 REX DIBLEY C/O DIBLEY’S NURSERIES LLANELIDAN
RUTHIN LL15 2LG
UNITED KINGDOM
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04905 RALPH REPP LAKEVIEW GARDENS - 423 COUNTRY ROAD
WAYNESVILLE NC 28785
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04907 JAN CIEPLUCHA UL. GÓRNA 50
95-050 KONSTANTYNóW LODZKI
POLAND
04908 HODOWLA ROSLIN SMOLICE SP. Z.O.O. SMOLICE 146
63740 KOBYLIN
POLAND
04909 STICHTING (FOUNDATION) SCEAR HOOFDVAARTSWEG 130
9406 XD ASSEN
NETHERLANDS
04912 JOHANNES VAN LEUVEN ILMENWEG 39
47608 GELDERN
GERMANY
04913 VESA VELHARTICE A.S. SE SIDLEM VE VELHARTICICH
341 42 KOLINEC
CZECH REPUBLIC
04914 BUDAPESTI CORVINUS EGYETEM FOVÁM TÉR 8
1093 BUDAPEST
HUNGARY
04919 GRASSLANZ TECHNOLOGY LTD PRIVATE BAG 11008
4442 PALMERSTON NORTH
NEW ZEALAND
04920 GARTENBAU UND SPEZIALKULTUREN WESTHOFF GBR FRESENHORST 22-24
46354 SUDLOHN 1 OEDING
GERMANY
04924 JULIE EVANS 7 AUDLEY AVENUE
LOWER WESTON BATH BA1 3BL
UNITED KINGDOM
04925 CLAIRE WILSON 43 WINCHESTER STREET
WHITCHURCH HAMPSHIRE RG28 7AJ
UNITED KINGDOM
04927 MEDDENS ARTICULTURE B.V. ROGGELSEWEG 33
6081 CR HAELEN
NETHERLANDS
04931 VAN DER KNAAP AMARILLYS C.V. GROENEWEG 3
2691 MJ ’S-GRAVENZANDE
NETHERLANDS
04933 R. J. CATCHPOLE 35 DANIEL COLE ROAD
COLCHESTER ESSEX CO2 7PA
UNITED KINGDOM
04936 DOWNDERRY NURSERY PILLAR BOX LANE
HADLOW TOWNBRIGE KENT TN11 9SW
UNITED KINGDOM
04939 ALBERTUS CORNELIS ALDERDEN MAANSTEEN 12
3643 BK MIJDRECHT
NETHERLANDS
04940 RENE DE LEEUW ANNA VAN BURENLAAN 4
1411 EK NAARDEN
NETHERLANDS
04942 GEBR. VALSTAR BEHEER B.V. HERENLAAN 44
3155 DC MAASLAND
NETHERLANDS
04943 SHAMROCK SEED CO. INC. 3 HARRIS PLACE
SALINAS CA 93901
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
04944 ADRIAN BLOOM FOGGY BOTTOM, BRESSINGHAM, DISS
NORFOLK IP22 2AA
UNITED KINGDOM
04947 BOARD OF TRUSTEES OPERATING MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY 286 ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
EAST LANSING MI 48224
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
4132009
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04948 CABINET HIRSCH 58 AVENUE MARCEAU
75008 PARIS
FRANCE
04951 PETER COX GLENDOICK GARDENS LTD
PERTH PH2 7NS
UNITED KINGDOM
04952 KENNETH COX GLENDOICK GARDENS LTD
PERTH PH2 7NS
UNITED KINGDOM
04953 MARTIN KÜPPERS BERGER STRASSE 10
39606 BEHRENDORF/ ALTMARK
GERMANY
04955 SAATZUCHT STEINACH GMBH WITTELSBACHER STRAßE 15
94377 STEINACH
GERMANY
04958 A.I.N. DOBBE B.V. ZILKERBINNENWEG 31
2191 AC DE ZILK
NETHERLANDS
04959 PEPINIERES RENAULT DOMAINE DU ROCHER
53120 GORRON
FRANCE
04965 ELSIE K. HALL LEIGHVANDER ROAD 1
WAIRAU VALLEY
NEW ZEALAND
04967 JOHAN DAVID KLOKHOFSTRAAT 12
8980 BESELARE
BELGIUM
04970 FELDHAUS & CO. KG WÖLLSTEINER STRAßE
55546 PFAFFEN-SCHWABENHEIM
GERMANY
04972 MARITA VON DANWITZ ANRATHER STRAßE 76
47918 TONISVORST
GERMANY
04973 PAUL LEWIS 61 CAESARS ROAD
NEWPORT IOW PO30 5EB
UNITED KINGDOM
04974 BOB BROWN BROWNS’ NURSERIES GIBBS LANE
OFFENHAM EVESHAM WR11 8RR
UNITED KINGDOM
04975 SICA VERGERS DE BEAUREGARD ZAC DU MIN - B.P. 160
84304 CAVAILLON
FRANCE
04977 AZ. AGRICOLA SCOPEL ROMANO STRADA DELLE GAZZE 9
32032 FELTRE (BL)
ITALY
04979 PETER MAYNARD DEALTREY 46 WANTZ ROAD
MALDON ESSEX CM9 5DE
UNITED KINGDOM
04980 DEIRDRE SUSAN DEALTREY 46 WANTZ ROAD
MALDON ESSEX CM9 5DE
UNITED KINGDOM
04981 ROOIJAKKERS BREEZAND B.V. J.C. DE LEEUWWEG 23
1764 NG BREEZAND
NETHERLANDS
04984 CROPMARK SEEDS LTD 057-1192 MAIN SOUTH ROAD
CHRISTCHURCH
NEW ZEALAND
04985 FORCE LIMAGRAIN S.A. 23 BOUCLE DE LA RAMEE - BP 13
38291 SAINT-QUENTIN-FALLAVIER CEDEX
FRANCE
04988 MTS W.A. LEEKSMA EN A.H. PERSOON DYCKERWAAL 10
2691 PK S’ GRAVENZANDE
NETHERLANDS
41415|02|2010
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04992 STAUDEN PETERS DRÜLLERWEG 14
47559 KRANENBURG
GERMANY
04993 MALBEC PARTNERSHIP 16 RIVERLEA ROAD
1008 WHENUAPAI WAITAKERE
NEW ZEALAND
04995 ANDREW M. LYND 9090 MORSE ROAD SW
PATASKALA OH 43062
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
05004 RONALD VALSTAR LINNAEUSWEG 10
1331 AC ALMERE
NETHERLANDS
05016 ANDRE ROCHOUX 9 ALLEE DU LANDAIS
36500 BUZANCAIS
FRANCE
05018 HENDRIK JAN VAN DEN TOP WESSELSEWEG 46
3771 PC BARNEVELD
NETHERLANDS
05020 MEZÖGAZDASÁGI KUTATÓ-FEJLESZTÖ KHT. SZABADSÁG ÚT 30
5540 SZARVAS
HUNGARY
05021 ADVOPATENT SZABADALMI ÉS VÉDJEGY IRODA FÖ U. 19
1011 BUDAPEST
HUNGARY
05024 V.O.F. VAN DER BERG HYTUNA MOLENVAART 493
1764 AT BREEZAND
NETHERLANDS
05025 AMSTELZICHT BEHEER B.V. NIEUWVEENS JAAGPAD 128
2441 GD NIEUWVEEN
NETHERLANDS
05036 AVERIS SAATZUCHT GMBH MOZATSTR. 3
49429 VISBEK
GERMANY
05037 LUCJAN KUROWSKI UL. KOROWSKA 105
24-130 KONSKOWOLA
POLAND
05038 GRZEGORZ KUROWSKI UL. KOROWSKA 105
24-130 KONSKOWOLA
POLAND
05040 AILI KIVISTIK ROOGOJA TALU KARLA KÜLA KOSE VALD
75101 HARJUMAA
ESTONIA
05041 EDUARD TER LAAK MIDDENZWET 7
2291 HN WATERINGEN
NETHERLANDS
05042 SOUTH AFRICAN PLANT BREEDING, CEFANE P.O.BOX 15714 EASTERN CAPE PROVINCE
BEACON BAY 5205
SOUTH AFRICA
05045 GEVERS & VANDER HAEGHEN HOLIDAYSTRAAT 5
1831 DIEGEM
BELGIUM
05048 ALAIN LACOSTE AU BOURG
40400 MEILHAN
FRANCE
05049 PASCAL QUEMARD 3 ALLEE DES ROSES
49800 BRAIN SUR L’ AUTHION
FRANCE
05050 PEPINIERES DEFOND E.A.R.L. 20 RUE DE LA CROIX DE BOIS
49800 BRAIN SUR L’ AUTHION
FRANCE
05052 BOOMKWEKERIJ JOHAN GODRIE ACHTMAALSEWEG 151C
4885 AW ACHTMAAL (ZUNDERT)
NETHERLANDS
4152009
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05053 MARTIN BAUER GMBH & CO. KG DUTENDORFER STRAßE 5-7
91487 VESTENBERGSGREUTH
GERMANY
05055 AGRISEMEN B.V. JAGERPAD 29
4839 AK BREDA
NETHERLANDS
05057 LICHTWER UNTERNEHMENSGRUPPE WALLENRODER STRAßE 8-10
13435 BERLIN
GERMANY
05060 JEAN-PIERRE MENARD LES PIERRES COUVERTES
28300 GASVILLE-OISEME
FRANCE
05062 ADRIANUS W. M. VAN DER MEER HEENWEG 40 A
2691 LD ’S-GRAVENZANDE
NETHERLANDS
05064 AARDAPPELKWEEKBEDRIJF J. DARWINKEL HOOFDWEG 1
9333 PA LANGELOO
NETHERLANDS
05065 HEBE CENTER HOLLAND B.V. NOORWEGENLAAN 26
2391 PW HAZERWOUDE
NETHERLANDS
05066 DE WIT V.O.F. HALVE RAAK 40
2771 AD BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
05067 CHRISTOPH GÄMPERLI TIEFENTALSTR. 6
9230 FLAWIL
SWITZERLAND
05069 DZHAMAL B. RACHMETOV TIMIRYAZEVSKA STR. 1
01014 KIEV
UKRAINE
05070 ING. SERGEJ USTAK CSC. SMETANOVY SADY 1547
431 11 JIRKOV
CZECH REPUBLIC
05071 YURI ADOLFOVITCH UTEUSCH TIMIRYAZEVSKA STR. 1
01014 KIEV
UKRAINE
05072 LV-PLANT B.V. ZWARTENDIJK 37
2681 LP MONSTER
NETHERLANDS




05077 THIJS DEKKERS POTCULTURES HONGERSTRAAT 5
5492 VE SINT-OEDENRODE
NETHERLANDS
05078 POZNANSKA HODOWLA ROSLIN SPÓLKA Z.O.O. UL. KASZTANOWA 5
63-004 TULCE
POLAND
05082 DELEEUW FLOWER BULBS GROUP RIJKSSTRAATWEG 52
2171 AM SASSENHEIM
NETHERLANDS
05087 ANTONIUS WILHELMUS HOEFNAGELS VOSSENPELSESTRAAT 63
6663 KH LENT
NETHERLANDS
05089 J. BOONSTRA-DE VRIES DR. COLIJNSTRAAT 48
1775 CJ MIDDENMEER
NETHERLANDS
05090 SUD CEREALES S.C.A. CHEMIN D’ESPEYRAN
30800 ST GILLES
FRANCE
05091 HANDELSKWEKERIJ HET HOEFBLAD OOSTZIJDE 117 A
1426 AJ DE HOEF
NETHERLANDS
41615|02|2010
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05098 CONSORZIO PER LA VALORIZZAZIONE DEI PRODOTTI ORTOFLOROVI-
VAISTICI VERONESI
VIA A. LOCATELLI 1
37122 VERONA (VR)
ITALY
05105 KWEKERIJ DE MORGEN OBDAMMERDIJK 21
1713 RA OBDAM
NETHERLANDS
05111 RENE ANDERSEN REVELHØJVEJ 29, BRENDSTRUP
8200 ÅRHUS N
DENMARK
05115 EURO GRASS BREEDING GMBH & CO.KG WEISSENBURGER STRAßE 5
59557 LIPPSTADT
GERMANY
05116 INSTITUTO ANDALUZ DE INVESTIGACION Y FORMACION
AGRARIA,PESQUERA,ALIMENTARIA Y DE LA PRODUCCION ECOL.
EDIFICIO BLUENET AVENIDA ISAAC NEWTON 3 -
2A PLANTA PARQUE TECNOLOGICO CARTUJA 93
41092 SEVILLA
SPAIN
05117 FRESAS NUEVOS MATERIALES S.A. PLAZA PUERTO MORAL 2, PORTAL 1, 6řA
21007 HUELVA
SPAIN
05118 ASOCIACION ESPANOLA DE VIVERISTAS DE PLANTAS DE FRESA PARAJE QUINTANAS S/N
40280 NAVALMANZANO (SEGOVIA)
SPAIN
05123 GERD POPLAWSKI FRIESENSTRAßE 29
26655 WESTERSTEDE-MOORBURG
GERMANY
05124 VITRO BIO PLANT HOLLAND B.V. RIJKSWEG 30 A
6744 WB EDERVEEN
NETHERLANDS
05128 SARAH FRANCES CONIBEAR WESTCOUNTRY NURSERIES DONKEY MEADOW
WOOLSERY WOOLSERY - BIDEFORD
BIDEFORD DEVON EX39 5QH
UNITED KINGDOM
05134 CE.C.A.B. SAINT-LEONARD NORD
56450 THEIX
FRANCE
05136 AVV. CECILIA ZANZI VIA BOCCANALE S.STEFANO 66
44100 FERRARA (FE)
ITALY
05137 THE PARADISE SEED COMPANY PTY LTD. RMB 2117 GRETA ROAD
KULNURA NSW 2250
AUSTRALIA
05138 ID’FLOR B.V.B.A. STATIONSSTRAAT 111
9080 LOCHRISTI
BELGIUM
05140 JOHANNUS SOPHIA VAN WIJK J. POORTMANWEG 9
2651 NB BERKEL EN RODENRIJS
NETHERLANDS
05141 BONZA BOTANICALS PTY LTD. 244 SINGLES RIDGE ROAD
YELLOW ROCK 2777 NSW
AUSTRALIA
05143 FA.THEO LANSBERGEN EN ZONEN LAAN VAN ZEESTRATEN 14
2678 LA DE LIER
NETHERLANDS
05145 ANDREAS GERTZ KWS SAAT AG GRIMSEHL STRAßE 31
37555 EINBECK
GERMANY
05148 SELECTA KLEMM GMBH & CO.KG HANFACKER 10
70378 STUTTGART
GERMANY
05150 GOOSSENS FLEVOPLANT POLSKA SP. Z O.O. DURACZEWO 8
66535 GOSCIM
POLAND
05152 DOUG GILBERG 2172 HIGHWAY O
ROBERTSVILLE MO 63072
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
4172009
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05154 IAN J. ASHTON HOOK LANE
WARSASH HAMPSHIRE SO31 9HH
UNITED KINGDOM
05155 ALDERT BOSCH ONTSLUITINGSWEG 3
9678 TE WESTERLEE
NETHERLANDS
05156 HENDRIK BOSCH ONTSLUITINGSWEG 3
9678 TE WESTERLEE
NETHERLANDS
05160 RAMM BOTANICALS HOLDINGS PTY LTD 30 PACIFIC HIGHWAY
TUGGERAH 2259 NSW
AUSTRALIA
05161 JAAP FOKKER RHIJNLANDSOORD 17
1433 NB KUDELSTAART
NETHERLANDS
05162 MALCOLM SPENCER CROFTWAY HALL - YAPTON ROAD BARNHAM-
WEST SUSSEX
BOGNOR REGIS PO22 0BQ
UNITED KINGDOM
05164 RAGT CZECH S.R.O. 67177 BRANISOVICE 1
CZECH REPUBLIC
05170 NUNHEMS B.V. P.O. BOX 4005
6080 AA HAELEN
NETHERLANDS
05171 MAATSCHAP JAAP BOON HALING 26
1602 DB ENKHUIZEN
NETHERLANDS
05173 THORSTEN KÖNIG KIRSCHENDER DORFWEG 16
58313 HERDECKE
GERMANY
05178 MTA MEZÖGAZDASÁGI KUTATÓINTÉZETE BRUNSZVIK U. 2
2462 MARTONVáSáR
HUNGARY
05179 LUCIA BENKONE CSILLAG MENESI úT 4A
1118 BUDAPEST
HUNGARY
05183 DE RUITER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY B.V. MEERLANDENWEG 55
1187 ZR AMSTELVEEN
NETHERLANDS
05184 PATRICIA A. DE ROECK P.O. BOX 97
SNUG - TASMANIA 7054
AUSTRALIA
05185 LEO KOELEWYN 29 VICTORIA AVENUE
MONBULK VIC 3793
AUSTRALIA
05187 PETER BRAUNS 22 PYNE STREET
EDMONTON QLD 4869
AUSTRALIA
05191 GEBR. DE GROOT EN ZN. V.O.F. WENTWEG 11A
1969 MZ HEEMSKERK
NETHERLANDS
05192 GIULIO MINGUZZI VIA PIEVE MASIERA 156
48012 BAGNACAVALLO (RA)
ITALY
05193 WALTER MARTEN STAERKSTR. 19/22
16548 GLIENICKE
GERMANY
05196 BOARD OF REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA 1320 Q STREET
LINCOLN NE 68588-0467
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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05198 HOLLAND WEB JAC. P. THIJSSELAAN 5
1431 JH AALSMEER
NETHERLANDS
05199 FRUIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE KRALJA PETRA I STREET
32000 CACAK
SERBIA
05200 GANTER MARKEN-BAUMSCHULE BAUMSTR. 2
79369 WYHL
GERMANY
05201 HYBEN VITAL INTERNATIONAL APS KLAUSEBÖLLEVEJ 2 - TULLEBÖLLE
5953 TRANEKAR
DENMARK
05202 SUGIMOTO SHINRYUEN 968 OOKUSA SETAKA-MACHI
835-005 YAMATO-GUN FUKUOKA
JAPAN
05203 MAATSCHAP HOLTMAAT BURG. TONCKENSSTRAAT 47
7921 KB ZUIDWOLDE
NETHERLANDS
05204 ARIE BLOM WATERBIESLAAN 110
3452 AR VLEUTEN
NETHERLANDS
05206 DENNIS BRYANT 2165 HILLSBORO VALLEY ROAD
BRENTWOOD TN 37027
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
05212 CHIHO YAGI HOSOE 220 - HAIBARA-CHO HAIBARA-GUN
421-0421 SHIZUOKA-KEN
JAPAN
05213 KLINGE ORCHIDEEEN MIDDENWEG 54B
1394 AL NEDERHORST DEN BERG
NETHERLANDS
05216 ALL RUSSIAN RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF HORTICULTURAL BREEDING ZHILLINA
302530 OREL
RUSSIAN FEDERATION
05217 JOCHEN STEGEMANN VINNER WEG 4 A
49624 LONINGEN
GERMANY
05218 ZELLA J. DOIG OLD FARGIE - GLENFARG
PERTH PH2 9QF
UNITED KINGDOM
05221 VISSERS INTERNATIONAL B.V. MIDDEN PEELWEG 8
5966 RE AMERICA
NETHERLANDS
05222 HARRAS PHARMA CURARINA ARZNEIMITTEL GMBH AM HARRAS 15
81373 MUNCHEN
GERMANY
05223 BOTCONSULT GMBH FIDICINSTRAßE 11
10965 BERLIN
GERMANY
05228 ANDRE F. VAN NIJNATTEN MEIERSEWEG 26
4881 DJ ZUNDERT
NETHERLANDS




05234 RONALD RICHARD HILDER 83 ALLENS ROAD
UPPER STONE VIA INGHAM - QLD 4850
AUSTRALIA
05235 GLORIA ELLEN MAY HILDER 83 ALLENS ROAD
UPPER STONE VIA INGHAM - QLD 4850
AUSTRALIA
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05242 SHOJI SAKAMOTO 2822 SHIMOTAZAWA, KUROHONE
376-0144 SETA, GUNMA-KEN
JAPAN
05243 RIKA BRONSTHER 37 ST. PAULS PLACE
HEMPSTEAD NY 11550
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
05244 DALMONTE GUIDO E VITTORIO S.S. SOCIETA’ AGRICOLA VIA CASSE 1 FRAZIONE S.RUFFILLO
48013 BRISIGHELLA (RA)
ITALY
05247 JOHANNES CORNELIS ADRIANUS M. VAN HOOIJDONK BAKKEBRUGSTRAAT 2
4882 ND ZUNDERT
NETHERLANDS
05248 KWEKERIJ ALB. MAARSE UITERWEG 46
1431 AN AALSMEER
NETHERLANDS
05255 SCA PEPINIERES ROUY-IMBERT 665 AVENUE DES AULNES
84142 MONFAVET CEDEX
FRANCE
05258 SWANES NURSERIES AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 490 GALSTON ROAD
DURAL 2158 NSW
AUSTRALIA
05260 EUROPROTEA- SOCIEDADE AGRÍCOLA LDA HERDADE DO SARDÃO ENTRADA DA BARCA
7630-734 ZAMBUJEIRA DO MAR
PORTUGAL
05261 SILZE GMBH & CO. KG HALTE 15
26826 WEENER
GERMANY
05263 SOCIALE WERKVOORZIENING MIDDEN GELDERLAND POSTBUS 9038
6800 EX ARNHEM
NETHERLANDS
05265 RODNEY J PARSONS 1A CORMILIO DRIVE
WANDIN NTH 3139 VIC
AUSTRALIA
05267 KONING SMIT IPR S.A. RUE SAINT PIERRE 18
1701 FRIBOURG
SWITZERLAND
05268 BOOMKWEKERIJ H. KNOL B.V. JODENDIJK 51
7211 EM EEFDE
NETHERLANDS
05269 GERHARD U. PETER OPSCHROEF GBR LOGWEG 37
47638 STRAELEN
GERMANY
05272 WILLEM GRANNEMAN ZANDLAAN 52
2181 HS HILLEGOM
NETHERLANDS
05273 LEONARDUS J.M. TURK NOORDEINDE 242A
2371 CZ ROELOFARENDSVEEN
NETHERLANDS
05274 DANIËLS BOOMKWEKERIJ V.O.F. BARNEVELDSEWEG 172
3862 PD NIJKERK
NETHERLANDS
05277 VITROPLANT ITALIA S.R.L. SOCIETA AGRICOLA VIA LORETO 170
47023 CESENA (FC)
ITALY
05281 HAYES ALAN JACKSON 1300 OLD GADSDEN HIGHWAY
ANNISTON AL 36206
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
05282 COÖP. KWEKERSVERENIGING PROMINENT U.A. P/A WESTERTERPWEG 32
1774 NL SLOOTDORP
NETHERLANDS
05284 JOHN SHAW 10 COURTFIELD CRESCENT
HARROW MIDDLESEX HA1 2JZ
UNITED KINGDOM
42015|02|2010
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05286 LUDGER JOST SÜDHOLZ - RHADEN 4
49456 BAKUM
GERMANY
05289 VIVAI PIANTE BATTISTINI SOCIETA AGRICOLA S.S. VIA RAVENNATE 1500
47522 MARTORANO DI CESENA (FC)
ITALY
05290 R A MEREDITH & SON (NURSERIES) LTD. FRETHERNE NURSERIES FRETHERNE
SAUL GL2 7JF
UNITED KINGDOM
05291 R A MEREDITH & SON (BLOOMS) LTD. LOW ROAD BRESSINGHAM
DISS NORFOLK IP22 2AB
UNITED KINGDOM
05292 PHILIPPE G.S. DELFORGE ROSE AVENUE 26
9111 BELSELE
BELGIUM
05293 EDWARD BUNKER 191 GORDON ROAD
QUEENSLAND 4165
AUSTRALIA
05294 MARY BUNKER 191 GORDON ROAD
QUEENSLAND 4165
AUSTRALIA
05295 KENNETH LANDER SUNRISE GREENHOUSES P.O. BOX 403
B0K 1L0 PUGWASH NS
CANADA
05296 VÝZKUMNÝ ÚSTAV BRAMBORÁRSKÝ HAVLÍCKUV BROD S.R.O. DOBROVSKÉHO 2366
580 01 HAVLICKUV BROD
CZECH REPUBLIC
05298 AMAZING BREEDERS COMPANY B.V. RIETWIJKEROORDWEG 15
1432 JG AALSMEER
NETHERLANDS
05299 KERNOC PARK PLANTS PILLATON
SALTASH CORNWALL PL12 6RY
UNITED KINGDOM
05303 FOLKERT PIETER VAN DER ZEE DIJKSTERWEG 27
9977 TD KLOOSTERBUREN
NETHERLANDS
05304 JOCHUM JAN WIERSMA 24466 230TH AVE. SW
CROOKSTON MN 56716-5001
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
05305 LEVACY LTD. ATLANTIS 14
7730 AGIOS THEODOROS, LARNACA DISTRICT
CYPRUS
05307 WESTERN SEED INTERNATIONAL B.V. BURGEMEESTER ELSENWEG 53
2671 DP NAALDWIJK
NETHERLANDS
05311 LUGANO LEONARDO S.R.L. VIA BERTARINO 8
15057 TORTONA (AL)
ITALY
05315 JOHN THEUWS KEMPENLAAN 7
3600 GENK
BELGIUM
05319 LEO J.P. VAN DER VLUGT FREDERIKSLAAN 7
2182 DD HILLEGOM
NETHERLANDS
05320 INNOSEEDS B.V. VIJFHOEVENLAAN 4
5251 HH VLIJMEN
NETHERLANDS
05321 LEONARDUS PETER M. VISSERS VEULENSEWATERWEG 13
5814 AK VEULEN
NETHERLANDS
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05323 JOHANNES GERARDUS HENDRIKUS VISSERS SCHAAPHERDERSWEG 10
5966 RC AMERICA
NETHERLANDS
05324 PANORAMIC FARM INC. 3110 TARLTON MILL ROAD
MARSHVILLE NC 28103
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
05331 CLIVE PARKER 4 NEWLAND ROAD UPPER BEEDING
STEYNING WEST SUSSEX BN44 3JJ
UNITED KINGDOM
05332 STEPHEN YANDALL RAINBOWS END NURSERIES ROCKY LANE
TRESCOWE COMMON
GERMOE PENZANCE CORNWALL TR20 9RX
UNITED KINGDOM
05333 SUSAN YANDALL RAINBOWS END NURSERIES ROCKY LANE
TRESCOWE COMMON
GERMOE PENZANCE CORNWALL TR20 9RX
UNITED KINGDOM
05335 YEHUDA ZILBERFENIG 12340 MOSHAV ALMAGOR
ISRAEL
05339 ARIE BAKHUIJZEN KOOIWEG 6
2771 WJ BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
05342 LEOPOLD WEITGASSER SCHRATTENSTEINGASSE 47
2700 WIENER NEUSTADT
AUSTRIA
05343 MARTHA VAN DER VEEN FOCHTELOOERVEEN 4
8428 RR FOCHTELOO
NETHERLANDS
05358 JOHN BUTCHER 30, IONA CRESCENT CIPPENHAM
SLOUGH BERKSHIRE SL1 6JH
UNITED KINGDOM
05365 VAN DEN BOUT ADVOCATEN BEZUIDENHOUTSEWEG 195
2594 AJ THE HAGUE
NETHERLANDS
05369 LUBERA AG LAGERSTRASSE
9470 BUCHS
SWITZERLAND
05371 LUITZEN RIEMERSMA NESSERWEG 22
9145 CH TERNAARD
NETHERLANDS
05372 PIETER RIEMERSMA NESSERWEG 22
9145 CH TERNAARD
NETHERLANDS
05373 PETRUS HUBERTUS MARIA MUIJSERS PRINS BERNHARDSTRAAT 87
7064 GE SILVOLDE
NETHERLANDS
05374 MARTINUS JOSEPHIUS GERTRUDUS MUIJSERS ZWARTEMEERWEG 22
8317 PB KRAGGENBURG
NETHERLANDS
05375 CATHARINA JOHANNA GERARDA MUIJSERS RAALT 2
6691 XA GENDT
NETHERLANDS
05376 GERTRUDA LEONARDA MUIJSERS DRIES 25
6691 AA GENDT
NETHERLANDS
05377 MARIA LAMBERTINA JOHANNA MUIJSERS SCHAEPMANSTRAAT 7
6662 AN ELST
NETHERLANDS
05378 JOHANNES PETRUS MARIA MUIJSERS VOSSENHOLTSTRAAT 10
4635 RR HUIJBERGEN
NETHERLANDS
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05393 MICHEL CHRISTIAAN MARIA RAAPHORST WIELWEI 55
8516 DE DONIAGA
NETHERLANDS
05394 SATIVA SEEDS & SERVICES S.R.L. VIA CALCINARO 2431
47023 CESENA (FC)
ITALY
05397 MICHEL TOUR 38 ROUTE DE SAUVAGNON
64121 SERRES CASTET
FRANCE
05401 ZESPRI GROUP LIMITED 400 MAUNGANUI ROAD
MOUNT MAUNGANUI SOUTH
NEW ZEALAND
05404 FRANSEN ORCHIDEEËN BV HERENWERF 33
3155 DK MAASLAND
NETHERLANDS
05405 FUGA FLOWER FARM YESOD HAMA’ ALA
12105 GALIL ELION
ISRAEL
05406 AGRUPACIÓN CORDOBESA DE AGRICULTORES S.A.T.5.185 AVDA RONDA DE LOS TEJARES 32
14008 CóRDOBA
SPAIN
05414 THOMAS PEETERS MAASSTRAßE 53/55
47638 STRAELEN-HOLT
GERMANY
05415 EVALESCO B.V. HOOFDWEG 148
1433 ZX KUDELSTAART
NETHERLANDS
05416 HACHIMANTAI CITY 62-35 OBUKE, HACHIMANTAI IWATE KEN
HACHIMANTAI CITY
JAPAN
05417 BEEKENKAMP PLANTS B.V. KORTE KRUIJSWEG 141
2676 ZG MAASDIJK
NETHERLANDS
05421 KG GROWERS LTD TATLINGBURY OAST FIVE OAK GREEN
TONBRIDGE KENT TN12 6RG
UNITED KINGDOM
05424 GLAXOSMITHKLINE CONSUMER HEALTHCARE GMBH & CO. KG BUSSMATTEN 1
77815 BUHL
GERMANY
05425 DR. HUBERT KUHLMANN BRÜHLSTR. 3/1
71083 HERRENBERG
GERMANY
05429 GARTNERIET LUNDEGAARD APS ESPESTOK 54 - GL KORUP
5210 ODENSE NV
DENMARK
05430 GARTNERIET DUG-FRISK BOGENSEVEJ 450
5270 ODENSE N
DENMARK
05433 CIREF CREATION VARIETALE FRAISES - FRUITS ROUGES MAISON JEANNETTE
24140 DOUVILLE
FRANCE
05438 GARTENBAU KARSTEN KAISER LÖKERHOK 6D
48734 REKEN
GERMANY
05440 ANTHONY BROOKS HOLLY TREE COTTAGE
ELTON NR LUDLOW SHROPSHIRE SY8 2HQ
UNITED KINGDOM
05442 FRESH FORWARD HOLDING B.V. BORNSESTEEG 53
6708 PD WAGENINGEN
NETHERLANDS
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05445 RIJNBEEK AND SON B.V. REIJERSKOOP 303
2771 BL BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
05450 ROGER HANDLEY 8 MAESFELIN
TALYBONT CEREDIGION SY24 5DZ
UNITED KINGDOM
05455 ENTE NAZIONALE RISI PIAZZA PIO XI 1
20123 MILANO (MI)
ITALY
05456 BASF AGROCHEMICAL PRODUCTS B.V. GEBOUW RIJNPORT GRONINGENSINGEL 1
6835 EA ARNHEM
NETHERLANDS
05457 VOLKER FREYTAG MÜNZBRÜCKE 4
67435 NEUSTADT/WSTR.
GERMANY
05460 ERNST ADOLF STÖCKMANN AZALEENWEG 9
26160 BAD ZWISCHENAHN
GERMANY
05461 BAUMSCHUL-BERATUNGSRING WESER-EMS E.V. KOLBERGER STRAßE 20
26655 WESTERSTEDE
GERMANY
05462 FRIEDRICH RENKEN RAIFFESEISENSTRAßE 36
26349 JADERBERG
GERMANY
05470 JENNY JOHANNA SCHILT PUNTER 48-23
8242 GJ LELYSTAD
NETHERLANDS
05471 HERMANN WIGGER SCHILT KAVELZOOM 12
8316 NC MARKNESSE
NETHERLANDS
05472 ROELOF SCHILT OVERTOCHT 5
9951 LM WINSUM
NETHERLANDS
05473 JAN WILLEM SCHILT DERDE OOSTERPARKSTRAAT 61-D
1091 JV AMSTERDAM
NETHERLANDS
05475 POLLACK GROUP COMMUNICATION CENTER NEVE-ILAN
90850 HAREY YEHUDA
ISRAEL
05482 STALLA FRANCO S.A.S. REGIONE PONTELUNGO INFERIORE 7
17031 ALBENGA (SV)
ITALY
05484 AGROGAGO S.A. 335 SOUTH 1405
MIAMI FL 33131
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
05485 SUN WORLD INTERNATIONAL LLC 16350 DRIVER ROAD
BAKERSFIELD CA 93380-0798
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
05487 MAATSCHAP H. & P. DAMEN HAARLEMMERSTRAAT 17
2182 HA HILLEGOM
NETHERLANDS
05488 PETRUS CORNELIS JOHANNES VISSER STOUTHANDELSTRAAT 22
2461 AP TER AAR
NETHERLANDS
05492 MICHAL KALUZINSKI KRÓLEWSKA 2 TUSZYNEK MAJORACKI
95-080 TUSZYN
POLAND
05493 TJERK KRIJTHE GASINJETLAAN 4
9321 AP PEIZE
NETHERLANDS
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05496 BARBARA DATHE PROF. GAßMEYER STRAßE 2
01796 PIRNA OT GRAUPA
GERMANY
05497 NEL VAN DER VLUGT FREDERIKSLAAN 7
2182 DD HILLEGOM
NETHERLANDS
05499 THIERRY DELABROYE 40 RUE ROGER SALENGRO
59486 HANTAY
FRANCE
05500 TOPCOLOR BREEDING V.O.F. PARELDUIKER 21
2681 VJ MONSTER
NETHERLANDS
05502 SOCIETA AGRICOLA ROSE BARNI S.S. DI BARNI VITTORIO & C. VIA DEL CASELLO 5
51100 PISTOIA (PT)
ITALY
05505 TOBIAS DUMMEN DAMMWEG 18-20
47495 RHEINBERG
GERMANY
05506 PAUL BUDDY EWING WOODY 1821 INDIAN TRAIL
MORGANTON NC 28655
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
05507 JON LORING ROETHLING 1101 FOREST GLEN DRIVE
RALEIGH NC 27603
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
05515 UNIVERSITA’ DEGLI STUDI DELLA TUSCIA VIA SANTA MARIA IN GRADI 4
01100 VITERBO (VT)
ITALY
05518 FA. J.L. VAN VELDEN & ZN. BLAMANSTRAAT 1
2692 DL ’S GRAVENZANDE
NETHERLANDS
05526 MICHAEL WAYNE MICHAUD LYME VIEW WEST BEXINGTON
DORCHESTER DORSET DT2 9DD
UNITED KINGDOM
05527 PHILIDA JOY MICHAUD LYME VIEW WEST BEXINGTON
DORCHESTER DORSET DT2 9DD
UNITED KINGDOM
05528 IFO G.I.E. (INTERNATIONAL FRUIT OBTENTION) L’ AN-
GUICHERIE
49140 SEICHES SUR LE LOIR
FRANCE
05532 BAYER BIOSCIENCE N.V. TECHNOLOGIEPARK 38
9052 GENT
BELGIUM
05533 DESARROLLO Y APLICACIONES FITOTECNICAS S.A. (DAFISA) CALLE FELICITO S/N
14100 LA CARLOTA (CORDOBA)
SPAIN
05535 JYOJI FURUTA 2365-5 SHIMADA INAMI-CHO HIDAKA-GUN
649-1527 WAKAYAMA
JAPAN
05536 GENNADY EREMIN SHORSA 8/A STR. KRASNODAR REGION
353384 KRYMSK CITY
RUSSIAN FEDERATION
05541 GESELLSCHAFT FÜR GOETHEANISTISCHE FORSCHUNG E.V. HAUSMATT 8
79875 DACHSBERG
GERMANY
05543 BBC BAUMSCHULEN BERLIN CONTAINERPFLANZEN GMBH SPÄTHSTRAßE 80/81
12437 BERLIN
GERMANY
05546 HEINZ J.A. GUYENS NIERSENBERGER STR. 3
47475 KAMP-LINTFORT
GERMANY
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05551 HJORTEBJERG PLANT LICENCE A/S HJORTEBJERGVEJ 26 HAARSLEV
5471 SONDERSO
DENMARK
05556 BOOMKWEKERIJ FRANK ELST GROTE HEISTRAAT 25
4884 JA WERNHOUT
NETHERLANDS
05557 PETER JACOB CORNELIS VAN DE POL KWEKERRIJ DE POL VEENSCHOTERWEG 2
3925 MN SCHERPENZEEL
NETHERLANDS
05559 JOHANNES FERDINANDUS MARIA HOGERVORST WESTEINDE 14
2211 XP NOORDWIJKERHOUT
NETHERLANDS
05560 DARRELL R. PROBST 63 WILLIAMSVILLE ROAD
HUBBARDSTON MA 01452-1315
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
05564 GÄRTNEREI KARL BÜCKERS GBR TRIFTSTRAßE 403
47574 GOCH
GERMANY
05569 NICOLAAS GEEREKING CURSLACKER DEICH 194A
21039 HAMBURG
GERMANY





05575 CIRAD 42 RUE SCHEFFER
75116 PARIS
FRANCE
05576 ARRDHOR 18 RUE DE L’ARSENAL
17300 ROCHEFORT
FRANCE
05578 OZBREED PTY LTD. P.O.BOX 1011
RICHMOND NSW 2753
AUSTRALIA
05582 PREVAR LTD 207 ST.AUBYN STREET WEST
HASTINGS
NEW ZEALAND
05583 G. J. VREEKEN DE KWAKEL BV BEZWOREN KERF 26
1424 RN DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS
05585 MAK BREEDING RIGHTS B.V. WAGENDWARSPAD 4
1771 RN WIERINGERWERF
NETHERLANDS
05586 SAATZUCHT BAUER GMBH & CO KG HOFMARKSTR. 1
93083 NIEDERTRAUBLING
GERMANY
05587 SAATZUCHT SCHWEIGER GBR FELDKIRCHEN 3
85368 MOOSBURG
GERMANY
05588 PEPINIERES DE TRONCAIS SAS LA CROIX BONNEFOND
03360 BRAIZE
FRANCE
05599 RUDY RAES BLOEMZADEN N.V. HAENHOUTSTRAAT 204
9070 DESTELBERGEN
BELGIUM
05600 FLORENSIS HAMER C.S. POSTBUS 32
3330 AA ZWIJNDRECHT
NETHERLANDS
05605 MICHAEL HART WOODLAND COTTAGE NURSERY HABBERLEY
ROAD
BEWDLEY WORCS DY12 1LA
UNITED KINGDOM
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05616 SERGIO PATRUCCO - VIVAIO ROSE I.I. VIA PRIVATA DELLE ROSE 1
18013 DIANO SAN PIETRO (IM)
ITALY
05618 SO SMAAL B.V. BREDEWEG 48 A
2752 AB MOERKAPELLE
NETHERLANDS
05619 KUHNE JUNGPFLANZEN GBR CLAUS UND TORSTEN KUHNE REDEBURGER LANDSTRASSE 12
01108 DRESDEN
GERMANY
05621 A. STERVINOU PEPINIERES S.R.L. KERGUELEN
29290 GUIPRONVEL
FRANCE
05629 HERBONIS AG DUFOURSTRASSE 5
4052 BASEL
SWITZERLAND
05630 DR. WERNER HARING AVANT LIMITED WEINBRENNERSTRASSE 4
79539 LORRACH
GERMANY
05632 BIORIGINAL FOOD & SCIENCE CORP. 102 MELVILLE STREET
S7J 0R1 SASKATOON SK
CANADA
05633 BIORIGINAL EUROPE/ASIA B.V. BOSLAND 40
3258 AC DEN BOMMEL
NETHERLANDS
05635 CORNELIS JOHANNES MENS KRAAIERSLAAN 34
2204 AP NOORDWIJK
NETHERLANDS
05639 GLOBAL PLANTS B.V. WILHELMINASINGEL 63
5351 CD BERGHEM
NETHERLANDS
05640 J & P TEN HAVE B.V. HERENWERF 55
3155 DK MAASLAND
NETHERLANDS
05643 JEAN RENAULT LE BRIN D’EAU
53120 GORRON
FRANCE
05644 THIERRY RENAULT RUE AMBROISE PARE
53120 GORRON
FRANCE
05645 ERIC RENAULT LE PETIT COUR JANVIER
53120 GORRON
FRANCE
05652 PETER ERDSIEK AM RÖHRBACH 48
33334 GUTERSLOH
GERMANY
05653 FABIO PAROLINI REGIONE CIANBOSCHI 2
17031 SALEA D’ ALBENGA (SV)
ITALY
05656 SATTER BREEDING B.V. DORPSWEG 16
5307 HK POEDEROYEN
NETHERLANDS
05658 MOTOMU MIURA NARUSAWA 7040-3 MINAMI TSURU-GUN
YAMANASHI-KEN
JAPAN
05659 HAKUSAN EUROPE APS SKOVSBOVEJ 38
5700 SVENBORG
DENMARK
05660 KATSUYOSHI GOTOH UCHINO 459 NINNO-MURA MINAMI TSURU-GUN
YAMANASHI-KEN
JAPAN
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05664 HERMAN VERMEULEN MINNEZANG 14
3210 LINDEN
BELGIUM
05665 PETER DE VREEDE GROENDALSEWEG 40
2665 MG BLEISWIJK
NETHERLANDS
05666 PETER J. JAMES 324 CITY ROAD TIVIDALE
OLDBURY WEST MIDLANDS B69 1QP
UNITED KINGDOM
05667 BRUNO NEBELUNG GMBH & CO. KG FRECKENHORSTER STRAßE 32
48351 EVERSWINKEL
GERMANY
05670 FARMAPLANT S.P. MUNICIPAL DEPARTMENT OF EPISKOPI AN-




05671 MAATSCHAP PIET VERGELDT HOSTERDIJK 101
5973 PM LOTTUM
NETHERLANDS
05673 FLAVIO COSTANZO SAPIA VIA DUCA D’AOSTA 164 FRAZIONE POGGIO
18038 SANREMO (IM)
ITALY
05674 ETS SOGROUP S.A.R.L. B.P. 104
59358 ORCHIES
FRANCE
05676 GARTNERIET KJæRGåRDSMINDE ODENSEVEJ 53
5800 NYBORG
DENMARK
05678 E. & M. VAN DER KNAAP BEHEER B.V. HYACINTENWEG 4
2665 NC BLEISWIJK
NETHERLANDS
05681 BARTEL REITSMA WITTEWEG 4
9171 LJ BLIJA
NETHERLANDS
05683 CORNELUS J. BIEMOND LEENSTERWEG 54
9971 EC ULRUM
NETHERLANDS
05684 WILON R.L. SCHOLTENS H.V. CAPPENBERGWEG 41
9977 RV MOLENRIJ
NETHERLANDS
05688 RICHARD NIGHTINGALE FLAT 6 Nř3 TAUNTON DRIVE
EAST FINCHLEY LONDON N2 8JD
UNITED KINGDOM
05691 MENARINI & C. S.R.L. VIA SAN DONATO 79/2
40057 GRANAROLO DELL’EMILIA (BO)
ITALY
05692 GARRIGUES IP S.L.P. CALLE SAN FERNANDO 57
03001 ALICANTE
SPAIN
05693 HAFLINT B.V. DUINWEID 8
1713 GE OBDAM
NETHERLANDS
05698 FA. P.BOON WESTERKERKWEG 64 B
1606 BE VENHUIZEN
NETHERLANDS
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05700 BRADY’S HUNTER LTD THE OLD SCHOOLHOUSE 127 CLOUGHWATER
ROAD
BALLYMENA CO. ANTRIM BT43 6QR
UNITED KINGDOM
05701 SOUPE & BRIENISSEN B.V. TIELSESTRAAT 92 A
4043 JT OPHEUSDEN
NETHERLANDS
05702 RUUD VAN DER WERF LANSING 23
2771 BK BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
05705 ELMAR A. WEISSMANN SCHLOSSSTRASSE 12
78224 SINGEN
GERMANY
05706 AJS ALLIUM B.V. KLEINGOUW 156
1619 CJ ANDIJK
NETHERLANDS
05707 MAILLOT BONSAÏ S.A.R.L. LE BOIS FRAZY
01990 RELEVANT
FRANCE
05711 TAI LING BIOTECH INC. Nř80 JIWO-BUH. SHIN YING CITY
TAINAN COUNTY 73053
CHINESE TAIPEI




05715 CONPOWER ENERGIE GMBH & CO KG BRUNHAMSTRAßE 21
81249 MUNCHEN
GERMANY
05716 PATENTANWALT KARL MICHAEL SCHMIDT BUCHENWEG 65
47447 MOERS
GERMANY
05717 MARIA ROGMANS SPIERHEIDE 54
47546 KALKAR
GERMANY
05720 PER ESKELUND MORTENSEN HVEJSELVEJ 119, BJERLEV
7300 JELLING
DENMARK
05721 KARL VON HAMMEL BAUMSCHULEN GMBH AZALEENSTRAßE 107
26639 WIESMOOR
GERMANY
05722 HOOGENBOOM BREEDING B.V. MEERLANDENWEG 65
1187 ZR AMSTELVEEN
NETHERLANDS
05741 RAINBOW FLORA LTD DAR IL WIED TRIQ IL WIED
BZN 09 L-IKLIN
MALTA
05743 DOW AGROSCIENCES DENMARK A/S SORGENFRIVEJ 15
2800 KGS. LYNGBY
DENMARK
05745 MICHAEL HUGO WATERER WHINCOTE THORNDON CROSS
OKEHAMPTON - DEVON EX20 4NF
UNITED KINGDOM
05746 FRIEDRICH MANFRED WESTPHAL PEINER HOF 7 PEINER HAG 45
25497 PRISDORF
GERMANY
05747 KJELL BOLINDER NYGARDAVÄGEN 15
26391 HOGANAS
SWEDEN
05748 SYNDICAT DE DEFENSE ET DE PROMOTION DU PIMENT DOUX DU PAYS
BASQUE ET DU SEIGNANX
ROUTE D’ IRATY LES SERRES
64220 AHAXE
FRANCE
05751 DAVID EDGE WOODLANDS
WIMBOURNE DORSET BH21 8LJ
UNITED KINGDOM
4292009
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05752 VERDIA S.A.R.L. 5 RUE GUY MOQUET B.P. 44
91898 ORSAY CEDEX
FRANCE
05754 SOLTIS S.A.S. DOMAINE DE SANDREAU
31700 MONDONVILLE
FRANCE
05759 DITOPLANT EXPORT B.V. MAANDAGSEWETERING 194
2211 WV NOORDWIJKERHOUT
NETHERLANDS
05760 PLANT BREEDING FIRM "SOIEVYI VIK" UL. MURMANSKA 29 G
25006 KIROVOGRAD
UKRAINE
05761 GEBR. VAN VLIET BOOMKWEKERIJEN B.V. DEN HAM 42
2771 WV BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
05762 INN EUROPE S.A.R.L. L’ANGUICHERIE
49140 SEICHES SUR LE LOIR
FRANCE
05768 LANTMANNEN AGROENERGI AB BOX 5
268 81 SVALOV
SWEDEN
05771 ROBERT NOODELIJK VROUWGEESTWEG 26
2481 KN WOUBRUGGE
NETHERLANDS




05779 EIKE STÖVER ALDRUP 3
27793 WILDESHAUSEN
GERMANY
05780 KEITH MARTIN SADLER 44 HUNDRED ACRE ROAD STREETLY
SUTTON COLDFIELD B74 2LB
UNITED KINGDOM
05781 JANET LESLEY BEESTON GRASSMERE - 84 WOLVERHAMPTON ROAD
WEDGES MILLS
CANNOCK - STAFFORDSHIRE WS1 1SX
UNITED KINGDOM
05782 VOGELAAR-VREDEHOF B.V. OUDE RIJKSWEG 13B
4413 NA KRABBENDIJKE
NETHERLANDS
05783 INSTITUT TECHNOLOGIQUE FCBA 10, AVENUE DE ST.MANDE
75012 PARIS
FRANCE
05784 FRANCISCO JAVIER MUÑOZ LEDESMA C/ MARINO JOSÉ DE LOS RÍOS, 2, 2ř, 2A
14011 CóRDOBA
SPAIN
05786 CHENG-HUNG CHEN NO. 20 NAN AN VILLAGE
ANDING TOWNCHIP - TAINAN COUNTY 745
CHINESE TAIPEI
05787 ŁLECHTITELSKÁ STANICE HLADKÉ ŐIVOTICE S.R.O. FULNECKÁ 95
742 47 HLADKE ŐIVOTICE
CZECH REPUBLIC
05789 BAUMSCHULE HEINRICH HESSENRING 31
65474 BISCHOFSHEIM
GERMANY
05791 KERRY’S BROMELIAD NURSERY INC. DBA TWYFORD INTERNATIONAL 4051 FUDGE ROAD
APOPKA FL 32703
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
05792 J&P RESEARCH INC. 5983 GREEN BLVD.
NAPLES FL 34116
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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05799 POP VRIEND RESEARCH B.V. P.O. BOX 5
1619 ZG ANDIJK
NETHERLANDS
05804 OSCO GARDEN B.V. LEGMEERDIJK 313
1430 BK AALSMEER
NETHERLANDS
05806 JOIN ORCHIDS NO. 1157 CHONG-YING VILLAGE HSIA-YING
TAINAN HSIANG 735
CHINESE TAIPEI
05807 HARVEY GARDEN PLANTS GREAT GREEN THURSTON
BURY ST. EDMONDS SUFFOLK IP31 3SJ
UNITED KINGDOM
05809 LIMAGRAIN UK LTD. ROTHWELL
MARKET RASEN LINCOLNSHIRE LN7 6DT
UNITED KINGDOM
05814 ARD C.J. AMMERLAAN BREJELAND 17
1602 KZ ENKHUIZEN
NETHERLANDS
05815 MAATSCHAP KOENE BURGERWEG 18
3155 DB MAASLAND
NETHERLANDS
05817 JAN JACOB BOS VOORDERSTEEG 26
7384 AG WILP (GLD.)
NETHERLANDS
05819 JOHN MARA 168 SEAPARK
MALAHIDE CO. DUBLIN
IRELAND
05820 JIM MCCREIGHT 168 SEAPARK
MALAHIDE CO. DUBLIN
IRELAND




05828 MICHAEL MERZ ROHRSTRAßE 400
63075 OFFENBACH
GERMANY
05829 NIEUWKOOP DE KWAKEL B.V. HOOFDWEG 111
1424 PE DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS
05831 ’DE DOUGLAS’ BOOMKWEKERIJPRODUKTEN B.V. WERNHOUTSEWEG 80C
4884 AX WERNHOUT
NETHERLANDS
05832 BASF ITALIA S.R.L. VIA MARCONATO 8
20031 CESANO MADERNO (MB)
ITALY
05833 LONE STAR INTERNATIONAL S.A. DE C.V. AV. UNION 274-A COL. AMERICANA
44100 GUADALAJARA JALISCO
MEXICO
05835 NIEK VOS MAMMOUTHWEG 22
8317 RB KRAGGENBURG
NETHERLANDS
05837 PANNAR SEED INC. 1215 MONTANA ROAD
IOWA CITY IA 50036
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
05839 WILLIAM MARTIN P.O. BOX 46
WIGANDIA NOORAT 3265 VICTORIA
AUSTRALIA
05848 GRAINS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CORP. LEVEL 1 40 BLACKALL STREET
BARTON ACT
AUSTRALIA
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05851 UNIVERSIDAD DE CÓRDOBA CALLE ALFONSO XIII 13
14071 CóRDOBA
SPAIN




05860 PERENNIAL PLANT PRODUCTS, INC. P.O. BOX 660872
SACRAMENTO CA 95866-0872
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
05861 PYBAS VEGETABLE SEED CO. INC. 2330 A STREET, UNIT B
SANTA MARIA CA 93455
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
05862 LAI PEN-CHIH 137, SEC 3, CHUNG-SHAN RD. DA-TSUN
CHANG-HWA 51506
CHINESE TAIPEI
05875 NATIONAL AGRICULTURE AND FOOD RESEARCH ORGANIZATION 3-1-1 KANNONDAI TSUKUBA-SHI
IBARAKI
JAPAN
05878 J. BOERE BUITENLUST B.V. SCHORWEG 38
1764 MD BREEZAND
NETHERLANDS
05881 RICHARD DAVIS THE IVY FARM 22511 ROSE COTTAGE ROAD P.O.
BOX 116
LOCUSTVILLE VA 23404
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
05882 HUBERT GERHARD STENMANS WETTENER STRAßE 267
47623 KEVELAER
GERMANY
05884 WEINGUT AMALIENHOF GBR LUKAS-CRANACH-WEG 5
74074 HEILBRONN
GERMANY
05886 PANNAR SEED B.V. P.O.BOX 102
7240 AC LOCHEM
NETHERLANDS
05890 JOSEPH WU ORCHIDS 4F - NO 29 - LANE 425 SEC 2 - YUNG-HO ROAD
YUNG-HO CITY
CHINESE TAIPEI
05892 KWEKERIJ VAN DEN HEUVEL KOOIKAMP 5
4254 LJ SLEEUWIJK
NETHERLANDS
05894 PAUL A.H. HUMMEL C/O SEIONT NURSERIES PONTRUG
CAERNAFON, GWYNEDD. LL55 2BB
UNITED KINGDOM
05895 ELSTGEEST YOUNGPLANTS V.O.F. ZUIDEINDE 136 A
2371 BZ ROELOFARENDSVEEN
NETHERLANDS
05904 VIVIENNE WATERER 41 ALDER LANE BALSALL COMMON
COVENTRY CV7 7DZ
UNITED KINGDOM
05908 TRIFLOR BREEDING RIGHTS B.V. TULPENKADE 1
1734 JP OUDE NIEDORP
NETHERLANDS
05910 OVATA B.V. HOEFWEG 152
2665 LD BLEISWIJK
NETHERLANDS
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05923 HYBRO SAATZUCHT GMBH & CO. KG KLEPTOW 53
17291 SCHENKENBERG
GERMANY
05927 ECKE GERANIUMS LLC 800 ECKE RANCH ROAD
ENCINITAS CA 92024
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
05933 DIECKMANN GMBH & CO. KG KIRCHHOSTER STRAßE 16
31688 NIENSTADT
GERMANY
05935 ARMADA INTERNATIONAL B.V. NOORDLIERWEG 18B
2678 LV DE LIER
NETHERLANDS
05940 CARMELO BERTOLAMI VIA DEI MILLE
88046 LAMEZIA TERME (CZ)
ITALY
05941 FRANCESCA PRESTI VIA DEI MILLE
88046 LAMEZIA TERME (CZ)
ITALY
05946 SALLY JOHANNSOHN 1115 HUON ROAD
NEIKA 7054
AUSTRALIA
05958 LABORATOIRE A.S.L. S.N.C. Z.I. LES MOUTOUSES ROUTE DE SAINT REMY
13630 EYRAGUES
FRANCE
05959 CO.NA.SE. SOC. COOP. AGR. VIA SELICE 301/A
48017 CONSELICE (RA)
ITALY
05961 CHRISTINE MORLEY 11 TARVIN ROAD
LITTLETON-CHESTER CH3 7DD
UNITED KINGDOM
05962 MUKOYAMA & CO. LTD 275 ENZAN KUMANO
404-0036 KOSHU-YAMANASHI
JAPAN
05967 TOM JOHNSON FLORA UNLIMITED 26 TOTARA ROAD
WHENUAPAI AUCKLAND
NEW ZEALAND
05969 AMERICAN SEEDS INC. 800 NORTH LINDBERGH BVLD MAIL CODE B2NK
SAINT LOUIS MO 63167
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
05973 AGRICULTURE AND AGRI-FOOD CANADA SIR JOHN CARLING BUILDING, FLOOR#7, ROOM
753 930 CARLING AVENUE
K1A 0C5 OTTAWA ON
CANADA
05976 GARTNERIET DAMSTED / P.THORARINSSON SENTVEDVEJ 35
5871 FRORUP
DENMARK
05984 GRAMPIAN GROWERS LTD LOGIE MONTROSE
DD10 9LD
UNITED KINGDOM
05985 GRASS G.I.E. LA LITIERE
86600 SAINT SAUVANT
FRANCE
05992 M.T.S. CUSTERS-VAN DOOREN TORRESTRAAT 3
5976 NR KRONENBERG
NETHERLANDS
05993 ROHDE’S A/S ODENSEVEJ 731 HUNDSLEV
5300 KERTEMINDE
DENMARK
05994 HERMANN-JOSEF WILHELM SPIERHEIDE 54
47546 KALKAR
GERMANY
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05997 FRIEDERIKE VON RUNDSTEDT BUTENDIEKER LANDSTRAßE 49 A
28357 BREMEN
GERMANY
06000 PETER DE WINKEL DOUVENBERG 34
47574 GOCH-KESSEL
GERMANY
06007 IPAT ENTERPRISES INC. 294 REDWATER LAKE ROAD
HAWTHORNE FL 32640
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
06011 ACHIM DAMS ENGELENWEG 34
47608 GELDERN
GERMANY
06024 JEROME O’NEILL P.O. BOX 1834
00795 JUANA DIAZ
PUERTO RICO
06028 UNIONE ITALIANA ASSOCIAZIONI PRODUTTORI PATATE ITALPATATE VIA FABIO MASSIMO 72
00192 ROMA (RM)
ITALY
06030 WILHELMUS FRANCISCUS VAN VEEN VEENWEG 12
2432 CA NOORDEN
NETHERLANDS
06031 DIDERK HEINJE BAUMSCHULEN GMBH & CO. KG RÜSSELDORF 6
26188 JEDDELOH 1
GERMANY
06032 SETSQUARE SERVICIOS E MARKETING LDA AVENIDA DO INFANTE 50
9004-521 FUNCHAL - MADERE
PORTUGAL
06036 FA. DE BENT KOOIWEG 32
2771 WJ BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
06045 CHIN-SHAN LIU NO.335 WUSHULIN
HOUBI TOWNSHIP-TAINAN COUNTY
CHINESE TAIPEI
06054 GWENDYTH BLAKE 1A MOORFIELD ROAD
WOODBRIDGE SUFFOLK IP12 4JN
UNITED KINGDOM
06055 DIRK SCHEYS ZAVELSTRAAT 27
3212 PELLENBERG
BELGIUM
06056 MARINUS NICOLAAS KEPPEL CHRYSANTSTRAAT 13
3551 TS UTRECHT
NETHERLANDS
06057 FLORITEC BREEDING B.V. ARENTS JANSZOON ERNSTSTRAAT 202
1082 LT AMSTERDAM
NETHERLANDS
06059 JOHAN NOUWS ACHTERSTE SCHAAPSDIJK 9A
4882 NC ZUNDERT
NETHERLANDS
06060 GUUS NOUWS ACHTERSTE SCHAAPSDIJK 9A
4882 NC ZUNDERT
NETHERLANDS
06072 HOUTEPEN JONGPLANTS B.V. BRIELSEDREEF 64
4841 KS PRINSENBEEK
NETHERLANDS
06073 SILZE ZÜCHTUNGS GMBH & CO. KG HALTE 15
26826 WEENER
GERMANY
06079 PEPINIERES JEAN REY S.A. LA PASCALETTE - R.D. 559
83250 LA LONDE LES MAURES
FRANCE
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06083 CHAO CHENG-FONG NO. 16 - LANE 537 - SEC. 1 - SHIAN RD.
PULLI TOWNSHIP - NANTOU COUNTY
CHINESE TAIPEI
06086 JOHN WOODS NURSERIES LIMITED MAIN ROAD, PETTISTREE
WOODBRIDGE - SUFFOLK IP13 0HH
UNITED KINGDOM
06090 SUNSET BREEDING AND TRADING BOSWEG 10
1756 CG ’T ZAND
NETHERLANDS
06092 STARTER PLANTS LTD 325 COLLEGE STREET
PALMERSTON NORTH
NEW ZEALAND
06093 KLAAS WILLEM VERBOOM ZUIDWIJK 23
2771 CB BOSKOOP
NETHERLANDS
06094 GRAEME RICHARDS 7 CRANMORE LANE
HOLBEACH PE12 7HT
UNITED KINGDOM
06102 KEITH FRANCIS JONES GOLDEN FIELDS NURSERY BARROW LANE
TARVIN CHESHIRE CH3 8JF
UNITED KINGDOM
06103 LUKAS FELDMANN TEMMING 78
48727 BILLERBECK
GERMANY
06106 MARIA SCHLIEKER TEMMING 75
48727 BILLERBECK
GERMANY
06119 KLAAS DIJKSTRA ELANDWEG 27
8255 RG SWIFTERBANT
NETHERLANDS
06120 T. DIJKSTRA-KOOISTRA ELANDWEG 27
8255 RG SWIFTERBANT
NETHERLANDS
06123 SCHAPER & BRÜMMER GMBH & CO. KG BAHNHOFSTRAßE 35
38259 SALZGITTER
GERMANY
06126 DICK VRIJ EEWEG 44
3227 AH OUDENHOORN
NETHERLANDS
06138 SEMILLAS MILUMA S.A. CTRA. CÓRDOBA-JAÉN A 306 KM 19
14660 CAñETE DE LAS TORRES CóRDOBA
SPAIN
06145 BRIGHTEN FLORICULTURE LTD. 28 FLOWER MARKET ROAD
KOWLOON HONG-KONG
CHINA (PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF)
06146 HONG WING WONG DELFTSESTRAATWEG 191
2645 BA DELFGAUW
NETHERLANDS
06153 SEIKOEN CO. LTD. 531-8 UKAI FUCHU
726-0002 HIROSHIMA
JAPAN
06154 ALAIN LORANG 41 AVENUE DU X SEPTEMBRE
2551 LUXEMBOURG
LUXEMBOURG
06157 ANTO CORNELIS BEETS EPPENHUIZERWEG 15
9996 VC EPPENHUIZEN
NETHERLANDS
06158 KWEKERIJ DE STADSWEIDEN RIETMEEN 1
3844 HM HARDERWIJK
NETHERLANDS
06160 AGRUPACIóN DE PRODUCTORES DE PATATA DE SIEMBRA DE CASTILLA Y
LEóN S.A.
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06167 PIERRE BILLANT QUILLIEC
29800 SAINT-URBAIN
FRANCE
06169 GARTNERIET RØNBÆK A/S RØNBÆKVEJ 23 - GRUNFØR
8382 HINNERUP
DENMARK
06176 KNOLD OG TOP PLANTEFORÆDLING V./ERIK TYBIRK FYRREVÆNGET 1 HOV
8300 ODDER
DENMARK
06178 COOPERATIVA DE PRODUCTORES DE SEMILLAS DE ARROZ S.C.L. AVDA DEL MAR 1
46410 SUECA (VALENCIA)
SPAIN
06182 FA. W. BORST DINSDAGSE WETERING 6
2215 EP VOORHOUT
NETHERLANDS
06183 VAN DER MAREL LELIE B.V. STAELDUINLAAN 13
2691 NN ’S-GRAVENZANDE
NETHERLANDS
06184 ELEONORE DETTMER UND PETER DETTMER ALS GBR BROMER STRAßE 104
38524 SASSENBURG
GERMANY
06191 ANTONIUS JOHANNES MARIA VAN DER LINDEN DE MEUTE 23
8312 BH CREIL
NETHERLANDS
06192 FREDERIK JAN VOS OUDEBOSWEG 31
8251 RD DRONTEN
NETHERLANDS
06196 HANDELSKWEKERIJ IBES V.O.F. KARBRUGSE VOETPAD 4
6851 DN HUISSEN
NETHERLANDS
06197 SLOOTS AARDAPPELKWEEKBEDRIJF B.V. EENRUMERSTREEK 3
9967 TH EENRUM
NETHERLANDS
06202 FLORÉAC N.V. BEERVELDSE BAAN 4
9080 LOCHRISTI
BELGIUM
06203 J. G. DE JONG NIEUWEBILDTDIJK 141
9078 PT OUDE BILDTZIJL
NETHERLANDS
06205 CENTRE FRANÇAIS DU RIZ MAS DU SONNAILLER ROUTE DE GIMEAU
13200 ARLES
FRANCE
06221 S.A.R.L. BENOIT ESCANDE EDITIONS MILLET
47500 SAINT VITE
FRANCE
06228 NORDIC SEED A/S CENTERHAVNSVEJ 13
7000 FREDERICIA
DENMARK
06244 ALSIS SEEDS, LLC. 4477 VIA ARANDANA
CAMARILLO CA 93012
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
06245 KWEKERIJ SINNICH V.O.F. LIMMERWEG 9A
1901 MR CASTRICUM
NETHERLANDS
06248 GOFFE SCHAT KRUIZEMUNT 50A
8251 BM DRONTEN
NETHERLANDS
06249 CHRISTIAN SCHAT RENDIERWEG 31
8251 PE DRONTEN
NETHERLANDS
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06255 SELECTIEBEDRIJF KOOI B.V. POSTBUS 364
8901 BD LEEUWARDEN
NETHERLANDS
06280 G. DE WIT & ZN. ZUID ACHTERWEG 66
2161 DZ LISSE
NETHERLANDS
06286 DARTHUIZER B.V. BROEKWEG 3
3956 NE LEERSUM
NETHERLANDS




06301 JUAN ANTONIO VILLULLAS MOLINA CAMINO DE MATARO Nř 1, ESCALERA C, 4ř 1A
08339 VILASSAR DE DALT - BARCELONA
SPAIN
06302 EDWARD KUBIK JANOWICE UL. MIODOWA 15
43-512 BESTWINA
POLAND
06306 PRO.SE.ME. S.R.L. CONTRADA GROTTACALDA STRADA TURISTIFCA
”BIVIO RAMATA-GROTTACALDA” KM 4,5
94015 PIAZZA ARMERINA (EN)
ITALY
06308 PAUL STEAD CLOSE NURSERY SHIPTON - MOYNE ROAD
TETBURY - GLOUCESTERSHIRE GL8 8PJ
UNITED KINGDOM
06316 WYE HOPS LIMITED CHINA FARM OFFICE UPPER HARBLEDOWN
CANTERBURY - KENT CT2 9AR
UNITED KINGDOM
06317 LIMAGRAIN CENTRAL EUROPE CEREALS, S.R.O. PODEDVORSKá 755/5
198 00 PRAHA 9
CZECH REPUBLIC
06338 FRANZ PIEPEL LEUCHTTURMWEG 6
48531 NORDHORN
GERMANY
06341 COMBINATIONS S&V B.V. BAGIJNELAND 1
2691 NC ’S GRAVENZANDE
NETHERLANDS
06342 VAN RIJN - KWS B.V. ABC WESTLAND 574
2685 DG POELDIJK
NETHERLANDS
06346 SUCCESSION DE HENRI GERARD PIERRE MARIE BREGEON C/O GAELLE BREGEON CHEMIN DU MOTTIER 46
1052 LE MONT-SUR-LAUSANNE
SWITZERLAND
06348 ABERYSTWYTH UNIVERSITY INSTITUTE OF BIOLOGICAL, ENVIRONMENTAL




06369 KWEKERIJ JOHAN SMITS TRIMPERT 7
5731 PN MIERLO
NETHERLANDS
06377 TRENDFLOR B.V. ZANGLIJSTER 42
1606 CP VENHUIZEN
NETHERLANDS
06381 QUERCUS S.A.R.L. CHEMIN DU HUTREAU
49130 SAINTE GEMMES SUR LOIRE
FRANCE
06383 FLORAUSTRALIS DI DURANTI ALESSANDRO I.I. VIA ENRICO TOTI 23
57128 LIVORNO (LI)
ITALY
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06407 JAN PIETER VAN LOON DE METEOOR 8
8251 AM DRONTEN
NETHERLANDS
06408 JOHANNA WILHELMINA MAATJE VAN LOON-KLOET DE METEOOR 8
8251 AM DRONTEN
NETHERLANDS
06409 JOHANNA ANNY PRUIM-VAN LOON ANDRIESGULDEN 2
8253 DA DRONTEN
NETHERLANDS
06410 HUBRECHT JAN VAN LOON DE MORGEN 22
8252 JP DRONTEN
NETHERLANDS
06411 ANTHONIE ELBERT VAN LOON MANEGELAAN 14
8252 EC DRONTEN
NETHERLANDS
06412 ELBERTUS MARIUS VAN LOON NOORDZEESTRAAT 33
3522 PH UTRECHT
NETHERLANDS
06431 W.A. CHURCH (BURES) LTD. HIGH STREET
BURES - SUFFOLK CO8 5JQ
UNITED KINGDOM
06432 NINTAI VENTURES B.V.B.A. ROSE AVENUE 26
9111 BELSELE
BELGIUM
06445 CHISLETT INVESTMENTS PTY. LTD. 762 KENLEY ROAD
KENLEY 3597 VIC
AUSTRALIA
06449 RUHMANN PETERS ALTMEYER GBR HAUSER GASSE 19B
35578 WETZLAR
GERMANY
06450 HILVERDA KOOIJ B.V. MIJNSHERENWEG 15
1424 CA DE KWAKEL
NETHERLANDS
06462 TIMOTHY EDWARD KERLEY 37 THORNHILL PLACE LONGSTANTON
CAMBRIDGE CB24 3EE
UNITED KINGDOM
06465 PGG WRIGHTON SEEDS CI - M.D.SMEE 3 HAY GREEN
DANBURY ESSEX CM34 NU
UNITED KINGDOM
06467 FRANK SILZE HALTE NR.15
26826 WEENER
GERMANY
06468 GERD SILZE HALTE NR.15
26826 WEENER
GERMANY
06469 DE LOOFF LILY INNOVATION B.V. CITHERSHILLSINGEL 11
4371 AR KOUDEKERKE
NETHERLANDS
06475 PLANTINOVA S.L. R. MARTINEZ VALLS 16
08348 CABRILS
SPAIN
06498 BROER ALBERT JARIG SIDERIUS NIEUWEBILDTDIJK 66
9078 PS OUDE BILDTZIJL
NETHERLANDS
06499 POTATO MASTERS PICARDIE S.A.S. Z.A.C. DE HAUTE PICARDIE
80200 ESTREES DENIECOURT
FRANCE
06500 TUBEROSUM TECHNOLOGIES INC. P.O. BOX 271
S0L 2N0 OUTLOOK
CANADA
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06531 ALBERT BARTLETT & SONS (AIRDRIE) LIMITED NEW MONKLAND 251 STIRLING ROAD
AIRDRIE ML6 7SP
UNITED KINGDOM
06535 I.G. SAATZUCHT VERWALTUNGS GMBH HAUPTSTRAßE 8
06408 BIENDORF
GERMANY
06558 SYNDICAT DES PRODUCTEURS DE PLANTS 4 RUE DE BASTOGNE
9701 CLERVAUX
LUXEMBOURG
06583 CARTER FAMILY TRUST 360 KERR ROAD, PARUA BAY RD1 ONERAHI
0192 WHANGAREI
NEW ZEALAND
06591 PANNON EGYETEM EGYETEM U.10
8200 VESZPREM
HUNGARY
06593 MARCO KLAVER ZWARTEMEERWEG 56
8317 PD KRAGGENBURG
NETHERLANDS
06594 MARTIN POT STEIGER 13
8325 HB VOLLENHOVE
NETHERLANDS
06595 SAT VIVEROS CENTRALS NO 6439 AVENIDA CATALUNA 35
43530 ALCANAR (TARRAGONA)
SPAIN
06598 CARL VAN VELZEN HOLDING SCHIPLUIDEN B.V. ANNA VAN RAESFELTSTRAAT 26
2636 HX SCHIPLUIDEN
NETHERLANDS
06606 VAN DER KAMP INTERNATIONAL B.V. WATERRYCK 42
2371 DE ROELOFARENDSVEEN
NETHERLANDS
06616 VAN SON & KOOT HOLDING B.V. DONGENSEWEG 3A
5171 NA KAATSHEUVEL
NETHERLANDS
06641 VITIS LTD FRANS HOUSE FENTON WAY
CHATTERIS - CAMBS. PE16 6UP
UNITED KINGDOM
06642 SHER FLOWERS B.V. POSTBUS 1134
1430 BC AALSMEER
NETHERLANDS
06643 NIDERA S.A. AVENIDA PASEO COLON 505 PISO 4TO.
C1063ACF BUENOS AIRES
ARGENTINA




06645 INVENTUM VICTOR GMBH POSTSTRASSE 6
6300 ZUG
SWITZERLAND
06646 MTS. J.C. VAN DIEPEN MOLENWEG 7
1749 CK WARMENHUIZEN
NETHERLANDS
06671 PONS PATENTES Y MARCAS INTERNACIONAL S.L. GLORIETA DE RUBEN DARIO 4
28010 MADRID
SPAIN
06676 VIVACELL BIOTECHNOLOGY ESPAñA, S.L. AVDA CONDE DE VALLELLANO Nř13, 1-1
14004 CóRDOBA
SPAIN
06677 PEOTEC S.R.L. VIA PROVINCIALE 42/44
43018 SISSA (PR)
ITALY
06704 JOHANNES FRANCISCUS SARNEEL VAN WASSENAERSTRAAT 33
2461 RA TER AAR
NETHERLANDS
4392009
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06708 LOMMERSE HOLDING B.V. MORTELVEN 1
5738 RP MARIAHOUT/LAARBEEK
NETHERLANDS
06725 ARIS HORTICULTURE, INC. P.O.BOX 230
BARBERTON OH 44203-0230
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
06732 MZ LICENTIE BEHEER WEIMARSTRAAT 59A
2562 GR DEN HAAG
NETHERLANDS
06733 HIERBAS DEL MARIN S.L. POL. IND. VILANOVETA CALLE DEL FERRES 14-16
08812 SANT PERE DE RIBES (BARCELONA)
SPAIN
06739 DOW AGROSCIENCES GMBH IM RHEINFELD 7
76437 RASTATT
GERMANY
06788 ZIJPER NURSERY P/A BELKMERWEG 20A
1754 GB BURGERBRUG
NETHERLANDS
06791 MONSANTO INVEST N.V. HANDELSWEG 53 N
1181 ZA AMSTELVEEN
NETHERLANDS
06795 OLAF EHLERS MEDEMSTADE 46 A
21775 IHLIENWORTH
GERMANY
06828 TOP PLANT VIVAI SOCIETA AGRICOLA S.S. VIA MAZZONI 125/E
37047 SAN BONIFACIO (VR)
ITALY
06842 ED GROOT MEERLAN 84
2181 BT HILLEGOM
NETHERLANDS
06852 FUNDACIO MIQUEL AGUSTI CARRER SANT PAU 34
08201 SABADELL (BARCELONA)
SPAIN
06857 RITA BUTER ZIEGELEISTRASSE 26
26897 ESTERWEGEN
GERMANY
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